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Preface 


A vital ingredient in the quest for a unified theory embracing all physical phe
nomena is supersymmetry, a symmetry which (a) unites bosons and fermions, (b) 
requires the existence of gravity and (c) places an upper limit of eleven on the 
dimension of spacetime. For these reasons, in the early 1980's, many physicists 
looked to eleven-dimensional supergravity in the hope that it might provide that 
elusive super-unified theory. Then, in 1984, superunification underwent a major 
paradigm shift: eleven-dimensional supergravity was knocked off its pedestal by ten
dimensional superstrings, one-dimensional objects whose vibrational modes repre
sent the elementary particles. Unlike eleven-dimensional supergravity, superstrings 
provided a perturbatively finite theory of gravity which, after compactification to 
four spacetime dimensions, seemed in principle capable of explaining the Standard 
Model of the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces including the required chiral 
representations of quarks and leptons. 

Despite these major successcs, however, nagging doubts persisted about super
strings. First, many of the most important questions in string theory-How do 
strings break supersymmetry? How do they choose the right vacuum state? How 
do they explain the smallness of the cosmological constant? How do they resolve the 
apparent paradoxes of quantum black holes?-seemed incapable of being answered 
within the framework of a weak-coupling perturbation expansion. They seemed 
to caU for some new, non-perturbative, physics. Second, why did there appear 
to be jive different mathematicaUy consistent superstring theories: the E8 x E8 
heterotic string, the 50(32) heterotic string, the 50(32) Type I string, the Type 
I I A and Type I I B strings? If one is looking for a unique Theory of Everything, 
this seems like an embarrassment of riches! Third, if supersymmetry permits eleven 
dimensions, why do superstrings stop at ten? This question became more acute with 
the discoveries of the elementary supermembrane in 1987 and its dual partner, the 
solitonic superjivebrane, in 1992. These are supersymmetric extended objects with 
respectively two and five dimensions moving in an eleven-dimensional spacetime. 
Finally, therefore, if we are going to generalize zero-dimensional point particles to 
one-dimensional strings, why stop there? Why not two-dimensional membranes or 
more generaUy p-dimensional objects (inevitably dubbed p-branes)? Although this 
latter possibility was actively pursued by a srnall but dedicated group of theorists, 
starting around 1986, it was largely ignored by the mainstream physics community. 

ix 



x Preface 

The year 1995 witnessed a new paradigm shift: perturbative ten-dimensional 
superstrings were in their turn supersedcd by a new non-perlurbative theory called 
M -theory which describes, amongst other things, supermembranes and superfive
branes, which subsumes the above five consistent string theories, and which has, as 
its low-energy limit, eleven-dimensional supergravity! According to Fields Medalist 
Edward Witten, 'M stands for magical, mystery or membrane, according to taste'. 
New evidence in favour of this theory is appearing daily on the Internet and repre
sents the most exciting development in the subject since 1984 when the superstring 
revolution first burst on the scene. These new insights hold promise of a deeper 
understanding of the Standard Model of particle physics, of the unification of the 
four fundamental forces, of the quantum theory of gravity, of the mysteries of black 
holes, of big-bang cosmology and, ultimately, of their complete synthesis in a final 
theory of physics. 

The first purpose of this volume is to bring together the seminal papers that 
have shaped our current understanding of this eleven-dimensional world: from 
supergravity through supermembranes to M -theory. Second, I have included at 
the beg inning of each of the six chapters a commentary intended to explain the 
importance of these papers and to place them in a wider perspective. Each chapter 
also has an extensive bibliography. For reasons of space, I have limited to 33 this 
selection of important papers on eleven dimensions: a daunting task. This has 
meant omitting long review articles, and also significant papers on string theory 
dualities, membrane theory, D-branes and F-theory which, though important for 
our present state of knowiedge, did not have eleven dimensions as their primary 
theme. I have tried to combine originality and topicality by including not only 
the well-cited classic papers but also some very recent works which, in the editor's 
judgement, will prove to be influential with the passage of time. 

M -theory has sometimes been called the Second Superstring Revolution, but I 
feel this is really a misnomer. It certainly involves new ideas every bit as significant 
as those of the 1984 string revolution, but its reliance on supermembranes and 
eleven dimensions renders it sufficiently different from traditional string theory to 
warrant its own name. One cannot deny the tremendous historical influence of the 
last decade of superstrings on our current perspectives. Indeed, it is the pillar upon 
which our belief in a quanturn-consistent M-theory rests. In the editor's opinion, 
however, the focus on the perturbative aspects of one-dimensional objects moving 
in a ten-dimensional spacetime that prevailed during this period will ultimately be 
seen to be a small corner of M -theory. Whatever the fate of the world in eleven 
dimensions, I hope this volume will help chart its course. 

In making my, sometimes treacherous, way through the world in eleven di
mensions over the last two decades I have been guided by many colleagues. I owe 
a particular debt to Eric Bergshoeff, Leonardo CastelIani, Stanley Deser, Ricardo 
D'Auria, Sergio Ferrara, Pietro Fré, Gary Gibbons, Chris Hun, Paul Howe, Takeo 
Inami, Ramzi Khuri, Jim Liu, Hong Lu, Jianxin Lu, Ruben Minasian, Bengt Nils
son, Chris Pope, Joachim Rahmfeld, the late Abdus Salam, Ergin Sezgin, Kelly 
Stelle, Paul Townsend, Peter van Nieuwenhuizen, Steven Weinberg, Nick Warner, 
Peter West and Edward Witten. I am also grateful to all the authors who kindly 
gave their permission to reproduce the papers. Special thanks are due to Hisham 
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Sati for help in preparing the manuscript. Finally, I would like to acknowledge my 
editor Jim Revill of Institute of Physics Publishing for his enthusiasm and advice. 

Michael Duff 
College Station, Texas, 1998 
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Chapter 1 


Eleven-dimensional supergravity 


Eleven is the maximum spacetime dimension in which one can formulate a consis
tent supersymmetric theory, as was first recognized by Nahm [1] in his classification 
of supersymmetry algebras. The easiest way to sec this is to start in four dimen
sions and note that one supersymmetry relates states differing by one half unit of 
helicity. If we now make the reasonable assumption that there be no massless par
ticles with spins greater than two, then we can allow up to a maximum of N = 8 
supersymmetries taking us from helicity -2 through to helicity +2. Since the mini
mal supersymmetry generator is a Majorana spinor with four off-shell components, 
this means a total of 32 spinor components. Now in a spacetime with D dimensions 
and signature (1, D -1), the maximum value of D admitting a 32 component spinor 
is D = 11. (Going to D = 12, for example, would require 64 components.) See 
table 1.1. Furthermore, as we shall see in chapter 2, D = 11 emerges naturally as 
the maximum dimension admitting supersymmetric extended objects, without the 
need for any assumptions about higher spin. Not long after Nahm's paper, Crem
mer, Julia and Scherk [2] realized that supergravity not only permits up to seven 
extra dimensions but in fact takes its simplest and most elegant form when written 
in its full eleven-dimensional glory. The unique D = 11, N = 1 supermultiplet is 
comprised of a graviton 9MN, a gravitino 'l/JM and 3-form gauge field CMNP with 
44, 128 and 84 physical degrees of freedom, respectively. The theory mayalso be 
formulated in superspace [3, 4]. Ironically, however, these extra dimensions were 
not at first taken seriously but rather regarded merely as a useful device for deriv
ing supergravities in four dimensions. Indeed D = 4, N = 8 supergravity was first 
obtained by Cremmer and Julia [5] via the process of dimensional reduction, i.e. by 
requiring that all the fields of D = 11, N = 1 supergravity be independent of the 
extra seven coordinates. 

In thc early 1920's, in their attempts to unify Einstein's gravity and Maxwell's 
electromagnetism, Theodore Kaluza and Oskar Klein suggested that spacetime may 
have a hidden fifth dimension. This idea was quite successful: Einstein's equations 
in five dimensions not only yield the right equations for gravity in four dimensions 
but Maxwell's equations come for free. Conservation of electric charge is just con
scrvation of momentum in the fifth direction. By taking this fifth dimension to have 
thc topology of a circle, moreover, the quantization of electric charge would then 

1 DOI: 10.1201/9781482268737-1
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Dimension Minimal spinor Supersymmetry 
(D or d) (M or m) (N or n) 

11 32 1 
10 16 2, 1 
9 16 2, 1 
8 16 2, 1 
7 16 2, 1 
6 8 4, 3, 2, 1 
5 8 4,3,2, 1 
4 4 8, ... , 1 
3 2 16, ... , 1 
2 1 32, ... , 1 

Table 1.1. Minimal spinor components and supersymmetries. Upper and lower case refer 
to spacetime and worldvolume quantities, respectively 

be automatic: the gauge group is U(l). To get the right value for the charge on the 
electron, however, the radius of the circle would have to be tiny, R <"V 10-35 metres, 
which satisfactorily explains why we are unaware of its existence in our everyday 
livesI. For many years this Kaluza-Klein idea of taking extra dimensions seriously 
was largely forgotten, but the arrival of eleven-dimensional supergravity provided 
the missing impetus. The kind of four-dimensional world we end up with depends 
on how we compactify these extra dimensions: maybe seven of them would allow us 
to give a gravitational origin, à la Kaluza-Klain, to the strong and weak forces as 
weIl as the electromagnetic. In a very influential paper, Witten [15] drew attention 
to the fact that in such a scheme the four-dimensional gauge group is determined by 
the isometry group of the compact manifold K. Moreover, he proved (what to this 
day seems to be merely a gigantic coincidence) that seven is not only the maximum 
dimension of K permitted by supersymmetry but the minimum needed for the isom
etry group to coincide with the standard model gauge group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). 

Round about this time there was great interest in N-extended supergravities 
for which the global SO(N) is promoted to a gauge symmetry, in particular the 
maximal N = 8, 80(8) theory of De Wit and Nicolai [16]. In these theories the un
derlying symmetry is described by the D = 4 anti-de Sitter (AdS4 ) supersymmetry 
algebra, and the Lagrangian has a non-vanishing cosmological constant proportional 
to the square of the gauge coupling constant. This suggested that these theories 
might admit a Kaluza-Klein interpretation, and indeed this maximal theory was 
seen to correspond to the massless sector of D = 11 supergravity compactified on an 
S7 whose metric admits an SO(8) isometry [17]. An important ingredient in these 
development" "l)at had been insufficiently emphasized in earlier work on Kaluza

1 A variation on the Kaluza-Klein theme is that our universe is a 3-brane embedded in a higher 
dimensional spacetime [6, 7]. This is particularly compelling in the context of the Type JIB 
threebrane [8] since the worldvolume fields necessarily incJude gauge fields [9]. Thus the strong, 
weak and electromagnetic forces might be confined to the worldvolume of the branc while gravity 
propagates in the bulk. It has recently been suggested that, in such schemes, the extra dimensions 
might be much larger than 10-35 metres [10, 11] and may even be a large as a millimetre [12-14]. 
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Klein theory was that the Ad54 x 5 7 geometry was not fed in by hand but resulted 
from a spontaneous compactification, i.e. the vacuum state was obtained by finding 
a stabie solution of the higher-dimensional field equations [18]. The mechanism 
of spontaneous compactification appropriate to the Ad54 x 5 7 solution of eleven
dimensional supergravity was provided by the Freund-Rubin mechanism [19J in 
which the 4-form field strength in spacetime GJ1.VP<7 (/1 = 0,1,2,3) is proportional 
to the alternating symbol EJ1.vp<7 [20]. 

By deforming this geometry while keeping the same 5 7 topology, one could 
find a new stabie vacuum solution, the squashed seven-sphere with only N = 1 
supersymmetry and 50(5) x 5U(2) gauge symmetry [21]. Moreover, this admit
ted the four-dimensional interpretation of a Higgs mechanism in which some of 
the scalars acquired non-vanishing vacuum expectation values [22]. More general 
solutions were also found for which the internal components of the 3-form Cmnp 

(m = 1,2, ... 7) are non-vanishing and correspond to the parallelizing torsion on 5 7 

[23]. These also admit a D = 4 Higgs interpretation. Of course, there was still 
the problem of the huge cosmological constant of Ad54 unless one could arrange to 
cancel it via fermion condensates [24]. A summary of this 5 7 and other X 7 com
pactifications of D = 11 supergravity down to Ad54 may be found in [25, 26]. By 
applying a similar mechanism to the 7-form dual of this field strength one could also 
find compactifications on AdS7 x 5 4 [28] whose massless sector describes gauged 
maximal N = 4,50(5) supergravity in D = 7 [29, 30]. Type HB supergravity in 
D = 10, with its self-dual 5-form field strength, also admits a Freund-Rubin com
pactification on AdS5 x 5 5 [31-33] whose massless sector describes gauged maximal 
N = 8 supergravity in D = 5 [34, 35]. 

Compactification Supergroup Bosonic subgroup 
5 7Ad54 x 05p(418) 50(3,2) x 50(8) 
5 5Ad55 X 5U(2,214) 50(4,2) x 50(6) 

Ad57 X 54 05p(6,214) 50(6,2) x 50(5) 

Table 1.2. Compactifications and their symmetries. 

In the three cases given above, the symmetry of the vacuum is described by 
the supergroups 05p(418), 5U(2,214) and 05p(6,214) for the 5 7 ,55 and 5 4 com
pactifications respectively, as shown in table 1.2. As discussed in chapters 4 and 
6, these compactifications were later to prove crucial in the so-called AdS/CFT 
eorrespondenee whieh relates supergravity theories in the bulk of AdS to eonformal 
field theories on its boundary. 

That the four-dimensional manifold K3 plays a ubiquitous role in mueh of 
present day M theory is also diseussed in ehapters 4 and 6. It was first introdueed 
as a eompactifying manifold in 1983 [27] when it was realized that the number 
of unbroken supersymmetries surviving eompaetifieation in a Kaluza-Klein theory 
depends on the holonomy group of the extra dimensions [21]. By virtue of its 
5U(2) holonomy, K3 preserves preeisely half ofthe supersymmetry. This means, in 
partieular, that an N = 2 theory on K3 has the same number of supersymmetries as 
an N = 1 theory on T 4 , aresult which was subsequently to prove of vital importanee 
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for string/string duality, as we shall see in chapter 4. K3 also provided another 
novel phenomenon in Kaluza-Klein theory; the appearance of massless particles 
as a consequence of the topology, as opposed to the geometry of the compactifying 
manifold, determincd by Betti numbers and index theorems [27J. It was thus the 
forerunner of the very inftuential Calabi- Ya11 compactifications of ten-dimensional 
supergravity and string theory [36J. 

The Kaluza-Klein approach to D = 11 supergravity eventually fell out of 
favour for two reasons. First, as emphasized by Witten [37J, it is impossible to 
derive by the conventional Kaluza-Klein technique of compactifying on a manifold 
a chiral theory in four spacetime dimensions starting from a non-chiral theory such 
as eleven-dimensional supergravity. (Ironically, as discussed in chapter 6, Horava 
and Witten were to solve this problem years later by compactifying on something 
that is not a manifold!). Secondly, in spite of its maximal supersymmetry and other 
intriguing features, eleven dimensional supergravity was, after all, still a field theory 
of gravity with all the attendant problems of non-renormalizability. (For a recent 
proof of this, see [43J.) The solution to this problem also had to await the dawn of 
M-theory. 

Finally, we have included a paper by Hull [38J which displays a plane wave 
solution of D = 11 supergravity and one by Han and Koh [39J which displays a 
Kaluza-Klein monopole [40, 41, 42J solution of D = 11 supergravity~ Both solu
tions arc special because, in common with the the supermembrane of chapter 2 
and the superfivebrane of chapter 3, they preserve half of the supersymmetry. As 
discussed in chapter 5, the eleven-dimensional plane-wave, supermembrane, super
fivebrane and Kaluza-Klein monopole are thc progenitors of the lower dimensional 
supersymmetric objects of M-theory. 
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We determine all manifest supersymmetries in more than I + I dimensions, including 
those with conformalor de Sitter space-time symmetry. For the supersymmetries in flat 
space we determine the structure of all representations and give formulae for an effective 

2 computation. In particular we show that at least for masses m =0, I, 2 the stat cs of the 
spinning string form supersymmetry mul tipi ets. 

1. Introduction 

All supersymmetries of the S-matrix in 3 + 1 dimensions are known [1]. How
ever, there are further interesting possibilities, e.g., supersymmetries in de Sitter 
space-time or in higher dimensions. Partieularly important is the conjeeture that a 
suitably restrieted version of the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond string yields a renormal
izable sypersymmetric Yang-Mills and gravity theory in 9 + I dimensions [2]. Sueh 
theories may be reduced to 3 + 1 dimensions by eompactifying some directions [3]. 

In sect. 2 we shall classify all manifest supersymmetries in more than 1 + 1 
dimensions. For a flat space-time we determine the structure of the corresponding 
little groups in sect. 3. In sect. 4 we determine their representations and derive for
mulae to calculate them explicitly. In sect. 5 we consider as examples the theories 
which admit multipiets with spins at most 1. In particular we shall see that the 
lowest mass levels of the spinning string indeed can be regarded as supersymmetry 
representations, thus confirming the conjecture of ref. [2]. 

The notations are those of ref. [4]. In particular, the bracket <J, 1'> will de no te 
the anticommutator , if both /, I' are odd, and the commutator, if at least one of 
them is even. We shall always work with the supersymmetry algebra, not with groups. 

2. Classification of supersymmetries 

Let L = G EB U be a finite dimensional supersymmetry algebra, where G, U 
denote the even and odd subspace respectively. We assume that the generators exhibii 
the usual relation between spin and statistics (in fact it is sufficient to assume that U 
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contains no Lorentz scalars). Furthermore, L must admit an adjoint operation +. 
This is true, if L commutes with some unitary S-matrix, but we shall also consider 
theories with massless particles, or in de Sitter space, where the usual S-matrix for
malism runs into difficulties. However, we restrict ourselves to manifest supersym
metries, acting on some Hilbert space of particIe states. 

Taking the subspace of L generated by the elements which obey 

+g =-g for gE G, 

u+ = iu for uE U, (I) 

we obtain a real form of L. 
For the even part we write 

G=SEBJ, (2) 

where S is the space-time symmetry, and J a compact internal symmetry of the 
form 

J=TEBA, (3) 

with T semi-simple and A Abelian. 
Consider first the case where S is simpie, i.e., a conformalor a de Sitter algebra. 

Let C(X) denote the centre of X. 
Proposition 2.1. 
L/C~) is the direct sum of an internal symmetry Je of type (3) plus a supersym

metry which is simple up to a possible extension by an algebra of outer automor
phisms (of course Je may be zero). 

Proof: 

C(L) C G, as 

(uu+) > 0 (4) 

for all non-zero u E U. Let V C Ube invariant under (S, +), i.e., under S and the 
adjoint operation. Then (S (VV» is an S-invariant subspace of S, thus either equal to 
S or zero. In the latter case, (VV+) defines a positive-definite S-invariant Hermitian 
form on V, thus that part of S which is faithfully represented on V is contained in 
some compact unitary algebra. As Sis simple and non-compact, (SV> has to vanish. 
But because of the spin-statistics relation, U contains no scalars. Thus for any V =1= 0 
we have 

(S(VV» = S. (5) 

Therefore no ideal of L which contains an odd element can be soluble. Now let C be 
the maximal soluble ideal of L. Because of CC G one has 

(cU> =o. (6) 
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In addition because of eqs. (2) and (3) 

CCA. (7) 

Thus 

C= qL), (8) 

and LIC(L) is semi-simple. All semi-simple graded Lie algebras are described in 
ref. [5]. Because G is of type (2) with simple S, and U contains no scalars, LIC(L) 
has to be a direct sumo lts summands must be simple modulo extensions by outer 
automorphisms. Because of eq. (5) all odd elements of LIC(L) belong to that direct 
summand which contains S. Apart from the outer automorphisms the direct sum
mand which contains U can be written as 

U EI) (UlJ) 

and th is supersymmetry algebra is simple modulo "central charges" as defined in 
ref. [1]. Here 

(UlJ) =S EI) J, (10) 

where./ is a direct summand ofJ, thus again of type (3). 
All real simple graded Lie algebras have been c1assified [5,6]. Thus we just have 

to select the algebras which are compatible with our assumptions. We use the nota
tion (G, U as representation space of G). 

Proposition 2.2. 
The simp Ie supersymmetry algebras are: 

(0(2, 1) EI) u(N), (2, N) + (2, N)), N"4=2, (I) 

(0(2, 1) EI) su(2), (2, 2) + (2, 2)), (Id 

(0(2, 1) EI) oeN), (2, N)), N= 1,2, ... , (lI) 

(0(2, 1) EI) 0(4), (2, 4))a , (lIa) 

(0(2, 1) EI) 0(3) EI) su(N, H), (2, 2, 2N)), N= 1,2, ... , (III) 

(0(2, 1) EI) 0(7), (2, 8)), (IV) 

(0(2, 1) EI) g2, (2, 7)), (V) 

(0(3,1), (2,1) + (1, 2)), (VI) 

(0(3,2) EI) oeN), (4, N)), N= 1,2, ... , (VII) 
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(0(4,1) EB u(l),4 +4), (VIl I ) 

(0(4,2) EB u(N), (4, N) + (4, N», N-=I=4, (VIII) 

(0(4,2) EB su(4), (4, 4) + (4,4», (VIIId 

(0(6,1) (i) su(2), (8,2», (lXI) 

(0(5,2) EB su(2), (8,2», (lX2 ) 

(0(6,2) EB su(N, H), (8, 2N), N = 1,2, .... (X) 

The !ie alge bras are denoted by lower case latters, capitals are reserved for the 
groups. SU(N, H) is the group of unitary quaternionic N X Nmatrices; it is the com
pact real form of Sp(2N, C). In particular su( 1, H) ~ su(2), su(2, H) - o(5). In (IIQ ), 

Q is a real constant which enters only into the structure constants for (UlJ). The 
algebras involving 0(4, 2) have been classified in ref. [I]. 

Recently, Euclidean supersymmetries have been studied [7]. The algebras 
oCR + 1, I) may be interpreted as conformal algebras of an R -dimensional Euclidean 
space. For compact de Sitter spaces we obtain the additional possibilities 

(0(3) EB u(N), (2, N) + (2, N», N-=I=2, (I') 

(0(3) EB su(2), (2,2) + (2, 2», (1'1) 

(0(5) EB u(I), 4 + 4), (VIl'I) 

(0(6) EB u(N), (4, N) + (4, N», N-=I=4, (VIII') 

(0(6) EB su(4), (4, 4) + (4, 4» . (VIII'I) 

Note that most of the orthosymplectic algebras are unsuitable, as the sp(2N) are 
non-compact. Thus we had to use the isomorphisms [8] 

0(2, 1)~su(l, 1), 0(4, 1)""'" su(l, 1, H), 

0(3) ~ su(2), 0(5) - su(2, H), 

0(2, 1) EB 0(3) ~ s Q u(2, H), 0(4, 2) ....... su(2, 2), 

0(3, I)""'" sp(2, C), 0(6) - su(4), 

0(3,2) - sp(4), 0(6,2) - s Q u(4, H). 

SaV(N, H) denotes the group of anti-unitary quaternionic N X N matrices. 
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The representations of S in U are always spinor representations. 
To find central charges, one has to look at the decomposition of the symmetrie 

part of the tensor product of U with itself. For algebras involving a u(1), any G 
scalar can be absorbed into it. Most other algebras yield no G scalars, with the 
exception of (11), (l'I), (VIII I ) and (VUI'I)' These algebras admit one central charge. 
In addition, only they admit outer automorphisms U(1), and (I.) even SU(2). This 
extension of (I.) by SU(2) can be obtained from (lIQ ) in the limit 0: :::: O. In this 
latter case na central charge is allowed. 

The algebras for de Sitter spaces may be contracted to alge bras of flat spaces. 
Here any direct summand ofJ may either be left unchanged or contracted to a vec
tor space of central charges. 

For supersymmetries where S is a conformal algebra we have a natural grading 
over the integers 

L =L(-2) E!l L(-I) E!l L(O) E!l L(l) E!l L(2), (11) 

<L(m)L(n»CL(m+n) , (12) 

defined by 

L(n):::: {I E LI<d{):::: nl} , (13) 

with a suitably normalized dilation generator d. Here 

L(-2) =p (14) 

is the subspace of translation generators, and 

L(-I) E!lL(l)=U. (15) 

Let us now consider the supersymmetries with 

S:= ioCR, 1), (16) 

i.e., the Poincaré algebra in R + 1 dimensions. As we have seen, these supersym
metries cannot be simple. A typical example is the subalgebra 

L(-2) E!l L(-I) E!l L~O), (17) 

of (11), where 

L~O) $ dilations =L (0) . (18) 

In fact, we shall show that such a grading by dimension can always be constructed. 
Provisionally we defme recursively a fIltration 

P E!l CeL) =L(-2) CL(O) c ... CL(2k) =L (19) 

by 

L(m) ={lELI(P{)CL(m-2)} for m;;;'O. (20) 
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The proof of ref. [9 J that k is finite applies also to supersymmetries. Obviously 

(i(m)I(n» c [(m +n) , (21) 

i(m)+ '" i(m) , (22) 

G L [(0) . (23) 
Proposition 2.3. 
In (19), L '" i(O). 

Proof: Put 

U(i) =U () i(i+ 1) , i = -1, 1, .... (24) 

We have 

PO< -1) =0 , (25) 

and therefore 

p(O<-I)O<-I») =0 . (26) 

Thus 

(0< -1)0< -1» C P EB J. (27) 

From 

P<PO< 1») == 0 (28) 

we obtain for any u E U(1) 

(<PuXPu» == (P(<Pu) u» 

=<PP(uu») C <P<PG» = 0 . (29) 

For u E 0< 1) with u+ == u this means 

(PU) =0 . (30) 

But these elements span 0(1). Thus 

0(1) = 0<-1) = U. (31) 

Proposition 2.4. 
U consists of spin or representations of o(R, 1). 
Proof: Consider a Cartan sub algebra of the Lorentz algebra spanned by the Her

mitian generators MOl' M 23 , .... Decompose U into eigenspaces of this Cartan 
algebra. For any element u of one of these spaces 

(M2i, 2i+ 1 u) = (Xi(U) u . (32) 

Because of the compactness properties of oCR, 1), (Xo(u) must be purely imaginary, 
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and all the other CXj(u) realo This yields 

<M2i•2 ;+1 <u u+»:::: 2a.o(u) [jo; <u u+). (33) 

But there is na element with this property in G, unless 

cxo(u) = ±! or 0 . (34) 

This must be true for all eigenspaces of the Cartan algebra. As scalars have been 
excluded, U must consist of spinors. 

From (4) and eq. (33) one obtains that the coefficient of [IJ in (uv+) defines a 
positive-definite oCR) Ei) Jinvariant Hermitian form on U. We write 

(uv+) = (uv) [IJ + ... . (35) 

From the existence of this form it follows th at even the representation of A in U is 
completely reducible. 

Proposition 2.5. 
For R > 2 the fIltration (19) can be refined to a grading 

L =L(-2) EIl L(-l)EIl L(O) , (36) 

where 

L(-2) =p Ei) C(L) , (37) 

L(-2)=U, (38) 

L(O)=o(R,l) EIlTEIlA e , (39) 

with 

Ae Ei) C(L)=A. (40) 

Proof: Because of (4), C(L) contains only even elements. Taking into account 
eqs. (25), (27) and (31), we only have to prove that (UU> n J lies in C(L). Put 

M = U EIl (UU> , (41) 

Me =M/(L(-2) n (uU» = VEIl (VV). (42) 

We have to prove that Me contains only odd elements. Let W EIl B be an Abelian ideal 
of Me with Beven, W odd. As the representation of B in V is completely reducible, 

(BV) =(B(BV» C(BW) = O. (43) 

Thus 

B C (VV) n C(Mc ) = 0 , (44) 

(VW) C B =O. (45) 
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This yields 

W tB B =WC CCMe) CV. (46) 

Moreover, C(Me) is even a direct summand ofMe, as the complete reducibility of the 
representation of (VV) in V yields 

«VV)V) () C(Me) C «VV) C(Me) =0 . (47) 

Thus 

Me =Ms tB C(Mc) (48) 

with semi-simple or vanishingMs. 

But Ms admits oCR, 1) as outer automorphism. Thus for R > 2 it has to vanish. 
For R = 2, Ms has to be a direct sum whose summands are all of the form (l'l), i.e., 

(su(2) tB su(2), (2, 2) + (2, 2)). This algebra has the outer automorphism algebra 
0(2, 1). As Ms admits no further outer automorphisms, all direct summands of J 
which act non-trivially on Ms are contained in (Ulf>. Furthermore, Ms admits no een
tral charges. Thus (U ~ P tB J)/P is a direct sum of an algebra isomorphic to Ms and 
one of type (36). This yields all L with S = io(2, 1). 

In the simplest case, where Ms is just (1'1)' L can be obtained from (lIa) in the 
limit 0: =-1. In this limit, 0(2, 1) may become the outer automorphism, or it may 
be scaled down to a three-dimensional centre. If one does both, the centre trans
forms as the adjoint, i.e., the vector representation of the outer automorphism 
0(2, 1). This doubling of 0(2, 1) thus yields the Poincaré algebra io(2, 1 ). 

The supersymmetry algebra just described apparently has not been discussed 
before. 

For R = 1, no new possibilities for Ms appear, as (l'l) is the only real form of a 
simple graded Lie algebra which admits 0(1, 1) as outer automorphism. For example, 
(su(N) tB su(N), (N, N) + (fi, N)) with N > 2 has the outer automorphism algebra 
0(2), which prevents the introduction of momenta. 

However, the extension of (l'l) by o( 1, 1) admits now one central charge which 
may be obtained from one momentum component in 2 + 1 dimensions by reduc
tion to 1 + 1 dimensions. 

3. Little groups 

We shall only determine the representations of the supersymmetries graded 
according to eqs. (36)-{39). For the conformal supersymmetries this means that we 
represent only a subalgebra. For the de Sitter case we are anyhow only interested 
in representations which have a limit for the contraction to flat space-time. 

The representations can be induced in the usual way from the representations of 
the little group. Thus we fix some subspace H of the Hilbert space on which P is 
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constant and which is irreducible with respect to 

L' =G' Ei) U, (49) 

where 

G' =S' El J (50) 

and 
S' = oCR) for the massive case , 

S' = ioCR - 1) for the massive case. (51) 

In the latter case the "Galilei-transformations " of ioCR - 1) have to be represented 
by zero, as otherwise the representations bepome infinite dimensional. Thus S' can 
be restricted to oCR - 1). 

On H, A is represented by constants. Thus (U restricted to H) yields a Clif
ford algebra with biline ar form <UlJ>JIH. This bilinear form is not necessarily positive 
definite, though by (4) it is non-negative definite. 

Proposition 3.1. 
U can be decomposed ioto (G', +) invariant subspaces 

U=- UO $ cl, (52) 

such that 

cJ>/H=O (53) 

and (cl cI)IH is positive-definite. 
Proof: We may choose H such that pO =pR in the massless case and p =(m. 0) for 

massive particles. Write 

U= U+ $ U_, (54) 

where 

<MoRu) = ±!u for uE V±. (55) 

Eq. (33) yields 

<u+ u) =- c(?> ± pR) for u E U±, (56) 

with c> 0 for any non-trivial u. In the massless case .we obtain 

U1H 

cJ>=U_ , 

U' = U+. (57) 

In the massive case we use the positive-defmite Hermitian form on U defmed by 
eq. (35). Note that eq. (33) yields 

(U+U_) = O. (58) 
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In general, let UO be the subspace of U which annihilates Hand take its orthogonal 
complement ij' with respect to this form. As the form is (G', +) invariant, this is 
also true for the decomposition. 

Note that in the massless case all central charges have to vanish, as 

C(L)IH C <U+ U->IH =0 . (59) 

In the massive case without central charges one obtains 

<U+U_>IH = 0, (60) 

such that <UU>IH is positive definite and U O vanishes. Even with central charges 
according to eq. (56) 

dim ij' ;;;. dim U+ = ! dim U. (61) 

However, there may be linear relations between U+ IH and U_lH 

Proposition 3.2. 
C(L )IH forms a compact, convex set. At its boundary and only at its boundary 

Uo*O. 
Proof: Choose a basis Uk of UiH, ei of C(L)IH. We have 

o...jU i, (i\ic ukt> = mao(n') + eiai(i\i\') , (62) 

where the ao, ai are Hermitian forms. We have seen that ao has to be positive-
de fini te. In contrast, no linear combination of the ai can be positive- or negative
definite, as the non-compact algebra G has no invariant finite-dimensional positive
definite Hermitian forms. 

The allo wed values for C(L )IH are those for which 

?(i\) = mao(i\i\) + eia;(i\i\);;;' 0 for all i\ . (63) 

ua is non-vanishing, if in addition 

?(i\) = 0 (64) 

for some non-zero i\. We may restrict i\ to the compact space 

A = {i\I~Ii\iI2 =I} . (65) 

Then 

min (?(i\)jao(i\i\» 
I\. 

is a continuous function of the ei. Along any ray in C(L)IH from zero to infinity it is 
a linear function which will take at first positive, then negative values, with one zero 
in between. The convexity follows from 

min «ei + di) aj(i\i\» ;;;. min (eiai(i\i\» +min (diai(i\i\» . (66) 
I\. I\. I\. 
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An important special case arises, if S '" io(R, 1) is reduced to io(R', I) with 
R' <R. Here the superfluous momentum components become cent ral charges, and 
the boundary of C(L )IH corresponds to zero mass in R + I dimensions. 

Now we shall show that as far as the representations of L' are concerned, the 
central charges enter only via the determination of Uo. 

Proposition 3.3. 
Let the representation u'IH of (C', +) be given. Then <u' u'>IH is fixed up to an 

isomorphism. 
Proof: Let 

u' '" (j 1) EB U(2) EB (67) 

be the decomposition of u' into inequivalent representations of(C', +). As <u'u'>IH 
contains only C' scalars, 

<(jm)U(n»IH = 0 for m:f=n. (68) 

Let uai be a basis ofsome U(m), where (C', +) acts irreducibly on the first index, 
whereas i counts the multiplicity of the representation. We may write 

(uaiUbi) "" KabXi; , (69) 

where K is the uniquely defmed positive-definite Herrnitian invariant form of the 
corresponding representation of (d, +). K ® X has to be positive-defmite Hermitian, 
thus also X. In particular, we may choose a basis such that 

Kab'" Óab , Xi; =Óij . (70) 

Now Iet us classify the supersymmetries with regard to the representations. As 
we have seen, this requires the classification of all possible u'. 

Proposition 3.4. 
Let C' '" S' EB J be an algebra of type (3), (51) and u' a spinorial representation of 

(C', +). Then one can always find a supersymmetry L which yields C' EB u' as algebra 
of the little group, both in the massless and in the massive case. 

Proof: I t is sufficient to consider an irreducible u', otherwise one just takes a 
direct sum with components orthogorral under the Ue bracket. For any irreducible 
spinorial representation of some (C, +) with C "" S EB J one can define a supersym
metry by 

(Q~,.Q(jj) = (l'Y,Ja.{jp/.I Xii' (71) 

Here S acts on the first and J on the second index of Q. Xii is the positive-definite 
Hermitian form on the representation of J. 

Let 
S' = o(r) , (72) 

where r '" R for the massive and r "" R - 1 for the massless case. Take 

C == io(r + 1, 1) EB J (73) 
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and choose a U which transforms under J according to the given representation. 
Furthermore let its transformation properties under oer + 1, 1) be given by the em
bedding of the representation of oer) into the spinorial representation of oer + 1, 1) 
of twice its dimension. As the real, quaternionic, or non-self-conjugated nature of 
the spinorial representations of oer + n, n) is independent of n [8], the representation 
of(G', +) is embedded into a representation of(G, +) oftwice its dimension. Now 
consider the corresponding algebra (71). For an H with pO = pr+ 1 it yields the 
wanted algebra of the Iittle group. In the massless case, we have finished. In the 
massive case we just have to take the subalgebra ioCR, 1) of ioCR + 1, 1), and to 
interpret pR + 1 as cent ral charge. 

4. Representations 

In this section we always take the restriction to H, without noting it explicitly. 
It remains to determine the representations of(L', +). As the undecomposable 

representations of Clifford algebras with non-degenerate bilinear form are fIXed up 
to isomorphisms, this problem is completely solved by 

Proposition 4.1. 

The universal associative enveloping algebra U(L') of L' decomposes as 


U(L') = tJ(G') ® U(cI), (74) 

where tJ (G') is isomorphic to U(G'). 
Proof: Take a basis t of G', QQ of cl, such that 

<QQQt> = oQ(J , (75) 

<tQQ) =Q(Ja~ . (76) 

Let 

<QQQ-y) = TQ'Y = T-YQ . (77) 

Then 

QQ =TQ(JQt· (78) 

The Jacobi identity yields 

TiJ'Ya~ + TQ(JdiJ'y = 0, (79) 

. 1 . + _
(g' - ï,Q(Ja'(J-yQ-y, QQ) - 0 for all a, i. (80) 

Thus we obtain a set of elements 

gi = t - ~Q(Ja~Q~ (81) 

of U(L') which commute with all elements of U(cI) and form a Lie algebra iso
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morphic to C'. The enveloping algebra O(C') of this Lie algebra fulms eq. (74). 
Thus all representations of L' are produets of a representation of C' with the 

irreducible representation F of Cl. Taking the trivial representation of O(C') we 
obtain the fundamental representation I ® F of L', for which the generators t are 
represented according to 

i _ IQ i Q+g - ï (JG/Yr 'Y' (82) 

lts dimension is 

dim F = 2dim U'f2 . (83) 

Proposition 4.2. 
The representations of L' contain the same number of fermion as of boson states. 
Proof: Letfbe the fermion number. Because of 

(-)IQ =-Q(-/ QECI , (84) 

one has 

Tr« - )f(QQ'») = 0 for Q, Q' E Cl . (8S) 

The number (Q(j) is in general not zero. 
To tackle the calculation of the representations it is eonvenient to use charaeters, 

i.e., the traces of elements of the group generated by the l We may restriet our
selves to a maximal Abelian subgroup, because this determines already all the weights. 
Let Ä be any representation of O(C'). It corresponds, via the isomorphism to VCC'), 
to a representation A of C' and vice versa. Thus we obtain 

XÄ ® p{exp(~ii)) = XA ® p{exp(~;li) exP(!~iQQaJQ~)) 

= XÄ{exp(~;Ki)) XF<!QQda(JQ~) 

= XA (exp{~ii)) Xl ® F(exp(~i)) . (86) 

Furthermore let us use eq. (67). Let cim) contain Cm irreducible representations of 
type m, which by themselves yield fundamental representations 1 ® Fm. Then 

Xl ® F(g) =n Xl ® Fm (g)Cm . (87) 
m 

Thus we can rest riet ourselves to irreducible Cl. We can even reduce the calculation 
of Xl ® Fm, using the same formula, to the corresponding one for irredueible repre
sentations of a maximum Abelian subgroup of C'. 

Now take an r-dimensional Abelian group with generators gl, '" ,ti and a 2' 
dimensional real representation Cl for which no i is represented trivially. We may 
assume that the eigenvalues of all t are ±!i. For convenienee we defme 

Xr(~I, ... , ~r) = Xl ® p{exp{~i)) . (88) 
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A change of base from gl ,g2 to !(gl ± g2) yields the recursion relation 

X:r(~ I ' ~2, ~3, ...) = Xr- I (~I + ~2' ~3, ...) Xr-I (~I - ~2, ~3, ...) . (89) 

XI can easily be calculated directly. We take a base Q± of l!, where Q_ is the 
adjoint of Q+. The a of eq. (76) has the form 

al = !i (1 0). (90) 
2 

Thus 

gl = ;\(Q+Q_ - Q_Q+) . (91) 

Then Q± may be represented by the Pauli matrices ~(ux ± iuy). Thus 

XI en = 2 cos h . (92) 

Eq. (89) then yields 

X2 (~I , ~2) =2 cos !~ I + 2 cos !~2 , (93) 

3 

X3(~I' ~2, ~3) =2 + 2 ~ cos ~i + ~ exP(!(±~1 ± ~2 ± ~3)i). (94) 
i= I ct 

Eq. (92) yields in general 

XI ® F(exp(i~M12» = (2 cos ;\ndim u' /2 . (95) 

Eq. (93) shows that the state of 1 ® Fwhich yields the highest eigenvalue ofM 12 
has zero eigenvalue for all generators commuting withM . 12 Thus for any gEl 

Xl ® F(exp{i ~ ~;M2i-I. 2i +g)) '" ~ 2(cos l~i dim U) + ... . (96) 
I I 

One sees that for dim l! == 0 (mod 8), the fundamental representation contains a 
totally symmetrie Ad tensor. For dim l! = 4, one has a spinor, more generally for 

0 _ 1 

dim U' == 4 (mod 8) some spinor-tensor. For dim l! == 2 (mod 4), which may happen 
for massless particles in 3 + 1 dimensions, XA = 1 is obviously impossible. 
XA(exp{i~M12» has to be a sum ofterms ofthe form 2 cos(!(2n + l)n. 

For 0(10, 1), the spin representation has dimension 32, such that for massless 
particles dim U' is at least 16. Thus any representation in more than 9 + 1 dimen
sions contains at least a symmetrie tensor field. For 0(11, 1), no Majorana-Weyl
spinor exists [8], thUS dim l! is at least 32 and higher spins have to occur. Con
sequently, supergravity theories are impossible in more than 10 + 1 dimensions, 
supersymmetrie Yang-Mills theories in more than 9 + 1 dimensions. 

Note that the minimal value of dim u' grows exponentially with the dimension. 
According to eq. (83), dim F grows like an iterated exponential. 
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5. Examples 

At first we shalilist the fundamental representations of the su persymmetries 
which all ow multiplets with highest spin one. This requires dim U' ..;; 8. 

(A) S' = 0(2). 

ForJ = 0 we obtain the character of eq_ (92). With 


XA(exp(i~M12))"'2cos(!(2n+l)n, n=O,I, ___ , (97) 

we obtain 

XÄ ® F(exp(i~M12)) '" 2 cos(~(n + 1) n+ 2 cos(~nn. (98) 

These are the well-known massless multiplets of the standard supersymmetry in 3 + 1 
dimensions. 

ForJ = su(2) and isospin ~ we may embed the representation cr into the corre
sponding one for S' '" 0(3) without changing dim cr. Therefore we need not treat 
this case separately. From now on we omit most representations for which such an 
embedding is possible. 

ForJ == su(3) and representation 3 + "3 a slightly more complicated embedding 
into the vector representation of 0(6) is possible. As fundamental multiplets, one ob
tains su(3) singlets for "spin" ±l and triplet, antitriplet for "spin" ±~ respectively. 
Multiplying by the XA of eq. (97) with n == 0 one obtains singlets with spins ±1, ±~, 
triplet, antitriplet for spin ±! respectively, and both triplet and antitriplet for spin O. 
Multiplying by the octet of su(3) one obtains the particles of apossibie supersym
metrie Yang-Mills theory. 

However, here a general difficulty of those theories becomes apparent. In eq. (96) 
we have seen that for the fundamental representation the particles with highe st spin 
are] singlets. Thus either one has to except multipiets with spin larger than one, or 
one has to multiply by the adjoint representation of same gauge -group. But this 
procedure yields unreasonably high representations of the gauge group for the 
fermions. Ifone takes supercharges which commute with the gauge group, one obtains 
only adjoint representations of this group, otherwise higher representations have to 
occur. But, of course, one has to keep in mind that our investigation concerns only 
manifest symmetries. 

ForJ =su(4) and representation 4 + 4" compare the case S' '" 0(6), ] =0(2), 
which may be embedded into the case G' == 0(8) discussed below. The fundamental 
representation has a singlet for spin ±I, quartet, antiquartet for spin ±~ respectively, 
and an antisymmetrie tensor for spin zero. Note that the simplest multiplet for 
] == su(3) discussed above admits the larger symmetry J:; su(4). 

(B)S' = 0(3) 
Even forJ == 0 the invarianee under the adjoint operation requires that cr con· 

tains an even numb er of spinors. As smallest multiplet one obtains 

Xl ® FCn == Xl (n2 = 2 cos ~ ~ + 2 . (99) 
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Taking the spinor representation for A one obtains in A ® F a vector, a scalar and 
two Majorana spinors. These multipiets are weU known [10). 

Here an embedding into the (2,2) representation of 0(3) EB 0(3) is possible. The 
character of the fundamental representation has already been given in eq. (93). 

If one chooses the isospin-~ representation ofJ = su(2), the representation of 
the maximum Abelian subgroup in U is reducib1e. One obtains 

XI ® F(~I, ~2) = X2(~I, ~2) X2(~I, 3~2), (100) 

i.e., (3, I) + (1,5) + (2, 4). 
0(4) = 0(3) EB 0(3) need not be considered separately, as for its spinors one 0(3) 

is represented trivially. 
From S' =0(5) on, representations with dim (/ < 8 no longer occur and those with 

dim (/ = 8 can be embedded into a Majorana-Weyl spinor of 0(8). This representa
tion occurs for the massless particles of the supersymmetrie spinning string. Let us 
consider this system in detail. 

For all supersymmetries in more than 5 + 1 dimensions, dim U is at least 16. All 
supersymmetries with R > 5, dim U = 16 can be considered as subsymmetries of the 
supersymmetry L = GEB Uwith G = io(9, 1), U= Majorana-Weyl spin or. Central 
charges can be interpreted as components of the momentum in 9 + 1 dimensions. 
There are at most 9 -R of them. The maximal internal symmetry for S :: ioCR, 1) is 
just 0(9 - R). This can easily be checked case by case. 

For the massless multiplet in 9 + 1 dimensions, the fundamental representation is 
essentially determined by dim F = 16 and proposition 4.2. Alternative1y it can be 
read of from eq. (94). According to the chirality of U one finds 

4 4 

X±(~I' ~2' ~3' ~4) = ~ exp(i ~ ~Eiri) + ~ 2 cos ~i , (101) 
€ i=1 i=1 

where all Ei E {I, -I} and the sum goes over all quadruples (E I , E2' E 3, E4) with 

n Ej = ±l for Xi respectively . (102) 
i 

The r.h.s. of eq. (lOl) represents a Majorana-Weyl spinor plus a vector. These are just 
the m :: 0 stat es of the spinning string of ref. [2). The supersymmetry admits no een
tra1 charges_ Thus according to eq. (60), one finds, for the fundamental representation 
of the massive case, 

X4 (r I ' r2' ~3' r4) = x+(t I ' t 2' t 3, t 4) x- (rl' t 2, t 3' t 4) . (l03) 

As can easily be read off from the helicity partition function [111 this yields 
exactly the multiplet which occurs at the m2 = 1 level of the Neveu-Schwarz-Rarnond 

2string as considered in ref. [21. For m = 2 one fmds the V® F representation, 
where V is the 0(9) vector with 

4 

XV(tl,t2,t3,t4)=2~ costi+ l . (104)
i= 1 
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This is astrong confirmation for the conjecture that this model is supersymmetric. 
For the c10sed string the representations considered in ref. [2) are just the tensor 

product of the open-string representations with the corresponding representation of 
the boson sector alone. Thus for a supersymmetric open string, the c10sed string has 
to be supersymmetrie too. This yields one possible supergravity theory in 9 + I 
dimensions, which by reduction yields the 0(4) supergravity [I 2] plus an additional 
sector considered bel ow . The representation is given by 

4 

x(ç 1 ' ç2 , ç3, ç4) ::: X+U·1 ' ç2' ç3 , ç4) 2 ~ cos ç; . (105) 
;=1 

To restriet the representations of io(9, I) to those of io(3, 1) + su(4) one just has 
to interpretM4s ,M67 andMs9 in the character formulae as generators ofSU(4). For 
the fundamental massless representation, eq. (lOl) yields a su(4) singlet with spin 
±l, a su(4) quartet, antiquartet with spin ±~ respectively, and a su(4) sextet with 
spin O. 

Multiplication with 2 cos ç1 yields the 0(4) supergravity. The remaining part of the 
character of the 0(8) vector in eq. (105) yields a vector of 0(6) - su(4). This is the 
adjoint representation of 0(4) C su( 4). Thus one obtains the multiplet of the 0(4) 
Yang-Mills theory. 

Supergravity theories are possible in at most 10 + 1 dimensions, as we have seen. 
For G =io(lO, 1), U= Majorana spinor, one obtains the fundamental representation 
(103). 

If seven dimensions are compactified, one fmds G = io(3, 1) $ 0(7), while U 
transforms as Majorana spinor both under io(3, 1) and 0(7). Now, one can enlarge 
0(7) to 0(8) without changing the representation space U. As the Majorana-Weyl 
spinor and the vector representations of 0(8) are connected by outer automorphisms 
of 0(8), the embedding of 0(7) into 0(8) may be done in such a way that U trans
forms as a vector under 0(8). Thus one should obtain the 0(8) supergravity by 
dimensional reduction, if the supergravity in 10 + 1 dimensions can be constructed. 

In 9 + I dimensions, there is one further supergravity, which arises, if one takes 
all tensor products of the open string with itself including the fermion-fermion sec
tor. This yields an internal symmetry J = 0(2). Taking into account only the space
time symmetry, one obtains for the fundamental representation 

X(Ç1,Ç2,Ç3,Ç4)=X+(Ç1,Ç2,Ç3,Ç4)2. (106) 

Scherk has discovered that dimensional reduction of this theory probably yields 
the 0(8) supergravity (13). Indeed, as far as the little group G' = 0(8) $ 0(2) is con
cerned, an exchange ofS' ::: 0(8) and J = 0(2) would yield the representations of this 
supergravity. This exchange may arise automatically by dimensional reduction of G' 
to 0(2) $ 0(6) $ 0(2). Now, the 0(6) counts as part of the internal symmetry 
J = 0(6) $ 0(2). As discussed for 0(7) above, the representation ofJ in U admits an 
extension to the vector representation of 0(8). 

Thus in 9 + 1 dimensions three supergravity theories may exist, with multiplets 
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given by the eqs. (105), (103) and (106), respectively. Dimensional reduction of the 
first should yield the 0(4) supergravity, whereas from the othef two one migh tob· 
tain the 0(8) supergravity. 

1wish to thank D. Olive, B. Zumino and J. Scherk for stimulating discussions. 
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SUPERGRA VITY THEORY IN 11 DlMENSIONS 
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We present the action and transformation laws of supcrgravity in 11 dimensions which is expected to be closcly relatcd 
to tbc 0 (8) theory in 4 dimensions after dimensional reduction. 

Extended OeN) (N= 1, ... 8) supergravity theories 
(J ~5 Jare notoriously difficuJt to construct beyond 
N = 3. The difficulty lies partly in the large number 
of fields involved (for N= 8, which is the largest theory 
that can be constructed in this frame·work, one has 
I graviton, 8 spin 3/2 gravitinos, 28 vectors, 56 spinors, 
35 scalar and 35 pseudoscalar particles) but mostly in 
the fact that the spin 0 fields appear in a non-polyno
mial way, thus forbidding a step-by·step construction 
of the action and transformation laws. So far, only the 
N = 4 theory has been constructed in a closed form 
[3 J, the simplest form of it exhibiting a manifest SU(4) 
invariance [5], while theN= 8 theory [4) has been 
constructed only to order K2. Further, geometrieal 
methods [6) do not seem readily applicable to these 
theories beyond N = 2, due to the presence of fields 
not bearing a vector index, which makes their interpre
tation as gauge fields difficul t. 

On the other hand, an elegant method has been 
found to be very useful to circumvent the similar 
problem of constructing in a simple way the OeN) 
(N = I, ... 4) su persymmetric Yang~Mills theories in 
4 dimensions. One first establishes the existence of 
a supersymmetric Yang~Mills theory in 10 dimensions 
[7), which was suggested by the study of the dual 
spinor model. Then one reduces the theory to four 
dimensions by assuming all fields to be independent 
of the extra 6 spacial coordinates. In this way, the 

Laboratoirc Propre du C.N.R.S., associé à rEeole Normale 
Supérieure et à rUniversité de Paris-Sud. Postal addres.: 
24 rue Lhomond, 75231 Pari. Ccdex 05, Franee. 

N = 4 theory, which has a vanishing Il-function at the 
thst two non-trivial orders [8 j was found, and also a 
systematic search of all supersymmetric Yang~Mills in 
less than 10 dimensions was conducted [9]. 

As shown by Nahm (JO], D = 10 is the highest num
ber of dimensions in which supersymmetry representa
tions with J';;;; I can exist, while supergravity theories 
(J';;;; 2) can exist up to D = 11. The interest in construct
ing the I 1 dimensional theory lies in the fact that its 
reduction to four dimensions is automatically guaran
teed to yield an 0(7) invariant supergravity theory 
whieh has exactly the same field content as the 0(8) 
theory, both theories being presumably equivalent 
just as the 0(4) and SU(4) supergravity theories have 
been shown to be. 

The field content of the D = 11 theory is remarkably 
simpie. It consists of the vierbein V~, a Majorana spin 
3/2 "'IJ.' and of a completely antisymmetric gauge ten
sor with 3 indices A I'VP' To arrive at this set of fields 
a simple argument is to count the number of physieal 
states. In D = 11, the Dirac matrices are 32 X 32 and 
a Majorana spin 3/2 field "'I' represents 1/2 '32(D~3) 
= 128 degrees of freedom. The vierbein field represents 
{(D~ 1) (D ~ 2)}/2 ~ 1= 44 degrees of freedom. The 
mismatch is 84 = (~), which is just the number of com· 
ponents of a transverse, antisymmetrie gauge field with 
3 indices in 11 dimensions. Transversality amounts to 
requiring that beside coordinate invariance, local Lorentz 
invariance and local supersymmetry, the action is also 
invariant under the Abelian gauge transformation: 

ÖAI'VP = a,Jvp + avlpl' + ap Il'v ' 

I 
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where ~I'V = -rvI" 
This gauge invariance, together with the requirement 

of absence of terms with more than two derivatives, 
implies that the action is polynomial in the A I'VP field. 
This is a considerable simplification compared to the 
non-polynomial reduced forms. 

Another way to arrive at this simplest set of fields 
is to start from the spinor dual model of closed strings. 
This model is obtained by doubling the Neveu-Schwarz 
(Bose states, NS)-Ramond (Fermi states, R) model 
[i 1] and a priori contains four possible sectors: 
NS ® NS, NS ® R, R ® NS and R ® R. In ref. [7] it was 
shown that the first sector, at zero mass, contains a 
graviton v;: an antisymmetric tensor A I'V' and a scalar 
<P, while the second sector contains Majorana-Weyl 
spin 3/2 "'I' and spin I/2X fields forming an irreducible 
representation ofD =10 supergravity, and the two 
other sectors were neglected. However, if we include 
them we get in addition a new spin 3/2 "'~ and a spin 
1/2 X' field of opposite helicities and a bispinor field 
representing 64 degrees of freedom, equivalent to an 
antisymmetrie gauge field with 3 indices A I'Vp (56 
degrees of freedom) and a gauge vector field A p 

(8 degrees of freedom). This set of fields forms an 
irreducible representation of extended supergravity in 
D =10 dimensions, a point which was also realized by 
Schwarz [12). 1t is easy to see how this set of fields 
arises from reducing the D =11 theory to D =10. Tlle 
vr,1 decomposes into v;:,A p' 4> fields (taking into ac
count the fact that only the symmetrie part propagates). 
TheA MNP decomposes into Al'vP' Al'v' Finally the 
Majorana "'M field decomposes into the Majorana-Weyl 
fields "'I" ",' ,X, X'. 

I! is also lnteresting to show that reducing the theory 
down to 4 dimensions we obtain the same counting of 
fields as in the 0(8) theory. The Majorana ~ field 
decomposes into 8 spin 3/2 fields "'~ (i = 1, ... 8), and 
56 spin 1/2 fields "'~ (i = 1, ...8; a = I, ... 7). The graviton 
field decomposes into 1 graviton gl'v' 7 vectors gl'a and 
28 scalars (gab = gba)' The antisymmetric tensor decom
poses into an A I'Vp field equivalent, in 4 dimensions, to 
an auxiliary scalar field carrying no degrees of freedom, 
7 antisymmetrie A I'va gauge fields equivalent in 4 dimen
sions to 7 scalar fields 4>a' 21 vector fields A I'ab' and 
35 pseudoscalar fields Aobc' The total content of fields 
is thus the same as in the 0(8) theory, although dimen
sional reduction will only make an 0(7) invariance 
manifest. 

Let us now present the action and transformation 
laws of the D = 11 supergravity theory. Dur metric is 
(+ - - ... - ); Greek indices are world indices while 
Latin indices refer to the tangent space. The ra matrices 
are in the Majorana representations and form a purely 
imaginaTY. representation of the Clifford algebra in 11 
dimensions. rat···oN represents the product ofNr 

matrices completely antisymmetrized, i.e. for unequal 
indices 

rat··.QN =rat.:·.. rON. 

The lagrangian we fmd is the following: 

VE= __ R(w) 
4K2 

_ iV -;;. rl'vPD (w+w) '" _L F Fl'vpa
2 '1'1' v 2 P 48 I'vpa 

+ ~i (~l'rI'Vall"Y1i "'v+12 ~"'rli",p)(F"'h6+P"'~"Y6) 

+ ~ eata2a3"'413til2P3il4I'VPF F A 
"'t"'2"'3a4 Ptil2~3il4 I'Vp

(144)2 

The quartic terms in this Lagrangian are absorbed in the 
supercovariant fields (i.e. fields which under supersym
metry transform without derivatives of e) wand ft 
which will be defmed below. 

Fl'vpa is the field strength associated with the gauge 
field Al'Pp: 

Fl'vpa =4o[I'Avpa ) , 

where the brackets represent the antisymmetrized sum 
over all permutations, divided by their number. The 
covariant derivative of "'I' is given by: 

Dv(w) 1/11' = °v1/l1' + !Wvabrab",1' ' 

and the convention for Ris the same as in ref. [13). 
The Lorentz connection coefficients wl'ab are given 

by: 

wl'ab= w2,w(V) + Kl'ab ' 

where the contorsion tensor is 

Kl'ab =(iK2/4) [-~arl'ab all "'/3 

+ 2(~l'rb"'a - ~l'ra1/lb + ~br1'1/Ia») . 

The torsion tensor is given by: 

http:rat��.QN
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C,./=Ku/-K,./ 

=(iK2/2) [~ar,./a/ll/l/l- 2~"ral/lul. 

The transformation laws are given by: 

6~=-iKlral/i" ' 

_ I "~ i (..aJl'YöIN" -ï(D,..(wJ€ + 144 1-~ " 

-8r/3'YÖ<a) F" =~D-0" 	€ a/3'Yö-K ,,€, 

öA"up=lifr["ul/lpJ' 

F"upa =F"upa- 3K~["rup l/IaJ 

In order to obtain w"ab from its equation of motion 
W"ab should be put equal to: 

W"ab = w,.ab + (iK2/4)~ar"aba/3I/1/l. 

As one can easily verify, w"ab is a supercovariant ten
sor. 

To obtain dus action and transformation laws, we 
have proceeded in the following deductive fashion: 
Firstly, in the 1.5 order formalism and taking the linear 
part in 6Vand 61/1", the terms of the form e1/1 in 6S, 
the variation of the action vanishes as for D =4 super
gravity. Then, as we have a kinetic term for A"up 
(whose scale has been fixed by the conventional factor 
1/48), to cancel the ËI/IF2, we need a "j,XI/IF coupling 
and a ZEF term in 61/1, where X and Z are unknown 
tensors made of r matrices. 

To determine these terms, it is shortest to use the 
requirement that the equations of II!.0tion of 1/1" must 
be su~rcovariant. That is defmingD" by 61/1" = 
(I/K)D.,,€ and t.he supercovariant field strength by 
I/Iup =Dul/l p- D p !/Iu, the fermion field equation should 
read: 

r"uPDu-Vp=O. 

Looking at the terms of the form Z!/IF in this equation 
and comparing them with what is obtained from the 
"j,XI/IF terms in the action fixes the form of the X and 
Z tensors and relate their coefficients. 

Then we consider the terms of the form E !/IF2, in 
the variation of the action. They all indeed disappear 
if the coefficient of Z is /ixed properly, except for one 

term involving a product of 9 r matrices which can be 
cancelled by adding to S the gauge invariant expression: 

a jdx€a/3'Yö"upaiikFa/l-yöF"upaAjjk' 

and only if we have: 6A"up =b€I'[/lU1/l pJ. 
This ftxes the product ab. Then looking at the terms 

of the type léll/iF and l 1/IélF in the variation, we deter
mine b so that all terrns are fixed, up to trilinear terms 
in Ii 1/1 and up to quartic terms in the fermion fields in 
the Lagrangian. 

In order to fix these, we require that 1/Iup be ind~ed 
supercovariant. This irnposes that we replace Fby F in 
6 !/I, but also W by W since W is not supercovariant. Now 
the transformation laws are fully ftxed and a crucial test 
transformation laws are fully fixed and a crucial test 
is to see whether the supersymmetry algebra doses at 
least on the Bose fields. This is indeed the case, con
firming the need to replace F and W by their superco
variant versions and the correctness of the transforrna
tion laws. 

Finally the quartic terms in the action are fixed so as 
to reproduce the supercovariant fermion field equation. 
The fact that this is possible is a test of coosistency and 
requires the following identity derived by a Pauli-Fierz 
transforma tioo: 


i r"V<>II'Y6I/1v~ar/l-y - i rp'Yl/lv"j,ar"vaP'Y6 


- ~ r"vafl6 !/I. Jiarfl + A rp1/lu"j,apuaflö 

-"2gfl[afÖ"uJ 1/IvlÏiarp- 2rfl 1/1 ulÏiagf3 [a rö I'VI 

+ 2gfJ[afÖ/lUl "j,arp1/Iv = 0 . 

As usual the supersymmetry algebra doses 00 shell. 
Explicitly we fmd: 

[62' lid v: =él,,~uV: +~vélu~ 

-iKE'ra1/l,,+n.abv,.b • 

where 

~u= -iEl rVe2 ' e' =-K~v!/lv' 

and 

na	b =(KIn) El (rabo/l'Yö 

- 24 Vba vafJr'YÖ)€2Fafl'Yö + ~uwuab • 

[1i2.lidA"up =3(él[,,~a)A<1Vpl + ~aélaA"up 

+ il'r["u!/lpl + él["AupJ • 

where 
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Avp =(3/2K)€l r vp€2 - 3~aAavp , 

[li 2, lid 1/11' = 31'~vl/lv + ~v3vl/ll' 

+ (I/K)ÎJI'€' + änab rab1/11' + ('RI' ' 

where CR. I' is proportional to the fermion equation of 
motion. 

Io check the full invariance of the action, we have 
successively verified the vanishing of terms of type: 
€I/I 3(F+ t/2) and €1/I2D(w)1/1 to minimize the number 
of terms of the type €1/I5 which have been finally shown 
analytically to cancel. 

In conclusion, two things remain to be done with 
our theory. First, we are studying the reduction to four 
dimensions and the connection with the 0(8) theory 
and also the reduction to 10 dimensions to get the 
zero slope limit of the closed string dual model of ref. 
[7]. Ihe second is to find geometrical interpretations 
analogous to the one obtained for D = 4 in the case of 
0(1) and 0(2) supergravity theories. Ihe natural can
didate for the graded Ue algebra is OSp(32, 1) which 
contains an internal 0(8) subalgebra. Works along these 
lines are presently in progress. 
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An attempt is made to construct a realistic model of particIe physics based on eleven
dimensional supergravity with seven dimensions compactified. It is possible to obtain an SU(3) x 
SU(2) x U( 1) gauge group. but the proper fermion quantum numbers are difficult to achieve. 

In 1921 Kaluza suggested [1] that gravitation and electromagnetism could be 
unified in a theory of five-èimensional riemannian geometry. The idea was further 
developed by Klein [2] and was the subject of considerable interest during the 
classical period of work on unified field theories [3]. Readable expositions of some of 
the classical work have been given in text books by Bergmann and by Lichnerowicz 
[4]; more recent discussions have been given by Rayski and by Thirring [5]. 

While the Kaluza-Klein approach has always been one of the most intriguing ideas 
concerning unification of gauge fields with general relativity, it has languished 
because of the absence of a realistic model with distinctive and testable predictions. 
Yet the urgency of the unification of gauge fields with general relativity has surely 
greatly increased with the growing importance of gauge fields in physics. Moreover, 
the Kaluza-Klein theory has generalizations to non-abelian gauge fields which 
actually were first proposed [6] weil before real applications were known for 
Yang-Mills fields in physics. 

In the last few years this approach has been revived by Scherk and Schwarz and by 
Cremmer and Scherk, originally in connection with dual mode Is [7]. These authors 
introduced many new ideas as weil as new focus. In contrast to much of the classical 
literature, they advocated that the extra dimensions should be regarded as true, 
physical dimensions, on a par with the four observed dimensions. Cremmer and 
Scherk suggested that the obvious difterences between the four observed dimensions 
and the extra microscopie ones could arise from a spontaneous breakdown of the 
vacuum symmetry, or, as they called it, from a process of "spontaneous 
compactification" of the extra dimensions. 

These ideas have motivated much recent work. The idea of spontaneous 
compactification has been developed in more detail by Luciani [8]. An interesting 
idea by Palla [9] about massless fermions in theories with extra compact dimensions 

* Research partially supported by NSF grant PHY78-01221. 
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will figure in some of the discussion below. Manton [10] has discussed some questions 
that arise in trying to gene,rate Higgs fields as components of the gauge field in extra 
dimensions. The idea of extra hidden dimensions has stimulated much work in 
supersymmetry theory, including the successful construction of the N = 8 super
gravity theory by Cremmer, Julia and Scherk and by Cremmer and Julia [11]. This 
work has been generalized to give models with broken sypersymmetry [12]. 

In many respects, of course, the modern approaches to this subject tend to differ 
from the classical point of view. In view of the proliferation of new particles in the last 
thirty years, one may be more willing today than in the past to postulate the infinite 
number of new degrees of freedom that must exist if extra dimensions really exist. 
Much of the classicalliterature focussed on the need to eliminate a massless spin-zero 
particle th at naturally exists in the original Kaluza-Klein theory; the question seems 
less urgent today because the obvious answer is th at quantum mechanical mass 
renormalization could easily account for the failure to observe this particle (a mass of 
10-4 eV would make it undetectable). Some of the early work was motivated by the 
hope that the fifth dimension could provide the hidden variables that would eliminate 
indeterminacy from quantum mechanics. Despite the many generalizations and 
changes in emphasis that have occurred, I will refer generically to theories in which 
gauge fields are unified with gravitation by means of extra, compact dimensions as 
Kaluza-Klein theories. 

It has of ten been suggested that spontaneous compactification and supergravity 
could be usefully combined together. The N =8 supergravity theory was constructed 
by "dimensional reduction" starting from an eleven-dimensional theory. In this 
context, "dimensional reduction" just means that the fields are taken to be 
independent of seven of the original eleven coordinates, to which physical reality 
need not be attributed. However, Cremmer and Julia [11] suggested th at one might 
wish to consider seriously the eleven dimensions and interpret seven of them as 
compact dimensions in the spirit of Kaluza and Klein. This idea has been raised, on 
occasion, by various other theorists. In this paper, I will describe an attempt - not 
completely successful, but not completely unsuccessful either - to construct a realis
tic theory of Kaluza-Klein type, based on eleven-dimensional supergravity. 

As discussed by some of the authors mentioned above, from a modern point of 
view the Kaluza-Klein unified theory of gravitation and electromagnetism is prob
ably best understood as a theory of spontaneous symmetry breaking in which the 
group of general coordinate transformations in five dimensions is spontaneously 
broken to the product of the four-dimensional general coordinate transformation 
group and alocal U(1) gauge group. 

Let us review how th is arises. One considers standard general relativity in five 
dimensions with the standard Einstein-Hilbert action 

(1)A =fd
5xJgR. 
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Instead of assuming that the ground state of this system is five-dimensional 
Minkowski space, which we will denote as MS

, one takes the ground state to be the 
product M4 x Slof four-dimensional Minkowski space M4 with the circle Si. The 
space M4 x Slis, Iike MS

, a solution of the five-dimensional Einstein equations. 
Classically it is difficult to decide which of the spaces MS and M4 x Slis a more 
appropriate choice as the ground state, since they both have zero energy, insofar as 
energy can be defined in general relativity*. Conventionally, one might assume that 
the ground state is MS. In the Kaluza-Klein approach one assumes, instead, that the 
ground state is ~ x Si, and the physical spectrum is determined by studying sm all 
oscillations around this ground state. One assumes that the radius of the cirde Slis 
microscopically smalI, perhaps of order of the Planck length, and this accounts for 
why the existence of this fifth dimension is not noted in everyday experience. 

The symmetries of the Kaluza-Klein ground state M4 x Si are the four-dimen
sion al Poincaré symmetries, acting on ~, and a U (1) group of rotations of the cirde 
Si. These symmetries would be observed as local or gauge symmetries in the 
apparent four-dimensional world because the whole theory started with the Einstein 
action (1) which is generally covariant. In fact, if one considers small oscillations 
around the "ground state" ~ x SI, one finds an infinite number of massive excita
tions, the masses being of order the inverse of the circumference of SI. One finds also 
a finite number of massless modes, which presumably would constitute the low
energy physics. The massless modes turn out to be a spin-two graviton and a spin-one 
photon, which are gauge particles of the symmetries of ~ x SI, and a Brans-Dicke 
scalar. 

The ansatz which exhibits the massless modes is the following. The metric tensor 
of this theory is a five by five matrix gAB (x,., q, ) which in general may depend on the 
four coordinates x", IJ. =1· .. 4, of~, and on the angular coordinate r/J of Si. The 
massless modes are those for which gAB is a function of x" only. One can then write 
gAB in block form 

gAB (x,., q,) =(g,.,,(x) A,. (X») (2)
A,.(x) O'(x) , 

where g,." is a four by four matrix (the first four rows and columns of gAB), A,. = g,.s, 

and 0' =gss. Then g.." is the ordinary metric tensor of the apparent four-dimensional 
world, and describes a massless spin-two particle; A,. is the gauge field of the U(1) 
symmetry, and u is the Brans-Dicke scalar. 

In the classical work on the Kaluza-Klein theory, it is shown that the five
dimensional Einstein act ion (1), when expanded in terms of g,.", A,., and u (and the 
other modes, which decouple from these at low energies) contains a four-dimen
sion al Einstein action JgR(4) for g,..., a Maxwell action F!" for A,., and the usual 

* The definition of energy in general relativity depends on the boundary conditions, 50 while both M~ 
and ~ x S I have zero energy. a comparison between them is meaningless, like comparing zero apples 
to zero oranges. 
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kinetic energy for CT. Also, one can readily check that A .. transforms as a gauge field 
A.... A .. + a..e under coordinate transformations of the special type (x', 4»'" 
(x;, 4> + E (x ')) if the metric gAS is transformed by the standard rule 

ax,A' ax'S' 
gAS" gA'S' ax A axB ' 

Tbe Kaluza-Klein theory th us unifies the metric tensor g..v and a gauge field A .. 
into the unified structure of five-dimensional general relativity. This theory is surely 
one of the most remarkable ideas ever advanced for unification of electromagnetism 
and gravitation. 

Tbe Kaluza-Klein theory, as noted above, also has a non-abelian generalization, 
which has been extensively discussed over the years. In this generalization, one starts 
with general relativity in 4 + n dimensions, possibly with additional matter fields or 
with a cosmological constant. Instead of assuming the ground state to be M'+", 
Minkowski spa ce of 4 + n dimensions, one assumes the ground state to be a product 
space M" x B, where B is a compact space of dimension n. M4 x B should be a solution 
of the classical equations of motion, or possibly, as will be discussed later, a minimum 
of some effective potential. 

As in the previous discussion, symmetries of B will be observed as gauge 
symmetries in the effective four dimensional world. With a suitable choice of B, one 
may unify an arbitrary gauge group, abelian or non-abelian, with ordinary general 
relativity, in a4 + n dimensional theory. 

Tbe ansatz which generalizes (2) is the following. Let 4>;, i =1 ... n, be coordinates 
for the intern al space B. Let T", a =1 ... N, be the generators of the symmetry 
group G of B. Let the act ion of the symmetry generator Ta on the 4>i be 4>i" 
4>i + K~ (4)), where K~ (4)) is the "Killing vector" associated with the symmetry T". 
Tben the massless excitations of the candidate "ground state" M" x B correspond to 
an ansatz of the following form: 

cr 
cr ,,( g..v(x ) ILa A:(x")K~ (4)'')) (3)

gAS(X ,4> )= t"A:(x")Kf(cP") Yij(cP") , 

where 'rij is the metric tensor of the internal space B. Tbe fields A:(x") are massless 
gauge fields of the group G. In this way one may obtain the gauge fields of an 
arbitrary abelian or non-abelian gauge group as components of the gravitational field 

in 4 + n dimensions. 
One may verify that the 4 + n dimensional gravitational action reallY contains 

the proper kinetic energy term La (F: v )2. It is also straightforward to check that 
under infinitesimal coordinate transformations of the special form (x"', 4>;)'" 
(x"', eP; + La e" (x" )K~ (4) )), which is an x-dependent symmetry transformation of the 
internal space B, the field A:(x) transforms in the expected fashion, A:(x) ... 
A:(x)+D..e"(x). Tbus, A: really has the properties expected of an ordinary 
four-dimensional gauge field. Tbis gauge field is a remnant of the original coordinate 
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invariance group in 4 + n dimensions, which has been spontaneously broken down to 
the symmetries of M x B. 

As has been noted before, there is a fairly extensive literature on this construction. 
The case which has been discussed most widely is the case in which B is itself the 
manifold of some group H. It should be noted that, if H is a non-abelian group, the 
symmetry group G of the group manifold is not H but H x H, since the group 
manifold can be transformed by either left or right multiplication. If one starts with 
general relativity in 4 + n dimensions, the ansatz (3) will automatically give massless 
gauge mesons of the full symmetry group H x H. 

What problems arise if we try to construct arealistic theory along these lines? 
Known particIe interactions can be described by the gauge group SU(3) x SU(2) x 
U(1). So the symmetry group G of the compact space B must at least contain this as a 
subgroup, 

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(I) cG. (4) 
So B must at least have SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) as a symmetry group. 

To be as economical as possible, we may wish to choose B to be a manifold of 
minimum dimension with an SU(3) x SU(2) x U(I) symmetry. What is the minimum 
dimension of a manifold which can have SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry? 

U(1) is the symmetry group of the circle Sl, which has dimension one. The lowest 
dimension space with symmetry SU(2) is the ordinary two-dimensional sphere S2. 
The space of lowest dimension with symmetry group SUO) is the complex projective 
space CP2, which has real dimension four. (CP2 is the space of three complex 
variables (Z\ Z2, Z3), not all zero, with the identification (Zl, Z2, Z3) == 
(AZ\ AZ2, AZ 3

) for any non-zero complex number A. Cp2 can also be defined as the 
homogeneous space SU(3)/U(2).) Therefore, the space Cp2 x S2 X Sl has SU(3) x 
SU(2) x U(1) symmetry, and it has 4 + 2 + 1 = 7 dimensions. 

As we will see below, seven dimensions is in fact the minimum dimensionality of a 
manifold with SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry, although CP2 x S2 X Sl is not the only 
seven-dimensional manifold with this symmetry. It, therefore, we wish to construct a 
theory in which SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) gauge fields arise as components of the 
gravitational field in more than four dimensions, we must have at least seven extra 
dimensions. With also four non-compact "space-time"dimensions, the total dimen
sionality of our world must be at least 4 +7 = 11. 

This last number is most remarkable, because eleven dimensions is probably the 
maximum for supergravity. Eleven-dimensional supergravity has been explicitly 
constructed, and it is strongly believed that supergravity theories do not exist in 
dimensions greater than eleven. (The reason tor this belief is that, on purely algebraic 
grounds [13], a supergravity theory in d> 11 would have to contain massless 
particles of spin greater than two. But there are excellent reasons, both S-matrix 
theoretic [14]and field theoretic (15], to believe that consistent field theories with 
gravity coupled to massless particles of spin greater than two do not exist.) It is 
consequently just barely possible to obtain SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) gauge fields as part 
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of the gravitational field in a supergravity theory, if we use the unique, maximaI. 
eleven-dimensional supergravity theory. 

It is certainly a very intriguing numerical coincidence that eleven dimensions, 
which is the maximum number for supergravity, is the minimum number in which 
one can obtain SU(3) x SU(2) x UO) gauge fields by the Kaluza-Klein procedure. 
This coincidence suggests that the approach is worth serious consideration. 

Let us now discuss in more detail the question of why seven dimensions is the 
minimum number of dimensions for a space with SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry 
and the related matter of determining all seven-dimensional manifolds with this 
symmetry. 

The space of lowest dimension with any symmetry group G is always a homo
geneous space G/H, where H is a maximal subgroup of G. (The space G/H is defined 
as the set of all elements g of G, with two e1ements g and g' regarded as equivalent, 
g == g', if they differ by right multiplication by an element of H, that is, if g = g' with 
he H.) The dimension of G/H is always equal to the dimension of G minus the 
dimension of H. 

In the case G = SU(3) x SV(2) x U(1), the largest dimension subgroup that is 
suitable is SU(2) x U(l) x U(l). Any larger subgroup of G would contain as a 
subgroup one of the three factors SU(3), SU(2), or U(l) of G, and this factor would 
then not have any non-trivial action on G/H - it would not really be a symmetry 
group of G/H. Since the dimension of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) is 8 + 3 + 1 =12 and the 
dimension of SU(2) x U(l) x U(l) is 3 + 1 + 1 =5, the dimension of (SU(3) x SU(2) x 
U(1»/(SU(2) x U(1) x U(1)) is 12 - 5 =7. lt is for this reason that a space with 
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry must have at least seven dimensions. However, 
there are many ways to embed SU(2) x U(l) x U(l) in SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1), and as a 
result there are many seven-dimensional manifolds with SV(3) x SU(2) x U(1) 
symmetry. 

To embed SU(2) x U(1) x U(1) in SU(3) x SU(2) x V(1) we first embed SU(2). 
SU(2) can be embedded in SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) in a variety of ways. The only 
embedding that turns out to be relevant is for SU(2) to be embedded in SU(3) as an 
"isospin" subgroup, so that the fundamental triplet of SU(3) transforms as 2+ 1 
under SU(2). [Other embeddings of SU(2) lead to spaces G/H on which some of the 
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetries act trivially, as discussed in the previous 
paragraph.] We still must embed U(1) x U(1) in SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). 

SU(3) x SU(2) xU(1) has three commuting U(1) generators which commute with 
the SU(2) subgroup of SU(3) that we have just chosen. There is a "hypercharge" 
generator of SU(3), which we may eaU Às. which commutes with the "isospin" 
subgroup. Also, we have the V(1) factor of SU(3) x SU(2) x UO), which will be called 
Y, and we may choose an arbitrary U(1) generator of the SU(2) factor, which will be 
called T). 

So SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) contains an essentially unique subgroup SU(2) x U(l) x 
U(1) x V(1), where the three V(1)factors are Às, T). and Y. We do not wantto di vide 
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SU(3) x SU(2) x V(1) by the full SU(2) x U(!) x VOJ x V(1) subgroup because this 
would yield a space (CP2 x S2, to be precise) on which the VO) of SU(3) x SU(2) x 
U( 1) would act trivially and would not really be a symmetry. So we delete one of the 
three U(l) factors, and divide only by SU(2) x U(1) x V(1). 

The U (1) factor th at is deleted may be an arbitrary linear combination pA s + qT3 + 
rY of As, T3, and Y where p, q, and rare any three integers which have no common 
divisor*. So we de fine H as SU(2) x U(1) x V(1), where the SU(2) is our "isospin" 
subgroup of SU(3), and the two U(1)'s are the two linear combinations of As, T3, and 
Y which are orthogonal to pA s+qT3 +rY. The space G/H is then a seven-dimen
sional space with SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry, which we may caU Mpqr

• 

In a few cases the Mpqr are familiar spaces. MOOI is our previous example 
CP2 x S2 X Si. But in most cases the Mpqr are not familiar spaces, and are not 
products. 

In a few cases the Mpqr have greater symmetry than SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). Mlol is 
SS X S2, which has the symmetry 0(6) x SU(2). ~ll is CP2 X S3, whose full symmetry 
is SU(3) x SU(2) x SU(2). Except for these two cases, one cannot obtain from seven 
extra dimensions a symmetry "larger" than SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). Therefore, the 
observed gauge group in nature is practically the "largest" group one could obtain 
from a Kaluza-Klein theory with seven extra dimensions. 

Although the Mpqr for general values of p, q, and r are not familiar spaces, it is 
possible to give a rather explicit description of them. Consider fust the eight 
dimensional space SS x S3 [S" is tbe n-dimensional spbere, with symmetry group 
O(n + 1)]. The symmetry group of SS x S3 is 0(6) x 0(4). Let us introduce a particular 
generator of 0(6), 

0 1 o 0 o 0 
-1 0 o 0 o 0 

0 1 K=I 0 0 o 0 (5) o 0 -1 0 o 0" 
o 0 o 0 0 1 
0 0 o 0 -1 0 

and a particular generator of 0(4), 

(-~ o o 0)0
L= o ~ (6)

0 o 1 . 

o 0 -1 0 

Then the subgroup of 0(6) th at commutes with K is SU(3) x U(1) [the U(1) being 

* And, should be non-zero to avoid obtaining a space on which Ulll is realized as the identity. 
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generated by Kitself] and the subgroup of 0(4) that commutes with L is SU(2) x 
U(1) [the U(1) being generated by L]. 

For any non-zero pand q, we now de fine N = -qK + pL. Then N generates a U( 1) 
subgroup of 0(6) x 0(4), consisting of elements of the form exp (N, 0,,;; (,,;; 21T. We 
may now form from S5 x S3 a seven-dimensional space MP<! = (S5 x S3)/U(l), where 
two points in S5 x S3 are considered to be identical if they are mapped into each other 
by the act ion of the U(1) subgroup generated by N. 

This space MP<! is equal to the r = 1 case of what we have previously called 
MP<!'. The MP<! are actually the most general simply connected seven-dimensional 
manifolds with SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry. To obtain MP<!' for r;é 1 one 
must factor out from SS x S3 an additional discrete subgroup consisting of elements 
of the form exp(21TqK/r) (q=O, 1,2, ... ,r-1). We define MP<!'=MP<!/Z'= 
(S5 x S3)/(U(1) x Z'). 

To verify that the construction of the MP<!' just presented is equivalent to the 
previous definition as (SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l))/(SU(2) x U(1) x U(1)), one uses the 
fact that SU(3)/SU(2) is Ss, while SU(2) is S3, so (SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1))/(SU(2) x 
U(1) x U(1» is (Ss x S3 x U(1»/(U(1) x U(1)). Dividing out the two U(l) factors, one 
arrives at the above definition of MP<!' as (S5 x S3)/(U(1) x Z'). 

The MP<!' are not quite the most general seven-dimensional manifold with SU(3) x 
SU(2) x U(1) symmetry, because for special va lues of p, q, and r it is possible to 
supplement SU(2) x U(1) x U(1) with an additional twofold discrete symmetry. One 
obtains in this way some non-orientable manifolds with one of the MP<!' as a double 

oolcovering space. These spaces are the following. Dividing M by a discrete symmetry 
one can get Cp2 x p2 X S1 (P" is real projective space of dimension k), or Cp2 x 
(S2 X Sl)/Z2' where Z2 is a simultaneous inversion of S2 and Slo From M IOl one gets 
S5 x p2 and (S5 x S2)/Z2, where the Z2 is a simultaneous inversion of S5 and S2. 
Likewise, by dividing MlO, by an additional two-fold symmetry one can make 
S5/Z' x p2 and (Ss /Z' x S2)/Z2' These spaces are non-orientable. This completes the 
list of seven-dimensional manifolds with SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) symmetry. 

Ir one is willing to suppose that the ground state of eleven-dimensional super
gravity is a product of four-dimensional Minkowski space with one of the MP<!', one 
can obtain an SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) gauge group, the gauge fields being components 
of the gravitational field, according to the ansatz of eq. (3). Of course, to describe 
nature, it is not sutficient to have the gauge group. It is also necessary to have quarks 
and leptons of essentially zero mass [very light compared to the energy scale of 
gravitation; massless in any approximation in which SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) is not 
spontaneously broken] which should be in the appropriate representation of the 
gauge group. And it is necessary to find Higgs bosons whose vacuum expectation 
value could ultimately trigger SU(2) x U(1) breaking. 

How can one obtain massless quarks and leptons in the Kaluza-Klein framework? 
To understand the basic idea*, suppose that in a 4 + n dimensional theory we have a 

• See also a discussion by Palla (9). 
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massless spin one half fermion. It satisfies the 4 + n dimensional Dirac equation, 

fj", =0, (7) 
or explicitly 

4+" 

L y'D,'" = O. (8)
,=\ 

This Dirac operator can be written in the form 

D'4'I/I + D"nn", = 0, (9) 

where fj(4) =L~= \ y'Di is the ordinary four-dimensional Dirac operator, and D,;nt) = 
L::; yiDi is the Dirac operator in the internal space of n compact dimensions. 

The expression (9) immediately shows that the eigenvalue of fjhnt) wiIl be 
observed in practice as the four-dimensional mass. If fjOint)", = A"', then '" wiIl be 
observed by four-dimensional observers who are unaware of th~ existence of the 
extr;microscopie dimensions as a fermion of mass IA I. 

The operator Dhnt
) acts on a compact space, so its spectrum is discrete. lts 

eigenvalues either are zero or are of order 1/R, R being the radius of the extra 
dimensions. Since I/Ris, in the Kaluza-Klein approach, presumably of order the 
Planck mass, the non-zero eigenvalues of J?j(;ntl correspond to extremely massive 
fermions which would not have been observed. The observed quarks and leptons 
must correspond to the zero modes of J?jhnt). 

It, in eleven-dimensional supergravity, the ground state is a product of four
dimensional Minkowski space with one of the Mpq

" then the zero modes of the Dirac 
operator in the internal spa ce wiU, if there are any zero modes at all, automatically 
form multiplets of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(I), since th is is the symmetry of the internal 
space. It therefore is reasonable to wonder whether for an appropriate choice of p, q, 

and r, zero modes could exist and form the appropriate representation of the 
symmetry group, so as to reproduce the observed spectrum of quarks and leptons. 

Of course, to reproduce what is observed in nature, we would need quite a few zero 
modes of the internal space Dirac operator. U the top quark exists, there are in nature 
at least 45 fermion degrees of freedom of given heJicity, counting all colors and 
ftavors of quarks and leptons. We would therefore need at least 45 Dirac zero modes. 
However, when a Dirac operator has zero modes, the number usually depends on 
topological invariants. Perhaps by choosing suitable values of p, q, and r we could 
suitably "twist" the topology and obtain the required 45 zero modes lying in the 
appropriate representation of SU(3) x SU(2) x UO). 

Actually, if one has in mind eleven-dimensional supergravity, one must modify 
this program slightly. In eleven-dimensional supergravity, there is no fundamental 
spin one half field. The only fundamental Fermi field in th at theory is the Rarita
Schwinger field "'_, of spin ~ (IJ. is a vector index, a a spinor index). 

Although this field has spin ~ from the point of view of eleven dimensions, the 
components of "'IJ. with 5 ,,;;: f.L ,,;;: 11 are spin one half fields from the point of view of 
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ordinary four-dimensional physics. For I-' ~ 5, I-' would be observed as an internal 
symmetry index, not a space-time index; it carries spin zero. Although the 
components 1/1.. with I-' =1 ... 4 are spin-~ fields in the four-dimensional sense, the 
components with I-' =5 ... 11 are spin one half fields. So zero-mode solutions of the 
spin-î wave equation in the extra dimensions would be observed as massless spin-! 
fermions in four dimensions. These would be the ordinary light fermions of the 
spontaneously compactified eleven-dimensional theory. 

In one sense, it is an advantage to have to consider the Rarita-Schwinger operator 
rather than the Dirac operator. The Rarita-Schwinger operator can have zero modes 
more easily and in more abundance than the Dirac operator, because the Dirac 
operator has positivity properties which tend to suppress the number of zero modes. 
For instance, with four extra dimensions, it is known [16] that there is only a single 
non-flat compact solution of Einstein's equations on which the Dirac operator has 
zero modes. Tbis is the Kahler manifold K3 (which has no Killing vectors). On this 
space there are two zero modes of the Dirac operator - but 42 zero modes of the 
Rarita-Schwinger operator. Tbe large discrepancy is caused, in this case, by a much 
larger coefficient of the axial anomaly for Rarita-Schwinger flelds. This example 
shows, incidentally, th at the rather large number of zero modes that would be 
required to describe what is observed in physics is not necessarily out of reach. 

In the approach considered here, the solution of the problem of flavor - the 
problem of the existence of several "generations" of fermions with tbe same 
quantum numbers - would be that the extra dimensions. have a sufficiently complex 
topology that there are several zero modes with the same 5U(3) x SV(2) x VO) 
quantum numbers. When an operator has several zero modes, they are not neces
sarily related by any symmetry. For instance, the isospinor Dirac operator in a 
Yang-Mills instanton of topological number K has K modes; these modes 
are not related by any symmetry. This is fortunate, because the various genera
tions of fermions have very different masses and are not obviously related by aoy 
symmetry. 

Unfortunately, there is a basic reason th at th is idea does not work, at least not in 
the form described above. The reason for this is related to one of the most basic (acts 
about the observed quarks and leptons: the fermions of given helicity transfonn in a 
complex representation of the gauge group, or, to put it differently, right-handed 
fermions do not transform the same way that the left-handed fermions transform. 
For instance, left-handed color triplets (quarks) are 5V(2) doublets, but right
handed color triplets are SU(2) singlets. This is the reason that quarks and leptons do 
not have bare masses but receive their mass from the Higgs mechanism - from 
SU (2) x U ( 1) symmetry breaking. This is a very important fact theoretically, because 
it is the basis for our theoretical understanding of why the quarks and leptons are very 
light compared to the mass scale of grand unification or the Plan ck mass. If left- and 
right-handed fermions transformed the same way under the the gauge group, bare 
masses would have been possible and could have been arbitrarily large. 
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In the framework that has been described above, right- and left-handed fermions 
would inevitably transtorm the same way under SU(3) x sum x V(1). The reason 
for this is that low mass fermions are supposed to arise as zero modes of the 
Rarita-Sehwinger operator in the extra dimensions. But the Rarita-Sehwinger 
operator in the seven extra dimensions does not "know" whether a spinor field is left
or right-handed with respect to four-dimensional Lorentz transformations. It treats 
four-dimensionalleft- and right-handed fermions in the same way. One therefore 
could not get the observed SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) representation. One would inevit
ably get veetor-like rather than V-A weak interaetions, with bare masses being 
possible for all fermions. (Indeed, precisely beeause bare masses would be possible 
for all fermions, it is not natural to get any massless fermions at all.) 

There is an intriguing mechanism by whieh, at first sight, it seems that the intern al 
spaee Rarita-Schwinger equation could treat Ieft and right fermions differently. 
Eleven-dimensional spi nors are constructed with eleven gamma matrices 'Yi, i = 
1 ... 11. Let us de fine an operator r ll = i'Yl ... 1'11 which is a sort of eleven
dimensional helicity operator. Let us also define an operator r. == i'Yl'Y2'Y3'Y4 which 
measures the ordinary four-dimensional helicity, and an operator r, == 'l's' .. 1'11 

which one might think of as "helicity" in the internal eleven-dimensional space. 
Then rrl =r~ =r~ =1 and rIl =r 4r,. 

The Rarita-Schwinger field I/! of eleven-dimensional supergravity satisfies a Weyl 
condition I/! == rul/!. (Tbis condition must be imposed; otherwise there would be 
more Fermi than Bose degrees of freedom and supersymmetry would not be 
possible.) This identity may equivalently be written r 4 1/! = r,I/!. 

Tbe latter equation shows that in eleven-dimensional supergravity the four
dimensional helicity of fermions is correlated with the seven-dimensional"helicity". 
Components with r4 =+1 (or -1) have r, == +1 (or -1). If the quantum numbers of 
zero modes of the seven-dimensional Rarita-Schwinger equation depended on r" as 
one might intuitively expect, they would also depend on r4 • 

Unfortunately, the spectrum of the seven-dimensional Rarita-Schwinger operator 
does not depend on r,. Tbe reason for this is very simple (and depends only on the 
fact that the number of extra dimensions is odd). In defining how spinors transform 
under coordinate transformations in riemannian geometry one needs the matrices 
CTij =['Yi' 'YJ. One does not (on an orientable manifold) need the )'i themselves. The 
transformation )'i +-+ -)'i does not change the CTi;' so it does not affect the definition of 
spinors. It does, however, change the sign of r, =1'11'2 ... 1',. Consequently, spinors 
with opposite values of r7 transtorm the same way under coordinate trans
formations. Since, in the approach discussed here, SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) trans
formations are coordinate transformations, spinors with opposite values of r, have 
the same SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) quantum numbers. 

One could try to avoid th is conclusion by taking the extra seven dimensions to be a 
non-orientable manifold. In a non-orientable manifold, the definition of spinors is 
subtIe and involves the 'Yi as weil as CTij. However, seven-dimensional non-orientable 
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manifolds with SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry are not abundant (they have all been 
Iisted above), and it is not difficult to show that none of them are suitable. 

One might also try to avoid the above stated conc1usion by going beyond 
riemannian geometry to inc1ude some variant of torsion. What possibilities this 
would offer is not very c1ear; the matter will be discussed at the end of this paper. 

Obtaining the right quantum numbers for quarks and leptons is, of course, not the 
only problem that must be faced in order to obtain arealistic theory, although it may 
be the most difficult problem. We must also worry about spontaneous breaking of 
supersymmetry, spontaneous breakingof CP, spontaneous breakingof SU(2) x U(1) 
gauge symmetry, and obtaining the proper values of the low-energy parameters 
(coupling constants, masses, and mixing angles); and we must worry about what the 
true ground state of the theory really is. These questions will now be briefty discussed 
in turn. 

For spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry the pro spe cts are very bright; in fact, 
supersymmetry almost inevitably is spontaneously broken as part of any scheme in 
which there are compact dimensions with a non-abelian symmetry. 

The reason for this is the following. Unbroken supersymmetry means that under a 
supersymmetry transformation the vacuum expectation values of the fields do not 
change. The vacuum expectation values of the Bose fields automatically are invariant 
under supersymmetry, since their supersymmetric variation would be proportional 
to the (vanishing) vacuum expectation values of the Fermi fields. The delicate 
question is whether the vacuum expectation values of the fermi fields change under 
supersymmetry. 

To illustrate the point, let us ignore the possible presence in the theory of Bose 
fields other than the gravitational field. Then the transformation law for the 
Rarita-Schwinger field is ~"'.. "" D..E, E being the gauge parameter. An unbroken 
supersymmetry - a symmetry of the vacuum - must have ~"'.. "" 0, so unbroken 
supersymmetry transformations correspond to solutions of D..E =O. 

On a curved manifold, this equation will almost certainly not have solutions, since 
D..E=0 imp lies the integrability condition [DIo<' Dv]E =0 or Rlo<voIJ[ ya, y9]E =0, 
which on most curved manifolds is not satisfied by any non-zero E. For instance, on 
none of the Mpq

, does a solution exist. (The properties of seven-dimensional 
manifolds admitting solutions of D..E =0 have been discussed in the mathematical 
literature [17], but non-trivial examples do not seem to be known.) So in theories 
with curved extra dimensions, there will generally not be any unbroken supersym
metries. 

The picture does not change greatly when one includes Bose fields other than the 
gravitational field. We now have ~"'.. =D..E, where 1510< =DI' plus non-minimal terms 
involving the vacuum expectation values of other Bose fields (and possibly involving 
the expectation values of fermion bilinears, as discussed below). Unbroken super
symmetries are now solutions of D..E =0, but solutions will still typically not exist 
because the integrability condition [1510<' D.]E =0 will still not have solutions. 
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Although solutions will generally not exist, the extra dimensions and the vacuum 
expectation values of the fields may be just such th at one or more solutions of 
D..ê = 0 would exist. Each solution of D..ê = 0 in the internal space would cor
respond to an unbroken supersymmetry charge in four dimensions. If there is 
precisely one such solution, and so only one unbroken supersymmetry generator, this 
corresponds to a theory in which IV =8 supersymmetry has been spontaneously 
broken down to N =1 supersymmetry. If there are K solutions, there is an unbroken 
N = K supersymmetry. 

A particularly attractive possibility would be a theory in which the equation 
D..E = 0 has precisely one solution in the extra dimensions, corresponding to 
unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry. With N =1 supersymmetry it is possible to con
struct more or less realistic models of observed partic\e physics. With N ~ 2 it is not 
possible to make a realistic model, because the supersymmetry algebra for N ~ 2 
forces left- and right-handed fermions to transform in the same way under the gauge 
group, in contrast with what is observed. It is attractive to believe that N = 1 
supersymmetry might survive af ter compactification of seven dimensions because 
this would severely constrain the theory, would make many predictions that might be 
testable in accelerators, and [19] might shed light on SU(2) x Ut 1) breaking and the 
gauge hierarchy problem. Of course, we would then have to explain how N = 1 
supersymmetry is eventually spontaneously broken at low energies. 

In addition to supersymmetry breaking, we must also explain Pand CP breaking 
in order to construct arealistic theory. The eleven-dimensional supergravity 
langrangian is invariant under inversions of space (or time) combined with a change 
of sign of the antisymmetric tensor gauge field that exists in this theory. Alter 
compactification of seven dimensions, the eleven-dimensional symmetry could be 
manifested as both P (inversion of space) and C (inversion of the compact dimen
sions). These potential invariances must be spontaneously broken. 

A natural mechanism for spontaneous breaking of P, C, and CP involves the 
antisymmetry tensor gauge field of the eleven-dimensional supergravity theory. The 
curl FatJy6 of this field may have a vacuum expectation value without breaking 
Lorentz invariance or SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). In fact, as discussed recently by several 
authors [20], a vacuum expectation value of F 1234 is Lorentz invariant. It would 
violate Pand CP but conserve C. The components Fijk,.. for i ... m ~ 5 mayalso 
have expectation values, which would spontaneously break C and CP but conserve 
P. It is not difficult to see lby considering the little group of a point on MM') that 00 

any of the MM', the most general SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) invariant vacuum expectatioo 
value of F,jkl depends on two real parameters. 

Although the eleven-dimensional theory can have spontaneous breaking of C. P, 
and CP, the strong interaction angle (J will inevitably vanish at the tree level. The 
reason for this is that in the eleven-dimensional theory, there is no operator which 
might he added to the lagrangian which reduces in four dimensions to (J Jd4 xF...F..V" 

There simply does not exist in eleven dimensions any topological invariant that cao 
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be written as the integral of a lagrangian density. Of course, the question of how large 
a vacuum angle might be generated by quantum corrections must wait untiJ we 
understand how to do calculations in this (presumably) non-renormalizable theory. 

It is also necessary, of course, to obtain SV(2) x V( 1) symmetry breaking; this 
presumably means that we must find, at the tree level, a massless Higgs doublet which 
could later obtain a very tiny negative mass squared. 

There are various ways that, in a Kaluza-Klein theory, one might obtain massless 
charged scalars. In the original Kaluza-Klein theory, with a single compact dimen
sion (a circle) there is a massless scalar (at least at the tree level) because the classîcal 
field equations do not determine the radius of the circle. Space-time dependent 
ftuctuations of this radius would be observed as a massless scalar degree of freedom. 

If the equations that determine our hypothetical ground state M" x Mpq
, admit not 

a unique solution for the metric of Mpq
, but a whole family of solutions, then 

oscillations within this family would be observed as massless scalars. Some of these 
oscillations might involve departures from SV(2) x V(1) symmetry and could be the 
desired Higgs bosons. 

One might also obtain massless scalars as components of the antisymmetric tensor 
gauge field. In fact, massless scalars can be obtained in th is way, but tend to be neutral 
under the gauge group. 

Regardless o( where the scalars come from, why would they be massless? The most 
plausible explanation would be an unbroken supersymmetry relating the massless 
bosons to massless fermions. This could involve the possibility discussed above that 
the equation D,.e =0 has a unique non-trivial solution, leaving N = 1 supersym
metry unbroken. In this case, of course, we must hope to find a non-perturbative 
mechanism spontaneously breaking the supersymmetry and giving a small vacuum 
expectation value to the scalar bosons. (Some relevant issues will be discussed in a 
future paper [21].) 

Without understanding the Higgs bosons and the low-energy symmetry breaking, 
it is of course not possible to predict the quark and lepton masses and mixing angles. 
If we understood the dynamics that determines the metric of Mpq

, (assuming th at the 
ground state really is M4 x Mpq

,), we could predict the strong, weak, and elec
tromagnetic coupling constants, since the gauge fields all arise, by the ansatz of eq. 
(3), as part of the metric tensor in eleven dimensions, and the gauge field kinetic 
energy is part of the Einstein action. [The most general SV(3) x SV(2) x V(1) 
invariant metric on Mpq

, depends on three arbitrary parameters. If we understood 
the dynamics and could calculate the three parameters, we could predict the SV(3), 
SU(2), and U(1) coupling constants.] Even though we do not understand this 
dynamics (see below), it is possible to make a useful comment. 

In a theory of this kind, the gauge coupling constants, which are determined by 
integrating the action over the compact dimensions, would scale as a rather high 
power of l/(MpR), where Mp is the Planck mass and R is the radius of the extra 
dimensions. The fact that the observed gauge coupling constants in nature differ from 
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one by only one or two orders of magnitude shows that R cannot be too much greater 
than I/Mp; the extra dimensions really have a radius not too different from 10-33 cm. 

The eleven-dimensional supergravity theory has no global symmetry th at could be 
interpreted as baryon number, so in this theory nucleons are al most surely unstable. 
The mass scale in nucleon decay, however, would probably be 1/R, which is the mass 
scale of the heavy quanta in this theory. Since, as just noted, 1/R cannot be much less 
than Mp, the nucleon lifetime will probably be very long, perhaps 1045 years, which is 
far too long for nucleon decay to be observabIe. If the present nucleon decay 
experiments give a positive result, the approach described in this paper would 
become significantly Iess attractive. 

It is now time to finally discuss the question of whether one can really sensibly 
expect M4 x MPII' to be the ground state of tbis theory. 

The most attractive possibiIity would be that M4 x MPII' might be a solution of the 
classical equations of motion, possibly with a suitable vacuum expectation assumed 
for F~_(J. Unfortunately, a straightforward calculation shows that this is not true 
(regardless of what vacuum expectation value one assumes). If one arbitrarily adds to 
the lagrangian a cosmological constant (with a sign corresponding to a positive 
energy density) then M" x Mpq

, can be a solution. However, local supersymmetry 
does not permit a cosmological constant in the eleven-dimensionallagrangian. 

This problem is not necessarily fatal, since one can always hope that M" x Mpq
" 

although not a solution of the classica I equations of motion, is the minimum of the 
appropriate effective potential. In eleven-dimensional supergravity, there is no small 
dimensionless parameter whose smallness could justify the use of the classical field 
equations as an approximation. So the fact that M" x Mpq

, does not satisfy the 
classical equations, while not encouraging, is not necessarily criticaI. 

In any case, there is absolutely no obvious reason that M4 x M pq
" rather than the 

more obvious possibility of eleven dimensional Minkowski space, should be the 
ground state of this theory. 

It will be shown in a separate paper th at even when Kaluza-Klein vacuum states 
are stabIe classically, they can be destabilized by quantum mechanical tunneling [22]. 
However, unbroken supersymmetry (plus a technical requirement that the extra 
dimensions be simply connected; this is not satisfied in the original Kaluza-Klein 
theory) seems to be a sufficient condition for stability. This is another reason that 
theories in which i5~E =0 has a solution and there is an unbroken supersymmetry at 
the energies of compactification would be attractive. 

As has been pointed out above. the most serious obstacle to a realistic model of the 
type considered in this paper is that the fermion quantum numbers do not turn out 
right. It is conceivable that this problem could be overcome if instead of riemannian 
geometry one considered geometry with torsion or $Ome generalization of tors ion ; in 
such a theory the fermion transformation laws might be different. 

How can one obtain torsion in eleven-dimensional supergravity? As has been 
noted [11], the theory formally contains torsion in the sense that certain fermion 
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bilinears enter, formally, in the way that torsion would appear. Of course, a "torsion .. 
that is bilinear in Fermi fields does not have a c1assicallimit. However, by analogy 
with QCD, in which qq has a vacuum expectation value, one may be willing in 
supergravity to assume a vacuum expectation value for the ·'torsion field" K - ,pI/! 
(or perhaps for some other bilinears). Perhaps in this way the predictions for ferm ion 
quantum numbers can be modified. This possibility is under study. 

I wish to acknowledge discussions with V. Bargmann and J. Wolf. 

Note added in proof 

For a recent discussion of Dirac zero modes in Kaluza-Klein theories, see ref. [23 J. 
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The field equatIons of N - 1 supergravlty In d· 11 dimensi""" admlt a apontaneous com
pactlflcatlon on tbe seven-sphere to an N -8 tbeory In d*4 wltb local SO(8) Invarlance. A 
spootaneously broken verslOD of thls theory Is provlded by &nOther 801utioD of tbe field equa
tions for which the metrlc 00 S' Is dlstorted. The lsometry group of tbls new solutioo Is 
SO(5)~SU(2), tbe relevant bolonomy group Is Go, aod tbe N -8 8upersymmetry Is broken 
down to N = 1 at tbe Planck scale. Tbe ImplIcations for grand unifled theorles are brlefly 
dlscus.ed. 

PACS Dumbers: 04.60.- n, 1l.30.Pb, 12.25.• e 

Sinee its diseovery in 1976, progress in super
gravity' has evolved along ratber diverse lines. 
There are those who, awed by tbe majesty of ex
tended supersymmetry, have looked to tbe N =8 
theory as a possible unification of all interae
tions, while the more phenomenologieally minded 
have eoncentrated on N = 1 supersymmetry as a 
means of solving tbe gauge hierarehy problem 
and accomodating chiral fermion representations 
in grand unified theories. Consequently, the 
hope has sometimes been expressed that these 
two approaches could be linked if N = 8 super
symmetry were to break down to N =1 at the 
Planek scale. In this paper, we demonstrate 
that this hope can mdeed be realized. 

Our starting point is the observation·· 3 that tbe 
field equations of N = 1 supergravity in d = 11 
dimensions' admit a candidate ground -state solu
tion corresponding to the product of four-dimen
sional anti-de Sitter space (AdS) and the seven
sphere with its standard metric, i.e., the eoset 
space SO(8)/SO(7). This seven-sphere admits 28 
Killing vectors and eight Killing spinors (i.e., 
eight spinors whieh are eovariantly constant 
With respect to tbe de Sitter covariant derivative 
appearing in the transformation law for the gravi
tina). It gives rise, à la Kaluza-K1ein, to an 
effeclive four-dimensional theory with local SO(8) 
invariance and S = 8 supersymmetry. The SO(8) 
Yang-Mills coupling constant e is given by ,,' 
- m'M p -', where n,-' is the radius of ~'and Mp 

is tbe Planck mass, Thus m is of order Mp if e 
iS of order 1. The massless sector describes 
one spin 2, elght spin i, 28 Spin I, 56 spin 1, 
and 70 spin 0 (35 scalars plus 35 pseudoscalars) 
and may probably be identified witb the gauged 
N = 8 theory of de Wit and Nicolai,5 where, in 
addition to the obvious local SO(8) wltb 28 elemen
tary gauge bosons, one finds a hidden SU(8) with 
63 composite gauge bosons_ This SU(8) has formed 
tbe basis for possible grand unification schemes.' 

By extending some earHer work on "squashing" 
tbree -spheres and symmetry breaking,' it has re
eently been suggested'" that otber solutions of 
tbe d =11 field equations which are topologieally 
still 5' but which deviate from tbe maximally 
symmetrie S' geometry could give rise to a spon
taneously broken vers ion of tbis gauged N = 8 
tbeory. The idea iS that distortion of the seven
sphere corresponds to nonvanishing vacuum ex
pectalion values for the scalar fields and hence 
to a Higgs and super-Higgs effect in d=4. In 
this paper we exhibit such a solubon correspond
ing to the tact that S' admits not one but two Ein
stein metrics. In addition to the Uround" S7 dis
cussed above there is a .. squashed" S' with isom
etry group Sp(2)S Sp(1)'" SO(5)3 SU(2) and lor 
which the de Sitter connection has holonomy 
group e,. RemarkalÎly, we find that it admits 
but one Killing spinor and hence yields an effec
tive four -dimensional theory with one unbroken 
supersymmetry. Thus N = 8 supersymmetry is 
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broken down to N = 1 at the Planck scale. 
We adopt the following conventions. The d" 11 

space has signature (-+++ .•• ). and d"l1 indi
ces M, N, ..• will be decomposed into d" 4 in
dices Il, v, .•• and d" 7 indices "',".... The 
d" 11 Dirac matrices satlsfy 

{rA> r.i"21)Ab (1) 

and may be written 

rA=(Ya~!., y.>Ö' r.), (2) 

where )' a and r. are the Dirac matrices in d = 4 
and d = 7, respectlvely. Spontaneous compactifi
cation works as follows: We set the fermion 
fields to zero and examine the boson field equa
tlon of the d" 11 theory': 

Ru - îg/INR = HFn""F i'gR - 'gMN P'1. (3) 

vJlF'UI-Q 

NHJ FM1::: -;te E:M'1- . • lIa _ . oll .. FII5 . .. Ma. (4) 

Equatlon (4) Is solved by the Freund-Rubin' 
choiee for which all components FMNI-Q vanish ex
cept 

(5)F ~lI'po =3mE IJifpo. 

where m is a constant. Substituting into Eq. (3) 
givea 

R,.,=-12m'g•• (6) 

and 

R"",,;::; 6mag",,, • (7) 

Thus the eleven-dimensional space beeomes a 
product of a four-dimensional Einstein space with 
negative cosmological constant and a seven-di
mensional Einstein space with positive cosmolog
ical constant. 

There are still infiniteIy many solutions of (6J 
and (7) but the ground state should presumably 
be distingulshed by its symmetries. With this in 
mind, we proeeed as in Refs. 2 and 3 to restrict 
the solutlon further by requiring that the vacuum 
be supersymmetric, i.e., by requiring the exis
tenee of covariantly constant spinars • far which 

6~.=DJI'''O, (S) 

where 

15 =D _--!..(rNl-QR ... Sf P"R6 ·')F < (9).., "144 11 ""~P{JR'C.~ 

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (9) ylelds 

D,,:::; DIJ +mYjJYSt (10) 

D'fIf.:::Dm-imr",,_ (11) 

When m _ 0, the requirement of N = S supersym
metry singles out the unique chaice of AdSiIIIS' 
with the standard 5O(S)-invariant metrlc on S'. 
This is because there will be one unbroken super
symmetry (i.e., one massless gravitino) for each 
KllIing spinor in d" 7, i.e., each spinor satisfy
ing 

1'_11=0. (12) 

The integrability conditIon is 

[1'_, D.Jl1" -~R•• •• r •• 1)'" ~m'r •• '1. (13) 

Since spinors in d" 7 have eight components, 

there will be eight covariantly constant spinors 

if and onIy if 


R",,._. = m2(g""g". - K.... g",), (14) 

and we obtain the maximally symmetric speCial 
case of Eq. (7) corresponding to the seven-sphere 
with its standard metric of constant curvature. 
Similarly the vanishing of [15., D. Jon spinors in 
d=4 impUes that space-tlme is AdS =SO(3, 2)/ 
50(3,1). As discussed in Rels. 2 ancI 3, this 
vacuum solutIon then ylelds the effectlve d" 4 
theory with loeal SO("8) Invariance and N = S super
symmetry. 

One can now contemplate other solutIons of Eq. 
(7), i.e., other seven-dlmenslonal Einstein met
rics whlch might admlt fewer than eight Kllling 
spinors. Of partlcular interest would be one with 
the same S' topology slnce this would correspond 
to a spontaneously broken version of the previous 
theory. Remarkably S' does indeed admit another 
Einstein metric for which the sphere is squashed 
in a special homogeneous manner. lt may be 
described as the distance sphere In P,(R) the 
quaternionic projective plane, i.e., as the level 
surface formed by all geodesics of length Tema
nating from a point in P,tHl.· When Y iS very 
small, the distance sphere approaches the stan
dard "round" S' [which is an 5" bundie over 5'; 
in fact this corresponds to the K= 1 SU(2) Yang
Mills instanton in four-dimensional Euclidean 
space 1but as T increases the length of the ~. 
fibers shrinks relative to the size of the 5' base, 
and the elgenvalues Cl. (0 "''' "6) of the Ricci ten
sor split into two sets Clo ; Cl, = "', = "', ; Cl, 0. = 0. 
= Cl. =,J, Cl ~,3. However, for a certain value of y 

the two sets become equal again, and the metric 
becomes an Einstein metric. The symmetry of 
this distorted sphere is the group which leaves 
a point in P,(H) fixed, namely Sp(2)""Sp(1) [where 
Sp(,,) is the group of "x " quaternionic matrices I, 
which is isomorphic to SO(5) -o>SU(21. 
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Explieitly, the Fubini-Study Einstein metrie on P,(H), written in terms of quaternionie coordinates 

(q" q,), is 

ds' = (I +L: q,q,) -, L: dij, dq, - (1 +L: q,q, )-. L: q,dq, dqjq J- (15) 
.ti, .ti i. j 

Defining 

q, =tanxcos(h') U, q, =tanxsin(~ 11) V, (16) 

where U and Vare quaternions of unit modulus, it iS straightforward to show that the l-forms 0" l:, 
defined by 

U-'dU=io, +jo,+ko" V-'dV=il:, +j~,+k~" (17) 

sahsfy the algebra dO, = -0." 0" etc., of SU(2). (i, j ,k are the imaginary quaternions.) Finally, defin
Ing 

V.::::O,+,E" wi=a.-~i' (IS) 

the metric on P.(H) becomes 

2ds 2 ;dt + i sin x(djJ.2 + tsin2
j.lW, 

22+ tcos X(V, +C08J,L r..J, )21. (19) 

The distance sphere of radius r(=tanx), centered 
on q, =q. =0, inherits the metrie obtained from I Substituting Eq. (21) with ,,' =-} into Eq. (13) we 
(19) by setting X=const. Thus up to an overall find 
sealing constant, the squashed seven-sphere has 

Dm. D. j metric l 7j = - ~ Cm. 7j , (23) 

where 
2 =dJ.l2 + i 2 ds 8in jJ. w. 2 + t,\2(V, +COS j..(w j )2, (20) 

CM" =C Jft " lIb rOb (24)
where " is a constant parameter deseribing the 

and Cm• •• is the Weyl tensor. Letting m run 
degree of distortion. The round, OO(S) -invariant, 

over (0, I, ;) where i =1,2,3, and i =4,5,6, = î, 2, 
sphere corresponds to ,,' = 1. 3, we find the 14 linear ly independent eomponents 

Jntroducing the orthonormal basis eO=dl1, e' 
=-~sinJ.lWl' 4 

"'1 e -=i.\(v 1 +coSjJ.W 1), etc., a coi=tlrOj+ j€iJ"rî;], (25) 
straightforward calculation shows that the curva

C =1lr + r;; L (26) 
ture form 8","0::: ~RJft"l'qe~1\ eO is given by IJ IJ 

S 6 C ij:: t l- r ij - ir )1 + ~ l5 jJ ril' - ~(IJ.I!rO.l 
(jOl == (1- ~A?)eo/\ el + ~(1- A2)e l\e , 

L 

Hl _ (27) 
tJ 4 .. ::; iA,2 O" À2~e3 1\ eS _ el A eS],o e e + 

where C ,; is trace free. The subgroup of SO(7) t\2;;::(1_~À2)elAe2+~(1_A.2)e4"eS, 
generated by these 14 linear eombinations of r •• 

1A 4 2 "e S&14== !,\2e +HI_A2)[e3"eEl e +e J, (21) corresponds to the holonomylO group of the con

1 
ft ::: iA. 2e - "2)leO,, e6 +e 2

,l\ eS 1S Hl neetion of Eq. (11l. Using the standard classifica 
" e 4 J, tion of Lie groups," we find the exceptional group 

1 6titEl =- !A.2e ", e T Hl - ,\2Heo eS _e 3 
1\ 1\e4 J, G,. 

&.5;;:' iÀ Ta 
+ ~(1 - eO 1 2 solve C

-2('4". eS ,\2)l o ,7j =O=C"T) we resorted to an explic
1\ el +e ",e J. 

i t representation, 
where the remaining 14 eomponents are obtained r 0= ro ~!' r, = I, "" !' r ~ = Ir, ç,9.... (28) by performing simultaneous cyclic permutations 
of the triplets (1,2, 3l and (4,5, 6l. The Ricci ten and found that there iS one solution. It automati
sor R " m = diag(Il, Il, Il, tl, ,J, ,J, ,3) with cally satisfies C,î7j=O. The existence of just 

one Killing spinor is related to the fact that G, 0'.::::3 _~,\2, ;3=,\2+1 '2,\,2. (22) 
is the stability subgroJlP of a seven-dlmensional 

The Einstein condition. Q =,J, gives two solu spinor. Thus spontaneous compacti!lcation on 
tions for ,,'. A' = 1 gives the round sphere dis the squashed S' gives an effeetive d = 4 theory 
cussed in Refs. 2 and 3. while A' =-} gives the with one unbroken supersymmetry. This means 
squashed sphere of this paper_ in partieular that seven of the eight gravitinos 

http:coSjJ.W1
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wilt acquire masses of order .>1 p. 

Carrying out the complete calculation of the 
four -dimensional Lagrangian will not be an easy 
taak, however, and it remains to be seen what in
fluence the isometry group of SO(5) <s:SU(2) and 
the holonomy group of G, will have on the classifi
cation of particle states. We simply note that 
both contain SU(2) ;,;SU(2) as a subgroup. There 
is a subtle interplay between the obvious SO(8) 
symmetry and hidden SU(8) symmetry in the un
broken phase and we expect an analogous inter
play in the spontaneously broken phase. It will 
be interesting to see what effect this might have 
on the SU(8) unification schemes. As discussed 
by Witten," in addition to the gauge hierarchy 
problem and chiral fermion problem in grand 
unified theorles, there is another reason why 
one unbroken supersymmetry at the energy of 
compactiflcation is an attractive feature of Kaluza
Klein theorles: It can provide a mechanism for 
stabilizing the Kaluza-Klein vacuum. 

Of course the surviving N =1 supersymmetry 
must also be eventually spontaneously broken. 
In this connection, we note that a third solution 
of d = 11 field equations with S 1 topology has re
cently been found. 13 The seven-sphere Is not 
squashed but the F~... components of FUI-O are 
now nonvanishing and provide a parallelizing 
torsion. This solution also admits a Higgs inter
pretation corresponding to nonzero vacuum ex
pectation values for the pseudoscalars. '.3 It also 
involves the group G, (Ref. 13) but according to 
D' Auria, Fre, and van Nieuwenhuizen14 all eight 
supersymmetries are broken. Since our one 
Killing spinor 7J may be used to build the required 
totally antisymmetric torsion, namely ijr 'k 'I, 
we expect more general solutions with both 
squashing and torsion and this suggests an (N = 8) 
- (N =1) - (N =0) hierarchy. 

We are grateful to C. J. Isham and K. S. Stelle 

for helpful diSCUSSiOn9; one of us (C.N.P.) also 
thanks J. P. Bourguignon and N. J. Hitchin. 
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When d = 11 supcr~ravily spnnlaneously comp.clitïes 10 d =4. rhe number of unbroken sypersymmeuics. 0 .;; .v .;; 8. is 
dctcrmincd by the holonomy ,roup.K. of the d = 7 ground~state cunnection. Here we present a ncw wluril.ln: Mankowski 
spacetime X K3 X T3 , for which l( = SUf 2) and N = 4. The massless seclor in d = 4 is given by .v = 4 <upergravil)' coupled 
1022 N:: 4 vector IOuhiplcts. Asidc from its intrinsic interest. th is C'xamplc throws ncw li!!ht on Kalul3-Klcin super~ravity. 
In p.nicular, we nole Ihallhe 192 + 192 massIc .. de~rees of freedum obl.ined from K3 X T3 execed rhe 128 + 128 of the 
N = 8 Iheory obl.inod hom T 7 or S7 . 

The field equations ofN" I supergravity in d " 11 
dimensions admit of candidate ground-state solutions 
in which seven dimensions are compactified. Setting 
"'M "0 (M.N" I ..... 11). these equations are 

RMN -~ gMNR " ~ (FMPQRFNPQR 
, 

- ii gM.VF PQRSfi'QRS) 	 (I) 

VMFMPQR" - 5~6 fM, ...MaPQR FM, ...M.FM• ....w•. 
(2) 

The Freund-Rubin [I) choice for which FMNPQ van· 
ished except for 

(3)F"vPO =311/ f ""po 
yields the product of a four-dimensional Einstein space 
time 

R "-12m 1 g"v 	 (4)"V ~ 

with Minkowski signa tu re and a seven-dimensional 
Einstein space with euclidean signature 

Rm" :::: 6,,,2 K"", , 	 (5 ) 

where jA.v '" I ..... 4 and m." =5 ..... 11. Eq. (5) im· 
plics compactification when lil *' 0 and is consistent 
with. but does not imply .compactification when lil '" O. 

r 	On kavc from Thc Blaekcn Laboratury. Imperial ('ollc~c. 


Lomlun. LK. 


As discussed in refs. [2--4). the number ofunbroken 
supersymmetries.N. in the resulting four·dimensional 
theory. is determined by the number of Killing spinors 
on the d =7 manifold i.e. the number of spinors satis· 
fying 

0",11'=(iJ -~ m w",abrab -!me a
m ra)11"O, (6)

where ra are the d =7 Dirac matrices. 

{ra. r,,} =-26ab · 	 (7) 

rab '" rJarbl' and Wil/ab and e",a are the spin connec· 
tion an siebenbein of the ground state solution to 
eq. (5). Such Killing spinors satisfy the integrability 
condition 

[0 In • On) 11 = - ~ Cmnab rab11 '" 0 • (8) 

where C"",ab is the Weyl tensor. The subgroup of Spin 
(7) generated by these Iinear combinations of the Spin 
(7) generators rab corresponds to the holonomy group 
J( of the connection of eq. (6). Thus the maximum 
number of unbroken supersymmetries. N. is equal to 
Ihe number of spinors left invariant by K. 

It is the exception. rather than the rule, that the 
ground state admits Killing spinors and. to date, only 
three examples have been discussed in the Iiterature. 
two with N *' '" 8 and C","Db =0 and one wilh N =I 
and CmnDb O. The case lil = 0 and N = 8 singles out 
the scven torus of Cremmer and Julia [5) for which 

http:wluril.ln
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x =1; the case m '* 0 and N =8 singles out the round 
seven-sphere of Duff and Pope [2,3) for which X = 1 
and then there is the squashed seven-sphere of Awada 
et al. [4) for which m *- O,N = land = G2· (In fact the 
full d = 4 theory obtained from the squashed S7, in
duding the massive states, corresponds to a sponta
neously broken phase of the one obtained from the 
round S7 [6).) A1though T7 and lhe round S7 exhausl 
all possible N = 8 solutions (since they are the only 
Einstein spaces 10 be conformally flat H : Cmnab = 0) 
it is of interest to ask whether there are any others 
with 0 <N < 8, and this leads naturally to the study 
of possible holonomy groups X for the connection of 
eq. (6). For Je = 1 we have N = 8 and for X = G2 we 
have N = 1 because these are the groups which, in 
seven dimensions,leave invariant 8 and I spinors re
spectively. 

In this paper we examine another solution of eq. 
(5) with m = 0 for which X = SU(2). Sinee this SU(2) 
leaves invariant 4 spinors we find an effective d = 4 
theory with N = 4 supersymmetry. The solution is 
given by the Ricci flat metric on K3 X T3 where K3 
is Kummer's quartic surface in CP3. A review of the 
K3 literature may be found in ref. (7). The Rieci flat 
metric on K3 is not known explicitly but there is an 
existenee proof. Moreover it is known to have 58 pa
rameters, to have a self-dual Riemann tensor, and no 
symmetries. Topologically, K3 has Euler number X = 
24 Hirzebruch signa tu re T = 16 and Betty numbers 

bo=I, bl=O, b2 =22, b3 =O, b.=l. (9) 

This information will be sufficient for us to determine 
the Kaluza-Klein ansätze necessary to isolate the 

'I 
5trietly spe.king, the Weyl.tensor eh.roeterit.s the re
$tricted holonomy ~roup of Dm; i .•.. it des.:ribes the rota
tion of a spinor paraDeI transported .round a dosed loop 
whieh is homolopic la zero. lf the sp.ce is nol simply con
necled there may be global obstructions to Ihe existenc. 
of eovariantly constanl spinors. in addition h) any locoI 
obSlruclion implied by Ihe Weyllensor. In .d.Jilion 10 Ihe 
~round statc solutions r ' and 5'. there will .Iso .xiS! solu
lions of Ihe form T' /r \jP.eneralizalions of Klein boUles) 
ond 5' /r (generalizalions of lens spaces), whore r is 0 dis
crete group. These spaces. Iikc Iheir T' or 5' coverin,. 
spaces. have Cabcd = O. but these ,.Iobal consider.tions 
imply that th~y admit fcwcr thaM 8 covariantly L"onstant 
spinors. and hence provide another Olt!'ans üf llbtainin~ 
o< N < 8 sup~rsyml11~'ry. 

We thank Don N. Palle roe discllssions on these points. 

massless particIe ~ontent of the resulting N" 4 super
gravity theory. The number of massless particles of 
each spin is given by the number of zero-eigenvalue 
modes of the corresponding mass matrices. These are 
given by differential operalors on the seven-<limensional 
ground state manifold (second order for bosons and 
first order for fermions) and are discussed in detail in 
ref. [3) for the case m '* 0, where lhey were applied 
to S7. To apply them to the K3 X T3 solution of this 
paper, we need only set m = O. The results are given 
in table I, where we compare with the reduction on 
T7. 

The single g,.., comes from the single zero mode of 
the scalar laplacian, the three B" from the three Killing 
vectors on T3 (K3 has no Killing vectors), and the 64 
scalarsS from the zero modes ofthe l.ichnerowiclop
era tor acting on symmetrie rank-two tensors: 58 from 
K3 (the 58 parameters) and 6 from T3 (the 6 param
eters of the metrie on SI X SI X SI). We note that 
these 6 are KiJling tensors but that the 58 are not. 

As far as the fermions are concerned. we first note 
that since K3 is half-flat the holonomy group is SU(2) 
rather than the SU(2) X SU(2) of a generic four mani
fold and hence it admits two covariantly constant 
spinors (i.e. Killing spinors) which are left or right 
handed according as K3 is self-dual or anti-self-dual 
[8). The four 1/1" come from the four Killing spinors 
on K3 X T3 (2 on K3 X 2 on TJ). To obtain the 92 
spin-4 fields l( we note that there are 40 zero-modes 
of the Rarita-Schwinger operator on K3: 38 of 
which are r-trace-free and 2 of which are not but are 
covariantly constant, while on T3 there are 6 such 
zero-modes which are covariantly constant but not 
trace-free. We note that these 6 are Killing vector-spinors 
but that the 40 are not. With these conditions the 

T.blc I 

d= II d=4 spin T 3 
' K3 x T

x'IN f(". 
8" 
S 0 28 64 

".\1 
x "" 3/4 S 4 

1/2 56 91 

A.\fNP A".p 
0 AI'. 

AI' I 21 25 
A 0 J5 67 

r
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9: modes, given by 40 on K3 X 2 Killing spinors on 
TJ plus 6 on TJ X 2 Killing spinors on KJ, will be 
zero-modes of the spin-~ mass matrix [3 J. 

The numbers of A""" ,A"v,A" and A fields are 
given by the zero-modes of the Hodge-de Rham oper
ator acting on 0, 1,2 and 3 forms respectively; i.e. by 
the Betti numbers bo, b \, bZ and b3 of KJ X TJ. But 
for a product manifold M =M' X M", 

p 

bp = L; b~b;"'r' (10) 
r=0 

where b ' p b~, b; are the p'th Betti numbers of M, M' 
and M" respectively. Hence from eq. (9), and the Betti 
numbers bp =(~) for T3, we obtain the numbers given 
in table I. A detailed discussion of boson and ferm ion 
zero-modes on KJ (and their relation to axial and con
formal anomalies) may be found in refs. [8,9). 

To summarize, the spin content is given by I spin 
2,4 spin ~, 28 spin 1,92 spin ~,67 scalarsand 67 
pseudoscalars. This corresponds to an N =4 supergrav
ity multiplet (1,4,6,4, I + I) coupled to 22 N =4 
spin-one matter muItipiets (I, 4, 3 + 3). 

Several comments are now in order especially since 
K3 X T3 provides a counterexample to many claims 
to be found in the KaluLa-Klein literature. 

(I) The number of massless degrees of freedom 
(per d = 4 spacetime point) of this N =4 theory ob
tained from K3 X TJ, namely 192 + 192, exceeds the 
128 + 128 of the N =8 theory obtained from T7 (or 
S7). Thus one's naive expectation that the N =8 theo
ry maximizes the number of zero-modes is seen not to 
be fulfLIled. Note that per d =4 spacetime point, the 
d = 7 11 theory has (I28 + 128) X 00 degrees of free
dom and so there is no contradiction in obtaining more 
than (I28 + 128) when one isolates the massless states 
from the infinite tower of massive states. We do not 
know whether 192 + 192 is the maximum. 

(2) Note that K3 X TJ is neither a group manifold 
nor a coset space. (ndeed K3 has no symmetries at all, 
yet th is does not prevent a sensible Kaluza-KJein the
ory with a large number of massIess particles. Ofcourse, 
the 28 massless spin I are only abelian gauge fields, 
the gauge group being [U(I)]3 X [GUl, R)J2$ Note 
also that K3 X TJ provides the first example of a 
supersymmetric Kaluza-KJein theory for which the 
extra dimensional ground-state manifold is not paral· 
lelizable. 

(3) The ansatz for the massless scalars coming from 
gMN is not in general given by produets of Killing 
vectors. When m =0, the criterion for masslessness 
corresponds to zero-modes of the Lichnerowicz oper
ator AL' These are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the I/umber ,,{parameters of the ground state metrie 
gmn because AL describes the first variation of the 
Einstein tensor and so its zero-modes preserve eq. (5) 
when m = O. Thus T7 yields 28 and K3 X TJ yields 64. 
This ceases to be true when In '* 0, however, because 
the ground state solution ofeq. (4) is now anti de Sitter 
space. Massless scalars must now obey the conformal 
wave equation and hence, on the round S7 for exam
ple, the mass matrix ofref. (3) is (Al - 16 m 2) which 
has 35 zero-modes rather than (AL - 12 m 2) which 
follows from the first variation of eq. (5) and which 
has no zero-modes_ Hence it was found that 35 mass
less scalars come from gMN even though the S7 solu
tion of eq. (5) has no parameters. 

(4) How do the many parameters of KJ X T3 show 
up in the effective four-dimensional theory? The 
answer is in the expectation values of the scalar fields. 
Compactification on Ricci flat manifolds yields no ef
fective potential for the scalars and their expectation 
values are arbitrary. This contrasts with compactifica
tion on Einstein manifolds with m '* O. {Note inciden
tally that in this respect ungauged N = 8 supergravity 
[5) obtained from T7 has many more parameters than 
gauged N =8 supergravity [I0) obtained from S7 ,con
trary to the claim that gauging increases the param
eters from one (Newton's constant) to two (Newton's 
constant plus gauge coupling constant).} 

Although we have focussed our attention on N =I 
supergravity in d = 11, solutions of the kind discussed 
here also exist for N = I in d = 10,9 and 8 for which 
spacetime is Minkowski space and for which the extra 
dimensions are K3 X T Z, K3 X Si and K3 respective
Iy. Owing to the Weyl condition in d = 10, we have 
N =2 rather than N = 4. Omitting the details, we 
quote the results. Starting from the 64 +64 components 
of N" I in d: 10, we obtain the 96 + 96 components 
in d =4 ofN = 2 supergravity coupled 10 3 N =2 vec
tor multiplets and 20 N = 2 scalar muitipiets. Starting 
from the 56 + 56 components of N = I in d =9, we 
obtain the 92 + 92 components in d : 4 of N = 2 
supergravity coupled to :; N = 2 vector multiplets and 
20 N " :; scalar multiplets_ Starting from the 48 +48 
components of N " I in d = 8, obtain the 88 + 88 
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components ofN '" 2 supergravity coupled to I N =2 
vector multiplet and 20 N = :2 scalar muitipiets. Nole 
that each drop in dimension from 10 to 8 corresponds 
to one less vector multiplet in d =4. 

Returning to the case of d =11, we recall that 50

lutions of eqs. (I) and (2) may be found for which 
the Fmnpq components of FMNPQ are aJso non-zero. 
However, the solution of ref. (11) is known to break 
all 8 supersymmetries (J 2,13 J and this is in fact an 
inevitabie feature (14) ofFmnpq '* 0 solutions. In 
order to fmd out whether other supersymmetry-pre
serving solutions exist, one can look to the holonomy 
group. For example the SU(3) subgroup of G2 leaves 
invariant 2 spinors bUI we do not know of any solu
tions of eq. (5) with J( '" SU(3). Thus the outstanding 
problem is to c1assify all d =7 Einstein metrics of non
negative curvature and their holonomy groups. 

We are grateful to S. Weinberg for stimulating dis
cussions on Kaluza-Klein theories and to J .A. Wheeler 
and S. Weinberg for their hospitality at the Center for 
Theoretical Physics and at the Theory Group. This 
publication was assisted by NSF Grant PHY 8205717 
and by organized research funds of The University of 
Texas at Austin. Supported in part by the Robert A. 
Welch Foundation. 
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EXACT PP·WAVI SOLUTIONS OF II·DlMENSIONAL SUPERGRA VlTY 

e.M. HUll l 

Deptlnment ofMathemtltics. Massachus<tts Institute of Techllology. OJmbridge. MA 02/39. USA 

Recclved II hnuJr) 1984 

Exact solutions of Ihe II ~imensional supergravily field equations wilh non-ttivial antisymmetric lensor and Rarita
Schwinger fields are pvcn. Some of Ihese are found 10 admil KiUing spinors. The dimensional reduction 10 pp-wave or anti· 
gravitating multi<entre soluuons of the four-dimensional theory is discussed. 

The lagrangian of ll-dimensional supergravity [1) 
with the notation and conventions of ref. (2) and K =I. 
is 

E= -1 VR(w) - ~ VFMNPQFMNPQ 

- j iV~MrMNPDNÜ(W + w»1/Ip 

+ l~l v~M<rMNWXYZ t 12gM[WrXYgZIN) 

X I/IN(Fwxyz +FwXyz) 

+(2/ 1 24)E-"'i-"'1 ..M11 FMi-"'lM~4FMsM.,M7MS 

(I)XAM~loMlI • 

where W!{AB is the spin-;;onnection inc1uding con tor· 
sion and Fand ware supercovariantizations of F and 
w. The lagrangian varies into a total divergenee under 
the local supersymmetry transformations [I) 

óeMA =-iËrAI/IM' (2) 

óAMNP =~Ër[MN1/IPl • (3) 

óI/lM=DM(w)€ 
(4) 

..J'()R N - - + ik i (rNPQRM -81-~ Ó M)FNPQRt=DM € . 

Consider the II-dimensional generalization of the 

pp·wave metric (3) 


9 


ds2 =2du du - W(u .xi)du2 - B (dxi)2 • (5) 
i'\ 

1 Supported by a SERCINATO FeUowship. 

where the "light cone" co-ordinates are (u. u.xi) with 
i.i = I •...• 9. Such metrics have been studied as solu· 
tions to pure II-dimensional Einstein theory by J. Richer 
(unpublished). They admit a covariantly constant null 
vector kM 

kMa/axM = a/au. kM;N= 0, gMN~kN =0. (6) 

The space al9:> admits covariantly constant spinors. It 
is convenient to introduce another null vector IM 

IM a/axM= a/au + Ha/au. (7) 

so that kMgMNIN =I. 
A simple ansatz for a solution to the field equations 

obtained by varying (1). ana!ogous to those discussed 
in refs. [4-6) is given by the metric (5) together with 

I/IM=kMX. (8) 

(9)FMNPQ =k[M~NPQJ 
for some X(u. xi). ~MNp(u. xi) which are taken to be 
independent of the retarded time. u. Ansatz (8) is due 
to Urrutia [4J and leads to the vanishing of the contor· 
sion and the Rarita-Schwinger stress-energy tensor 
and to trivia! supercovariantizations. FMNPQ = FMNPQ 
and wMAB =wMAB' The non·vanishing components 
of the curvature tensor for the space-time are 

(10)RMiNi = kMkNH. ij • 

and so the scalar curvature R vanishes. which implies. 
through the gravitational field equation. that the spin· 
one field strength must be nuU (F2 : 0) so that one 

0.370.2693/84/503.00 © Elsevler Science Publishers B.V. 
(North·Holland Physics Publishing Division) 

http:0.370.2693/84/503.00
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musl have 

~MNpkM =O. (I I) 

The spin-one field equation and Bianchi identity 

are satisfied i f 

~MNP'p =0, > =Ç[MNP;Q] 0, (12) 

$0 that ~MNP is harmonie, while the Einstein equation 
gives 

9 

6H i =-h~MN~MNP . (13)
i=1 J 

The Rarita-Schwinger equation then reduces to 

rMNPDNoVp =rMNPkpDNX =0 , (14) 

where the co variant derivative is given by 

9 

1 "" .DNx= àNX - 2 LJrlH ,{k - r)kNX. (15) 
i=1 ' 

Following ref. [6), it is convenient to introduce the 
projection operators 

PI = i(k • r)(l- r), P2 = i(l- r)(k' r) , (16) 

and defme 

f=Plx, Tj=P2X. (17) 

Then (14) has solutions similar to those found in refs. 
[4,6), 

f=f(xi,u), Tj=Tj(U) , (18) 

with 

9 

6 riàJ=O. (19) 
i=1 

Then (5), (8) and (9) pro vide a $Olution to the full 
field equations. provided that H(u. xi). X =f(u. xi) 
+ 17(11). ~MNp(u. xi) satisfy (11), (I ~). (I J). (18) and 
(19). The $Olution can be interpreted as a supergravity 
wave advancing in the null direction given by kM. If 
H, hfNP and X are independent of u. it is aplane 
wave, while for u-dependent functions one has a beam 
of radiation whose amplitude varies over the wave 
front. Just as a soli Ion is an extended field configura
tion sharing many of the properties of a massive panicle, 
these wave solutions are in $Ome ways analogous to 

massless partic1es. 

A Killing spinor € is one Ihal paramelerizes a super· 
symmetry transformation leaving the fields invariant. 
up to gauge transformations [6]. For (4) to nnish the 
spinor must satisfy 

DM€=O. (20) 

As in ref. [6), it can be shown that the integrability 
conditions for (20) imply that 

~MNP,i =0'" ~MNP =~MNp(u). (21) 

If (21) holds, there are $Olutions € = PI ECU), ECU) being 
given by the $Olutions of 

àe/àu = (i/72)~MNPrMNPe. (22) 

For the corresponding supersymmetry transformations 
of the Bose fields (2) and (3) to vanish, one must fur· 
ther impose 

X,i=O, oVM=oVM(It). (23) 

Thus, if(21) and (23) hold, the space is supersymme
trie. It is puzzling that in such spaces, the gravitational 
wave amplitude given by H can have arbitrary depend· 
ence on the transverse directions xi, while the spin· I 
and spin-312 amplitudes canno!. 

Using the methods of ref. [6], necessary and suffi
cient conditions for the Rarita-Schwinger field to be 
non-trivia! (i.e., not pure gauge) can be given in terms 
of higher order integrability conditions. As in ref. [6]. 
it is found that, if (21) holds, nearly all possible solu
tions are non-trivia!, whereas if (21) does not hold onl) 
a restricted c1ass of $Olutions is non-trivia!. 

Consider now the dimensional reduction to four 
dimensions, leading to a solution of the ungauged 
N =8 supergravity theory [2). If one takes the space
time co-ordinates as (u, v, xl, x 2) with all the fields 
independent of the seven interna! co-ordinates (x 3 , 

x4 ... x 9 ), one obtains a pp-wave $Olution of the N = 8 
supergravity with a!1 the fields non-trivia!. If the 11
dimensional space was supersymmelric, Ihe corre
sponding 4·space will admit a real 16-dimensional 
space of Killing spinors. 

Aiternatively, introducing a time co-ordinate tand 
a space co-ordina te x I0 by 

v'fdt =dv + (1- H)du , (24) 

y'fdx lO =dv - (I + H)du , (25) 

one cao regard (t, xl, x 2, x 3) as Ihe space-time co
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urdinates. provided that all the fields are independent 
uI' the seven internal co-ordinates (x4 • x 5 • ...• x lO ). 

Chousing H to be of the form 

s;.n 

H(x l • xl .x3) = I + E Jfs/lr - rsl , (26) 
s=1 

gives some soluIlons of the N = 8 supergravity field 
equations ge ne ralizing (hose found in the N= 4 theory 
by Gibbons [7]. Ihis gives a statie "multi-centre" 
space with n localized field eonfigurations at the 
points r =rs in equilibrium with the gravitational and 
scalar attraction between them being exactly balanc
ed by eleetrie repulsion, a phenomenon called anti
gravity [8]. However, although these solutions are de
rived from regular Il-dimensional spaces, the 4
dimensional metrics are singular, with naked singula
rities at the points r =rs [7]. They can also be obtain
ed by boosting a black hole solution in the x lO direc
tion in the limit in which the velocity tends to that of 
light [7]. These could only be supersymmetrie if 
~MNP and X were constant fields. Regular, antigravi

tating soliton solutions of N =8 supergravity ean. 
however. be obtained from certain statie solutions of 
the ll-dimensional theory, as wiJl be discussed else
where. 

I would like to thank G.W. Gibbons for many use
ful discussions. 
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Upon scven~torus compacuficalion of eleven-dimensional supergravity, a Kaluza~Klein monopole 
is embedded inlo one UCI 1 group of Ihe isometry group UW'. Four independent Killing spinars 
remain unbroken in this background. 

Higher-dimensional generaI relativity (Kaluza-Klein 
theoriesI I is a pramising candidate to unify gauge theories 
and gravity. However. dimensions of Kaluza-Klein 
theories are complctely arbitrary uniess constraincd by su
pcrsymmetry. Requiremcnt of the absence of states with 
spin higher than 2 pUlS an uppcr limit 10 the dimension of 
D S II for Riemmanian space and D S 24 for quasi
Riemmanian space.2 Although Ihe quanlum behavior of 
Kaluza-Klein Iheories is not weil studicd yet, Ihe super
symmctry will soften ultraviolet divergenccs comparcd 10 

nonsupcrsymmctric cases. Funhcrmore, Ihe lopologically 
nontrivial solutions will play an imponant role in non
pcrturbative effeelS. J 

The finite-cnergy Kaluza-Klein monopole solulions 
have been studicd reeendy .4_' They are sphcrieally sym
metrie and statie. and are the usual magnctic monopoles 
in the asymptotie region of four space-time dimensions. 
This monopole solution is rcgular al thc origin and the 
space-timc geometry is inlrinsica1ly interwoven with the 
intemal space in whieh direetion the monopole is embed
dcd. 

It is interesting to examine the remaining supcrsym
mctry in the background of Kaluza-KJein monopoles. In 
e1even-dimensional supergravity whieh is maximal in the 
pseudo-Riemmanian Kaluza-Klein theory, the fate of su
persymmetry upon compactifications has been rather ex
lensively studicd. Some of them are thc seven-torus8 

(N =8I. round scven-sphere9 
( N =8I. Icft squashcd 

(N = () and right squashcd (N =0) seven-sphere. JO MPP' 
(N=21 and M'" (N=O,p*ql manifold." where the 
numbcr of remaining supcrsymmctries is given insidc thc 
parentheses. A table of known eompactifications and sur
viving supcrsymmetry can be found in Ref. 12. Most in
tcrestingly, thc KJ X TJ solution" is an cxamplc with four 
surviving supcrsymmctries. but without isomctry group 
corresponding to KJ. It turns out that there is an N = 4 
supcrsymmctrie solution in the sevcn-torus compactifica
tion with a Kaluza-Klein monopole embeddcd into one 
UIII group of the isomctry UW' group. It is notcwonhy 
that the Kaluza-KJein monopole solution is a unique ex
amplc of N =4 supcrsymmetry with an isometry group. 

Thc bosonie pans in D = 11, N = I supergravity 
relevant for the background arc . 

RMN - +g"fNR = +(F<tPQRF,vPQR- +g."vFPQRSFPQRS1 , 

(1) 
V",FMPQR:::. - 5~6 €"w, .<t,PQRF.'f, 

.w.F""1 ·"8' 

Thc background solutions with Kaluza-Klein monopole 
are obtaincd by the following vacuum expectation values 
(VEV's): 

(F""",,)=(F...,.) =0 , 
121 

('i',,)=('i'm)=O. 

The VEV's for the elfbein are' 

e(tJ=dl. 

e(,I=e b12d, . 

e's, =eb12r d8 , 
(3) 

e'~I=ebl2r sin8 dl/l , 

e'''=e-b12[dx'+nKg(eos8-lldl/l) , 

e(ÓI=dx 6•..•• eIIU=dx". 

bHere e = I + In IRl2r, R =2Kg. and n is tbe monopole 
charge. The indices insidc the parentheses are for the 
frame indices. Thc spherically symmetrie and statie 
monopole solutions carrying the magnetic charge in more 
than one UW direction of the isometry group UW' slmul
taneously are shown to be absent.6 

The number of independent supersymmetrics WIIl be 
detcrmincd by the Killing spinor equation'-Il 

D.,I'/=(d.<t- +W.<tABr AB 11'/=0, 141 

where 

rAB=+(rArB-rBrAI. 

Here early a1phabet letters arc used as frame labels, while 

~ 1985 Tb. American Physical Society 
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mid-alphabet letters are employed for world indices. 
The relevant spin connections are Yo= 

-10][0 I ' 

(" -(4,+ I" IR) 0 
"" tB, 

Ui] 

2(2,+ 111 IR) 
 Yi= [ -u, 0 ' 


"'i'''.'= -(4, + I" 1R) .

2(2, + 111 IR) sm9. 


Y5= -iYOY'Y2Y'= 
-11

[~ ~]. 
"'i"",= 1"IR2


2(2,+ 1" IR)2 (cos9-1). and Ui is the Pauli spin matrix. la a.,d 1. are SxS and 
4 X 4 identity matrices. The a, and fJ are defined as 

wl"'",=- 1" IR 
(2,+ 0 

j 

lil IR)2 
(5) [ 17,] [0 -17)] 

2 a,= -u, 0 • a2= u) 0 ' 
",."".,= -cos9+ ,,2R (cos9_1) 

2(2,+ lil IR)2 
iU2 0 ] [0 jU2]

Ws(" IIR a,= [ 0 fJ,= iU2 0 • (7)iU2 • 
(~) (2,+ 111 IR)2 • 

(" IIR . 0 I] 
"'. (5' 2(2,~sm9. fJ2= [ [-iU2
 0 ] 

-I 0 • fJ,= 0 jU2 . 


IIR 

W8(·)(5I= Observe that r 5• r • HJ and r are 

2(2,+ lil Hj u2'. u)-. and ul-like 
IR) 
 in 4 X 4 block matrices. In these representations. r 0 and 

r 2 are symmetrie. while all other r matrices are antisym
The flat indices are raised and lowered with the metric metrie. Thus the charge conjugation matrix C is 
'7AB =diag( -I. + I•...• + 1). and AB"'M = _"'MBA. Of (S)C=YoY2 XI , . coune. the f1at-space limit without monopoles is obtained 
by puuing 11 =0. Also sinee the Kaluza-Klein monopole The spinor representation of the tangent space group 
solutions [equivalently Taub-Nut (Newman-Unti SO(l.IO) is of 32 components, which are represented by 
T amburino) solutions 14] are regular at the origin. all spin 

'7T=('IIi• ...• 'IIi) • connections are also regular. (9) 

The convenient choices for the r matrix with the Clif where "'J= (ÀJ.XJ) with two-component spinor Àj and 
ford algebra IrA.rB I= -2'7AB are XJ' Tbe Majorana condition '7 = - Ci/ gives the relation

ship between Àj and Xj as 

ro=YoXla. 

r 5=Y5 X I, 
0

ri=YiX1a. 

-14]
i=I.2.3. X = -U2Àj . (10) j 

[ The Xj is dependent. and there are only 16 independent 
0 . components corresponding to eight Àj' 

spin connections AB 
(6) Sinee "'M with M =1."6. ... , 11 

vanish. their corresponding Killing spinor equations are 
a} 0 1 

r 5+j =Y5 X 0 -aj • trivial as 
[ j=I.2.3 

3,'7=3,'7=3.'7= ... =3,,'7 . (I\)

0 fJj]
r'+j =Y5 X [ fJ 0 • j = 1,2.3 . Tbus the Killing spinor '7 is independent of coordinates 

j I.',X'. ...• x" Th. Killing spinor equation in the 9 
Here direction reads 

3 . 
(,)(91

[UJ "'.+.!..'" 0] I 
 [UJ"'.+_'" ,.)(5' 
') 2' 0 U, } 2' 0 _Ou,] "'j+'=O,

(12) 

0 3,1JI,+4+-w, i "It" [UJ 0 ] I 0 l~lt5' [UJ ] .IJI,+,--w. 0 IJI,=O, J=I. ...• 4.2 u] 2 -u] 

Notice that all eight ijl, are not independent, but '11, Ij = I..... 4) are related to IJIj +. (j = I. .... 4). 
The Killing spinor equation in the dl direct ion reads 
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a "'-_.!... [(TI I 0 I 0
(,.J(41 

[(Tl 0 0 ",-+1.."" IIH.' 'I"+-CcJ [(TI [(Tl ) 
~ ) 2 "'# 0 (Tl 

I
0 

I
I 
) 2 
. 

~ UI ) "H51 
I

"'. +-cu 18J(5) '1'. 
2' 0 -(TI )+4 2' 0 -UI ) =0 

+4 • 

(IJ) 

i. "ol.' [(Tl 0 i. (Tl 16)(., [UI 0 I 1. ")(,, [UI 0 
a."'J+4- 2 "'. 0 "'J+4+ 2 "'# 0 UI "'J+4- 2 "'. 0 -(TI I"'J 

1 ,6)(SI [UI -2"" 0 -UI 0 I 
"'J=O' }=1

.
•.... 4. 

Finally the Killing spinor equation in the fifth direction is 

1 (,)(51 UI [ 0 I ,. (8)(~) [UlO 
aS"'j + ,"'S 0 -(TI "'j +4 + 2"'S 0 (TI I "'j =0. 

(14) 

I (,.)(51 (TI 0 I ..!.... (8){~U [UI 
aS"'j+4- ,"'s [0 -(TI "'j+ 2 "'s 0 UI 

0 I _ 
"'H4-0• 

Solutions for these equations are obtained in a straightfor CI2=-cJs=-r'l+rJs=4TI' 
ward way. Tbe "', (j = I•...• 4) are 

I 

given by 

C(J=cn =-r(J-rls =4TI , (8) 

(Ájei~+B,e-i~)ein, C2J=-cu =r2J-rls=4TJ , 

Àj= [(Ájei~_Bje-i~)e-in, • 
 and form the SO(3) subalgebra [Ti.Tj]= Similar 
results hold a1so for the negatively charged monopole. 

OS) Now let us briefly consider the problem of remaining 

j. supenymmetries in D-dimensional supergravity theories )(j=-U2À
other than the li-dimensional one. Tbe solutions for 

"'j equations of motion in the torus compactifications are 
still given by Eq. (3) with the monopole embedded into 
one U(I) group of the isometry group UI \)0 -4. Vacuum 
expectation values of all the bosonic fields vanish, except 
vielbeins which have the identical vacuum expectation 
value as in Eq. (3). But if theories contain severa! fer
mionic fields other than the gravitino field. the remaining 
supenymmetry can be drastically altered in this Kaluza
Klein monopole background. For example in D=6, 
N=2 supergravity,U the supenymmetry transformation 
law for the gaugino Àj of Yang-Mills supermultiplets in 
the SpO) direction is [Eq. (22) of Ref. IS or Eq. (21) of 
Ref. 16] 

6ÀJ"" __
2v'ï 

I_e#mFJrMNE
MN 

-.mCijTi-Te I €, (9) 

where Cij=g·[Á~(Tj<l»a_6ij]. Oue to b'} in the Cij 
term, all the supenymmetries are completely broken, 

(6Àj)*0. (20) 

in the Kaluza-Klein monopole backgrounds. Tbus one 
cannot expect some remaining supenymmetry generally 
in the Kaluza-K.lein monopole background. 

It is remarkable that the Kaluza-Klein monopole solu
tion in D= 11 supergravity is unique in giving N = 4 

Tbe \jI, +4 (j = I..... 4) are related to by 

ÀJ+4=±iÀj. 

(6) 

)(j+4= +i)(, • 

where the upper (\ower) sip corresponds to the positive 
(negative) monopole charge. Tbus there are four indepen
dent Killing spinon (j =\jij 1•...• 4) for Eq. (4). and we 
obtain N = 4 remaining supenymmetries in the Kaluza
Klein monopole backgrounds (2) and (3). In the limit of 
vanishing monopole charge (n =0), the mixin~ terms be
tween \jij and \jij +4 (j = I•... ,4) due to ",,' "1 in Eq. 
(2). ",~")(SI and ",.")(SI in Eq. (3). and ",\,)(51 in Eq. (4) 

disappear. Tben "'1 +4 (j =I•... ,4) become independent 
of \jI,. and we recover the wel\-known N = 8 so\utions of 
seven-torus compactifications.' 

It may be worthwhile to comment upon the consistency 
condition of Eq. (4). which is 

[DM,D.Y]11=-+RMN·8r.Bl1a:CMNl1=0. (7) 

Here r.8 are the SS SOO.IO) generaton. Tbe nonvanish
ing C"N for the positive monopole charge are 

€ijkTt. 
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Chapter 2 


The eleven-dimensional supermembrane 


Membrane theory has astrange history which goes back even further than strings. 
The idea that the elementary particles might correspond to modes of a vibrating 
membrane was put forward originally in 1962 by Dirac [1]. When string theory 
came along in the 1970's, there were some attempts to revive the membrane idea 
but without much success. Things did not change much until 1986 when Hughes, 
Liu and Polchinski [2] showed that it was possible to combine membranes with 
supersymmetry: the supermembrane was born. 

Consequently, while all the progress in string theory was going on, a small 
splinter group wa.<; posing the question: Once you have given up O-dimensional 
particles in favour of 1-dimensional strings, why not 2-dimensional membranes or 
in general p-dimensional objects ? Just as a O-dimensional particle sweeps out a 
l-dimensional worldline as it evolves in time, so a 1-dimensional string sweeps out 
a 2-dimensional worldsheet and a p-brane sweeps out a d-dimensional worldvolume, 
where d = p + 1. Of course, there must be enough room for the p-brane to move 
about in spacetime, so d must be less than or equal to the number of spacetime 
dimensions D. In fact supersymmetry places further severe restrictions both on the 
dimension of the extended object and the dimension of spacetime in which it lives 
[3]. One can represent these as points on a graph where we plot spacetime dimension 
D vertically and the p-brane dimension d = p+ 1 horizontally. This is the brane scan 
of table 2.1. In the early eighties Green and Schwarz [4] had shown that spacetime 
supersymmetry allows classical superstrings moving in spacetime dimensions 3,4, 6 
and 10. (Quantum considerations rule out all but the ten-dimensional case as being 
truly fundamental. Of course some of these ten dimensions could be curled up to a 
very tiny size in the way suggested by Kaluza and Klein [5, 6]. Ideally six would be 
compactified in this way so as to yield the four spacetime dimensions with which we 
are familiar.) It was now realized, however, that these 1-branes in D = 3,4,6 and 10 
should be viewed a.<; but special cases of this more general class of supersymmetric 
extended object. 

A simpIe way to understand the allowed points on the brane-scan is to demand 
equal numbers of boson and fermion degrtes of freedom on the worldvolume. This 
matching of worldvolume bosons and fermions may, at first sight, seem puzzling 
since the Green-Schwarz approach begins with only spacetime supcrsymmetry. The 
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explanation is as follows. As the p-branc moves through spacctime, its trajeetory 
is described by the functions XM(O where X M are the spacetimc coordinates 
(!VI = 0,1, ... , D - 1) and Care the worldvolume coordinates (i = 0,1, ... ,d - 1). 
It is often convenient to make the so-called statie gauge ehoiee by making the 
D = d + (D - d) split 

x M (0 = (XJL(O, ym(o) (2.1) 

where IJ. = 0, 1, ... , d - 1 and m = d, ... , D - 1, and then setting 

XJL(ç) = çJL. (2.2) 

Thus the only physical worldvolume degrees of freedom are given by the (D 
d) ym(ç). So the number of on-shell bosonic degrees of freedom is 

NB = D - d. (2.3) 

'1'0 describe the super p-brane we augment the D bosonic coordinatcs X M (ç) 
with anticommuting fermionic coordinates (Ja (ç). Depending on D, this spinor 
could be Dirac, Weyl, Majorana or Majorana-Weyl. However, there is a fermionic 
kappa symmetry which implies that half of the spinor degrees of freedom are redun
dant and may be elinlÏnated by a physical gauge choice. The net result is that the 
theory exhibits a d-dimensional worldvolume supersymmetry [3] where the number 
of fermionic generators is exactly half of the generators in the original spacetime 
super-symmetry. This partial breaking of supersymmetry is a key idea. Let !VI 
be the number of reaI components of the minimal spinor and N the number of 
supersymmetries in D spacetime dimensions and let mand n be the corresponding 
quantities in d worldvolume dimensions. Let us first consider d > 2. Since kappa 
symmetry always halves the number of fermionic degrees of freedom and going 
on-shell halves it again, the number of on-shell fermionic degrees of frecdom is 

1 1
N F = -mn = -!VIN. (2.4)

2 4 

Worldvolume supersymmetry demands NB = N F and hence 

1 1 
D-d="2mn="4!VIN. (2.5) 

A list of dimensions, nu mber of real dimensions of the minimal spinor and possible 
supersymmetries is given in table l.1 of chapter 1, from which we see that there are 
only 8 solutions of (2.5) all with N = 1, as indicated by the d 2: 3 points labelled Sin 
table 2.l. We note in particular that Dmax = 11 since!VI 2: 64 for D 2: 12 and hence 
(2.5) cannot be satisfied. Similarly dmax = 6 since m 2: 16 for d 2: 7. The case d = 2 
is special because of the ability to treat left and right moving modes indepcndently. 
If we rcquire thc sum of both left and right moving bosons and ferrnions to be 
equal, then we again find the condition (2.5). This provides a furthcr 4 solutions 
all with N = 2, corresponding to Type 11 superstrings in D = 3,4,6 and 10 (or 8 
solutions in all if we treat Type IJA and Type IJB separately). Both the gauge
fixcd Type 11A and Type 11B superstrings will display (8,8) supersymmetry on 
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the worldsheet. If we requirc only left (or right) matching, then (2.5) is replaced 
by 

1 
D-2=n=-MN (2.6)

2 
which allows another 4 solutions in D = 3,4,6 and 10, all with N = 1. The gauge
fixed theory will display (8,0) worldsheet supersymmetry. The heterotic string faUs 
into this category. The results [3] are indicated by the d = 2 points labelled S in 
table 2.1. Point particles are usually omitted from the brane scan [3, 7, 8], but we 
have included them in table 2.1 by the d = 1 points labelled S. 

An equivalent way to arrive at the above conclusions is to list all scalar super
multiplets and to interpret the dimension of the target space, D, by 

D - d = number of scalars. (2.7) 

A useful reference is [9] which provides an exhaustive classification of all unitary 
representations of supersymmetry with maximum spin 2. In particular, we can 
understand dmax = 6 from this point of view since this is the upper limit for 
scalar supermultiplets. In summary, according to the above classification, Type I I 
p-branes described by scalar supermultiplets do not exist for p > 1. 

There are four types of solution with 8 + 8, 4 + 4, 2 + 2 or 1 + 1 degrees of 
freedom respectively. Since the numbers I, 2, 4 and 8 are also the dimension of the 
four division alge bras, these four types of solution are referred to as real, complex, 
quaternion and octonion respectively. The connection with the division algebras 
can in fact be made more precise [10, 11]. 

Di 
11 S T 
10 V SjV V V V SjV V V V V 
9 S S 
8 S 
7 S T 
6 V SjV V SjV V V 
5 S S 
4 V SjV SjV V 
3 SjV SjV V 
2 S 
1 
0 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
d~ 

Table 2.1. The brane scan, where S, V and T denote scalar, vector and antisymmetric 
tensor multipiets. 

Curiously enough, the maximum spacetime dimension permitted is eleven, 
where Bergshoeff, Sezgin and Townsend found their supermembrane [12, 13] which 
couples to eleven-dimensional supergravity [14, 5]. (The 3-form gauge field of 
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D = 11 supergravity had long been suggestive of a membrane interpretation [15]). 
Moreover, it was then possible to show [16] by simultaneous dimensional rcduction 
of the spacetime and worldvolumc that the membrane looks like a string in ten 
dimensions. In fact, it yields precisely the Type I I A superstring. This suggested 
that thc eleven-dimensional theory was perhaps the more fundamental after all. 
Sce chapter 4. 

Notwithstanding these and subsequent results, thc supermcmbrane enterprise 
was, until recently, largely ignored by the mainstream physics community. Those 
who had worked on eleven-dimensional supergravity and then on supermembranes 
spent thc early eighties arguing for spacetime dimensions greater than four, and thc 
late eighties and early niIH~ties arguing for worldvolume dimensions grcater than 
two. The latter struggle [17] was by far the more bitter! 

As we shall sec in this volume, supermembranes now play a vital part in string 
duality [18], D-branes [19, 20, 21] and M-theory. Reviews on supermembranes may 
be found in [22, 23, 25, 8, 24, 17]. 

Another curious twist in the history of supermembranes concerns their inter
pretation as solitons: non-singular solutions of the classical field equations corre
sponding to lumps of field energy that are prevented from dissipating by a topo
logical conservation law. The classical example of such a soliton is provided by 
magnetic monopole solutions of four-dimensional grand unified theories. Although 
the original Hughes-Liu-Polchinski [2] supcrmembrane was found as a soliton of 
a six-dimcnsional gauge thcory, the subsequent development went in thc opposite 
direction with membranes being treated as fundamental objects in their own right. 
One of the problcms that membrane theory thcn had to confront was the question of 
quantization [26]: no one knows how to quantize fundamental p-branes with p > 2. 
All thc techniques that worked so weIl for fundamcntal strings simply do not go 
through. A useful framework for analyzing these problems is the light co ne gauge 
[27, 28, 29], somctimes called the infinite momentum frame. For p > 1, this gauge 
choice does not eliminate all the unphysical degrees of freedom, and one finds in 
the ca..<;e of the D = 11 supermembrane a quantum mechanical matrix model corre
sponding to a dimensionally reduced D = 10 Yang-Mills theory with gauge group 
SU(N) as N ---> 00. Moreover, as was shown in [29], this theory does not possess a 
discrete spectrum: hence thc negative title: Supermembranes: a fond farcwell? We 
have included the paper by de Wit, Nicolai and Hoppe in our collection, however, 
because this infinite momentum frame has recently been resurrected in the context 
of the Matrix Model approach to M-theory [36, 31] discussed in chapter 6. In this 
new interpretation, the continuous spectrum is not a drawback but a virtue! 

The next development came when Townsend [30] pointed out that not merely 
the D = 6 supermembrane but all the points marked S on the 'H,C, R sequences of 
the branescan correspond to topological defects of some globally supersymmetric 
field theory which preserve half of the spacetime supersymmetries. This naturally 
mises the question of whether the supergravity theories, in particular the D = 
11 supergravity, might also admit the 0 sequence supermembranes as classical 
solutions preserving half the spacetime supersymmetry. Whether in global or local 
supersymmetry, states preserving half the supersymmetries (and known as BPS 
states) occupy a special status beèause, in appropriate units, their mass is equal to 
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their charge. It follows from thc supcrsymmetry algebra that they therefore belong 
to short multipiets and are thus protected from quantum corrections. Studying 
BPS statcs can thus give us vital information about the exact theory even at strong 
coupling. In the D = 11 supcrsymmetry algebra, the anticommutator of two supcr
symmetry generators Qo. is given by [32] 

{Qo.,Q(:J} = (CrM)Q(:JpM + (CrklN)o.(:JzMN + (CrMNPQR)Q(:JZ!lINPQR (2.8) 

wherc C is thc charge conjugation matrix and r M, ... M" is the antisymmetrie prod
uct of n Dirac matrices. We see that the right-hand side involves not only the 
momentum pM but also the 2-form charge ZMN and thc 5-form charge ZMNPQR. 

Indeed, in 1991 the eleven dimensional supermembrane wa.,> recovered as aso
lution of the D = 11 supergravity thcory preserving one half of the supersymmctry 
[33]. The zero modes of the membrane solution belong to a (d = 3, n = 8) super
multiplct consisting of eight scalars and dght spinors which correspond to the cight 
Goldstone bosons and their superpartners associated with breaking of the eight 
translations transverse to the membrane worldvolume. However, this elementary 
solution is a singular solution of the supergravity equatiolls coupled to a super
membrane source and carries a Noether electric charge. It should not therefore be 
called a soliton which would be a non-singular solution of the source-free equations 
carrying a topological charge. (In this respect it resembles the fundamental string 
solution of ten-dimensional supcrgravity coupled to a string source of Dabholkar et 
al [34] to which it in fact reduces under a double dimensional reduction of spacetime 
and worldvolume, followed by a truncation from N = 2 to N = 1.) The true soliton 
solution of D = 11 supergravity is the D = 11 superfivebrane, discussed in chapter 
3. In hindsight, we see that this is just what is expected from the supersymmetry 
algebra (2.8): the spatial components of the momentum PM are carried by the 
plane wave of chapter 1, those of the 2-form charge ZMN by the 2-brane and those 
ofthe 5-form charge ZMNPQR by the 5-brane. The time components ofthe 2-form 
and 5-form are associated with the Type IJA sixbrane (which is equivalent [37] to 
the Kaluza~Klein monopole of chapter 1) and the Type IJA eightbrane of chapter 
3 that arise on compactification to D = 10 [38, 39]. 

In all this earlier work, the D = 11 supermembrane was treated as closed, but 
following the arrival of D = 10 Dirichlet branes [19], surfaces of dimension p on 
which open strings ean end, it was pointed out by Strominger [35] and Townsend 
[36] that the fivebrane can act as a surface on which open membranes ean end. 
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We construct aD action for a supermembrane propagating in d= 11 supergravity background. Using the constraints of d= 11 
curved superspace, we show that thc action is invariant under Siegel.type transfonnations recently generalized by Hughes, Li and 
Polchinski. The transformation parameter is a world-volume scalar and d= 11 spacetime spinor. We also discuss thc general 
problem of the coupling of n-dimensional extended objects to d-dimensional supergravity. 

1. Now that we have become accustomed to the 
notion that strings should replace particles, it is nat
ural to investigate the properties of higher-dimen
sional extended objects, in particular of membranes 
since they are the simplest extended objects, and they 
might describe strings in an appropriate limit. 

In 1962 Dirac [I) put forward a theory of an 
extended electron based on the idea of a relativistic 
membrane. In 1976, Collins and Tucker [2] studied 
the c1assical and quantum mechanics of free relati
vistic membranes. A year later a locally supersym
metric and reparametrization-invariant action for a 
spinning membrane was constructed by Howe and 
Tucker [3). The action describes anti de Sitter 
supergravity coupled to a number of scalar muit i
plets in three dimensions. It is the membrane analog 
of the Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond formulation of the 
spinning string theory. 

More progress towards the construction of a mem
brane theory was made by Sugamoto [4) in 1983. 
More recently, Hughes, Li and Polchinski [5] have 
constructed a Green-Schwarz-type action for a three
extended object propagating in flat six-dimensional 
spacetime. The consistency ofthe action requires the 
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existence of a closed superspace five-form, in anal
ogy with the Henneaux and Mezincescu [6] con
struction for the Green-Schwarz superstring action 
[7), where a closed superspace three-form is required. 
The novel feature of the theory of Hughes et al. is 
that the parameter of the Siegel-type transformation 
[8) is a scalar rather than a vector on the world 
volume. 

The generalization of the Hughes et al. model to n
extended objects propagating in flat d-dimensional 
superspace is evident. All that is required is the exis
tence of a closer super (n +2 )-form given by 

H=E#E"'Ea" ... Ea'(Ya, .a.,)",p, (1) 

where (E"', Ea) are the basis one-forms in super
space. This form is closed provided that the follow
ing r -matrix identity holds: 

(ya)(ap(yaa, ...a,,-, )yJ) =0. (2) 

The purpose of this note is to construct Hughes et 
al. -type actions describing the propagation of an n
extended object in d-dimensional curved superspace. 
We give a general formula for the action and the 
transformation rules, whose consistency requires, 
among other things (see below), the existence of a 
closed (n +2 )-form in curved superspace. Thus we 
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expect that the n-extended objects under considera
tion can consistently propagate only in d ~ 11 super
gravities whose superspace formulation involves a 
c10sed (n+2)-form. We further expect that such 
forms exist in supergravity theories in which a c10sed 
boson ie (n + 2 )-form occurs. As far as we know, thc 
following possibilites exist (we include the Yang
Mills couplings whenever possible): 

The dual formulation of d= 10, N= I supergravity 
involves a c10sed seven-form. lts dimensional reduc
tion on a (I0-d)-dimensional torus leads to real 
c10sed (d - 3)-forms in d-dimensional supergravi
ties. (These are N= I supergravities in d=8, 9, 10; 
N=2 ind= 7 andN=2 or4 in d=6) [9]. Apart from 
these, there is: (i) A real c/osed four-form in d= IJ, 
N = J supergravity, (ii) a real c10sed three-form in 
non-chiral d= 10, N=2 supergravity, (iii) a complex 
c10sed three-form in chiral d= 10, N=2 supergravity. 

Excluding Yang-Mills coupling, as is weil known, 
c10sed super three-forms exist in d= 3, 4, 6, and 10. 

Considering the case of the membranes, from the 
above list it follows that the candidate dimensions 
are 7 and 11. Since the superspace formulation of 
d= 7, N=2 supergravity is not known at present, wc 
are led to consider the supermembrane propagating 
in eleven-dimensional spacetime. 

Our main result is the construction of an action 
which describes a consistent coupling of d= 11 
supergravity to a supermcmbrane. In particular the 
Kalb-Ramond-Iike third rank antisymmetic tensor 
field ofd= I1 supergravity couples to the supermem
bane via a Wess-Zumino term. 

In the following we focus our attention on the 
description of the supermembane act ion in d = 11. 
The extension to the case of n-extended objects is 
given in the appendix. 

2. We propose the following action for a super
membrane coupled to d= II supergravity: 

S= fd 2 Ç OFig"E,"E/Y!G!> 

+E"'E," E, BE, cBCB.,-!Fi) . (3) 

Here i = 0, I, 2 labels the coordinates ç' = (r, IJ, p) of 
the world volume with metric g" and signature ( -, 
+, +). The super three-form B is nccded for the 
superspace description of d = 11 supergravity [10]. 
For the Levi-Civita symbol el' we use the same con

ventions as in ref. [11). In (3) we have used the 
notation 

E/=(a,ZM)EM' , (4) 

where ZM (ç) are thc superspacc coordinates, and 
EMA(Z) is the supervielbein. 

Note that the action has a cosmological constant 
with a fixed magnitude. This is 50 that the field equa
tion of thc metric g'l gives the embcdding equation 

giJ =E/(,JE)"1Jab= TIJ . (5) 

We require that the action S is invariant under a 
ferm ion ic gauge transformation of the form [5] 

IiE"=O, IiEa =(I+T)"pKP 

lig'l =2[X,,-g'J X',/(n-I)] 

(n=2 for membrane) , (6) 

where thc transformation parameter K"( ç) is a 32 
component Majorana spinor, and a world-volume 
scalar, and 

IiE<=IiZMEM', (7) 

ra p = (1I6Fi)f'J' E, GE/E, '(ra!>,)" p . (8) 

Here ya(a=O, I, ... , 10) are thc Dirac matrices in 
eleven dimensions. X" is a function of E, A which will 
be determined by the invariance of thc action. The 
choice of Iig'J is due to the fact that, givcn a variation 
ofthe act/on ofthe form IiS= T'lX'J, and writing this 
variation as 

T'1X'l =g"X" + (T'l-g,,)X" , (9) 

the second term on thc right-hand side canccls 
(IiS/lig,)lig,J' Thus wc are left with the first term on 
the right-hand side, which equals the left-hand side 
upon the use of (5). Effectively, this means that 
whenever we encounter a variation ofthe form T"X", 
we can use eq. (5), provided that we add X" to lig" 
as in (6). 

The matrix Tap occurring in (8) satisfies the 
property 

r"prp"=(T'I,T',T"I)t5""Er't5",,. (10) 

The normalization in (8) is chosen such th at upon 
the use of the equation T"=g,,, the matrix ra p sat
isfies the relation ra p]'p;, =15";" 
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Now using (6) the variation of the action (3) is 
(we consider a c10sed supermembrane and therefore 
discard the surface terms) 

liS= fd 2 ';- [Mg,j(-liEPE/Tayp)Eja 

+M gU( -liEPE, CT" cp)E,a 

+ ~Uk E, A E, BEk cliE'" H",C8.< 

-!Mlig"(Tij-!gUT-!g")]. (11 ) 

The torsion two-form TA and the four-form field 
strength Hare defined by (our superspace conven
tions are those of Howe [ 12]) 

TA=dEA+EBQ8A=!EBECTcBA, 

H=dB=!ilEDECEBEAHABCD' (12) 

We now organize the terms in (11) according to 
the number ofone-forms E'" they contain. Those with 
three E" and two E a come only from the 
Wess-Zumino term. They must vanish seperately, 
and th is requires the constaints 

Hapy. =HapYd=O. (13 ) 

The canceJlation of the terms linear in E a lead to 
the constraints 

Taap=(ya)a/J ' (14) 

Hapab=-!<Yab)ap, (15) 

while the canceJlation ofthe terms not containing E" 
require the constraint 

Y!d aTt h)o: ;:;:: 'labAa, (16) 

Haabe = - !Ap( Yabe)p a . (17) 

Here Aa is an arbitrary spinor superfield which is 
vanishing in d= 11 [10]. 

It is important to realize that in obtaining 
(14 ).-(17) we have used the identity 

aöE"=r'" pliEP + (I_r 2 )K . (18) 

Using this identity in the variation ofthe kinetic term, 
the terms arising from ra IJ in (18) can be shown to 
cancel similar terms coming from the variation of the 
Wess-Zumino term, modulo terms which cancel by 

an appropriate variation of g,)" [Using the argument 
below (8) onee.] In the remaining terms coming from 
(l_r 2 ), we use the argument given below (8) 
repeatedly to compute further contributions to ligi)" 

Thus we find the result 

X = - ~f, kiEk a E,b(Yab)apliEP Ejau 

+ !KPEn a(yd)apEndg,(j( T kkT'1J +t5kkT'IJ) 

+i....j. (19) 

In summary, the action (3) is invariant under (6) 
provided that (13)-(17) hold, and X" is given by 
(19). In addition, the foJlowing Bianchi identities 
must hold: 

DTA = _EB ARB
A , DH=O. (20) 

The generalization of the results of this section to 
the general case of n-extended objects in d-dimen
sional supergravity is straightforward. The result is 
given in the appendix. 

3. We observe that the superspace constraints of 
d= 11 supergravity given by Cremmer and Ferrara 
[ 10] and Brink and Howe [10] do provide a solu
tion to (13)-(17) and the Bianchi identities (20), 
withAa=O. 

In conclusion, we have shown that there exists a 
consistent coupling of a c10sed supermembrane to 
eleven-dimensional supergravity. (Note that it is 
natural to consider a c/osed supermembrane in eleven 
dimensions, since there are no matter muitipiets in 
this dimension). 

4. There are several directions in which the pres
ent work can be extended. We shaJl name a few. 

Firstly, it is of interest to study the quantization of 
the supermembrane model in eleven dimensions. In 
particular, the question of whether massless gauge 
fields can possiblyarise is a chaJlenging one. A1though 
usuaJly one encounters difficulties in finding mass
less excitations of a membrane [13], it is encourag
ing that, here, we have a spacetime supersymmetric 
membrane action. 

Secondly, it is natural to consider the dimensional 
reduction of our model from eleven- to ten-dimen
sional spacetime, and at the same time from three
dimensional world volume to a two-dimensional 
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world sheet. I t would be interesting to see what kind 
of d= 10 string theories could possibly emerge in an 
infinitely th in membrane limit. 

P.K.T. would like to thank Professor Abdus Salam 
for his kind hospitality and ICTP in Trieste where 
this work was carried out. 

Appendix. In this appendix we construct the action 
for an n-extended object propagating in d-dimen
sional supergravity background. We also give the 
transformation rules, and the constraints on the 
background. 

The action is 

s=f d 2 iJ 
'; [!Hg E,aE/1/ab 

+ fll .. IIIE'I AI ...E ill + I A". I BAn+' ... A' 

-!(n-l)H]· (AI) 

The transformation rules are those in (6), where 
the matrix r"p is now given by 

r"p=[1/I(n+I)!H] 

x f" ... '" , 'E" a, ... E,"+, a", '( Ya, ...a"+,)" P , (A2) 

where 1/ is given by 

1/=(_I)(n+l)(n-2)/4. (A3) 

lnvariance ofthe act ion (AI) is ensured by impos
ing the following set of constraints: 

Taap=(ya)"p, 1/c(aTc,,),,=1/abAa, (A4) 

Haa"+, ...a, = (1/ln!)Ap(Ya, ...a"+,)P a, 

/laPa" ...a, = [1/( -I )nl(n+ I )1](Ya,.aJ"11 , (A5) 

HaP7A' A"., =0, (A5cont'd) 

and by taking X" occurring in (6) to be 

Xi} = ( -1/l2n!) 

Xf, k,k" Ek, a, ...Ek" a" ('Ia, ..aJ"pÖEP EJ a 

na + !KP[En a(ya)",pE + (n+ I )Ap] 

xg,r/ k k k kT , k, ... Tk"k"1 +Ö ,k, T , k, ... T "k"1 

+0"" ...1),"",,, ,Tk"k",) 

- FiEP Apgij + (i-j) . (A6) 
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We study the quantum-mechanical properties of a supermembrane and examine (he nature of 
its ground state. A supersymmetric gauge theory of area-preserving transformations provides a 
convenient framework for this study. The supermembrane can be viewed as a limiting case of a 
class of models in supersymmetric quantum mechanics. lts mass does not depend on the zero 
modes and vanishes only if the wave function is a singlet under supersymmetry transformations of 
the nonzero modes. We exhibit the complexity of the supermembrane ground state and e"amine 
various truncations of these modeIs. None of these truncations has massless states. 

1. Introduction 

Some time ago an action for a membrane moving in a d-dimensional space-time 
was formulated. which is invariant under super-Poincaré transformations [1). ft is 
expressed in terms of the membrane coordinates X"(n and a set of anticommuting 
coordinates 8(n. transforming as a d-dimensional vector and spinor. respectively: 
the parameters ~' (i = O. 1.2) parametrize the world tube swept out by the mem
brane in space-time. As is weU-known. sirnilar actions exist for the superparticle. the 
superstring, as weU as higher-extended objects ("p-branes") [1-4). and they are all 
characterized by the presence of a local (i.e .• ~-dependent) fermionic symmetry. This 
invariance requires the existence of a closed superspace form [5], appearing in the 
action in the form of a Wess-Zurnino-Witten term. which is only possible Cor a 
specific number of space-time dimensions. Therefore. the supermembrane action 
can only be formulated in d = 4, 5, 7 and 11 dimensional space-times. 

An intriguing result found in [1) is that a supermembrane can propagate in a 
curved superspace. In particular for d = 11. the membrane can couple consistently 
(i.e., without affecting the local fermionic symmetry) to a d = 11 supergravity 
background. Guided by the experienee in string theory this result has been inter
preted as an indication that the ground state of the supermembrane should be 

• Address from May 1. 1988: Il. Institut mr Theoretische Physik. Universität Hamburg. 
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degenerate and conslitute the states of a massless d = 11 supergravity multiplet. In 
attempts to study tbis question the quantum fluctuations have been analyzed aboul 
solutions of the classical membrane equations [6,7]. Wbile the vacuum energy of 
these fluctuations vanishes for the solution considered in [6], it did not vanish for 
the solution described in [7], and neither did it constitute an integer as it does in the 
case of the string [8] (for the (open) bosonic membrane such a calculation was first 
undertaken in [9]). On the other hand, heuristic arguments were presented in [lOl, 
based on the vanishing of tbe vacuum energy for fluctuations about a solution with 
residual supersymmetry, wbich support the conjecture that tbe ground state has the 
strueture of a massless d =11 supermultiplet. 

In tbis paper we will study the quantum mechanics of a supermembrane in more 
detail in the hope of construeting the ground-state wave function. We present an 
alternative formulation of the membrane as a gauge theory of the area-preserving 
transformations of the membrane surface. Here we are inspired by the fact that 
these transformations are the residual invariance of a relativistic membrane theory 
when quantized in th~ light-cone gauge [11]. It is possible to consider truneations of 
tbis gauge theory by truncating the infinite harmonie expansion of the membrane 
eoordinates. At least for membranes with the topology of a sp here tbis can be done 
in sueh a way that the supersymmetry remains preserved. The group of area-preserv· 
ing transformations is tbereby reduced to SU(N).* These truneations lead to a class 
of matrix models in supersymmetrie quantum mechanics [13,14], wbieh turn out to 
eoineide with the models that have been presented in [15]. A priori, tbree different 
types of membrane geound states are possible. One possibility is that the ground 
state is a singlet under supersymmetry, whieh is thus annihilated by the supersym
metry charges. By virtue of the anticommutation relation whieh expresses the 
hamiltonian as the square of these charges, tbis geound state should be massless. 
However. tbis situation is not possible for the supermembrane: it follows from the 
explicit expression for the hamiltonian that all wave functions have an obvious 
degeneraey associated with the fermionic zero modes. Therefore the geound state 
must be degenerate and constitute a supermultiplet. There are then two possibilities. 
One is that the geound state is a massless supermultiplet, eonsisting of 27 bosonic 
and 27 fermionie states, in whieh case the supercharges associated witb the nonzero 
modes must annihilate the geound-state wave funetions. If this is not the case one 
has a massive supermultiplet. The geound-state degeneraey is then enormous, as a 
massive supermultiplet contains 21S bosonic and 21S fermionic states. 

We restriet ourselves to supermembranes that move in a trivial space-time. Hence 
we eonsider no eompactification as in [6] and neither do we study tbe possibility of 
membranes moving in nontrivial space-times sueh as in [16]. Tbis means, in 
partieular, that our considerations have no bearing on tbe results described in [16], 

.. This idea goes back to GoldstoDe [11). Tbe relatioD between SU( N) aod tbc group of area-preservini 
trandormatioDS was exhibited in fl2t: 
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where the existence of infinitely many massless states of the supermembrane 
compactified to AdS4 X S7 was demonstrated in a smaIl-fluctuation analysis. Our 
work shows that the ground-state wave function of a supermembrane has a high 
degree of complexity. For instance, it is not possible for a massless ground state that 
the wave function factorizes into a bosonic and a fermionic part. if one of these 
factors is rotationally invariant. This is a distinct difference with the wave function 
for the superstring ground state. We then study the restrictions imposed by 
rotational invariance for the total ground-state wave function. but. unfortunate\y. 
this does not lead to useful simplifications. Although the condition that the wave 
function vanishes under the action of the supersymmetry charges has solutions. 
these solutions tend to be not square-integrable. This we demonstrate in a G2

invariant truncation of the theory. We also consider a supermembrane propagating 
in a 4-dimensional space-time in a truncation where the group of area-preserving 
transformations is reduced to SU(2). Assuming that the wave function tends to zero 
at spatial infinity. we show that the energy of the supermembrane is lower than that 
of its bosonic version, but there is no solution with zero mass. However, the 
complexity of this problem makes it hard to reach a firm conclusion concerning the 
existence of massless solutions in the general case. We should also emphasize that. 
while the supersymmetric matrix models are weil defined, it is not clear what will 
happen in the limit where the gauge group approaches the full infinite-dimensional 
group of area-preserving transformations. As is well-known. in quantum-mechanical 
systems based on an infinite number of degrees of freedom, degenerate ground 
states are not always contained in the same Hilbert space; this aspect is of 
immediate importance for possible applications of supermembrane theories. AIso, 
while the models based on SU(N) yield, in the limit N - 00, the full group of 
area-preserving transformations corresponding to a membrane with the topology of 
a sp here, a corresponding result for other membrane topologies is not known. 

In sect. 2 we start by formulating the membrane action in the light-cone gauge, 
emphasizing the role played by the area-preserving transformations. We introduce a 
gauge theory of these transformations, and verify the supersymmetry algebra. In 
sect. 3 we review the truncation to the finite-dimensional matrix models and discuss 
some properties of area-preserving transformations. Then, in sect. 4. we discuss 
attempts to solve the equations for the ground-state wave function of the supermem
brane and demonstrate the absence of a massless ground state in two different 
truncations. In an appendix we analyze the implications of S0(9) invariance for a 
general wave function. 

2. Uptcone 'onnulation of the supenuembrane 

The starting point of this section is the lagrangian 

fi1= - / - g( X, B) - e;jk [ta;X"( ajx· + tJPé1jB) + ~tJpa;BtJpé1JB] tJr".akB, (2.1) 
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where XIl(n and Oa) denote the superspace coordinates of the membrane 
parametrized in terms of world-tube parameters r' (i = 0, 1. 2). Tbe metric gi,( X, 8) 
is tbe induced metrie on the world tube, 

g'J = EiE;TlIl>· (2.2) 

where Ei are certain supervielbein eomponents tangential to the world tube, 
defined by 

Ell = aXIl + 8paO (2.3 ) 
" I ' 

and TlIl• is tbe flat d = 11 Minkowski metric. lt is easy to see tbat Ei is invariant 
under spaee-time supersymmetry transformations 

MJ=e, 8XIl= -Ërllo. (2.4) 

In faet tbis transformation also leaves the lagrangian (2.1) invariant (up to a total 
divergenee) provided the following gamma matrix identity is satisfied 

;j;[1 PI/;2;j;3rIlPI/;41 = 0, (2.5 ) 

wbere we antisymmetrize over four arbitrary spinors 1/;1-1/;4' Tbis identity only holds 
in d = 4. 5, 7 and 11 spaee-time dimensions. In tbis paper we mainly restriet 
ourselves to d = 11, but tbis restrietion is not important for the analysis to be 
presented below. 

Tbe field equations eorresponding to the lagrangian (2.1) take the form 

J ( r:::-::gg'JEIl) - e'Jkp a OP a 0 = 0 (2.6)
I v-~ JIJ "k ' 

(t + r)g'JI/,JjO = O. (2.7) 

where r is defined by 

e'Jk 
(2.8)r= 6J- g EiPEPTIlP P'J k 

We note two important identities for r. 

eJkl 
r 2 = 1. rEI, = l/,r = g'J 2J _g EfEtr/"p. (2.9) 

Tbe lagrangian (2.1) is manifestly invariant under reparametrizations of the 
world-tube coordinates ~'. lt is also invariant under alocal fermionie symmetry 
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generated by 

0= (1 - r)", 8X" = K(1 - r) PO , (2.10) 

where " is an arbitrary r-dependent spinor. Observe that " is always multiplied by 
the projection operator (1 - T). 

Of 'particular importance is the supersymmetry current associated with the 
transformations (2.4). It reads 

]i = - 2J - g g,jItjO 

-e'jlc{ EjE;f,..O + f [PO( 8f,..ajO) + f,..O( 8pai))[ Et - ~8f"akOI }. (2.11) 

As one can verify straightforwardly, this current is conserved by virtue of the field 
equations (2.6) and (2.7), provided the identity (2.5) holds. 

In order to pass to the light-cone. gauge we choose light-co ne coordinates 

X±={f(XIO±XO). (2.12) 

Transverse coordinates will be denoted by xa(o (a = 1, .... 9). For the gamma 
matrices we make a similar decomposition, 

Y± = {f(flO ± ro) , Ya = fa' la = 1. ... ,9), (2.13)

so that {y +, Y _} =21, y~= Y: =0, {y ±' Ya} = O. Furthermore we change notation 
and denote the parameters r i by 

(rO, r') -+ ('T, a'), (r=1,2). (2.14) 

Sy a suitable reparametrization we now choose 

X+(r) = X+(O) + 'T, (2.15) 

so that a,x+= 8;0' Furthermore we use the local fermionic symmetry to impose the 
gauge condition 

Y+0 =O. (2.16) 

With these gauge conditions we obtain the following result for the components of 
the induced metric 

g,.== g,. = arX· a,x, 

go, == Ur = a,x- + aox· a,x + 8y _arO, 

_ 2
goo=2aoX +(aoX) +20y_aofJ, (2.17) 
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while the determinant of the metric can now be written as 

g =det g = - ilg, (2.18) 

where 

il = - goo + u,g"us' g"g" = lil' , g= det g. (2.19) 

Af ter imposing the gauge conditions (2.15) and (2.16) the lagrangian and super
charge densities take the form (using EO" = -Ers, gOO= -il-\ gO' = il-1g"us) 

ft'= -.[iK +E"a,XaOy-yaa.o, (2.20) 

JO = 2{f [( aoxa- u,g"asXaha + 'I _] 8 + E" a,xaasXbYab8. (2.21) 

In order to write down the corresponding hamiltonian density, we first determine 
the canonical momenta P, p+ and S conjugate to X, x- and 8, respectively. They 
are 

P = -, ~~-, = {f (aoX - u,g'sasX), 

aft' fT 
p+= a( aoX-) = Vf ' 

aft' fT 
(2.22)S= aL(aj) = - Vf '1_8, 

where aL denotes the left derivative. Tbe hamiltonian density then takes the simple 
form 

Jf'= p. aox + p+ aox- + Sa08 - ft' 

p2 + g _ E'S a,xa0'1 _y a 8. (2.23)a s= 2P+ 

The bosonic part of this expression was first found by Goldstone [11] (see also [12]), 
while its superextension was derived in [17]. 

One easily verifies that there are two primary constraints 

cp, =P ··a,x + P+ a,x- + Sa,8 = 0, (2.24) 

x = S + P+y _8 = 0, (2.25) 
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where "" 0 indicates that the constraints are "weakly zero", so that they may have 
nonzero Poisson brackets with the phase-space variables. We recall that the time 
(i.e., T) evolution in phase space is govemed by the "total" hamiltonian [18]) 

HT = f d2a {Jt'+ c'cf>, + J;x} • (2.26) 

where c' and d are Lagrange multipliers. One can easily verify that there are no 
secondary constraints at this point. 

The gauge conditions (2.15) and (2.16) are still invariant under T-dependent 
reparametrizations of a' 

ar -+ ar + ~'( T, a). (2.27) 

Under such infmitesimal reparametrizations ur changes into u' - ao~' + aseus 
~sa.ur. which shows that one can impose yet another gauge condition, namely 

u'= O. (2.28) 

In this gauge it follows that cr =0 according to the Hamilton equations correspond
ing to (2.26), so that aop+ =O. Because p+ transforms as a density under 
reparametrizations, it may he adjusted to a constant times some density w( a), 

p+= Po+w( a), (2.29) 

where we will normalize w(a) according to 

f d2 a w( a) = 1. (2.30) 

Therefore the constant Po+ represents the membrane momentum in the direction 
associated with the coordinate X-, 

Po+= f d2a p+ . (2.31 ) 

Tbe other momentum components are given by tbe integrals over P and -.Jt', 

Po"" Jd2aP, Po-- - Jd2aJt'. (2.32) 

Hence tbe mass ...It of tbe membrane is given by 

[P 2 ]'+- }
...It2 .., f d2a { w g -2Po+e"a,Xa Sy_ya a/J , (2.33) 
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where the notation [p2]' indicates that we are excluding the zero mode P = Pow( 0) 

from the integrand. On the other hand, we observe that the zero modes Xo and °
0

, 

defined by 

Xo= f d 20w(a)X, °0 = f d2aw(a)0, (2.34) 

do not appear in the equation for 1 2 either, at least if the membrane coordinates 
are single-valued functions of ar, which is the case if space-time is not compactified, 
or, for open membranes, if one assumes appropriate boundary conditions. The 
absence of Xo, which is just the center-of-mass coordinate of the membrane, is 
rather obvious. The fact that 1 2 does not depend on 00 will play an extremely 
important role later on. 

The coordinate X- no longer appears explicitly in (2.33) and is determined by the 
gauge condition (2.28), or, equivalently, by the constraint (2.24) af ter imposing the 
gauge condition (2.29). The relevant formula is 

arX-= - aox· arX - 8y _arO. (2.35 ) 

Because X- must be a globally defined function of ar this requires that 

~(aox. arX + 8y_arO) dar = 0 (2.36) 

for any closed curve on the membrane. Locally this condition imp lies 

E
rs 

( araOX· asx + a.oy _asO) = o. (2.37) 

Observe that, when space-time is not compactified sa that X and 0 are single-val
ued functions of a, only the condition (2.37) is relevant. 

The gauge conditions adopted above leave a residual reparametrization invariance 
consisting of time-independent area-preserving transformations. Infinitesimal trans
formations of this kind leave (2.29) invariant, and are thus defined by 

or -+ ar + ~r(a) with ar(w(aHr(a» =0. (2.38) 

There exists an altemative formulation of the membrane theory, which empha
sizes area-preserving reparametrizations from the start. Locally the area-preserving 
transformations can be written as 

Ers 

(2.39)e(a) = w(a) as~(a). 

If the membrane is topologically nontrivial. i.e. if the membrane surface has handles 
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so that it contains uncontractible curves, then na) and ( 0) will not necessarily be 
globally defined. However, we will restriet ourselves to the subgroup generated by 
functions ~(o) that are globally defined. It is then convenient to introduce a Lie 
bracket of any two functions A(o) and B(o) by 

Ers 

{A, B} == w(o) JrA(o)JsB(o), (2.40) 

which is antisymmetric in A and B and satisfies the Jacobi identity {A, {B. C} } + 
{ B, { C. A}} + {C, {A, B} } = O. Using this bracket, infinitesimal area-preserving 
reparametrizations act on xa and f} according to 

aI)X = {t aX }, I)f} = {t f} } . (2.41) 

Now let us introduce a gauge field w associated with time-dependent 
reparametrizations, transforming as 

c5w = Jo~ + {~, w} , (2.42) 

and corresponding covariant derivatives 

Doxa = a aJoX - {w, X }, Dof} #: Jof} - {w, f}} . (2.43) 

The following lagrangian density is then manifestly gauge invariant under the 
transformations (2.41) and (2.42), 

w-t:i'= HDoX)2 + Oy _Dof} - H a b{X , X })2 + aOy _Ya{ X , O}, (2.44) 

as weU as under space-time supersymmetry transformations given by 

ac5X = - 2ëyaf} , 

1)8= h+(DoXaYa+Y_)E+ Hxa, Xbh+YabE 

I)w = -2ë8. (2.45) 

The supercharge density associated with the transformations (2.45), equals 

J O = w[2(DoXaya+y_) + {Xa, Xbhab]O. (2.46) 

In the gauge w =0 the latter result coincides with the charge density obtained 
previously (cf. (2.21) after imposing the gauge conditions (2.28) and (2.29». To see 
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that the supersymmetry transformations are associated with space-time. one may 
evaluate the supersymmetry commutator on Xo: 

[8(f1 ). 8(f2)] X" = -2ë2)' +fl Do X,. - 2ë2)'of1 + {~, X"}. (2.47) 

where. on the right-hand side. we distinguish a 'T-translation generated by Do 
(which. as we know. is related to a translation of the membrane coordinate X+). a 
translation of xa and an X-dependent area-preserving gauge transformation with 
parameter ~ = 2Ê2)'b)' +f1Xb

• In order to verify that the bosonic and fermionic 
degrees of freedom balance in the path integral associated with (2.44). one may 
impose a gauge condition '" = 0, which leads to a (free) fermionic complex ghost 
field. Altogether one then counts 9 bosonic and 16 + 2 = 18 (real) fermionic field 
components. 

To establish fuH equivalence of (2.44) with the membrane lagrangian, we imple
ment the gauge", = 0 and introduce canonica1 momentà P and S associated with X 
and 8. 

P= waox, S = -w)'_O. (2.48) 

The hamiltonian is then 

H == f d 2a {p. aox + sa08 -z} 

= ~ f d 2a {w- 1P2 + !w({ X,., X b})2 - 2wi)' _)',.{ XQ 
, Ol}, (2.49) 

so that, after dropping the zero-mode Po, 2H coincides with eq. (2.33) for the 
membrane mass vit, provided 0 is rescaled by a factor {Po+ (to make the compari
son, use that ({ Xa, Xb})2 = 2w- 2

eg). 

Furthermore. the field equation for '" leads to the constraint 

cp == {aox, .X} + { ö)' _,O} = 0, (2.50) 

or, in phase-space variables, 

cp= {w-1p,·X} + {w- 1S,8} =0, (2.51 ) 

This constraint is just (2.37), and we have thus established the equivalenee of (2.44) 
with the initiallagrangian (2.1). The quantity cp is the "current" that couples to the 
gauge field "', so it is obvious that wcp represents the charge density associated with 
the area-preserving transformations. In addition there is the usual second-class 
constraint th at expresses the fermionic momentum S into 8. 
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The Dirac brackets for the theory above are derived by standard methods and 
read 

(xa( a), pb( a') )OB = 8ab 82(a - a'), 

- ) 1 2( (Ja(a),(J/l(a') OB= 4w(Y+)a/l c5 (a-a'). (2.52) 

It is now possible to verify the fuU d = 11 supersymmetry algebra. Decomposing the 
supersymmetry charges into two independent S0(9) spinors according to 

Q = Q++ Q-= ! d2aJ O
, (2.53) 

where JO is given in (2.46) and Q ±s h ± y:;:Q, we find the expressions 

Q+= ! d2a (2paYa + w{ Xa, X bhab)(J, 

Q - = - 2! d2a S = 2 Y _(Jo . (2.54) 

Observe that Q- acts only on the fermionic zero-modes (Jo, which, as we have 
pointed out before, do not appear in the expressions for the hamiltonian and the 
membrane mass. 

It is now a straightforward exercise to determine the Dirac brackets for the 
supercharges. The result takes the foUowing form 

(Q;,Qi)OB= -2(y-)aIJ' 

(Q;, Q; )OB = 2( +) a1JH - 2( +} a1J! d2 a y YaY a wq>X

2 2+(yaY+)aIJ! d aa,S;+ (yabcdY+)aIJ! d aa,S;bcd' 

(Q;.Qi)08= -(Yay+y-}aIJPó+ (yabY+Y_)aIJ! d 2aa,S;b' (2.55) 

where the surface terms, given by 

S; = e'${2w- 1 b bX p a$x + b2X Oy _J$(J - tx aa a ( s Oy _Yab(J)} , 

S;bcd = t4e'$X(a JA Oy - y bCd)(J) • 

S ' = 1 '$X a x (2.56)ab f -2 ta $ bI· 
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can contribute only if the membrane coordinates and momenta are not single-val
ued. 

It is useful to separately consider the zero-mode contributions to Q+. which 
define a conserved charge Q+(O). It reads 

Q+(O) = 2Pa o • o ya O (2.57) 

Together, Q+(O) and Q- generate the algebra 

(Q';, Qi)OB= -2(y_)«,8, 

(Q +(O) Q-+(O») = (v ) p,2 
cr ' /l OB I + «,8 0 ' 

(Q;(O),Qi)OB= -(YaY+Y-)cr/lpoa , (2.58) 

wbere we have used that the hamiltonian for tbe zero modes is tbe center-of-mass 
hamiltonian H(O) = 1Pl. For tbe remainder of the supercharge Q+, wbich does not 
contain the zero modes anymore (provided tbat tbe membrane coordinates are 
single-valued), the Dirac bracket reads 

(Q;, 0; )OB = (y +)cr/lJ(2 - 2(YaY +)cr/lf d2" wq>Xa + ... , (2.59) 

where the dots indicate tbe contribution from the surface terms. This relation plays 
a central role in the analysis of tbis paper. 

$0 far we have been employing a d = 11 notation for the spinors O. However, due 
to tbe gauge condition (2.16), tbe anticommuting coordinates are restricted to $0(9) 
spinors, satisfying 

YIY2···Y9 8 =8. (2.60) 

Furthermore we have 

Öy_= ifïot , 0= rIot , (2.61) 

where rc is the d = 9 charge conjugation matrix, which is symmetrie and related to 
the d = 11 charge conjugation matrix by ~= - CYll; we a1so note that tbe $0(9) 
gamma matrices satisfy yI = ~Yarl. Henceforth we Will choose ~= 1, so that tbe 
SO(9) gamma matrices are symmetrie. 

In subsequent sections we shall study the ground-state wave function of the 
supermembrane. For th at porpose it is convenient to have an explicit representation 
for the operators associated with the fermionic coordinates. As a first step towards 
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constructing such a representation we decompose the reaJ SO(9) spinor coordinates 
8 into a single complex 8-component spinor À. which transforms linearly under the 
S{)(7) X U(l) subgroup of S0(9). This decomposition is effected by expressing the 
tWO eigenspinors of Y9' defined by Y9 O( ±) = ±O( ±). into a complex S0(7) spinor À. 

according to 

Àt 
0(+) + - À= Àt À 

O(-)=i 2 / . (2.62)
25 4 5 4 /

The bosonic coordinates Xa are then decomposed according to representations of 
this S{)(7) x U(l) subgroup so we distinguish the components X' of an SO(7) vector 
(i = 1.2, ... ,7), while X 8 and X 9 are combined into a complex coordinate 

Z Ir(X 8 + iX 9 
= ) • (2.63)

which transforms under U(l). Similarly. the momenta are decomposed in terms of 
an S{)(7) vector P' and a complex momentum 9 defined by 

9= {f (P 8 
- ip 9

) • (2.64) 

The normalization factors in (2.62)-(2.64) are chosen such that the nonvanishing 
Dirac brackets are equal to 

(X'(a), pJ( a') )08 = S'lS2( a - a'). 

( Z ( a ), 9 ( a') )08 = S2 ( a - a') • 

(Àa(a). Àt,,( a') )08 = -iw- 1Sa"S2( a - a'). (2.65) 

The supercharges Q: can also be written as a complex S0(7) spinor. When 
expressed in terms of the above coordinates these charges take the form 

Q = Jd2a[( piT; + tw{ Xi. Xl} T;J - w{ z. Z}) À 

+ ti (i9+ iw { X', Z} T;) Àt] • 

Qt= Jd2a[(-P'T;+ tW{Xi, Xl}T;l+W{Z.Z})Àt 

+ ti( - i9+ iw { Xi, Z} r,) À ] • (2.66) 

http:2.62)-(2.64
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where r, are the S0(7) gamma matrices"'. In the same notation the hamiltonian 
reads 

H= f 2 1 1d (J[tW- (Pi)2+W- 1B'12 

+ iw({ X'. Xl})2 + wl{ z. X'} 12 
+ twl{ z. Z} 12 

+iwXr, {X'. >.t} - tnwX{ z. X} + tnwxt{ Z. xt}]. (2.67) 

The normalization of Q and Qt is such that 

(Q... Q" 2
)OB = - n8..pf d (J wZcp, 

(Q... Q~ )OB = - 2i8..pH + 2i( r,)..pf d 2(J WX'cp. (2.68) 

3. Area-presen'ing transfonnations and supersymmetric matrix models 

The analysis presented in the foregoing section has led us to the constraint (2.24) 
(or. (2.35)-(2.37) and (2.50-51». wbich generates the group G of area-preserving 
diffeomorpbisms. All physical quantities, such as the expression (2.33) for the 
membrane mass, must be invariant under tbis group. and tbis statement applies 
equally to the classical theory (where (2.24) constrains the space of solutions) and to 
the quantum theory (where (2.24) must be imposed as a constraint on the physical 
states). The group G and its associated Lie algebra play an important role in the 
following and are also of interest in their own right [11. 12]. In tbis section. we 
summarize some properties of tbis group for spherical and toroidal membranes. 
Before going into the details we make some general remarks wbich also pertain to 
topologically more complicated membranes. We start by expanding the coordinates 
into a complete orthonormal basis of functions yA( (J) on the membrane. 

X(a) = l:XAYA(a). (A=O.1.2 •... ) (3.1 ) 
A 

and likewise for the fermionic coordinates (j (or X) and the momenta. The functions 
YA may be chosen real, in wbich case there are no restrictions on the modes, or 
complex. in wbich case there are further restrictions from the reality of X. The 
following notation allows us to discuss both op ti ons in a uniform manner. First we 

*Ourconventions 
-

=-il. 
Also. -

are as Collows: {r,.~}=26'Jl. r,J.Hr,.~l. r,J.-Hr,.~d. fl' .f7
r. - r: r,T - - r,*. 

http:2.35)-(2.37
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define 

yA(a):5 (fA(a»* =lJABYB(a) , (3.2) 

where the matrix lJAB satisfies lJABlJBC = fjt with lJAB:5 (lJAB)*. The normalization 
of the functions fA is 

f 2 Ad aw(a)y (a)fB(a) =fj~, (3.3a) 

or, equivalently, 

f 2d a w( 0-) f ( A a) f B( a) = lJAB' (3 .3b) 

which shows that lJAB is symmetric. The reality condition on the expansion 
coefficients of X( a) then reads 

AXA :5 (X )* = lJAB XB . (3.4) 

Furthermore, completeness of the fA imp lies 

1 
[yA(a)fA(a') = -(-)fj2(a-a'). (3.5) 
A w a 

As explained in the previous section, area-preserving maps are expressed in terms 
of divergence-free vector fields, €'( a); according to (2.39) these vector fields can be 
represented locally in terms of a scalar function ~(a), which mayor may not be 
globally defined.* We will concentrate on the subgroup of area-preserving maps 
generated by functions €(a) that are globally defined. As follows from (2.41), 
infinitesimal transformations can he expressed in terms of the Lie bracket defined in 
(2.40). Furthermore, the commutator of two infinitesimal transformations with 
parameters €l and €2 yields an area-preserving transformation with parameter 
~3 = {~2' ~l}' Therefore the structure constants of the area-preserving maps that are 
globally defined, are given in tenns of the Lie bracket (2.40). In order to make tbis 
more explicit, we decompose the Lie bracket of fA and YB according to 

fC {fA' YB} =gA/YC=gABC , (3.6) 

where indices of gABC are raised and lowered by means of lJAB and lJAB' Using the 

* In the mathematics literature. the vector fields corresponding to functions E< (J) that are globally 
defined. are called .. hamiltonian vector fields": if E< (J) is not gIobaily defined one speaks of "locally 
hamiltonian vector fields". See e.g. (19]. p. 218. The latter contain harmonic vectors Er and 
homotopically nontrivial reparametrizations. 
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normalization condition (3.3) it follows that gABC is defined by 


gABC = f d 20 w( 0') YA( O'){ YB( 0'), yc( O')} 

=f d20' Ersy ( A 0') ary ( B 0') asY ( c 0'). (3.7) 

Because the Lie bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity the structure constants wiU also 
satisfy trus identity. 

C E 
glAB g DJC = o. (3.8) 

In the space of functions that are globally defined. it foUows directly from the 
definition (3.7) that the structure constants gABC are totally antisymmetric. As we 
will not consider compactified membranes. we will thus always be dealing with 
antisymmetric structure constants. Furthermore the zero-mode Yo( 0') = constant 
decouples from the other modes because 

gOBC = gAOC = gABO = O. (3.9) 

It is now straight forward to substitute the expansion (3.1) and similar ones for the 
fermionic coordinates ioto the expressions derived in sect. 2. The lagrangian 
corresponding to (2.44) thus reads 

L=l(a2 XO)2+1IDXAI2+jjO..,2 1-
a0(J0+jj..,0 AI-

D(JA0 0 

_ 1 E XAXBXCXD xA (J- B a(JC (3.10)4gAB gCDE a bah - gABC a Y - Y • 

where we have separately written the zero modes (corresponding to A = 0) and the 
nonzero modes with indices A. B .... ranging from 1 to 00. The covariant deriva
tives in (3.10) are defined by 

X A - a x A A BXC D (JA - a(JA _g Aw B8C (3.11)Do a - 0 a - gBC Wa' ° - 0 BC • 

where W~ is the gauge field associated with time-dependent area-preserving trans
formations. The lagrangian (3.10) is invariant under time-dependent transforma
tions. whose infinitesimal form is given by 

~XA - AtBXC A (3.12)u a - gBC" a' I3(JA = gB/e(JC • I3w = Doe. 

so that the zero modes are invariant by virtue of (3.9) and the nonzero modes 
transform in the adioint representation. 
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As in sect. 2. the hamiltonian associated with (3.10) in the gauge w~ = 0 leads to 
an equation for the membrane mass ~. 

f( 2- P pA I E XAXBXCX D 2 X·~ IJ- B ulJc (3.13)- -.~ . + -:gAB gCDE a b u " + g-fBC u . Y - Y . 

which does not contain the zero modes. The relevant supercharge is the part of Q ~. 
defined in (2.54). that pertains to the nonzero modes. 

Q = (2PaAya + gB/XtX:ybC)IJA • (3.14) 

As shown in (2.59) the Dirac bracket of Q with itself yields (3.13) and the constraint 
cp. whose components are 

CPA = gABC( pB. XC + ÖBy _OC) :::: O. (3.15) 

The theory defined by (3.13)-(3.15) contains an infinite number of degrees of 
freedom. In order to make it well-defined. one would like to have some kind of 
regularization. Tbis can be achieved by restricting the indices A. B. c. ... to a finite 
range between 1 and some fini te number A. The original theory would then be 
obtained in the limit A ..... 00. In general, tbis limiting procedure may destroy some 
of the symmetries of the theory, and it is not clear which of these will be restored in 
tbis limit. The most severe of these problems are cured if one can replace the full 
group G of area-preserving transformations by a finite-dimensional symmetry grOUp 
G,\, wbich in the limit 1\ ..... 00 coincides with G. The structure constant gABC can 
then be replaced by the structure constants r BC of the finite-dimensional group 
G,\, wbich satisfy 

tim fABC = ABC (3.16)
'\-00 g. 

The existence of such a group G,\ guarantees that supersymmetry is not affected. as 
tbis symmetry rests upon the existence of a Jacobi identity for the structure 
constants (it also depends on the space-time dimension through the condition (2.5». 
The application of tbis regularization thus leads us to a class of N = 16 supersym
metrie matrix models with hamiltonian 

H=Tr(tp2+ HXa, Xb]2+ [xa,öh_yalJ), (3.17) 

where P, X and IJ are matrices that take their values in the Lie algebra of G. 
Surprisingly enough, the quantum-mechanical version of these models coincides 
with the models proposed sometime ago in [15]*. However, it is not guaranteed that 
the group G,\ will always exist. This has been demonstrated only for spherical 
membranes [11,12]. In that casé GA is equal to the group SU(N), where N and A 

* These models are reductions of supersymmetric Yang-Mills tbeories 10 1 + 0 dimensions. Tbe field .... 
inlroduced in secl. 2 corresponds 10 tbe timelike componenlof tbe gauge fields. 

http:3.13)-(3.15
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are related by .t\ = N 2 - 1. Of course, subtle questions about the precise meaning of 
the limit A - 00 still remain and will require further study. However, we shall 
ignore sueh questions here and turn to a more detailed diseussion of the area-pre
serving transformations for the sphere and the torus. 

3.1. AREA-PRESERVING MAPS ON THE SPHERE 

On the sphere one eonventionally takes the spherieal harmonies Y'm (8, q;) as basis 
functions, where we exclude the zero mode, so that the integers 1 and m satisfy 
I ~ 1, Iml si. With tbis basis we have w(8, q;) = (4'/T)-1 sin 8. We ehoose the 
Condon-Shortley phase convention for the Y'm (we follow the definitions of [20], 
except for the normalization of the Y'm wbieh differs by a factor ..f4:;;), 

Uim)* = (_ )mYj_m, (3.18) 

so that 

1'/(lm)(l'm') = ( - ) m l)1_I'l)m+ m', (3.19) 

where l), denotes the Kronecker symbol l),o' Tbe Lie bracket of two spherieal 
hannonies then reads 

4'/T (a Y a1': aY a1': )
{ y Y }=-- ~~-~~ ',m, , '2

m
2 sin 8 a8 aq; aq; ao 

= 'lmlY (3.20)8"m"'2m2 'lm2' 

It should be obvious that 8"m"'2 m2"Jm l =0, unless mI + m 2 + mJ = O. Furthermore, 
one can verify that /1 + 12 + IJ must be odd, for instance, by comparing the parity of 
both sides of (3.20), and that IJ S /1 + /2 - 1. Using the antisymmetry of the 
structure constants it then follows that the structure constants only differ from 
zero if 

111 -/21+ 1 S /J S /1 + /2 - 1, m1 +m 2 +m 3 =0. (3.21 ) 

Another way to see tbis is by writing the spherieal hannonics as symmetrie traceless 

homogeneous polynomials of three eartesian coordinates Xl' X2• X): 

v (0 ) _ -, (lm) (3.22)
61m ,q> - ra;, ... 'IX" ••. X;I ' (r 2 = xl + X~ + xn 

in wbieh ease the Lie bracket takes the form 

(3.23){A, B} =.4'/Trt;JkX;ajAakB. 
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Substitution of (3.22) into (3.23) leads to the same restrietions on ',. '2 and ,) as 
listed in (3.21). The representation (3.23) a1so shows that the strueture eonstants Cor 
I, = 12 = IJ = 1 are proportional to those of S0(3). 

In [12] it was shown that gl,m,.I,m2. /,m, are the N -+ :xl limit of SU( N) strueture 
eonstants. Let us first indieate how SU( N) emerges in the truneation of the 
spherieal harmonies to a finite set. This truneation is effected by restrieting , to 
I::::;; N - 1. whieh leaves us with precisely N 2 - 1 funetions ftm' To eaeh ftm' whieh 
eorresponds to the symmetrie traeeless homogeneous polynomials (3.22). we ean 
generally assign an N-dimensional matrix by eonstrueting the eorresponding sym
metrie traeeless produet of S0(3) generators L, in the N-dimensional representation 
(spin s = }( N - 1», 

N2 -I )(1-1)/2 

ftm ..... = 411' a~/m), L, ... L, . (3.24)Tlm ( 4 1· I' I 

As is well-known, the L; satisfy the equations 

N 2 -1 
L 2 =[ Lp LJ1= if.'j"L" ' L~= L" 4 I . (3.25 ) 

as well as the pseudo-reality eondition 

Lt = LJ = -wL;w- 1 
• (3.26 ) 

The matrices (2.24) are traeeless by virtue of the tracelessness of the tensors aUm ). 

The dimension of the representation is ehosen sueh that the ~'" with I s N - 1 form 
a complete set of traeeless N X Nmatrices. This ean easily be seen by writing them 
as the traeeless part of L~q, with L ± the familiar raising and lowering operators, 
whieh are clearly independent, provided p + q s N - 1. Using the symmetry prop
erty (3.26), it then foUows that the ~'" with even (odd) I ~ N ean be expanded as a 
linear eombination of the ~'" with even (odd) 's N - 1. Note that the herrnitieity 
of the ~m follows from the phase convention adopted for the spherieal harmonies, 
so that 

(Tt'" f = ( - ) '"1i- '" . (3.27) 

From their eompleteness property it is obvious that the ~'" are the generators of 
SU( N) in the defining representation, and we obtain the structure eonstants from 

[T T ] - i( l,m'T (Im,l ::::;; 1, s N - 1). (3.28)/1"'1' 12'"2 - J l,m,./2m2 I,m, 

Just as the strueture eonstants of the area-preserving transformations, the SU( N) 

structure eonstants f, m 
1-

I mi,"
2'] 

are only different erom zero ie 'I + 12 + IJ is odd
I 2 J 
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(this follows from applying (3.26) to both sides of (3.28», 13 :$ II + 1 - 1 and 2 

mi + m 2 + m 3 = O. Therefore we have the same restrictions on /, and m, as given in 
(3.21), except that one should keep in mind that, in the case of SU(N), there is the 
additional restriction that /, :$ N - 1. 

Due to (3.24) III ml.l~m2.IJml will converge to gllml.12m2.IJmJ' as N .... 00 [12]. Eq. 
(3.24) also implies that the l'tm transform as tensor operators under rotations and 
once this is known the SU( N) structure constants defined by (3.28) are determined 
by group theory [21,12] up to the calculation of the reduced matrix elements. One 
gets (without loss of generality, we have assumed that /1:$ /2:$ /3 while I I + /2 -/3 

is an odd positive integer) 

/2 /3 )Illml.l~m2.IJmJ = -4'1Ti( n/2/, + 1 )( /1,-I mi m 2 m 3 

/2 13}( _ )N R N(lI)R'I(l2) (3.29)x{; 
3S s RII/( ) , 

2where (I) 1 I)) and {I, 12 I)} are the 3j-symbol and the 6j-symboL respec
m) m2 m) s s s 

tively [20]. with s = t(N - I), while the function RN is defined by 

RII/(/)= !(N+!}!(N 2
-1)1-1 

(3.30)
V (N-I-l)! 

In the large-N limit, the expression to the right of the 3j-symbol converges to 

r11 12 I} NRNUI)RIIIU2) N-X(I +1 +1 +/)1 'I 'I ,(_)/3 -1 
3 (-) \ -- I 2 3 I' 2' 3'\ s S S RN(l3 

(tI +/2 -/3)!(l1 +/3-/2)!(/2+/3-/1)! /1 +[-11 n(_)n 
x 

n=O F( n) 

(3 .31) 

where 

F{n) = n! (11 + 12 -/3 - n)! (11 - n)! (12 - n)! (n + 13 -/d! (n + 13 -I l )!. (3.32) 

The large-N limit of (3.29) coincides with the structure constants glln/I.I,m,.I,nI' for 
the full group of area-preserving transformations. The mathematics undërlying this 
result [12,22] is quite intriguing. and could lead to the possibility of approximating 
other infinite-dimensional Lie algebras of symplectic diffeomorphisms on homoge
neous manifolds by large-N matrix algèbras. 
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32. AREA-PRESERVING MAPS ON THE TORUS 

Choosing torus coordinates 0 :$ <P., <P2 < 21T the basis functions Y4 are labelled by 
two-dimensional vectors m = (m •. m 2 ) with m •• m~ integer numbers. They are 
defined by 

Y.( cjI) = e'· •. (3.33 ) 

where m· cjI = m .<P. + m 2<P2' Again we will exclude the zero mode. so that m 4= O. 
Furthermore we have w(cjI) = (41T 2 )- •• and 71",,, = 8"'T'" For the Lie bracket of Y", 
and Y", one easily finds 

{Y"" Y,,} = -41T Z(m X n) Y",+" , (3.34 ) 

where m X n == m.nz - mzn •. The structure constants gABe follow directly from 
(3.7) and re ad 

gift"" = -4'IT
2(mxn)81ft+"+,,. (3.35 ) 

The elements of the Lie algebra associated with Gare thus labelled by the set of 
nonzero two-dimensional vectors m with integer coordinates. The commutator of 
two generators corresponding to two vectors of tbis lattice is then equal to the 
generator corresponding to the sum of the two vectors, multiplied by i times the 
oriented area of the parallelogram endosed by the two vectors. Generators associ
ated with parallel vectors thus commute. There exits an infinite variety of Cartan 
subalgebras, each infinite dimensionaI, consisting of the generators corresponding to 
the set of parallel vectors m = ÀII, with 11 fIXed and À all nonzero integers. 

The algebra corresponding to the structure constant (3.35) has been discussed in 
connection with the theory of incompressible fluids in [19). Recently, it was 
emphasized that it contains subalgebras that are isomorpbic to the Virasoro algebra 
[23). One such subalgebra was explicitly given; its generators take the form 

1 1 
(3.36)Lift = 4'IT 2 [ k Y(k. m+k)' 

... 0 

More generally, solutions are obtained by taking a (logarithmically diverging) sum 
of the Y,. along a straight line in the 2-dimensional plane. For instance, one may 
take 

1 1 1 1 
L",= 4'IT 2 [ kp Y(m,kp)' or Lm = 4'IT 2 [ kp Y(kp.m+k)' (3.37) 

k"O k"O 

where p is some nonzero integer. However, some caution is required with the 
infinite sums in (3.36)-(3.37), as the formal expressions for Lm do not correspond to 

http:3.36)-(3.37
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differentiabie functions of the torus coordinates .pi and .p2' The tie algebra based 
on (3.35) allows for a nontrivial central extension, 

{Y"" Y.} = -4'IT 2(m X II)Y"'H + C· mc5"'H' (3.38) 

where c is a real two-dimensional vector. This resultwas also noted in (23). 
Furthermore, one can enlarge the torus algebra to include fermionic generators X, 
with (anti)comrnutation relations· (to avoid confusion with the usual symbol for the 
anticomrnutator, we replace -(1/4'IT 2

){ , } by [ , » 
[Y"" Y.] = (m X II)Y"'H' 

{ X" X.} = Y,+., 

[Y"" X,] = (m X r) X"'H , (3.39) 

where the fermionic generators X, are labelled by the set of two-dimensional vectors 
r = (rl' '2)' with '1 and '2 ranging either over the integers, or half integers (so that 
we get four different algebras, two of wbich are isomorphic to each other). 

4. The supennembrane as a supersymmetric quantum-mechanical model 

In tbis section we combine the previous results and study the properties of the 
supermembrane ground state. So far, we have not been able to prove or disprove the 
assertion that the supermembrane has massless states, although most of our results 
indicate that the ground state is massive. However, we stress that more work is 
needed before one can reach a definitive conclusion regarding tbis issue, and we 
hope that the results described here will pave the way for a more rigorous treatment 
of supermembranes wbich goes beyond perturbative (semi-classical) arguments. 

The quantization of the supermembrane is straightforward in the S0(7) x V(l) 
formulation that we have presented in sect. 2. The coordinates are therefore X i

( Cl), 

Z( Cl), Z( Cl) and À .. ( Cl), with corresponding canonical momenta Pi( Cl), [PC Cl), ffi( Cl) 

and Àt..( Cl). The (anti)comrnutators of the operators associated with the coordinates 
and the momenta are given by the Dirac brackets (2.65) multiplied with an extra 
factor i. The operators P', [P, 9 and Àt can thenbe realized on wave functions (or 
rather functionals) i'[X', Z, Z, À} by 

a a 
P'(CI) = -i ax'(CI) , 9"(CI) = -i az(CI) , 

a 1 a 
(4.1)ffi(CI)=-ih~' " Àt(CI) = -; aÀ(CI) . 

* This superextension of the algeb.ra bas been obtained in collaboration with Garreis (see [24)) and 1. 
Wess. 

http:algeb.ra
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lt is now straightforward to write the relevant formulae from sect. 2 in this 
representation. Before doing so. we "regularize" the supermembrane theory by 
decomposing the coordinates and the momenta in terms of a finite set of function 
yo( cr) and yA( cr) with A = 1..... jL As explained in sect. 3. the structure constants 
gA8e of the group of area-preserving transformations are then replaced by the 
structure constants fABe of a finite compact Lie group G. with dimension 

dimG = 1\. (4.2) 

In the limit j\ ~ 00 the group G is assumed to coincide with the group of 
area-preserving transformations. This procedure turns the supermembrane into a 
model of supersymmetric quantum mechanics [13.14] and leads precisely to the 
supersymmetric matrix models that have been constructed in [15]. An important 
consequence of tbis approach is that supersymmetry remains preserved. while the 
invariance under area-preserving maps is approximated by the invariance under G. 
For membranes topologically equivalent to S2 the group G is equal to SU( N) and 
the limit N ~ 00 has been shown to yield the full group of area-preserving 
transformations [12]. However. in tbis section the precise nature of G does not play 
an important role. 

The model that we will be considering in tbis section is thus based on a fini te set 
of coordinates X,A. ZA. ZA and À~, together with their canonically conjugate 

9 Amomenta P/. 9 A
, and À~t. Here, the index A labels the adjoint representation 

of G. There are also the zero-mode (or center-of-mass) coordinates X,o. ZO. ZO and 
ÀOa , but as we have already emphasized, these decouple entirely from the other 
coordinates, and do not contribute to the mass of the supermembrane states. The 
(anti)commutation relations corresponding to (2.65) are 

[Xi 
A

, PjB] = i8i )8t ' 

[ZA,98 ] = [ZA,9B ] =i8t. 

{ À~, À~8} = 8afJ8: ' (4.3) 

while all other (anti)commutators vanish. The conjugate momenta can thus be 
represented by the operators 

a a 
P = -i--- ' iA aXiA 9 A=-i azA ' 

a a 
(4.4)9A = -i azA ' ÀtaA = aÀ~ , 
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in agreement with (4.1), and the stat es of the theory correspond to the wave 
functions "'< X/A, ZA, ZA. À!). The latter are elements of the Grassmann algebra 
generated by À! and may be expressed as* 

8A"'= "«pa, .. a.(x Z Z)ÀA'ÀAl ... ÀA•. ( 4.5) ~ Al· Ai " 0.1 0.2 0. 
k-O 

The norm of the state 'l' can th en be defined through 

SA 1 
2 o11 "'11 = " -11«p ,a'11 2

, (4.6)'- k' A, .. A. 
k-O . 

with the usual L 2-norms for the coefficient functions «P;: .. ~~. Of course, one also 
has the customary distinction between bosonic and fermionic states according to 

whether only even or odd powers of À! appear. 
We next make the appropriate substitutions in the supercharge operators of sect. 

2. The supercharges that pertain to the nonzero modes, follow directly from the 
SO(7) x V(l) covariant expressions in (2.66) and take the form 

Qa = { -ir~p a;/A + YABcX,BXrr~~ - fABcZBZCtJap} À~ 

a _} a 
+ Iï {tJap azA + ifABCX,BzCr~p aÀ ' 

pA 

a _ } a
Q~ = {ir~p axA + VABCX,BxFr~b + fABCZBZCtJ",p ~

/ PA 

+ Iï { - (4.7)tJap a~A + ifABCx,BzCr~p} À~. 

These charges define a supersymmetrie quantum-mechanical modeL whose hamilto
nian follows from the {Q. Qt} anticommutator. In order to exhibit trus. Iet us 
evaluate the anticommutators of the supercharge operators Q and Qt. After a 
somewhat lengthy calculation, using the antisymmetry of fABe as weU as the Jacobi 

* Ob,erve Ihal we suppress Ihe dependenee on Ihe zero-mode coordinales in (4.5) We will relurn 10 

Ihi, shonl~. 
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identities, one arrives at the following superalgebra 

{Qa' Qp} = 2ti8apZ~rpA ' 

{Q:, Q~} = 2ti8apZArp~. 

{Qa' Q~} = 28,.pH - 2ir~{Jx,Arp~. (4.8 ) 

This result is consistent with the Dirac brackets (2.65), with the operators H and rp~ 

corresponding to the contribution from the nonzero modes to the hamiltonian (2.67) 
and the constraint (2.51). The explicit expression for this hamiltonian, which is 
directly related to the membrane mass Jt, reads 

H=*"N 2 =Hb+ Hr, ( 4.9) 

where 

Hb=-~ a
2 

a
2 

2 ax~ ax;~ - aZ azA + V( X, (4.10)Z, Z),
4 

with positive potential V given by 

V( X Z Z) = lfE ( {XAXBXCXD+ 4XAZBXCZD + 2ZAZ-8Z-CZD} (411)
" 4 A8JCDE / J / J / / • . 

and 

a ti ( - a a)Hr = ifA8cx,AÀ!r~pa;:- + t 2fA8c ZAÀ!À~ - ZA a;:- a;:- . (4.12)
{JC a8 aC 

The algebra (4.8) still contains the operators rpA, which are the components of the 
constraint (2.51), and given by 

aa _a a)
rpA = r BC (X, Bax/c + Z8 azc + Z8 azc + Ào.8 aÀ~ . (4.13) 

Obviously, rpA are just the generators of the group G, which must vanish on physical 
states, i.e., 

rpA,y = o. (4.14) 

Consequently the wave functions corresponding to physical states must be invariant 
under G (or the fuIl group of area-preserving diffeomorphisms). On physical states 
one thus recovers the usual supersymmetry algebra. The expressions (4.9)-(4.14) 

http:4.9)-(4.14
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precisely coincide with the results of [15], where quantum-mechanical models were 
discussed with up to 16 supercharges. Hence we have established that the super
membrane is a limiting case of tbis class of modeis. 

Tbe zero modes, which are not contained in the quantum-mechanical models of 
[15], lead also to corresponding supercharges, as we have already discussed in sect. 
2. In the SO(7) X U(1) notation, there is one complex charge associated with Q
and one with Q+ (cf. (2.54), where we denote tbe latter by Q+(O) to indicate that it 
contains only contributions from tbe zero modes. In the representation (4.4) tbese 
charges read 

a 
Qa---"h0 

111' Q.;t = a"h~ , 

a a a 
Q~O)= -ir;.paxo"h~+fï azo a"ho" , 

I 

a a a 
Q (O)t - 'r; - - + '2 -"ho " - I ( 4.15) 

"Il ax;o a"h~ v~ azo ,,' 

It is easy to determine the supersymmetry algebra for the above charges, which is 
the quantum-mechanical analogue of (2.58) in S0(7) x U(l) notation. This algebra 
contains the hamiltonian 

1 a2 a2

= (4.16)
B(O) - ï ax? ax;o azO azo ' 

which is just tbe transverse kinetic energy of the membrane. Tbe wave function 
associated with the zero modes is simply a plane-wave solution in terms of the 
transverse coordinates X;o, ZO and ZO with a certain transverse momentum, 
multiplied by an arbitrary function of the fermionic zero modes "ho. This wave 
function thus describes 128 bosonic states 1, ÀO"À~,. .. and 128 fermionic states 
"ho", "h~"h~"h0'Y' .... Under S0(9), these transform as tbe 44 e 84 and 128 representa
tions. Tbe 128 + 128 independent wave functÏons transform under tbe supercharge 
operators (4.15) as the states of a massless d= 11 supergravity multiplet. To see this. 
it is convenient to choose a Lorentz frame in which the transverse momentum 
vanishes, so that the charge Q(O) vanishes and one is only left with Q-. Conse
quently, if the wave function (4.5) associated with the ground state of the nonzero
mode system is not degenerate, then the supermembrane ground state constitutes 
precisely a massless supermultiplet. 

According to the above arguments, the zero modes are no longer relevant, and we 
have to determine the nature of the ground state corresponding to tbe hamiltonian 
B which governs the nonzero modes. A"ccording to (4.9), massless states 'i' must 
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obey the Schrödinger equation 

H'i'= O. (4.17) 

from the supersymmetry algebra. it follows that H can be written as 

H=t;{Q... Q:}. (4.18) 

The hamiltonian H is thus a positive operator. which vanishes if and only if the 
ground-state wave function 'i' is a singlet under supersymmetry. in which case 

Q..'i'=Q:'i'=O. (4.19) 

Although thls condition ensures that the ground state is massless. it does not 
imrnediately imply that the ground state constitutes the desired supermultiplet. [n 
d = 11 dimensions one has to require separately that 'i' is also a singlet under 
S0(9).* For future purposes let us list the S0(9) generators in terms of the 
coordinates and momenta introduced above. It is convenient to decompose them 
into "orbital" and "spin" parts according to 

jab = Lab + sab. (4.20) 

where 

a a 
L - X A _- - x A _

i} - i axA } axA • 
) I 

a _ a
A A

L89 = iZ azA - iZ azA • 

a -A a 
L XA -- - Z --A'

i+= I azA ax, 

a a 
L;_= X;A azA - ZA axA • (4.21) 

I 

and 

a al'l.Ar'I __ , s - -liÀA --A + ico•
s;} = 2" .. all aÀ1 89- 2 "ax.. 

i a . a. i 
(4.22).s;_= 2.fï aÀ! r:,p aÀ~A. . s;+ = 2.fï À!r~À~A 

* In lower-dimensional space-times ." must transform nontriviaUy under tbe SO( d - 2) group of 
transverse rotations in order that tbe ground-state constitutes a supergravity multiplel 
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Note the appearance of the "normal-ordering" constant Co == 2A in 589, There is an 
associated hermitean U(l) charge operator 1 + _ wbich reads 

_ a a a 
1 = iJ. = ZA -- - ZA -- + lÀA -- - C (4.23 ) 

+ - - 89 aZA az A 2 a aÀ! 0 • 

(with corresponding definitions for 5 + _ and L + _). Defining the charge q of any 
operator (!) by means of [1 +_, (!)] = q(!}, we see the variables X,'\ ZA. ZA and À! 
carry the U(l) charges 0, -1. + 1 and ~, respectively. 

Our main task is now to solve (4.17), or equivalently (4.19). for some G-invariant 
wave function .p. We expect that the method of sol ving (4.17) for finite A cannot be 
used for purely bosonic membranes. because the ground-state energy of the bosonic 
membrane will diverge in the limit A --+ 00 and needs to be renormalized (see. e.g. 
[25]). Since tbis is a nonrenormalizable theory there is an inherent ambiguity in the 
calculation of the finite part of the infinite renormalization. On the other hand. if 
one succeeds in finding a state obeying (4.19) for the supermembrane. tbis state wil! 
remain a proper ground state in the limit A --+ 00. Nevertheless, we cannot a priori 
exclude the possibility that the lowest eigenvalue of H is strictly positive for finite A 
but only tends to zero as A --+ 00. At any rate. we expect that the Bose-Ferrni 
symmetry leads to the usual softening of divergences associated with the large-A 
limit. 

Up to tbis point, the analysis is completely analogous to the corresponding one 
for superstrings (a detailed discussion may be found in [26]. sect. 11.7). The much 
more difficult part of the problem, however, resides in the nonzero mode part of .p. 
First of all, the hamiltonian (4.9) describes an interacting theory and not a free 
theory as in superstring theory. Secondly. the constraint (4.14) has no analog in 
string theory. There. one only demands invariance of the physical Hilbert space 
under rigid (i.e .. length-preserving) translations th at are generated by the operator 

- NR, wbich does not mix different oscillator modes. The group of area-preservNL 

ing diffeomorphisms is much larger and, in particular, does not admit an invariant 
split into positively and negatively indexed modes. 

In order to facilitate the calculations. one çan make the additional assumption 
that .p is an SO(9) singlet. As alluded to above, tbis is in fact necessary if one wants 
to recover d = 11 supergravity as a "low-energy limit" from the supermembrane. 
For otherwise, the ground state would transform as [(44 EB 84h EB 128r )] times a 
nonsinglet representation of SO(9) and would therefore describe states other than 
those of the d = 11 supergravity multiplet. Unfortunately. the requirement of SO(9) 
invariance does not lead to significant simplifications. so that tbis approach is not 
particularly useful. We refer the reader to the appendix for a more detailed analysis 
of the structure of S0(9)-invariant wave functions. However. one can show that the 
ground-state wave function cannot factorize into a bosonic and a fermionic func
tion. i.e .. it cannot be of the form .p = .pb ® .pr. with either .pb or .pr (or both) S0(9) 
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or Ginvariant. The reason is that Hr. defined in (4.12). can be written as a product 
of two operators. a bosonic one equal to the bosonic coordinates. and a fermionic 
one. bilinear in the fermion operators. which both transform as a vector under 
SO(9) and in the adjoint representation of G. Sandwiching Hr between the ground
state wave functions. it follows from the SO(9) or G invariance of either .yb or .yr 
that ( .y. Hr.y) must vanish. Therefore. as a result of (4.17). ( .y. Hb.y) = ( .yb' Hb.yb) 
= O. 8ecause Hb is a positive operator. this imp lies that .yb must vanish. This 
situation is in sharp contrast to superstrings where the (nonzero mode) ground-state 
factorizes into a bosonic and a fermionic S0(8) singlet. and where one has a 
mode-by-mode cancellation of the vacuum energies. 

In general. the relevant equations Q.y = Qt.y = 0 are very difficult to solve. 
Therefore we wiU now consider two special cases to illustrate some of the difficul
ties. The first one is a truncation of the membrane theory. in which we discard the 
coordinates ZA. ZA and À~. We accordingly split the S0(7) spinor indices a. /3.... 
into i. j, ... = 1..... 7 and a, /3.... = 8 and make use of the fact that (see. e.g. 
[27,28)) 

(T'))s = -i8j, (T') )" = iC I )" • (4.24) 

where Cl)" are the octonionic structure constants obeying 

k1"'-2s;:,k1 1 mnp (4.25 ) ci)"'c - UI) - 6EI)klmnpC , 

as weIl as a number of other relations which can be found in [28). In dus truncation 
the supercharges (4.7) take the form 

Qs = { a;IA + !CI)kfABCX)BX[} À~ • 

t _ _ __ a}1 I)k B C __
C a (4.26)Qs - { axIA + 2 XfABC , x" aN ' 

A 

The syrnmetry of tbis theory is now reduced to N = 1 supersymmetry. the G 2 

subgroup of S0(9) and G. The equation Q.y = Qt.y = 0 can easily be solved and 
one finds two G 2 x Ginvariant solutions, 

.y1 = (nÀ~)exp OCi)kfABCXIAX/X[}.
I.A 

~ 2 = A Bexp { - lcl)k!6 X ABC I 
X 

) 
XC} k . (4.27)
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It is amusing that in the membrane limit these two solutions become 

.yl [X( a), X( a)] = ([!X;( a») exp {!f d2aeTSc'}kX' arX} asxk}, 

.y2[ X( a), X( a)] = exp{ -!f d2aeTScijkX; arX} asxk} , ( 4.28) 

so that the ground-state wave functionals are exponentials of a Wess-Zumino-Wiuen 
term, with corresponding torsion proportional to Cijk' However, both solutions 
(4.27) fail to be square-integrable, and tbis problem persists for (4.28). Thus, there is 
no supersymmetric ground state, so that tbis truncation has no massless states. 
From the analogy with ordin~ry N = 1 supersymmetric quantum mechanics, tbis is 
what one would have intuitively expected for the full supermembrane, too, as the 

2differential operator, wbich appears in (4.1), is ± a/ax + x , rather than ± a/ax 
+ X as in superstring theory [14]. However, the argumenf is vitiated by (amongst 
other tbings) the nonexistence of an S0(9)-invariant (or even S0(7)-invariant) 
three-index tensor analogous to Cijk' Observe also that both solutions in (4.27) are 
singlets in their bosonic and fermionic factors. This does not contradict our findings 
above, because the wave functions do not tend to zero at spatial infinity, and for 
such functions the harniltonian Hb is not a positive operator. 

The second truncation which we will consider, consists in discarding the variables 
X/A and x~, thus retaining only ZA, ZA and XA== X~. This corresponds to a 
membrane moving in a d = 4 dimensional space-time. The supercharges follow 
directly from (4.7) and read 

a a _ 
Q =..fi azA ~ - fABCZAZBXC, 

A 

a _ a 
Qt = -{i -=;.-ÀA + fABCZAZB-a' . (4.29) 

az I\c 

It is c1ear that the ground state cannot factorize into a bosonic and fermionic part 
and therefore we proceed from the ansatz* 

A .y = <Po ( Z, Z) + 2: <PA, A (Z, Z)XA, ... x ,., (4.30)
24 

k~l 

where the coefficient functions <pA, A" are completely antisymmetric in the indices 
Al"'" A 2k • To make life as simple as possible, we take G equal to SU(2), so that 

* We could a1so choose ." such that only odd powers of À appear. 
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A.B. c. ... = 1.2.3. and fABC = fABC. Tbe decomposition (4.30) then simplifies to 

'lt = (J'o( z. Z) + fABC(J"~( Z. Z) ÀBÀc . (4.31 ) 

(We choose a real basis for the adjoint representation of SU(2). so the position of 
indices is immaterial). 

Requiring Q'lt = Qt'lt =0, we get 

fA BCZAZB(J'C( Z, Z) = O. (4.32) 

which teUs us that 

(J'A =ZA(J'l + ZA(J'2' (4.33) 

and three more equations, 

A a(J'l -A a(J'2
Z azA + 3(J'2 + Z azA = 0, (4.34) 

2.fïfABC{ ZB a(J'l + ZB a(J'2 } = fA BCZBZCm (4.35)azc azc TO' 

.fï :;~ =2[(Z'Z)ZA_Z2ZA](J'1+2[Z2ZA_(Z'Z)ZA](J'2' (4.36) 

Upon multiplication by ZA and ZA, (4.36) leads to 

1 1 _ a(J'o
(J' -- ZA_
l- .fï (Z'Z)2_Z2Z2 azA ' 

1 1 a(J'o
(J' = -- ZA-=-. (4.37)

2 {i (Z. Z)2 _ Z2Z2 azA 

Substituting this result back into tbe previous equations, it tums out that (4.34) is 
identically satisfied, while (4.35) and (4.36) lead to 

- a(J'o - a(J'oeABCZAZB_- = fA BCZAZB-=- = 0 (4.38)azc azC' 

fA BCZBZC (a a ))- ADE -D DHcpo= Hb+ _ 2 e Z aZ-E - Z azE (J'o=O. (4.39)( (Z.Z) _Z2Z2 
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Here Hb is the hamiltonian defined in (4.10), wbich in tbis case reads 

a a 
Hb = - az A azA + ~ [( z· Z)2 - Z2Z2]. (4.40) 

According to the constraint equations (4.14), the wave function must be SU(2) 
invariant, in which case eqs. (4.38) are obviously satisfied. Hence we are left with a 
Schrödinger equation for an SU(2)-invariant wave function CPo' given by (4.39). The 
corresponding hamiltonian, H, consists of a linear combination of H b' which is the 
hamiltonian for a bosonic membrane, and an extra term. 

For the class of wave functions for which the hamiltonian is self-adjoint. we find 
that 

(CPo' HbCPO) = j d 3Z d 3Z{I :;~ r+ t[ (Z· Z)2 - ZZZ 2]ICPoI2} , (4.41) 

which is positive because 

(Z·Z)2_Z2ZZ~0. (4.42) 

Under the same conditions, we have 

1 A BCZBZ-C a a )
- 3 3- E ADE -D D 2

(CPo,(H-Hb)cpo) = jdZdZ- -2 2 2-ZE (z aZ-E-Z azE ICPol
'7.7\ - 7 7 

(4.43 ) 

Because 

ADE (z 
fA BCZBZC 

-D __ 
a 

_ ZD_-
a) =0, (4.44)

E azE azE (z. Z)2 _ Z2Z2

the integrand in (4.43) can be written as a total divergence, which suggests that one 
can rewrite (4.43) as a surface integral. However, one has to take into account that 
the integrand has a singularity whenever (Z· Z)2 = Z2Z2. This happens when Z4 
becomes proportional to a real vector (or, in other words. whenever the two vectors 
Re ZA and Im ZA are aligned). Therefore, the integral (4.43) splits into two terms. 
one corresponding to the surface integral associated with large distances (Z . Z ...... 
~). which yields a positive contribution. and another one corresponding to the 
contribution from the singularities, which turns out to be negative. To show this 
more explicitly, on may choose a parametrization in terms of the SU(2)-invariant 
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variables 

-' ,--, 
~ == ZAZ~, f==Z4Z4, ~==\(Z·Zr-z-z-. (4.45 ) 

ft is not hard to see that ii - H b is now equal 10 

2, , a 
ii-Hb=~v~-+I~I- a~' (4.46) 

Furthermore. on SU(2)-invariant functions we have 

d3Z d3Zex ~ d~ d~df (4.47) 
ve+ 1~12 ' 

up to "angular" variables whose integral yields an irrelevant (positive) constant c. 
Substituting (4.46)-(4.47) into (4.43). and perforrning the integral over ~. we then 
find 

( !Po. ( ii - H b ) !Po) = - cf d ~df I!Po ( ~ = O. ~ . f) ( (4.48) 

where we have dropped the contribution at ~ = 00. which is proportional to l!Pol" at 
spatial infinity. Therefore we have shown that for wave functions vanishing at 
infinity. the energy of a supermembrane wiU be /ower than that of a corresponding 
bosonic membrane. 

On the other hand, imposing the boundary condition that !Po vanishes when 
Z· Z -0 00, one can see that no solution of (4.39) exists, as ïï is an elliptic 
differential operator (see e.g. [29], p. 320 ff.). Consequently, solutions that are 
subject to these boundary conditions do nOl have zero energy. We should empha
size. however, that the above boundary condition is not implied by square-integra
bility *, and we have not been able to establish the existence or nonexistence of a 
general square-integrable solution to (4.39). 

It is now evident that the general case with arbitrary N is even harder to tackle 
because the number of coefficient functions in (4.30) as weU as the number of 
SU( N) invariant variables analogous to (4.45) is further increased as N becomes 
larger. In particular, there seems no real advantage anymore to replacing the 

*This is. for instanee. demonstrated by the Cunction f(E.t,tl=texp[-W/4Itl~-~fl. which 
does not satisfy the above boundary condition. as lim1rl_x!(O. t. tl":>c, but nevertheless 
10'0 d(fd2rIfa. t. tl 12 < oo! 

http:4.46)-(4.47
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second-order equation (4.17) by the first-order equation (4.19), since decoupling 
these equations will automatically lead to higher-order equations. 

Note added 

Af ter this paper was completed we learnt that Claudson and Halpern (see [15]) 
consider wave functions similar to (4.27). Furthermore, we have meanwhile calcu
lated the Witten index for the SU(2) model discussed at the end of sect. 4 along the 
hnes of ref. [31] and found that it vanishes. This is consistent with the conclusion 
that there are no massless states. 

Appendix 

STRUCTURE OF S0(9)·INVARIANT WAVE FUNCTIONS 

We here briefly describe how to construct S0(9)-invariant wave functions which 
do not factorize into bosonic and fermionic parts that are separately SO(9)
invariant. The basic idea is to first consider nontrivial S0(9) representations in 
either sector and then fold them together to form a singlet. Tbis is completely 
obvious for the SO(7) subgroup of SO(9) and the nontrivial part of the analysis 
involves the generators J, ± which are nonhnearly realized on the Grassmann 
algebra, cf. (4.22). As is well-known, any S0(9) representation can be characterized 
by its bighest weight or, equivalently, by its Oynkin label (see e.g. [30]). In the 
present case tbis label consists of four positive integers (a1a2a3a4)' the first three of 
which indicate the S0(7) representation and the last of which is associated with the 
U(l) charge operators L+_ and S +_. The highest-weight state l(a1a20304)) must 
be annihilated by the raising operators L,+ and S,+, i.e. 

L,+ I( a1a2a3a4)b = 0, or S,+ l(a1a 2a 30 4)c = 0, (A.1 ) 

for a bosonic or fermionic representation, respectively. Of course, it must also be 
annihilated by the remaining raising operators of the SO(7) subgroup but tbis (and 
analogous statements) will be understood in the following. The representation is 
then generated by applying the lowering operators L,_ for the bosonic representa
tions, or S,_ for the fermionic representations, until one reaches the lowest-weight 
state; in this procedure, the U(1) charge a 4 is changed by one unit at each step. 
From the discussion in sect. 4 we learn that the fermionic wave functions have a 
maximum U(1) charge which is equal to the normal-ordering constant Co = 2.1\. so 
we will restrict ourselves to representations with la 4 1:$ Co. 

We wi11 now ilJustrate how tbis works by looking at various examples. first in the 
bosonic sector. So let us start with 

I(OüOco)b = ZAl ... ZA,o. (A.2) 

Obviously this state transforms under the symmetric tensor representation of the 
group G which is associated with thelndices Al'· ... Aco' but because G commutes 
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with S0(9), this aspect is not very important. Clearly. the state (A.2) is an S0(7) 
singlet and annihilated by L, ... (use the explicit expressions in (4.21». Acting on it 
with L,_. we obtain 

L,_ (ZA, ... ZA,o) =COX/A, ZA2 ... Z ~<o). (A.3) 

The U(1) charge of (A.3) is (co - 1) while the G-representation content is evidently 
unaltered. Continuing in this fashion, we get 

L,_Lj_(ZA' ... ZA,O) 

=co(co-1) X,(A'X/,ZA , ... Z~'o) - COll'jZ(A'ZA'ZA1 ... ZA,o). (A.4) 

and so on. Hence, we just obtain a generalization of the usual S0(9) spherical 
harmonics. To also have an example with a4 = Co - I, one may start from any of the 
following states 

1(. • • Co - 1»b = X}B'ZB'IZAz ... ZA,. 

X,lB'X,B2Z B1IZA, ... ZA" or 

X}B'X,B2X:JZB.IZ~2 ... ZA.. (A.5) 

where ( ••• ) is the appropriate S0(7) label. Owing to the antisymmetry in the 
indices B1' B2•••• the states (A.5) are anihilated by L, .... 

The construction in the fermionic sector is similar. Since, by (4.23), the highest
weight state contains the maximal number of X's. it is more convenient to start with 
the lowest-weight state. The analogue of (A.2) is then 

1(000 - co)\ = 1, (A.6) 

which is annihilated by Sj _. The action of Sj + now produces the state 

i 
S,+ 1(000 - co» r = 212 À

A 
rjÀ A ' (A.7) 

which has charge - Co + 1. The analogue of (A.5) is the set of states 

2 
XB'XB, , XB'f'XB, - -llB,B'Xcf'Xc, XB'f"ÀB, • XB'f'jkXB~. (A.S) 

Co 

An S0(9) singlet can now he formed by folding together the same bosonic and 
fermionic S0(9) representations. The resulting wavefunction can then be turned into 
a singlet with respect to G by contraction with an appropriate bosonic function of 
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SO(9) singlet variables such as X,AX,B + ZAZB + ZBZA. etc. For instance. from 
(A.2) and (A.6). we can construct the following SO(9)-singlet wavefunction 

'lt = I(OOOCO)b ® 1(000 - co»( 

+ aL,_I(OOOcO»b ® Si+ 1(000 - co» ( 

+ f3 L,_Lj_I(OOOcO»b ® S,+Sj+ 1(000 - co»( 

+yL,_L,_I{OOOcO»b ® Sj+SjJ{OOO - co»( 

+ .... (A.9) 

The coefficients a, f3. y, ... are determined from the requirement J, ± 'lt = O. Using 
the S0(9) commutation relations and the known U(1) charges together with 
L,)(OOOco)h = S,;I(OOO - co»( = 0 we find 

1 1 .• f3 
a=-, 

Co f3= (A.lO)
2c (c -1)' y = 2c + 5o o o 

Af ter contraction with an appropriate bosonic wavefunction. (A.9) can also be 
expressed as 

'lt = lilA, A (X.Z.Z)
'0 

x { ZA, ... ZA,o + 2~ >..Bp>"B X/'ZA, ... ZA,o + ... }. (A.ll) 

Another example is 

0/' = IIlB,8,A, A,o{ X, Z. Z) 

x { >..8,>..8 2 ZA2 ... ZA,o + 2~ A>..8,>..B2>"cP>"c X/2Z )... ZA,o + ... }. (A.12) 

lt is not difficult to verify directly that indeed J, ± = L, ± + S, ± vanish on 'lt and 
0/'. at least to the order given. Obviously. there is a multitude of possibilities and 
very little hope of a complete classification. One can also prove that the supermem
brane wave function for a massless ground-state cannot just be of the form (A.11 ). 
This follows directly from the observation that H('lt contains no >"-independent 
term [or 'lt given by (A.lI). so that Hb'lt must vanish up to order >..2 for a massless 
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ground state. From the fact that Hb is positive. it then follows that 'I' must in faet 
vanish. This conclusion is already suggested by the fact that (A.ll) is an eigenfunc
tion of both L 2 and S 2. while the hamiltonian does not eommute with these 
operators. A bothersome feature is that the degree of the SO(9) "spherical har
monie" is larger than or equal to Co = 2A and therefore inereases without bound as 
A -+ 00. It is hard to see what reasonably behaved wavefunction eould ensure 
square-integrability of '1'. '1" •... or any linear combination thereof in this limit. 
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We find exact solutions to the field equations of eleven-dimensional supergravity eo=sponding to stabie multi-membrane 
eonfigurations. Their holonomy group is given by the SO(8) subgroup ofan enla'led tangent space group SO( I. 2)xSO( 16). 
and henee one half of the spaeetime supersymmetries are broken. The solutions saturate a Bogomol'nyi bound between the mass 
per unit area and the Page eha'le. whieh also guarantees their stability, 

Although the equations of mot ion of eleven
dimensional supergravity were written down by 
Cremmer. Julia and Scherk as long ago as 1978 [I]. 
it was only recently that Bergshoeff. Sezgin and 
Townsend [2] constructed the eleven-dimensional 
supermembrane that couples to this background. In 
this paper we show that the supermembrane actually 
emerges as an exact solution of the supergravity field 
equations. Indeed. exact solutions for a superposi
!ion of arbitrarily many supermembranes can be ob
tained in this way. 

It should be emphasized. however. that these 
membrane solutions are not "solitons" of the kind 
sought by Townsend [3]. which would be non-sin
gular configurations stabilized by an identically con
served topological charge. By constrast. our solutions 
have o-function singularities on the worldvolume of 
the membrane and are stabilized by a charge con
served only by vinue of the field equations. which 
turns out to be the familiar Page charge [4.5 J of 
eleven-dimensional supergravity. Nonetheless. in 
common with the soliton solutions. they break just 
one half of the spacetime supersymmetries and satu
rate a Bogomol'nyi bound between the mass per unit 

, Work supponed in part by NSF grant PHY -90415132. 

Elscvier Scienee Publishers 8. V. (North-Holland) 

area and the conserved charge. Vnder a simultane
ous dimensional reduction of the supermembrane in 
eleven dimensions to the superstring in ten dimen
sions [6]. our solution goes over to the superstring 
solution of Dabholkar. Gibbons. Harvey and Ruiz
Ruiz [7]. 

We begin by making an ansatz for the D= 11 gauge 
fields gMIY and AMIYP (M=O. I ..... 10) corresponding 
to the most general three-eight split invariant under 
P1 X SO( 8). where P1 is the D= 3 Poincaré group. We 
split the D= 11 coordinates 

xM=(xp.y'") • (I) 

where Il=O. I. 2 and m =3 ....• 10. and write the line
element as 

ds 2 =e2.< '1"vdxPdxv+e28omndy'"dyn. (2) 

and the three-form gauge field as 

I 
A"vp =± )" e",p e C (3) 

g 

where 19 is the determinant of g"v. e"vp='ig,Jvpgpyt:"fJr 
and e0 12 =+ I i.e. A0I2=fec. All other components 
of AMIYP and all components of the gravitino ljI", are 
set to zero. P1 invariance requires that the arbitrary 
functions A. Band C depend only on y'"; SO( 8) in
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varianee then requires that this dependence be only 
through r= Jdm,y'"y'. 

As we shall now show, the three arbitrary functions 
A, Band Care reduced to one by the requirement 
that the field configurations (2) and (3) preserve 
some unbroken supersymmetry. In other words, there 
must exist Killing spi nors esatisfying 

D.we=O. (4) 

where 0., is the supercCivariant derivative appearing 
in the supersymmetry transformation rule of the 
gravitino 

5f/1... I ... o=D.,e. (5) 

0., =0., + iw.,"Br"B 

- 2~.(rPQRS.,+8rPQRt5S.,)FPQRS. (6) 

where F"NPQ=40,..-ANPQ,' Here r" are the D=II 
Dirac matrices satisfying 

{rA' TB} =2""B' (7) 

A. B referto the D= II tangent space, ""B=diag (-, 
+ .... , +), and 

r.B...C=r,,,rB..·rC) , (8) 

thus r"B= ~ (r"rB-rBr.), etc. The T's with world 
indices P. Q. R ... in (6) have been converted using 
vielbeins e.,A. We make a three-eight split 

r.=(Ya®r•. l®Ia) , (9) 

where Ya and Ia are the D= 3 and D= 8 Dirac matri
ces respectively and where 

T. =I,I.... I,o (10) 

so th at r~ = I. The most general spinor field consis
tent with the P,xSO(8) takes the form 

e(X,Y)=f®,,(r) • (11) 

where f is a constant spinor of SO ( I. 2) and " is an 
SOl 8) spinor which may further be decomposed into 
chiral eigenstates via the projection operators 
(I ±r.). 

In our background (2) and (3). the supercovar
iant derivative becomes 

D. =0. - ~y.e -'<I"omeA r. 

+~/pe-3..f.rmamec . ( 12) 

Dm =0 .. + ie -B(I..I' -I'I.. ) o,e B 

+b. e - 3A(Im In_InIm ) onecr. 

+~e-3Aa..eCr•. (13 ) 

Note that the Y. and I .. carry world indices. Hence 
we find that (4) admits two non-trivia I solutions 

(I ±T.),,=O, ( 14) 

where the ± signs are correlated with the ± signs in 
our original ansatz (3), 

,,=e- C 6
/ ,,0. (15 ) 

where "0 is a constant spinor. and 

A=!C, (16) 

B= -~C+constant. ( 17) 

In each case, (14) means that one half of the maxi
mal possible rigid supersymmetry survives. 

To see the uniqueness of these solutions, we may 
appeal to holonomy arguments (5) i.e. the integra
bility conditions for (4) following from the commu
tators of the supercovariant derivatives (12) and 
(13). In this connection. it is important to realize that 
the holonomy ofthe supercovariant derivative 0., is 
different from that ofthe ordinary Lorentz-covariant 
derivative 0.,. Af ter making a three-eight split ofthe 
kind we are considering, it is known that the SO ( I. 
2) X SOl 8) subgroup of the D= II tangent space 
group SO(l, 10) is enlarged to SO(l, 2)xSO(l6) 
(8). Essentially. this is because the SO (8) spin con
nections w.,abIab are augmented by terms like 
F.,afkYa,;Ec. F.,abeyar.Ibe and F.,abeI.be which con
spire to produce the connection of an SO ( 16). under 
which " transforms as a 16-dimensional vector. The 
holonomy group.Yf ofaspecific 0., will be a subgroup 
ofthis enlarged tangent space group. In the trivial case 
where.Yf is the identity. there are no restrictions on f 

and the maximal number of 2 x 16 rigid supersym
metries are preserved, but spacetime is flat and 
F"NPQ=O. In the other trivial case where .11' coin
cides with the enlarged tangent space group, c van
ishes and no supersymmetry survives. Given our an
satz (2), (3), the only remaining possibilities are 
those given in (14)- ( 17), for which the holonomy 
group .Yf is 1® (8)" corresponding to two inequiva
lentembeddingsofSO(8) in SOl 16). UnderSO( 16) 
::::>SO(8). the 16 decomposes into an 8 plus 8 sin

http:where.Yf
http:group.Yf
http:F.,abeI.be
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gleis. Since Ihe number of unbroken supersymme
tries is given by the number of singlets in this decom
position. we see that exactly half ofthe maximal rigid 
supersymmetries survive. 

Thus. at th is stage. the three unknown functions A, 
8 and C have been reduced to one by choosing the 
case where half the supersymmetry survives. To de
lermine this unknown function. we must substitute 
our ansatz into the field equations which follow from 
the action 

SG= fd"x~G, (18) 

where .:t'G is the supergravity lagrangian whose bo
sonic sector is given by 

K'.:t'G = !M R - -.kM F"NPQF ,"NPQ 

+ __1_ e,"NOPQRSTt·V"-F."NopFQRSTAL'V..- . 
2( 12)4 

(19) 

Let us first consider the antisymmetrie tensor field 
equation 

à,,( HF "L'VW) 

+ïfneL'VWMNOPQRSTFMNOpFQRST=O. (20) 

Substitution of (2), (3) and ( 16). ( 17) yields 

"m"omo.e-c =0 (21) 

and hence. imposing the boundary condition that the 
metric be asymptotically minkowskian, we find 

e-c=I+;-;;, K
r>O, (22) 

where K is a constant, at this stage arbitrary. The same 
expression for C also solves the Einstein equations. 
Thus the two solutions are given by 

- 213 

ds 2=('+M "p.dx~dx· 

+( I +~) 
I/l 

"m.dym dy" , 

A~.p =± ~ e~.p( 1+ ~)-I (23) 

In fact, these expressions do not solve the field 
equations everywhere because of the singularity at 
r=O. Instead of (21), for example, we have 

c"m· oma.e- =-6KD,"8CrJ . (24) 

where D, is the volume of the unit seven-sphere S', 
Similar remarks apply to the Einstein equations. [n 
order that (23) be solutions everywhere, it is there
fore necessary that the pure supergravity equations 
be augmented by souree terms. This source is. of 
course, the supermembrane itself. To see this explic
itly we consider the combined supergravity-super
membrane equations which follow from the actlon 

S=SG+SM. (25) 

where SM is the supermembrane action whose bo
sonic sector is given by 

SM = T f lÇ d ( -!H ï"a,X"a,X"gwv +IH 

± ~ e"ka, X'''o,x'''akXPA "NP ). (26) 

where Tis the membrane tension. The Einstein equa
tions are now 

RMN -lg"",R=K2 T"", , (27) 

where J"N receives a contribution not only from the 
antisymmetric tensor kinetic term but also from the 
membrane itself, 

K2 T MN =n(F MpQRF"'PQR- kg''''''FpQRSFPQI<Sj 

f ,,"(x- t)
_K2 T d'ÇHï"a,x"a,x" r'. 

(28) 

while the antisymmetric tensor equation is now 

MVVW oM(MF ) 

+ïfne VVWMNOPQI<STF",vopFQI<ST 

=+2K2T fd'çelJka,xL'a,x"akx W" " (x-X) , 

(29) 

Funhermore, we have the membrane field equations 

a,(H y')a)XNgMN ) +Ik ylJa,x,va,XPà"g,vp 

± ~e')ko,XNO,XPOkXQF"NPQ=O. (30) 

y') = o,x"O,XNgMN ' (31 ) 

[t is not difficult to verify that the correct source term 
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in (24) and in the Einstein equations is obtained by 
the stat ic gauge choice 

X"=<!" , 11=0, 1,2, (32) 

and the solution 

Y'"=constant, (33) 

provided 

JC 2 T (34) K", 3Q,' 

However, with the choiee of - sign in front of the 
Wess-Zumino term given in (26), we must choose 
the - sign solution in (23). The + sign solution also 
solves the eombined supergravity-supermembrane 
equations but for the opposite choiee of sign for the 
supermembrane Wess-Zumino term. One mayalso 
verify that (32), (33) satisfy the membrane field 
equations (30), (31 ). 

Having established that the supergravity field eon
figurations preserve half the supersymmetries, we 
must also verify that the membrane configurations 
(32). (33) preserve these supersymmetries. As dis
cussed in ref. [9]. the criterion is that in addition to 
the existence of Killing spinors t satisfying (4), we 
must also have 

(1±T)t=O. (35) 

where the choice of sign is correlated with the sign of 
the Wess-Zumino term in (26), and where 

rs ~"J'a x"a X.vaXPT. (36)3!y' _I' IJk. MNP 

Since r = land tr r = o. I ( I ±T) aet as projection 
operators. From (32). (33). we see that for our 
solutions 

r= l®T•. (37) 

and henee (35) is indeed satisfied as a consequence 
of (14). Eq. (35) explains. from the membrane point 
of view. why the solutions we are seeking preserve just 
half the supersymmetnes. It originates from the fer
mionie JC-symmetry of the supermembrane action. 
The fermionic zero-modes on the worldvolume are 
Just the Goldstone fermIOns associatcd with the bro
ken supersymmetry [10]. 

Under a simuhaneous dimenslOnal reduetion of 
spaeetime and worldvolume. the combined super

gravity-supermembrane field equations (27 )-( 31 ) 
in D= 11 reduce to the combined type HA supergrav
ity-superstring field equations in D= 10 [6). A fur
ther truncation yields the equations studied by 
Oabholkar et al. [7]. The tangent space group SO ( I. 
2) xSO(l6) is thus reduced to SOl 1. I) xSO(8) 
xSO(8). One might expect. therefore. that their 50

lutions may be obtained from ours by simuhaneous 
dimensional reduction. and th is is indeed the case. 
Let us denote all D= 11 variables by a carat. and then 
make the ten-one split 

XM= (x M• x 2 ). M=O. 1. 3 ..... 9. (38 ) 

4
• 13 •ÎfMN =e -./6gMN • Îfn =e

ÄMN2=BMN' (39) 

and set to zero all other components of ÎfM.'" and 
ÄMN!'. Then we can readoffthe D= 10solutions from 
(23) and (32). (33): 

ds 2=gMNdx M dx N 

-3/4 

=( I + ~) I/""dx" dx" 

+( I +~) 
1/4 

,sm"d.r md}'" • 

)-1/2
BOI=±(I+~ ) 

-1 

e·= 
( 

I+~ 
X"=<!" , 11=0.1. ym=COnstant. (40) 

These agree (choosing the - sign) with the super
gravity-superstring solution of Oabholkar et al. [7]. 
where the gMN. B,a.. and 1/1 are the metric. antisym
metric tensor and dilation ofD= 10 supergravity and 
the X" are the D= 10 string variables. These authors 
showed that their string solution saturates a 
Bogomol'nyi bound for the mass per unit length. Us
ing the same methods we may establish a similar 
bound for the mass per unit area ofthe membrane 

(41 ).11= f d 8.\' (100' 

where (1,/., is the total energy-momentum pseudo
tensor of the combined gravity-maner system. One 
finds 

/{~.II~ IPI . (42) 
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where P is proportional to the central charge which 
appears in the 0::: 11- 2::: 9. N::: I supersymmetry 
algebra. The novel feature ofthls Bogomol'nyi bound 
from the point of view of 0::: I I supergravity is that 
p is nothing but the familiar Page charge [4.5] de
fined by 

p=tf (OF+j.~I\F). (43) 
s' 

ltsconservation follows from (20). Under the simul
taneous dimensional reduction (39). Preduces to 

p=tfoe-.H. (44 ) 
s' 

where H = dB. the quantity appearing in ref. [7]. 
Either way. one finds for our solutions that 

P= ±K
2T. (45) 

Hence the bound is saturated and the mass per Ulüt 
area is just the membrane tension. This provides an
other way, in addition to unbroken supersymmetry, 
to understand the stability ofthe solution. (Note that 
under simultaneous dimensional reduction the D::: 10 
and 0::: II Newton constants are related by K 2= 
(27CR) - I K2 where R is the radius of the compactify
ing cirele. but that the string and membrane tensions 
are also related by T = 27CR t. Hence K 2T =K2 t. ) 

So far we have concentrated on single membrane 
solutions of the supergravity field equations. How
ever. there is a straightforward generalization to ex
act. sta bie multi-membrane configurations obtained 
by a linear superposition of solutions to eq. (21 ): 

e -C=1+ "K---6 '.... (46) 
, Ir-r,l 

where r, corresponds to the position of each mem
brane. The ability to superpose solutions of this kind 
is a well-known phenomenon in soli ton and instan
ton physics and goes by the name of the "no-force 
condition". In the present context, it means the the 
mutual gravitational attraction of two widely sepa
rated membranes is exactly cancelled by an equal and 
opposite contribution from the antisymmetric ten
sor. This is dosely related both to the saturation of 
the Bogomol'nyi bound and the existence of unbro
ken supersymmetry. In the supersymmetry context 
the no-force condition is sometimes called "antigrav

ity". To see this explicitly. consider a stattonary test 
membrane at some distance from a source mem
brane located at the origin. let both satisfy .p=.;" 
so that. in particular. they have the same orientation. 
The lagrangian for this test membrane in the field of 
the source given by (2). (3) is. from (26) 

2'M::: - T[J -det(e2.''1'J +e'Ba, ymaJ Ym) _e C ] • 

(47) 

corresponding to a potential V given by 

V:::T(elA_e c ) . (48) 

But this vanishes by the supersymmetry condition 
(16). On the other hand, if the test membrane had 
the opposite orientation, and hence the opposite Page 
charge P. then the sign change in the Wess-Zumino 
term in (45) would result in a net altractive force 
and the two membranes would annihilate one an
ot her. This is entirely analogous to the D= 10 string 
solution [7]. 

Finally, we would like to emphasize that these 50

lutions are not "solitons", because of the 6-function 
singularities on the membrane worldvolume. There 
has been a good deal of interest in interpreting super
membranes as solitons [10] or "cosmic p-branes" 
[ 3 ). In particular, Strominger [I I] has shown how 
the heterotic 5-brane [ 12] emerges as a soliton of the 
heterotic string. These solutions are all source-free and 
non-singular. By constrast, the singularity of our so
lution, like the string solution of Dabholkar et al. [7]. 
really means that we are 501ving the coup led super
gravity-supermembrane equations. They neverthe
less share some ofthe same properties as the genuine 
sulitons: the breaking of half the supersymmetries, the 
saturation ofa Bogomol'nyi bound in which the mass 
per unit area is equal to the tension. Some interesting 
questions remain concerning the deeper physical sig
nificance ofour solutions. One has grown used to the 
idea that superstrings and supermembranes are to be 
regarded as the fundamental objects, with the super
gravity fields emerging as the massless states in the 
spectrum. The point of view most appropriate to the 
present work is opposite: the supermembrane or su
perstring emerges as a singular solution to the field 
theory. The preservation ofjust one half ofthe space
time supersymmetry plays an important role in th is 
relationship and it is known to be related to the K

symmetry on the membrane worldvolume (10). 
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Eleven-dimensional supergravity is a theory for which 
no independent matter field theory exists, owing to 
ils maximal supersymmetry. The D= 11 supermem
brane is the only "matter" that is known to couple 
consistently 10 th is maximal supergravily back
ground. lt may be that the coupled system owes its 
consistency 10 a so·far undiscovered otT-shell sym
metry which generalizes the IC-symmetry th at is pre
served [2.6] when the supergravity background is re
quired 10 satisfy its field equations. To find such an 
otT-shell symmetry remains an open problem for fu
lure work. 

We have enjoyed numerous fruitfuf conversations 
with Jian Xin Lu. 
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Abstract 

ft is shown that many of the p·branes of type Hstring theory and d =II supergravity ean have boundaries on other 
p-branes. The mies for when this can and cannot occur arc derived from charge conservation. For example it is found that 
membranes in d = II supergravity and HA string theory can have boundaries on fivebranes. The boundary dynamics are 
governed by the sclf·dual d =6 string. A collection of N parallel fivebranes contains ~N( N - I) self-dual strings which 
become tensionless as the fivebranes approach one anothcr. 

Type 11 string theories contain a variety of BPS
saturated p-brane solitonsearrying a variety of charges 
Q; [1-3]. All of these are extended extremal black 
holes [2]. This means that they are extremal mem
bers of a one-parameter family of M; ~ Q; solu
tions which, for M' > Q', have regular event hori
zons and geodesically complete, nonsingular spacelike 
slices with a seeond asymptotic region. Furthermore 
the M' > Q' solutions decay via Hawking cmission 
to the BPS-saturated M; = Q' statcs. Recently there 
has been spectacular progress, initiated by Polchinski, 
in describing the dynamics of those p-branes which 
carry RR charge by representing thcm as D-branes in 
a type I theory [3-15 J. In this paper we will rederive 
some of these recent results from low-energy reason
ing in a manner that will generalize to all p-brancs 
and uneover new phenomena. 

Viewing p-branes as extended holes in spacetime 
naturally leads one to consider contigurations in 
which one p-hranc threads through the hole at the 
core of thc second p-hrane I . For example considcr 

I AI Ihe cxtrcmallimil. many of the p-bmnc solutions arc singular 

a statie eontiguration consisting of two like-charged, 
parallel NS-NS (i.e. symmetrie) tivebranes in the IIB 
theory. Thc metric is given by 

2 J1. IJ a'
ds lO = T/"vdy dy + (I + --Ix - xl1 2 

a' . /.:.
+ -I--12 )oJkdxJdx, ( 1 ) 

x - x2 

whcre jL, v = 0, ... , 5 and j, k =6, ... ,9. This has two 
infinitc throats located at x = XI and x = X2. Next 
consider a RR closed string which comes out one 
throat and goes in the next: 

~) =T, Xl = XI + (X2 - XI )(T. (2) 

The existence of such a contiguration may be ob
slrucled by charge conservation. In particular an S7 

which surrounds a RR string has a non-zero integral 
QRR = .r *HRR where H RR is the RR 3-form field 

Ol' slrongly coupled :lt the eorc. so the spacetime metrie is not J 

rcliahlc guidc 10 Ihe geometry. Onc is still howcvcr lcd 10 consid~T 
Ihc fate of a I'-brane which threads a large. smootb non~exlrcmal 
I' hranc which subscquently evaporatcs down to cxtfCmalily. 

0370-2693/96/$12.00 Copyright cP 1996 Published by Elsevier Scicncc B.V. All rights reserved. 
Pil S0370-2693(96)00712-5 
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strength. This would seem to prevent strings from 
ending, since in that case the S7 may be contracted to 
a point by slipping it off the end. Howcver in so doing 
one must first pass il through the fivebrane. Using 
the explicit construction of [ I] 2 it may he seen thaI 
the low-energy effective field theory on the fivebrane 
worldvolume contains a coupling 

Jd 6 RRUB FI"P JlY , (3)

whcrc BRR is the spacetime RR Kalb-Ramond field 
and F is Ihe worldbrane U( I) gauge field strength. 
This leads to the equation of motion 

d * HRR = QRROB + *F 1\ lf, (4) 

whcrc lf (OB) is a transverse 4-form (8-form) delta 
funclion on the fivebrane (RR string) and *F denotes 
the Hodge dual within Ihe worldvolume. The total 
intcgral of d * H over any SS must vanish. Consider 
an S8 which intersects the string at only one point. 
Such an SB point must intersect the fivebrane in an 
st. Integrating (4) over the SS we find 

o=QRR + J*:F. (5) 

S' 

We conclude that H RR charge conservation can be 
maintaincd if an electric flux associatcd to the five
brane U( I) charge emanates from the point at which 
the slring enters the fivebrane. In olher words the 
end of thc string looks like a charged particIe on the 
worldbranc. 

As most easily seen from Ihe Green-Schwarz form 
oflhc string action, thc stretched string preserves those 
supersymmetries generated by spi nors E obeying 

rMNa+xMa_xNE = E. (6) 

(2) and (I) together preserves one quarter of thc su
persymmclries so this configuration is BPS-saturated 
to \cading order. At next ordcr one must include the 
back reaction of the string on the spacetime geomctry 
and fields. Since there is no obstruction from charge 
conscrvation we presurne that a fully supersymmet
ric configuration describing a RR string stretched be

2A correction 10 the zero mode wave funclion may be found În 
[16[ 

tween two NS-NS fivebranes cxists and corresponds 
to a BPS state. 

Tbere is no coupling of the form (3) involving the 
NS-NS B ficld. Charge conservation Iherefore pro
hibits fundamental IIB strings from ending at NS-NS 
fivebranes. Howcver SL(2, Z) interchanges NS-NS 
and RR onebranes and livebranes. Hence SL(2,Z) 
invariance implies that a fundamental IIB string can 
end at a RR fivebrane. Tbe latter (Iike all the RR soli
tons) can be realizcd as a D-brane. So this is not a 
surprise: we have rcproduced results of [4,3). 

Next let us consider what happens as the two five
branes approach one another. Thc mass of the strelched 
string is given by a BPS bound and is a function on 
the Iwo-fivebranc moduli spacc. It decreases with the 
string lenglh. When Ihe fivebrancs become coincident, 
thc slrelched string has zero Icngth and becomes a 
massless state carrying the U( I) charges of bolh live
branes. The result is Iherefore an N =4 U (2) gauge 
theory on the fivcbranc [4,6). Note that Ihe dual re
lation to open string theory is nol rcquired for this 
conclusion. From Ihis perspeclivc Ihe souree of mass
less gauge bosons is similar to that in [17-19): they 
arisc from a degcncrating one-cycle which threads two 
horizons. 

A similar storyapplies to the RR threebrane. Re
duelion of Ihe formulae in [2.20J leads to spacetime
worldbrane couplings of the form (3) for both the 
NS-NS and RR IJ fields. This is required by SL(2. Z) 
invariancc because thc threebranc acls as a souree for 
thc self-dual 5-form and hcncc is itsclf sclf-dual. In 
[4 J il was shown thaI rundamental slrings can end on 
D-branes but here wc see that D-strings may in some 
cases also end on D-branes. This dovetails nicely with 
S-duality of thc N " 4, d '" 4 gauge theory which Iives 
on the threebrane: The ends of fundamental strings 
are clectrically charged partieles while Ihe ends of D
strings are magnetically charged particles. 

There may scem to he a punlc for cxamplc ror 
thc RR O-brane. Clearly charge conservalion will prc
vent (except when there is a RR background 121) 
a fundamental slring from ending at a O-hrane. This 
may seem to conflicl with the picture in [3] which 
involves an SUl N) gauge theory for N O-hranes com
ing from strings ending at the O-hranes. However there 
is nOl really a conflict becausc our reasoning applics 
only 10 BPS slates, and charge confinemenl in 0+ I 
SUl N) gauge theories indeed climinatcs the charged 
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BPS statcs. 
Sa far we have rcproduced from a different per

spective results previously obtaincd either directly in 
[4,3,6]. as weil as same SL(2, Z) duals of thosc rc
sults. Our point of view gives the leading low-energy 
dynamics, but probably cannot easily reproduce thc 
detailcd prcscription given in [4,3] for computing, e.g. 
finite momentum string-D-brane scattering as in r12 J. 
Howevcr in considering higher p-branes this low
energy perspective willlead us to new phenomcna. 

As a further example we consi der a mcm
brane strctched between two fivcbrancs of e1even
dimensional supergravity 3 . (Of course reduction of 
this leads to examples in the UA thcory.) Unlike its 
IIB partner, the d = I I (and UA) tivebrane has chi
ral dynamics governed by the d =6 tensor multiplet 
[23] containing 5 scalars and a self-dual antisym
metrie tensor field strength A [1). The membrane 
worldvolume condition for unbrokcn supersymmetry 
is [22,24 J 

rMNP"afh(7"xMa(3xNrJyx/'" = ". (7) 

Again it is casily secn that a memhranc stretched be
tween two fivebranes pre serves anc quarter of tbc su
persymmctries at leading order. For appropriate brane 
orientations Ihe unbroken supersymmetrics are gener
ated by spi nors obeying the two chirality conditions 
r016 " = [012345" = ". The membranc can be sur
rounded by an S7 for which there is a non zero value 
ofthecharge QM = J~7 *F, where F here is the spacc
time 4-form field strength. In the prescnce of a mem
hrane and a fivebranc thc cquation of motion for F, as 
follows from formulae in [ 1,25,261, is 

d * F =QM {)8 + A A {)5 (8) 

We see that the boundary of the mcmbrane - which 
is a string Iying in thc tivebrane - must carry sclf
dual antisymmetric tcnsor charge II" A =~QM This 
string is thc self-dual string of Duff and Lu [27). 

Furthcr insight into this construction can he gaincd 
hy considcring S- and T-duality. Polchinski [4,31 has 
shown that the worldhranc dynamics of the lIB RR 
fivebranc arc describcd by open fundamental Dirichlel 
strings. SL(2, Z) invariancc then implies that world
hrane dynamics of thc IIB NS-NS livehranc arc de
scrihed by open RR strings (although this deseription 

1 PrelimlOary ohscrvatioo..; on open membrane ... arc made in 1221 

is weakly coupled only at large g,). Now periodically 
identify and T-dualize along one direction of the tive
brane. This givcs a UA theory [4 J. The NS-NS (i.e. 
symmetrie) fivehrane solution is represented hy a con
formal tield theory involving only the transverse co
ordinates, and hence is unaffectcd by longitudinal T
duality (This is in contrast to RR p-hranes, which lose 
(gain) a dimension under longitudinal (transverse) 
T-duality.). However the zero modes which propagate 
parallel to the fivebrane are affccted, and the N = 4 
U( I) vector multiplet is transformed into an N = 4 
antisymmetrie tensor multiplet. At the same time the 
open strings whieh govern the IJB tivebrane dynamies 
arc T-transformcd into open membranes which govern 
thc HA tivebrane dynamics. 

Nexl we considcr the dynamics of N parallel d = 
II or HA fivebrancs. When thc tivebranes are sepa
rated the low energy dynamics is governed by a glob
ally supersymmetrie (0,2) d = 6 theory with N ten
sor multiplets. The moduli space of the 5N scalars is 
uniqucly determined to be loeally thc symmetrie spaee 
T(5, N) == SO(5, N)j(SO(5) x SO(N». Since this 
is a chiral theory it is not possible lor extra massless 
fields to appear when the fivehrane positions coincide. 
However tensionless strings can and do arise, hecause 
the tension of a BI'S string wbich arises as the bound
ary of a membranc stretehed hetwccn two fivehranes 
vanishes when thc tivebrane coineides. These strings 
transform in the adjoint of the global SO( N) whieh 
acts on the N tensor muItipIets. Upon Si eompactifi
cation along the livebranes, winding states of the ten
sionless strings lead to the appcaranee of extra mass
less gauge bosons whieh - together with the redueed 
tensor multiplets which dualizc to vector multiplets
fill out a U( N) gauge theory 128], as predictcd hy 
T-duality. 

Aspccts of the preecding arc quite similar 10 Wit
ten's discussion [2X) of K3 compaetifieation of lIB 
string thcory, whosc moduli space is loeally T( 5,21) 
and which contains (5) 5+16 (anti) self-dual an
tisymmetric tensor fields. In this case tcnsionless 
strings arisc from threebranes wrapping degcncrating 
2-cyc\cs. Indeed there is a dual IJA deseription of 
this IIB compactilication, in thc spirit of [29,8,9], 
as 16 toroidally compactilicd symmetrie livchrancs 
and NS-NS orientifolds, where the extra 5+5 anti
symmetrie tensor fields arise from the supcrgravity 
multiplet [30]. In [291 it was shown thaI HA on 
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K3 is equivalent to IIB on a D-manifold with 16 RR 
orientifolds and 16 RR fivehranes. lIS S-duality con
verts NS-NS to RR fields, so this is S-cquivalent to a 
IIB configuration with 16 NS-NS orientifolds and 16 
NS-NS fivehranes. Next T-dualize this last represen
tation oflIA on K3 (yiclding IIB on K3) along one 
of the noncompact direetions. This will not affect thc 
4-geometry whieh involves only NS-NS fields. Henee 
IIB on K3 is equivalent to IIA on a "p-manifold" with 
16 NS-NS orientifolds and 16 symmetrie fivebranes. 
This provides the concrete connection to [28]. 

As pointed out in [28] the fact that sclf-dual strings 
(or open membranes 4 ) become light as the fivebranes 
approach one anothcr suggests that supergravity might 
be decoupled and the dynamics of self-dual strings and 
symmetrie \ivehranes consistently studied in isolation 
from the rest of string theory. This is also suggested 
hy superconformal invariance of the tensor multiplet 
in d = 6 [23]. The relation hy compactification to 

superconformal d = 4, N = 4 Yang-Mills makes this 
a particularly fascinating prohlem. 

Further examples of p-hranes with houndaries can 
he found. It may he directly checked in the IIB theory 
that charge conservation allows a threebrane to end 
on a membrane in the RR fivcbranc. The mcmbrane 
carries magnetic charge with respect to the livebranc 
U( I) gauge field. In general every RR p-brane has 
a U( I) gauge field. Electric charges arc always car
ried by zerobranes and arise from fundamental strings 
which terminate at the p-brane. Magnetic charges arc 
carried by a (I' - 3)-hrane, which can arise as the 
boundary of a (p - 2) -brane. It is di fficult to check 
charge conservation directly lor I' > 'i because Ihe 
zero mode wave funclions have not been worked out. 
However T-duality along a dilllension transverse to an 
configuration of RR p-brancs incrcases p. so we pre
sume it is always possible (in IIA or lIB) for a RR 
(I' - 2) -brane to end at a RR p-brane. All of these 
ncw mulli-p-brane configurations can bc used to con
struct p-manifold generalizations of thc D-manifolds 
introduccd in [S], and Illay arisc in thc proccss of du
alization. 

In conclusion string theory contains a rich variety 
of extended objecls which interact in an inlricate and 

-l The rclalioll in Ihe infrarcd oclwccn Ihe sdf-dual open I11CIII

hranc" alld sclf~dllal sllings Ilwy învolvc Chcrn-Sllllon~ Ihenry as 
in 1:111. 

heautiful fashion. Higher p-hranes provide endpoints 
for branes of lower p, which latter in turn govern the 
d ynalllics of the former. 

We thank J. PoIchinski for useful discussions and 
lor explaining the results of [29] prior to publication. 
This work was supported in part hy DOE Grant No. 
DOE-9IER40618. 
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Abstract 

The 2-brane and 4-brane solutions of len dimensional nA supergravity have a dual interpretalion as Dirichlel-branes. or '0
branes'. of Iype nA superstring theory and as 'M-branes' of an Sl-compactified eleven dimensional supennembrane theory. 
or M-theory. This eleven-dimensional connection is used 10 detennine !he ten-dimensional LorenlZ covarianI worldvolume 
action for Ihe Oirichlel super 2-brane. and its coupling 10 background spacelime fields. II is filnher used 10 show !hal Ihe 
2-brane can carry Ihe Ramond-Ramond charge of !he Oirichlel O-brane as a lopological charge. and an interpretalion of !he 
2-brane as a O-brane condensale is suggesled. Similar results are found for the Oirichlel 4-brane via its inlerpretation as a 
double-dimensional reduction of the eleven-dimensional fivebrane. II is suggested thaI the latter be interpreted as a O-brane 
of an open eleven-dimensional supermembrane. 

l. Introduction 

The importance of super p-branes for an under
slanding of Ihe non-penurbative dynamics of type II 
superslring Iheories is no longer in doubt. For ex
ample. Ihey are relevant to U-duality of toroidally
compactified Iype 11 superstrings [1.2). and symme
try enhancement at singular points in the moduli space 
of K, or Calabi-Yau compactified type IJ superstrings 
[ 3-6) as required by the type Illheterotic string-string 
duality [ 1.3.7J. Type IJ p-branes were first found as 
solutions of the effective D = \0 supergravity theory 
[ 8-11 J. Because their worldvolume actions involve 
worldvolume gauge fields [12. \3). in addition to the 
scalars and spi nors expected on the basis of sponta
neously broken translation invariance and supersym
metry. Ihey were not anticipated in the original classi
fication of super p-branes [ 14J. For the same reason. 
the fully D = \0 Lorentz covariant action for these 
type II super p-branes is not yet known. One purpose 

of this paper is to report progress on this front. 
The type II p-branes are conveniently divided into 

those of Neveu/Schwarz-Neveu/Schwarz (NS-NS) 
type and those of Ramond-Ramond (RR) type ac
cording to the string theory origin of the (p + 1)
form gauge potential for which they are a source. The 
supergravity super p-branes found in the NS-NS sec
tor comprise a string and a fivebrane. The string has 
a naked timelike singularity and can be identified as 
the effective field theory realization of the fundamen
tal string 1 • The fivebrane solution is non-singular and 
has a5-volume tension '" A-2 expected of a soli
ton. where A is the string coupling constant. Since a 
5-brane is the magnetic dual of a string in D = 10 

I NOle lhal !he exislence of this solulion is necessary for Ihe 
consislency of any string theory with massless spin 2 excitations 
sinee a macroscopie string will !hen have long range fields which 
must solve !he souree free equations of the elfecuve field Iheory. 

0:170·269V96/$1200 © 1996 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Pil 50:170-269:1(96)00104-9 
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[ 151. this solution is an analogue of the SPS magnetic 
monopole of D = 4 super Yang-Mills (YM) theory. 

In the RR sector lhe ten-dimensional (D = 10) IIA 
supergravity has p-brane solutions for p = 0.2.4.6. 
whi Ie the lIS lheory has RR p-branes solutions for p = 
I. 3.5 (see [21 for a recent review) 2 . With lhe excep
tion of the 3-brane. which is self-dual. these p-branes 
come in (p. p) electric/magnetic pairs with p = 6 - p 
. The RR p-brane solutions all have a p-volume ten
sion'" A-I [3] so. a1though non-perturbative. they are 
not typically solitonic. Moreover. they are all singular. 
with the exception ofthe 3-brane, and even thisexcep
tional case is not typical of soHtons because the solu
tion has an event horizon [ 19]. Thus. the RR p-branes 
are intermediate hetween the fundamental string and 
the solitonic fivebrane. It now appears [20] that they 
have their place in string theory as Dirichlet-branes, 
or D-branes [21.22]. 

lt was shown in [23] how all the p-brane solutions 
of D = 10 UA supergravity (with p :5 6) have an 
interpretation in D = 11. extending previous results 
along these lines for the string and fourbrane [24
26]. In particular. the O-branes were identified with 
the Kaluza-Klein (KK) states of D = 11 supergravity 
and their 6-brane duals were shown to he D =11 ana
logues of the KK monopoles. The remaining p-brane 
solutions have their D = II origin in either the mem
brane [25] or the fivebrane [27] solutions of D = 11 
supergravity. It was subsequently shown that D =1I 
supergravity is the effective field theory of the type UA 
superstring at strong coupling [3] and then that vari
ous dualities in D < 10 can he understood in terms of 
the electric/magnetic duality in D = 11 of the mem
brane and fivebrane [28,29]. These results suggest the 
existence of a consistent quantum theory underlying 
D = I I supergravity. This may he a supermembrane 
theory as originally suggested (30). or it may he some 
other theory that incorporates it in sorne way. What
ever it is. it now goes by the name 'M-theory' [31,32]. 

The point of the above summary is to show that the 
RR p-brane solutions of D = 10 UA supergravity the
ory currently have two quite different interpretations. 

'There is atso a lID 7 ·brane (t 61 and a llA 8-brane (171 
(sec also 1181). bul these do nOl come in electric/magnetic pairs 
and have ralher differenl physical implications; for example. !hey 
do nOl conlribule 10 lhe spectrUm of particles in any D :::: 4 
compactifiealion. Panly for tbis reason. only !he p ::: 6 cases will 
he diseussed here. 

On the one hand they are interpretable as D-branes 
of type UA string theory. On the other hand they are 
interpretable as solutions of Si compactified D = I I 
supergravity. In the p = 2 and p = 4 cases these 
D = II solutions are a1so p-branes; since they are 
presumably also solutions of the underlying D = I1 
M-theory we shall call them 'M-branes·. We shall first 
exploit the interpretation of the p =2 super D-brane 
as a dimensionally reduced D = 11 supermembrane 
to deduce its D = 10 Lorentz covariant worldvolume 
action. The bosonic action has been found previously 
[22] by requiring one-loop conformal invariance of 
the open string with the string worldsheet boundary 
on the D-brane 3. One feature of the derivation via 
D = 11 is that the coupling to background fields can 
a1so he found this way. and the resulting action has a 
straightforward generalization to general p. The co u
pling to the dilaton is such thatthe p-volume tension is 
'" À -t, as expected for a D-brane [21]. The M-brane 
interpretation of the Dirichlet 4-brane is as the double
dimensional reduction of the eleven-dimensional five
brane. We propose a boson ie action for the latter in
c1uding a coupling to the bosonic fields of el even
dimensional supergravity, and exploit it to deduce the 
coupling to background supergravity fields. inc1uding 
the dilaton. of the Dirichlet4-brane. The resuIt agrees 
with that deduced by generalization of the p = 2 case. 

One intriguing feature of these results is that they 
suggest an interpretation of the eleven-dimensional 
fivebrane as a Dirichlet-brane of an open D = 11 
supermembrane, and we further suggest that the 
string-boundary dynamics is controlled by the con
jectured (34). and intrinsically non-perturbative, six
dimensional self-dual string theory (which is possibly 
related to the self-dual string soliton [35], a1though 
tbis solution involves six-dimensional gravitational 
fields which are not, according to current wisdom. 
among the fivebrane's worldvolume fields). 

Finally, we show that a spherical D =10 2-brane 
can carry the same RR charge that is carried by the 
Dirichlet O-branes; this charge is essentially the mag
netic charge associated with the worldvolume vec
tor potentiaI. This suggests that the O-branes can he 

l The action of [221 is nol obviously equivalenl to !he bosonie 
sector of!he ORe found bere and !he omission of a discussion of Ihis 
point was a defect of an earlier version of Ibis paper; Cortunately. 
!he equivalenee has sinee been established by Schmidhuber [331· 
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viewed as collapsed 2-branes. We point out that this 
is consistent with the U( 00) Supersymmetrie Gauge 
Quantum Mechanies interpretation of the supermem
brane worldvolume action (36,37]. which funher sug
gests an interpretation of the supermembrane as a con
densate of O-branes. Viewed frorn the D = I1 perspec
tive these resuIts can be taken as funher evidence that 
D =II supergravity is the effective field theory of a 
supermembrane theory. 

2. The D : 10 2-brane as aD: 11 M-brane 

Consider firstthe D : 10 2-brane. From its D-brane 
description we know that the worldvolume action is 
based on the D : 10 Maxwell supermultiplet dimen
sionally reduced to three dimensions [38], i.e. the 
worldvolume field content is 

{X" (a: 1..... 7). Ai (i=O. \,2); 

Xl (I=I ..... 8)} (2.1) 

where the Xl are eight SI(2; lR) spinoTS and Ai is 
a worldvolume vector potential 4 . As for every other 
value of p. only the bosonic pan of the IO-dirnensional 
Lorentz covariant action constructed from these fields 
is currently known [22]. However. the alternative in
terpretation of the 2-brane as an M-brane allows us to 
find the complete action. In this interpretation. the IlA 
2-brane is the direct (as against double) dimensional 
reduction of the D = 1I supermembrane. Tbe world
volume fields of the dimensionally reduced D = 10 
supermembrane are. before gauge-fixing. {X" (m : 
O. I ..... 9); '1'; 8}. where 8 is a 32-component Ma
jorana spinor of the D : JO Lorentz group and X'" is 
aIO-vector. After gauge fixing the physical fields are 

{X" (a= 1..... 7). 'P;XI 
(/: 1..... 8)}. (2.2) 

Thedifferencebetween (2.1) and (2.2) issimplythat 
the scalar cp of (2.2) is replaced in (2.1) by its 3
dimensional dual. the gauge vector A. By performing 
this duality transformation in the action prior to gauge 
fix.ing we can determine the fully D = 10 Lorentz 
covariant Dirichlet supermembrane action. 

'Throughout this paper we shall use the lener A to denote 
worldvolume g.uge field•. of wh.tever rank. and B to denote 
.paeetime gauge fields. of wh.tever rank 

Tbe fiTSt step of this procedure is to isolate the de
pendence of the D = 11 supermernbrane action on 
Xii. which is here called rp. We shall fiTSt consider the 
case for which the D = 11 spacetime is the product of 
Si with D = JO Minkowski spacetime. retuming sub
sequently to consider the interaction with background 
fields. It is convenient to use the Howe-Tucker (HT) 

formulation of the action for which there is an auxil
iary worldvolume metric -rij. 1t is aIso convenient to 
introduce the spacetirne supeTSymmetric differentials 

n"' : dX"' - iörmd8. (2.3) 

Tbe action. given in [30], is 

S:: -! j d3
, Frbljn~njTJ"", 

+ ~j(airp - iOrtlai8)(aj'P - iÖrltaiJ) - I] 

J 11 j 3 ï4 (2.4)- 6 d ç e (bijk + 3b'jakrp • 

where Ti is the D = 10 Minkowski metric. and 

eijkb··Ijk = 3.~ 
ijk {iörmn a8[n"'n"'"J I) ·,truI 

+;n~(Ör"ajO) - !(ër"'a;fJ)(Ör"a,8)] 

+ (ërtlrmai8)(ërllaj8)(akXm - jiërmak8)}. 
(2.5) 

while 

ei,lbij = _2é" iërmrllaio(ajx"' - !iërm aj 8). 

(2.6) 

Tbe second step. the replacement of the worldvol
urne scalar rp hy its dual vector field. can be achieved 
by promoting drp to the status ofan independent world
volume one-form L while adding a Lagrange multi
plier term AdL to impose the constraint dL = O. Elirn
inating L by its a1gebraic equation of motion yields 
the dual action in terms of the fields X" and the world
volume field strength two-form F = dA. Tbis action is 

S=-!jd3çFr 

x [yj n~nj Ti... + !.yk'Y'IIV~H - I] 
- k jd3çe'ik [bijk - 3i ( ör I1 a,O) Fjk1 . (2.7) 
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where 

ti' =F. j - bij' (2.8) 

Thus (2.7) is the fully D = IQ Lorentz covariant 
worldvolume action for the D = 10 lil. Dirichlet su
permembrane. The boson ie action. obtained by set
ting the fermions to zero in (2.7). is equivalent to 
(he Born-Infeld-typeaction found by Leigh [22]. The 
equivalence follows from the recent observation of 
Schmidhuber [33] that dualizing the vector to a scalar 
in the action of Leigh yields the action of a D = 11 
membrane. which was precisely the (bosonic) stan
ing point of the construction presented here S . It is in
teresting to note that a sigma-model one-loop calcula
tion in the string theory is reproduced by the c1assicaI 
supermembrane. 

It can now be seen why it was advantageous to stan 
from the HT form of the action; whereas the auxiliary 
metric is simply eliminated from (2.4). leading to the 
standard Dirac-Nambu-Goto (DNG) form of the ac
tion. its elimination from (2.7) is far from straightfor
ward. although possible in principle. The point is that 
the rij equation is now the very non-Iinear. aIthough 
still algebraic, equation 

rij =(1+~rkP.yqFklFpqrt(gij+lIFikFIj) (2.9) 

where gij =ninj TI"",. This equation can be solved 

as a series in t of the form 

rij = gij [I - tiPg'qFkltpq] + gkl fr.kFjl + O(f'4) • 
(2.10) 

and the approximation rij = gij yields the quadratic 
pan of the action in t. 

Invarianee of the action (2.7) under supersymme
try requires t to be invariant. To see how this comes 
about, we observe that the two-form b in t is pre
cisely the one that defines the WZ term in the Green
Schwarz superstring action; it has the property that 
the three-form h =db is superinvariant, which implies 
that S.b = da for some one-form a(€). where € is 
the (constant) supersymmetry parameter. The modi
fied (wo-form field strength ft" is therefore superinvari
ant if we choose S,A = a. The K-transformation of A 

5 The equivalence with Bom·lnfetd for p = I. i.e. the D-suing, 

was shown '" 1391. 

is similarly determined by requiring K-gauge invari
ance of the action. but it can aIso be deduced directly 
from those of the D = 11 supermembrane given in 
[30]. The result is most simply expressed in terms of 
the variations of the supersymmetric forms n" and t, 
which are 6 

s~n" = -2i(S~jj)rmd/1 

S~F = i( s~jj)r..ril d/1/\ n" 

S~/1 = (I + OK. (2.11 ) 

where 

r - I Ijkn"n.nPr- 6A8 ijk ""'P 

- ty'kyiIFkln~njr... rll (2.12) 

and K(§) is the D = 10 Majorana spinor parameter. 
The coupling of the action (2.7) to background 

fields can aIso be deduced from its D = 11 origin. We 
shaIl consider here only the bosonic membrane cou
pled to bosonie background fields. Consider first the 
NS-NS fields. [n- the D = 10 rnembrane action ob
tained by direct dimensionaI reduction from D = 11. 
the NS-NS two-form potentiaI B eouples to the topo
logicaI current tijkakrp. In the duaI action this coupling 
eorresponds to the replacement of F by F - B. ThA 
eoupling to the D = JO spacetime metric is obvious 
so thls leaves the dilaton; to determine its coupling we 
recaIl (see e.g. [26]) that the D = 11 metric is 

dstl =e- J.ds2 + ef·drp2. (2.13 ) 

where ds2 is the string-frame D =JO metric.and '" is 
the dilaton. A repetition of the steps described above. 
but now for the purely boson ie theory and earrying 
aIong the dependence on the NS-NS-spacetime fields. 
leads (after a redefinition of the auxiliary metrie to 
the action 

d3S = -! J § e-· FY[yjgij 

I • "/ ]+ rY yi (F.j - Bij)(Fki- BkI) - I . (2.14) 

where now gij:::: aiX .. ajX·g.... The appearanee of F 
through the modified field strength F - B could a1so 

• As explained in detait in 140 I. it is nol necessary to speclfy 
!he transformation of !he meuie nj if uso is made of the '1.5 

order' fonnalism. 
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have been deduced simply by the replacement of the 
flat superspace two-form potential b in f: by its curved 
superspace counterpart. since setting the fermions to 
zero then yields precisely F - B. As for the RR fields. 
the coupling to the 3·form potential is of course the 
standard Lorentz coupling while the coupling to the I· 
form potential has interesting implications which will 
he discussed at the conclusion of this article. 

The above result. and the known form of the boson ic 
p-brane action in the absence of worldvolume gauge 
fields. suggests that the corresponding bosonic part of 
the worldvolume action ofthe Dirichlet super p-brane 
is 

S =-! Jd(p+I)( e-4> A[yigij 

+ h"y'/(Fij - Bij)(Ft / - Bkt> - (p - 1)] . 

(2.15 ) 

Since the vacuum expectation value of e4> is the string 
coupling constant À. it follows from this result that the 
p-brane tension is ~ À -I. as expected for D-branes. Of 
course. the steps leading to this result were particular 
to p = 2 but we shall shortly arrive at the same result 
for p = 4 via a different route. Although the action 
(2.15) is only guaranteed to be correct to quadratic 
order in F for p '" 2. this wiJl prove sufficient for 
present purposes. 

3. The D = 11 S·braDe as a supermembraoe 
D·brane 

Consider now the Dirichlet 4-brane. In this case its 
M-brane interpretation is as a double-dimensional re· 
duction ofthe D = 11 S-brane. The (partially) gauge
fixed field content of the latter consists [41,42] of 
the fields of the N =4 six-dimensional antisymmetric 
tensor muitipiet, i.e. 

{X" (a= 1. ... ,5) • A~ (i.J =0. 1•...• 5) ; 

X/U =I..... 4)} (3.1) 

where Xl are chiral symplectic-Majorana spi nors in 
the 4 of USp(4) ::' Spin(5}. and A+ is the two-form 
potential for a self-dual3-form field strength F = dA +. 

Because of the self-duality of F we cannot expect to 
find a worldvolume action (at least. not one quadratic 

in F). We might try to find an action that leads to all 
equations except the self-duality constraint which we 
can then just impose by hand, as advocated elsewhere 
in another context [43]. We shall adopt this strategy 
here, but it is important to appreciate an inherent diffi
culty in its present application. The problem is that the 
self-duality condition involves ametric and it is not 
c1ear which metric should be used. e.g. the induced 
metric or the auxiliary metric: the possibilities differ 
by higher order terms in F. Because of this ambiguity 
we should consider the action as determining only the 
lowest order. quadratic, terms in F. With this proviso. 
an obvious conjecture for the D = I1 S·brane action is 

S = -~ J<1"( A[yjaiXMajXN'7MN 

I "/ . _k ]+ ï Y y'm7 FijtF/mn - 4 • (3.2) 

where the fields XM • M = (0. I •...• 10), are maps 
from the worldvolume to the D = II Minkowski 
spacetime. This action has an obvious coupling to the 
bosonic fields (gMN, BMNP) of D = I I supergravity 7. 

The coupled action is 

S = -~ Jtf'( v'-r[ijg))') 

+ ~i/-yim-ykn (Fijt - Bijt) (Fi"", - B/mn ) -4] (3.3) 

where gUl) is the pullback of the I I-metric gMN and 
Bijk is the pull back of the 3·form potential B MNP . Up 
to quartic terms in Fij • and setting to zero the RR 
spacetime fields. the double dimensional reduction of 
(3.3) to D = 10 reproduces the action (2.15) with 
p = 4, as required for the M-brane interpretation of the 
Dirichlet 4-brane. In particular. the dilaton dependence 
is exactly as given in (2.15). 

The worldvolume vector of the D = 10 Dirichlet 
p-branes allows not only a coupling to the 2-form 
potential of string theory but also to the endpoints of 
an open string via a boundary action [2 I .22,44]. Let 
Xm(u, T) be the locus in spacetime of the string's 
worldsheet, with boundary at T = O. If this boundary 
lies in the worldvolume of a p-brane, then 

Xm(U,T)!r-O = Xm(((u}) , (3.4) 

7 Although consistcncy with tbc sclf-duality condition is now 
problematic . 
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where X" (§) is Ihe locus in spacetime ofthep-brane's 
worldvolume. lt is a1so convenienl 10 introduce Ihe 
conjugale momenla 10 Ihe worldsheet scalar fjelds at 
Ihe worldsheet boundary, 1Tm, defined by 

dX"(O'. T) I 
rr... (u) = v-gg,.,,(X(O'.T») -'_ _. 

(3.5) 

The D = 10 Lorentz covariant boundary action can 
lhen be written as 

Sh(string) 

df(O') ]= f dO' [ A,(§(O'»)~ + Xm (§(O'»)1Tm(O') .

(3.6) 

Similarly, Ihe worldvolume antisymmetric tensor 
A" of the D = II 5-brane allows not only a coupling to 
the 3-form potentialof D = II supergravity but a1so to 
the boundary of an open membrane. Let XM (0', p, T) 

be the locus in the D '" II spacetime of the mem
brane's worldvolume, with boundary at T = O. If this 
boundary lies in the woridvolume of a fivebrane, with 
coordinates §i. Ihen 

XM(U'P,T)lr.o = XM(§(O',p») , (3.7) 

where XM (§) is the locus in spacetime of the five
brane's worldvolume. Defining, as before, the conju
gate momenta 1TM to the membrane scalar fields at the 
membrane's boundary, we can write down the follow
ing natural generalization of (3.6): 

Sb ( membrane) 

=fdO'dp[AijW~: ~~ + X"(§)1TM] . (3.8) 

Moreover, the double-dimensional reduction of this 
membrane boundary action reproduces the string 
boundary action (3.6). This suggests that we inter
pret the D = II 5-brane as a Dirichlet-brane of an 
underlying open supermembrane. It seems possible 
that the dynarnics of the membrane boundary in the 
fivebrane's worldvolume might be describable by a 
six-dimensional superstring theory, which one would 
expect to have N = 2 (i.e. minimaI) six-dimensional 
supersymmetry (e.g. on the grounds that it is a 'brane 
wilhin a brane' (45». However, since the 3-form 

field strength 10 which this boundary string couples 
is self-dual. Ihis superstring Iheory would be, like Ihe 
supermembrane itself, intrinsically non-penurbative. 
The existence of such a new superstring theory was 
conjectured previously (34) in a rather different 
context. 

4. O·branes from 2·branes and 2·branes from 
O·branes. 

One of the properties expected of the D = II super
membrane theory or M-theory is that it have D = 1 1 
supergravity as its effective field theory. Various argu
ments for and against this have been given previously 
([23) contains a recent brief review). A funher argu
ment in favour of this idea is suggested by the recenl 
results of Witten conceming the effective action of n 
coincident Dirichlet p-branes [38). He has shown that 
the (partially gauge-fixed) effective action in this case 
is the reduction from D = \0 to (p + I) dimensions 
of the Ven) D =10 super Yang-Mills (YM) theory. 
Consider the O-brane case for which the super YM the
ory is one-dimensional i.e. a model of supersymmetric 
gauge quantum mechanics (SGQM). If the Q-branes 
condense at some point then the effective action will 
be the n - 00 limit of a Ven) SGQM. But this is 
just another description of the supermembrane! It is 
arnusing to note that the continuity of the spectrum of 
the quantum supermembrane (46), in the zero-width 
approximation appropriate to its D-brane description, 
might now be understood as a consequence of the zero· 
force condition between an infinite number of con
stituent O-branes. However, it is known that quantum 
string effects cause the D-brane to acquire a finite size 
core (47), consistent with its M-brane interpretation 
as a solution with an event horizon (26), and it was 
argued in (23) that this fact should cause the spectrum 
to be discrete. 

Actually, the supermembrane was usually stated as 
being equivalent to an SV ( 00) SGQM model [36,3 7), 
but the additional V( I) is needed to describe the dy
natnics of the centre of mass motion. Note that a V ( I ) 
SGQM is precisely the action for a Dirichlet Q-brane. 
This suggests that there might exist some c1assical 
c10sed membrane configuration for which the ground 
state, on quantization, could be identified with the 0
brane. For this to be possible it would be necessary 
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for the closed membrane to carry the RR charge as· 
sociated with the O-branes. We now explain how this 
can occur. 

From the D = 11 point of view the RR O-brane 
charge is just the KK charge, Le. the electric charge 
that coup les to the KK vector field, which we shalI 
here call B",. The coupling of Bm to the D = 10 mem
brane can be found by dimensional reduction from 
D = 11. To leading order this coupling has the stan
dard Noether form B",J"', where 

JIlI(X) = j d3ç Frlj8;xm8jq>810(x - XW). 

(4.1 ) 

is the KK current density. After dualization of the 
scalar field this becomes 

J"'(x) = jd3çe'Jk8;xmFjk8\O(X-X(ç»). (4.2) 

The 10lal KK charge is Q '= Jcfx:f>. Choosing the 
XC =ço gauge one readily sees that 

(4.3)Q= f F. 

i.e. lhe integral of the worldvolume 2-form field 
strenglh F over the closed membrane. 

Thus. a closed membrane can carry the O-brane RR 
charge as a type of magnetic charge associated with 
ilS worldvolume vector field, and its centre of mass 
motion is described by lhe O-brane U ( I) SQGM. This 
can he i merpreted as further evidence that the O-brane 
is included in the (non-perturbative) supermembrane 
spectrum. However. from the D = 11 point of view 
the O-brane is just a massless quantum of D = 11 su
pergravity and supersymmetry implies the existence 
of all massless quanta given any one of them. Thus, 
we have found a new argument that the spectrum of 
the D = I I supermembrane (or, perhaps, M-theory) 
should include the massless states of D = 11 super
gravity. 
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Chapter 3 


The eleven-dimensional superfivebrane 


According to the classification of [1] described in chapter 2, no Type IJ p-branes 
with p > 1 could exist. Moreover, the only brane allowed in D = 11 was p = 2. 
These conclusions were based on the assumption that the only fields propagating 
on the worldvolume were sc al ars and spinors, so that, after gauge fixing, they fall 
only into scalar supermultiplets, denoted by S on the brane scan of table 2.1 of 
chapter 2. Indeed, these were the only kappa symmetric actions known at the time. 
Using soliton arguments, however, it was pointed out in [2, 3] that both Type I I A 
and Type I I B superfivebranes exist after all. Moreover, the Type I I B theory 
also admits a self-dual superthreebrane [4]. The no-go theorem is circumvented 
because in addition to the superspace coordinates X Mand (jet there are also higher 
spin fields on the worldvolume: vectors or antisymmetric tensors. This raised the 
question: are there other super p-branes and if so, for what pand D? In [5] 
an attempt was made to answer this question by asking what new points on the 
brane scan are permitted by bose-fermi matching alone. Given that the gauge
fixed theories display worldvolume supersymmetry, and given that we rlOW wish to 
include the possibility of vector and antisymmetric tensor fields, it is a relatively 
straightforward exercise to repeat the bose-fermi matching conditions of chapter 2 
for vector and antisymmetric tensor supermultiplets. 

Let us begin with vector supermultiplets. Once again, we may proceed in one 
of two ways. First, given that a worldvolume vector has (d - 2) degrees of freedom, 
the scalar multiplet condition (2.5) gets replaced by 

1 1
D - 2 = - mn = - M N. (3.1)

2 4 

Alternatively, we may simply list all the vector supermultiplets in the cIassification 
of [6] and once again interpret D via (2.7). The results [5, 7] are shown by the 
points labelled V in table 2.l. 

Next we turn to antisymmetric tensor multipiets. In d = 6 there is a super
multiplet with a second rank tensor whose field strength is self-dual: (B;;.",)./, <p[IJ]), 
1= 1, ... ,4. This has chiral d = 6 supersymmetry. Since there are five scalars, we 
have D = 6 + 5 = 11. There is thus a new point on the scan corresponding to the 
D = 11 superfivebrane. One may decompose this (n+,n_) = (2,0) supermultiplet 
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under (n+, n_) = (1,0) into a tensor multiplet with one scalar and a hypermultiplet 
with four scalars. Truncating to just the tensor multiplet gives the zero modes of 
a fivebrane in D = 6 + 1 = 7. These two tensor IIlultiplets are shown by thc points 
labelled T in table 2.1. 

Two comments are now in order: 
1) The number of scalars in a vector supermultiplet is such that, from (2.7), 

D = 3,4,6 or 10 only, in accordance with [6]. 
2) Vector supermultiplets exist for all d :S 10 [6], as may be seen by dimen

sionally reducing the (n = 1, d = 10) Maxwell supermultiplet. However, in d = 2, 
vectors have no degrees of freedom and, in d = 3, vectors have only one degree 
of freedom and are dual to scalars. In this sense, therefore, these multipiets will 
already have been included as scalar multiplets in section chapter 2. There is con
sequently some arbitrariness in whether we count these as new points on the scan 
and in [5, 7] they were omitted. For example, it was recognized [5] that by dual
izing a vector into a scalar on the gauge-fixed d = 3 worldvolume of the Type I I A 
superrnembrane, one increases the number of worldvolurne scalars, i.e. transverse 
dimensions, from 7 to 8 and hence obtains the corresponding worldvolume act ion of 
the D = 11 supermembrane. Thus the D = 10 Type I I A theory contains a hidden 
D = 11 Lorentz invariance [5, 8, 9]' 

However, the whole subject of Type I I supermembranes underwent a major sea 
change in 1995 when Polchinski [10] realized that Type IJ super p-branes carrying 
Ramond-Ramond charges admit the interpretation of Dirichlet-branes that had 
been proposed earlier in 1989 [11]. These D-branes are surfaces of dimension p on 
which open strings can end. The Dirichlet p-brane is defined by Neumann boundary 
conditions in (p + 1) directions (the worldvolume itself) and Dirichlet boundary 
conditions in the remaining (D - p -1) transverse directions. In D = 10, they exist 
for even p = 0,2,4,6,8 in the Type IIA theory and odd p = -1,1,3,5,7,9 in the 
Type I I B theory, in complete correspondence with the points marked V on the 
brane scan of table 3. The fact that these points preserve one half of the spacetime 
supersymmetry and are described by dimensionally reducing the (n = 1, d = 10) 
Maxwell multiplet fits in perfectly with the D-brane picture. 

As we have said, the existence of the eleven-dimensional superfivebrane was 
first established by Gueven [12] who found it as a soliton solution of D = 11 
supergravity. In fact, he showed that it corresponds to the extreme limit of a 
black fivebrane, i.e. one exhibiting an event horizon. Black p-brane solutions of 
Type I I A and Type I I B supergravity had previously been found by Horowitz 
and Strominger [13], and it was subsequently shown that they preserve half thc 
spacetime supersymmetry in the extreme mass=charge limit [5]. 

In chapter 2 we learned from [14] that the mass per unit area of the membrane 
M3 is equal to its tension: 

Ma = Ta· (3.2) 

This elementary solution is a singular solution of the supergravity equations coupled 
to a supermembrane source and carries a Noether 'electric' charge 

1Q = M21 (*K4 + -21C3 A K 4 ) = V2K:llT3 (3.3) 
8 7V ~K:ll 
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where K:ll 2 is thc D = 11 gravitational constant. Hence the solution saturates 
the Bogomol'nyi bound y'2K:llM3 2: Q. This is a consequence of the preservation 
of half the supersymmetries which is also intimately linked with the worldvolume 
kappa symmetry. In this chapter, we learned from [12] that the mass per unit 
5-volume of the fivebrane M6 is equal to its tension: 

M6 = T6. (3.4) 

This solitonic solution is a non-singular solution of the source-free equations and 
carries a topological 'magnetic' charge 

p=_1 f _ In K (3.5)y'2K:ll J 4 4 - v2K:llT6 · 
S 

Hence the solution saturates the Bogomol'nyi bound y'2K:llM6 2: P. Once again, 
this is a consequence of the preservation of half the supersymmetries. These electric 
and magnetic charges obey a Dirac quantization rule [15, 16] 

QP = 211"n n = integer. (3.6) 

Or, in terms of the tensions [17, 18], 

2 
2K:ll T3T6 = 211"n. (3.7) 

This naturally suggests a D = 11 membranejfivebrane duality. Note that this 
reduces the three dimensionful parameters T3 , T6 and K:ll to two. Moreover, it was 
then shown [19, 20, 21] that they are not independent: the tension of the singly 
charged fivebranc is given by 

- 1 2 
T6 = 211"T3 . (3.8)

It was recognized in 1995 that membranejfivebrane duality will in general 
require gravitational Chern-Simons corrections arising from a sigma-model anomaly 
on the fivebrane worldvolume [19]. This in turn predicts a spacetime correction to 
the D = 11 supcrgravity action 

J 1 1 2 1 4 
Ill(Lorentz) = T3 C3 À (211")4 [-768 (trR ) + 192 trR ]. (3.9) 

Such a correction was also derived in a somewhat different way in [22, 23]. By 
the simultaneous dimensional reduction described in chapter 2, it translates into 
a corresponding prediction for the Type IIA string [24]. In both cases, super
symmetry also requires corrections to the Einstein action quartic in the curvature 
[25-28], as described in the paper by Green, Gutperle and Vanhove. These permit 
yet more consistency checks on the assumed dualities between JI;!-theory in elcven 
dimensions and string theories in ten. Although in the D = 10 Type IIA the
ory they correspond to one string loop effects, it is important to emphasize that 
in D = 11 these corrections are intrinsically M-theoretic with no counterpart in 
ordinary D = 11 supergravity. It is perfectly true that the same invariants appear 
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as one-Ioop supergravity counterterms [26, 28]. Their coefficient is either cubicaUy 
divergent or zero according as one uses a regularization scheme with or without 
a dimensionful parameter. However, in 1\1-theory their coefficient is finite and is 
proportional to the membrane tension, as befits intrinsicaUy braney effects. Since 
this tension behaves as a fractional power of Newton's constant T3 "-' ",-2/3. these 
corrections could never be generated in perturbative D = 11 supergravity. Finding 
out what process in Al-theory, which when doubly dimensionaUy reduced on SI, 
yields a string one-Ioop amplitude, may weU throw a good deal of light on what 
M -theory really is! 

Having obtained the plane wave, supermembrane, Kalmm-Klein mono- pole 
and the superfivebrane in eleven dimensions, a bewildering array of other solitonic 
p-branes may be obtained by vertical and diagonal dimensional reduction [7, 29, 30]. 
(An important exception is the D = 10 Type I I A eightbrane [31] which corresponds 
to a solntion of the massive Type I I A supergravity of Romans [32]. There is as yet 
no satisfactory D = 11 origin for either the eightbrane or the massive snpergravity.) 
In particular, when wrapped around K3 which admits 19 self-dual and 3 anti-sclf
dnal 2-forms, the d = 6 worldvolume fields of the D = 11 fivebrane reduce to the 
d = 2 worldsheet fields of the D = 7 heterotic string [33, 34]. As a consistency 
check, one reproduces both the Yang--Mills and Lorent/': corrections to the Bianchi 
identity of the D = 7 heterotic string, starting from the Bianchi identity of the 
D = 11 fivebrane [19]. If we replace K3 by T 4 , we obtain the worldsheet fields 
of the D = 7 Type I I A string. An important consequence of this will be the 
cleven-dimensional origin of string/string duality described in chapter 6. 

A covariant kappa-symmetrie action and/or field equations for the superfive
brane was not achieved until after similar actions for the Type I I p-branes, spurred 
on by their interpretation as D-branes, were written down. Three groups were res
ponsible for the covariant M-theory superfivebrane [35-37] while a non-covariant 
formulation was given by [39]; we have sclected [38], which gives a more detailed 
account of the superembedding approach, as a representative. The superfivebrane 
was, in fact, already implicit in [40] where super p-branes were derived by embed
ding the worldvolume superspace into the spacetime superspace. Having obtained 
the covariant fivebrane action, it was then possible to verify explicitly that it yiclds 
the heterotic string action when wrapped around K3 [41]. 
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Various classes ofextended black hole solutlons ofD= 11 supersravity theory are presented. It IS shown that D.. 11 supersravity 
admits a c1ass of"electric" black p-brane solutions for p= 2. 4. 6 and a "magoeIIc" type ofblack five·brane solulion. Each of these 
solulions is characterized by a mass and a charge parameter. The only supersymmetnc members of these famIlies are the extreme 
cases where Bogomol'nyi type of bounds are saturated by the parameters. The extreme cases also allow mulli·source generaliza. 
lIons. Upon double dimensional reducllon these families Jive rise to two new solulions ofType UA Slnng theory and one of these 
is a black five-brane. 

The studies of the string theory solitons and black 
holes have recently revealed certain interesting fea
tures. One of these is the fact that ten-dimensional, 
effective string theories admit black p-brane solu
tions [1.2]. These solutions have the structure of a 
p-dimensional extended object surrounded by an 
event horizon and approach the Minkowski space
time at spatial infinity. Tbey are characterized by two 
parameters which may be interpreted as the mass per 
unit p-volume and the charge of the object. The ex
treme members of these extended black holes, which 
are obtained when the mass and the charge saturate 
a Bogomol'nyi type of bound, are particularly inter
esting as they contain the fundamental string solu
tion [3,4] and the elementary five-brane [5,6] as 
special cases. At least one of these extreme cases is 
expected to have no higher-order corrections in string 
theory [7] and there are indications that the "brane
scan.. of the known p-brane actions [8-10] can be 
generalized to include new, supersymmetric ex
tended objects [2,11]. 

In this paper we wish to study the black p-branes in 
the framework. ofD= 11 supergravity theory. Whereas 
strings are described by ten-dimensional actions, su
permembranes couple to D= II supergravity theory 
[9] and it is known that D= 11 supergravity has fun
damental multi-membrane solutions [12]. U pon 
double dimensional reduction [13] these mem
branes go over to the string solution ofrefs. [3,4]. 

Since the inverse route. the double dimensional oxi
dation [14]. can be used to associate with each Type 
!IA string theory solution a solution of D= 11 super
gravity. one may expect that D= 11 supergravityad
mits black membrane solutions whose extremal 
member is the fundamental membrane. Although 
double dimensional oxidation need not respect the 
singularity structure and the asymptotic behavior that 
is appropriate for a black hole, we shall see that this 
expectation is indeed fulfilled. Moreover. we shall see 
that D= 11 supergravity possesses a class of "elec
tric" black p-branes for p=2. 4. 6 and a "magnetic" 
type of black five-brane and these are all character
ized by the charge and the mass parameters. The only 
supersymmetric members of these solutions turn out 
to be the extreme cases where Bogomol'nyi type of 
bounds are saturated by the parameters. Tbe extreme 
cases also permit multi-source generalizations. Un
der double dimensional reduction, these families give 
rise to two new solutions of Type nA string theory 
and one of these is a black five-brane. 

Af ter neglecting the fermionic degrees of freedom, 
the field variables ofD= 11 supergravity may be taken 
to be the metric gMN and the four-form field t KL"'''' 
and these are governed by the field equations [ 15] 

RMN =!(tKU..,tKLPN- tzgMNtKLPQtKLPQ) , 
(I) 

df'=o, d-t+iPAP=O. (2) 

0370-2693/92/$ 05.oo@ 1992 Elsevler Science Publishers B.V. All righlS reserved. 
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where RM" is the Ricci tensor. f =l f KLMN dXK 
1\ 

dXL 
1\ dXM 

1\ dXN and 0 denotes the D= 11 Hodge 
dual. We use the conventions where the signature of 
g.",. is - 9 and the Levi-Civita tensor Ê<BC..JK has the 
component ÊOl23456'8910 = I in the tangent space. The 
Ricci tensor is defined as RMN =RK MNK, whereRKLMN 

is the Riemann tensor. The hats are used to distin
guish the D= 11 objects from the lower-dimensional 
objects that we shall encounter. 

For black p.branes the D= 11 metric is taken to be 
ofthe warped product form 

dS'=ds 2 _e2Bó" dx' dx', (3) 

where I. j =I, 2...., pand the (I I - P)-dimensional 
metric 

ds'=e2. dl 2 _e2,,-2. dr'_R2 ~_p (4) 

is itself a warped product of a two-dimensional met
ric and the metric dS/Lp of a (9-p)-dimensional 
unit sphere S9-p. Here the metric functions tIJ, VI. R, 
Bare assumed to depend only on the radial coordi
nate r. In order to obtain the D= I1 Minkowski 
spacetime as a limit. one imposes the boundary con
ditions tIJ~O. VI~O. B~O andR~r as r~oo, Even un
der more general conditions. the ADM mass of such 
solutions may be defined as [16] 

Af= 3 f (Dhga, -Dag/><) gac du h 
• (5) 

ar 

where gah is the D= 10 spatial metric on the t=const. 
hypersurfaces r; gah is the reference spatial metric 
obtained from the limiting spacetime and Da denotes 
the covariant differentiation with respect to gab' The 
integration in (5) is to be performed at the r~ 00 

boundary ar ofr with the surface element du h
, 

In the solutions of interest a second conserved 
quantJty is to he fumished by the four-form field t. 
The standard conserved quantity associated with t is 
the Page charge [ I 7] 

Q.= J(.f+iÁ,.J). (6) 

where A is the potential three-form: t = cii In anal
ogy with the D=4 Einstein-Maxwell theory. (6) can 
be vlewed as an "electric" type of charge. Non-zero 
"magneIIc" charges 

Qm= Jf, (7) 

on the other hand. can occur in the cases where t is 
c10sed but not g10bally exact. Clearly, there is an 
asymmetry in the definition of these two charges and 
this reflects the fact th at a dual formulation of D =11 
supergravity theory is not availabJe [ 18]. Due to this 
property and in contrast tO the string theory exam
pies, magnetic solutions of the D= \1 supergravity 
cannot be obtained from the electric ones by duality 
rotations. 

t can easily anchor a non-zero Q. or Qm on the 
metrics of the form (3) when one notes that the last 
Betti numhers of S9-p are non-zero for all p< 9. Let 
f9_p be the volume (9-p)-form of S9-p and let 
V _ 9 p =jE9_ ' P Since t is a four-form . • t is a seven
form and it is natura I to try either 

.t=q.f, (8) 

or 

f=qm f •• (9) 

where q•• qm are constants. In each of these two cases 
the four-form field equations (2) are satisfied with
out putting any restrictions on the metric functions, 
If the meuic can be fixed by sol ving the Einstem 
equations (\),(8) and (9) will correspond to the 
solutions that have the respective charges Q. = q. 11, 
and Qm=qmV" Clearly, (8) implies thatp=2, which 
is the case of membranes, whereas (9) requires the 
extended object to be a five-brane. 

In order to take into account other possible values 
ofP. one should. of course. assign more general forms 
to t. For the electric case this can be achieved by 
letting 

.f=q.f9_p 1\ 'J. ( 10) 

where J = jJ,k dx' 1\ dx Á is a certain two-form on the 
p-dimensional euclidean space EP that appears as one 
ofthe factors in the warped product (3). The symbol 
• denotes the Hodge dual on EP. Taking the D= 11 
dual of (10) shows that t is always of the form 
t= (.F) AJ and satisfies tA t=O. Here F=q,fo_ p 

and • F is a closed two-form on the ( 1\ - p )-dimen
sional subspace which has the metric (4) and the dual 
'. Due to these properties. the field equations (2) 
reduce to 
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dJ=û. d_J=û. (11) 

according to which J can be any two-form that is both 
c10sed and co-c1osed on P. Formally, (I û) applies 
for every p in the range û ~ p~ 9 but Q. = 0 unless 
p ~ 2. Since the black hole metrics cannot have a non
zero spherical section for p> 7. the really interesting 
interval is2",p",7. Atp=2, 'J= 1and (10) reduces 
to (8). When p> 2. it follows from 

Q,=q.V9-pföJ (12) 

that q, V9 _ p can be interpreted as the charge per unit 
(p- 2 )-volume ofthe extended object. 

Considering next the Einstein equations (I ). one 
finds th at not every p in the range 2 ",p~ 7 is admis
sible; (3) and ( I û) are compatible only if p is even 
and J is the Kähler form on P: 

J"J'k= _';;. (13) 

When these conditions are met, the Einstein equa
tions become 

(R 9-. e2--,,+pBrp')' 

=p.i.q;RP-9 e,,+(4-p)B (14) 

(R 9 -. e2.-,,+pB B')' 

= (6-p)' ,bsq;RP-9 e,,+(4- p)B, (15) 

(Rs-P e2.-,,+pB R')' + (p-8 )R'-P e,,+pB 

= _po ,bsq; RP-9 e,,+(4-p)8 (16) 

p e- 8 (e8 -" B')' + (9-p)R -I (e-"R')' 

=0, (17) 

where prime denotes differentiation with respect to , 
and p takes on the values 2, 4 and 6. 

Similarly, one may seek a generalization of the 
magnetic case by incorporating the lower-dimen
sional spheres into (9). Suppose Wp _, is a (p-5)
form which is c10sed and co-dosed on EP for 5 ~ p ~ 7. 
Then it can be checked that 

F=qmE9_p" Wp_', (18) 

satisfies the four-form field equations (2) for each p 
in this range. The Einstein equations, however, turn 
out to be much more restrictive and the only consis
tent case occurs at p= 5. This brings us back to (9). 
For the tive-branes the Einstein equations require that 

(R 4 e 2_-,,+'B rp' )' = r.q;"'R -< e,,+SB. ( 19) 

(R 4e1--,,+'8B')'=r.q;"'R- 4 e,,+S8. (20) 

(R J e"--,,+'8 R' )' _ 3R" e,,+'B 

=_f;q;"'R-<e,,+SB. (21) 

5e- B(eB-"B')'+4R-'(e-"R')'=û. (n) 

These equations reduce to the p= 5 case of ( 14 )-( 17) 
when q. = qm =0 but if the sou ree terms are present. 
this eorrespondence c1early breaks down. The equa
tions for p= 2 and p= 5 exhibit a duality in the sense 
th at these are the only two cases which allow solu
tions obeying 4>= B for non-zero q, and qm' 

To display the black p-brane solutions of these 
equations in a convenient form let us define. for each 
p. the radial funetions 

J. =1- ('! /r)8- p 
, cm 

where '+, r_ are constants and r+ >, _. Then the 
D= 1I metric 

dS2=,1+,1,!-lJiJ dt 2 

_,1'!-2)(P-6)/6J8-Pl[J;'J: 1 d,2+r2 dm_.] 

_,1'.6- p )/6 (dxI + ... +dx;) , (24) 

together with the dual of (10), 

F= ..3....9 ' dl "d,,,J. (25), -p 

constitute the solution for the electric p-branes if p= 1. 
4, 6 and the constants satisfy 

2 

,s-p,S-p= (_q_,_) (26) 
+ - 3(8-p) 

The magnetic five-brane solution. on the ot her hand. 
is obtained by choosing p= 5 in (23) and letting 

dS 2=,1+,1: 2iJ dt 2-,1;IJ: 1 d,2_r2~ 

_,1~J (dxI + ... +dx;) . (27) 

In this case Fis given by (9) and the constants obey 

r;',~ =<!qm)2 . (28) 

When the ADM masses of these solutions are cal
culated according to (5), one finds that,+ > r- is suf
ticient to guarantee the positivity of the mass for all 
even p. When p= 5 one must also require r+ > 0 in 
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order 10 gel a positive mass in Ihe r _ =0 limit. Lel 
fJ. V9_p be Ihe mass per unil p-volume of Ihe objecl: 
fJ.V9_p=M/vp where vp is Ihe p-volume. Then for the 
eleclric p-branes 

fJ.=2Ir~-3r:. p=2. (29) 

fJ.=15r~-llr~. p=4. (30) 

fJ.=9(r~+r:'). p=6. (31 ) 

and for the magnetic five-brane solution 

fJ.=12r~ -3r~. (32) 

Since (26) and (28) also hold. it follows Ihat the fol
lowing Bogomol'nyi type of inequalities are satisfied 
by the mass and the charge parameIers: 

f.,l2';!;q; , p=2. (33) 

fJ.2~(1qe)2. p=4. (34) 

fJ.'~ (3qe)'. p=6, (35) 

J.l.2~q~ • p=5. (36) 

When r... = r_ Ihese become Slrict equalities and one 
oblains the eXlreme solutions. 

In Ihe generic case, r ... > r _. each of the solulions 
considered so far has the slruclure of an exlended 
black hole whose evenl horizon is localed al r= r .... 
The singularilY al r=r+, which is manifesl in (24) 
and (27). is jusl a coordinale singularilY; each solu
tion can easily be eXlended over Ihis surface. Hence 
r= r ... is always a regular evenl horizon. In Ihe generic 
case anolher surface of inlereSI occurs at r= r _ a'ld 
depending on P. Ih is is ei Ih er an inner horizon or a 
singular surface which is hidden behind the horizon. 
For Ihe black six-branes, Ihe spacelime is Ihe global 
producl of Ihe D= 5 Reissner-Nordström manifold 
wilh Eb and r= r_ is a regular inner horizon. For olher 
black p-branes r= r _ is a singular surface Ihallies be
hind the horizon. In Ihe exlreme cases. these two sur
faces coalesce and become regular even I horizons un
less p= 4. The exlreme four-brane metric appears 10 

be singular al r= r_ . 
Under a simultaneous dimensional reduction ofthe 

spacetime and Ihe world-volumes Ihese solutions go 
over to Ihe black (p-I )-brane Solulions oflhe Type 
lIA superslring Iheory. After labelling Ihe D= 11 co
ordinates as XM=(X .... xP). Ihe reduction can be 

achieved Ihrough a ten-one split of the fields. The 
D= II meIric Ih en gives rise 10 a D= 10 meIric g,,, s 
and a dilaton field 1(1 according to the relations [ 13] 

gM' N = e2~iJ gM N. e'~iJ = - gpp . (37) 

The potential three-form Ä. on the other hand. re
duces 10 two distincl D= 10 pOIentiais 

BL M' =ÄL Mp. AL MN =ÄL M N (38) 

By choosing an appropriate Kähler form on EP one 
can check Ihal Ihe p=2 case of (24 ) reduces 10 a black 
string solulion ofref. [2], Forthe remaining two cases 
of (24) both BLM' and ÄL M,.... turn out to be non
trivial and consequently. these give rise 10 new D= 10 
solutions. The reduction of (27) is a known black 
four-brane solution of the Type HA string theory [2]. 

Let us next consider the supersymmetry of these 
solutions. In order to maintain supersymmetry in Ihe 
bosonic sector of D= I1 supergravity, the spacetime 
must admit Killing spinors which satisfy 

DMi+ ,!.i(tNOPQM-8t°/'QóZ.)Ê'.~oPQi=0. 
(39) 

where i is a Majorana spinor. DM is the spinor co
variant derivative and t O/'Q, t NO/'Q denote the anti
symmetrized produets of the D= 11 Dirac matrices. 
On the above black p-brane backgrounds we have 
verified that (39) is integrable only if r ... = r_. There
fore, only the eXlreme black p-brane solulions are 
supersymmelric. 

The exlreme solutions nOl only adrnil Killing spi
nors bUI also allow generalizalions to black multi-p
brane configurations. In conslljDcting Ihese generali
zations il is convenient 10 inlroduce. in addilion to 
P. a second euclidean space E'o-p of dimension 
10-p. Lel y= tv a 

), a= 1.2, .... 10-p. be Ihe carte
sian coordinales on E ,o-p. Similarly. Iel the coordi
nates x' of EP be represenled as x and suppose dOls 
denole the slandard euclidean inner products. Con
sider. in th is notation. the fields 

ctS'= U-piJ dl' 

- UPl6 dy-dy- U(p-6116 d;r.d;r. (40) 

1=3L'-' dl "dl.'"l. (41 ) 

where U= Utv«) is a smooth. positive function on 
E ,O-p and p takes again the values p= 2.4.6. If (40) 
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and (41) are substituted in (I) and (2), all field 
equations reduce to 

ilU=O, (42) 

where il is the Laplace operator on Elo-p. Hence each 
solution of the Laplace equation (42) gives rise to a 
solution of the D= 1I supergravity theory. For the 
present problem the relevant solution is 

K 

U= 1+ L a,Rf-8, (43) 
I-I 

where RI= Iy-Yti and a" YI are constants. With this 
choice (40) and (41 ) describe the static equilibrium 
of K extreme black p-branes (p= 2, 6) which are po
sitioned at Y=YI in the background space Elo-p. The 
mass and the electric charge of the tth hole of this 
configuration are both given in terms of al. Masses 
are positive ifal>O. In the panicularcasep=2, (40), 
(41 ) and (43) reduce to the multi-membrane solu
tions of ref. (12 J. All the extreme cases of (24) are 
obtained by setting K = I in (43) and changing the 
radial coordinate as R~-P = ,8-p -,',.-p. 

For these electric multi-p-branes let us choose the 
onhonormal basis one-forms as 

wO= U- p 16 dt, (44) 

w"= Up/12 dy", (45) 

W'= U(P-61/12 d,x' . (46) 

[n this frame the Killing spinor equation can be read
ily integrated. Suppose ~ is a D= 11 Majorana spinor 
which has constant entries in the above frame. In the 
U= I, Minkowski spacetime limit ~ is c1early a 
Killing spinor. When au/ay" i> °one can check that 

i =U-P!I2~, (47) 

where ~, subject to p algebraic conditions 

fA= i/'OJI.rk~ , (48) 

is the genera! form ofthe Killing spinor in the electric 
case. The presence of the algebraic conditions means 
that the supersymmetry of the Minkowski spacetime 
is panially broken in the above backgrounds. In a 
Majorana representation of the Dirac matrices (48) 
annihilates the 16,24 and 28 ofthe 32 independent, 
real entries of ~ when p takes on the respective values 
p= 2, 4 and 6. Hence, in this sen se, only the !. i and 

, ofthe Minkowski supersymmetry survlVes for p= 2. 
4.6. 

The solution which describes the equilibrium con
figuration of K magnetic, black five-branes can be 
written as 

<ti': U-IIJ(dtZ_dx'dx) - ('ZIJ drdy, (49) 

F=+3(*dU) , (50) 

where U is the p""' 5 case of (43) and *is the Hooge 
dual on E' (y"). [n this solution al can be interpreted 
as the magnetic charge parameters of the black holes 
and the K =I specialization gives the extreme mem
ber of (27). If one refers the spi nors to the frame 

wO= Ui mll6 dt, (51 ) 

W'= U-1I6 d,xl , (52) 

w"= UIIJ dy", (53) 

then the Killing spinors of the magnetic multi-holes 
have the form 

Ê= U-1I12~. (54) 

Once again, the constant spinor ~ tums out to be not 
completely arbitrary unless U is constant. Assuming 
that au/ay" i> 0, (39) implies 

~= ±i/'lfzfJf4t,~, (55) 

where tl ...f, refer to the E' (ya) pan of the frame 
that isgiven by (53). As a consequence of (55) half 
of the entries of ~ vanish in the Majorana represen
tation. The number of the surviving supersymmetry 
parameters is therefore the same for the extreme 
membranes and the five-branes. Another propeny 
shared by the p= 2 and p= 5 extreme solutions is the 
presence of an enlarged symmetry group which in
c1udes the boosts in the Xl directions. Notice that, un
less I/J=B, the metric (3) gives rise to solutions that 
are invariant under RxSO(IO-p)xE(p) where 
E(p) is the p-dimensional euclidean group. When 
I/J= 8 one gets precisely the p= 2 and p= 5 extreme 
solutions and the symmetry group extends to 
SOf 10-p) xP(p) where pep) is the p-dimensional 
Poincaré group. The p=2 and p=5 multi-hole met
rics are also invariant under SOl IO-p) X pep)· 

It is weil known that (43) satisfies (42) every
where except at Y""'YI where one encounters delta 
function singularities. The Y=YI singularities are, 

http:i/'OJI.rk
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however. of no consequence to the field equations and 
the spacetime geometry uniess p== 4. Ifone uses (44)
(46) as a basis. the orthonormal frame components 
of(l) and (2) allreduceto V- 1P + 6 \/6 6.U=O. Wh en 
one refers (I) and (2) to the basis (51 )-( 53). the 
field equations for the magnetic case become 
('-'13 6('=0. In each of these bases the field equa
tions are satisfied at y=y,. The chosen vielbeins are. 
of course. singular at y==y, but. provided po# 4. this 
can also be remedied. The important point is that thc 
coordinates used in (40) and (49) break down when 
l." encounters a zero or a singularity. The solutions. 
however. can be extended smoothly over y=y, by 
changing the coordinates. One can check in this way 
that y=y, are regular event horizons ofthe black holes 
if p=2. 5. 6. The exceptional case is p=4 where thc 
singularities at y ",y, deserve further study. 

Let us return to the single black hole configurations 
and consider the uncharged solutions. It is obvious 
that (24) and (27) both reduce to two distinct fam
ilies ofvacuum solutions when q.=qm=O. The fam
ilies obtained by setting r+ =0 have negative masses 
and do not describe black holes. The r_=0 families 
are the g10bal products of the (11 - P)-dimensional 
Schwarzschild solutions with P. In the black p-branes 
with a Schwarzschild factor p need nOl be restricted 
to the above values; for each p in the range O.;;P';; 7 
there is avalid vacuum solution. There is in fact a 
thlrd family ofvacuum solutions where the metric is 

dS'=J,-'-P)/(I+PI dl'-J: dr'-r' d~_p' 

-J~(P+ 11 dx.dx. (56) 

and O.;;P';; 9. At p= 2 the third family coalesces with 
the r+ =0 specialization of (24) and p=O corre
sponds to the D= II Schwarzschild solution. Assum
ing that r_ > O. the metric ( 56 ) gives rise to a posltive 
mass only ifp=O. 1,7. The p= I memberofthis fam
ily has another interesting aspect: the spacellme is the 
product ofthe D= 10 eudidean Schwarzschild man
ifold with the realline and thc string eXlends over the 
euclidean Schwarzschild urne. None of the vacuum 
solutions is supersymmetric. 

50 far we have examined the solutions which ap
proach the Minkowski spacetime at spatial infinity. 
Let us finally note that there are charged black hole 
solutions ofD= II supergravity theory which display 
a dlfferenl asymptotic behavior but share certain in

teresting features with the above families. The D=4 
Einstein-Maxwell theory can be consistently embed
ded Îll D= 11 supergravity (19) and remarkably. the 
D= 4 Reissner-Nordström family gives rise to a c1ass 
of D= 11 black hole solutions through this embed
ding. The resulting spacetimesare ofthe form M, xP 
where M, is a U ( 1 ) bundie overthe D= 4 spacetime 
and Tb is the flat si x-torus. The T6 factors of these 
solutions can be replaced with P without any pen
alty. It was described in ref. (20) how the bosonic 
sector of the D= 11 supermembrane theory picks. 
among these black holes, only the supersymmetric. 
extreme Reissner-Nordström sol ut ion . Preëisely Ihe 
same situation is encountered also in the above black 
membrane family. Let us take the p= 2 case of (24 ) 
and (25) as supermembrane background fields and 
label the membrane coordinates as (r. p. a). Then it 
can be verified that 

I=r. x,=p. x,=a. 

K" = Xó' for KW 0# I. x,. x, . ( 57) 

where X,\' are constants, is a solution of the super
membrane field equations of ref. (9) only if r+ = r_. 
The supermembrane theory therefore picks once 
again the extremal member. The D= 3 metric in
duced on the membrane. in the extreme case. is 

dsj =J>:J(dr' -<lp' -da') (58) 

and while the spacetime geometry is regular. the 
membrane metric is singular at the horizon. This su
permembrane solution is known to have the fer
mionic K-symmetry [ 12). 

Another solution of the supermembrane field 
equations which exists only on the generic p= 2 cases 
of (24). (25) and which resides only in the region 
r_ < r< r+ can also be constructed easily but Ihis lIme 
the K-symmetry is not available. 
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Abstract 

Membrane/fivcbrane duality in D == II implies Type HA string/Type UA fivebrane duality in 
D == 10, which in turn implies Type HA string/heterotic string duality in D '" 6. To test the 
conjecture, we reproduce the corrections to the 3-form field equations of the D '" 10 Type UA 
string (a mixture of tree-level and one-Ioop effects ) starting from the Chem-Simons corrections 
to thc 7-form Bianchi identities of the D == 11 fivebrane (a purely tree-level effect). K3 com
pactification of the latter then yields the familiar gauge and Lorentz Chem-Simons corrections 
to 3-form Bianchi identities of the heterotic string. We note that the absence of a dilaton in thc 
D == 11 theory allows us to fix both the gravitational constant and the fivebrane tension in tcrms 
of the membranc tension. We also comment on an apparent conflict between fundamental and 
so!itonic heterotic strings and on the puzzle of a fi vebrane origin of S-duality. 

1. Introduction 

With the arrival of the 1984 superstring revoJution II J, eleven-dimensional KaJuza

Klcin supergravity [21 feil out of favor, where it more or less remained until the reccnt 

observation by Witten [3] that D ::: 11 supergravity corresponds to the strong coupling 

limit of the D '" I 0 Type HA supcrstring, coupled with the reaJization that there is a 
web of interconnections between Type UA and all the other known superstrings: Typc 

IIB, heterotic Es x Es, heterotic SO(32) and open SO(32). In particular, string/string 

duality [4-10] implies that the D '" 10 heterotic string compactiftcd to D '" 6 on T4 is 
dual to the D = 10 Type HA string compactified to D ::: 6 on K3 [11). Moreover, this 

* Research supported in part by NSF Grant PHY-9411543. 
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automatically accounts for the conjectured strong/weak coupling S-duality in D =4, N = 

4 supersymmetric theories, since S-duality for one string is just target-space T-duality 
for the other [8]. In this paper we find further evidence for an eleven-dimensional origin 
of string/ string duality and hence for S-duality. 

D = 10 string/fivebrane duality and D = 6 string/string duality can interchange 
the roles of space-time and worldsheet loop expansions [4]. For example, tree-level 
Chern-Simons corrections to the Bianchi identities in one theory may become one-Ioop 
Green-Schwarz corrections to the field equations in the other. In a series of papers 
[4,7,12-17], it has been argued that this provides a useful way of putting various 
duality conjectures to the test. In particular, we can compare quantum space-time effects 
in string theory with the a-model anomalies for the dual p-branes [18-22] even though 
we do not yet know how to quantize the p-branes! This is the method we shall employ 
in the present paper. We reproduce the corrections to the 3-form field equations of the 
D = 10 Type UA string (a mixture of tree-level and one-loop effects ) starting from 
the Chern-Simons corrections to the 7-form K7 = *K4 Bianchi identities of the D = 11 
fivebrane (a purely tree-level effect): 

- I 2 4 -, dK7 = -ïK4 + (277-) f3 Xg , (1.1 ) 

where the fivebrane tension is given by 16 = 1/(27T)3[3' and where the 8-form polyno
mial ..tg describes the d =6 a-model Lorentz anomaly of the D =11 fivebrane: 

- 1 [1 2 2 1 ",,]Xs =-- --(trR) + -tTlC . ( 1.2) 
(27T)4 768 192 

K3 compactification of ( 1.1) then yields the familiar gauge and Lorentz Chem-Simons 
corrections to 3-form Bianchi identities of the heterotic string: 

dfI3 = !ä'(trF2 
- trR2

) . ( 1.3) 

The present paper thus provides evidence not only for the importance of el even 
dimensions in string theory but also (in contrast to Witten's paper) for the importance 
of supersymmetrie extended objects with d = P + 1 > 2 worldvolume dimensions: the 
super p-branes I . 

2. Ten to eleven: it is not too late 

In fact it should have come a<; no surprise that string theory makes use of eleven 
dimensions, as there were already tantalizing hints in this direction: 

(i) In 1986, it was pointed out [25] that D = 11 supergravity compactified on 
K3 x p-3 [26] and the D = 10 heterotic string compactified on P [27,28] have the 
same moduli spaccs of vacua, namely 

M = SO(l6+n,n) (2.1 )
SO(l6 + n) x SO(n) 

1 Super p-branes are reviewed in Refs. 123,24,91. 
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It was subsequently confinned [29,30], in the context of the D ::: 10 Type UA theory 
compactified on K3 x Tn

- , 

(ii) In 1987 the D::: 11 supennembrane was discovered [31,32]. It was then pointed 
out [33] that the (d ::: 2, D ::: 10) Green-Schwarz action of the Type UA superstring 
follows by simultaneous worldvolume/ space-time dimensional reduction of the (d ::: 

3, D =11) Green-Schwarz action of the supennembrane. 
(iii) In 1990, based on considerations of this D =11 supennembrane which treats the 

dilaton and moduli fields on the same footing, it was conjectured [34,35] that discrete 
subgroups of all the old non-compact global symmetries of compactified supergravity 
[36-39] (e.g. SL(2,lR), 0(22,6), 0(24,8), E7 , Es, E9, EIO) should be promoted to 
duality symmetries of either heterotic or Type Usuperstrings. Tbe case for a target space 
O( 22,6; Z) (T-duality) had already been made, of course [40]. Stronger evidence 
for a strong/wcak coupling SL(2, Z) (S-duality) in string theory was subsequently 
provided in [5,9,41-51]. Stronger evidence for their combination into an 0(24,8;Z) 
duality in heterotic strings was provided in [50,10,52,53] and stronger evidence for 
their combination into a discrete E7 in Type U strings was provided in [11], where it 
was dubbed U-duality. 

(iv) In 1991, the supennembrane was recovered as an elementary solution of D =11 
supergravity which preserves half of the space-time supersymmetry [54]. (Elementary 

solutions are singular and carry a Noether "electric" charge, in contrast to solitons which 
are non-singular solutions of the source-free equations and carry a topological "mag
netic" charge.) The preservation of half the supersymmetries is intimately linked with 
the worldvolume kappa symmetry. It followed by the same simultaneous dimensional 
reduction in (ii) above that the elementary Type HA string could be recovered as a 
solution of Type UA supergravity. By truncation, one then obtains the N ::: 1, D = 10 
elementary string [55]. 

(v) In 1991, the elementary superfivebrane was recovered as a solution of the dual 
formulation of N = 1, D = 10 supergravity which preserves half of the space-time su
persymmetry [56]. It was then reinterpreted [57,58] as a non-singular soliton solution 
of the usual fonnulation. Moreover, it was pointed out that it also provides a solution 
of both the Type UA and Type BB field equations preserving half of the space-time 
supersymmetry and therefore that there exist both Type UA and Type UB superfive
branes. This naturally suggested a Type U string/fivebrane duality in analogy with 
the earlier heterotic string/fivebrane duality conjecture [23,59]. Although no Green
Schwarz action for the d =6 worldvolumes is known, consideration of the soli ton zero 
modes means that the gauged fixed actions must be described by a chiral antisymmetric 
tensor multiplet (B;;.", A', f/JI/JI) in the case of UA and a non-chiral 'lector multiplet 
(BJl.,X',A'j,ç) inthecaseofIIB l57,58]. 

(vi) Also in 1991. black p-brane solutions of D =10 superstrings were found [60] 
for d = 1 (IIA only), d ::: 2 (Heterotic, IIA and IIB), d ::: 3 (IIA only), d ::: 4 
(IIB only) d ::: 5 (IIA only), d ::: 6 (Heterotic, IIA and IIB) and d =7 (UA only). 
Moreover, in the extreme mass-equals-charge limit, they each preserve half of the space
time supersymmetry [61]. Hence there exist aIl the corresponding super p-branes, giving 

4 that this equivalence holds globally as weil as locally. 
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rise to D = 10 particJe/sixbrane, membrane/fourbrane and self-dual threebrane duality 
conjectures in addition to the existing string/fivebrane conjectures. The soliton zero 
modes are described by the supermultiplets listed in Table 1. Note that in contrast 
to the fivebranes, both Type UA and Type UB string worldsheet supermultiplets are 
non-chiraI 2 • As such, they follow from T4 compactification of the Type UA fivebrane 
worldvolume supermultiplets. 

(vii) In 1992, a fivebrane was discovered as a soliton of D = 11 supergravity 
preserving half the space-time supersymmetry [62]. Hence there exists a D = 11 
superfivebrane and it forms the subject of the present paper. Once again, its covariant 
action is unknown but consideration of the soliton zero modes means that the gauged 
fixed action must be described by the same chiral antisymmetric tensor multiplet in (v) 
above [63,64,9]. This naturally suggests a D = 11 membrane/fivebrane duality. 

(viii) In 1993, it was recognized [61] that by dualizing a vector into a scalar on 
the gauge-fixed d = 3 worldvolume of the Type HA supermembrane, one increases the 
number of worldvolume scalars (i.e. transverse dimensions) from 7 to 8 and hence 
obtains the corresponding worldvolume action of the D =11 -supermembrane. Thus the 
D :::: 10 Type UA theory contains a hidden D = 11 Lorentz invarianee! 

(ix) In 1994 [651 and 1995 [66], all the D:::: 10 Type UA p-branes of (vi) above 
were related to either the D::: 11 supermembrane or the D =11 superfivebrane. 

(x) Also in 1994, the (extreme electric and magnetic black hole [50,67!) Bo
gomol'nyi spectrum necessary for the E7 U-duality of the D = 10 Type UA string 
compactified to D =4 on P was given an explanation in terms of the wrapping of 
either the D = II membrane or D:::: 11 fivebrane around the extra dimensions [11]. 

(xi) In 1995, it was conjccturcd [64] that the D = 10 Type UA superstring should 
be identified with the D = 1I supermembrane compactified on Si, with the charged 
extreme black holes of the former interpreted as the Kaluza-Klein modes of the latter. 

(xii) Also in 1995, the conjectured duality of the D =10 heterotic string compacti
fied on rand the D = 10 Type UA string compactified on K3 rll,3], combined with 
the above conjccture implies that the d :::: 2 worldsheet action of the D =6 (D =7) 
heterotic string may be obtained by K3 compactification 3 of the d = 6 worldvolume 
action of the D = 10 Type UA fivebrane (D :::: 11 fivebrane) [68,69]. We shall shortly 
make use of this result. 

Following Witten's paper 131 it was furthermore proposed [70] that the combination 
of perturbative and non-perturbative states of file D = 10 Type UA stnng could be 
assembIed into D ::: 11 supermultiplets. It has even been cIaimed [71] that both the 
Es x Es and SO(32) heterotic strings in D = 10 may be obtained by compactifying 
the D:::: II theory on EI and E2 respcctively, where EI and E2 are one-dimensional 
structures obtained by squashing K3! 

2 This corrects an error in 161,91, 
l The wrapping of the D :: 10 heferofic livebrane worldvolume around K3 to obtain aD:: 6 heferofic string 

was considered in 171, 
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Table I 
Gauge-fixed D = 10 theories on the worldvolume. corresponding to the zero modes of the soliton. are 
described by the above supcrmultiplets and worldvolume supersymmetries. The D = II membrane and 
fivebrane supermultiplets are the same as Type nA in D = 10 

d=7 	
d =6 	

Type nA 
Type nA 
Type IIB 

(A IL .A.31» 
(B;;v. ARI .1>IIJI) 

(BIL.XI • AI J.Ç) 
I = I..... 4 
1=1.2 

n=1 
(n+.n_) '" (2.0) 
(n+.n_)=(I.I) 

Heterotic (!/Ia .1>a) a = I..... 60 
a = I..... 120 (n+on-) = (1.0) 

d=5 Type IIA (AlL' AI • 1> I IJ 11 ) I = 1..... 4 n=2 
d=4 Type IIB (BIL' Xl. 1> lIJ] ) I = 1..... 4 n=4 

d =3 Type HA (XI .1>I) I = 1..... 8 n=8 

d =2 Type HA 
Type IIB 
Heterotic 

I <X/.1>L ). (X/.1>/) 
(XLI .1>LI ). (XRI .1>/) 
(O.1>L M). (XR I .1>/) 

I = 1..... 8 
I = 1..... 8 
M= 1..... 24 

(n+.n_) 
(n+.n_) 

= 
= 

(8.8) 
(8.8) 

I = 1.... ,8 (n+.n_) =: (8.0) 

3. D =11 membrane/fivebrane duality 

We begin with the bosonic sector of the d =3 worldvolume of the D = II super
membrane: 

3[1 .. M 	 Ir-:::;yS3 =T., 	 d ç -'2FYy'JJiX JjX GMN(X) + '2 y /	 
N 

I "k M NP]- 3!E'J JiX JjX JkX CMNP(X) , 	 (3.1 ) 

where T3 is the membrane ten sion, çi (i = 1,2,3) are the worIdvoIume coordinates, yij is 
the worldvolume metric and xM (ç) are the space-time coordinates (M =0, I, ... , 10). 
Kappa symmetry [31,32] then demands that the background metric GMN and back
ground 3-form potential CMNP obey the classical field equations of D =11 supergravity, 
whose boson ic action is 

I / 11 r-;::;[ 1 2] I / 	 (3.2)lIJ == 2KI12 d xy-G Rc- 2.4!KMNPQ - 12Kl12 C3 1\K4 1\K4 , 

where K4 == dC3 is the 4-form field strength. In particular, K4 obeys the field equation 

I 2
d * K4 = --K4 	 (3.3)

2 

and the Bianchi identity 

dK4 =0 . 	 (3.4 ) 

While there are two dimensionful parameters, the membrane tension T3 and the eleven
dimensional gravitational constant KIl, they are in fact not independent. To see this, we 
note from (3.1) that C3 has period 27TfT3 so that K4 is quantized according to 

27Tn 
n == integer. 	 (3.5)K4 =T'/ 3 
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Consistency of such C3 periods with the space-time action, (3.2), gives the relation 

(27T)2 E 4Z . (3.6) 
K1I 2T3

3 

The D = 11 classical field equations admit al) a soliton a dual superfivebrane [62,6] 
whose worldvolume action is unknown, but which couples to the dual field strength 
K7 = *K4. The fivebrane tension T6 is given by the Dirac quantization rule [6] 

2K]]2T3T6 = 27Tn n = integer. (3.7) 

Using (3.6), this mayalso be written as 

T6
7T- EZ, (3.8)

T3 2 

which we will find useful below. Although Dirac quantization rules of the type (3.7) 
appear for other p-branes and their duals in lower dimensions [6], it is the absence of 
a dilaton in the D = 11 theory that allows us to fix both the gravitational constant and 
the dual tension in terms of the fundamental tension. 

From (3.3), the fivcbranc Bianchi identity reads 

- 1 2
dK7 = --K4 (3.9)

2 

However, such a Bianchi identity will in general require gravitational Chern-Simons 
corrections arising from a sigma-model anomaly on the fivebrane worldvolume [7,14,18
22] : 

- 1 2 4 -, 
dK7 = -2K4 + (27T) f3 Xs , (3.10) 

where iJ' is related to the fivebrane tension by T6 = 1/(27T)3iJ' and where the 8-form 
polynomial Ks, quartic in the gravitational curvature R, describes the d = 6 u-model 
Lorentz anomaly of the D = 11 fivebrane. Although the covariant fivebrane action is 
unknown, we know from Section 2 that the gauge fixed theory is described by the chiral 
antisymmetric tensor multiplet (B;",)J, l/PJ1), and it is a straightforward matter to 
read off the anomaly polynomial from the literature. Sec, for example Refs. [72,73]. 
The contribution from the anti self-dual tensor is 

XB = (2~)4 1 2 
5760 [_IO(trR )2 + 28 tr~] (3.11) 

and the contribution from the four left-handed (symplectic) Majorana-Weyl fermions is 

_ 1 1 
X = ____ [10

A (27T)45760 4(trR2)2+2tr~] (3.12) . 

Hence Xs takes the form quoted in the introduction: 

- 1 [1 2 2 1 ~]
XS=(27T)4 -768(trR) + tr (3.13 ) 192 . 
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Thus membrane/fivebrane duality predicts a space-time correction to the D = 11 super
membrane action 

I" (Lorentz) = T3 j C3 1\ _1-4 [__1_ (trR2)Z + _1_tr~] . (3.14 ) 
. (27T) 768 192 

Unfortunately, since the correct quantization of the supermembrane is unknown, this 
prediction is difficult to check. However, by simultaneous dimensional reduction [33] 
of (d = 3,D = 11) to (d::: 2,D = 10) on st, this prediction translates into a 
corresponding prediction for the Type HA string: 

1 [1 Z ..4]Z 1llO(Lorentz) = T2 821\--4 --6(trR) + -tuc , (3.15)j (27T) 7 8 192 

where 8z is the string 2-form, T2 is the string tension, T2 = 1/27Ta', related to the 
membrane tension by 

Tz ::: 27TRT3 , (3.16) 

where R is the S' radius. 
As a consistency check we can compare this prediction with previous results found 

by explicit string one-Ioop calculations. These have been done in two ways: either by 
computing directly in D ::: 10 the one-Ioop amplitude involving four gravitons and one 
82 [74-77], or by compactifying to D = 2 on an 8-manifold Mand computing the Bz 
one-point function [17]. We indeed find agreement. In particular, we note that 

Xg - = -I [2}:NS.R _ }:R.R] ( 3.17) 
6 88

where 

}:NS.R _ 1 1 [ 25 2 
8 - (27T)4 2880 -4" (trR )2 + 31 tr~] , 

r.R•R _ 1 1 [
8 - (27T)4 2880 lO(trR2)2 - 28tr~] (3.18 ) 

Upon compactification to D =2, we arrive at 

nNS.R j vNS.R
= 18 ' 

M 

j VR.R (3.19)nR.R = 18 ' 

M 

where in the (NS,R) sector nNS.R computes the index of the Dirac operator coupled to 
the tangent bundIe on Mand in the (R,R) sector nR.R computes the index of the Dirac 
operator coupled to the spin bundIe on M. We also find agreement with the well-known 
tree-level 

Ijl 
terms 

(3.20)2KI02 2. B2 1\ K4 1\ K4 , 
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where 

KI12 =21TRK102 
• (3.21 ) 

Thus using D = 11 membrane/fivebrane duality we have correctly reproduced the 
corrections to the B2 field equations of the D = 10 Type HA string (a mixture of 
tree-level and string one-Ioop effects) starting from the Chern-Simons corrections to 
the Bianchi identities of the D = II superfivebrane (a purely tree-level effect). It is now 
instructive to derive this same resuIt from D =10 string/fivebrane duality. 

4. D =10 Type UA string/fivebrane duality 

To sec how a double worldvolume/ space-time compactification of the D =11 super
membrane theory on Si leads to the Type HA string in D = 10 [33], let us denote all 
(d =3, D = 11) quantities by a hat and all (d =2, D =10) quantities without. We then 
make a ten-one split of the space-time coordinates 

X~M = M(X ,Y), M = 0,1, ... ,9 (4.1 ) 

and a two-one split of the worldvolume coordinates 

ë=(ë,p), i=I,2 (4.2) 

in order to make the partial gauge choiee 

p=Y, ( 4.3) 

which identifies the eleventh dimension of space-time with the third dimension of the 
worldvolume. The dimensional reduction is then affected by taking Y to be the coor
dinate on a circle of radius Rand discarding all but the zero modes. In practice, this 
means taking the background fields ê and êMNÎ' to be independent of Y. The string MN 
backgrounds of dilaton tIJ, string CT-model metrie GMN , I-form AM, 2-form BMN and 
3-form CMNP are given by4 

~ _ -<P/3 
-e 

(GMN + e<PAMAN e<P AM) 

GMN <P <P' 


e AN e 


=C , êMNP MNP 

êMNy =BMN . (4.4) 

The actions (3.1) and (3.2) now reduce to 

4The choiee of dilaton prefactor, e-4>/3, is dietated by tbe requirement that GMN be the D == JO string 
tT-model metrie. To obtain the D == JO fivebrane u-model metric, tbe prefactor is unity because the redue
tion is then space-time only and not simultaneous worldvolume/ space-time. This explains the remarkable 
"coincidence" 161 between GMN and the fivebrane u-model metric. 
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S2 12[1;--::;" M NI .. M N =T2 d ç -"2V-yy'JBiX BjX GMN(X) - 2!€'JB i X BjX BMN(X) + ... ]

(4.5) 

and 

1 1 10 ~ -<t> [ 2 1 11O=2K102 d xv-Ge RG+(aM(/J) -2.3!HMNP 2

I<t> ---e FMN 2 I <t> 2 ] 1 1- --e JMNPQ - -- -K4/\ K4/\ B2 , ( 4.6) 
2·2! 2· 4! 2K102 

1
2 

wherc the field strengths are given by J4 :::: K4 + A1HJ, H3 :::: dB2 and F2 :::: dAl. Let us 
now furthcrrnore consider a simple space-time compactification of the fivebrane theory 
on the same SI to obtain the Type UA fivebrane in D =10. From (3.4) and (3.10), the 
field cquations and Bianchi identities for the field strengths J4, H3, F2 and their duals 
]6 = *J4, Eh :::: e-<t> * H3, l's = *Fz now read 

dJ4 =F2 H3, dJ6 =H3 J4, (4.7) 

- 1 2 - 4-'dH3 =0, dH7 =-")/4 + F2J6 + (27T) f3 Xs , ( 4.8) 

dF2 =0, dFs =-H3 J6 . (4.9) 

Of course, the Lorentz corrections to the Bianchi identity for Eh could have been derived 
directly from the Type UA fivebrane in D =10 since its worldvolume is described by 
the same antisymmetric tensor superrnultiplet. Note that of all the Type UA p-branes 
in Table I, only the fivebrane superrnultiplet is chiral, so only the Eh Bianchi identity 
acquires corrections. 

From (3.7), (3.16) and (3.21), or from first principlcs of string/fivebrane duality 
[78 J, the Dirac quantization rule for n =I is now 

2K102 =(27T)5 a '{J' . ( 4.10) 

So from either D = 10 string/fivebranc duality or from compactification of D :::: 11 
membranel fivebrane duality, the B2 field equation with its string one-Ioop correction is 

<t> 1 Z 2KI02 
d(e- *H3)::::--J4 +F2*J4+-,Xs, (4.11 ) 

2 27Ta 

which once again agrees with explicit string one-Ioop calculations [17,74 J. 

5. D = 7 string/membrane duality 

Simultaneous worldvolumc/ space-timc compactification of the D = 11 fivebrane on 
K3 gives a heterotic string in D :::: 7 [68,69J. The five worldvolume scalars produce 
(SL, SR) worldsheet scalars, the four worldvolume fermions produce (OL, 8R) worldsheet 
fermions and the worldvolume self-dual 3-forrn produces (19L , 3R ) worJdsheet scalars, 
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which together constitute the field content of the heterotic string. We may thus derive 
the Bianchi identity for this string starting from the fivebrane Bianchi identity, (1.1): 

- 1 	 2 4 -, 
dK7 =-"2K4 + (27T) f3 Xg . (5.1 ) 

We begin by performing a seven-four split of the eleven-dimensional coordinates 

XM =(xJL,yi), ,u=O,I, ... ,6; i=7,8,9,10 (5.2) 

so that the original set of ten-dimensional fields {An} may be decomposed in a basis 
of harmonie p-forms on K3: 

An(X) = LAn-p(x)wp(Y) (5.3) 

In particular, we expand C3 as 

1 
C3(X) = C3(X) + 2T3 L C{ (x)w~(y) , 	 (5.4 ) 

where w~, I = 1, ... ,22 are an integral basis of b2 harmonie two-forms on K3. We have 
chosen a normalization where the seven-dimensional U (1) field strengths K1 = dC{ are 
coupled 

J
to even charges 

K~ E 47TZ , (5.5) 

which follows from the eleven-dimensional quantization condition, (3.5). 
Following Ref. [7], let us define the dual (heterotic ) string tension T2 = 1/27Tä' by 

I 1 
--= V, 	 (5.6)
27Tä' (27T)3Ï3' 

where V is the volume of K3, and the dual string 3-form Eh by 

--H 1 - = 1 J K 	 (5.7)
27Tä' 3 	 (27T)3Ï3' 7 , 

K3 

so that 

J
Eh satisfies the conventional quantization condition 

Eh =4~nä' , (5.8) 

which follows from the underlying K7 quantization. The dual string Lorentz anomaly 
polynomial, X4, 

-
is given by 

= J- 1 Xg J[ 1 2 22 1 X4 	 = (217")4 -768 (trR + trRo) + 192 (tuc n4 + tmo) ..4]
K3 	 K3 


1 1 2 

= ---trR PI (K3)

(27T)2192 


11
 
= -

2 	 (5.9)(27T)2 4trR • 
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where PI (K3) is the Pontryagin number of K3 

PI (K3) = - 8~2 JtrR5 =-48 . (5.10) 

K3 

We may now integrate (5.1) over K3, using the Dirac quantization rule, (3.8), to find 

- a 
-I 

[ I J 2]dH3 = -4 K2K2 dIJ + trR , (5.11) 

where dIJ is the intersection matrix on K3, given by 

dIJ =Jw~ 1\ wi (5.12) 

K3 

and has bi = 3 posJtIve and b:; = 19 negative eigenvaIues. Therefore we see that 
this form of the Bianchi identity corresponds to a D = 7 toroidal compactification 
of a heterotic string at a generic point on the Narain lattice [27,28]. Thus we have 
reproduced exactly the D = 7 Bianchi identity of the heterotic string, starting from a 

D = I1 fivebrane! 

6. D = 6 string/string duality 

Further compactification of (5.11) on SI clearly yields the six-dimensional Bianchi 
identity with two additional U( 1) fields coming from SI, giving trF2 with signature 
(4,20). Alternatively, this may be obtained from K3 compactification of the D = 10 
fivebrane, with Bianchi identity 

- 1 2 - 4 -, 
dH7 = -2/4 + F216 + (27T) f3 Xs . (6.1 ) 

Although in this section we focus just on this identity, we present the compactification 
of the complete bosonic D = 10 Type HA action, (4.6), in Appendix A. 

The reduction from ten dimensions is similar to that from eleven. There is one subtlety, 
however, which is that 14 is the D = 10 gauge invariant combination, 14 =K4 + AIH3. 
Compactifying (6.1) to six dimensions on K3, we may identify 22 U( 1) fields coming 
from the reduction of 14 and one each coming from F2 and J6 . Normalizing these 24 
six-dimensional U( I) fields according to (5.5), we obtain 

-I 

- a[/J - ~-] (6.2)dH3 =-4 12lzdIJ - 2F2h - 16 X4 , 

where 1~ = dci + Aldbl and 14 = dC3 + AIH3. The 22 scalars bI are torsion moduli of 
K3. While we may be tempted to identify these two-forms with U( 1) field strengths, 

this would not be correct since d1~ = F2dbl *' 0 and dJ2 = 1~dbJdIJ *' O. Thus the 
actual field strengths must be shifted according to 
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A I I IK2= J2 - F2 b , 
A - IJ 1 IJ
h=h - J2b dIJ + 'ïF2b b dIJ , (6.3) 

so that dk~ =dJ2 =O. Inverting these definitions and inserting them into (6.2) gives 
finally 

-, 
- a [A I AJ A 2]

dH3 = -4 K K d IJ - 2F2h + trR (6.4 ) 2 2

In order to compare this result with the toroidally compactified heterotic string, it is 
useful to group the U ( I) field-strengths into a 24-dimensional vector 

I T
F2 = [F2, hA 

K
A 

2] , (6.5) 

in which case the D = 6 Bianchi identity now reads 

-, 
dfh = - ~ [FTLF + 2trR ] , (6.6) 

where the matrix L = [( _0'1) EB dIJ] has 4 positive and 20 negative eigenvalues. This 
is in perfect agreement with the reduction of the D =7 result, (5.11), and corresponds 
to a Narain compactification on T4,20. 

Note that the heterotic string tension 1/2'11"ji' and the Type HA string tension 1/2'11"u' 
are related by the Dirac quantization rule [6,7] 

2K62 = (2'11")3na'ji' , (6.7) 

where K6 2 = KI02 /V is the D = 6 gravitational constant. Some string theorists, while 
happy to endorse string/string duality, eschew the soliton interpretation. It is perhaps 
worth emphasizing, therefore, that without such an interpretation with its Dirac quanti
zation rule, there is no way to relate the two string tensions. 

7. Elementary versus soli tonic heterotic strings 

Our success in correctly reproducing the fundamental heterotic string u-model ano
maly polynomial 

1 1 2 2
X4 = ---)-2 (trR - trF ) , (7.1 ) 

4(2'11" 

by treating the string as a (K3 compactified fivebrane) so/iton, now pennits a re
evaluation of a previous controversy concerning fundamental [79] versus solitonic 
[9,12,78] heterotic strings. In an earlier one-Ioop test of D = 10 heterotic string/heterotic 
fivebrane duality [14], X4 wa<; obtained by the following logic: the d = 2 gravitational 
anomaly for complex fennions in a represcntation R of the gauge group is r72,73] 

I 114 = __ (2'11")2 (r F2 2 24 2 ) (7.2)trR - trn , 
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whcre r is thc dimensionality of the rcpresentation and R is the two-dimensional cur
vature. Since thc SO(32) heterotic string has 32 left-moving gauge Majorana fermions 
(or, if we bosonize, 16 chiral scalars) and 8 physical right -moving space-timc Majorana 
fermions, Dixon, Duff and Plefka [14] set R to be the fundamental reprcsentation and 
put r = 32 - 8 = 24 to obtain X4 = 14/2, on the understanding that R is now to be 
interpreted as the pull-back of the space-time curvature. Exactly thc same logic was 
used in [14] in obtaining the heterotic 5 fivebrane Xs 

- I [I ro4 I 2 2 I 2 2 I ..4]Xs = -- - trI'" - - trF trR + - (trR) + - trI(" (7.3)
(211")4 24 192 768 192 

and in Sections 3 and 4 above in obtaining the Type UA fivebrane is of (3.13). This 
logic was howcver criticized by Izquierdo and Townsend [15] and also by Blum and 
Harvey [16]. They emphasize thc difference between the gravitational anomaly (which 
vanishes for thc fundamental heterotic string [79]) involving the two-dimensional cur
vature and the a-model anomaly (which is given by X4 [80]) involving the pull-back 
of the space-time curvature. Morcover, they go on to point out th'!.t the 32 Icft-moving 
gauge Majorana fermions (or 16 chiral scalars) of the fundamental heterotic string do 
not couple at all to the spin connections of this latter curvature. Thcy conc\ude that 
thc cquivalence between X4 and 14/2 is a "curious fact" with no physical significanee. 
They would thus be forced to conc\udc that the derivation of the Type UA string field 
equations presented in the present paper is also a gigantic coincidence! 

An attempt to make sense of all this was made by Blum and Harvey. They observed 
that the zero modes of solitonie strings (and fivcbranes) necessarily couple to the 
space-time spin connections becausc they inherit this coupling from the space-time 
fields from which they are constructed. For these objects, therefore, they would agree 
that the logic of Dixon, Duff and Plefka (and, by infercnce, the logic of the present 
paper) is correct. But they went on to speculate that althoughfundamental and solitonie 
heterotic strings may both exist, they are not to be identificd! Recent developments in 
string/ string duality [3,8,11,69,68,81], however, have convinced many physicists that 
thc fundamental hetero tic string is a soliton after all and so it seems wc must look for 
an alternative cxplanation. 

The correct way to reso1ve thc apparent conflict is, wc believe, rathcr mundane. The 
solitonic string and p-brane solitons arc invariably prcsented in a physieal gauge where 
onc identifies d of thc D space-timc dimensions with thc d = P + 1 dimensions of the 
p-brane worldvolumc. As discussed in [14], this is best seen in the Green-Schwarz 
formalism, which is in fact the only formalism availablc for d > 2. In such a physical 
gauge (which is only well-defincd for vanishing worldvolume gravitationa1 anomaly) 
thc worldvolume curvatures and pullcd-back space-time curvatures are mixed up. So, in 
this sense, the gauge fermions do couplc to the spacc-time curvature after all. 

5 Note that the hctcrotic string X4. the helcrotic fivebrane .Ys and Ihe Type HA fivebrane .Ys are the only 
non-vanishing anomaly polynomials, since from Table I, these are Ihe only theories with chiral supermultipleIs. 
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8. Fivebrane origin of S-duality? Discard worldvolume Kaluza-Klein modes? 

In a recent paper [8], it was explained how S-duality in D =4 follows as a con
sequence of D =6 string/string duality: S-duality for one theory is just T-duality for 
the other. Since we have presented evidence in this paper that Type UA string/heterotic 
string duality in D =6 follows as a consequence of Type UA string/Type UA fivebrane 
duality in D =10, which in turn follows from membrane/fivebrane duality in D =11, it 
seems natural to expect a fivebrane origin of S-duality. (Indeed, a fivebrane explanation 
for S-duality has already been proposed by Schwarz and Sen [46] and by Binetruy 
[48], although they considered a T' compactification of the heterotic fivebrane rather 
than a K3 x T2 compactification of the Type /IA fivebrane.) 

The explanation of [8] relied on the observation that the roles of the axion/dilaton 
fields S and the modulus fields T trade places in going from the fundamental string to 
the dual string. It was proved that, for a dual string compactified from D =6 to D =4 
on T2, SL(2, Z)s is a symmetry that interchanges the roles of the dual string worldsheet 
Bianchi identities and the field equations for the internal coordinates ym (m = 4,5). 
However, in unpublished work along the lines of [34,35], Duf[, Schwarz and Sen tried 
and failed to prove that, for a fivebrane compactified from D =to to D =6, SL(2, Z)s 
is a symmetry that interchanges the roles of the fivebrane worldvolume Bianchi identities 
and the field equations for the internal coordinates ym (m =4,5,6,7,8,9). A similar 
negative result was reported by Percacci and Sezgin [82]. 

Another way to state the problem is in terms of massive worldvolume Kaluza
Klein modes. In the double dimensional reduction of the D = 10 fivebrane to D =6 
heterotic string considered in Section 6, we obtained the heterotic string worldsheet 
multiplet of 24 left-moving scalars, 8 right moving scalars and 8 chiral fermions as the 
massless modes of a Kaluza-Klein compactification on K3. Taken in isolation, these 
massless modes on the dual string worldsheet will display the usual T-duality when 
the string is compactified from D =6 to D =4 and hence the fundamental string will 
display the desired S-duality. However, no-one has yet succeeded in showing that this 
T-duality survives when the massive Kaluza-Klein modes on the fivebrane worldvolume 
are inc\uded. Since these modes are just what distinguishes a string XM(T, u) from a 
fivebrane XM(T, u, /) (i = 1,2,3,4), this was precisely the reason in [8] for preferring 
aD =6 string/string duality explanation for SL(2,Z) over a D = 10 string/fivebrane 
duality explanation. (Another reason, of course, is that the quantization of strings is 
understood, but that of fivebranes is not!) The same question about whether or not 
to discard massive worldvolume Kaluza-Klein modes also arises in going from the 
membrane in D = 11 to the Type HA string in D = 10. For the moment therefore, this 
inability to provide a fivebrane origin for SL(2, Z) remains the Achilles heel of the 
super p-brane programme 6 . 

6 Another unexplained phenomenon, even in pure string theory, is the conjecturcd SL(2, Z) duality of the 
D = 10 Type IIB string 1111. which gives rise to U-duality in D = 4. In this connection, it is perhaps 
worth noting from Table I that the gauged-fixed worldvolume of the self-dual Type IIB superthreebrane is 
described by the d = 4. n =4 Maxwell supermultiplet 183). Now d =4, n =4 abelian gauge theories are 
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d=3. n=8 d=6. (n,.n )=(2.0)
D=l1 

D=lO 

d=6. (0, .n_ )=(1.0) 

TJ 

D=7 

D=6 

d=2. (n,.0_)=(4.4) 

d=3. n=8 d=6. (0,.0_)=(2.0) 
D=l1 

D=lO 

Type UAHeteroÜC 
d=6, (n, ,n_ )=(2,0) d=2. (n,.n_)=(8.0) 

D=7 

D=6 

d=2. (11, .0_ )=(8.0) 

Fig. I. Compactifications relating (a,top) the Type HA fivebrane to the heterotic string and (b,bottom) the 
heterotic fivebrane to the Type IIA string. Worldvolume supersymmetries are indicated_ 

expected to display an SL(2,7l,) dLiality. See Refs. [84,85) for a recent discussion. Could this be the origin 
of the SL(2,7l,) of the Type IIB string which follows from a T 2 compactification of the tbreebrane? Note 
moreover, that the threebrane supermultiplet itself follows from T2 compactification of eitber tbe Type HA or 
Type IIB fivebrane supcrmuItiplet. Compactifications of such d = 6 self-dual antisymmetric tensors have, in 
fact, recently been invoked precisely in the context of S-duality in abelian gauge theories [85]. Of course, the 
gauged-fixed action for the superthreebrane is presumably not simply tbe Maxwell action but some non-Iinear 
(possibly Born-Infeld 1831) version. Nevertheless, S-duality might still hold [86]. 
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d:::3, n~S d=6, (n.,n_ )=(2,0) Tl 0=11 

0=10 
d=6, (n. ,n _ )=(2,0)d=2, (n. ,n_ )=(8,8)' 

0=7 
d=2, (n. ,n )=(S,S) SI <1=3, n=B 

d=3, n=8 d=6, (n. ,n )=(2,0)Tl 0=11 

0=10 
d=6, (n. ,n _ )=(2,0) 

0=7 
d=2. (n. ,n. )=(8,0) d=3, n=8 

Fig, 2. Compactifications incorporating worldvolume reductions (a,top) and (b,bottom). 

9. Web of interconnections 

We have discussed membrane and fivebrancs in D = 11, heterotic strings and Type 
II fivebranes in D = 10, hetero tic strings and membranes in D = 7, heterotic and 
Type 11 strings in D = 6 and how they are related by various compactifications, This 
somewhat bewildering mesh of interconnections is summarized in Fig. Ia. There are 
two types of dimensional reduction to consider: lines sloping down left to right rcpresent 
space-time reduction (d, D) --> (d, D - k) and lines sloping down right to left represent 
simultaneous space-time/ worldsheet reduction (d, D) --> (d - k, D - k). The worldsheet 
reductions may be checked against Table 1. Note that the simultaneous reduction on E of 
the D = II membrane to yield the D = 10 heterotic string is still somewhat speculative 
[71], but wc have inc\uded it since it niccly completes the diagram. 

According to Townsend r68], a similar picture may be drawn relating the Type nA 
string and heterotic fivebrane, which we show in Fig. 1 b, whcre we have once again 
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d~3 d~6 

0=11 

0=10 

0=7 

d~2 0=6 

Fig. 3. A supcrposition of Figs. I (a) and I (b), illustrating strong/weak coupling dualities (denoted by the 
dotted lines). 

speculated on a space-time reduction on E of the D =11 fivebrane to yield the D =10 
heterotic fivebrane. However, one must now explain how T3 (or T4 ) compactification of 
the (120, 120) degrees of freedom of the gauge-fixed D =10 heterotic fivebrane [59] 
can yield only the (8,8) of the D ::: 7 membrane (or the (8 L , 8d, (8R, 8R) of the D =6 
Type UA string). Townsend has given arguments to support this claim. There are more 
interrelationships one can iIlustrate by including horizontallines representing worIdsheet 
reduction only, (d, D) -> (d - k, D), some of which are shown in Figs. 2a,b. 

Note that these diagrams describe theories related by compactification and so relate 
weak coupling to weak coupling and strong to strong. In Fig. 3, we have superimposed 
Figs. I a,b 10 indicate how thc various thcorics arc also rclatcd by duality (denoted 
by the dotted horizontal lines) which relates weak coupling to strong. We believe that 
these interrelationships, which have in particular enablcd us to deduce supermembrane 
effects in agreement with explicit string one-Ioop calculations, strengthen the claim that 
e1evcn dimensions and supermembranes have a part to play in string theory: a triumph 
of diversification over unification [87]. 
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Appendix A. Reduction of the D =10 Type UA model on KJ 

In Section 6 we presented the reduction of the fivebrane Bianchi identity on K3. For 
completeness, we present the reduction of the bosonic part of the D = 10 Type UA 
supergravity action, (4.6), which we write here in a form notation: 

ho::::: _1_2 jdIOxJ-ce-</> [RG + (aM cP)2] 
2KJO 

+~ j [F2 1\ *F2 + e-</>H3 1\ *H3 + 14 1\ *14 - K4 1\ K4 1\ B2], (Al) 
4KJO 

where thc ten-dimensional boson ic fields are the metric C, dilaton cP and the 1-,2- and 
3-form fields AI, B2 and C3. Eleven-dimensional K4 quantization, (3.5), as weil as the 
usual Kaluza-Klein condition for F2, give rise to the ten-dimensional conditions 

j K4 =4"?-nR 
T2 ' 

j 21Tn 

J 	
H3::::: T	 ' 

2 

F2 = 21TnR . 	 (A2) 

Following the decomposition of the fields in Section 5, we write 

R 
AI (X) ="lAl (x) , 

21T" 	I I
B2(X) =	B2(X) + T2 ~ b (x)w2(Y) , 


=R 1TR" + I I

C3(X) -C3(X) -T ~ Cl (X)w2(Y) , 	 (A3)

2 2 

in which case the four-form 14 is given by 

R 	 1TR"
14(X) ="l[K4(X) +AI(X)H3(X)] + T; ~[K4(x) +AI(X)dbl(x)]w~(y) . 

(AA) 

The constants are chosen so the six-dimensional U (1) fields wiU he coupled to even 
charges 

J:F2 E 41TZ . 	 (A5) 

For K3, with Betti numbers bo = 1, bI ::::: 0, bt ::::: 3 and bi ::::: 19, we may choose an 
integral basis of harmonic two-forms, w~ with intersection matrix 

dIJ::::: Jw~ 1\ wi . 	 (A6) 
K3 
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Since taking a Hodge dual of w~ on K3 gives another harmonie two-form, we may 
expand the dual in terms of the original basis 

*w~ 2I = W2'H' I, (A7) 

where we use *to denote Hodge duals on K3. In this case, we find 

1 /~' dHK 
W2 /\ *w2 = IK ,. (A8) 

K3 

The matrix Hl, depends on the metric on K3, i.e. the bi .b:; =57 K3 moduli. Because 
of the fact that ** =1, Hl, satisfies the properties [69] 

Hl ,H'K= ti K, 

d/jH' K=dK,H' I , (A9) 

so that 

KH'ld'KH L =dIL (AIO) 

and hence is an element of SO(3, 19)/SO(3) x S0(19). 
Using these properties of K3, we may compactify the second line of (A.1) to obtain 

K 
16 =2~62 1[!e-<t> H3 /\ *H3 + !e-<t> ePdbl /\ *db'dIKH , 

+ ~' (e- PF2 /\ *F2 + e-P14/\ *14 + 1i /\ *1{dIKHK, 

-Ki /\ K{ /\ B2 d/j - 2K4 /\ Kib'd/j)] . (All) 

The six-dimensional dilaton is given by <iJ = lP + P where lP is the ten-dimensional 
dilaton and p is the breathing mode of K3: 

P (AI2)e- =~1*1 . 
K3 

In order to make contact with the compactified heterotic string, we wish to dualize the 
four-form 14. Note, however, that since d(e-P*14) =14dbJd/j, the proper expression 
for dualizing 14 is given by (6.3). Performing such a step and rewriting Ji as well, we 
finally arrive at 

h =~ 1[!e-<t>H3/\ *H3 + !e-<t>ePdbl /\ *db'dIKHKJ 
2K6 

+~ 
-I 

(e- PF2 /\ *F2 + (ki + F2bl) /\ *(k{ + F2b')dIK H
K, 


+eP(12 + kibJd/j + !F2b1b'du) /\ *(12 + kfbLdKL + !F2bKbLdKL) 


1',1 ~ J ~)]-(A2 /\ K2 d IJ - 2F2 /\ lz) /\ B2 . (AI3) 
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This expression can be brought into a SO( 4,20) / SO( 4) x SO(20) invariant form. 
As in Section 6, we group the U ( I) field strengths into the 24-component vector 

~ ~ I T
F2 = [F2, h K2] , (AI4) 

which allows us to rewrite the bosonic lagrangian as 

~h I 6 -<b ( + I I )2K62 

J
d xv -Ge R (8f.l4» 2 - 2. 3! Hf.lvÀ 2 + gTr[8f.lML8f.lMLJ 

1 ' 
+ ii2K62 4" (F2 T (LML) *F T1\ 2 - F2 1\ LF2 /\ B2) . (AI5) 

The matrix L is given by 

_(]"1 0] 
(AI6)

L = [ 0 dIJ ' 

where (]"1 = (~ ~). The matrix M contains the I + 57 + 22 = 80 moduli of K3 with 

torsion, broken up in terms of eP, HIJ and bi respectively: 

eP - !eP(bl/,JdIJ) 
ePbi j 

K JM = - !eP(bl/,J dIJ) e-P + bi bJdlKH J + ~eP(bl b dIJ)2 _bK HIK - !ePbl(bKbLdKL) 

[ 
J J JK ePb _bKH K - !ePbJ(bKbLdKL) Hl Kd + J ePbi b

(AI7) 

In the last entry of M, dIJ is the inverse of dIJ. We verify that 

MT=M, MLMT =L- 1 
. (AI8) 

This agrees with the bosonic action given in [81]. 
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Abstract 

Four-graviton scattering in eleven-dimensional supergravity is considered at one loop compactified on one. two and 
three-dimensional tori. The dependence on the toroidal geometry determines thc known perturbative and non-perturbative 
terms in the corrcsponding processes in type Il superstring theories in ten. nine and cight dimensions. Thc ultra-violet 
divergcnce must be regularized so that it has a precisely dctcrmined finite value that is consistent both with T-duality in 
nine dimensions and with eleven-dimensional supersymmetry. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V 

1. Introduction 

The leading term in the M-theory effective action is 
the c1assical eleven-dimensional supergravity of [ I]. 
Although terms of higher dimension must be strongly 
constrained by the large amount of supersymmetry 
they have not been systematically investigated. There 
is known to be an eleven-form, JcO) i\ Xg (where Xg 
is an eight-form made out of the curvature Rand C(3) 
is the three-form potentiai), which is necessary for 
consistency with anomaly cancellation [2,3]. Eleven
dimensional supersymmetry relates this to a particu
lar R4 term [4] as weil as a host of other terms and 
might weil determine the complete effectivc action. 
Furthermore, the effective action of the compactified 
theory depends nontriviallyon moduli fields associ
ated with the geometry of the compact manit'old. This 
dependence is very strongly restricted by consistency 

I E-mail: M.B.Grecn@damtp.cam.ac.uk. 
2 M.Gutpcrle@damtp.cam.ac.uk. 

~ E-mail: vanhove@cpth.polytechnique.fr. 

with the duality symmetries of string theory in ten and 
lower dimensions. For examplc, the ~ term in M
theory compactified on a two-torus must be consistent 
with the structure of perturbative and non-perturbative 
terms in nine-dimensional HA and HB superstrings 
[5]. This provides strong evidence that it has the form 
[4] 

4SR' =-kjd9x.,f(j(9ïh(H,ti,;V2 )lgISR , (I) 
Kil 

where G);J is the M-theory metric in the space trans
verse to the torus, n = n, + i!h is the complex 
structure of the torus and V2 is its volume in eleven
dimensional Planck units. The parameter Kil has di
mensions [Iength ]9/2 in arhitrary units (and the vol
ume ofthe torus is givcn hy (Kil )4(9V2 in these units). 
The notation t8ts~ (to be defined below) indicates 
the particular contraction of four Riemann tensors that 
arises from intcgration over fermionic zero modes at 
one loop in superstring theory [6 [ as weil as from in
tegration over fcrmionic modes on a D-instanton [5]. 
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The function h has to be invariant under the action of 
the modul ar group, SI (2, Z), acting on Hand in [5,4] 
various arguments were given for why it should have 
the form 

- -lj2 - 27T2 

h(H,H;V2 )=V2 !(H,U)+-3-VL. (2) 

The function ! is a modular-invariant non-holomor
phic Eisenstein series which is uniquely specified by 
the fact that it is an eigenfunction of the Laplace op
erator on the fundamental domain of SI (2, Z) with 
eigenvalue 3/4, 

n~ 80 8ü! =~! (3) 

(i.e. ! = Ç(3)EJ, where Es is a Maa~s waveform 
of eigenvalue s( s '- 1) [7]). Significantly, this is the 
kind of Ward identity that the threshold corrections 
in lower-dimensional N = 2 theories satisfy [8] and 
it suggests a very stringent set of geometrical con
straints. The expansion of ! for large H2 has two 
power-behaved tcrms plus an infinite scries of ex
ponentially decreasing terms. These have exactly the 
correct coefficients to be identified with the tree-level 
and one-Ioop terms, together with an infinite series of 
D-instanton contributions in type IIB supcrstring the
ory. This identification makes use of T-duality to re
late a multiply-charged D-instanton of type I1B with a 
multiply-wound world-line of a multiply-charged D
particIe of type HA. Indeed, semiclassical quantization 
around these D-instanton configurations may be car
ried out by functional integration around the D-particle 
background, as outlined in [4]. 

In this paper wc will show how the sum of the pcr
turbative and D-instanton contributions to the t8t8R" 
term are efficiently encoded in M-theory in the ex
pression for thc scattering of four gravitons at one 
loop in c1even-dimensional supergravity perturbation 
theory. Thc particles circulating around the loop are 
the 256 physical states that comprise the massless 
eleven-dimensional supergraviton. It may seem sur
prising that perturbation theory is of any significance 
since supergravity has terrible ultra-violet divergences 
in eleven dimensions. Furthermore, the absence of any 
scalar fields means that there is no small dimension
less coupling constant. However, there is strong rea
son to believe that the one-Ioop Is18R" terms are pro
tected from receiving higher-loop contributions by an 

eleven-dimensional nonrenormalization theorem since 
they are related by supersymmetry to the Cm /\ X8 
term. Vpon compactification to ten or fewer dimen
sions the Kaluza-Klein modes ofthe circulating fields 
are reinterpreted in terms of the windings of euclidean 
D-particle world-lines. The massive D-particles re
produce the D-instanton effects while the massless 
one (the masslcss ten-dimensional supcrgraviton) is 
equivalent to the pcrturbative one-Ioop string effects. 
The IslsR" term obtained at tree level in string theory 
arises, somewhat miraculously, from windings of the 
D-particle world-lines in the e1eventh dimension. 

The one-Ioop diagram can, in principle, be obtained 
using covariant Feynman rules by summing over the 
contributionsofthe component fields circulating in the 
loop the graviton, gravitino and thir.d-rank antisym
metric tensor fields. Alternatively, it can be expressed 
in terms of on-shell superfields. In that case the dy
namics is defined by superspace quanturn mcchanics 
wi th thc masslcss superparticIe action which rcduccs 
in a fixed parameterization of the world-line to 19], 

SparücJc =~ JdrCiLV(XiL - iËJriL 0)(X
V 

- ièrV 0), 

(4) 

where (-) is a 32 component SO( 10, I) spinor, J.L 

I, ... ,11 and the reparameterization constraint re
quires the action density to vanish on physical states. 
For present purposes it will be sufficient to limit con
sideration to processes in which the cxternal states 
do not carry momentum in the e1eventh dimcnsion 
and which are also not polarized in that direction al
though these arc not essential conditions. This loop 
amplitude can be calculated by making use of the 
light-cone description of the super-particle in which 
the vertex operator for a graviton has the form 

VI'J(Ç(rJ,rl'l) =ÇI'J;k(X; - 4;+ (Jy'}(JkyJ) 

x (Xk - _1_(J,l'(Jkl'J)e'k"'.X (5)4p I F I ' 

wherc i,j,··· =3,···, 11, ç~:J is thc graviton wave 
function with momcntum k):1 (where (k('1)2 = 0 = 
kl'JiLÇ~:J), (Ja is a SO(9) spinor in thc light-cone 
gauge dcfined hy 1'+ (-) = 0 and X! '" P t r (where 
V± =: Vi ± V2 with timclike Vi j. This vertex opera
tor is attached at a point r(n on the world-linc and is 
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rH defined in a frame in which e =O. ç(r)+/L =O. In 
a canonical treatment of this system the equations of 
motion determine that Xi = p,.,+Xi and oa = sa / yp+ 
and the (anti )commutation relations are [pi. xi] = 
-iSi;. {sa. Sh} = sab (just as with the zero mode 
components of the corresponding relations in the ten
dimensional type HA superstring theory). 

The loop amplitude reduced to ( 11 - n) dimensions 
hy compactification on an n-dimensional torus. T". has 
the form 

A(II) =_I_Tri dl I-lip 
4 7T5/ 2VII 

I d; (4TIlT d.,Ir)Vlr ) Le-x OQ ) T(p2+ G''''''/I/J) 

o r~1 0 {J,} 

I _ [00=~K d.,.,"/2-13/2,", e-TG',,"J/I/J 

7T. VII . L..o {J,} 

T 4 

X Irrd.,lrJF({k(r) • .,lr)}). (6) 

o r==l 

where p = p' is the (11 - n)-dimensional loop mo
menturn transverse to the compact directions and Gi;) 
(I. J = I.···I!) is the metric on Til which has vol
ume VII =VdetGIII). The kinematic factor. k. in the 
second linc involves eight powers of the extern al mo
menta and follows from the trace over the components 
of sa. It mayalso he written as 

4 

k ~ I d l6 TJ rr (çlr) kIr) klr)TJ-r/L,V,p'TJTJ-rw,T, TJ)
jL,W r lI, TT p, ' 

r:::1 

(7) 

where TJ is a chiral SO(9. I) Grassmann spinor. The 
overall normalization will he chosen so that k is the 
linearized approximation to 

tstsJr - (JLI"'JLKf". "!lR~'.'Z~··· R~7:;K • (8) 

where thc tensor t~'/L' was defined in [ 10 [. Thc func
tion F is a simplc function of the extcrnal momcnta. 
Sincc wc arc intcrested here in the leading term in thc 
low-cnergy limit (thc Iglg!?" term) we can set thc mo
mcnta kil) to zero in thc integrand so that .r 1I d.,(I) F 
is replaccd hy .,. giving 

00 
3 2 

A (II) 
4 -V - 7T / K-1d 11/2-5/2,", -"lTTG''''''1 I 

"TT L..-e IJ. (9)
11 0 {I,) 

Though this expression was obtained in a special frame 
we know that there is an ( 11 -I!) -dimensional covari
ant extension (including the case n =0) that would 
follow directly from the covariant Feynman rules and 
should be easy to check by an explicitly calculation 
using the component form of the supergravity field 
theory action. 

Tbe expression for Ai") will contribute to the Istg!?" 
terms in the effective action for M-theory compacti
fied on Til. In order to determine the dependence of 
the amplitude on the geometry of the torus on which 
it is compactified it will be important to express Ai") 
in terms of the winding of the loop around ril. This 
could be obtained directly from the definition of the 
loop amplitude as a functional integral or by perform
ing a Poisson summation on the 11 integcrs. li. which 
amounts to inverting the metric in (9). Tbe result is 

7r,!2k I00 

Ai") = dff l 2 / 2;..e-"lTfGIJÎIÎJ. (10) 

o {lil 

where f =.,-1. 
The ultraviolet divergence of eleven-dimensional 

supergravity comes from the zero winding number 
term. {Ît} =O. in the limit that the loop shrinks to a 
point (f ...., (0). We will formally write this divergent 
term as the ill-defined expression. C == Jdff l 2

/ . 4 

Tbe fact that the one-Ioop supergravity amplitude is 
infinite is a signal that point-particle dynamics àlone 
cannot determine the short-distance physics of M
theory. A microscopie theory - such as Matrix theory 
[12] - should dctermine the correct finite valuc of C. 
This is somewhat analogous to the way in which diver
gent loop amplitudes in ten-dimensional super Yang
Mills are regularizcd by ten-dimensional string theory 
(for example. the F4 terms in the effective act ion of 
the hetero tic and open string theories [ 13.14] ). In
deed. wc will soon see that consistency with thc du
ality symmctries of string theory together with t.he as
sumption that the c1even-dimcnsional theory can he 
obtained as a limit of the lower-dimcnsional theories 

..1 The prc~cm:c of a cubically divergent til; tx ~ term in cJcven
dimcnsi{mal supcrgravily was fiTst suggesled in [ 11 I 
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determines the precise finite renormalized value for 
the constant, C, that is also consistent with e1even
dimensional supersymmetry. It is achallenge to Ma
trix theory to reproduce this number. 

In the following we will associate the integer Îr with 
thc winding number of the loop around a compact di
mension of circumference RI2-r (for r 2: I). If a 
single direction is compactified on a circle of circum
fcrence RIl == VI, the loop can be exprcssed as asurn 
over the winding number of the euclidean supergravi
ton world-line. 

00 

_1_Ail) =ci< + 2i<Jdtt l /2~ e-"f~Rf,
'TT3/2 	 4 L.

o Î,>o 
_ _ I 

=CK+K((3)-R3 ' (11)
'TT II 

Rather strikingly, the finite RII-dependent term gives 
a term in the effective ten-dimensional action that is 
precisely that obtained in [15, I 6] from the tree-level 
nA string theory (here written in the M-theory frame). 
Although the regularized constant, C, is still undeter
mined, we will see later that it must be set equal to 
thc coefficient of the one-Ioop tgtgJr term of the low 
energy effective action of string theory. The absence 
of any further perturbative or nonpcrturbative terms is 
in accord with the conjectures in [5,4 J. 

Compactification on a torus (11 =2) gives a richer 
structure. In this case the one-Ioop amplitude has the 
form 

I 	 (2) 
'TT3/ 2V2A4 = V2C K 

+ V:;I/2i< ..L J dff l/2e-"frl,IÎ,+Î,ul' 

(/,.1,) "10.0) 

n3/ 2 
- 1 -1/2 - ~ __2._ 

= V2CK + 2V2 K L.- IÎI + 120 13 
'TT IÎ,J,) "10.0) 

= 2~ i< (2'TTCV2 + V2-
1
/ 
2!(n,ü») , ( 12) 

where the divergent zcro winding term, ÎI = Î2 =0 
has again becn separated from the terms with non-zero 
winding. The function ! in this expression is precisely 
thc (finitc) ll-dependent term in (2). In particular, in 
the limit V2 -> 0 M-theory should reduce to typc IIB 
supcrstring theory in ten dimensions (17,181 with the 

B
complex scalar field, p == Ci O) +ie-<p , identified with 
n (where ctO) is the R &> R scalar and ,pB is the lIB 
dilaton). More precisely, the correspondence between 
the parameters in M-theory and in IIB is, 

V2 == RIORIl ::'el.pnr;~, 

H2 == 	 RIO =e-.pH (13)
RIl 

(where rB is the radius of the tenth dimension ex
pressed in the IIB sigma-model vgframe). Using the fact 
that y'G(9ï(V2)-!tgtgJr = B(9 )rBtgtgJr (where 
gBld) denotes the determinant of the IIB sigma-model 
metric in d dimensions) we see that ( 12) leads, in the 
ten-dimensional IIB limit (rB -> oe), to the expres
sion suggested in [5]. This has thc property that, when 
expanded in perturbation theory (e _.pH = n2 ...... oe), 

it exactly reproduces both the tree-level and one-Ioop 
tgtgJr terms of the type IIB theory as weil as an in
finite series of D-instanton terms (5,4 J. Importantly, 
thc divergent term in (12) is proportional to V2 and 
does not contribute In the limit of relevance to ten
dimensional type IIB - th us the eleven-dimensional 
one-Ioop calculation reproduces the complete, finite, 
tgtgJr effective action in the type IIB theory. 

As before, the coefficient of the tree-level term in 
the type IIB superstring perturbation theory is repro
duced by the configurations with Î2 =0, in which the 
particIe in the loop winds around the elcventh dimen
sion but not thc ten th (obviously there is a symmetry 
under the interchange of these directions so we could 
equally weil consider the terms with L=0). In order 
to ex pand (12) systematically tor large 02 it is nec
essary to undo 

* 
the Poisson summation on ÎI for the 

tcrms with Î2 O. These terms are then cxpressed as a 
sum of multiply-wound D-particle world-lines where 
the winding number is Î2 and the D-particle charge is 
the Kaluza-Klein charge, 11• In the limit V2 ...... 0 the 
terms with II =0 reproduce the one-Ioop tgt8~ term 
of ten-dimensional type IIB while thc I I * 0 terms 
givc the contribution of thc sum of D-instantons. The 
precise contribution due to thc world-Iine of a par
ticular wrapped massive D-particle (of mass 1I and 
winding i2) to this instanton sum is identical to that 
ohtained hy considering semiclassical quantization of 
four-graviton scattering in this hackground. Super
symmetry causcs all quantUill corrections to vanish. 
The additional fact that thc onc-Ioop string theory re
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sult is equivalent to the sum of windings of a massless 
D-particle (the supergraviton) is notabIc [4]. From 
the point of view of the string calculation this term 
arises from wrapping the string world-sheet in a de
generate manner around a circle. 

We can now use the additional constraint of T
duality to pin down the precise value of C. This is de
termined by recalling that the one-Ioop terms in both 
the UA and IIB theories are invariant under inversion 
of the circumference, rA +-+ rBI. This equates the co

efficients of the V2 term and the n~/2v2-1/2 terms in 
( 12), and the result is that the coefficient C must be 
set equal to the particular value, 

C=!!. (14) 
3' 

The fact that the modul ar function in (2) is a Maass 
wave form satisfying (3) is easily deduced from the 
integral representation, (12). Developing a geometri
cal understanding of the origin of this equalion would 
be of interest. 

Upon compactifying on T3 new issues arise. The 
full U-duality group is SI(3, Z) x SI(2, Z). The seven 
moduli consist of the six moduli associated with the 
three-torus and c l

l il, the component of the antisym
metrie three-form on the torus. The latter couples to 
the euelidean three-volume of the M-theory two-brane 
which can wrap around T3. The perturbative c1even
dimensional one-Ioop expression can be expccted to 
reproduce the effects of the Kaluza-Klein modes but 
not of the wrapped Membrane world-volume. How
ever, these wrapped Membrane effecls will be deter
mincd in the following by imposing U-duality and 
making use of the one-Ioop results for type 11 string 
theory compactified on T2 14]. We will write the com
plete four-graviton amplitude as 

V3Af) = 3/2 7T KH, ( 15) 

where the scalar function H depends on the seven 
moduli fields. There are several distinct classes of 
terms that will make separate contributions 10 thc com
plete function H =Li Hi. 

Thc cffccts ofthe Kaluza-Klein modes arc obtained 
from (10) with 11 = 3. In ordcrtocompare with slring 
theory on T2 wc will choose Ril to be the special M
theory direction so that Ril = e2,pÁ IJ, whcre ,pA is the 
HA dilaton (although the expression ohviously has 

complete symmetry between all three compact direc
tions). The sums over windings will be divided into 
various groups of terms. Firstly, there is the term with 
zero winding in all dircctions which is again divergent 
bul will be set equal 10 the regularised value given by 
C in (14), which implies 

H I =!!.V3 -='!!.T2 (16)
3' 3 ' 

where T2 is the imaginary part of the Kähler structure 
of T2 The sum over ÎI '1= 0 with Î2 = Î3 = 0 once 
again leads to the correct tree-level string contribution 
proportional to (3), 

I 1 FA
H2 = (3)-3- = (3)-e- 'P (17) 

7TR 7T II 

Thc remaining sum is over all values of ÎI' Î2 and 
Î3 excluding thc Î2 = Î3 = 0 terms. This is usefully 
reexpressed by converting the Î, sum to a sum over 
Kaluza-Klein modes by a Poisson resummation. The 
sum of these terms is 

H3+H4=Jd~tl~ ..2: df 
(/,,1,) +10,0) 

2:7
11 0 

. AGI2 ,A Gn 2 I 
x exp 27Tl11/2- +[ 27Tl11/3-' - 7T/ IGil Gil TG

A

II 

A (i2 Gf2 Gf3 
- 7TT 12(G22 - -) + 1i2 

3(G33 --)

Gil' Gil 


GI2Gn AA)]+2(G23 - ~)/2/3 

=T2 2: 2:j 
00 

df 
li,},) +(0,0) I, 0 

X exp [_7T/fe-2,pÁ ~ + 27Til, ÎiAII) - 7TfÎJj gj] , 
( 18) 

In this expression Gij is the metric on T 3 in M-theory 
coordinates with the convention that i =12 - IJ- (i = 
1,2,3) and the components of the IIA string sigma
model metric on the two-torus are given by 

gj =Ril (Gi _ GI,GI.!) , i ( 19) 
Gil 
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where i, j = 2,3. The components of the R (59 R one
form potentials in the directions of the two-torus in 
(18) are defined by 

A(i)= Gli . (20)
Gil 

The expression ( 18) depends on the R ® R onc-form, 
the complex structure of the two-torus, 

1 
U =A (gf3 + iy'detgA ) (21 ) 

g22 

2and the combi nat ion T2e- <t>A. But it does not depend 
separatel y on the Kählcr structure, 

T = BI2 + iy'dctgA = cl(il + iV3, (22) 

where V3 = R9RIORII' In the last step we have used the 
usual identification of the NS ® NS two-form with the 
M-theory three-form, CO), and the fact that rtr: = 
R9RIORI J, wherc rt is the circumference of the di
mension labellcd i in thc HA sigma-model frame. 

The expression ( 18) contains perturbative and non
perturbative contributions to the tg tg f?4 term in the HA 
effective action. The perturbative term is obtained by 
setting I1 = O. The resulting double sum over i2and i3 
is logarithmically divergent, just as in the analogous 
problem considered in [8]. This is a reflection of the 
fact that the one-Ioop diagram in eight-dimensional 
supergravity is logarithmically divergent. As in [8,4], 
this divergence may be regularized in a unique manner 
that is consistent with modular invariance by adding 
a term, ~ =In( T2UdA2), giving 

H,= '" ~ A 
U2 -ln(U2TdA)2

. (i,.id ,,(0.0) 112 + 
A 2 
I)UI

= - [ln(U211/(U) 14) + In(T2)], (23) 

where A 2 is adjusted to cancel the divergence coming 
from the sumo So we see that the piece of the pertur
bative string thcory one-loop amplitude that depends 
on U is reproduccd by configurations in which a mass
Icss particIe propagating in the loop has a world-line 
thai winds around the lorus. This is the generalization 
of the way in which the IIB one-Ioop term was rc
produccd earl ier by windings of a masslcss D-particlc 
around a circle. 

The terms with /1 "" 0 in (18) consist of a sum of 
non-perturbative D-instanton contributions, 

H4 = 2U2Pt L 1111 

IÎ2 + Î3UI
'Î2 h l "*CO.0l 

11 ","0 

X KI (21Tptlh + Î3Ull l d) e2i1Tll(iiAI"+Î)AC2I) , 

(24) 

where pt = rte-<t>'. Using the fact that KI (z) = 
JIie- z ( I +o( 1/ z» for large z wc see that at weak 

HA coupling, e-<t>' -> 00, these terms are exponen
tially suppressed. The contribution of these instanton 
terms in the nine-dimensional case described earlier 
is obtained by letting rt -> 00. In this case U -> ioo 
and only the Î3 = 0 term in (24) survives. The double 
sum over I1 and i2 becomes the nine-dimensional D
instanton sum contained in (12) which was explicitly 
given in [4]. 

So far wc have ignored the contributions to the 
tgtgf?4 term arising from configurations in which the 
world-volume of thc M-theory Membrane is wrapped 
around T3

. Such contributions are obviously not con
tained in the one-Ioop D = I1 supergravity amplitude. 
As with the contributions that camc from circulating 
D-particles, the configurations that contribute to the 
tgtgf?4 term are described by the multiple windings of 
world-lines of nine-dimensional BPS statcs in ultra
short (256-dimensional) muitipiets. Recall that these 
nine-dimensional states are winding states of funda
mental strings with no momentum or oscillator exci
tations which are configurations of the wrapped M
theory Membrane with no Kaluza-Klein excitations. 
Such contributions are therefore labelled by two inte
gers and depend only on the volume of the three-torus, 
det G, and on cO) but are independent of the other 
five components of the metric (i.e., they depend only 
on Tand t). These configurations of thc HA string 
world-sheet are just those that enter the functional in
tegral for the tgtgf?4 term at one loop in string pcrtur
bation theory. Indeed, as explained in [4] (and in an 
analogous problem in [13,14]), the piece of the onc
loop string amplitude that depends on Tand t is given 
by a sum over non-degenerate wrapped world-sheets 
and contri bUles 
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Hs = 2 L ~ (e21TimnT + e-21Timnt) 

m.n>O 

= - [ln(!1](T) 14) + ~T2 -ln(T21] , (25) 

where m, n are the integers that label the windings 
of the world-sheet. The sum of Hl. H3 and Hs re
produces the full one-Ioop perturbative string theory 
result. Applying T-duality in one of the toroidal di
rections transforms this into the one-Ioop term of the 
IIB theory. The complete non-perturbative structure 
of the ten-dimensional tgtgK' terms of the IIB theory 
can then be recovered using the series of dualities de
scribed in [4]. 

The total contribution to the tgtgK' terms in the 
eight-dimensional effective action is given (in HA 
string coordinates) by 

SK' ~ JdgxJgA(g)r~rfHtgtgR", (26) 

where H = L:;=I Hi and we have ignored an overall 
constant. This expression is invariant under the requi
site SI(3, Z) 0SI(2, Z) U- duality symmetry. The par
tiele winding numbers (Î1.Î2.Î3) transform as a 3 of 
SI(3, Z) while the windings of the Membrane (m, n) 
transform as a 2 of SI(2. Z). The decoupling of the 
two factors in the U-duality group arises from the fact 
that the ultra-short BPS states in nine dimensions do 
not contain both a wrapped Membrane and Kaluza
Klein charges. Compactification on r to seven dimen
sions is more complicated since the U-duality group 
is SI(5, Z), which is not a product oftwo factors. The 
tgtg R4 terms in this case depends on the BPS spectrum 
in eight dimensions, which was discussed in [19]. 

In this paper we have studied properties of the 
one-Ioop amplitude in eleven-dimcnsional super
gravity compactified on tori to lower dimensions. 
Upon compactifying to nine dimensions on T2 this 
amplitude reproduces the complete perturbative and 
non-perlurbative tgtgR4 terms in the effective actions 
for Ihe corresponding string theories if Ihe ulta-violet 
divcrgence is chosen 10 have a particular finite regu
larized value (a value that can presumably be derived 
from Matrix Theory). This value is also in agree
ment with that obtaincd by supersymmetry which 
relates it to the C(3J /\ Xg term [4 J. In the limit in 
which the two-torus has zero volume. V2 ...... O. the 
regularized term does not contribute and the com

plete tglgK' term of thc ten-dimensional IIB theory 
is rcproduced precisely by the one-loop supergravity 
caJculation. lt is noteworthy that the IglgK' terms in 
the HB theory only get string-thcory perturbative con
tributions at tree-level and one loop. in addition to the 
non-perturbative D-instanton contributions. This is 
tantalizingly similar to the structure of the F2 terms in 
N =2 super Yang-Mi lis theory in D =4 dimensions. 

Upon compactification to eight dimensions on Tl 
the one-Ioop e1even-dimensional supergravity ampli
tude reproduces the SI(3. Z)-symmetric piece of the 
tstgK' term that is associated with Kaluza-Klein in
stantons. The remaining piece that arises from the 
wrappcd Membrane is uniquely determined by con
sistency with the T-duality that relates the HA and 
IIB theories, together with one-loop string perturba
tion theory. We have not addressed the new issues that 
arise in compactification on manifolds of non-trivial 
holonomy or compactification to lower dimensions. 
For examplc. compactification on fÓ requires consid
erations of the wrapped world-volumeof the M-theory 
live-brane. 

In addition to the K' terms considered here there are 
many other terms of the same dimension involving the 
other fields of ten-dimensional string theory and M
theory. In the language of type IIB supergravity some 
of these terms conserve the R-symmetry charge (as 
with the K' term) while some of them violate it in a 
manner consistent with the instanton effects (such as 
the ,\,16 tcrm described in [5]). 

Since there is no scalar field there is no possibil
ity of a well-defined perturbation expansion in pow
ers of a small coupling constant in eleven-dimensional 
supergravity. Fortuitously. the relation of thc IstgK' 
term to the eleven-form, CD) /\ Xg, via supersymme
try. implies that the one-Ioop expression is exact with 
no corrections from higher-loop diagrams (sin e 
normalization of the c1even-form is fixed by ilno 
cancellation) . This adds to the ever-i ncreasi ng boc> 
cvidencc that the constraints of maximal supcrgra\ 
arc profoundly rcstrictivc. 

We wish to acknowlcdgc EC support undcr thc Hu
man Capital and Mohility programme. MBG is gratc
ful 10 thc University of Paris VI whcrc this work was 
complClcd. 
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Abstract 

We relate Type lIB superstrings compactified to six dimensions on K3 10 an eleven-dimensional 
theory compactified on (S')5 /Zz. Eleven-dimensional five-branes enter the story in an interesting 
way. 

1. Introduction 

By now, there is substantial evidence for the existence of an eleven-dimensional 
quantum theory with eleven-dimensional supergravity as its long wave-Iength limit. 
Moreover, the theory contains two-branes and five-branes at least macroscopically, and 
some of their properties are known; for instance, the K-invariant Bergshoeff-Sezgin
Townscnd action [1] describes the long wavelength excitations of a macroscopic two
brane. 

The description by eleven-dimensional supergravity with two-branes and five-branes is 
cxpected to be valid when all characteristic leng th scales (of a space-time and the branes 
that it contains) are large compared to the Planck length. One also has some information 
about the behavior under certain conditions when some dimensions of space-time are 
small compared to the Planck scale. For instanee, the eleven-dimensional "M-theory" 
(where M stands for magie, mystery, or membrane. according to taste) on X x SI, with 
X any ten-manifold, is equivalent to Type HA on X, with a Type HA string coupling 
constant that becomes small when the radius of SI goes to zero. Likewise, the M-theory 
on Y x K3, with Y a seven-manifold. is equivalent to the heterotic string on Y x T 3

, 

and the M-theory on X x SI/Z2, with X a ten-manifold, is equivalent to the Es x Es 
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heterotic string on X; in each case, the string coupling constant becomes small when 
the volume of the last factor goes to zero. 

The evidence for the existence of the M-theory (beyond the consistency of the 
c1assical low energy theory) comes mainly from the success of statements deduced 
from the relations of the M-theory to strings. Even a few more similar examples might 
therefore significantly enrich the story. The purpose of the present paper is to add one 
more such example, by arguing that the M-theory on Z x (S')5 jZ2 is equivalent to the 
Type IIB superstring on Z x K3. Here Z is an arbitrary six-manifold, but as usual in 
such arguments, by scaling up the metric of Z, one can reduce to the case that Z =R6. 
In fact, once an equivalence is established between the M-theory on Z x (S')5 jZ2 and 
Type IIB on Z x K3 when Z is large, it can be followed into the region of small Z. 

The equivalence of the M-theory on R6 x (S')5 jZ2 with Type IIB on R6 x K3 was 
also conjectured recently by Dasgupta and Mukhi [2] who independently pointed out 
a problem - involving anomaly cancellation and the distribution of the twisted sectors 
among fixed points - that will be addressed bel ow. Some general comments about 
Type IIB on K3 as an M-theory orbifold were also made recently by HuIl [3]. 

2. The low energy supergravity 

Compactification of the Type IIB superstring on K3 gives a six-dimensional theory 
with a chiral supersymmetry which (upon toroidal compactification to four dimensions) 
is related to N =4 supersymmetry in D =4. We will call this six-dimensional chiral 
N = 4 supersymmetry (though the number of supercharges is only twice the minimum 
possible number in D =6). 

The supergravity multiplet of chiral N =4 supergravity contains, in addition to the 
graviton, five self-dual tensors (that is two-forms with self-dual field strength) plus 
gravitinos. Tbe graviton in six dimensions has nine helicity states, while the self-dual 
tensor has three, so the total number of bosonic helicity states is 9 + 5 . 3 =24; the 
gravitinos likewise have 24 helicity states. The supergravity multiplet has gravitational 
anomalies (which cannot be canceled by the Green-Schwarz mechanism alone), so any 
consistent theory with chiral N =4 supergravity in six dimensions must contain matter 
multiplets also. 

There is actually only one possible matter multiplet in chiral N =4 supersymmetry. 
It is the tensor multiplet, which contains five spin zero bosons, an anti-self-dual anti
symmetrie tensor (that is a two-form field whose field strength is anti-self-dual) with 
three helicity states, and 5 + 3 =8 helicity states of chiral fermions. Cancellation of 
gravitational anomalies requires that the number of tensor multipIets be precisely 21. 

Using only the low energy supergravity, one can deduce (for a survey of such 
matters see [4]) that the moduli space M of vacua is locally the homogeneous 
spacc SO( 21,5) j SO( 21) x SO( 5). In the particular case of a chiral N = 4 the
ory obtained by compactification of Type lID on K3, the global structure is actu
ally (as asserted in Eq. (4.16) of [5]; see [6] for a more precise justification) 
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M =SO(21,5;Z)\SO(21,5)jSO(21) x SO(5). This depends on knowledge of con
formal field theory T-duality on K3 [7] together with the SL(2, Z) symmetry of ten
dimensional Type IIB superstring theory. 

Note that since there is no scalar in the chiral N = 4 supergravity multiplet, the 
dilaton is one of the 5 x 21 = 105 scalars that come from the tensor multipiets. The 
SO (21 , 5; Z) discrete symmetry mixes up the dilaton with the other 104 scalars, relating 
some but not all of the "strong coupling" regimes to regions of weak coupling or large 
volume. 

2.1. Five-branes and the tensor multiplet anomaly 

We wiIl need some background about five-branes and gravitational anomalies. 
We want to consider a certain model of global chiral N =4 supergravity with the 

tensor multiplet. To do this, we begin in eleven-dimensional Minkowski space, with 
coordinates Xl, • .• ,XII (Xl being the time), and gamma matrices r l , .•. , ril which 
obey 

r l r2 
.•. r ll =1. (2.1 ) 

Now we introduce a five-brane with world-volume given by the equations 

x7 = ... = xli = o. (2.2) 

The presence of this five-brane breaks half of the 32 space-time supersymmetries. The 
16 surviving supersymmetries are those that obey r7 ..• ril = 1, or equivalently, in 
view of (2.1), r l •.. r> = 1. Thus, the surviving supersymmetries are chiral in the 
six-dimensional sense; the world-volume theory of the five-brane has chiral N = 4 
supersymmetry. This is global supersymmetry since - as the graviton propagates in bulk 
- there is no massless graviton on the five-brane world-volume. 

Therefore, the massless world-volume fields must make up a certain number of tensor 
multipiets, this being the only matter multiplet allowed by chiral N =4 supergravity. 
In fact, there is precisely one tensor multiplet. The five massless scalars are simply 
the ftuctuations in x7 , •.. ,Xii; the massless world-volume fermions are the Goldstone 
fermions associated with the supersymmetries under which the five-brane is not invariant; 
and the anti-self-dual tensor has an origin that was described semiclassically in [8]. 
Thc assertion that the massless world-volume excitations of the five-brane consist of 
precisely one tensor multiplet can also be checked by compactifying the xli direction 
on a circle, and comparing to the structure of a Oirichlet four-brane of Type IIA [9]. 
(In compactifying the M-theory to Type HA, the five-brane wrapped around Xli turns 
into a four-brane; the tensormultiplet of 5 + 1 dimensions reduces to a vector multiplet 
in 4 + 1 dimensions, which is the massless world-volume structure of the Oirichlet 
four-brane.) 

Now we want to allow ftuctuations in the position of the five-brane and compute the 
quantum behavior at long wavelengths. At once we run into the fact that the tensor 
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multiplet on the five-brane world-volume has a gravitational anomaly. Without picking 
a coordinate system on the five-brane world-volume, how can one cancel the anomaly 
in the one loop effective action of the massless world-volume fields (even at very long 
wavelengths where the one loop calculation is valid)? 

This question was first discussed by Duff, Liu, and Minasian [10]; what follows is a 
sort of dual version of their resolution of the problem. 2 The tensor multiplet anomaly 
cannot be cancelled, as one might have hoped, by a world-volume Green-Schwarz 
mechanism. Instead one has to cancel a world-volume effect against a bulk contribution 
from the eleven-dimensional world, rather as in [11]. 

This theory has in the long-wavclength description a four-form F that is c10sed in the 
absence of five-branes, but which in the presence of five-branes obeys 

dF=ov (2.3) 

where Ov is a delta-function supported on the five-form world-volume V. There is here a 
key point in the terminology: given a codimension n submanifold W of space-time, the 
symbol Ow will denote not really a delta "function" but a c10sed n-form supported on W 
which integrates to one in the directions normal to W. For instance, in one dimension, 
if P is the Ofigin on the x-axis, then Op =o(x) dx where 8(x) is the "Dirac delta 
function" and o(x) dx is, therefore, a c10sed one-form that vanishes away from the 
origin and whose integral over the x-axis (that is, the directions normal to P) is 1. With 
Ov thus understood as a c10sed five-form in the five-brane case, (2.3) is compatible with 
the Bianchi identity d(dF) = 0 and is, in fact, sometimes taken as a defining property 
of the five-brane as it asserts that the five-brane couples magnetically to F. 

Now suppose that in the low energy expansion of the effective eleven-dimensional 
theory on a space-time M there is a term 

(2.4)iJL = JFAh 
M 

where h is a gravitational Chern-Simons seven-form. Exactly which Chern-Simons 
seven-form it should be will soon become c1ear. Under an infinitesimal diffeomorphism 
xl ---> xl + EUI (E being an infinitesimal parameter and u a vector field), h does not 
transform as a tensor, but rather h ---> h + d16, where 16 is a certain six-form (which 
depends upon u). The transformation of iJL under a diffeomorphism is therefore 

iJL ---> iJL + JF A d16 =iJL - JdF A 16· (2.5) 

M M 

Thus, iJL is generally covariant in the absence of five-branes, but in the presence of a 
five-brane, according to (2.3), one gets 

2 In the very similar case of ten-dimensionaJ lYpe UA five-branes, the duaJ version was worked out in 
unpubJished work by J. Blum and JA Harvey. 
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LlL -> LlL - J16. (2.6) 

V 

But gravitational anomalies in n dimensions involve precisely expressions JJn where 
Jn is as above (that is, Jn appears in the transformation law of a Chern-Simons n + 1
form In-tl by In+1 -> In+1 + dJn; see [12] for an introduction to such matters.) Thus 
with the correct choice of ho the anomaly of LlL in the presence of a five-brane precisely 
cancels the world-volume anomaly of the tensor multiplet. This· is thus a case in which 
an interaction in the bulk is needed to cancel on anomaly on the world-volume. Moreover 
(as explained in a dual language in [10]), the presence in eleven dimensions of the 
interaction LlL can be checked by noting that upon compactification on a circ1e, this 
interaction reduces to the H 1\ h term found in [13] for Type HA superstrings; here H 
is the usual three-form field strength of the Type UA theory. 

What has been said to this point is sufficient for our purposes. However, I cannot resist 
a further comment that involves somewhat similar ideas. The seven-form F' dual to F 
does not obey dF' =0 even in the absence of five-branes; from the eleven-dimensional 
supergravity one finds instead 

1 
dF' + ïF 1\ F = O. (2.7) 

One may ask how this is compatible with the Bianchi identity d(dF') =0 once - in the 
presence of five-branes - one encounters a situation with dF =I O. The answer involves 
the anti-self-dual three-form field strength T on the five-brane world-volume. According 
to Eq. (3.3) of [14], this field obeys not - as one might expect - dT =0, but rather 
dT =F. If then in the presence of a five-brane, (2.7) becomes 

, 1 8dF + ïF 1\ F - T 1\ v =0, (2.8) 

then the Bianchi identity still works even in the presence of the five-brane. The T 1\ 8v 
term in fact follows from the coupling in Eq. (3.3) of [14]. which gives a five-brane 
contribution to the equation of motion of the three-form A. Thus, we get a new derivation 
of the relevant coupling and in particular of the fact that dT =F. 

3. Type IIB on K3 

We now come to the main focus of this paper. One would like to understand the 
"strong coupling behavior" of the Type IIB theory compactified on K3, or more precisely, 
the behavior as one goes to infinity in tbe moduli space M of vacua. As explained above, 
this theory has a SO(21, 5; Z) discrete symmetry, which gives many identifications of 
strong coupling or small volume with weak coupling or large volume, but there remain 
(as in, [5], Section 3, or [6]) inequivalent limits in which one can go to infinity in 
M. 
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Any limit can be reached by starting at a given point P E Mand then considering 
the one-parameter family of vacua PI = e lxP where x is a generator of SO(21, 5) and 
t is a positive real number. As t -+ 00, one approaches infinity in M in a direction 
that depends upon x. In any such limit, by looking at the lightest states, one aims to 
find a description by an effective ten-dimensional string theory or eleven-dimensional 
field theory. Tbe duality group visible (though mostly spontaneously broken, depending 
on the precise choice of P) in this effective theory will include the subgroup r of 
SO(21,5;Z) that commutes with x (and so preserves the particular direction in which 
one has gone to infinity). 

As in [5,61. one really only needs to consider x's that lead to a maximal set of light 
states, and because of the discrete SO(21,5;Z), there are only finitely many cases to 
consider. We wiU focus here on the one limit that seems to be related most directly to 
the M -theory. 

Consider a subgroup SO(l6) x SO(5,5) of SO(21,5). Let x be a generator of 
SO(5,5) that commutes with an SL(5) subgroup. Tben the subgroup of SO(21,5;Z) 
that commutes with x - and so is visible if one goes to infinity in the direction determined 
by x - contains SO(l6) x SL(5,Z). 

Since it will play a role later, let us discuss just how SL(5, Z) can be observed as a 
symmetry at infinity. Instead of making mathematical arguments, we will discuss another 
(not unrelated, as we will see) physieal problem with SO(21,5;Z) symmetry, namely 
the compactification on a five-torus of the SO(32) heterotic string to five dimensions, 
with SO(21, 5; Z) as the T-duality group. Tbe region at infinity in moduli space in which 
there is a visible SL(5, Z) symmetry is simply the large volume limit, with the torus 
large in all directions. In what sense can SL(5, Z) be "observed"? It is spontaneously 
broken (to a finite subgroup, generically trivial) by the choice of a metrie on the five
torus, but, if one is free to move around in the moduli space of large volume metrics 
(remaining at infinity in M) one can see that there is a spontaneously broken SL(5, Z). 

Now, actually, the relevant region at infinity in moduli space is parametrized by a large 
metric on the torus, aB-field, and a flat SO(32) bundIe described by five commuting 
Wilson lines Wj • (For the moment we take the flat bundIe to be topologically trivial, 
a point we return to in Subsection 3.4.) If one is free to vary all of these, one can 
certainly observe the full SL(5, Z). Suppose, though, that in some method of calculation, 
the Wilson lines are frozen at particular values, and one can only vary the metric and 
B-fie1d. Tben one will only observe the subgroup of SL(5, Z) that leaves the Wilson 
lines invariant. 

For instance, if the Wilson lines are trivial - a rather special situation with unbroken 
SO(32) - one will see all of SL(5, Z). Here is another case that will enter below though 
it will appear mysterious at the moment. As the Wj commute, they can be simuItaneously 
diagonalized, with eigenvalues Aj, a = 1, ... ,32. Suppose that the Aj are all ± I, and 
have the property that for each fixed a, ilj Aj =-1. Tbere are 16 collections of five 
± 1's whose product is -I (namely 1, I, I, I, -1 and four permutations of that sequence; 
I, I , -I , -1, -I and nine permutations of that sequence; and - t , - t , - t , -I , -I). Let 
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the A'f be such that each such pennutation appears exactly twice. This breaks SL(5, Z) 
to the finite index subgroup r consisting of SL(5, Z) matrices Mi b j, k =1, ... ,5 such 
that L:i Mj k is odd for each fixed k. If the Wilson lines are frozen at the stated values, 
it is only rand not all of SL(5, Z) that can be observed by varying the metric and 
B-field. 

3.J. Jnterpretation of the symmetry 

Let us go back to the Type IIB theory on K3 and the attempt to interpret the strong 
coupling limit that was described, the one with a visible SL(5, Z). As in the example 
just discussed, the SL(5, Z) symmetry is strongly suggestive of the mapping class group 
of a five-torus. Thus. one is inclined to relate this particular limit of Type IIB on K3 to 
the M-theory on R6 times a five-manifold built from (Si )5. This cannot be (SI)5 itself, 
because the M-theory on R6 x (SI)5 would have twice as much supersymmetry as we 
want. One is tempted instead to take an orbifold of (SI)5 in such a way as to break 
half of the supersymmetry while preserving the SL(5,Z). 

A natural way to break half the supersymmetries by orbifolding is to divide by a 
Z2 that acts as -Ion all five circles. This is actually the only choice that breaks 
half the supersymmetry and gives a chiral N =4 supersymmetry in six dimensions. In 
fact, dividing by this Z2 leaves precisely those supersymmetries whose generators obey 
r 7 r 8 .•. ril € =€. This condition was encountered in the discussion of the five-brane, 
and leaves the desired chiral supersymmetry. So M-theory compactified on (SI)5 /Z2 is 
our candidate for an eleven-dimensional interpretation of Type IIB superstrings on K3. 

More precisely, the proposal is that M-theory on (SI)5 /Z2 has the property that when 
any Si factor in (SI)5 /Z2 goes to zero radius, the M-theory on this manifold goes over 
to a weakly coupled Type IIB superstring. This assertion should hold not just for one 
of the five circles in the definition of (SI)5 /Z2, but for any of infinitely many circles 
obtained from these by a suitable symmetry transfonnation. 

3.2. Anomalies 

Let us work out the massless states of the theory, first (as in [15]) the "untwisted 
states," that is the states that come directly from massless eleven-dimensional fields, and 
then the "twisted states," that is, the states that in a macroscopie description appear to 
be supported at the classical singularities of (SI)5 /Z2. 

The spectrum of untwisted states can be analyzed quickly by looking at antisymmetric 
tensors. The three-fonn A of the eleven-dimensional theory is odd under parity (because 
of the A 1\ F 1\ F supergravity interaction ). Since the Z2 by which we are dividing (SI) 5 
reverses orientation, A is odd under this transfonnation. The zero modes of A on (SI)5 
therefore give, after the Z2 projection, five two-fonns (and ten scalars, but no vectors or 
three-fonns) on R6 . The self-dual parts of these tensors are the expected five self-dual 
tensors of the supergravity multipIet, and the anti-self-dual parts are part of five tensor 
multiplets. The number of tensor multipIets from the untwisted sector is therefore five. 
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Just as in [15], the untwisted spectrum is anomalous; there are five tensor multiplets, 
while 21 would be needed to cancel the gravitational anomalies. 16 additional tensor 
multiplets are needed from twisted sectors. 

The problem, as independently raised in [21, is that there appear to be 32 identical 
twisted sectors, coming from the 32 fixed points of the Z2 action on (Si )5. How can 
one get 16 tensor multiplets from 32 fixed points? We wiII have to abandon the idea of 
finding a vacuum in which all fixed points enter symmetrically. 

Even so, there seems to be a paradox. As explained in [15], since the eleven
dimensional theory has no gravitational anomalyon a smooth manifold, the gravitational 
anomaly of the eleven-dimensional massless fields on an orbifold is a sum of delta 
functions supported at the fixed points. In the case at hand, the anomaly can be canceled 
by 16 tensor muitipiets (plus a Green-Schwarz mechanism), but there are 32 fixed points. 
Thus, each fixed point has an anomaly, coming from the massless eleven-dimensional 
fields, that could be canceled by 16/32 =1/2 tensor multipiets. 3 The paradox is that 
it is not enough to globally cancel the gravitational anomaly by adding sixteen tensor 
multipiets. One needs to cancel the anomaly locally in the eleven-dimensional world, 
somehow modifying the theory to add at each fixed point half the anomaly of a tensor 
mul tipi et. How can this be, given that the tensor multiplet is the only matter multiplet 
of chiral N =4 supersymmetry, so that any matter system at a fixed point would be a 
(positive) integral number of tensor multipIets? 

3.3. Resolution of the paradox 

To resolve this paradox, the key point is that because the fixed points in (SI)5 /Z2 
have codimension Jive, just like the codimension of a five-brane world-volume, there 
is another way to cancel anomalies apart from including massless fields on the world
volume. We can assume that the fixed points are magnetic sources of the four-form F. 
In other words, we suppose that (even in the absence of conventional five-branes) dF 
is a sum of delta functions supported at the orbifold fixed points. If so, then the bulk 
interaction AL =JF /\ h that was discussed earl ier wiII give additional contributions to 
the anomalies supported on the fixed points. 

Since a magnetic coupling of F to the five-brane cancels the anomaly of a tensor 
muitiplet, if an orbifold fixed point has "magnetic charge" -1/2, tbis will cancel the 
anomaly from the eleven-dimensional massless fields (which otherwise could be can
celed by 1/2 a tensor multiplet). If an orbifold fixed point has magnetic charge +1/2, 
this doubles the anomaly, so that it can be canceled if there is in addition a "twisted 
sector" tensor multiplet supported at that fixed point. Note that it is natural that a Z2 
orbifold point could have magnetic charge that is half-integral in units of the usual 
quantum of charge. 

3 The eleven-dimensional massless fields by obvious symmetries contribute the same anomaly at each fixed 
point. 
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A constraint comes from the fact that the sum of the magnetic charges must vanish 
on the compact space (SI)5 /Z2. Another constraint comes from the fact that if we 
want to maintain supersymmetry, the charge for any fixed point cannot he less than 
-1/2. Indeed, a fixed point of charge less than -1/2 would have an anomaly that 
could not be canceled by tensor multipiets; a negative numher of tensor multiplets or a 
positive number of wrong chirality tensor multiplets (violating supersymmetry) would 
be required. An example of how to satisfy these constraints and ensure local cancellation 
of anomalies is to assign charge -1/2 to 16 of the fixed points, and charge +1/2 to the 
other 16. With one tensor multiplet supported at each of the last 16 fixed points, such a 
configuration has all anomalies locally cancelled in the eleven-dimensional sense. 

Here is another way to cancel the anomalies locally. Assign magnetic charge -1/2 to 
each of the 32 fixed points, but include at each of 16 points on (SI)5/Z2 a conventional 
five-brane, of charge 1. The total magnetic charge vanishes (as 32( -1/2) + 16 =0) and 
since both a fixed point of charge -1/2 and a conventional five-brane are anomaly-free, 
all anomalies are cancelled locally. Each five-brane supports one tensor multiplet; the 
scalars in the tensor multiplets determine the positions of the five-branes on (SI)5 /Z2. 

I would like to suggest that this last anomaly-canceling mechanism is the general one, 
and that the case that the magnetic charge is all supported on the fixed points is just a 
special case in which the five-branes and fixed points coincide. In fact, if a five-brane 
happens to move around and meet a fixed point, the charge of that fixed point increases 
by I. This gives a very natural interpretation of the "twisted sector" modes of a fixed 
point of charge 1/2. Such a fixed point supports a tensor multipiet, which contains five 
scalars; we interpret the scalars as representing a possible perturbation in the five-brane 
position away from the fixed point. 

If we accept this interpretation, there is no issue of what is the "right" configuration 
of charges for the fixed points; any configuration obeying the constraints (total charge 
o and charge at least -1/2 for each fixed point) appears somewhere on the moduli 
space. The only issue is what configuration of charges has the most transparent relation 
to string theory. 

Let us parametrize the five circles in (S1 ) 5 by periodic variables xi, j =7, ... , 11, 
of period I, with Z2 acting by xi -> -xi so that the fixed points have all coordinates 
Oor 1/2. We take SL(5,Z) to act linearly, by xi -> Mi kXk, with Mik an SL(5,Z) 

matrix. Thus SL(5, Z) leaves invariant one fixed point P, the "origin" xi = 0, and 
acts transitively on the other 31. The only SL(5, Z)-invariant configuration of charges 
obeying the constraints is to assign magnetic charge +31/2 to Pand -1/2 to each 
of the others. Then each of the 16 tensor multipiets would he supported at the origin. 
This configuration cancels the anomalies and is SL( 5, Z) invariant. However, it does 
not seem to be the configuration with the dosest relation to string theory. 

To see this, consider the limit in which one of the circles in (SI)5 becomes small. To 
an observer who does not detect this circIe, one is then left with (SI)4 /Z2, which is a 
K3 orbifold. Dur hypothesis about M-theory on (SI)5 /Z2 says that this theory should 
go over to weakly coupled Type IIB on K3 when any circle shrinks. In (SI )4/Z2, there 
are 16 fixed points; in quantization of Type IIB superstrings on this orbifold, one tensor 
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multiplet comes from each of the 16 fixed points. 
In M-theory ón (SI)5 /Z2, there are 32 fixed points. When one of the circJes is small, 

then - to an observer who does not resolve that circJe - the 32 fixed points appear to 
coalesce pairwise to the 16 fixed points of the string theory on (Si )4/Z2. To reproduce 
the string theory answer that one tensor multiplet comes from each singularity, we want 
to arrange the charges on (SI)5 /Z2 in such a way that each pair of fixed points differing 
only in the values of one of the coordinates contributes one tensor multiplet. 

This can be done by arranging the charges in the following "checkerboard" config
uration. If a fixed point has Ei xi integral, we give it charge -1/2. If Ei xi is a 
half-integer, we give it charge +1/2. Then any two fixed points differing only by lhe 
value of the xi coordinate - for any given j - have equal and opposite charge, and 
contribute a total of one tensor multiplet. 

Moreover, the four-form field strength F of the M-theory reduces in ten dimensions 
to a three-form field strength H. This vanishes for string theory on K3, so one can ask 
how the string theory can be a limit of an eleven-dimensional theory in a vacuum with 
non-zero F. If we arrange the charges in the checkerboard fashion, this puzzle has a 
natural answer. In the limit in which the jth circJe shrinks to zero, equal and opposite 
charges are superposed and cancel, so the resulting ten-dimensional theory has zero H. 

The checkerboard configuration is not invariant under all of SL(5, Z), but only under 
the finite index subgroup r introduced just prior to Subsection 3.1 (the subgroup 
consisting of matrices Mik such that Ei Mik is odd for each k). Thus the reduction to 
ten-dimensional string theory can work not only if one shrinks one of the five circJes in 
the definition of (SI)5 /Z2, but also if one shrinks any of the (infinitely many) circJes 
obtainable from these by a r transformation. 

Just as in the discussion in which r was introduced, in the checkerboard vacuum, one 
cannot see the full SL( 5, Z) if the only parameters one is free to vary are the metric and 
three-form A on (SI)5 /Z2. An SL(5, Z) transformation w not in r is a symmetry only 
if combined with a motion of the other moduli - in fact a motion of some five-branes 
to compensate for the action of w on the charges of fixed points. 

3.4. Check by comparison to other dualities 

In the study of string theory dualities, once a conjecture is formulated that runs into no 
immediate contradiction, one of the main ways to test it is to try to see what implications 
it has when combined with other, better established dualities. 

In the case at hand, we wil! (as was done independently by Dasgupta and Mukhi 
[2]) mainly compare our hypothesisabout M-theory on (Sl)S/Zz to the assertion that 
M-theory on X x Si is equivalent, for any five-manifold X, to Type IIA on X. 

To combine the two assertions in an interesting way, we consider M-theory on R5 x 
Si X (SI)5 /Z2. On the one hand, because of the Si factor, this should be equivalent to 
Type HA on R5 x (SI)5 /Z2, and on the other hand, because of the (SI)5 /Z2 factor, it 
should be equivalent to Type Im on R5 x Si x K3. 
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It is easy to see that, at least in general terrns, we land on our feet. Type llB on 
R5 x S' x K3 is equivalent by T-duality to Type UA on R5 x S' x K3, and the latter is 
equivalent by Type HA - heterotic duality to the heterotic string on R5 xSI xT* =R5xT5, 
and thence by heterotic - Type I duality to Type I on R5 x T5 • 

On the other hand, Type UA on R5 x (S')5 jZ2 is an orientifold which is equivalent 
5 by T-duality to Type I on R x T5 [16,17]. 

So the prediction from our hypothesis about M-theory on (SI)5 jZ2 - that Type HA 
on (S')5 jZ2 should be equivalent to Type IIB on Si x K3 - is correct. This is a powerful 
test. 

CompOllellts of the moduli space 
What remains to be said? The strangest part of our discussion about M-theory on 

(SI)5 j Z 2 was the absence of a vacuum with symmetry among the fixed points. We 
would like to find a counterpart of this at the string theory level, for Type HA on 
(SI)5 j 2. Z 

The Type HA orientifold on (S')5 jZ2 needs - to cancel anomalies - 32 D-branes 
located at 32 points in (S' )5; moreover, this configuration of 32 points must tie invariant 
under Z2. It is perfectly possible to place one D-brane at each of the 32 fixed points, 
maintaining the symmetry between them. Does this not contradict what we found in 
eleven dimensions? 

The resolution of this puzzle starts by observing that the D-branes that are not at 
fixed points are paired by the Z2. So as the D-branes move around in a Z2-invariant 
fashion, the number of D-branes at each fixed point is conserved modulo two (if a D
brane approaches a fixed point, its mirror image does also). Thus, there is a Z2-valued 
invariant associated with each fixed point; allowing for the fact that the total number of 
D-branes is even, there are 31 independent Z2 's. 

What does this correspond to on the Type 1 side? A configuration of 32 D-branes on 
(S')5 j Z 2 is T-dual to a Type 1 theory compactified on (S')5 with a flat SO(32) bundie. 
However, the moduli space of flat SO( 32) connections on the five-torus is not connected 
- there are many components. One component contains the trivial connection and leads 
when one considers the deformations to the familiar Narain moduli space of the hetero tic 
string on the five-torus. This actually corresponds to a D-brane configuration with an 
even number of D-branes at each fixed point. The Wilson lines Wj can be simultaneously 
block-diagonalized, with 16 two-by-two blocks. The ath block in Wj is 

COS {}j.a sin (}j,a ) , 
( (3.1 ) 

- sinfha cos {}j,a 

with 'ha. j = 1, ... ,5 being angular variables that determine the position on (SI)5 of 
the ath D-brane (which also has an image whose coordinates are -(}j.a). 

There are many other components of the moduli space of flat connections on the 
five-torus, corresponding to the 32 Z2'S noted above. Another component - in a sense 
at the opposite extreme from the component that contains the trivial connection 
is the following. Consider a flat connection with the properties that the Wj can all 
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be simultaneously diagonalized, with eigenvalues Àj,a = ±1, a = 1, ... ,32. Since the 
positions of the D-branes are tbe phases of tbe eigenvalues of the Wj , this corresponds 
to a situation in which all D-branes are at fixed points. Pick the Àj,a such that each of 
the 32 possible sequences of five ±1's arises as Àj.a for some value of a. Then there 
is precisely one D-brane at each of the 32 fixed points. This flat bundIe - caB it F 
- cannot be defonned as a fiat bundie to the flat bundIe with trivial connection; that 
is c1ear from the fact that the number of D-branes at fixed points is odd. Therefore, 
F does not appear on the usual Narain moduli space of toroidal compactification of 
the heterotic string to five dimensions. However, it can be shown that the bundIe F is 
topologically trivial so that the flat connection on it can be defonned (but not via flat 
connections ) to the trivial connection. 4 Thus, compactification using the bundie F is 
continuously connected to the usual toroidal compactification, but only by going through 
configurations that are not c1assieal solutions. 

The fact that the configuration with one D-brane at each fixed point is not on the 
usual component of the moduli space leads to a solution to our puzzle. In reconciling 
the two string theory descriptions of M-theory on R5 x Si X (SI)5 /Z2, a key step_was 
Type UA - heterotic string duality relating Type nA on R5 x Si X K3 to the heterotic 
string on R6 x Si X (SI)4 =R5 X T5 . This duality holds with the standard component of 
the moduli space on T5 , so even though the symmetrical D-brane configuration exists, 
it is not relevant to our problem because it is related to a different component of the 
moduli space of flat SO(32) bundies. 

Working on the Type nA orientifold on (SI)5/Z2 whieh is T-dual to a flat SO(32) 

bundIe on the usual component of the moduli space means that the number of D-branes 
at each fixed point is even. With 32 D-branes and 32 fixed points, it is then impossible 
to treat symmetrically all fixed points. One can, however, piek any 16 fixed points, and 
place two D-branes at each of those, and none at the others. In the quantization, one 
then gets one five-dimensional vector multiplet from each fixed point that is endowed 
with a D-brane and none from the others. 5 Recalling that the vector multiplet is the 
dimensional reduction of the tensor multiplet from six to five dimensions, this result 
agrees with what we had in eleven dimensions: given any 16 of the 32 fixed points, 
there is a point in moduli space such that each of those 16 contributes preciseIy one 
matter multipiet, and the others contribute none. 

It is possible that the absence of a vacuum with symmetrical treatment of all fixed 
points mcans that these theories cannot be strictly understood as orbifolds, but in any 
cvent, whatever the appropriate description is in eIeven-dimensional M-theory, we have 

4 In a previous draft of this paper, it was erroneously c1aimed that the bundie F was topologically non-trivial, 
with non-vanishing Stieffel-Whitney classes. The error was pointed out by E. Sharpe and some topological 
details were c1arified by D. Freed. 

5 This is most easily seen by perturbing to a situation in which the pair of D-branes is near but not at the 
fixed poin!. For orientifolds, there are no twisted sector states from a fixed point that does not have D·branes. 
After the Z2 projection. a pair of D-branes in the orientifold produces the same spectrum as a single D-brane 
in an unorientifolded Type HA, and this is a single vector muitipiet, as explained in detail in Section 2 of 
1181. 
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found a precisely analogous behavior in the ten-dimensional Type nA orientifold. 

Other similar checks 
One might wonder about other similar checks of the claim about M-theory on 

(SI)5 jZ2. One idea is to look at M-theory on R5 x SI jZ2 X (SI)5 jZ2. The idea 
would be that this should turn into an Es x Es heterotic string upon taking the SI jZ2 
smalI, and into a Type IIB orientifold on SI jZ2 x K3 if one shrinks the (SI)5 jZ2. 
However, because the two Z2'S do not commute in acting on spinors, it is hard to make 
any sense of this orbifold. 

A similar idea is to look at M-theory on R4 x K3 X (SI)5 jZ2. When the last factor 
shrinks, this should become Type IIB on K3 x K3, while if the K3 factor shrinks ther. 
(allowing, as in a discussion that will appear elsewhere [19], for how the Z2 orbifolding 
acts on the homology of K3) one gets the heterotic string on (SI)S jZ2. These should 
therefore be equivalent. But one does not immediately have tools to verify or disprove 
that equivalence. 

Relation to extended gauge symmetry and non-critical strings 
A rather different kind of check can be made by looking at the behavior when some 

D-branes - or eleven-dimensional five-branes - coincide. 
Type IIA on K3 gets an extended SU(2) gauge symmetry when the K3 develops an 

AI singularity.6 This is not possible for Type IIB on K3, which has a chiral N =4 
supersymmetry that forbids vector multipIets. Rather, the weakly coupled Type IIB 
theory on a K3 that is developing an A I singularity develops [21] a non-critical string 
(that is, a string that propagates in flat Minkowski space and does not have the graviton 
as one of its modes) that couples to the anti-self-dual part of one of the antisymmetric 
tensor fields (the part that is in a tensor muitipIet, not in the supergravity multiplet). 

This six-dimensional non-critical string theory is a perhaps rather surprising example, 
apparently, of a non-trivial quantum theory in six-dimensional Minkowski space. Re
cently, it was argued by Strominger [22] that by considering almost coincident parallel 
five-branes in eleven dimensions, one gets on the world-volume an alternative realization 
of the same six-dimensional non-critical string theory. 

We can now (as partly anticipated by Strorninger's remarks) close the circle and 
deduce from the relation between M-theory on T5 jZ2 and Type IIB on K3 why Type IIB 
on a K3 with an AI singularity gives the same unusual low energy dynamics as two 
nearby parallel five-branes in eleven dimensions. This follows from the fact that in the 
map from M-theory on T5 jZ2 to Type IIB on K3, a configuration on T5 jZ2 with twc 
coincident five-branes is mapped to a K3 with an At singularity. To see that these 
configurations are mapped to each other, it is enough to note that upon compactification 
on an extra circle of generic radius, they are precisely the configurations that give an 
enhanced SU(2). This may be deduced as follows: 

6 We rcally mean a quantum A I singularity including a eondition on a certain world-sheet theta angle 120). 
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(1) 	M-theory on R5 x Si X T5 jZ2 5 is equivalent to Type HA on R x T5 jZ2, with the 
five-branes replaced by D-branes, and gets an enhanced SU(2) gauge symmetry 
precisely when two five-branes, or D-branes, meet. Indeed, when two D-branes 
meet, their U( 1) x U( 1) gauge syrnmetry (a U( 1) for each D-brane) is enhanced 
to U(2) (from the Chan-Paton factors of two coincident D-branes), or equivalently 
a U( 1) is enhanced to SU(2). 

5 (2) 	Type lID on R5 x Si x K3 is equivalent to Type HA on R x Si x K3 and therefore 
- because of the behavior of Type HA on K3 - the condition on the K3 moduli 
that causes a U(1) to be extended to SU(2) is precisely that there should be an 
A I singularity. 

Other orbifolds 

Dasgupta and Mukhi also discussed M-theory orbifolds R II n - X (sl)n jZ2. Tbe Z2 

action on the ferrnions multiplies them by the matrix f =rll-n+1 rll-n+2 ... ril, and 

the orbifold can therefore only be defined if f2 =1 (and not -1), which restricts us to 
n congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4. 

Tbe case n = 1 was discussed in [15], n =4 gives a K3 orbifold, and n =5 has 
been the subject of the present paper. Tbe next cases are n =8,9. For n = 8, as there 
are no anomalies, it would take a different approach to leam about the massless states 
from fixed points. For n =9, Dasgupta and Mukhi pointed out the beautiful fact that 
the number of fixed points - 29 = 512 - equals the number of left-moving massless 
fermions needed to cancel anomalies, and suggested that one such fermion comes from 
each fixed point. Since the left-moving fermions are singlets under the (chiral, right
moving) supersymmetry, this scenario is entirely compatible with the supersymmetry 
and is very plausible. 

Reduced rank 

Finally, let us note the following interesting application of part of the discussion above. 
Toroidal compactification of the heterotic (or Type I) string on a flat SO( 32) bundie 
that is not on the usual component of the moduli space (being T-dual to a configuration 
with an odd number of D-branes at fixed points) gives an interesting and simple way 
to reduce the rank of the gauge group while maintaining tbe full supersymmetry. Since 
2n + 1 D-branes at a fixed point gives gauge group SO(2n + I), one can in this way 
get gauge groups that are not simply laced. Models with these properties have been 
constructed via free ferrnions [23] and as asymmetrie orbifolds [24]. 
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Abstract 

The component fonn of the equations of motion for the 5-brane in eleven dimensions is derived from the superspace 
equations. These equations are fully covariant in six dimensions. It is shown that double-dimcnsional rcduction of thc 
bosonic equations gives the cquations of motion for a 4-brane in ten dimensions govemed by the Bom-Infeld action. © 
1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1. Introduction 

It is now widely believed that there is a single under
Iying theory which incorporates all superstring theo
ries and which also has, as a component, a new theory 
in eleven dimensions which has been christened "M
thenry". Opinion is divided as to whether M-theory 
is itself the fundamental theory or whether it is one 
corner of a large moduli space which has the five con
sistent ten-dimensional superstring theories as other 
corners. Whichever viewpoint turns out to be correct 
it seems certain that M-theory will play a crucial role 
in future developments. Not much is known about this 
theory at present, apart from the fact that it has eleven
dimensional supergravity as a low energy limit and 
that it has two basic BPS p-branes. the 2-brane and 
the 5-brane, which preserve half-supersymmetry. The 
former can be viewed as a fundamental (singular) so
lution to the supergravity cquations wherea~ thc lat

1 Rcsearch supported in part by NSF Grant PHY·9411543. 

2 Pcnnanent address. 


ter is soli tonic. It is therefore important to dcvclop a 
better understanding of these branes and in particular 
the 5-brane, since the Green-Schwarz action for the 
2-brane has been known for some time. 

In a reeent paper [I) it was shown that all branes 
preserving half-supersymmetry can be understood as 
embeddings of one superspace, the worldsurface, into 
another, the target superspace, which has spacetime as 
its body, and that the basic embedding condition which 
needs to be imposed is universal and geometrically 
natura\. The results of [ I) were given mainly at the lin
earized level; in a sequel [2) the eleven-dimensional 
5-brane was studied in more detail and the full non
linear equations of mot i on wcre derivcd. However, 
these were expressed in superspace notation. It is the 
purpose of this paper to interpret these equations in a 
more familiar form, in other words to derive their com
ponent equivalents. In the context of superembeddings 
the component formalism means the Green-Schwarz 
formalism since the leading term in the worldsurface 
O-expansion of the embedding describes a map from 
a bosonic worldsurface to a target superspace. 

0370·2693/97/$17.00 © 1997 Elsevier Scic"ce B.V. All righlS rcscrvcd. 
Pil S0370·2693(97)00257·8 
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Partial resuJts for the bosonic sector of the elevcn
dimcnsional fivebrane have been obtained in [3-6]. 
More rccently, a non-covariant bosonic action has 
been proposed [7,8]. In this approach, only the 
five-dimensional covariance is manifest. In [9], a 
complete boson ic action has been constructed. The 
action contains an auxiliary scalar field, which can 
be eliminated at the expense of sacrificing the six
dimensional covariance, after which it reduccs to the 
action of [7,8). 

In this paper we wiJl show that the covariant super
field equations of motion of the e1even-dimensional 
superfivcbrane presented in [1,2] can be wriUen in K

invariant form, and that they do have the anticipated 
Born-Infeld structure. The K-symmetry emerges [rom 
the worldsurface diffeomorphism invariance of the su
perspace equations, the parameter of this symmetry 
being essentially the Jcading component in the world
surface (I-expansion of an odd diffeomorphism. We 
find neither the need to introduce a scalar auxiliary 
field, nor the necessity to have only five-dimensional 
covariance. As long as one does not insist on having 
an action, it is possible to write down six-dimensional 
covariant equations, as one normally expects in the 
case of chiral p- forms. 

In order to show that our equations have the 
expected Born-Infeld form wc perform a double
dimensional reduction and compare them with the 
equations of motion for a 4-brane in ten dimensions. In 
Section 4, we do this comparison in the boson ic sector, 
and Ilat target spaee, and show that the Born-Infeld 
form of the 4-brane equations of motion does indeed 
emerge. The work of Refs. [1,2J is brielly reviewed 
in the next section, and in Section 3 the equations of 
mot ion are described in Grcen-Schwarz language. 

2. Equations of motion in superspace 

The 5-brane is described by an embedding of the 
worldsurface M, which has (evenlodd) dimension 
(6116) into the target space, M, which has dimensión 
(11132). In local coordinates zM. = (x!!!., (I!!:) for M 
and ZM for M the embedded submanifold is given as 
zM.( z) 1 . Wc define the embedding matrix EAIl to be 

1 Wc shall also denote the coordinates of M CM) by z 
(x. H)(.f ::; Cr. ft» if it is not nccessary to use indices 

the derivative of the embedding referred to preferred 
bases on both manifolds: 

EAIl = EAMaMZM.EM.Il, (1) 

A Mwhere EM (EA ) is the supervielbein (inverse su
pervielbein) which relates the preferred frame basis 
to the coordinate basis, and the target space superviel
bein has underlined indices. The notation is as follows: 
indices from the beginning (middle) of the alphabet 
refer to frame (coordinate) indices, latin (greek) in
dices refer to even (odd) components and capital in
dices to both, non-underlined (underlined) indices re
fer to M (M) and primed indices refer to normal di
rections. We shall also employ a two-step notation for 
spinor indices; that is, for general formulae a spinor 
index a (or a') will run from 1 to 16, but to inter
pret these formulae, we shall replace a subscript a 
by a subscript pair ai and a subscript a' by a pair 
f, where a = 1, ... ,4 and i = 1, ... ,4 rellecting the 
Spin( l,S) x USp( 4) groupstructureofthe N = 2, d = 
6 worldsurface superspace. (A lower (upper) a in
dex denotes a left-handed (right-handed) d =6 Weyl 
spinor and the d =6 spi nors that occur in the theory 
are all symplectic Majorana-Weyl.) 

The torsion 2-form TIl on M is given as usual by 

TIl = dEIl + E!!n!!Il, (2) 

where n is the connection I-form. The pull-back of 
this equation onto the worldsurface reads, in index 
notation, 

c\1AEé-- (-I)AB\1BEAf..+TAB Eé

= (-I )A(B+!!J EB!!EAIlT!!!F, (3) 

where the derivative \1 A is covariant with respect to 
both spaces, i.e. with respect to both underlined and 
non-underlined indices, the connection on M being, 
at this stage at least, independent of the target space 
connection. 

The basic embedding condition is 

Ea!!.=O, (4) 

from which it follows that (using (3)) 

Ea!!.Er/iTf!.ff = Tape Eo"·. (5) 

If the target space geometry is assumed to be that of 
(on-shclJ) eleven-dimensional supergravity equation 

http:EAMaMZM.EM.Il
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(4) actually detennines completely the induced ge
ometry of the worldsurface and the dynamics of the 5
brane. In fact, as will be discussed elsewhere, it is not 
necessary to be so specific about the target space ge
ometry, but it will be convenient to adopt the on-shell 
geometry in the present paper. The structure group 
of the target superspace is Spin( 1, 10) and the non
vanishing parts of the target space torsion are [ 10,11] 

T!!f!'- = -i(P-')!!f!, (6) 

T!!lJ.I = -fr,(fPEl)QIHabcJ - 2~8(fabcJ")QIHbcJ" 
(7) 

where H"l>cd is totally antisymmetric, and the dimen
sion 3/2~mponent T"hI. Halx'd is the dimension-one 
component of the c1os~ superspace 4-fonn H4 whose 
only other non-vanishing component is 

H0l:t§. = -i(f@):cl' (8) 

With this target space geometry equation (5) becomes 

Ea'!-EpQ(f'-)!!f! = iTaP'Ec'-. (9) 

The solution to this equation is given by 

Eaf!.. = u(/!. + haP'u{3'f!... ( 10) 

and 

E{/~ = m,/'u/>g, (11) 

together with 

CT"p = -i(fC)aP""" -il1'.I(yC)ap. ( 12) 

with 11;} = -11" being the USp( 4) invariant tensor 
and thc pair (uj'·, u",!!.) together making up an cle
ment of the group Spill( I, 10). Similarly, there is a 
lIa''!. such that thc pair (ua'!.,u",'!.) is the element of 
SO( I, 10) corresponding to this spin group element. 
(The invcrses of these group elements will be de
noted (uaa,u"a') and (u,,",u,.").) The tensor haP' 
is given lÏy 4 - -

haP' ~ hm~:::: ~Ó/(y{/h(")af3h(/m. ( 13) 

<I We hl1VC rescaled the Hf/hl and halx: of Refs. I 1,21 by a factor 

of 6. 

where habc is self-dual, and 

bcdm/ =/5/ - 2hacdh . (14) 

This solution is detennined up to local gauge transfor
mations belonging to the group Spin( \, 5) x USp( 4), 
the structure group of the worldsurface. One also has 
the freedom to make worldsurface super-Weyl trans
fonnations but one can consistentJy set the confonnal 
factor to be one and we shall do this throughout the 
paper. 

It is useful to introduce a nonnal basis EA' = 
EA,AEA of vectors at each point on the worldsurface. 
The in~erse of the pair (EAA,EA,A) is denoted by 
(EAA, E AA'). The odd-odd and even-even compo
nems ofthe nonnal matrix EA,A can be chosen to be 

Eo/fr = ua'!!.' (15) 

and 

ElI,!l=ua,Q.. (16) 

Together with (10) and (11), it follows that the in
verses in the odd-odd and even-even sectors arc 

EQ..U :::: uf!..u, E!!.a' =Uf!..a' - ufl-/3hf3u' (17) 

and 

EQ.{/=uy"h(m~l)hll. EQ.ll =uQ.lI (18) 

Latcr, we will also need the relations [2] 

ua!!.upQ(f'!.)!!f! =(fa)apua'!., (19) 

ua,!!.up,Q(f'!.)!!f! = (f")a'p'u,,'!., (20) 

ua!!.uf3'Q(f'!.)!!f! = (fa' ) af3' ua''!. , (21) 

which follow from thc fact that the /I'S fonn a 32 x 32 
matrix that is an element of Spill( 1,10). 

Thc field ""he is a self-dual antisymmetrie tensor, 
but it is not immediately obvious how it is related to 
a 2-form potential. In fact, it was shown in [2] that 
there is a superspace 3-fonn H3 which satisfies 

dH3 = -~H4, (22) 

where H4 is the pull-back of the target space 4-fonn. 
and whose only non-vanishing component is Hal.

where 

HlI/J(' = In,,û1n1/' hedt'> (23) 
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lations of motion of the 5-brane can be ob
tained by systematic analysis of the torsion equation 
(3), subject 10 thc condition (4) [2]. The bosonic 
equations are the scalar equation 

rl"'K,,/ = k(yC')ik(y")PYZ".pi.rk' (24) 

and the antisymmetric tensor equation 

<Çcha/H. = -ft1/il«Yla)PYZhl.Pi.rk 

+ ~(Y"h')PYZ(,Pj.yk), (25) 

whcrc 

Za,/ =EpIlE,,'!T,u/·E./' - E;:t.''ilpE/' (26) 

and 

,,\;(/hbcJ =V'lIhb("d - 3X",II/ 11nl Ie ' (27) 

with 

X,t.!,' = (\7(/lIh~)U~('. (28) 

In the scalar equation wc have introduced a part of 
the second fundamental form of the surface which is 
detined to be 

C' c C'
KAB = CV'AEB~)E~ . (29) 

Finally, the spin one-half equation is simply 

(y")"PX,,~=O, (30) 

where 

x,,'" =E,,'!.E'!.'( (31) 

We end this scction by rewriting the equations of 
motion (24), (25) and (30) in an alternative form 
that will be useful tor the purposes ofthe next section: 

Ea'!.E'!.P'(f")Jl''' =0, (32) 

1/"h'il"E/,!!·E'!/,' = -k(fh'a)r'p Zapr' (33) 

<Ç' h"hc = - t ( r'T"h ) y' PZ''Jly' (34) 

It wi 11 also prove to he useful to rewrite (26) as 

= il Z"I/ Ep (T"{lX - KaIlX) E/' (35) 

with the matrices T" and K" defined as 

~I#Y =Ea':iTYllX , (36) 

K"{lX =E}-E{lr('ilrE§.~' )E~,x. (37) 

3. Equations of motion in Green-Schwarz form 

3./. Preliminaries 

In this section we derive the component equations 
of motion following from the supcrspace equations 
given in the la~t section. The idea is to expand the 
superspace equations as power series in OJL and to 
evaluate them at 0 =O. We may choose a gauge in 
which the worldsurface supervielbein takes the form 

E","(x,O) =Em"(x) + 0(0), 


E","(x,O) =Em"(x) +0(0), 


EJL"(x,O) =0 + 0(0), 


E/'(x,O) =8JL"+O(O), (38) 


and the inverse takes the form 


E,,"'(x,O) = E,,"'Cx) + 0(0), 

E/'(x,O) = l:.,,"(x) + 0(0). 

E,,"'(x,O) =O+U\O), 

E"JL(x,O) =8,," + 0(0), (39) 

where E,,"'(x) is the inverse of Em"(x). The compo
nent field E", a (x) is the worldsurfacc gravitino, which 
is determined by the embedding, but which only con
tributes terms to the cquations of motion which we 
shall not need for the purpose of this section. The field 
E"JL(x) is linearly related to the gravitino. From the 
embedding condition (4) we learn that 

iJ"z":!..E":!..'! = 0 at 0 = 0, (40) 

so that 


EJ1.=E,,"'Em!!... at(}=O, (41) 


E,,~ = E{I/lI[m~ at 0 =0, (42) 


whcrc we have uscd thc definitions 


E,,/~-(x) = alll~M..EM..!i at (J = o. (43) 

Em!!-(x) =nlll:.M..EM?- at (J = O. (44) 

These are the cmbcdding matrices in the Green
Schwarz formalism, orten denotcd by n. From (11) 
wc have 

Ej!-EI/!...TJ~ =1Ilt/1'IJl/l
d TJn/. (45) 

http:alll~M..EM
http:Y"h')PYZ(,Pj.yk
http:ft1/il�Yla)PYZhl.Pi.rk
http:k(yC')ik(y")PYZ".pi.rk
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this equation heing true for all 0 and in particular for 
o= O. Thcrefore, if we put 

e"m = «m-I)/Ebm)(X), (46) 

we find that emu is the sechsbein associated with the 
standard CS induced metric 

gmn(X) = Emf!.En!!-qgJz. (47) 

There is another metric, which will make its appear
ance later, which we define as 

cmll =E"m(x)E"n(x) ."ab (48) 

=«m2 )a"e"mebn)(x). (49) 

We also note the relation 

Ua!:!... =eanl[;mfL, (50) 

which follows from (ll), (41) and (46). 
For thc worldsurface 3-fonn H3 we have 

H MNP =EpcEBNEAMHABC 

x (_I)«B+N)M+(P+C)(M+N)) (51) 

Evaluating this at 0 =0 one finds 

Hmn,,(x) = (EmuE/E/Haoc)(x) (52) 

50 that, using (23) and (46), one finds 

h",,<..(x) =ma dedmebne/' Hmnp(x) . (53) 

We are now in a positionto writedown the equations 
of mot ion in terms of Em!!., Em!!. and Hmn,,(x). The ba
sic worldsurfacc fields are x'!!., Ot!:. and Bmn(x), where 
8 mn is thc 2-fonn potential associated with Hmn" as 
H, = d8z . ~C, and C, is thc pull-back of the target 
space 3-form. We begin with Ihe Dirac equalion (30). 

3.2. The Dirac equation 

In order 10 extract the Dirac equation in K-invariant 
component fonn, it is convenient to define the projec
tion operators 

E'.'.."E"r= ~(I +f)!!.r, (54) 

E'.'.."'E",J' =1( 1- f)!!.r. (55) 

The f-matrix, which c\early satisfics f2 = I, can be 
calculated from these definitions as follows. We ex
pand 

5 

E""E,,r= "'Cf!.1 "f!" (fa ..a) J', (56)- L-., -I -0, a 

n=O 

where C's are the expansion coefficients that are to 
be detennined. Tracing this equation with suitabIe f
matrices, and using the relations (19) - (21 ), we find 
that the only non-vanishing cocfficients are 

(57)C =!' 
C!!.I!!: = !; haocuaf!.u/'-u/", (58) 

1C!!, ..~ = __Eal " -a6u !!1···U f!.t. (59)6!2 al a, 

Substituting these back, and comparing with (54), we 
find 

f =__I_l'ml ...n" 

6!A 

x (-fml · .. m, +40fml "m,hn.....n,,) , (60) 

where we have used (50) and the definitions 

r m =&m!:!...f!:!.... (61) 

hmnp = emoenbel'C habe. (62) 

The matrix f can also be written as 

f =(-1 + *fmnPhmnp)f(O) , (63) 

where 

-1 I'mi ..nl6fm•...m6' (64)f(o) =6!A 

It is now a straightforward maller 10 derive the com
ponent for thc Dirac equation (32). We use (19) 10 

replace thc worldsurface f-matrix by the target space 
f-matrix multiplicd by factors of u, and recall (15), 
(17), (50) and (55) to find 

."bC(I-f)rll (f!!.)!!l!EcrEbf!.=O. (65) 

We recall that Eë = ebmEmf!. and that Eer = 
m/eJ"EnJ'. Using these relations, the Dirac equation 
can be wrinen as 

E,,( I - f)f"mba =0, (66) 
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where r" = rmem" and the target space spinor indices 
arc suppressed. 

The Dirac equation obtained above has a vcry sim
ilar form to those ofD-branes in ten dimensions [12
16), and indeed we cxpect that a double-dimensional 
reduction would yicld the 4-brane Dirae equation. 

The emergence of the projection operator (I - r) 
in the Dirac equation in the case of D-branes, and the 
othcr known super p-branes is due to tbe contribution 
of Wess-Zumino terms in the action (sec, for example, 
Ref. [17] for the eleven-dimcnsional supermcmbrane 
equations of motion ). These terms are also needed for 
the K-symmctry of the action. It is gratifying to see 
that the effect of Wess-Zumino terms is automatically 
included in Dur formalism through a geometrical route 
that is based on considerations of the embedding of a 
world superspace into target superspace. 

3.3. The sca/ar equation 

By scalar equation we mean the equation of mo
tion for x!!é( x), i.e. the coordinates of the target space, 
which are scalar fields from the worldsurface point 
of view. In a physical gauge, these dcscribe the five 
scalar degrees of freedom that occur in the worldsur
face tensor supermultiplet. 

The scalar equation is the Icading component of the 
superspace equation (33) which we rcpeat here for 
the convenience of the reader: 

TJ"h\1aE"flE,/' = -k(rh,,,)y,/l Z"/lY" (67) 

Thc superspace equation for the covariant derivative 

\7(/ = E{/"'Vm + E/l"\lJL' (68) 

when evaluated at () = °involves the worldsurface 
gravitino E,/L(X) which is expressible in terms of the 
basic fields of the worldsurface tensor multiple!. Since 
it is fcrmionic it follows that the second term in the 
covariant derivative wiJl be bilinear in fermions (at 
least), and we shall henceforth drop all such terms 
from the equations in order to simplify life a little. 
We shall temporarily make a further simplification by 
assuming that the target space is flat. The tensor Z, as 
we saw earl ier, has two types of contribution, one (Ta) 

involving H"I>ed, and the other (Ka) involving only 
terms which -;;;:;; bilinear or higher order in fcrmions. 

In accordance with our philosophy we shall henceforth 
ignore these terms. 

To this order the right-hand side of lhe scalar equa
ti on vanishes as does the right-hand side of the tensor 
equation (25). Multiplying the scalar equation (67) 
with Eb,"-, we see that it can be written in the form 

TJab(\1aEb'--KabCE/~) =0, (69) 

where Kab'" is defined bclow. Using the relation E,,"- = 
mbdUd" and the definition of Xab C in (28) we find that 

Kab" := \1a Eb!LEl 

=("ç"m/) 1(m- )/ + Xab c 
. (70) 

Using the relation 

TJabfl"m{ =0, (71) 

ab which we will prove later, we conclude that TJ Kab C = 
ab TJ X"h c. As a result, we can express the scalar equa

tion of motion in the form 

TJ"bflaEh'- = o. (72) 

where fl"E",- = \1aE,,[ - Xab d Ed "-. Relation (71) al
lows us to rewrite the scalar equation of motion in the 
form 

mabfluUb[ =O. (73) 

The next step is to find a explicit expression for 
the spin connection Wa."C associated with the hatted 
derivative. Using the definition of X"b d given in (28), 
we find that this spin connection is given by 

e e e
Wa,b ::::: nel,b + X",b ::::: Eam(amUbf..)U~c. (74) 

Recalling (50) and (46), we find that the hatted spin 
connection takes the form 

''" f n Wa,b ::::: ma eI (a neb m gmpe cp + eh ma n EdE m- p!l.e Cl')
(75) 

From this expression it is straightforward to derivc the 
following result; given any vector Vm one has 

VaVh ::::: lna"ea" e"I1IV'"v,,, (76) 

where 

\7n v'n = an v,l/ - fIJI//' \jl (77) 
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and 

r nn/' = anEn/-&st;.. glJ' . (78) 

It is straightforward to verify that to the order to which 
we are working this conncction is indeed the Levi
Civita connection for the induced metric gmn' 

We are now in a position to express the scalar equa
tion in its simplest form which is in a coordinate basis 
using the hatted connection. Using the above result wc 
find that (73) can be written as 

mnG \7meni!. =O. (79) 

It remains to prove (71). Using the expression for 
mab given in (14) we find that 

c 1JahfJamb = -2fJb(hbdehcde) = -2hbdefJbhcde 

= - îhbde fJc hbde = - ~ fJc (hbdehbde) = O. (80) 

In carrying out the above steps we have used the hab, 
equation of motion and the self-duality of this field. 

In the case of a non-flat target space the derivation 
is quite a bit longer and the steps will be discussed 
elsewhere. One finds that the right hand side of the 
scalar equation in the form of (67) is given by 

TJah'\laEbflEÇ!C' = -1~(I- ~trk2)Ec't';e;e;t'~He~e;t'~t'~ 

+ %m}HC'bcdhacd, (81) 

where 

k} := hacdhbcd . (82) 

Using the steps given above this result can be ex
pressed in the form 

mn G \7me n"-= ~(I _~trk2)Eml· ..m, 
y-g . 

x (6 . 2 ~. 5 Hi!.ml···n16 + {H'!.mlm2n" Hm.n"mó ) 

X (8i-e'!.mem[) , (83) 

where the target space indices on H4 and H7 have been 
convcrted to worldvolume indices with factors of em'l. 
and 

H4., -'4 = 7'!€4 , 4.4f.1' ...• f..7Hf-I. ··,f..7 (84) 
1

where H7 is the seven-form that occurs in the dual 
formulation of eleven-dimensional supergravity. Onc 

can verify that thc ratio bet ween the two terms on the 
right hand side is precisely what one expects were this 
term to have been derived from the expected gauge 
invariant Wess-Zumino term of the form C6 +4C3 AH,. 
We also note that the last factor in (83) implies that 
thc RHS of the equation vanishes idcntically when 
multipled with ec

q 
, as it should, indicating that only 

five of the eleven-equations, which correspond to the 
Goldstone scaIars, are independent. 

3.4. The tensor equation 

The tensor equation can be manipulated in a similar 
fashion. If we consider the simplest case of ignoring 
the fermion bilinears and assuming the target space to 
be flat we have, from (34) 

TJ"hfJ"hhcd =O. (85) 

We can relate h to H using (53) and take the factor 
of m past the covariant derivative using (71) to get 

mllbVa(ehnJecne/'Hmnp) :::0. (116) 

Using similar steps to those given in the proved in 
the previous subsection and converting to a coordinate 
basis wc find the desired form of the tensor equation 
in this approximation, namely 

Gmn\7mHnpq=O. (87) 

In the case of a non-trivialtarget space a lengthy cal
culation is required to find the analogous result. Onc 
first finds that 

,\;Ch I 2 l
:::: fKt'Wlt'H_.. t'4 ahe 2~8m~m~€ Ht' t' t' 

- -1J.Eahdt'It'2t'lm1HJt'II'2t'1 

+ cq 6ht"t'21 ahhcl l'lm H C "'11'21" 

+ ~hllbcht'Jt'lnmC<-'lHcll'1('2t'l::=:: Vah- (1111) 

It is possible to rewrite Y"h in the form 

Y"" =(k + mk + kmmk)"b (89) 

1 UIwherc Kal> = - 36.4!€abcdl'jH l'j, (mKL,,, .::: mL,Khlc • 

(mmk)"h = m~mf,kcd. The scalar equation of mot ion 
can also be expressed in the form 

1 mn 
G \7ac Hn"q = 2 2 e;:e~(4Y+4mY +mmy)"",

1 - 'ï tr k 
(90) 
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where mY and mmY are defined in a similar way to 
the mK and mmK terms above. 

3.5. The K-symmetry transformations 

The K-symmetry transformations are related to odd 
worldsurface diffeomorphisms. Under an infinitesimal 
worIdsurface diffeomorphism OZM = _vM the varia
tion of the embedding expressed in a preferred frame 
basis is 

oz!!.. == ozM.Ef'!!!.. = vA EAJ.. (91 ) 

For an odd transformation (va =0) one has 

oz!!.=O,oz!!.=v"E,,!!.. (92) 

The vanishing of the even variation oz!!. is typical of 
K-symmetry and follows from thc basic embedding 
condition (4). 

The relation betwccn the parameter v" and the 
familiar K transformation parameter K!!. can be ex
pressed as 

v" = KXEl.". (93) 

Therefore, rccalling (54), the K transformation rule 
(92) takes the form 

oz!!. = KX(J + nl.!!.' (94) 

where we have absorbed a factor of two into the defini
lion of K. It is understood that these forrnulae are to be 
evaluated at IJ = 0, so that they are component results. 

There remains the determination of the K-symmetry 
transformation of the antisymmetric tensor field Bmn. 
It is more convenient to compute the K transforma
tions rule for the field habc(x). (The rclation bctwecn 
the two fields is described earIier.) Thus we need to 
consider 

Ohabc = KXEl."'V"habc at IJ = O. (95) 

By incJuding a Lorentz transforrnation we may write 
this transforrnation as 

Ohabe =Kl.Ex"V'"habe· (96) 

We have calculated V'"habn and the derivation of the 
result will be given elsewhere [181. Using this result, 
we find 

Ohabe = -Ti;mlald Ed( 1 - Of1bel K, (97) 

where fa = fm ema and the target space spinor indices 
are suppressed. One can check that thc RHS is self
dual, modulo the Dirac equation (66). 

4_ Double-dimensional reduction 

The procedure we shaJl adopt now is to use double
dimensional reduction [19] to obtain a set of equa
tions for a 4-brane in ten dimensions and then to com
pare this set of equations with the equations that one 
derives by varying the Born-Infcld action. We shall 
take the target space to be flat and we shall ignore 
the terrns bilinear in fermions on the right-hand-side 
of (24) and (25), that is, we drop the terms in these 
equations that involve the quantity Z defined by (26) 
and we also ignore terms involving the worldsurface 
gravitino. From the previous section, we read off the 
resulting equations of motion: 

GmnvmEnY- = 0, (98) 

cmn'VmHn"q =O. (99) 

We can further simplify matters by considering the 
corresponding boson ic problem, i.e. by neglecting!l as 
weil. In this limit, and recalJing that wc have assumed 
that the target space is flat, one has 

Enr!! ~ amxfL. ( 100) 

In order to carry out the dimensional reduction wc 
shaJl, in this section, distinguish 6- and I I-dimensional 
indices from 5- and 10-dimensional indices by putting 
hats on the former. We have 

Xfi' =(xm,y) ( 101) 

and 

xill =(x!!'.,y), ( 102) 

so that the sixth dimension of the worldsurface is iden
tified with the eleventh dimension of the target space; 
moreover, this common dimension is taken to he a 
circJe, and the reduction is effected hy evaluating thc 
equations of motion at y = O. The metric is diagonal: 

g,;,n =(gn", , I), ( 103) 

and the sechsbein can be chosen diagonal as weIl: 

e,;/' = (emU, 1), ( 104) 
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where both the five-dimensional metric and its asso
ciated fünfbcin are independent of y. Since the fields 
do not depend on y, and since the connection has non
vanishing components only if all of its indices are 
five-dimensional, the equations of mot ion reduce to 

CIIIIIV/JIallx!!.::::: O. ( 105) 

GIII11\lmFIII' =o. (106) 

where 

FIIII1 = Hnmy. ( 107) 

Since h in six dimensions is self-dual, and since H is 
related to h it follows that we only need to consider 
the P-" component of the tensor equation. It wilJ be 
convenicnt to rewritc these equations in an orthonor
mal basis with respect to the five-dimensional met
ric; this basis is related to the coordinate basis by the 
fünfbein. Using a, b, etc., to denote onhonormal in
dices, the equations of motion become 

G"b,\? ,,(J/>x!!. =0, (108) 

G""'\?aFhc = 0, (109) 

where 

G"" = 2('ÎJ l"b , (110) 

and where wc have introduced a hat for the six
dimensional m-matrix for later convenience. 

The claim is that these equations are equivalent 
to the equations of motion arising from the live
dimensional Born-Infeld Lagrangian, 

L=v-detK, (111 ) 

where 

K"'n = gmn + Fmll' (112) 

gmn being the induced metric. To prove this wc first 
show that thc Born-Infeld equations can be written in 
the form 

LIJ 
1/J 'VmanxQ.. =0, Ol3) 

Lmn'\?mFnp =0, (114) 

where 

L=(l-Pl-I. (115) 

When matrix notation is used, as in the last equation, 
it is understood that the first index is down and the 
second up, and F2 indicates that the indices are in 
the right order for matrix multiplication. Lmn is then 
obtained by raising the first index with the inverse 
metric as usual. To complete the proof we shall thcn 
show that G is proponional to L up to a scalc factor. 

Thc matrix K is I + F so that its inverse is 

K- 1 =(I + FJ-I =(1- FlL, ( 116) 

from which wc find 

(K- 1 l(nm) =L",n, 

(K- 1 jlmnl =_(FL)/IJn, ( 117) 

the right-hand side of the second equation being auto
maticaJly antisymmetric. Varying the Born-Infeld La
grangian with respect to the gauge field Am (F = dA), 

gives 

(Jn( V-det K( K- 1 ) Imn l ) = O. (118) 

Carrying out the differentiation of the determinant, 
switching to covariant derivatives, and using' the 
Bianchi identity for F, one finds 

'\?n( K- 1) Imnl + (K- 1) l"ql'\?pFqn(K- 1 ) Imnl 

=0. (119) 

Using the identity 

(K- 1 ) Imnl Fnp ={iP'" - Lp m (120) 

and the expression for (K-I)lmn l in terms of Land 
F one derives from (119) 

Ln q,\?q(Fnp L"m) + Fpn Lnq,\?qLp m = O. (121 ) 

On differentiating the product in this equation one 
finds that the two terms with derivatives of L van
ish by symmetry. Multiplying the remaining term by 
(L -I) mr then yields the claimed result, namely ( 114). 
A similar calculation is used to derive ( 113). 

To complete the proof we need to show that Gmn is 
proponional to Lmn . We begin by setting 

fab = hab5 , (122) 

Fab =ea"'eb
n 

Fmn . (123) 
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Wc then find 

halu = !Eabcdefdt' • ( 124) 

F:./h = (/11-
1 )acf(b' ( 125) 

whcrc 1/1;; = IÎla". The first equation follows from the 
self-duality of h abe , whi\e the second equation follows 
from (53), (104), (107) and (122). 

We set 

(hl;') :::: ('hah, i11(/5, /nSh .lhs5) ( 126) 

=(111.,". Ma,Mb,N). (127) 

Recalling that 

IÎ1/' =(I ~ 2h2)}, ( 128) 

one tinds 


lila" =8,/'(1 ~ 2(1) + 8([Z)/, (129) 


Ma:!! -ElIbCllefhcfdt'. (130) 


N= (I +2tIl. (131 ) 


whcrc ti = tr( [2). Noting that f/ Mb = 0, as can be 
seen by symmetry arguments, it follows from (125) 
that 

F,/'Mb=O. ( 132) 

Now, by a direct calculation, starting from (110) one 
finds that 

Ga" =AT/ab + 16( [z)ab, (133) 

where 

A = 1 ~ 4tl ~ 4(tl)2 + 161z, (134) 

and we have defined 12 =tr( f4). Now, multiplying 
Gal, = (m2)"b + MaMb with (FZ)bc, and recalling 
(125), one finds 

GF2 = [2. ( 135) 

Using this relation in (133) we find 

G=A(I~16F2)-I. (136) 

Therefore we have shown that (after a suitable 
rescaling of F), Gis proportional to L and hence the 

equations of motion arising from the superspace for
mulation of the 5-brane, when reduccd to a 4-branc in 
ten dimensions, coincide with those th at one derives 
from the Born-Infeld Lagrangian. 

5. ConcIusions 

The component form of the equations of motion for 
the 5-brane in cleven dimensions are derived from the 
superspace equations. They are formulated in terms of 
the worldsurface fields x!l, Bi!:.. Bmn. These equations 
are fully covariant in six dimensions; they possess 
six-dimensional Lorentz invariance, reparametrization 
invariance, spacetime supersymmetry and K symme
try. We have also derived the K transformations of the 
component fields. The fivebrane equations are derived 
from the superspace embedding condition for p-branes 
which possess half thc supersymmctry found previ
ously [ I] and uscd to find superspace equations for the 
5-brane in eleven dimensions in [2 J. In the superem
bedding approach advocated here, the K-symmetry is 
nothing but the odd diffeomorphisms of the worldsur
face and as such invariance of the equations of motion 
under K-symmetry is guaranteed. 

We have also carricd out a double-dimensional re
duction to obtain the 4-brane in ten dimensions. We 
find agreement with the known Born-Infeld formula
tion for this latter theory. The result in ten dimensions 
which emerges from eleven dimensions appears in an 
unexpected form and that generalises the Born-Infeld 
structure to incorporate the worldsurface chiral 2-from 
gauge field. 

In a recent paper [7] it was suggested that it was 
impossible to tind a covariant set of equations of mo
tion for a self dual second rank tensor in six dimen
sions. However, in this paper we have presentcd just 
such a system whose internal consistency is ensured 
by the manner of its derivation. We would notc that 
although the field habc which emerges form the su
perspace formalism obeys a simple duality condition, 
the field strength H mnp of the gauge field inherits a 
version of this duality condition which is rather com
plicated. Using the solution of the chirality constraint 
on the 2-form, we expcct that our boson ie equations 
of motion will reduce to those of [7,8]. 

In Ref. [9], an auxiliary field has been introduced 
to write down a 6D covariant action. It would he in
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teresting to find if this field is contained in the formal
ism considered in this paper. We note, however, that 
in the approach ofRef. [9] one replaces the nonman
ifest Lorentz symmetry with another boson ic symme
try that is cqually nonmanifest, but necessary to elimi
nate the unwanted auxiliary field and that the proofthe 
new symmetry involves steps similar to those needed 
to prove the nonmanifest Lorentz symmetry [9]. Fur
ther, it is not c1ear if a 60 covariant gauge fixing pro
cedure is possible to gauge fix this extra symmetry. 

In a forthcoming publication, we shall give in more 
detail the component field equation and the double
dimensional reduction [ 18 J. We also hope to perform 
a generalized-dimensional reduction procedure to the 
worldsurface, but staying in eJeven dimensions. In the 
approach of this paper, there is little conceptual differ
ence in whether the worldsurface multiplet is a scalar 
multiplet (Type I branes), or vector muItipIets (0 
branes), or indced tensor multiplets (M branes) and 
we hope to report on the construction of all p-brane 
solutions from this view point. 

We conclude by mentioning some open problems 
th at are natural to consider, given the fact that we 
now know the 60 covariant field equations of the M
theory five-brane. It would be interesting to consider 
soli tonic p-brane solutions of these equations, perform 
a scmicJassical quantization, explore the spectral and 
duality properties of our system and study the anoma
lies of the chiral system. Finally, given the luxury of 
having manifest worldsurface and target space super
symmetries at the same time, it would be instructive 
to consider a variety of gauge choices, sueh as a statie 
gauge, as was done recently for super O-branes [ 14 J, 
which would teach us novel and interesting ways to 
realize supersymmetry nonlinearly. This may provide 
useful tools in the search for the "diffcrent corners of 
M-theory". 

6. Note added 

While this paper was in the final stages of being 
written up, we saw two related papers appear on the 
net [20,21]. We hope to comment on the rclationship 
bet ween these papers and thc work prcsentcd in a sub
sequcnt puhlication. 
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Chapter 4 


M-theory (before M-theory was cool) 


This chapter addresses the question [IJ: 'Should we have been surprised by the 
eleven-dimensional origin of string theory?' The importance of eleven dimensions 
is no doubt surprising from the point of view of perturbative string theory; from 
the point of view of membrane theory, however, there were already tantalizing hints 
in this direction: 

(i) K3 compactification 
In 1986, it was pointed out [2J that D = 11 supergravity on RIO-n X K3 x T n - 3 

[3J and the D = 10 heterotic string on RIO-n X Tn [4J not only have the same 
supersymmetry but also the same moduli spaces of vacua, namely 

M= SO(16+n,n) (4.1)
SO(16 + n) x SO(n)" 

It took almost a decade for this 'coincidence' to be explained, but we now know 
that M -theory on RIO-n X K3 x Tn-3 is dual to the heterotic string on RlO-n X T n . 

(ii) Superstrings in D=10 from supermembranes in D=ll 
As described in chapter 2, eleven dimensions received a big shot in the arm 

in 1987 when the D = 11 supermembrane was discovered [5J. It was then pointed 
out [6J that in an RIO x SI topology the weakly coupled (d = 2, D = 10) Type 
IJA superstring follows by wrapping the (d = 3, D = 11) supermembrane around 
the circle in the limit that its radius R shrinks to zero. In particular, the Green
Schwarz action of the string follows in this way from the Green-Schwarz action 
of the membrane. It was necessary to take this R --> 0 limit in order to send to 
infinity the masses of the (at the time) unwanted Kaluza-Klein modes which had 
no place in weakly coupled Type I I A theory. The D = 10 dilaton, which governs 
the strength of the string coupling, is just a component of the D = 11 metric. A 
critique of superstring orthodoxy circa 1987, and its failure to accommodate the 
eleven-dimensional supermembrane, may be found in [7J. 

(iii) Membrane at the end of the universe 
Being defined over the boundary of AdS4, the OSp(418.) singleton l action [12J 

1 We recall that singletons are those strange representations of AdS first idclItified by Dirac 
[8] which admit no allalogue in flat spacetime. They have been much studied by Fronsdal and 
collaborators [9, 10]. 
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is a three dimensional superconformal theory with signature (-, +, +) describing 8 
scalars and 8 spinors. With the discovery of the eleven-dimensional supermembrane 
[5], it was noted that 8 scalars and 8 spinors on a three-dimensional worldvolume 
with signature (-, +, +) is just what is obtained after gauge-fixing the super
membrane action! Moreover, kappa-symmetry of this supermembrane action forces 
the background fields to obey the field equations of (N = 1, D = 11) supergravity. It 
was therefore suggested in 1987 [11] that on the AdS4 x S7 supergravity background, 
the superconformal OSp(418) singleton action describes a supermembrane whose 
worldvolume occupies the Sl x S2 boundary of the AdS4 : The membrane at the 
end of the universe [13]. Noting that these singletons also appear in the Kaluza 
Klein harmonie expansion of this supergravity background, this further suggested 
a form of bootstrap [11] in which the supergravity gives rise to the membrane on 
the boundary which in turn yields the supergravity in the bulk. This was thus a 
precursor of Ivlaldacena's AdSjCFT correspondence [14], discussed in chapter 6, 
which conjectures a duality between physics in the bulk of AdS and a conformal 
field theory on the boundary. The other two supergroups in table 1.2 of chapter 1 
also admit the so-called doubleton anel tripleton supermultiplets [15] as shown in 
table 4.1. 

Supergroup Supermultiplet Field content 
OSp(418) (n = 8, d = 3) singleton 8 scalars,8 spinors 
SU(2,214) (n = 4, d = 4) doublcton 1 vector,4 spinors,6 sc al ars 
OSp(6,214) ((n+, TL) = (2,0), cl = 6) 1 chiral 2-form,8 spinors, 

tripleton 5 scalars 

Table 4.1. Superconformal groups and thcir singleton, doubleton and tripleton represen
tations. 

(iv) Membranes and matrix models 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the D = 11 supermembrane in the lightcone gauge 

has a residual area preserving diffeomorphism symmetry. In 1988 it was shown 
to be described by a quantum mechanical matrix model [16] corresponding to a 
dimensionally reduced D = 10 Yang Mills theory with gauge group SU(k) as k ---> 

00. This Hamiltonian has recently heen resurrected in the context of the matrix 
model approach to M-theory [18,17] discussed in chapter 6. 

(v) U-duality (when it was still non-U) 
Based on considerations of this D = 11 supermembrane, which on further 

compactification treats the dilaton and moduli fields on the same footing, it was 
conjectured [19J in 1990 that discrete subgroups of all the old non-compact global 
symmetries of compactified supergravity [20, 21J (e.g SL(2, R), 0(6,6), E 7 ) should 
be promoted to duality symmetries of the supermembrane. Via the above wrapping 
around 5 1 , therefore, they should also be inherited by the Type IIA string [19J. 

(vi) D=l1 membranejfivebrane duality 
In 1991, the supermembrane was recovered as an elementary solution of D = 11 

supergravity which preserves half of the spacetime supersymmetry [22J. In 1992, 
the superfivebrane was discovered as a soli ton solution of D = 11 supergravity 
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also preserving half thc spacetime supersymmetry [23]. This naturally suggests a 
D = 11 membrane/fivebrane duality. 

(vii) Hidden eleventh dimension 
We have seen how the D = 10 Type IIA string follows from D = 11. Is it 

possible to go the other way and discover an eleventh dimension hiding in D = 10? 
In 1993, it was recognized [24] that by dualizing a vector into a sc al ar on thc 
gauge-fixed d = 3 worldvolume of the Type I I A supermembrane, one increases thc 
number of worldvolume scalars (i.e. transverse dimensions) from 7 to 8 and hence 
obtains the corresponding worldvolume action of the D = 11 supermembrane. Thus 
the D = 10 Type IIA theory contains a hidden D = 11 Lorentz invariance! This 
device was subsequently used [25, 26] to demonstrate the equivalence of the actions 
of the D = 10 Type IIA membrane and the Dirichlet twobrane [27]. 

(viii) U-:duality 
Of the conjectured Cremmer-Julia symmetries referred to in (v) above, the 

case for a target space 0(6,6; Z) (T-duality) in perturbative string theory had 
already been made, of course [28]. Stronger evidence for an SL(2, Z) (S-duality) in 
string theory was subscquently provided in [29, 30] where it was pointed out that 
it corresponds to a non-perturbative electric/magnetic symmetry. In 1994, stronger 
evidence for the combination of S and Tinto a discrete duality of Type I I strings, 
such as E 7 (Z) in D = 4, was provided in [31], where it was dubbed U-duality. 
Moreover, the BPS spectrum necessary for this U-duality was given an explanation 
in terms of the wrapping of either the D = 11 membrane or D = 11 fivebrane around 
the extra dimensions. This paper also conjectured a non-perturbative SL(2, Z) of 
the Type IIB string in D = 10. 

(ix) Black holes 
In 1995, it was conjectured [32] that the D = 10 Type IIA superstring should 

be identified with the D = 11 supermembrane compactified on S1, even for large 
R. The D = 11 Kaluza-Klein modes (which, as discussed in (ii) above, had no 
place in the perturbative Type I I A theory) were interpreted as charged extreme 
black holes of the Type I I A theory. 

(x) D=ll membranejfivebrane duality and anomalies 
Membranejfivebrane duality interchanges the roles of field equations and Bian

chi identities and, as we saw in chapter 3, membrane/fivebrane duality thus predicts 
a spacetime correction to the D = 11 supergravity action [33, 34]. This prediction 
is intrinsically M-theoretic, with no counterpart in ordinary D = 11 supergravity. 
However, by simultaneous dimensional reduction [16] of (d = 3, D = 11) to (d = 
2, D = 10) on SI, it translates into a corresponding prediction for the Type I I A 
string. Thus using D = 11 membrane/fivebrane duality one can correctly reproduce 
the corrections to the 2-form field equations of the D = 10 Type IIA string (a 
mixture of tree-Ievel and string one-Ioop effects) starting from the Chern-Simons 
corrections to the Bianchi identities of the D = 11 superfivebrane (a purely tree
level effect). 

(xi) Heterotic string from fivebrane wrapped around K3 
In 1995 it was shown that, when wrapped around K3 which ad mits 19 self-dual 

and 3 anti-self-dual 2-forms, the d = 6 worldvolume fields of the D = 11 fivebrane 
(or Type IIA fivebrane) (B- I'v,ÀI,qPJI) reduce to the d = 2 worldsheet fields of 
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the heterotic string in D = 7 (or D = 6) [35,36]. The 2-form yields (19,3) left 
and right moving bosons, the spinors yield (0,8) fermions and the scalars yield 
(5,5) which add up to the correct worldsheet degrees of freedom of the heterotic 
string [35, 36]. A consistency check is provided [33] by thc derivation of the Yang~ 
Mills and Lorentz Chern~Simons corrections to the Bianchi identity of the heterotic 
string starting from the fivebrane Bianchi identity. We also note that if we replace 
K3 by T 4 in the above derivation, the 2-form now yields (3,3) left and right moving 
bosons, the spinors now yield (8,8) fermions and the scalars again yield (5,5) which 
add up to the correct worldsheet degrees of freedom of the Type I I A string [1]. In 
this case, one recovers the trivial Bianchi identity of Type I I A. 

(xii) N=l in D=4 
Also in 1995 it was noted [37~43] that N = 1 heterotic strings can be dual 

to D = 11 supergravity compactified on seven-dimensional spaces of G 2 holonomy 
which also yield N = 1 in D = 4 [44]. 

(xiii) 	Non-perturbative effects 
Also in 1995 it was shown [45] that membranes and fivebranes of the Type 

I I A theory, obtained by compactification on SI, yield e- 1/ 9 ., efIects, where 98 is 
the string coupling. 

(xiv) 	SL(2,Z) 
Also in 1995, strong evidence was provided for identifying the Type I I B string 

on R 9 x SI with M-theory on R 9 x T 2 [46, 43]. In particular, the conjectured 
SL(2, Z) of the Type IJB theory discussed in (viii) above is just the modular 
group of the M-theory torus. Two alternative explanations of this SL(2, Z) had 
previously been given: (a) identifying it with the S-duality [33] of the d = 4 Born~ 
Infeld worldvolume theory of the self-dual Type IJB superthreebrane [47], and (b) 
using the four-dimensional heteroticjType IJAjType IJB triality [48] by noting 
that this SL(2, Z), while non-perturbative for the Type IJB string, is perturbative 
for the heterotic string. 

(xv) Es X Es heterotic string 
Also in 1995 (that annus mirabilis!), strong evidence was provided for identi

fying the Es x Es heterotic string2 on RIO with M-theory on RIO x SI jZ2 [50]. 
This complet es our summary of M-theory before M-theory was cool. The 

phmse M-theory (though, as we hope to have shown, not the physics of M-theory) 
first made its appearance in October 1995 [46,50]. We shall return to M-theory in 
chapter 6. 
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The type UA superstring in ten dimensions is derived from the supennembrane in eleven dimensions by a simultaneous dimen
sional reduetion ofthe world volume and the spaeetime. 

It is weil known that N = 2a supergravity in ten 
dimensions (gmn> Am' 4'; Vlm, X; A mnp, Amn) may be 
obtained by dimensional reduction from N =I 
supergravity in eleven dimensions (km,,; rÎt ,,,; Á,,,"p). 
On the other hand, n=2a supergravity is a1so the field 
theory limit of the type I1a superstring. Does this 
imply a connection between D= 11 supergravityand 
strings? BergshoefT, Sezgin and Townsend [I) have 
recently found a niche for D= 11 supergravity within 
the framework of extended objects, but the extended 
object in question is a three-dimensional membrane 
rather than a two-dimensional string 'I. The purpose 
of this letter is to derive the type I1A superstring from 
this supermembrane by a dimensional reduction of 
the world volume from three to two dimensions and, 
simultaneously, a dimensional reduction of the 
spacetime from eleven to ten. 

To describe the coupling of a cIosed three-mem
brane to a d= II supergravity background, let us 
introduce world-volume coordinates ~r (i= I, 2, 3) 
and a world-volume metric Î'lj( Ó with signature ( ~, 

, On leave of absence from the Blaekett Laboratory Imperial 
College, London SW7 2BZ, UK. 
On leave ofabsence from the Mathematics Department, King's 
(:ollege, The Strand, London We2, UK. 

, On leave ofabsence from RIFP, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, 
Japan. 

:1 It is interesting to note that the three-eight split SO(1, 
10) :> SO(I, 2) xSO(8) implied by the membrane had previ· 
ouslybeen invoked in refs. [2,3J toexhibit the hidden SO(16) 
of D= II supergravity. 

+, +). The target space is a supermanifold with 
superspace coordinates zM =(xm, ê") where ril =I, 
.", 11 and JÎ= I, "', 32 with spacetime signature (~, 
+, ..., +). We a1so define Ê,~ = (a,zM)Êk;«i) where 
ÊJjA is the supervielbein and Á=(a, a) is the tan
gent space index (a= I, ".,11 and a= I, ...,32). The 
action is then given by [I] 

s= Jd3~oR)Î'JÊ/'Ehá6 
~kJl<E!E/iE/AÁêbA~!R) . (I) 

Note that there is a Wess-Zumino term involving 
the super three-form Á'bê(i) and also a world-vo[
urne cosmological term. In addition to world-vol
urne difTeomorphisms, target-space superdifTeo
morphisms, LOrentz invariance and three
form gauge invariance, the action (I) is invariant 
under a fermionic gauge transformation [I] whose 
parameter Iê"'(ç) is a 32-component spacetime 
Majorana spinor and a world-volume scalar. This is 
a generalization to the case of membranes of the 
symmetry discovered by Siegel [4) for the super
particIe and Green and Schwarz [5] for the superstr
ing in the form given by Hughes, Liu and Polchinski 
(6). We shaU return to th is later in eq. (23). 

To see how the dimensional reduction works, let 
us first focus our attention on the purely bosonic sec
tor for which the action (I) reduces to 

S = fd 'E ., [l v ;--;: ~y y -"a ,x -'''a i X -.ig'iu'(X) - - ~ 2y 1~:~y 

+!eJka,X'i'aiX"a,Xp Á'i'"ti(X») . (2) 

0370-2693/87/$ 03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division) 
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Varying with the respect to the metric Î'ij yields the 
embedding equation 

'h=g,7Eaixma;x;'gm;,(X) • (3) 

while varying with respect to X'" yields the equation 
ofmotion 

(l/H)a,-<J=k tJa;xm) +f ;,pma,-X"aj:xpgJ 

-r,r_1"'" tipq;Xa-';,a-'pa,X k A ~ - f i;(1Vr::-g. (4) 

where Fm;,PiI is the field strength of ÁmfiP • 

fm;,pq E4a(,;,Á;,pq) . ( 5) 

We now make a two-one split of the world-volume 
coordinates 

çi=(ç'.p). i=I.2. (6) 

and a ten-one split of the spacetime coordinates 

x';'=(xm.y). m=I •...• IO. (7) 

in order to make the partial gauge choice 

p=y. (8) 

which identifies the eleventh spacetime dimension 
with the third dimension of the world volume. The 
dimensional reduction is then affected by demand
ing that 

OpX'" =0 , (9) 

and 

o.vg,nn=o.=al,A"UfP· (10) 

A suitable choice of ten-dimensional variables is now 
given by 

__ __ tI>_213(gmn+tI>2AmAn tl>2Am) 
gmn - ti> 2 An tl>2' 

Á,nnp = (Ámnp , Amn ,,) = (Amnp, Amn) . (11 ) 

From (3). the induced metic on the wor/d sheet is 
now given by 

, jgi;= tI>~2"(g,, + ti> 
2 
A A tl>2A,) (12)

•tl>2A, ti> 2 

where 

glj==o,xma,x"gmr" A,=olx11'/Am • (13) 

Note that 

H=H· (14)

Substituting these expressions into the field equa
tions (4) yields in the case X'" =Jé" 

m(l/H)ai(Hg'ja,x )+Fnp ma,xnajxPg<i 

= !Fm npa,xna,xpejIH. (IS) 

where Fmnp is the field strength of Am•• 

Fmnp E 3a[mAnp) =fmnpy . (16) 

In the case X'" =y. (4) is an identity. as it must be 
for consistency. But (15) is just the ten-dimensional 
string equation of motion derivable from the action 

s=fd 2çOH y"a,xma,xngmn 

+!ejaixma,xnAmn) . (17) 

Comparing with (2). we see that the overall effect is 
to reduce the eleven-dimensional membrane to a ten
dimensional string. to replace the three-form by a 
two-form in the Wess-Zumino term and to eliminate 
the world-volume cosmological constant. Note that 
the other ten-dimensional bosonic fieldsAmnp. Am and 
ti> have all decoupled. They have not disappeared 
from the theory. however. since their coupling still 
survives in the fermionic () sector. to which we shall 
turn shortly. FiTSt. we make some remarks. 

As is well known. the dimensional reduction (10) 
corresponds to a Kaluza-Klein compactification of 
spacetime on a circ1e in which one discards all the 
massive modes. The difference from conventional 
Kaluza-Klein is that by identifying the eleventh 
spacetime dimension with the third dimension on 
the world volume as in (8). the world volume is also 
compactified on the same circ1e. The condition (9) 
means that we are discarding the massive world-sheet 
modes at the same time. By retaining all the U (I ) 
singlets but only the U (1 ) singlets. these truncations 
are guaranteed to be consistent [7] with the mem
brane equations of motion and. as we shall see. with 
the equations of motion of the background fields. As 
an extra check on consistency. we have been careful 
to substitute the Kaluza-Klein ansatz into the equa
tions of motion rather than directly into the action. 
The signal for consistency is that the X'" = y com
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ponent of the field equations ( 4) is an identity. Hav
ing established consistency one may then, if so 
desired, substitute directly into the action (2) and 
integrate over p. Tbe result is not quite the action 
(17) but an equivalent one which yields the same 
equations of motion. To see this, let us recall that 
since we are now treating Yij and f!" as independent 
variables in (2), we should make independent 
Ansätze for both. Thus we write 

" __ '" -'/3 (Y'j +rp' V, V; rp' Vi) (18)y"-.,, rp'V; rp" 

where y", V, and rp are, a priori, unrelated to g", A, 
and tz, of (12). Substituting into the action (2) and 
integrating over p yields 

s= fd'ç OH rp'/3tz,-'/3 

x [y"g,,+y"(A,- V,)(A,- V;)+rp-'tz,-') 

-!H+!f"a,XmajxnAmn} . (19) 

Since the equations of motion for l' ij, V, and rp are 
algebraic, we may eliminate all of them to yield the 
action 

s=fd'ç (H+ !eJa,xma,xnAmn ) , (20) 

which is the action we would have obtained by writ
ing (2) in Nambu-Goto form 

s= fd3~ (R+k]liaiXma.xPAmnp). (21) 

Altematively, we may eliminate just V, and rp to 
obtain (17). It is interesting to note that the string 
action (17) we obtain by dimensional reduction is 
conformally invariant even though the membane 
theory we started from was not. 

The foregoing discussion is readily generalized to 
a superspace setting. To facilitate a discussion of the 
fermionic symmetry, it is convenient to eliminate the 
world-volume metric as an independent variabie. In 
this way we avoid having to discuss the rather com
plicated transformation rule for the metric. The 
action (I) then takes on its Nambu-Goto form 

s=fd 3 ,: (J -det Ê/,Ê}'1ä6 

-if,]liÊ!E/E.CÁ(,bÄ) . (22) 

It is invariant under the transformation [I) 

öi"=öiMÊS/=O, 

öi"=öiMÊ..-A=ièP(I+f')p" , (23) 

where 

f'p"=(l/6R)f i]liÊ/'Ê/Êr/(f'.Eë)p". (24) 

In (24) g,} is tbe metric on the world volume induced 
from the bosonic metric on superspace, 

gij=Ê/'Ê/'1.6. (25) 

In order for (22) to be invariant under this trans
formation, it is necessary that the background super
geometry be constrained. Tbe constraints found in 
ref. [I) are 

f,,/ = _i(f'C)"p, F"PcJ=i(f'cJ)"p , 

(26)F"PYJ =F"pyJ=O, 

f"Eë='1EëA", F"EëJ=(rEëJ)"PAp . (27) 

Although these equations are not the standard equa
tions of on-sbell D= 11 supergravity in superspace 
(8), they are equivalent to them. That is to say, by 
suitable redefinitions of the superconnections and 
parts of the supervielbein, we may set A", f <>p Y and 
f.6

c to zero, 

f"/=f,,l=F~EëJ=O . (28) 

Eqs. (26) and (28) are the on-shell supergravity 
equations, as may be cbecked using tbe Biancbi iden
tities. Since we are always free to make such rede
finitions, we may take the superspace constraints to 
be (26) and (28). This is therefore a stronger result 
tban that given in ref. [I); tbe fact tbat conventional 
constraints can he imposed was noted in tbe context 
of N= I D= 10 supersymmetrie particles and strings 
in ref. (9). 

Tbe Kaluza-Klein Ansatz for tbe N= I D= II 
supervielbein is 

a E" a 

M - .... a a 11' 


Ê.Ä- (ÊMMMÊ") (29)
E.. Ê. Ê., 

_(EMa EMa+AMXa 
tz,A M ) (30)- 0 Xa tz, , 
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where EMA = (EM", EM") is the N=2a D= 10 super
vielbein, AM the superspace U (I ) gauge field, and cp 
and Xa are superfields whose leading components are 
the dilaton and the dilatino respectively. In writing 
(23), we have made a partial D=lllocal Lorentz 
gauge choice to set Êy" = O. For the superspace three
index potential ÁMNP we have 

ÁMNP=AMNP' (31 ) 

ÁMNy==AMN' (32) 

All ofthe D==IO superfields EmA 
, X", Am' CP, AMN, 

AMNP are taken to be independent ofy. Note also that 
ten-dimensional spinor indices run from I to 32 so 
that a and IX can be identified. Witb zM = (zAl, y) we 
also impose 

apzM ==0, (33) 

and fix 

y=p. (34) 

Substituting tbe Ansätze (30), (31) and (32) into 
(22) and using (33) and (34) yields tbe action for 
a type UA superstring coupled to a supergravity 
background 

s== fd 2ç (CP)-det E,aE/""b 

N- !f'la,zmalz ANM ) . (35) 

Purely for convenience in superspace caIculations, 
we have omitted an overall factor of cp - 2/3 in tbe 
Ansatz (29); tbe factor of cp in (35) can be removed 
by a suitable rescaling of tbe supervielbein. To find 
the fermionic symmetry oftbe dimensionally reduced 
action (35), one substitutes tbe Kaluza-Klein 
Ansätze into (23). It is straightforward to sbow tbat 

f'p'''=T p '' 

= (1I2H)f'lE:E/(TabT 11 )P'X (36) 

and tbat 

öi" M=öz" =ÖZ EM" ==KP(I +T)p" . (37) 

However, y also transforms under (23): 

öy == -KPO +T)p"A" (38) 

and a compensating infinitesimal world-volume dif
feomorpbism witb parameter 

(0,0, KP(I +T)p"A,,) (39) 

must be made in order to maintain tbe gauge y==p. 
Since (22) is invariant under (23) wben tbe D= II 

field equations are satisfied, it follows tbat tbe 
reduced action (35) will be invariant under (37) if 
tbe N == 2a D == JO supergravity field equations are 
satisfied. Tbis is because tbe compactification of tbe 
N = I D == 1I field tbeory on a cirele is known to yicld 
tbe N==2a D== 10 field tbeory, tbough 10 the best of 
our knowledge tbis is tbe first time it has been done 
in superspace. Note tbat all of tbe N == 2a supergrav
ity fields are now coupled, ineludingAmnp, Am and cp 
wbicb decoupled from tbe purely bosonic sector. 

Tbe transformation (37) can be recast into the 
Green-Scbwarz [5,6) form by introducing 

À
i
" == Hf'J/H)E/KP(TaT 11 )p" , (40) 

so that (37) becomes 

oz"==E:{[À'! +(f'l/H)À~/) 

+ [À'~ - (f'l/HW.) }(Ta)P" , (41) 

wbere 

À'f = !À'P(l ±T 11 )p" . (42) 

In conelusion, we bave succeeded in deriving (for 
tbe first time 12) tbe action of tbe type HA super
string coupled to an N==2a D= 10 supergravity back
ground starting from tbe action of tbe 
supermembrane coupled to tbe background of N = I 
supergravity in D= 11. Tbe dimensional reduction 
corresponds to a compactification of botb the space
time and the world volume on the same cirele and 
tben discarding tbe massive modes. Classically, this 
is equivalent to letting tbe membrane tension a, tend 
to infinity and the radius ofthe cirele R tend to zero 
in sucb a way tbat tbe string tension 

a 2==2nRa, 

remains finite. Tbe type UA superstring is known to 
be a consistent quantum theory; the most urgent 
question for tbe supermembrane is whether it too is 
a consistent quantum tbeory in its own right. 

We are grateful for discussions witb Chris Pope and 
Ergin Sezgin. 

" The type IIB ac!ion is given in ref. [10 J. 
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In analogy with a previous treatment of strings, it is shown that membrane theories exhibit 
global noncompact symmetries which have their origin in duality transformations on the 
three-dimensional worldvolume which rotate field equations into Bianchi identities. Ilowever, in 
contrast to the string, the worldvolume metric also transforms under duality by a conformal 
factor. In this way Ihe Cremmer-Julia hidden symmelries of supergravity are seen 10 be a 
consequence of supermembrane duality. Moreover, the string duality follows from Ihat of the 
membrane by simultaneous dimensional reduction. Generalization 10 higher-dimensional objects 
is straightforward. 

1. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to explore the phenomenon of "duality" in 
membrane theories. The word duality has come to acquire many meanings but 
here a duality transformation wiII mean a symmetry that rotates field equations 
into Bianchi identities on the worldvolume of the extended object. In a previous 
paper [1] devoted to duality rotations in string theory, we saw that in the case of a 
bosonic string compactified on an n-torus, these continuous transformations were 
described by an SO(n, n) symmetry of the equations of motion in the presence of 
the massless background fields. The discrete subgroup, SO(n, n; 1') which survives 
as a symmetry of the spectrum, contains the typical R - ex' / R transformations 
whose fixed points correspond to points of enhanced gauge symmetries and which 
have led to speculations about a minimum length in string theory [2]. As a 
preliminary to investigating questions of enhanced symmetry or minimum length in 
membrane theory, therefore, we first wish to discuss the continuous duality 
transformations. 

In fact, our original motivation for studying duality on the worldvolume of 
extended objects sprang from the old observation that four-dimensional supergrav
ity theories exhibit global noncompact continuous symmctries corresponding to 
duality symmetries th at rotate space-time field equations into Bianchi identities 

* Work supportcd in part by NSF grant PHY-9045132. 
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[3,4]. These were frequently referred to as "hidden" symmetries since their 
presence is far from obvious by inspection of the four-dimensional lagrangian. 
Indeed, they were originally best understood as a consequence of compactifying a 
higher-dimensional theory [4]. Nowadays, of course, supergravity theories are 
regarded as being merely the field theory limit of a superstring or supermembrane, 
and sa it is natural to conjecture that these symmetries have thcir origin on the 
worldvolume of the appropriate extended object. Some evidence in favor of these 
ideas may be found in refs. [5,6]. For example, considerations of bosonic strings on 
group manifolds led us to expect agiobal SO(n, n) in the lower dimension, where 
n = dim G. In the case of the four-dimensional heterotic string th is is replaced by 
global SO(6, n). This latter symmetry is known to be present in four-dimensional 
N = 4 supergravity coupled to a Yang-Mills supermultiplet. The 6n scalars in the 
Yang-Mills sector are described by a nonlinear u-model given by the coset 
SO(6, n)/SO(6) X SO(n). (Th ere are also two scalars in the supergravity sector 
described by SU(I, l)/UO). The stringy origin of this coset is described in sect. 6.) 
Cosets of this kind were also encountered by Narain [7] in his torus compactifica
tiop of the heterotic string but where n = rank G. By group manifold considera
tions, we were led to the larger symmetry with n = dim G. It should be emphasized 
that these larger symmetries with n = dim Gare broken by gauge interactions but 
they nevertheless exactly describe the nonlinear u-model of the scalars. Similarly, 
one might expect that the global E 7(+7) Cremmer-Julia [4] symmetry of N = 8 
supergravity in four-dimensions has its origin on the worldvolume of the eleven
dimensional supermembranc [8] compactified on a seven-torus [4] or a seven-sphere 
[9]. Once again, in the case of thc seven-sphè're the E 7(+7) will be broken by SO(8) 
gauge interactions but the E7(+7/SU(8) coset still describes the nonlinear u-model 
of the scalars [10]. 

The proof of these conjectures (in the case of the string) was supplied by Cecotti 
et al. [11], who first pointed out that the two-dimcnsional worldsheet origin of 
thesc symmetries is quite similar to the way they appear in four-dimensional 
space-time i.e. through generalized duality transformations of the kind discussed in 
detail by Gaillard and Zumino [12]. Thus our task in this paper is to generalize the 
arguments of Cecotti et al. to thc three-dimensional worldvolume of the mcm
branc. We shall confine our attention in th is paper to torus compactification and 
focus mainly on thc bosonic sector. Moreover, wc shall follow the approach 
described in ref. [1] for treating string duality which lends itself to generalization to 
membranes and other higher-dimensional objects. Let us thercfore first recall 
string duality. 

2. Review of string duality 

The n-dimensional string is described by a two-dimensional u-model with 
worldsheet coordinates ~i = (1", u), worldvolume metric 'Yij({;) and target-space 
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coordinates xl"(g), with 

.,L'= l.~~'Vii ax" a x" g lE ii ax" a·x" b 
2 V -) I IJ"" 

+ 
2 I J "V • (2.1)

We shall consider the case where x" correspond to the compactified coordinates 
with the background fields g"v and b"v (J.L = 1, ... , n) being x-independent. These 
backgrounds will admit the interpretation of scalar fields in space-time and hence 
will still depend on the space-time coordinates X M • Let us define 

ij yi" == FY yii djX" , ;}-i" == E iJ.x" , 
J 

(2.2), (2.3) 

,~i == g S.-iv + b ;}-iv = a.,L'/iJiJx"
J.L JLV J.LV / I • (2.4) 

Then therc is a symmetry bctween the equations of motion, 

a . .§i = 0 
I I-' ' 

(2.5)

and the Bianchi identities, 

iJ/j.-il-' == o. (2.6) 

The invariance is summarized by the equations 

{j§-i" =A" ;}-ip + B"13.§i - i ip 13 -
{j.§ I' 13' a -

_ 
Ca/?- + Da

i
.§ 13 ' (2.7)

where A, B, C and D are constant parameters. We must also establish invariancc 
of the equation of motion obtained by varying with respect to Yij' namely the 
vanishing of the energy-momentum tensor 

25S 
FYOij= iJyii =FY[iJiXl-'djXVg"v-hijykldkX"d,X"g"v] =0. (2.8) 

To fix thc group structure more precisely, we introduced in ref. [1] a "dual" 
u-model for which thc roies of field cquations and Bianchi identities are inter
changcd. One bcgins by noting that the equations of motlon (2.5) may equivalently 
be dcrived from a first-order lagrangian with independent variables x" and Fi ", 

/' - _ l. c-:- ijF "F " - 1 ijF "F vb 
.Lx - 2V-YY i jgl-'v ZE ijl-''' 

a c-::: + ,,(. i X iF v ijF "b ) 
i V - Y Y j g"" + E j "V· (2.9)
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Varying with respect to cJiXI'-, we have 

" PI"" = ijF" ijF vbuUi X I'- ~ j gl'-v + é j I'-v' (2.10)U-Z x y -YY 

and with respect to Fi 1'-, we have 

a LJ IcJF I'- - _ ~ ijF" _ ijF"b
..Ex i - y-YY jgl'-" E j Jl-V 

+ C-::;",ijcJ.x"g +éijaxvb =0 (2.11)Y -Y I) 1'-" ) 1'-" . 

This latter equation says 

F/ = iJiXI'-, (2.12) 

and then eq. (2.10) yields the same equation of motion as in the second-order 
formalism. 

Next consider a different first-order lagrangian with independent variables YI'
and Fil'-, 

LJ = ~ ~ ijF I'-F v ~ ijf' I'-F vb iJ . ijF I'
.1 y 2Y-YY I j gl'-,'+2 é I j 1'-,,+ iYl'-é ) . (2.13) 

We have 

iJJ,./aa;y = éijpl'-, (2.14). I'- ) 

aJ..laF/ = FY yijFj Vgl'-v + é ij F/,bl'-v - é;j ajyl'- = O. (2.15) 

This is an algebraic equation for F; /.L with the solution 

F I'-- 1'-"(1/~) jka + I'-"a ( 2.16) i -P Y-Y yije kYv q iYv ' 

where p/.L v 
= p"l'- and ql'-" = _qVI'- are related to g/.LV = g,,/.L and b/.Lv = -bV/.L by 

a,' - b a(3P/.LV = g/.L" + bl'-"gCX(3bv (3 , P/.Lvq - /.L(3g , (2.17) 

where Pl'-V is the inverse of p/.L". From eq. (2.14) the equation for YI'- is 

a (eijpl'-) = 0 ( 2.18) I ) , 

which implies (2.12), at least locally. 
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Putting these results together, we find 


i,' a~ .r--:: .. v . v
E ay = --- = g V -" ,," a.x + bE" a·x'JL aajX JL JLV 'JLV" 

a../.
Eija.X , JL = -_Y-aa. =pJLvC-:;;-vijay +qJLvEija.y . (2.19)V - ·Y I 'v , V

I YJL 

Thus the field equations of the original lagrangian ~ are the Bianehi identities 
for the "dual" lagrangian J~, and vice versa. 

To see the SO(n, n) symmetry explicitly, define 

.§iJL == FY"ij ajYJL' (2.20) 

Then eq. (2.19) may be written 

:bi = g y.-iv 
~y 

+ b G.-iv yiJL = pJLv.§i + qJLv.§'i 
Il J JJ.l'< j.LV , v v' (2.21)

or, in compact notation, 

n iN cP = G cpiN MN MN' (2.22)

where M, N = 1, ... , 2n and where 

cPiN=(~iV) cpiN = ( .cF;") (2.23)
/21 ' ~' . 

. cY f3 f3 

The 2n X 2n matrices n and Gare given by 

~ f3) (2.24)IlMN ~ (s~. ~ , 

af3 f3
GMN _ _ (gJLv+bJL" g bvf3 

bJL",ga ) 
(2.25)

gaf3 .g af3 bvf3 

The desired SO(n,n) symmetry is now manifest since the group SO(n,n) may be 
defined by parameters AMN for which 

~flMN= -APMflPN-APNflMP=O. (2.26) 
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Moreover, 

GM/,[lPQG = n , QN MN (2.27) 

and hence G is an element of SO(n, n). Thus eq. (2.22) is manifestly SO(n, n) 
invariant with iNcP and cpiN both transforming as the 2n-dimensional vector 
representation 

OcP iM =AMpcPiP , OcpiM =AMpcpiP. (2.28) 

The explicit transformation mies are those of eq. (2.7) with the restrictions 

B/-lf3 = B[/-lf3] =A/-lf3, 

C uv = C[UV] =A uv ' 

D f3 =A f3 = -Af3 (2.29)ex ex a' 

corresponding to the n(2n - 1) parameters of SO(n, n). Thus 

iv8.r i /-l =A/-l .riv + B/-lf3,~if3 (2.30)v , 8,fiu = Cuv.r - Af3u.#if3 ' 

and similarly for sri/-l and .§iu. The transformation mie for G MN is 

8GMN = -APMGpN-APNGMP' (2.31) 

and hence 

og/-lV = -AP/-lgpv - APvg/-lp - b/-luBuf3gf3v - g/-lu Buf3bf3v, 

8b/-lv = -AP/-lbpv -APvb/-lp - b/-luBuf3bf3v - g/-lU Buf3gf3v + C/-lv · (2.32) 

The action of SO(n, n) on the background fields g/-lV and b/-lv is nonlinear. A linear 
realization may be obtained by rewriting eq. (2.22) as 

4JiA = cp iA , (2.33) 

where 

-" B -'N
CP'A = nABEN cp' , cpiA = ENACPiN (2.34) 

and where EM
A is the "vieibein" for which 

GMN=E~ENA· (2.35) 
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Multiplying (2.33) by E / A and using thc fact that A 
EM is also an element of 

SO(n,n), 

Il 
EMAnABEN = n , MN (2.36) 

wc recover (2.22). As usual, the price to pay for a linear realization of G is alocal 
symmetry H whcre HeG. In this case 

E,,/ -+ AABEMB (2.37) 

where A is an element of SO(n) x SO(n), the maximal compact subgroup of 
SO(n,n), whosc elements commute with n. The n 2 physical scalar fields described 
by G MN parametrize the cosct SO(n, n)jSO(n) x SO(n) and their self-interaction 
is described by the corresponding nonlincar u-model. 

3. Membrane duality 

The bosonic sector of thc n-dimensional supermcmbrane is described by a 
three-dimensional u-model with worldvolume coordinates ~i = (T, (T, p), worldvol
urne metric yJO and target-space coordinates xl"(~), with 

1 _ 
J= l ~yyij Jx IL Jx V g Uk _E Jxl" Jx V J xP b - l / - y (3.1)

2 V -Y I J I"V 
+ 3! IJk I"VP 2 V 

with background fields gl"v and bl"vp(j.L = 1, ... , n). Dcfine 

y-il" == FY yU Jjxl" , fril"V == ijk E Jjxl" Jkx v (3.2), (3.3) 

ivp §i =g y-iv+lb .'fr =a1/aa xl". 
J.L JLV 2 J-lvp ---/ I 

(3.4)

In the case when the background fields gl"v and hJ.LVI' are independent of the 
coordinate xl", its equation of motion is just 

a§i =0 
I ~ J.L ' 

(3.5)

whereas the 8ianchi identity is 

Jifril"V == O. (3.6) 

Thus there is a duality symmetry that rotates field equations into 8ianchi identi
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ties. The invariance is summarized by the equations 

8§- il'v = 1.Al-'v :j-ip" + BI-'VP§i
2 pIJ P , 

8 ~i = 1.C :j-ipu + D P §'i 
.. ft 2 apu ct' p' (3.7)

where A, B, C and D are constant parameters. Thus thc first major difference 
from the string is that the duality transformations are nonlinear in the "field 
strength" aixl-' by virtue of §-il-'v, given in (3.3). Wc must also establish invariancc 
of the equation of motion obtained by varying with respect to Yij' namely thc 
vanishing of the energy-momentum tensor 

28S 
HfJij = 8yij =H[aiXl'ajXVgl-'v-hijyklakXl'aIXVgl-'v+hij] =0. (3.8) 

This equation is just the statement that Yij is the induced metric on the world
volume 

V 
Yij = ai xl-' ajx gl-'v· (3.9) 

Here we encounter the second major difference from the string case, where the 
worldsheet metric is invariant under duality transformations. For the membrane, 
we must allow the possibility that Yij also transforms under duality. 

The equations of motion (3.4), (3.5) and (3.8) may equivalently be derived from a 
first-order lagrangian with independent variables xl-' and F, I' 

'" - _ 1.. c-:: ijF I-'F v _ 1. ijkF I-'F vF Pb 
J; x - Z V - Y Y i j g I-'V 3 E ijk I-'vp 

1-'( c-:: IjF v + 1. ijkF vF Pb ) _ a X 1. + i V - Y Y j gl-'v zE i k I-'vp Z V c-::- Y . (3.10) 

Varying with respect to aixl', we have 

a~ .. 
--- = Hy'JFVg + 1.EijkFVFPb (3.11)
a ai xl-' J I-'V Z J k I-'vp' 

and with respect to F, 1-', we have 

"'jaF I-' - - c-:: ijF v _ ijkF vF Pba --Ze x i - V - Y Y j g I-'V E j k I-'vp 

+ V c-:;; v ",ii ax g - + I/jk axvF Pb ·Y I J 1-'1' J k I-'vp =0. (3.12) 
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This latter equation says 

F!' = a x!' 
I I (3.13)

and then eq. (3.11) yiclds the same equations of motion as in the second-order 
formulation. 

Now consider a different first-order lagrangian with independent variables y!'v 

and ~!' 

1 
'" - 1. .c-:: ijF!'F v + - ijkF!'F vF Pb 

"h Y -2Y-yy i jg!'v 3!e ijk !,vp 

V +eijka.y P!'F _1.C-:: 
I !,V} k 2 Y  Y . (3.14) 

We have 

aJ/aay = eijkp,!'F v 
y I !LV } k (3.15) 

a "'/aF!' - c-:: ijF v 1 ijkF vF Pb - 2 ijk a F v -
."z

+ 0 
Y i - Y - Y Y j g!'v 2 e j k !,vp e j y!'v k - . (3.16)

This is an algebraic equation for Fi!' with the Omplicit) sol ut ion 

~!' = 2p!'v(1/FY)YijejklakYvuF/T - 2qpu!'a ypu i (3.17) 

where p!'v =pv!, and qpu!' = q[pu!'l are related to g = g and b = b by!,V v!, !,vp [!,vp I 

- + lb ög af3'1 bP!'v - g!'v 4" !'af3 vyö' 

af3v = lb ga f3y
q Ö

P!,V 2 1''18 , (3.18)

where p!'v is the inverse of p!'v and where 

gaf3'1ö = (ga'lgf38 _ ga8 f3g '1). (3.19) 

In proving eq. (3.17), we have made usc of the identities 

eijkelmn = y( /Iyjmykn + yinyjlykm + yimyjnykl 

- yilyjnykm _ yimyjlykn _ yinyjmykl) , 

eijkelmk = y( yilyjm _ yimyjl) , 

eijkejk = 2 yy il , eijke;jk = 6y (3.20) 
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and have also used the field equation (3.9). From eq. (3.15) the equation for Y/L" is 

ai(EijkF/F/) =0, (3.21) 

which implies (3.13), at least locally. Putting these results together, we find 

aJ) 

ijk 2Eijk a.y a x" = __ = g . C-:;;yij a.x" + lb E a.x" a xP


] /L" k a a.x/L 
X_ 

/L" v - ·Y ] 2 /L"P ] k , 
I 

ijk E a.x/L a x" = = p2p/Lv erF'-y yij ay + 2q/LVP j
Ei k a.y a x er (3 22) 

] k a 
a~. 
a Y ] per ] pa k . 

I /LV 

where pa/3y5 is defined by 

ga/3y5 = ypa/3y5 + qa/3/Lp/L 5v . vq (3.23) 

Thus the field equations of the original lagrangian ~ are the Bianchi identities 
for the "dual" lagrangian ~, and vice versa. 

4. A specific case: n = 4 

In the case of the string, the n §i/L and the n g-i/L transform as the same 
2n-dimensional vector representation of the same orthogonal group, SO(n, n), for 
all n. In the case of the membrane, however, we shall see that each n tells a 
different story. The n ,?li/L and the n(n - 1)/2 §-i/L" will transform as an 
(n(n + l)/2)-dimensional representation of some noncompact group. Then the 
n(n + 1)/2 g/LV and the n(n - lXn - 2)/3! b/L"p will parametrize some (n(n 2 + 
5)/3!)-dimensional coset. (In fact, we shall see in sect. 5 th at th is is valid only for 
n .;;; 4 and that the cases n ~ 5 require a separate treatment). The group and the 
coset will be different for each n. 

In this section we shall focus explicitly on n = 4. Then the 4 §i/L and 6 g-i/Lv 

will transform as a lO-dimensional representation of the duality group which will 
turn out to be SL(5, IR), and the 10 gJLV and 4 bJL"p will parametrize the 14-dimen
sianal caset SL(5, !R)/SO(5). Ta see this explicitly, define 

.§iJLV == 4FY"ij ajyJLv ' ( 4.1) 

Then eq. (3.22) may be written 

§i = g !Fi" + lb g-ivpJL JLv 2 JLvp 

:friJLV = lpJLvper.§i + q/Lvp~i
2 per p' ( 4.2) 
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Now define &iMN = - &iNM(M, N ~ 1, ... ,5) via 

_ I _ 
<pI _ _ VhiIX{3 ,i, i _ Cl 

ILV - ElLvIX {3J 'l' 1L5 - ,Y IL ( 4.3) 
2g 

and <p iMN = _<p iNM via 

<pIlLV = l.g-1/\.ILI'pu,§i <p11L5 = g-1/5,'j"-i lL ,
2 pO' , ( 4.4) 

where g is the determinant of glL v ' Then eq. (4.2) may be written 

cjjiMN = (GMPGNQ - GMQGNP )<p
ipQ (4.5) 

where GMN is the 5 x 5 symmetrie matrix for which 

c - -2/5- g gIL V ,TILV 

1
G = - _g-2/ 5g E IX{3Yllb = G 

1L5 3 ! ILIX (3yll 51L ' 

G = g31S(1 + ~b gIXlLg{3VgYPb ) ( 4.6) 55 3! IX{3y IL"P . 

We note th at 

det GMN = 1, ( 4.7) 

and he nee th at GMN is an element of SL(5, IR). Eq. (4.5) is thus manifestly SL(5, IR) 
invariant with &iMN transforming as the lO-dimensional representation 

-i _ P -i P-i 
0<P MN- -A M<P PN- A N<P MP ( 4.8) 

where A PM is a traceless 5 X 5 constant matrix, Similarly, we have 

O<p iMN =AMp<piPN + ANp<PiMP. ( 4.9) 

The explicit transformation rules are those of (3.7) with the restrietions 

AILVpU = olLpA
v
" - OVpAlL'T + OV'TAlLp - OIL"AVp - olL"ov(TA

a + BILuovpAaa a 

BILVP = B[lLvp] = -EILVP"A5a' C ILV" = C[ILVP] = - (lig )ElLvp"A<Ts 

D p= -AP +0" Aa (4.10)IL IL IL a' 
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corresponding to the 24 parameters of SL(S, ~). Thus 

ög:-iJLV = -A" §-iJLv + AJL g:-iuv +AV g:-iJLu + BJLvÀ.:#i 
a fT fT A 

O.:#i = A" .:#i _ ACT .:#i + lC g:-ipÀ (4.11)I" "JL JL u 2 JLPÀ 

Whereas, 

Og.-iJL = (_lA" - ~ ~B,,{3Yb ) g.-iJL + AI" g.-iu _ lBJLa{3 §'i
3 a 3 3! a{3y u 2 • ,,(3 

i _ 1 ex _ _2 _1 
ö~

a{3y ) Î _ (lI i _ a i _ 
JLV - A G-,p

( 3 a ,B b,,{3y'.§' JLV A JL~ "V A v~ JLa CpJLvY' . ( 4.12) 
3 3. 

The transformation TUle for GMN is given by 

oGMN = -APNGMP-APMGpN' ( 4.13) 

and hence 

o -4A" AU AUgJLV - "3 "gJLV - JLguv - vgJLU 


2 1

+ - -Ba(3Yb g - 19 BP"(3b - lb Ba(3p3 3! ga(3y JLV 2 JLP a(3v 2 JLa(3 pv , 

0~~=2A~~~-A~~~-A~~~-A~~~ 

1 
- 3ïBa{3Yba{3ybJLvP + B"{3YgJL" gv(3 gpy + C JLvp , ( 4.14) 

This action of SL(S,~) on the background fields is nonlinear. A linear realization 
of SL(S,~) may be obtained by rewriting eq. (4.S) as 

cP'AB = 2cpiAB ' ( 4.1S) 

where 

-. M N-' 
CP'AB = E AE BCP'MN' cpiAB =EMAENBCPiMN, ( 4.16) 

with EM
A the "fünfbein" for which 

GMN=EM 
A 

E NA , ( 4.17) 

where E MA is its inverse. Multiplying eq. (4.1S) by EMAENB we recover eq. (4.S). 
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As usual the price to pay for a linear realization of G is alocal symmetry H 
where HeG. In th is case 

A 
EM ~ B 

AABEM , ( 4.18) 

where A is an element of SO(S), the maximal compact subgroup of SL(S, IR). The 
14 physical scalar fields described by GMN parametrize the coset SL(S, IR)/SO(S) 
and their self-interaction is described by the corresponding nonlinear u-model. 

Finally, we should also discuss the transformation properties of the membrane 
metric. From eqs. (3.2) and (3.9) we have 

~yyij=g g-i/Lg-jv 
/LV . (4.19)

Thus from the transformation mies for g/LV of (4.14) and .9- i
/L of (4.12) we may 

deduce 

_ ! a _ _ 1) ( a(3y _ !
OYij-JAa 3!B ba (3y 2 c Yij' (4.20)

where 

1 
c:= v ~-

1mn c a1x/L a xva xl' g g g B,,(3y (4.21 ) Y m n /La v(3 I'Y • 

Thus Yij transforms conformally with a worldvolume coordinate-dependent confor
mal factor. The invariant 

cjJi,] cp JIJ = 0 ( 4.22) 

as a consequence of eq. (3.9) which just restates, in a manifestly SL(S, IR) invariant 
way, the vanishing of the energy-momentum tensor (3.8). 

S. Comparison with d = II supergravity 

By compactifying the membrane on T 4 
, we discovered in the last section that the 

duality syrnmetry is SL(S, IR) and that the 14 background fields gIL"~ and b/LVp 

parametrize the 14-dimensional coset SUS, IR)/SO(S). But this duality symmetry 
and this coset are precisely those obtained by Cremmer and Julia [4] from 
compactification of d = 11 supergravity on T 4 

. Once we have accepted that duality 
symmetries of supergravity can in principle have their origin on thc worldvolume of 
the supermembrane, this corrcspondence should not be surprising sincc we know 
that the K-symmetry of the d = 11 supermembrane [8] forces thc background fields 
of the three-dimensional (T-model to be solutions of thc d = 11 supergravity 
equations [13]. With thc cxception of the graviton, which is a singlet under duality, 
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TABLE 1 

The hidden global symmetries G and local symmetries H that result from compactifying D = 11 


supergravity on Tn. For n .;; 5, these are compatible with the coset parametrized 

by the membrane background fields gp.v and bp.,'p only. Extra space-time scalars 


must be included for 11 ;;, 6 


11 G H dim G/H n(n2 + 5)/3! 

IR 1 1 1 ..; 

2 GU2, IR) SO(2} 3 3 ..; 
3 SLO, IR) x SU2, IR) SO(3} x SO(2} 7 7 ..; 
4 SU5, IR) SO(5) 14 14 v I 

5 SO(5,5) SO(5) x SO(5) 25 25 ..; 
6 Eli( +6) USp(S) 42 41 x 
7 E7( +7) SU(S) 70 63 x 
g EK( +H) SO(J6) 128 92 x 

all the space-time fields in the supergravity muitipiet, gravitinos, vectors, spinors, 
scalars and antisymmctric tensors, will transform under duality. By rctaining only 
the backgrounds gIL" and bIL "I" we have so far been treating only the space-time 
scalars, The scalars alone are nevertheless sufficient to determine the duality 
symmetries. lf we repeat the n = 4 analysis of sect. 4 for n < 4, one finds the 
duality symmetries listed in tabIe I with the n(n 2 + 5)/3! gIL" and bIL ,,1' parametriz
ing the corresponding eoset. These once again agree with those of Cremmer and 
Julia. Moreover the n(n + 1)/2 "field strengths" ,ii and §--iIL" transform as the 

IL 

same representation of G as do the space-time vector fields·, 
For n ;;. 6, however, there is amismatch with the number of spacc-time sealars 

as shown in table I. The mismatch with the number of space-time vectors occurs 
already for n ;;. 5 as shown in table 2. The reason for th is is easy to explain and 
does not present a scrious problcm. By focussing only on those space-time scalars 
arising from gIL" and hIL "I" we have ignored those arising from other sources [4]. 
For n = 6, we get I extra by dualizing the space-time three-form bMNI'( M, N, P = 

I, ... ,5); for n = 7 we gct 7 extra by dualizing the space-time two-form bMNI'(M, N 
= 1, ... ,4); for n = 8 we get 28 extra by dualizing the one-farm bM"IJ and 8 extra by 
dualizing gM,,(M = 1,2, J). This correctly accounts for the mismatch in table L 
Similarly, by focussing on the fields strengths .iiIL and Y i IL ", we have been 
ignoring others that couple to space-time vectors arising from dualization, For 
n = 5, we get 1 extra by dualizing thc three-form bMNP ' for n = 6 we get 6 extra by 
dualizing the two-form bMNI" This correctly accounts for the mismatch in table 2. 
The cases n = 7,8 arc special. The 28 space-time vectors field strengths combine 
with 28 dual field strengths to form a 56 of E 7( + 7) whereas for n = 8 all vectors are 

* We are grateful to Ergin Sezgin for pointing out the importance of this. 
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TABLE 2 

Representations of the duality symmetry under which the spin-l space-time fields 

of compactified D = 11 supergravity transform. For n .:; 4, these are compatible 


with the representations of the membrane "field strengths" .~/" and ./~;-/IJ-V only. 

Extra field strengths must be included for fl :;. 5 


n G spin-I reps. n(n + 1)/2 

Pi 

2 GU2, !R) 3 3 ..; 
3 SLO,!R) x SU2.!R) 0.2) 6 v . 
4 SUS. !R) 10 JO ..; 
S SO(S,S) 16 15 x 
6 27 21 xEh( +6) 

7 56 28 xE7( +7) 

8 Ex( +S) 36 x 

dual to scalars. Thus wc expect that all the hidden symmetries of Cremmer and 
Julia, including those for n ;;. 5, will follow from memorane duality provided we 
start with an enlarged O'-model that includes the couplings to those background 
fields we could safely ignore for 11 .:;; 4. We intend to return to this point elsewhere. 

6. String duality from membrane duality 

The dimension of the extended object (p + I for a "p-brane") and the dimen
sion of space-time (IJ) in which it moves, are severely limited by supersymmetry. 
Classically, one requires that in a physical gauge there be equal numbers of bosons 
and fermions on the worldvolume [14]. There arc 12 possibilities displayed on the 
"brane-scan" of fig. \. They fall into 4 sequences and the equations of mot ion for a 
lower member of the sequence may be obtained from those of a higher member in 
the same sequence by the process of "simultaneous dimensional reduction" [13]. 
This is illustrated by the diagonal lines in fig. 1 which terminatc on the strings 
(p = I) in IJ = 3, 4, Ó and 10. In particular, the Type HA superstring in IJ = 10 
follows from the supcrmembrane in D = I\. Onc suspects. thercfore, that the 
string duality of se ct. 2 should follow from the membranc duality of sect. 3 by the 
same simultaneous dimcnsional reduction. We shall now show that this is indeed 
the case, using the explicit 11 = 4 examplc of sect. 4. 

Let us denote all membrane variables by a hal. Thus the equations of mot ion 
(3.5) and 8ianchi identities (3.6) now read 

(li,Çi~ = 0, (1/;- 1,1.' = O. (6.1). (6.2) 

Similarly, we denote the I!Icmbran~ background fidds by g,1., and h,1I'I; ,?nd the 
A 

SUS. IR) parameters hy A,IIN. Here i runs over 1 to 3. (L over 1 to 4 and M over 1 
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Fig. I. The "hrane-scan". 

to 5. In this notation, eq. (3.9) bccomcs 

A aAp.aAVA
rij = [x fX gp.v· (6.3) 


Following ref. [13], we now make a two-one split of the worldvolume coordinates 


ë=(e,e), i = 1,2, ( 6.4) 


and a three-one split of the target-space coordinates 

xp. = (xlJ. , x4) , J.L = 1,2,3, (6.5) 

in order to make the partial gauge choice 

e=X4 , (6.6) 

which identifies the fourth target-space dimension with the third worldvolume 
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dimension. The dimensional reduction is then effected by demanding that 

Jx IL IJgJ = O. (6.7) 

(The othcr requirement of ref. [13], namely 

~ 4 ~ 4
Jg[Lvlax = 0 = Jb[Lv{jJx , (6.8) 

is here superfluous since we are already assuming that the background fields are 
independent of all i[L.) A suitable choice of four-dimensional variables is now 

§[LV=1>-2/3(gILv+1>2A IL A v 1>2AIL ) (6.9)
21> A 2 ' 

v 1> 

b[Lvp = ( bILvp , b ( 6.10) ILv4 ) = (bILvp , bILJ . 

The background fields glLv and blLv will be identified with the string backgrounds 
of sect. 2 with n = 3, and 1> will be the string dilaton. The fields AlL and bILvp are 
the extra backgrounds th at appear in the Type HA but not the bosonic or heterotic 
strings. By working in a Green-Schwarz formalism and focussing only on the 
bosonic sector, we shall see that 1>, AlL and bILvp in fact all decouple from the 
equations of motion. Note, for example, that 

g=g. (6.11) 

If we now make the following identifications 

g-iIL g-ipA :bi =;§i
<Y IL ./ IL (6.12), (6.13) 

and substitute (6.9) and (6.10) into the membrane equat~ons (6.1) ~nd (6.2), we 

correctly recover the string equations (2.5) and (2.6). The g.-iILv and .#i: equations 
are identities, as they must be for consistency. Similarly, if we now make the 
identifications 

AlL =.4IL 
v 

- OIL .4P 
p' 

BlLv =.45 
P 

SPlLv 
, CILV = (l/g).4P5SpILV' (6.14)v v 

set to zero .45
4 , .4\, .44

4 , .4IL4 and .44
IL , and substitute into the membrane 

transformation rules (4.11), (4.12) and (4.14), we correctly recover the string 
transformation rules (2.30) and (2.32). Once again, the extra equations not corre
sponding to string variables are just identities. 

Thus in this explicit example, we have seen how the duality symmetry of the 
string equations of mot ion for n = 3, namely S0(3,3), follows as a consequence of 
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TABI.E 3 

String duality from membrane duality via simultaneous dimensional reduction ( -> ). The string 


symmetries are actually larger than SO(n, n), where n is the number of compactified 

string dimensions 


n membrane duality -> string duality SO(n, n) 

1 GU2, IR) -> SOO,1) x SO(I, 1) SOO,1) 
2 SLO, IR) x SL(2, IR) SO(2, 2) x SO(1, 1) SO(2,2) 
3 SU5, IR) SOO, 3) x SO(I, 1) SOO,,3) 
4 S0(5,5) -> SO(4,4) x SO(1, 1) SO(4,4) 
5 Eli( + 6) SO(5, 5) x SO(I, 1) SO(5,5) 
6 -> SO(6, 6) x S0(2, 1) SO(6,6)E 7(+7) 

7 ES( + 8) SO(8,8) SO(7,7) 

the SL(S, IR) duality symmetry of the membrane for n = 4. It is not difficult to see, 
from a group theoretical point of view, how this would work for other values of n. 
The results are shown in table 3. 

In fact, the string duality symmetries Iisted in the second column are largcr than 
the SO(n, n) appearing in the third column and discussed in sect. 2. The reason is 
that the SO(n, n) refers to the coset parametrized by gj.L~ and bj.L~ only. However, 
even for the string, space-time scalars may arise from other sources. First there is 
the dilaton 4> which, although decoupling from the boson ic sector, still survives in 
the fermi-fermi couplings. If we retain the Á\ component of ÁiJ.v' there is an 
extra SO(1, 1) under which gj.L~' bj.L~ and 4> transform by conformal factors. In four 
space-time dimensions we also have the axion bMN (coming from bMN11 of the 
D = 11 supermembrane) which is duaI to a scalar and which, together with 4> 
parametrizes the coset SO(2,1)/V(1). In three space-time dimensions we have 14 
more scalars coming from gMv and bMvll ' These conspire with the dilaton and 49 
gj.L~ and bj.L~ to parametrize SO(8,8)/SO(8) X SO(8). For the heterotic string we 
promote each SO(n, n) to S0(16 + n, n) corresponding to the extra 16 Ieft-moving 
modes. Thus in D = 3, we would have SO(24,8). 

Of course, we could retain all the space-time background fields in the dimen
sion al reduction incIuding those that appear only in fermi-fermi couplings and 
thereby obtain the duality symmetries of the Type HA superstring. lts duality 
symmetries would then be given by the first column in table 3 i.e. the same as those 
of the D = 11 supermembrane. 

7. Higher extended objects 

So far we have considered strings (p = 1) and membranes (p = 2), but similar 
duality symmetries will be present for other "p-branes" with p ~ 3. The Iagrangian 
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takes the farm with i = 1, ... , p + 1, 

VJ= tFY yii aiX/Lajx g/LV - Hp - l)FY 

1 .. 
+ E",···I" c1X/L a. x/L, ... a. x/Lpb (7.1)(p+l)! I I, 'p /L/L, .. /L"

with background fields g/LV and b/L/L",/Lp (JL = 1, ... ,n). Define 

!Ti/L = FY yij c1jX /L , (7.2) 

g;.-i/L, ... /Lp = Eil, ... I" a. x/L, a. x/L p 
'- " •.• 'p , (7.3)

_ . 1 _ 
.lP = g !T'V + -b .(F'/L'···/Lp p (7.4)/L /LV p! /L/L, .. /L 

Then once again there is a symmetry that rotates field equations 

c1 ,ji/L i = 0 (7.5) 

inta Bianchi identities 

aig-i/L' .. /L p= O. (7.6) 

The dual coordinate now has pindices: Y/L, ... /Lp' and the analoguc of eqs. (2.19) 
and 0.22) becomes 

p'e ill ... ip c1. Y a. X/L2 ax/Lp. t, I-LJ.L2'" J.L p '2 ... lp 

= a~/aaix/L 

1 
=g FYyija.xv+-b Eii, ... ipa.x/LI a·x/Lp

'1'"/LV J p! /L/L, ... /L p 'p , 

Eli, ... ip c1. X/LI ... a x/Lp = a-Lf. Ia a. Y 
'I 'p Y I J.LJ . .. J.L p 

=p!p/L' ... /LpV, ... Vp C-::;",ija.yv--y, J vI"'v p 

+p!q/L1 .. /Lpv E il, ... ipc1 . Y c1. XV2 ... c1.X vp , (7.7)
'I vV2"'vp '2 'p 
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whcre p/lV = pV/l and q/l' ... /l" = ql/l' . . /l,,] arc rclated to g = g and b 
MP l'~ ~I' -Mp 

bIJL,. 1',,] by 

mn mn P q,m, l1v = bl'llg , PJLV = gl'v + bl'",g bvl1 ' (7.8)

whcre PJLV is the inverse of pl'l'. Here we have adopted a condensed notation 
where the index m means 

m == [tLl'" tL,,], 

and where a rcpeatcd m index means 

a b'" == (llp!)a b l1 ,··JL" ( 7.9) 
m J.11 .. J.1-" 

The quantity gmn is given by 

gmn == gJL' ... JL"I',. "" = L ( -1) P gJL"', ... gJL""". (7.10) 
P 

In th is notation, the eguations analogous to eqs. (2.21) and (4.2) may be written 

,~i = g .'Fiv + b g-in d.i.-un = p"'" lJi + q"'" (7i (7.11 ) J --Y 11 ,y I'J.L JH' JHl , 

where 

.i'i =p!Eii, ... i"a y , a x"2 ... ax"", 
J..L 'j J..Ll-'.2'" I I' '2 I fJ 

ei = ei = ( 1)2/_- ija y (7.12),y fl -.Y Vjl/2 ... I!" p. V - Y Y J 1'11'::". I' ,

" 

and where pmn is defined by 

gmn = plI1n + qIl1 JLpJL"q"V. (7.13) 

This may be rewritten as 

~iJL) = (gJL,,+bJLmgmnbvn bJLlI1gmll) ( .'FiV) . (7.14)
( ,9-'111 gmnb gmn ,ft"nvn 

As remarked in ref. [1] in the context of strings, increasing the dimension of the 
target space, with coordinates x JL , to incIude the extra Ym coordinates is strongly 
reminiscent of a Ka1uza-Klein procedure. This analogy is seen to be even cIoser 
when we compare the matrix in eg. (7.14) with the typical Kaluza-Klein decompo
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sition of the metric 

n 
GMN =(gJl-v+AmgJl- mn A v AJl-ngmn) . (7.15)n

gmnAv gmn 

Thus the role of the gauge field AJl-m is played by thc antisymmetric tensor bJl-m. 
Untypical is the fact that the number of "internal" dimensions (;) is determined 
by the number of "space-time" dimensions, n, with the curious twist that thc role 
of the "internal" metric gmn is played by gmn which is built out of the inverse of 
the "space-time" metric gJl-V as in eq. (7.10). Indeed, if we introduce as in reL [1] a 
target space with n + (;) dimensions and coordinates 

ZM=(XJl-,y ) m (7.16)

the equations of mot ion and Bianchi identities may be united into a single 
equation, since af ter same re arrangement eq. (7.7) may be written 

il eii, .. i"a ZM, ... a. ZM" = GSyij az N, MM, .. Mp " 'p MNV -·r J (7.17)

whcre GMN is the matrix appearing in (7.14) and ilMMj ... Mp = ilM[M, .. M p ] is a 
numerical tensor whose nonvanishing components are given by 

1 1il u(3 ... y = __ ou(3 ... y il u (3 .. y = _ou(3 ... y
Jl- .. CT p! p Jl-V ... CT ' Jl-V. p! Jl-V ... CT , 

(7.18).CT 

where 

>::u(3 ... y - '" ( 1) p >::u >::(3 >::y 
u,.,.v ... u - L., - u JLu v···(J (1"" (7.19) 

P 

Notc that 

il =0 ' (7.20)[MM, ... Mpl 

and sa, multiplying bath sides of eq. (7.17) by aiZ M we learn that 

HyijaiZMGMNajzN = 0 (7.21) 

as mayalso be verified explicitly. 
Although eq. (7.17) is an clegant way of summanzmg thc combined field 

equations and Bianchi identities of an arbitrary p-brane in a target space of 
arbitrary D, one must not be lulled into thinking that all the hidden symmetries 
are th us rendered manifest. This is because, with the exception of the string, il is 
not an invariant tensor under thc fuil duality transformations and JjZ M does not 
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transform as a vector. Rather, the manifest symmetry is only a subgroup of the full 

duality group, and turns out to be SL(n, IR) x IR{;), undcr which "rij does not 
transform. To obtain thc complete duality symmetry we must adopt a different 
route along the lines described in sect. 3. Wh at will these p-brane symmetries be? 

The first observation to make is that a p-brane couples to a (p + 1Horm 
background bMM, ... M p (M = 1, ... , D) who se field strength F = db is a (p + 2)
form. But in D space-time dimensions a (p + 2Horm F is dual (in the sense of 
Poincaré duality) to a (D - p - 2Horm ft = db where b is (D - p - 3) form that 
couples to (D - p - 4)-brane. Hence we expect the duality symmetry of a p-brane 
in D dimensions compactified on T n to be the same as that of (D - p - 4)-brane 
in D dimensions compactified on Tn. A good example is provided by the string in 
D = 10 and the 5-brane in D = 10. The former couples to the background fields of 
D = 10 supergravity with a 2-form bMN , while the latter couples to the fields of the 
dual formulation of D = 10 supergravity in which the 2-form is replaced by a 
6-form bMNPQRs' Thus we anticipate that the 5-brane duality symmetries will be 
exactly the same as those for the string listed in table 3. Of course, to achieve this 
it will be necessary, as described in sect. 5, to augment the n-dimensional 
background scalar fields g/J.v and b/J.VPÁUT with those arising from other sources and 
similariy for the field strcngths .~i/J. and !fri/J.vpAu. 

Note, incidentally that whereas in space-time one must replace the field-strengths 
FMNN, ... Np of the gauge (p + l)-forms by their duals in order to gct equivalent 
degrees of freedom, for the compactified coordinates (where the (p + l)-form 
potentials are space-time scalars) one must replace the potentials b/J./J.'./J.p them
selves by their duals. Similar remarks apply when working with the space-time 
fields in the light-cone gauge rat her than covariantly. 

If we consider the full superspace (x/J., (Ja) couplings and keep all the back
ground fields, then the duality symmetry is preserved by thc simultaneous dimen
sional reduction e.g. as discussed in sect. 6, the D = 11 membrane duality leads to 
the D = 10 Type HA superstring duality. Thus there are really just four duality 
schemes corresponding to the four sequences on the "brane-scan" of fig. 1. Just as 
the largest duality group is ES( + K) for the octonionic sequence, a process of 
counting degrees of freedom and truncating leads to the th ree groups shown in 

TABLE 4 
Maximal (finite dimensional) duality symmetries for the 4 sequences of extended objects 

Sequence G H dimGjH 

0 EH( • KJ SO(J6) 128 
H S0(8,8) SO(8) x SO(8) ó4 
C S0(4,4) SO(4) x SO(4) 16 
R S0(2,2) S0(2) x SO(2) 4 
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table 4 for the quaternionic, complex and real sequences when compactified to 
D = 3 space-time dimensions. Of course, one might conjecture that these may be 
enlarged even further to infinite-dimensional symmetries, for example E9 [4] and 
EIO [5,6,19] in the octonionic case. 

8. Conclusions 

We have seen how the Cremmer-Julia hidden symmetries of supergravity have 
their origin in duality transformations on the three-dimensional worldvolume of 
the D = 11 supcrmembrane, and how the string duality symmctries foIlow from 
those of the membrane by simultaneous dimensional reduction. The duality 
symmetries for a general p-brane in D space-time dimensions, will be the same as 
those of (D - p - 4)-brane, to which it is related by Poincaré duality, an exampIe 
being provided by the string and the 5-brane in D = 10. Several questions now 
spring to mind. 

First, we have succeeded in writing the equations in a manifestly duality 
invariant way. Since these symmetries are not symmetries of the p-brane action, 
however, their presence wiIl never be obvious starting from the O"-model with 
physical background scalar fields g/LV and b/L/LI ... /Lp' However, it would be interest
ing to sec whether we could write the p-brane action coupled to all the scalars of 
I:'M

A which describes both physical and unphysical modes. In th is way, at least the 
loeal group H, which is the maximal compact subgroup of G, might then be 
manifest. 

Secondly, all the continuous symmetries discussed here follow by demanding 
that the background fields are independent of the compactified coordinates. This 
corresponds to a naive dimensional reduction in which it is not even neeessary to 
specify the topology of the extra dimensions. In reality, wc must pick a specific 
topology and geometry e.g. the flat torus T n , and keep all the Fourier modes. 
These symmetries wiIl then be broken by the massive states. Moreover, there wiII 
be quantization conditions imposed by the torus topology. For the string, the T 

eomponents of both .~itL and .ri/L wiII be quantized, thus 

p ='. ijT = y' = m A/L =' :ji--T/L =x,/L = n/L, (8.1 ) 
IJ. f.L J..L J..L' 

where mIL and n/L are integers. From the point of view of the original O"-model/~, 
mIL eorresponds to the momentum modes and n/L to the winding modes. Whereas 
from the point of view of the dual O"-model ~~, the roles are reversed [1]. Thus 
there is a discrete subgroup of SO(n, n) given by 

(~)~S-I(~) 

G~STGS (8.2) 
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where G is given by cg. (2.25). This is the SO(n, n; d'.) referred to in sect. 1 and 
which leavcs the string spectrum invariant. Thus the guestion arises whether there 
are also discrete subgroups of the membrane duality symmetries which leave thc 
membrane spectrum invariant. The equations analogous to (8.0 are 

vp!'- == .j'T!,- = 2{x , Y!'-vl, A!'-V == .9- T !'-v = {xjJ., XV} , (8.3) 

where the Lie bracket is defined by 

{X,Y} =t:abaaXa"Y. (8.4 ) 

Unfortunately, this is a difficult guestion to answcr since the membrane spectra 
are, as yet, unknown. (This is primarily because the usual light-cone gauge [15] 
act ion for a p-brane is highly nonlinear except for p = 1. An alternative gauge 
which Iinearizes the equations of mot ion has been proposed [16], at the expense of 
introducing a highly nonlinear constraint. Incidentally, on the subject of the 
light-cone gauge, we note that except for p = 1, it is inhomogeneous in the 
components of Yij' namcly 

-h 
Yij = 0 (8.5)( h~,,) 

where h == dct ha" and a, b = 1, ... , p. Consequently, the duality symmetry, undcr 
which Yij rescales by a conformal factor (4.20), would be obscured in this gauge. 
The conformal gauge of ref. [16], which for p = 2 looks Iike 

AZ, -A,Az -A,AJ 

Yij = I -A,Az AZ -A2AJ I (8.6) 

A 2 

2 

-A,AJ -AZ A 3 J 

would be much more suitable.) If such discrete subgroups do leave the membranc 
spectrum invariant, does the R -> a'IR idea continue to apply, and hence does the 
idea of a "minimum length" also hold for membranes? We would expect so, sincc 
as we saw in se ct. 6, G (string) c G (membrane). It would also be interesting to see 
whether the fixed points correspond to enhanced gauge symmetries. 

FinallY' is the similarity of the duality symmetry of thc string in D = 10 and thc 
5-brane in D = 10 indicative of a deeper relationship? The two formulations of 
D = 10 supergravity, one with a 3-form field strength and one with a 7-form field 
strength, has long bcen something of an enigma from the point of view of 
superstrings. As field thcories, each se ems equally as good. In particular, provided 
we couple them to Ex X Ex or S0(32) Yang-Mills, then both are anomaly-free 
[17,18]. Since the 3-form version corresponds to thc low-energy limit of thc 
heterotic superstring (or Type-I superstring) it is naturally to conjecture, as was 
done some time ago [19], that there exists a "heterotic 5-brane" (or "Type-I 
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5-brane") whose low energy limit is the 7-form version. However, this would 
require a coupling of the super-5-brane to background Yang-Milis fjelds which, to 
date, has not been achieved. It was spcculated that such a coupling might exist, 
making use of the property that a one-time and five-space dimensional worldvol
urne admits real self-dual three forms (andjor Weyl spinors). 

This possibility has now become a virtual certainty thanks to the recent remark
able observation by Strominger [20] that the heterotic string admits the heterotic 
5-brane as a soli ton soIution. The soliton interpretation of membranes was the 
motivation for the original supermembrane paper of Hughes et al. [21] and has 
also been pursued by Townsend [22]. Strominger went on to conjecture that the 
heterotic string and heterotic 5-brane might be "dual" in the sense of Olive and 
Montoncn [23] and that the 5-brane describes the st rong coupling limit of the 
string. CIearly, the many meanings of the word "duality" in theories of extended 
objects have still not been exhausted. 

We are grateful to Paul Howe, Chris Pope and Ergin Sezgin for useful conversa
tions. M.J.D. acknowledges the hospitality extended by members of the Theory 
Division at the Rutherford Laboratory, UK, where part of this work was carried 
out. 
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Abstract 

The effective action for type 11 string theory compactified on a six-torus is N = 8 
supergravity, which is known to have an E7 duality symmetry. We show that this is broken 
by quantum effects to a discrete subgroup, E7(Z), which contains both the T-duality group 
0(6,6; Z) and the S-duaIity group SU2; Z). We present evidence for the conjecture that 
E 7(Z) is an exact 'U-duaIity' symmetry of type 11 string theory. This conjecture requires 
certain extreme black hole states to be identified with massive modes of the fundamental 
string. The gauge bosons from the Ramond-Ramond sector couple not to string excitations 
but to solitons. We discuss similar issues in the context of toroidal string compactifications 
to other dimensions, compactifications of the type 11 string on KJ X T 2 and compactifica
tions of ll-dimensional supermembrane theory. 

1. lntrodUctiOD 

String theory in a given background cao be formulated in terms of a sum over 
world-sheet fields, (super-) moduli and topologies of a world-sheet sigma-model 
with the background spacetime as its target space. Different backgrounds may 
define the same quantum string theory, however, in which case they must be 
identified. The transformations between equivalent backgrounds generally define a 
discrete group and such discrete gauge symmetries are referred to as duality 
symmetries of the string theory. An example is T-duality, which relates spacetime 
geometries possessing a compact abelian isometry group (see [1] and references 
therein). The simp lest case arises from compactification of the string theory on a 
circle since a circle of radius R defmes the same two-dimensional quantum field 
theory, and hence the same string theory, as that on a circle of radius a'/ R. 
T-dualities are non-perturbative in the sigma-model coupling constant a' but valid 
order by order in the string coupling constant g. Some string theories may have 
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additional discrete symmetries which are perturbative in a' but non-perturbative 
in g. An example is the conjectured S-duality of the heterotic string compactified 
on a sa-torus [2-4]. In this paper we investigate duality symmetries of the type 11 
string compactified to four dimensîons and present evidence for a new 'U-duality' 
symmetry which unifies the S- and T -dualities and mixes sigma-model and string 
coupling constants. 

Consider a compactified string for which the intemal space is an n-torus with 
constant metric gij and antisyrnmetric tensor bij' The low-energy effective field 
theory includes a spacetime sigma-model whose target space is the moduli space 
O(n, n)/[O(n) x O(n)] of the torus, and the constants gij and bij are the expecta
tion values of the n 2 scalar fields. There is a natural action of O(n, n) on the 
moduli space. In general this takes one string theory into a different one, but a 
discrete O(n, n; 1) subgroup takes a given string tbeory into an equivalent one. 
This is the T -duality group of the toroidally compactified string and the true 
moduli space of the string theory is the moduli space of the torus factored by the 
discrete T-duality group. There is a generalization to Narain compactifications on 
the '(p, q).torus' T(p, q) for which the left-moving modes of the string are 
compactified on a p-torus and the right-moving ones on a q-torus [5]. In this case 
the moduli space is O(p, q)/[O(p) x O(q)] factored by tbe T-duality group 
O(p, q; 1). The T(6,22) case is relevant to the heterotic string compactified to 
four dimensions which has 0(6, 22; 1) as its T-duality group. At a generic point in 
the moduli space the effective field theory is N = 4 supergravity coupled to 22 
abelian vector multipIets, giving a total of 28 abelian vector gauge fields [6] with 
gauge group U(1)28. It follows from the compactness of tbe tuil gauge group for all 
28 vector gauge fields that any electric or magnetic charges are quantized. The 
effective field theory has an SU2; R) x 0(6, 22) invariance of the equations of 
motion which, due to the charge quantization and the fact that states carrying all 
types of charge can be found in the spectrum, is broken to the discrete subgroup 
SU2; 1) x 0(6,22; 1). The 0(6,22; 1) factor extends to the T-duality group of 
the tuil string theory. It has been conjectured that the SU2; 1) factor also extends 
to a symmetry of the tuil string theory [3]. This is the S-duality group of the 
heterotic string. It acts on the dilaton field lP and the axion field t/I (obtained by 
dualizing the four-dimensional two-form gauge field b~" that couples to the string) 
via fractional linear transformations of the complex scalar t/I + ie -4> and on the 
abelian field strengths by a generalized electric-magnetic duality. One of the 
SU2; 1) transformations interchanges the electric and magnetic fields and, when 
t/I = 0, takes lP to - lP which, since the expectation value of e4> can be identified 
with the string coupling constant g, takes g to lig, and so interchanges strong 
and weak coupling. 

Consider now the compactification of the type IIA or type IIB superstring to 
four dimensions on a sa-torus. The low-energy effective field theory is N = 8 
supergravity [7], which has 28 abelian vector gauge fields and 70 scalar fields taking 
values in E 7('r/[SU(8)/Z2]' The equations of motion are invariant under the 
action of E7(7) [7], which contains SU2; R) x 0(6,6) as a maximal subgroup. We 
shall show that certain quantum mechanical effects break E 7(7) to a discrete 
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subgroup which we shall call E,(1..), and this implies a breaking of the maximal 
SU2; IR) x 0(6,6) subgroup to SU2; 1..) x 0(6,6; 1..). The 0(6,6; 1..) factor ex
tends to the full string theory as the T-duality group, and it is natural to conjecture 
that the SU2; 1..) factor also extends to the full string theory as an S-duality group. 
In fact, we shall present-evidence for the much stronger conjecture that the full 
E,(l) group (lo be defined below) extends to the full string theory as a new unified 
duality group, which we call U-duality. U-duality acts on the abelian gauge fields 
through a generalized electromagnetic duality and on the 70 scalar fields, the 
constant parts of which can each be thought of as a coupling constant of the 
theory. The zero-mode of the dilaton is related to tbe string coupling g, wbile 21 
of the scalar zero-modes are the moduli of the metric on the 6-torus, and the 
others parameterise the space of constant antisymmetric tensor gauge fields on the 
six-tOTUS. U-duality implies that all 70 coupling constants are on a similar footing 
despite the fact that the standard perturbative formulation of string theory assigns 
a special rale to one of them. 

Whereas T -duality is known to be an exact symmetry of string theory at each 
order in the string coupling constant g, tbe conjectured S-duality and U-duality 
are non-perturbative and so cannot be established within a perturbative formula
tion of string theory. However, it was pointed out in [4] in tbe context of the 
heterotic string that there are a number of quantities for which the tree level 
results are known to be, or believed to be, exact, allowing a check on S-duality by a 
perturbative, or semi-classical, calculation. We shall show th at U-duality for the 
type II string passes the same tests. 

First, for compactifications of the type II string that preserve at least N = 4 
supersymmetry, the low-energy effective field theory for the massless modes is a 
supergravity theory whose form is determined uniquely by its local symmetries and 
is therefore not changed by quantum corrections. Duality of the string theory 
therefore implies the duality invariance of the equations of motion of the super
gravity theory. This prediction is easily checked because the symmetries of the 
N;o. 4 supergravity jmatter theories have been known for some time. In particular, 
the equations of motion of N = 8 supergravity are U-duality invariant. Second, 
another quantity that should be, and is, duality invariant is the set of values of 
electric and magnetic charges allowed by the Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger quanti
zation condition. Third, the masses of states carrying electric or magnetic charges 
satisfy a Bogomolnyi bound which, for the compactifications considered here, is 
believed to be unrenormalized to arbitrary order in the string coupling constant. 
Duality invariance of the string theory requires tbis bound to be duality invariant. 
For soliton states the Bogomolnyi bound can be found from a classical bound on 
field conflgurations of the effective supergravity theory carrying electric or mag
netic charges that generalizes the bound obtained in [8] for Maxwell-Einstein 
theory. We present tbis bound for N = 8 supergravity and show that it is U-duality 
invariant. Fourth, the spectrum of 'Bogomolnyi states' saturating the Bogomolnyi 
bound should also be duality invariant. These states include winding and momen
tum modes of the fundamental string and those found from quantization of 
solitons. We shall assume that soliton solutions of the type 11 string can be 
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jdentified with tbose of jts effective N ... 8 supergravity tbeory, and these, as we 
sball see, include various types of extreme black bole 1. 

One of the main concerns of this paper will be tbe Bogomolnyi states of the 
type 11 string tbeory that break balf tbe supersymmetry. As we shall see, tbe soliton 
states in this category arise from quantization of a particular class of extreme black 
hole solution of N == 8 supergravity. It is essentially automatic that all soliton states 
of the type 11 string fall into representations of tbe U-duality group because this is 
a symmetry of tbe equations of motion of which tbe solitons are solutions 2. A 
similar argument can be made for solitons of the heterotic string; for example, 
extreme black hole solutions of tbe low-energy field theory corresponding to tbe 
heterotic string fit into SL(2; Z) representations [10]. There are two points to bear 
in mind, bowever. Fint, a duality transformation not only produces new soliton 
solutions from old but also changes the vacuum, as tbe vacuum is parameterised by 
tbe scalar expectation values and these cbange under duality. We shall assume, as 
in [4], that the new soliton state in tbe new vacuum can be continued back to give a 
new soliton state in the old vacuum with duality transformed electric and magnetic 
cbarges; this is certainly possible at the level of solutions of the low-energy 
effective action, since the extreme black hole solutions depend analytically on the 
scalar expectation values. Combining U-duality transformations witb analytic con
tinuations of tbe scalar field zero-modes in tbis way gives an E 7(Z) invariance of 
tbe spectrum of soliton states in a given vacuum. (Note that whereas U-duality 
preserves masses, combining this witb a scalar zero-mode continuation gives a 
transformation whicb cbanges masses and so is not an invariance of the hamilto
Dian.) Second, tbe four-dimensional metrics of many extreme black hole solitons 
are only defined up to a conformal rescaling by tbe exponential of a scalar field 
function tbat vanishes at spatial infinity. While the 'Einstein' metric is duality 
invariant, other metrics in the same conformal equivalence class will not beo In 
general one sbould tberefore tbink of duality as acting on conformal equivalence 
classes of metrics, and the issue arises as to wbicb metric within this class is the 
pbysically relevant one. As we sball see, for the solutions considered here each 
conformal class of metrics contains one tbat is (i) eitber completely regular or 
regular outside and on an event borizon and (ü) such tbat its spatial sections 
interpolate between topologically distinct vacua. The extreme black hole solutions 
corresponding to tbese metrics migbt reasonably be interpreted as solitons of tbe 
theory. 

We now encounter an apparent contradiction with U-duality, and with S-dual
ity, of the type 11 string tbeory because tbe fundamental string excitations include 
additional Bogomolnyi states which apparently cannot be assigned to duality 
multipiets containing solitons because the soliton multipiets are already complete. 
The only escape from this contradiction is to make the hypotbesis that the 

1 See (9) for a disc:ussion of tbe interpretation of extreme black boles as solitons. 
2 1bey also fall ioto supermultiplets because of tbe fermioo zero-modes in tbe presence of an 

extreme black bole (11). 
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fundamental string states have already been counted among the soliton states. In 
order for this to be possible there must be soliton states carrying exactly the same 
quantum numbers as the fundamental Bogomolnyi states. This is indeed the case. 
The idea that particles with masses larger than the Planck mass, and hence a 
Compton wavelength less than their Schwarzschild radius, should be regarded as 
black holes is an old one [12,13], and it has recently been argued that Bogomolnyi 
states in the excitation spectrum of the heterotic string should be identified with 
extreme electrically charged dilaton black holes [14,15]. For the heterotic string, 
approximate solutions of the low-energy effective action include extreme black 
holes and self-gravitating BPS monopoles [16,17], and it is believed that these 
correspond to Bogomolnyi solitons of the heterotic string [4]. Any magnetically 
charged soliton will have an electrically charged soli ton partner generated by the 
action of the l2 electromagnetic duality subgroup of S-duality. Now, if the full 
string theory is S-duality invariant, and this l2 subgroup acts on an electrically 
charged fundamental string state to give a magnetically charged soliton, as argued 
for the heterotic string in [4], then this fundamental string state must be identified 
with the corresponding electrically charged soliton. We shall return to these points 
later but it is worth noting here that solitons of the low-energy effective N = 4 or 
N = 8 supergravity theory fit into representations of the S x T or U-duality as 
these are symmetries of the supergravity equations of motion, and this is true 
i"espective of whether the duality symmetry is actually a symmetry of the Juli 
heterotic or type // string theory. 

For compactifications of ten-dimensional string theories one expects solitons of 
the effective four-dimensional theory to have a ten-dimensional origin. For the 
type 11 string we are able to identify the four-dimensional solitons that break half 
the supersymmetry of N = 8 supergravity as six-torus 'compactifications' of the 
extreme black p-branes of either UA or IIB ten-dimensional supergravity [18-22]. 
We note that, in tbis context, the Bogomolnyi bound satisfied by these states can 
he seen to arise from the algebra of Noether charges of the effective world-volume 
action [23]. Remarkably, the solitonic states that are required to be identified with 
fundamental string states are precisely those which have their ten-dimensional 
origin in the string soliton or extreme black l-brane solution, which coup les to the 
same two-fonn gauge field as the fundamental string. This suggests that we should 
identify the fundamental ten-dimensional string with the solitonic string. This is 
consistent with a suggestion made in [24], for other reasons, that the four-dimen
sional heterotic string he identified with an uion string. 

A similar analysis cao he carried out for non-toroidal compactification. A 
particularly interesting example is compactification of the type 11 superstring on 
K3 x T 2 [25] for which the effective four-dimensional field theory turns out to be 
identical to the effective field theory of the T 6-compactified heterotic string, and in 
particular has the same SU2; l) x 0(6, 22; l) duality group. Furthermore, the 
spectrum of extreme black hole states is also the same. This raises the possibility 
that the two string theories might he non-perturbatively equivalent, even though 
they differ perturbatively. Such an equivalence would clearly have significant 
implications. 
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Finally we consider similar issues in the context of the ll-dimensional super
membrane [26]. This couples naturally to 11-dimensional supergravity [27] and 
hence to N = 8 supergravity after compactification on T 7 and to N = 4 supergrav
ity coupled to 22 vector multipiets after compactification on K3 X T 3 [28]. At 
present it is not known how to make sense of a quantum supermembrane, so there 
is litde understanding of what the massive excitations might be. However, some 
progress can be made using the methods sketched above for the string. We shall 
show that, if the elementary supermembrane is identified with the solitonic 
membrane solution [29] of ll-dimensional supergravity and account is taken of the 
solitonic five-brane solution [30], the results of tbis analysis for the four-dimen
sional theory are exacdy the same as those of the type II string. 

2. Charge quantization and the Bogomolnyi bound 

Consider the four-dimensionallagrangian 

L = FK[tR - tgjj(t/J)éJ,,<t/ éJ"t/Jj - tmrAt/J)F""IF:" 

- lE""PtTa (.I..) F 1 F J ] (2.1)
8 IJ"" "" ptT 

for a spacetime 4-metric g"", scalars t/Jj taking values in a sigma-model target 
space .I with metric gjj(t/J), and k abelian vector fields A~ with field strengths 
F:". The scalar functions mIJ + wIJ are entries of a positive definite k x k 
hermitian matrix. The bosonic sector of all supergravity theories without scalar 
potentials or non-abelian gauge fields can be put in this form. We shall be 
interested in those cases for which the equations of motion are invariant under 
some symmetry group G, which is necessarily a subgroup of Sp(2k; R) [31] and an 
isometry group of .I. Of principal interest here are the special cases for which .I 
is the homogeneous space G/H where H is the maximal compact subgroup of G. 
These cases include many supergravity theories, and all those with N ~ 4 super
symmetry. For N = 4 supergravity coupled to m vector multiplets k = 6 + m, 
G =SU2; IR) x 0(6, m) and H = VO) x 0(6) x O(m). For N = 8 supergravity, k 
= 28, G = E7(7) and H = SV(8). For the 'exceptional' N = 2 supergravity [32], 
k = 28, G = E 7(-2S) and H = E6 x VO). 

Defining 

G""I = mIJ * F:" + aIJF:", (2.2) 

where * F:" = tE""PtTFPtT1, the A~ field equations and Bianchi identities can be 
written in terms of the the 2k-vector of two-forms 

(2.3)~= (~:) 
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as simply d9'" = O. The group G acts on the scalars through isometries of ol and on 
9'" as 9'" -- .19'" where A eG ç Sp(2k; IR) is a 2k x 2k matrix preserving the 
2k x 2k matrix 

Q=( 0 ll) (2.4)- II O· 

An alternative way to represent the G jH sigma-model is in tenns of a G-valued 
field V(x) which transfonns under rigid G-transfonnations by right multiplication 
and under local H-transfonnations by left multiplication: 

V( x) __ h( x)V(x)A -I, heH, AeG. (2.5) 

The local H-invariance can be used to set Ve GjH. Note that 9'"= V9'" is 
G-invariant. In most cases of interest, the scalar coset space can be parameterised 
by the complex scalars zIJ = aIJ + im IJ, which take values in a generalized upper 
half-plane (mIJ is positive definite), and the group G acts on zIJ by fractional 
linear transfonnations. (Th is can be seen for N = 8 supergravity as follows. In the 
symmetric gauge [71, the coset is parameterised by a scalar YIJ which transfonns 
under fractionallinear transfonnations under G. However, zIJ is related to YIJ by 
a fractional linear transfonnation, zIJ = i( II +y)/( II - y), so that Z in turn trans
fonns under G by fractional linear transfonnations. Similar results follow for N < 8 
supergravities by truncationJ 

We now define the charges 

1 
QI =~ * F I

, PI = 21T ~FI, ql =~Gr (2.6) 

as integrals of two-fonns over a two-sphere I at spatial infinity. The charges pI 
and gr are the magnetic charges and the Noether electric charges, respectively. 
The charges QI are the electric charges describing the l/r 2 fall-off of the radial 
components of the electric fields, FJ" and incorporate the shift in the electric 
charge of a dyon due to non-zero expectation values ofaxion fields [33]. Indeed, if 
the scalars ePi tend to constant values ~I at spatial infinity, then 

q/ = m/J(~)QJ + a/J(~)pJ. (2.7) 

The ch .. rges (pI, qr) can be combined into a 2k-vector 

(2.8)z=~9'"= (~:), 
from which it is dear that Z -- AZ under G. 

The Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger (DSZ) quantization condition (with fJ = 1) for 
two dyons with charge vectors Zand Z' is 

ZTQZ' =plq[- p,{ql = 11, (2.9) 

for some integer 11. This quantization condition is manifestly G-invariant as 
G ç Sp(2k; IR). However, it has implications for the quantum theory only if there 
exist both electric and magnetic charges. U, for example, there are no magnetic 
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charges of one type then (2.9) piaces no constraint on the values of the correspond
ing electric charge. For the cases of interest to us here, we will show th at there 
exist electric and magnetic charges of all types. We shall now proceed with our 
analysis of the general case assuming all types of charge exist and this, together 
with the quantization condition (2.9), implies that the Noether electric charges 'U 
lie in some lattice rand that the magnetic charges pI lie in the dual lattice r. 
The group G is therefore broken to the discrete subgroup G(I) which has the 
property th at a vector :z E r EB t is taken to another vector in the same self-dual 
lattice. The subgroup of SP(2k) preserving the lattice is Sp(2k; I), so that the 
duality group is 

G(I) = G n Sp(2k; I). (2.10) 

For compact G, G(I) is a fmite group, while for non-compact G, it is an infinite 
discrete group. If we choose a basis for the fields AI so that the electric charges, 
and hence the magnetic charges, are integers, then the lattice r EB t is preserved 
by integer-valued matrices, so that Sp(2k; I) consists of integer-valued 2k x 2k 
matrices preserving n, and G(I) is also represented by integer-valued 2k x 2k 
matrices. Note th at the group G(I) is independent of the geometry of the lattice, 
as any two lattices r, r' are re1ated by a GUk, R) transformation, so that the 
corresponding discrete groups G(I), G'(I) are related by GUk, R) conjugation 
and so are isomorphic. For N = 4 supergravity coupled to 22 vector multipiets, 
G(I) is precisely the S x T duality group SU2; I) x 0(6, 22; I) of the toroidally 
compactified heterotic string, which was observed previously to be the quantum 
symmetry group of this effective field theory [4]. For N = 8 supergravity, G(I) is a 
discrete subgroup of E7(7) which we shall call E7(7)(I) and abbreviate to E 7(1). It 
can be altematively characterized as the subgroup of Sp(56; I) preserving the 
invariant quartic form of E7(7)' From the explicit form of this invariant given in [7], 
it is straightforward to see that E 7(1) contains an SU8, I) subgroup. We also have 

E7(1) ::::> SL(2; I) x 0(6,6; I), (2.11) 

so that E 7(1) contains the T-duality group of the toroidally compactified type 11 
string. The minimal extension of the S-duality conjecture for the heterotic string 
would be to suppose that the SU2; I) factor extends to an S-duality group of the 
type 11 string, but it is natural to conjecture that the tuil discrete symmetry group is 
the much larger U-duality group E 7(1). E 7(1) is strictly larger than SU2; I) x 
0(6, 6; Z), as it also contains an SU8, Z) subgroup. In the next section we shall 
verify some predictions of U-duality for the spectrum of states saturating a 
gravitational version of the Bogomolnyi bound, i.e. the 'Bogomolnyi states'. How
ever, before tuming to the spectrum we should verify that the Bogomolnyi bound is 
itself U-duality invariant, since otherwise a U-duality transformation could take a 
state in the Bogomolnyi spectrum to one tbat is not in this spectrum. 

Consider first the cases of pure N = 4 supergravity (without matter coupling) 
and N = 8 supergravity, for which .1= G/H and k = N(N -1)/2. We define 
Ym " = t~,,{iÏJ + iP-/) where (pI, lil) are the components of the 2k-vector !i = V:Z 
and V is the constant asymptotic value of the G-valued field V at spatial infinity. 
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Here m, n = 1, ... , N and t~" = -t~m are the matrices gene rating the vector 
representation of SO(N). The Ymn appear in agiobal supersymmetry algebra as 
central charges [34.8,9,35] and th is allows a derivation of a Bogomolnyi bound. The 
antisymmetric complex N x N matrix Ymn has N /2 complex skew eigenvalues Aa' 
a = 1, ... , N /2, and the bound on the ADM mass of the Maxwell-Einstein theory 
[8] can be generalized to [35] 

MADM ~ max 1Aa I. (2.12) 

Since ..2'" -+ A..2'" and V -+ VA -1 under G, it follows that Zand the Aa are invariant 
under duality transformations, so the bound (2.12) is manifestly G-invariant. In the 
quantum theory this bound translates to a bound on the mass of the corresponding 
quantum state. Similar results apply to the case of N = 4 super-matter coupled to 
supergravity, with the difference that t~n = -t~m are now certain scalar-field 
dependent matrices that 'convert' the S0(6, m) index I to the S0(6) composite 
index mn. Nevertheless, the charges Aa remain duality invariant. 

If the moduli of all the eigenvalues are equal, IAall == IAa21 = ... = IAIN/ 2 1, 
then the bound (2.12) is equivalent to 

(2~
MADM ~ VN vl..2'" 1~ , (2.13) 

where 

2 ~ I 12 1 y.- y-mn G -[-J G -I ..2'" - I = t... A" = 2' m" = IJP P + IJq[qJ (2.14) 
a 

and GIJ = it~nt~n is the identity matrix for pure supergravity, but is scalar 
dependent for the the matter-coupled N =4 theory. However, in the general case 
of different eigenvalues, the bound (2.14) is strictly weaker than (2.12). If MADM is 
equal to the modulus of r of the eigenvalues Aa, MADM = 1Adl = 1Aa2 1 = ... = 
1A", I, for some r with 0 ~ r ~ N /2, then the soliton with these charges spon ta
neously breaks the N original supersymmetries down to r supersymmetries, so that 
for solitons for which r = N/2 precisely half of the N supersymmetries are 
preserved and the bound (2.12) is equivalent to (2.14). The duality invariance of 
the bound (2.14) for N = 4 was previously pointed out in [3,4]. 

3. Spectrum of Bogomolnyi states 

There are many massive states in the spectrum of toroidally compactified string 
theories. The masses of those which do not couple to any of the UO) gauge fields 
cannot be calculated exactly. This is also true in general of those that do couple to 
one of the U(l) gauge fields, but the masses of such particles are bounded by their 
charges, as just described. It is believed that the masses of string states that 
saturate the bound are not renormalized for theories with at least N == 4 supersym
metry. If this is so then these masses can be computed exactly. Such 'Bogomolnyi 
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states' arise in the theory from winding and Kaluza-KJein modes of the fundamen
tal string, and from quantization of non-perturbative soliton solutions of the string 
theory. The latter include extreme black holes and, for the heterotic string, 
self-gravitating BPS monopoles. 

For generic compactifications of both heterotic and type II strings there are 28 
abelian gauge fields and so a possible 56 types of electric or magnetic charge. We 
shall identify solitons of the effective supergravity theory carrying each type of 
charge, thereby justifying the quantization condition on these charges. These 
solitons are various types of extreme black holes. Initially, at least, we shall be 
interested in solitons carrying only one type of charge, in whieh case we should 
consistently truneate the supergravity theory to one with only one non-zero field 
strength, F. The eoefficients of the F Z terms can then be expressed in terms of a 
scalar field u and a pseudoscalar field p (which are two functions of the c/Ji) such 
that the truncated field theory has an action of the form 

s = f d4xN [tR + t e-zaerF",vF"'v + tpF",v * F"'V + L( u, p)], (3.1) 

where L(u, p) is the lagrangian for a scalar sigma-model and a is a constant. One 
can choose a ~ 0 without loss of generality since a is changed to - a by the field 
redefmition u -+ -u. For every value of a the equations of mot ion of (3.1) admit 
extreme multi-black hole solutions [36], parameterised by the asymptotic values of 
u,p, which are arbitrary integration constants. There is an intrinsie ambiguity in 
the metrie of the a#<O extreme black hole solutions because a new metric can be 
constructed from the canonical metric (appearing in the action (3.1) by a confor
mal rescaling by a power of eer. The general metrie in this conformal equivalence 
class will not have an interpretation as a 'soliton' in the sense for which the a = 0 
extreme Reissner-Nordstrom (RN) black hole is a soliton. One feature that is 
gene rally expected from a soliton is that it interpolates between different vacua: in 
the RN case these are the Minkowski spacetime near spatial infinity and the 
Robinson-Bertotti vacuum down an infinite Einstein-Rosen 'throat'. Ifwe require 
of the a#<O extreme blaek holes that they have a similar property then one must 
rescale the canonical metric dsz by ezaer, after which one finds, for vanishing 
asymptotic values of u and p, the solution 

ds Z = ezaer dsz 

2 2 

= _ (1- (1 +a2 )M)20-a )/o+a ) 
Z 

r dt 

-2 

(l+a2)M) dr 2 +r 2 dllL+ 1- r (3.2)( 

2 2
2 

e-aer =(1- (1+a )M)a /0+a ) 

r ' p =0, 
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where M is the ADM mass and dni is the metric on the unit 2-sphere. When 
a = 1 and (T is the dilaton field this rescaling of the canonical metric is exactly 
what is required to get the so-called 'string metric·. so that the a = 1 black holes 
have a natural interpretation as string solitons. This might make it appear that the 
rescaling of the canonical metric by e2aa is inappropriate to string theory when 
a '4= 1, but it must be remembered that the scalar field u is not necessarily the 
dilaton but is, in general, a combination of the dilaton and modulus fields of the 
torus and gauge fields. Indeed, it was shown in (37) that for the a = IS black holes 
this combination is such that the effective rescaling is just that of (3.2). For any 
value of a th is metric has an internal infinity as r ~ (1 + a 2)M for constant t. For 
a < 1 the surface r = (1 + a2)M is an event horizon, but this event horizon is 
regular only if 20 - a 2)/0 + a2 ) is an integer, which restricts the values of a less 
than unity to a = 0 or a = 1/ IS. The a =0 case is the extreme RN black hole for 
which the soli ton interpretation is widely accepted. The significance of the a = 
1/ IS case has been explained in [38). For a ~ 1 the surface r =0 + a2 )M is at 
infinite affine parameter along any geodesic, so one might admit all values of 
a ~ 1. On the other hand, the relevance of geode sic completeness is not clear in 

2this context so one might still wish to insist that 2(1- a 2)/0 + a ) be an integer so 
that the null surface r = (1 + a2)M is regular, in which case only the further values 
of a = 1 and a = ff can he admitted. Curiously, the values 

a =0, VIS, 1, IS, (3.3) 

which we find in this way by demanding that the solution (3.2) is a bona fide 
soli ton, also arise from truncation of N = 8 supergravity. The possibility of the 
values a = 0 and a = 1 is guaranteed by the existence of consistent truncations of 
N =8 supergravity to N = 2 and N = 4 supergravity, respectively. The possibility of 
the values a = IS and a = 1/ IS is guaranteed by the existence of a consistent 
truncation of the maximal five-dimensional supergravity to simp Ie five-dimensional 
supergravity since the subsequent reduction to four dimensions yields just these 
values. 

Consider first the a = 0, electric and magnetic extreme RN black holes. Given 
any one such black hole with integral charge, an infmite number can be generated 
by acting with G(Z), and these will include black holes carrying each of the 56 
types of charge [35], and this is already sufficient to show that the continuous 
duality group E7(1) is broken to a discrete subgroup. These solutions break 3/4 of 
the supersymmetry in the N = 4 theories and 7/8 of the supersymmetry in the 
N = 8 case. For the remainder of the paper, we shall restrict ourselves to solitons 
which break half the supersymmetry, and the only extreme black hole solutions of 
this type are those with a = IS. This follows from consideration of the implica
tions of supersymmetry for the moduli space of multi-black hole solutions. This 
multi-soliton moduli space is the target space for an effective sigma-model describ
ing non-relativist ic solitons [39]. This sigma-model must have 8 supersymmetries 
for solitons of a four-dimensional N = 4 supergravity theory th at break half the 
supersymmetry, and this implies that the moduli space is hyper-Kähler. Similarly, 
the moduli space for multi-solitons of N = 8 supergravity that break half the 
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supersymmetry is the target space for a sigma-model with 16 supersymmetries, and 
this implies that the moduli space is flat. However, the moduli space of multi-black 
hole solutions is flat if and only if a = /3 [40,41], so only these extreme black holes 
can be solutions of N = 8 supergravity that break half the supersymmetry. An 
altemative characterization of these extreme black holes is as 'compactifications' 
of the extreme black p-brane solitons of the ten-dimensional supergravity theory, 
which are known to break half the supersymmetry [42]. It follows that the moduli 
space of these solutions must be flat, and what evidence there is [43] confirms this 
prediction. Tbis ten-dimensional interpretation of the solitons discussed here will 
be left to the following section where it will also become clear that they carry 
combinations of all 28 + 28 electric and magnetic charges associated with the 28 
UO) gauge fields. 

Tbis moduli space argument shows, incidentally, that whereas the flatness of the 
moduli space for solitons tbat break balf the supersymmetry is protected by 
supersymmetry for N = 8 supergravity, this is not so for N = 4 tbeories. Tbere is 
tben no reason to expect the moduli space metric of extreme black hole solitons of 
the exact heterotic string theory (lo all orders in a' and g) to be flat. Indeed, the 
a = /3 extreme black holes, which have a flat moduli space, are only approximate 
solutions of the heterotic string and are expected to receive higher order correc
tions. Furthermore, if BPS-type monopoles were to occur in the type 11 string 
theory, a possibility that is suggested by the occurrenee of non-abelian gauge 
groups in some versions of tbe compactified type 11 string [44], they would have to 
break more than half the supersymmetry as their moduli space is not flat. 'Ibis is in 
accord with the fact that the four-dimensional type 11 strings of [44] have at most 
N = 4 supersymmetry, so that solitons of these theories saturating a Bogomolnyi 
bound would have less than N = 4 supersymmetry. This provides further justifica
tion for our assumption that the solitons of the toroidally compactified type 11 
string that break half the N =8 supersymmetry are those of the effective N =8 
supergravity theory. 

Tbe complete set of soliton solutions of a supergravity theory fiUs out multiplets 
of the duality group G(Z), as mentioned in the introduction. We shaU now explain 
this in more detail. Aat four-dimensional spacetime with the scalar fields ,pi taking 
constant va lues, cfJ~, is a vacuum solution of the supergravity theory parameterised 
by these constants. Tbe duality group acts non-trivially on such vacua as it changes 
the cfJ~. Tbe solitons for which the scalar fields tend asymptotically to the values cfJ~ 
provide the solitonic Bogomolnyi states about the vacuum state IcfJo)' A G(1) 
transformation takes a Bogomolnyi state in this vacuum with charge vector Z to 
another Bogomolnyi state with charge vector ::E' and equal mass but in a new 
vacuum I cfJ~). As in [4], it will be assumed that one can smootbly continue from ,p~ 
to cfJo without encountering a ph ase transition, to obtain a state with the charge 
vector ::E', but a different mass in general, about the original vacuum I ,po)' Tbis 
assumption seems reasonable because the extreme black hole solutions depend 
analytically on the constants cfJo. We thus obtain a new Bogomolnyi soliton solution 
about the original vacuum but with a G(1) transformed charge vector. Tbe 
spectrum of all the Bogomolnyi states obtained in this way is G(1) invariant by 
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construction. In particular, the number of these Bogomolnyi states with charge 
vector Z will be the same as the number with charge vector Z' whenever Z is 
related to Z' by a O(I) transformation. 

In addition to the Bogomolnyi states that arise from solitons, there are also the 
electrically charged Bogomolnyi states of the fundamental string. These states are 
purely perturbative and for the type 11 string they consist of the Kaluza-Klein 
(KK) and winding modes of the string. If they are also to fit into multiplets of the 
duality group they must have magnetically charged partners under duality, and 
these should be non-perturbative, i.e. soIitonic. The soliton duality mul tipi ets are, 
however, already complete for the reason just given. In order to have duality of the 
string theory we must therefore identify the fundamental states with electrically 
charged solitonic states. We shall see in the next section how this identification 
must be made. 

It might be thought that all electrically charged soliton states should have an 
equivalent description in terms of fundamental states. This is presumably true of 
the heterotic string since there are fundamental string states carrying each of the 
28 types of electric charge and these are related by the T-duality group 0(6, 22; I). 
In contrast, the fundamental modes of the type II string carry only 12 of the 
possible 28 electric charges, because the 16 Ramond-Ramond (RR) U(1) gauge 
fields couple to the string through their field strengths Only. The 12 string-mode 
electric charges are related by the T-duality group 0(6, 6; I) of the type 11 string. 
It would be consistent with S- and T-duality to suppose that there are no charged 
states coupling to the 16 (RR) gauge fields, but this would not be consistent with 
U-duality, as we now show. 

Recall that an n-dimensional representation of G gives an action of G on IRn 
which restricts to an action of O(I) on the lattice zn. For both the heterotic and 
type 11 strings, the charge vector Z transforms under G as a 56-dimensional 
representation. For the heterotic string, G = SU2; R) x 0(6, 22) and Z trans
forms according to its irreducible (2, 28) representation. This has the decomposi
tion 

(2, 28) -+ (2, 12) + 16 x (2, 1) (3.4) 

in terms of representations of SU2; IR) x 0(6, 6). This is to be compared with the 
type 11 string for which G = E7(7) and Z transforms according to its irreducible 56 
representation, which has the decomposition 

56 -+ (2, 12) + (1, 32) (3.5) 

under SU2; IR) x 0(6,6). In both cases there is a common sector corresponding to 
the (1, 12) representation of SU2; R) x 0(6, 6), plus an additional 32-dimensional 
representation corresponding, for the heterotic string, to the charges for the 
additional U(1)16 gauge group and, for the type II strings, to the charges for the 
Ramond-Ramond (RR) sector gauge fields. It is remarkable that the latter fit into 
the irreducible spinor representation of 0(6, 6). These decompositions of the 56 
representation of Ginduce corresponding decompositions of representations of 
O(I) into representations of SU2; 1) x 0(6, 6; Z) on the charge lattice 1 56

• In 
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particular, U-duality requires the 16 + 16 electric and magnetic charges of the RR 
sector to aist and 10 transform i"educibly under lhe action of the T-duality group 
0(6, 6; I), and we conclude that all charges in the RR sector must be carried by 
solitons. We shall later confinn this. 

4. p.Brane Înterpretation or Bogomolnyi solitons 

We have seen that the solitons of toroidally compactified superstrings fit into 
representations of the duality group G(l). Our concern here will be to identify 
states that break half the supersymmetry and carry just one of the 56 types of 
eleetrie or magnetic charge. We shall eaU such states for which the charge takes 
the minimum value 'elementary'; acting on these with the duality group G(I) will 
generate a lattice of charged states. Here we wish to show how tbe elementary 
solitons arise from extreme black p-brane solitons of the ten-dimensional effective 
supergravity tbeory. These may be of electric or magnetic type. Electric p-brane 
solitons give electricaUy charged solitons of tbe four-dimensional dimensionally 
reduced field tbeory, while magnetic ones give magnetic monopoles, provided we 
use tbe form of the four-dimensional supergravity tbeory tbat comes directly from 
dimensional reduction without performing any duality transformations on tbe 
one-form gauge fields (altbougb we convert two-form gauge fields to scalar fields 
in tbe usual way). If we bad cbosen a different dual form of action, tbe solutions 
would be tbe same, but some of tbe electric charges would be viewed as magnetic 
ones, and vice versa. This form of tbe action is maoüestly invariant under 
T-duality: for tbe beterotic string, tbe action is tbe 0(6, 22) invariant one given in 
[45], which is related to tbe one of [46] by a duality transformation, and for the type 
11 string, it is a new 0(6, 6) invariant form of the N = 8 supergravity action whicb 
is related to tbe SU8, R) invariant Cremmer-Julia action [7] by a duality transfor
mation. 

An extreme p-brane soliton of the ten-dimensional low-energy field theory has 
a metric of the form [21] 

ds 2 =A(r)(-dt2 +dx i dx i
) +B(r) dr 2 +r2 dn~_p, (4.1) 

where Xi (i = 1, ... , p) are p flat euclidean dimensions, dn~_p is tbe metric on an 
(8 - p).sphere, r is a radial coordinate, t is a time coordinate and A(r),B(r) are 
two radial functions th at tend to unity as r ..... 00. These solitons couple either to an 
antisymmetric tensor gauge field A, of rank r = 7 - p, in which case tbe p-brane is 
magnetieally cbarged and F = d A is proportional to the (8 - p ).sphere volume 
form ES_p' or one of rank r =p - 3, in wbich case the brane is electric and * F is 
proportional to ES_p' In some cases, the p-brane solutions wiJl have correetions of 
higher order in a', but some of the solutions correspond to exact conformal field 
theories. 

We shall be interested in four-dimensional solitons obtained by 'compactifying' 
p-brane solitons on tbe six-torus. Compactification on TP is straightforward since 
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one has only to 'wrap' the p-brane around the p-torus, which is achieved by 
making the appropriate identifications of the Xi coordinates. If p < 6, a soliton in 
four dimensions can then be found by taking periodic arrays on T(Ö-P ) and making 
a periodic identification 3. For example [47], a five-brane can be wrapped around a 
five-torus in six ways giving rise to six types of five-dimensional soliton. and these 
yield six types of black hole soli ton in four dimensions on taking periodic arrays. 
Similarly, to 'compactify' a O-brane (j.e. a lO-dimensional black hole) on a six-torus 
one first introduces a 6-dimensional periodic array of such black holes and 
periodically identifies. Instead of wrapping all p dimensions of a p-brane to obtain 
a point-like O-brane in 3 + 1 dimensions, one can wrap p - q dimensions to obtain 
a q-brane soli ton in 3 + 1 dimensions; however, in what follows we shall restrict 
ourselves to O-brane solitons in 4 dimensions. 

The bosonic sectors of the ten-dimensional effective field theories of the 
heterotic and type UA and type IIB superstrings each indude a metric, gMN' an 
antisymmetric tensor gauge field, bMN , and a dilaton field, CP. We shall first discuss 
this common sector of all three theories and then turn to the additional sectors 
characteristic of each theory. We expect the solutions we describe to be exact 
solutions of the classical type 11 theory, and their masses to be unrenormalized in 
the quantum theory, but for the heterotic string they are only approximate 
solutions (to lowest order in a') of the low-energy field theory. 

Dimensional reduction of the common (g, b, 4') sector on Tö yields 6 Kaluza
Klein abelian gauge fields (g~i + ... ) coming from gMN and another 6 abelian 
gauge fields (b~i + ... ) coming from bMN . It is straightfolWard to identify the 
magnetically charged solitons associated with the KK gauge fields. These are the 
KK monopoles [48], consisting of the product of a self-dual Taub-NUT instanton, 
with topology 1R4, with a5-torus and a time-like IR. As this is the product of a 
five-metric with a five-torus, this can also be viewed as a five-brane solution of the 
ten-dimensional theory wrapped around a five-torus 4. There are six types of KK 
monopoles in four dimensions, one for each of the six KK gauge fields, because the 
five-brane can be wrapped around the six-torus in six different ways. As four-di
mensional solutions the KK monopoles are extreme black holes with a = 13, as 
expected from the moduli space argument of the previous section. The elementary 
magnetically charged solitons associated with the b~. gauge fields can be identified 
with the six possible 'compactifications' of the extreme black five-brane [20,19] of 
the ten-dimensional (g, b, CP) theory. We shall refer to these as abelian H-mono
poles; they were first given in [49] and have been discussed further in [50,47,22]. It 

l Alternatively, since the solution of extreme black p-branes always reduces to the solution of the 
Laplace equation in tbe transverse space, one has only to solve th is equation on Rl XT(6-p) instead of 
R(9-p) to fmd solitons of the four-dimensional theory. 

4 For flXed r,t, the solution has topology S3 xT5, and the S3 can be regarded as a Hopf bundIe of SI 
over S2. Thus locally it is S2 xT6, so that this solution might also be thought of as a twisted 6-brane. 
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is straightforward to check directly th at the KK monopoles and the H-monopoles 
are indeed related by T-duality, as expected [51,52]. Note that we have not 
included KK modes of the 5-brane, i.e. configurations in which the 5-brane has 
momentum in some of the toroidal directions, as these either lead to extended 
objects in four dimensions or to localised solitons that carry more than one type of 
charge and so are not elementary. 

The KK and abelian H-monopoles have electric duals. These electrically charged 
solitons have their ten-dimensional origin in the extreme black string [18] of the 
(g, b, <1» theory, which is dual [53-55] to the extreme black five-brane. Tbe 6 
electric duals to the abelian H-monopoles are found by wrapping the solitonic 
string around the 6-torus, i.e. the 6 winding modes of the solitonic string. The 
electric duals of the KK monopoles come from Kaluza-Klein modes of the 
l-brane, i.e. configurations in which the solitonic string has momentum in the 
toroidal directions. They can be thought of as pp-waves travelling in the compact i
fied directions [11]. These 6 + 6 elementary electrically charged 5Olitons couple to 
the 6 + 6 KK and bp.j gauge fields. They are in one to one correspondence with the 
KK (i.e. torus momentum modes) and winding states of the fundamental string 
which couple to the same 12 gauge fields. This allows us, in principle, to identify 
the fundamental string states as soliton states and, as explained in earlier sections, 
U-duality of string theory forces us to do 50. 

Before tuming to solitons of the additional sector of each string theory, we shall 
first explain here why these field theory solitons are exact 5Olutions of type 11 string 
theory. Type 11 string theory in a (g, b, <1» background is described bya non-linear 
sigma-model with (1, n world-sheet supersymmetry. The KK monopole back
ground is described by a (4,4) supersymmetric sigma-model plus a free (1, n 
supersymmetric field theory; this is conformally invariant [56] and so gives an exact 
classica I 5Olution of string theory. The pp-wave background is also an exact 
classical solution [57], so that the T -duaIs of these two 5Olutions must be exact 
classical 5Olutions too. In contrast, the heterotic string in a (g, b, <1» background is 
described by a (1,0) supersymmetric sigma-model, and at least some of the 
solutions described above only satisfy the field equations to lowest order in a'. In 
some cases, as we will describe later, these 5Olutions can be modified to obtain 
exact classical heterotic string 5Olutions. However, it is not known in general 
whether such backgrounds can be modified by higher order corrections to give an 
exact string 5Olution. 

We have now accounted for 12 + 12 of the required 28 + 28 types of charge of 
all three ten-dimensional superstring theories. We now consider how the addi
tional 16 + 16 charges arise in each of these three theories, starting with the type 
11 string. It is known that, af ter toroidal compactification, the type HA and type 
IIB string theories are equivalent [58], but it is instructive to consider both of them. 
In either case, we showed in the last section that U-duality requires that the 
missing 16 + 16 types of charge transform as the irreducible spinor representation 
of the T-duality group. Since T-duality is a perturbative symmetry, if there were 
electrically charged states of this type in the fundamental string spectrum, there 
would also have to be magnetic ones. However, magnetic charges only occur in the 
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soliton sector, so a prediction of U-duality is th at the corresponding 16 electric 
charges are also to be found in the soli ton sector and not, as one might have 
thought, in the elementary string spectrum. We shall confirm this. 

First, we consider the type HA theory. Tbe ten-dimensional bosonic massless 
fields are the (g, b, 4» fields of the common sector plus a one-form gauge 
potential, AM' and a three-form gauge potential, A MNP • Tbese extra fields appear 
in the RR sector but couple to the string through their field strengths only. Upon 
compactification to four dimensions, AM gives one abelian gauge field A and 

.. ~ 

A MNP gives 15 abelian gauge fields A~. Tbese also coup Ie to the string through 
their field strengths only and so there are no elementary string excitations that are 
electrically charged with respect to these 16 gauge fields, as expected. Tbe solitonic 
p-brane solutions of the ten-dimensional field theory involving AM or A MNP and 
breaking only half the supersymmetry consists of a O-brane, i.e. a (ten-dimensionaO 
extreme black hole, a 2-brane G.e. a membrane), a 4-brane and a 6-brane. Tbe 
Q-brane and the 2-brane are of electric type. Tbe O-brane gives rise to an 
electrically charged four-dimensional black hole in the toroidally compactified 
theory by the procedure of taking periodic arrays of the ten-dimensional solution. 
Tbe membrane gives a total of 6 X 5/2 = 15 electric black holes in four dimensions 
after 'wrapping' it around two directions of the sa-torus and then taking periodic 
arrays to construct a four-dimensional solution. Similarly, the magnetic-type 4-brane 
and 6-brane can be wrapped around the sa-torus Gntroducing periodic arrays 
where necessary) to give 15 + 1 magnetically charged black holes in four dimen
sions. We have therefore found a total of 32 additional electric and magnetic 
charges. Combined with the previous 24 charges this gives a total of 56 elementary 
charged states carrying only one type of charge. From the low-energy field theory 
we know that these charges transform according to the 56 representation of E7' 
and that acting on these elementary solitons with E 7(Z) generates a 56-dimen
sional charge lattice. As anticipated, the extra 16 + 16 electric and magnetic 
charges are inert under S-duality but are mixed by tbe T-duality group 0(6, 6; 1). 
In addition to the p-brane winding modes discussed above, there are also p-brane 
momentum modes; however, to give a O-brane in 4 dimensions, the p-brane must 
wrap around the torus as weil as having intemal momentum, so that the resulting 
soliton would carry more than one type of charge and so would not be elementary; 
nevertheless, these solitons occur in the charge lattices generated by the elemen
tary solitons. 

A similar analysis can be made for the type IIB theory. In this case the extra 
massless bosonic fields in the ten-dimensional effeetive field theory are a scalar, a 
two-form potential, AMN' and a four-form potential A~~PQ with self-dual five-form 
field strength. As for the type HA string theory, these gauge fields couple through 
their field strengths only and so, again, there are no string excitations carrying the 
new electric charges. In the solitonic sector of the ten-dimensional field theory 
there is a neutral 5-brane, a self-dual 3-brane and a string, in addit ion to the string 
and neutral five-brane of the (g, b, 4» sector. Tbe new neutral five-brane gives 6 
magnetic charges in four dimensions, the self-dual 3-brane gives 10 electrie and 10 
magnetic charges and the new string gives six electric charges. Note that the new 
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solitonic string couples to the 16 VO) gauge fields coming from AMN and A~~.~PQ' 
These 16 + 16 charges couple to AMN' while the fundamental string and the 
solitonic string of the common sector both couple to bMN ; thus it may be consistent 
to identify the fundamental and common sector solitonic strings, but the new 
solitonic string cannot be identified with either. As for the type UA string, all 56 
charges generate the irreducible 56 dirnensional representation of E 7CZ). 

Finally, we turn to the heterotic string. We have seen th at the common sector 
solutions of the low-energy effective supergravity theory indude 12 KK and abelian 
H-monopoles, and their 12 electric duals, and under T-duality these must have 
16 + 16 electric and magnetic black hole partners coupling to the 16 remaining 
U(1) gauge fields. These have a ten-dirnensional interpretation as the Q-branes and 
8-branes of N = 1 ten-dirnensional supergravity coupled to 16 abelian vector 
multipiets [21] (which can be taken to be those of the UO)16 subgroup of Es x Es 
or SO(32)/lz). 

In addition to these black hole solutions, there are also BPS monopole solutions 
of the heterotic string arising from wrapping heterotic or gauge five-branes around 
the sÎX-torus [16]. The BPS monopoles are not solutions of the effective supergrav
ity theory with the abelian gauge group, but it has been argued (e.g. in [47]) that 
there should be modifications of these monopoles that are solutions of the abelian 
theory. The moduli spaces for multi-soliton solutions of BPS monopoles are 
hyper-Kähler [59] while those for extreme a = {3 black holes are flat [40,41], so 
that the black holes and BPS monopoles should not be related by duality. If the 
modified BPS monopoles also have a non-flat moduli space, then they too cannot 
be dual to black holes. However, it is also possible that they have a flat moduli 
space, and even that they are equivalent to black hole solutions. Tbe modified BPS 
monopoles, if they exist, would have electric partners under S-duality which would 
be electric solitons. The magnetic partners under S-duality of electrically charged 
Bogomolnyi fundamental string states are expected to be magnetic monopole 
solitons, which might be either BPS-type solutions, or black holes (or both, if they 
are equivalent). In either case, the fundamental string states should be identified 
with the electrically charged solitons related to the magnetic monopoles by 
S-duality. 

Whereas the solutions of the type 11 string we have discussed are exact 
conformal field theories, the solutions of the heterotic string are only approximate 
low-energy solutions. However, some of these heterotic solutions have a compact 
holonomy group, and for these one can set the Yang-Mills connection equal to the 
spin-connection so that the sigma-model becomes one with 0, 1) supersymmetry 
and the resulting background is an exact solution of string theory. Applying this to 
the five-brane gives the symmetric five-brane solution [50] and this can also be 
used to construct a 'symmetric KK monopole'. However, we do not know which of 
the other solutions of the low-energy effective theory can be corrected to give exact 
solutions, and the duality symmetry of non-abelian phases of the theory are not 
understood. Moreover the a' corrections to the four-dirnensional supergravity 
action give a theory that is not S-duality invariant, but if string-loop corrections are 
also included, an S-duality invariant act ion should arise. 
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Table 1 
Duality symmetries for type 11 string compactified to d dimensions 

Space-time Supergravity String T-duality Conjectured 
dimension d duality group G tuil string duality 

IOA SO<I, Il/Z~ TI. 1 
lOB SU2; ~) .n. SU2; l) 
9 SU2; R)xO(I,1) 1 2 SU2; l>xI z 
8 SU3; R) x SU2; R) 0(2,2; I) SU3; I) x SU2; I) 
7 0(5,5) 0(3,3;1) 0(5,5;1) 
6 SU5; R) 0(4,4;1) SU5; I) 
5 E6(6) 0(5,5; I) E6(6)<I) 
4 E7(7) 0(6,6; I) E7(7){I) 
3 E8(8) 0(7,7; I) E8(8)<I) 
2 E9(9) 0(8,8; I) E9(9){I) 
1 EUl(\o) 0(9,9;1) EUl(lo)(I) 

S. Toroidal compactilication to otber dimensions 

In this section, we extend the previous discussion to consider the duality 
symmetries of type 11 and heterotic strings toroidally compactified to d dimen
sions. The resulting low-energy field theory is a d-dimensional supergravity theory 
which has a rigid 'duality' group G, which is a symmetry of the equations of 
motion, and in odd dimensions is in fact a symmetry of the action. In each case the 
massless scalar fields of the theory take values in G IH, where H is the maximal 
compact subgroup of G. G has an 000 - d, 10 - d) subgroup for the type 11 
string, and an 000 - d, 26 - d) subgroup for the heterotic string. In either string 
theory, it is known that this subgroup is broken down to the discrete T-duality 
group, 000 - d, 10 - d; l) or 0(10 - d, 26 - d; l)_ It is natural to conjecture that 
the whole supergravity duality group G is broken down to a discrete subgroup 
G(l) (defined below) in the d-dimensional string theory. We have already seen 
that this occurs for d = 4 and will argue that for d > 4 the symmetry G is broken to 
a discrete subgroup by a generalization of the Dirac quantization condition. In 

Table 2 
Duality symmetries for heterolie string compaclified 10 d dimensions 

Space-time Supergravity String T-duality Conjectured 
dimension d duality group G full string duality 

10 0(16)X SO(1. 1) 0(16; Z) 0(16; Z)xI 2 
9 0(I,17)xSO(},1) 0(1,17; I) 0<1,17;I)xI 2 
8 0(2,18)xSO(I,1) 0(2,18; Z) 0(2,18; Z)xZ z 
7 0(3, 19)x SO(I, }) 0(3,19; I) 0(3,19; Z)xI z 
6 0(4, 20) x So(l, 1) 0(4,20; Z) 0(4,20; Z)xZ 2 
5 0(5,21)xSO(I,}) 0(5,21; I) 0(5,21; I)xZ z 
4 0(6, 22) x SU2, R) 0(6,22; Z) ()(6, 22; Z) x SU2; Z) 

3 0(8,24) 0(7,23; Z) (8,24; Zl 
2 0(8,24)<1) 0(8,24; Z) ()(8, 24)(\ )(l> 
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Tables 1 and 2. we list these groups for toroidally compactified superstring theories 
(at a generic point in the moduli space so that the gauge group is abelian). 

For the type 11 string (Tabie 1), the supergravity duality groups Gare given in 
[60,61J 5. The Lie algebra of E9(9) is the E8(8) Kao-Moody algebra. while the 
algebra corresponding to the EIO Oynkin diagram has been discussed in [61,63J. 
The d = 2 duality symrnetry contains the infinite-dimensional Geroch symmetry 
group of toroidally compactified general relativity. In d = 9, the conjectured 
duality group is a product of an SU2; l) S-duality and a lz T-duality, while for 
d < 8 we conjecture a unified U-duality. For d = 8, the T-duality group ()(2. 2; l) 
- [SU2; 1) X SU2; l)]j1z X 1z is a subgroup of the conjectured duality. In 
d = 10, the type UA string has G = S()(l, 1}/12' while the type IIB has G = 
SU2; R), as indicated in the first two Hnes of Table 1. We shall abbreviate E,,(,,){l) 
to E,,(l) when no confusion can arise. 

For the heterotic string (Tabie 2), the supergravity duality groups G for d > 2 
can be found in articles collected in [64]. Pure N = 4 supergravity in d = 4 reduces 
to a theory with G = S()(8, 2) in d =3 and to a theory with the supergravity duality 
group given by the affine group S()(8, 2)(1) in d = 2 [60]. Similar arguments suggest 
that the heterotic string should give a d = 2 supergravity theory with G given by 
the affine group ()(8, 24)(1) symmetry. The heterotic string is conjectured to have 
an S X T duality symmetry in d ~ 4 and a unified U-duality in d" 3. Sen conjec
tured an 0(8,24; Z) symmetry of d =3 heterotic strings in [65]. The d = 10 
supergravity theory has an 0(16) symmetry acting on the 16 abelian gauge fields 
which is broken to the frnite group 0(16; Z); we refer to this as the T-duality 
symmetry of the ten-dimensional theory. 

The supergravity symrnetry group G in d dimensions does not act on the 
d-dimensional spacetime and so survives dimensional reduction. Then G is neces
sarily a subgroup of the symmetry G' in d' < d dimensions, and dimensional 
reduction gives an embedding of Gin G/, and G(Z) is a subgroup of G'{l). We use 
this embedding of G into the duality group in d' = 4 dimensions to defrne the 
duality group G(Z) in d > 4 dimensions as G n E 7(Z) for the type U string and as 
Gn[0(6, 22; Z) x SU2, Z)] for the heterotic string. 

The symmetries in d < 4 dimensions can be understood using a type of argu
ment tirst developed to describe the Geroch symmetry group of general relativity 
and used in [65] for d = 3 heterotic strings. The three-dimensional type U string 
can be regarded as a four-dimensional theory compactified on a circle and so is 
expected to have an E 7 (Î) symmetry. There would then be seven different E7(Z) 
symmetry groups of the three-dimensional theory corresponding to each of the 
seven different ways of first compactifying from ten to four dimensions, and then 
from four to three. The seven E7(1) groups and the 0(7, 7; Z) T-duality group do 
not commute with each other and generate a discrete subgroup of Es which we 
de fine to be Es(l). {Note that the corresponding Lie algebras, consisting of seven 

5 Tbey have al50 been discusscd in the context of world-volume actions of extended objects in 
supergravity backgrounds [62]. 
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E.7(,? alge~ras and ~ O(?, 7), genera te t~e whoIe of the E8(8) Lie algebra.} 
Stmilarly, m d =2 dlmenSlOnS, there are etght ES<Z) symmetry groups and an 
0(8, 8; Z) T-duality group which generate E9(Z) as a discrete subgroup of E 
and in the heterotic string there are eight 0(8, 24; Z) symmetry groups from th~~ 
dimensions and an 0(8, 24; 1) T-duality group which generate 0(8, 24; lY.\) as a 
discrete subgroup of 0(8, 24)(1). 

We now turn to the charge quantization condition and soliton spectrum in d > 4 
dimensions. Consider first the example of type 11 string theory compactified to 
d == 5 dimensions. The low-energy theory is d = 5, N = 8 supergravity [66] which 
has 27 abelian vector gauge fields A~ and an E6(6) rigid symmetry of the action. 
Recall that in five dimensions electric charge can he carried by particIes or O-brane 
solitons, while magnetic charge can be carried by strings or 1-brane solitons. The 
27 types of electric charge q.,Ltransform as a 27 of E6(6) while 27 types of magnetic 
charge pI transform as a 27. These charges satisfy the quantization condition 
qlpI = integer [53,67] which is invariant under E6(6). As we shall see, all 54 types of 
charge occur and so the electric charges take values in a 27-dimensionaI lattice A 
and the magnetic ones take values in the dual lattice. This breaks the E6(6) 

symmetry down to the discrete subgroup which preserves the lattice. If the theory 
is now compactified to four dimensions, E6(6) survives as a subgroup of the E7(7) 

duality symmetry in d =4 and the 27-dimensionallattice A survives as a sub-Iattice 
of the 28-dimensionaI lattice of d = 4 electric charges (this will be checked for the 
elementary charged solitons below). Thus the subgroup of E6(6) preserving A is 
E6(6) nE 7(Z), which is precisely the discrete group E 6(Z) defined above. 

The ftve-dimensional theory has a Bogomolnyi bound involving the electric and 
magnetic charges [11,17] which is saturated by Bogomolnyi solutions that do not 
break all the supersymmetries, and the masses and charges of these states are 
expected to he unrenormalized in the quantum theory. This bound is invariant 
under E6(6) and E 6(Z) and so Bogomolnyi solitons automatically fit into E 6(1) 
representations. 

The d = 5 elementary solitons of the type HA theory carrying precisely one type 
of electric or magnetic charge and breaking half the supersymmetry cao be 
identified in a similar manner to that used in d = 4. The 27 elementary electrically 
charged solitons, which are all extreme black hole solutions in d = 5, and the 27 
magnetic ones, which are all extreme black strings, arise from d = 10 solutions as 
follows. The 5-brane wrapped around the 5-torus gives one electrically charged 
O-brane and 5 magentically charged strings. The d = 10 soli tonic string gives 5 
electric black holes and 1 black string. The O-brane gives one black hole, the 
4-brane gives 10 black holes and 5 black strings, the 4-brane gives 5 black holes 
and 10 black strings and the 6-brane gives 1 black string. In addition, there are 5 
electric black holes, arising from pp-waves travelling in each of the 5 toroidal 
dimensions (these can also be viewed as momentum modes of the solitonic string), 
and their 5 magnetic duals, which are a magnetic string generalization of the KK 
magnetic monopole. These are the solutions consisting of the product of a 4-torus 
with self-dual Taub-NUT and two-dimensional Minkowski space. The non-com
pact six-dimensional subspace gives rise to a 5-dimensional magnetic string in the 
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same way that a 4-dimensional KK magnetic monopole originates from a five-di
mensional solution. Note that these solutions can be thought of as wrapped 
4-brane solutions. This gives the 27 + 27 elementary charges, as required. 

On further compactification to d = 4, the 27 electric charges give 27 electrically 
charged black holes in d =4 and the magnetic strings give 27 magnetic black holes 
(together with 27 d = 4 black strings). There are two additional elementary 
charged states in d = 4, the pp-wave travelling in the fifth dimension and the KK 
monopole corresponding to the fifth dimension; these two solutions are uncharged 
from the five-dimensional point of view. This corresponds to the fact that the 
four-dimensional charges lie..in a S6 of E7(7) and this decomposes into E6(6) 

representations as S6 ~ 27 + 27 + 1 + 1. 
Similar arguments apply to other strings in d ~ 4 dimensions, where charge 

quantization effects break G to at most the string duality groups listed in the 
tables. In d dimensions there are electric point charges and magnetic (d - 4)..brane 
solitons (which correspond to a subset of the four-dimensional black hole solitons 
on compactification), and the Dirac quantization of their charges [53,67] breaks the 
duality symmetry to the discrete subgroup G(Z). There is a similar charge quanti
zation condition on electric p-branes and magnetic d - p - 4 branes in d dimen
sions [53,67] which again break G to G(l). In each case, the Bogomolnyi solitons 
automatically fit into representations of the duality group (providing one can 
continue solutions from one vacuum to another as discussed in Section 3). 

For d < 4, it is not dear how to understand the breaking of G to G(l) directly 
in terms of d-dimensional quantum effects. Thus, while we have sbown that for 
d ~ 4 the group G is broken to at most G(Z), there is less evidence for our 
conjectures for d < 4, although we do know that a subgroup of G is broken to the 
discrete T-duality group, and that the solitons will fit into representations of G(Z). 

6. Compactification or type 11 strings on K 3 X Tl 

The analysis of Bogomolnyi states can also he carried out for non-toroidal 
compactifications. An interesting example is compactification of the type 11 super
string on K3 X T 2 because, while K3 has no non-trivial one-cydes and hence no 
string winding modes, it does have 22 non-trivial two-cyc1es around which a 
p-brane for p > 1 can wrap itself to produce a (p - 2)..brane which will then 
produce monopole winding states on T 2 if p < 5 (taking periodic arrays where 
necessary). The effective four-dimensional supergravity can be found by tbe 
two-stage process of compactification to six dimensions on K 3 [25], followed by a 
straightforward reduction on T 2• It is an N = 4 supergravity with an SU2; IR) x 
0(6, 22) symmetry and 28 UU) gauge fields, exactly as for the compactification of 
the heterotic string on Tb at a generic point in tbe moduli space. In fact, the 
four-dimensional supergravity theories are identical because the coupling of N = 4 
supergravity to k abelian vector multipiets is uniqely determined by the choice of 
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gauge group [46] 6. Tbe analysis of Section 2 again applies, with the result that the 
duality group is broken down to SU2; I) x 0(6, 22; I) by the charge quantization 
condition, and the Bogomolnyi bound is again duality invariant. The soli ton 
spectrum then automatically fits into representations of SU2; l) x 0(6, 22; I). 
and the solitons correspond to precisely to the same extreme black holes as were 
discussed in Section 4 for the heterotic string. However. the ten-dimensional origin 
of the elementary charged solutions is now different and we now discuss these. 

Consider first the common (g. b, 4» sector. Because K 3 has no isometries and 
no non-trivia I one-cycles all KK modes and string winding modes arise from the 
T 2-compactification. Tbis yields modes carrying 2 + 2 types of electric charge 
which coup Ie to the 2 + 2 gauge fields from the metric and antisymmetric tensor. 
The corresponding magnetic charges are the KK monopoles and the H-monopoles. 
Tbe latter can be interpreted as the winding modes on T 2 of the six-dimensional 
soli tonic string found from 'wrapping' the neutral ten-dimensional five-brane 
around the K3 surface [68]. We have therefore identified the modes carrying just 
one type of the 4 + 4 electric and magnetic charges in this sector. As before, we do 
not consider modes arising from the ten-dimensional solitonic string on the 
grounds that these are not independent of the fundamental string modes already 
considered. 

Consider now the type nA string. Tbe additional 24 vector gauge fields in the 
four-dimensional effective field theory arise from the ten-dimensional RR gauge 
fields AM and A MNp. One of these vector gauge fields, AI" is the four-dimen
sion al component of AM' Tbe remaining 23 come from expressing the ten-dimen
sional three-form A MNP as tbe exterior product of a four-dimensional one-form 
gauge potential times each of the 22 + 1 harmonic two-forms of K3 x T 2• We must 
now find tbe charged Bogomolnyi states to which tbese fields coupie. Again we 
consider states carrying only one type of charge. The ten-dimensional O-brane and 
six-brane solitons associated witb AM yield, respectively, one electric and one 
magnetic four-dimensional black bole coupling to AI" The electric 2-brane and tbe 
magnetic 4-brane solitons in ten dimensions produce the Bogomolnyi states cany
ing the other 23 + 23 types of charge coupling to the other 23 gauge fields. 
Specifically, the 2-brane can be wrapped around the 22 + 1 non-trivial two-cycles 
of K3 x T 2 to produce 22 + 1 six-dimensional black holes of which one can then 
take periodic arrays to get 22 + 1 four-dimensional electric black holes. Tbe 
four-brane can be wrapped around the 22 homology two-cycles of K3 to give 22 
six-dimensional 2-branes, each of which can then be wrapped around T 2 to 
produce a four-dimensional magnetic black hole. Altematively, the four-brane can 
be wrapped entirely around K3 to give one six-dimensional black hole which then 
produces a further magnetic black hole in four dimensions on taking periodic 
arrays. We have now found a total of 24 + 24 additional electric and magnetic 

6 Compactification of the heterotic string on Kl xT2 leads to a four-dimensional effective field 
theory with only N'" 2 supersymmetry, for which the masses of the Bogomolnyi states might he 
expected to receive Quantum corrections, so we shall not discuss this case here. 
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black holes. They each satisfy the Bogomolnyi bound because the ten-dimensional 
p-brane solitons do, and they each carry just one type charge. Combining these 
with the 4 + 4 black holes from the (g, h, CP) sector yields a total of 28 + 28 
elementary electric and magnetic extreme black holes which generate the (2, 28) 
representation of SU2; 1) x 0<6, 22; Z). 

Consider instead the type IIB superstring. The RR gauge fields are AMN and 
A~~PQ which produce 2 + 22 four-dimensional gauge fields upon compactification 
on K3 X T 2 [25]. These fields couple to the soliton states in four dimensions 
obtained by wrapping the extra solitonic string and five-brane, and the self-dual 
three-brane, around the homology cycles of KJ x T 2, taking periodic arrays when 
necessary to get a four-dimensional soliton (alias extreme black hole). There are 
two homology one-cycles and two homology five-cycles so the extra solitonic string 
and five-brane produce 2 + 2 four-dimensional electric and magnetic black holes. 
There are 44 three-cycles so the three-brane produces 44 four-dimensional soli
tons. Since the three-brane is self-dual 22 of these are electric and 22 magnetic. 
Again we bave a total of 24 + 24 additional charges. Combining these with tbe 
4 + 4 black holes from tbe (g, h, CP) sector again yields a total of 28 + 28 elemen
tary electric and magnetic extreme black holes which generate the (2, 28) represen
tation of SU2; Z) x 0(6, 22; Z). 

Since the type 11 string compactified on K3 X T 2 and the generic toroidal 
compactification of the beterotic string bave exactly the same four-dimensional 
low-energy field theory it is natural to conjecture that they might be equivalent 
string theories. If tbis is so then the Bogomolnyi states of the heterotic string 
discussed at the conclusion of the previous section would have a straightforward 
ten-dimensional interpretation after all. It would have some other remarkable 
consequences. For example, at special points of the heterotic string moduli space, 
there are extra massless fields and an enhanced (Yang-MilIs) symmetry due to 
non-perturbative world-sheet effects (i.e. non-perturbative in a', but perturbative 
in g). If tbe compactified type 11 string is equivalent, it must have the same 
enhanced symmetry in vacua corresponding to the same points in tbe scalar-field 
coset space. This presumably does not arise from non-perturbative world-sbeet 
effects, so would have to come from non-perturbative stringy effects, or from 
Wilson lines and their p-brane generalizations. This would mean that the sigma
model coupling constant a' of tbe heterotic string becomes one of the stringy 
coupling constants of the type 11 theory, as might have been expected from the fact 
that for the toridally compactified type IJ string, all coupling constants are on an 
equal footing and are mixed up under U-duality. 

7. U-duality aod tbe ll-dimeosiooal supermembraoe 

As we have seen, the E 7(Z) invariance of the spectrum of soliton states of N = 8 
supergravity is an automatic consequence of the E 7(Z) invariance of the equations 
of motion. The non-trivial features are, firstly, that these states have an interpreta
tion in terms of ten-dimensional K.K solitons and solitonic p-branes and, secondly, 
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that if the ten-dimensional field theory is eonsidered to be the effeetive field 
theory of the type 11 string theory then E 7(1) invariance requires an identifieation 
of the solitonie string with the fundamental string. N = 8 supergravity ean also be 
obtained by dimensional reduetion of ll-dimensional supergravity on T 7• We shall 
now show that the elementary soliton states of N = 8 supergravity also have an 
interpretation in terms of KI< solitons and solitonie p-branes of ll-dimensional 
supergravity. There are 7 KI< magnetie monopoles and 7 eleetrie duals, whieh are 
pp-waves of ll-dimensional supergravity [69] travelling in the internal dimensions. 
The ll-dimensional solitonie p-branes are the electric membrane and the mag
netic five-brane. Eacb can be wrapped around tbe seven-torus to produce 21 
four-dimensional solitons. Thus we have a total of 28 eleetrie and 28 magnetic 
four-dimensional solitons each carrying one of the 56 types of charge which are a 
basis for the irreducible S6 representation of E,(l). If we now wish to interpret 
l1-dimensional supergravity as an effective field theory of a fundamental E 7(1) 
supermembrane theory then we must identify the fundamental membrane with the 
solitonic one, just as we were forced to identify tbe fundament al string with the 
(appropriate) solitonic string. 

Consider now the compactification to -"4 on K3 x T 3 of ll-dimensional super
gravity [28]. The effeetive field theory is the same as th at of the type II superstring 
compactified on K3 x T 2, i.e. an N = 4 supergravity with 28 UO) gauge fields and 
an SU2; Z) x 0(6,22; I) symmetry. The soliton spectrum is also the same. In the 
monopole seetor we have, firstly, 3 KK monopoles from the T 3 factor and, 
secondly, a further 25 monopoles from wrapping the solitonic five-brane around 
the 3 + 22 bomology five-cyc\es of K3 x T 2• This gives a total of 28 monopoles. 
The 28 eleetricaUy cbarged solitons are the electric duals of tbese monopoles 
whicb can be understood in terms of tbe KK and winding modes of either tbe 
solitonic membrane or a fundamental membrane. The entire set of 56 states can be 
assigned to the (2, 28) representation of SU2; IR) x 0(6, 22), inducing a corre
sponding representation of SU2; 1) x 0(6, 22; I). 

These results are encouraging signs that it may be possible to define the 
quantum supermembrane tbeory entirely in terms of tbe soli tonic membrane 
solution of ll-dimensional supergravity. Altematively, one can envisage a dual 
formulation in terms of a fundamental 11-dimensional superfive-brane, in wbich 
case the solitonie five-brane migbt he identified witb a fundamental five-brane. Of 
possible relevanee in tbis connection is tbe fact that the membrane and five-brane 
solitons bave a very different global structure. Both have a degenerate Killing 
horizon, but wbereas the membrane horizon conceals a singularity in an interior 
region [70], much like the extreme Reissner-Nordstrom solution of four-dimen
sional Maxwell-Einstein tbeory, the five-brane is completely non-singular [38]. 

8. Commeots 

The equations of motion of four-dimensional effective supergravity theories of 
compactified superstring theories are invariant under a continuous duality group G 
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that is broken by quantum effects to a discrete subgroup G(1). For the toroidalIy 
compactified heterotic string at a generic point in the moduli space, and for the 
K) x T 2 compactified type 11 superstrings, this group is the S x T duality group 
SU2; I) x 0(6, 22; I). For the toroidally compactified type 11 superstrings it is the 
U-duality group E 7(1) which contains the S x T duality group SU2; I) x 
0(6,22; I). Whereas T-duality is known to be an exact symrnetry of string theory 
at each order in the string coupling constant g, the conjectured S- and T-dualities 
are non-perturbative. We have provided evidence for U-duality of the type 11 string 
by considering those features of string theory that are expected to be given exactly 
by a semi-classical analysis, although it should be emphasized that this evidence 
depends only on the form of the effective supergravity theory and would apply 
equally to any consistent quantum theory of gravity for which this is the effective 
low-energy action. Nevertheless, by supposing this consistent quantum theory to be 
a string theory our arguments have led us to the remarkable conclusions that it is 
necessary to identify certain states of the string with extreme black holes, and the 
fundamental string with a solitonic string. We have also seen that the elementary 
Bogomolnyi states are extreme black hole solutions of the low-energy theory, and 
have shown how these arise from p-brane solitons of the ten-dimensional theory. 

Tbe zero-modes of the scalar fields of the low-energy field theory are all 
coupling constants of the string theory, so th at G(l) symrnetry relates different 
regimes in the perturbation theory in these coupling constants, interchanging 
strong and weak coupling and, in the case of U-duality, interchanging g with a', in 
the sense of mixing the quantum loop expansion in g with the sigma-model 
perturbation expansion in a' and the moduli of the compactification space. For the 
compactified type 11 superstring, any physical quantity (e.g. the S-matrix) can be 
expanded in terms of the 70 coupling constants associated with zero-modes of the 
70 scalars. In the world-sheet approach to string theory, one first integrates over 
the sigma-model degrees of freedom on a Riemann surface of flXed genus, 
obtaining a re sult parameterised by the sigma-model coupling constants, and then 
sums over genus. As U-duality mixes up all 70 coupling constants, the fin al result 
may be expected to depend on all 70 scalars in a symmetrie way, even though the 
ca1culation was very asymmetrical and in particular picked out the dilatan to play a 
special role. This would hugely constrain the theory, and the assumption af 
U-duality, tagether with N = 8 supersymmety, gives us a great deal af non-per
turbative information, and might even enable us ta solve the theory! This structure 
also suggests that there might be a new formulation of string theory which treats 
all the coupling constants an an equal footing. 

We have seen that there are duality symmetries in all dimensions d :0:;; 10 and it 
is interesting ta ask whether the d < 10 symmetries can carrespand ta symmetries 
af the lO-dimensional theory. If e.g., the faur-dimensional dualities correspond ta 
symmetries of the full ten-dimensianal theory, these symmetries must interchange 
the various p-brane salitans af the string theary; such symmetries would probably 
have to be non-local. lf the theories in d < 4 dimensians really do have the duality 
symmetries suggested in Section 5, and if these have analagues in higher dimen
sians, this wauld have remarkable cansequences for string theory. For example, the 
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U-duality of tbe tbree-dimensional beterotic string includes transformations tbat 
would mix the string witb 5-brane solitons in ten dimensions, and so would contain 
tbe transformations described as tbe 'duality of dualities' in (3]. For the type II 
string tbeory, tbis suggests that E 10(1) might be a discrete non-Iocal symmetry of 
the ten-dimensional string theory! 

One of tbe predictions of S-duality for the heterotic string is the presence of 
certain dyon bound states in the Bogomolnyi spectrum, whicb can be translated 
into aprediction concerning harmonie forms on tbe multi-monopole moduli space 
[71]. It would be interesting to consider the corresponding predictions for tbe type 
11 	 string. Recently, some strong-coupling evidence for S-duality of tbe beterotic 
string bas been found by studying partition functions of certain topological field 
tbeories [72], and again it would be interesting to seek similar strong-coupling tests 
for U-duality. 

Finally, since N = 8 supergravity and its soliton spectrum are U-duality invari
ant, many of the properties previously tbought to be unigue to string tbeory are in 
fact already properties of the effective supergravity theory once account is taken of 
all soli ton solutions. Since only stabie states can appear in an exact S-matrix it is 
possible tbat the only states of tbe exact toroidally compactified type 11 string 
tbeory are the Bogomolnyi states and tbat tbese are in one to one correspondenee 
witb soliton states of tbe supergravity tbeory. Tbis would support a previous 
suggestion (73] tbat a fundament al superstring tbeory migbt actually be equivalent 
to its effective field tbeory once solitons of tbe latter are taken into account. To 
pursue tbis further one would need to fmd higher-spin (> 2) soli ton states 
corresponding to the higher-spin states of string theory. There seems to be no 
problem in principle with the existence of such higher-spin soli ton states in N =8 
supergravity because the a = 0 and a =1 extreme black holes must belong to 
massive supermultiplets with spins > 2 as they break more tban balf the supersym
metry. In this connection it is worth recaUing the similarity of the mass/spin 
relation for Regge trajectories in four-dimensional string theory, M 2 a J / a', with 
that of the degenerate Kerr solutions of general relativity, M 2 a J/G. 
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AbsInet 

It is argued that the type UA lO-dimensional superstring theory is actually a compaetified ll-dimensional supennembrane 
theory in whieh the fundamentaI supennembrane is identified with the solitonie membrane of ll-dimensional supergravity. 
The charged extreme blaek holes of the lO-dimensional type IIA string theory are intcrpreted as the Kaluza-Klein modes of 
ll-dimensional supergravity and the dual sixbranes as the analogue of Kaluza-Klein monopolcs. All other p-brane solutions 
of the type UA superstring theory are derived from the ll-dimensional membrane and its magnetie dual fivebrane soliton. 

The effective field theory of the ten-dimensional ton vertex operator).lt is possible, however, that this 
type nA superstring is N = 2A supergravity. It has ~pecial status of the dilaton is an anefact of pertur
long been appreciated that tbis field theory is also bation theory. It has recently been realized that some 
the effective' masslcss theory for eleven-dimensional features of the effective field theories of eompaetified 
supergravity eompactified on Si ; the ten-dimensional superstring theorics, sueh as invarianee under a gen
dilaton thereby acquires a natural Kaluza-Klein (KK) eralized electromagnetic duality, may also be features 
interpretation. This leads one to wonder whether the of the full non-perturbative string tbeory even though 
type nA string theory has an eleven-dimensional inter tbis is not apparent in perturbation theory [3.4,5). 
pretation. An obvious eandidate is the II-dimensional In this letter I similarly argue that tbe type UA 10
supermembrane [I] since the double dimensional re dimensional superstring theory actually is a compact
duction of its worldvolume 8Ction yields the Green ified II-dimensional supermembrane theory. 
Sehwarz (GS) action of the type nA superstring [2]. Before funher analysis of this eonjecture, some dis
Despite this, the Il-dimensional interpretation of the eussion of the status of the ll-dimensional superme
quantum type nA superstring is obscure because the mbrane is warranted_ There is some reason to suppose 
dilaton vertex operator is radieally different from the that the supermembrane spectrum contains massless 
graviton vertex operator. In the GS action the dilaton particles wbich can be identified as the graviton and 
eomes from the R-R sector while the graviton eomes other quanta of Il-dimensional supergravity [6]. The 
from the NS-NS sector; there is therefore no obvious principal objection to tbis conclusion is that there are 
KK interpretation of the dilaton in string tbeory (in also reasons [7,8] to believe the spectrum to be con
the bosonic string the di laton is usually taken to eou tinuous. wbich would preclude a panicle interpreta
ple to the worldsheet curvature but this makes the dila tion. The physical reason for this is that there is no 
ton vertex operator even more dissimilar to the gravi- energy cost to a deformation of the membrane lead
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ing to 'spikes' of arbitrary length but zero area. Iike a 
fakir's bed of nails (for the boson ic membrane there is 
an energy cost at the quantum level due to the Casimir 
effect, but this Casimir energy cancels for the super
membrane). The possibility of spikes of zero area is of 
course due to the supposition that the membrane has a 
core of zero width. A calculation [8) in the conte)lt of 
a first-quantized, regularized. zero-width supermem
brane showed that the spectrum is indeed continuous, 
from zero, and this was widely interpreted as putting 
an end to the idea of a 'fundamentaJ' supermembrane. 

However, evidence was presented in (5) that the 
fundamental supermembrane should be identified with 
the solitonic membrane (9) of II-dimensional super
gravity. An additionaJ reason for this identification is 
that K-symmetry of the worldvolume action for a su
permembrane requires the background fields to sat
isfy the source-free field equations of II-dimensionaJ 
supergravity (I). This is parado)licaJ if the superme
mbrane is regarded as the source of the background 
fields. but the parado)l would be resolved if the fun
damentaJ supermembrane were to be identified with a 
membrane solution of the source-free field equations. 
and the one of (9) is the only candidate. As originaJly 
presented this was seen as the e)lterior solution to a 
singular surface, which was interpreted as a membrane 
source. but the singularity can be interpreted equaJly 
weil as a mere coordinate singularity at an event hori· 
zon, through which the source-free exterior solution 
can be anaJyticaJly continued [ 10). If one accepts the 
identification of the fundamentaJ and solitonic super· 
membranes in the fully non-penurbative quantum the· 
ory. then it follows that the supermembrane acquires 
a core of finite size due to its gravitationaJ field in the 
same way that a 'point' particle actuaJly has a size 
of Ihe order of ils Schwarzschild radius once gravi
lational effects are included. In this case a 'spike' of 
a given length has a minimum area and therefore a 
minimum energy cost. Under these circumstances one 
would not e)lpect a continuous spectrum. 

A possible objection to this argument is that it 
could also be applied to string theory where. how
ever, it is not needed because the spectrum is aJready 
discrete in penurbation theory. This may simply be a 
reflection of the fact that penurbation theory makes 
sense for strings because of the renormaJizability 
of two-dimensionaJ sigma-models whereas it does 
not make sense for membranes because of the non

renormalizability of three-dimensionaJ sigma modeJs. 
Also, there is no dilaton in II-dimensions and so no 
obvious coupling constant with which to order a per
turbation series. In any case, I shaJl assume in Ihe fol
lowing that the fully non-penurbative supermembrane 
spectrum is discrete for reasons aJong the above lines. 

The determination of the spectrum of the 11
dimensional supermembrane, given that it is discrete. 
is impossible in practice, as it is for superstrings 
when account is taken of interactions and all non
penurbative effects. However, cenain features of the 
spectrum can be reliably ascenained. Among Ihese is 
the massless spectrum. for which Ihe effeclive field 
theory is just II-dimensional supergravity. This the
ory reduces 10 IO-dimensional N = 2A supergravity 
upon compactification on SI, bUllhe spectrum in 10
dimensions willlhen also include Ihe charged massive 
KK slates. These states must also be present in the 
spectrum of the type IIA superstring if the latter is 
to be interpreted as a compactified supermembrane, 
as conjectured here. These states do not appear in 
penurbation theory but there are e)ltreme black hole 
solutions of 100dimensionaJ N =2A supergravily that 
are charged with respect to the KK U( I) gauge field 
(11). Because these solutions preserve half of the 
supersymmetry there are good reasons (see e.g. [5] 
and references therein) to believe that their semi
c1assicaJ quantization will be e)lact. I suggest that 
these states be identified as KK states. I shall now 
address possible objections to this identification. 

First, the mass of a KK state is an integer multiple of 
a basic unit (determined by the S' radius) whereas the 
mass of an extreme black hole is apparently arbitrary. 
However, there are aJso 6-brane solutions of N =2A 
supergravity [11) that are the magnetic duals of the 
e)ltreme black holes. It will be shown below that these 
6-branes are completely non-singularwhen interpreted 
as solutions of the compactified II-dimensionaJ super
gravity. It follows, if the II-dimensional interpretation 
is taken seriously, thatthe 6-brane solitons must be in
c1uded as solutions of the ten-dimensionaJ theory and 
then, by the generaJization of the Dirac quantization 
condition to p-branes and their duaJs [12). we con
c1ude that in the quantum theory the electric charge of 
the extreme black holes is quantized. Since their mass 
is proponional to the modulus of their charge, with 
a universaJ constant of proponionaJity. their mass is 
aJso quantized. The unit of mass remains arbitrary, as 
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was the Si radius. 
Second, it may he objected that whereas the type 

UA theory has only one set of charged states coupling 
to the U( I) gauge field, the compactified supermem
brane theory has (Wo: the extreme black hole solutions 
of the effective IO-dimensional field theory after com
pactification on Si and the KK modes. The two sets 
of states have identical quantum numhers since the al
lowed charges must he the same in both cases. It has re
cently been argued in the context of compactifications 
of the heterotic (13) and the type U (5) superstrings 
that KK states should he identified with electrically 
charged extreme black holes (see also (14). The rea
sons advanced for trus identification do not obviously 
apply in the present context but once the principle is 
granted that trus identification is possible it seems rea
sonable 10 invoke it more generally. Thus, I conjecture 
that the resolution of this second objection is that the 
KK and extreme black hole states of the Si compacti
fied II-dimensional supergravity are not independent 
in the context of the underlying supermembrane the
ory. This conjecture is similar to those made recently 
for the heterotic and type Il superstrings but there is 
a crucial difference; in the string theory case the KK 
states also appear in the perturbative string spectrum 
since they result from compactification from the crit
ical dimension, whereas the KK states discussed here 
do not appear in the perturbative string spectrum he
cause they result from compactification to the criticaI 
dimension. 

Linie more can he said about the spectrum of par
tie/e states in ten dimensions since only those solu
tions of the effective field theory that do not break all 
supersymmetries can yield reliable information about 
the exact spectrum upon semi-c1assical quantization, 
and the only such particle-Iike solutions are the ex
treme electric black holes. However, there are aIso 
p-brane solitons of N = 2A supergravity which pre
serve half the supersymmetry and are therefore ex
pected to he exact solutions of type UA string theory. 
These should also have'an II-dimensional interpreta
tion. The extreme multi p-brane solutions associated 
with a R-R (p + 2)-form field strength Fp +2 of a 10
dimensional type U superstring have metric (in 'string 
sigma-model' form) and dilaton 

dsîo = V-, (.r )ds~p+l) + vi dx . dx , 

e" = V(3-p)(X) , (I 

where dS~p+l) is the Minkowski (p + I )-metric, dx 
dx is the Euclidean metric on R(9-p) and V is a har 
monic function on R(9-p) that approaches unity a~ 
p2 = x . x tends to infinity; e.g. for the one R-R p. 

brane solution given in (11), 

JL (2)V = I + pO-PI , 

for some constant JL proportional to the mass pel 
unit p-volume. The solutions ( I) include the self-dual 
threebrane [ 11) of the type IIB superstring. They also 
include a R-R string and fivebrane of the type IIB su
perstring that appear not to have been considered pre
viously in the string theory context, although they are 
special cases of the general p-brane solution of [ 11 ) . 
However, we are interested here in the type IlA p
branes. These comprise electric 0, I and 2 branes and 
magnetic 4, 5 and 6 branes, although the string and 
fivebrane are not of R-R type and so have a different 
form from (I). 

The 6-brane soliton has aIready been mentioned; we 
now turn to its II-dimensional interpretation. Consider 
the II-metric 

dsfl = -dr + dy· dy + V(x)dx· dx 

+ V-I (x) (dx ll - A(x) . dz)2 , (3) 

where dy· dy is the Euclidean metric on R6 (an infinite 
planar 6-brane) and dz· dz is the Euclidean metric on 
R3 (the uncompactified transverse space). This metric 
solves the II-dimensional vacuum Einstein equations, 
and hence the field equations of II-dimensional super
gravity with zero four-form field strength, if V x A = 
VV, which implies that V 2V = O. The one-soliton ~n
lution is 

V=I+~ (4) 
P 

where p = ..;x:x. The two-form F = dA is then given 
by 

F = 1U2, (5) 

where 1::2 is the volume form on the unit 2-sphere. The 
singularity of (3) at p = 0 is merely a coordinate 
singularity if xII is identified modulo 4'7TJL (to see 
this, set p = A2 and take the A -- 0 Iimitl. Thus 
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(3) is a non-singula, solution of compactified 11
dimensional supergravity representing a magnetic KK
6-brane. It isanexaet analogue in 11 dimensionsofthe
KK monopole in 5 dimensions [16]. Considered as a
solution of the effective field theory of ten-dimensional
string theory, the IO-metric, in 'string sigma-model' 
form, is 

dsro = e~ ( - dt2 + dy· dy + V dx· dx] , (6) 

where the IO-dimensional dilaton field t/J is given by 

e-2~ = V! . (7) 

This is the sixbrane case of ( I ). In terms of the new 
radial coordinate r = p +p., the one-soliton solution is 

dsro = (I -;) ! ( - dt2 + dy· dy] 

+ (I - ~r!d,2 + ,2(1 - ~) tdfi1, 
r , 

e-2~ =(I - ~ri, , (8)

where dfi~ is the metric on the unit 2-sphere. This is 
just the 6-brane solution of lO-dimensional N = 2A 
supergravity found by Horowitz and Strominger (5). 

The remaining p-brane soliton solutions of N = 2A 
supergravity are the string [17], membrane, four
brane and fivebrane [11]. The string and fourbrane 
solitons have previously been shown [2,10] to be 
double-dimensional reduetions of, respectively, the 
I I -dimensional membrane and the II-dimensional 
tivebrane [18]. The IO-dimensional membrane and 
fivebrane differ from their II-dimensional counter
parts simply by the boundary eonditions imposed on 
the harmonie function V thal detennines the solution, 
and the ten-dimensional soliton can be viewed as a 
periodic array of II-dimensional solitons. Close to 
the horizon at the object's core the lO-dimensionai 
solution approximates the I I-dimensional solution. A 
potential difficulty here is that the heterotie and type 
IIA superstring theories have the same fivebrane so
lution but we need the II-dimensional interpretation 
only in the type U case. The resolution of this is that 
the fivebrane horizon is at infinite affine parameter 
in the ten-dimensional (string sigma-model) metric 
but at finite affine parameter (on timelike geodesics ) 
in the II-dimensional metrie, so that both a ten and 

 
 
 
 

an eleven dimensional interpretation are possible. In 
contrast, the horizon of the IO-dimensional membrane 
is at finite affine parameter and one must pass to the 
II-dimensional interpretation to avoid a singularity 
there. Moreover, as the horizon is approached the ra
dius of the II th dimension approaches infinity, so we 
have dimensional decompactification at the horizon. 
This behaviour may be contrasted with that of the 
sixbrane discussed above for which the (coordinate) 
singularity at the sixbrane core is due to the radius of 
the II th dimension shrinking to zero. 

Thus, all p-brane solitons of IO-dimensional 
N = 2A supergravity have an II-dimensional origin. 
Moreover, since the II-dimensional fivebrane has a 
completely non-singular analytic extension through 
its horizon [15], the IO-dimensional magnetic 4, 5 
and 6-brane solitons are all completely non-singular 
when interpreted as solutions of compactified 11
dimensionál supergravity. The II-dimensional mem
brane is singular, although the singularity is hidden 
behind an horizon. This is what one might expect in 
the context of a fundamental supermembrane theory. 
Together. these results for the type UA electric and 
magnetic p-brane solitons can be táken as [urther 
evidence in favour of an II-dimensional origin of 
the apparently IO-dimensional type UA superstring 
theory. It is perhaps worth remarking that, not surpris
ingly, there is no similar interpretation of the p-brane 
solitons of type IIB superstring theory. 

It may be objected here that while all of the p
brane so/itons of the type UA superstring may be so
lutions of an SI-compactified supermembrane theory, 
the two theories differ in that one has an additional 
fundamenlal string while Ihe other has an additional 
fundamenlal membrane. But this difference disappears 
once one identifies the fundamental string or mem
brane with the solitonic ones; both theories then have 
exactly the same spectrum of extended objects. In facto 
it becomes a matter of convention whether one calls 
the theory a string theory, a membrane theory, or a p
brane theory for any of the other values of p for which 
there is a soli ton solution; all are equal partners in a 
p-brane democracy. However, in the type HA string 
these solitons must be interpreted as solutions of 11
dimensional supergravity and p-brane demoeracy has 
then to be interpreled as membrane fivebrane duality 
[5]. In contrast to the supermembrane, for which the 
worldvolume action is known [ I], the six-dimensional 
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worldvolume action for the II-dimensional fivebrane 
has yet to be constructed. although it is known [19] 
that its six-dimensional physical field content is that 
of the self-dual antisymmetric tensor supermultiplet. 

Discussions with M.I. Duff. e.M. Hull and K.S. 
Stelle are gratefully acknowledged 
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Chapter 5 


Intersecting branes and black holes 


The idea that elementary particles might behave like black holes is not a new one. 
Intuitively, one might expect that a pointlike object whose mass exceeds the Planck 
mass, and whose Compton wavelength is therefore less than its Schwarzschild ra
dius, would exhibit an event horizon. In the absence of a consistent quantum theory 
of gravity, however, such notions would always remain rather vague. Nf-theory, on 
the other hand, not only predicts such massive states but may provide us with a 
consistent framework in which to discuss them. We might then be able to tackle 
some of the outstanding issues in black hole physics such as the information para
dox and the microscopie origin of the Beckenstein-Hawking [1, 2J entropy formula. 
Moreover, in the M-theory framework, four-dimensional black holes may be re
garded a..'l originating from the elementary D = 11 building blocks of plane wave, 
membrane, Kaluza-Klein monopoIe or fivebrane by allowing these objects to wrap 
around some of the seven compactified directions. In particular, as we shall see in 
this chapter, black hole bound states have their M-theoretic origin in intersecting 
branes in eleven dimensions. 

In [3J it was suggested that certain massive excitations of four-dimensional 
superstrings should indeed be identified with black holes. Of course, non-extreme 
black holes would be unstable due to the Hawking effect. To describe stabie ele
mentary particles, therefore, attention was focussed on extreme black holes whose 
masses saturate a Bogomol'nyi bound and these were identified with the BPS string 
states. There are also black holes which, though extreme, are not supersymmetrie 
and which therefore do not obey any such bound. Nevertheless, evidence based on 
the mass and charge assignments was provided for also identifying these black holes 
with certain non-BPS string states. However, the paper remained agnostic concern
ing the relation between the other non-BPS string states and non-extreme black 
holes [4, 5J partly because superstring states always form supermultiplets whereas 
it has been argued that non-extreme black holes do not [6J. 

The motivation for identifying elementary electrically charged string states 
with black holes came from first noticing that the solitonic magnetically charged 
string states are extreme black holes [7J and then noting that they transform into 
one another under S duality. Of course, this involves extending the classical notion 
of a black hole from the weak coupling to the strong coupling regime. The words 
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'black hole' were therefore taken to describe a string state if there exists at least 
one string picture in which its mass exceeds the Planck mass for weak coupling. 
Further dynamical evidence for these identifications was supplied in [8, 9J where 
comparisons were made between the low energy scattering amplitudes. 

By choosing appropriate combinations of dilaton and moduli fields to be the 
scalar field 1; and appropriate combinations of the field strengths and their duals 
to be the Maxwell field F, the field equations of the four-dimensional low energy 
effective Lagrangians of M -theory can be consistently truncated to a form given by 
the Lagrangian 

1 r-;: [ 1 2 1 -ar/> 2] (5.1)L = 2",2 V -9 R - "2(a1;) - 4"e F + .... 

A consistent truncation is defined to be one for which all solutions of the trun
cated theory are solutions of the original theory. The dots in (5.1) refer to terms 
involving a combination of pseudoscalar axion and dilaton fields which are in gen
eral required for consistency but which do not contribute to non-rotating black 
holes. Supersymmetric black hole solutions can be found for the four values of the 
dilaton-Maxwell coupling parameter a = y3, 1, 1/y3, O. The cases a = y3, a = 1 
and a = 0 correspond to the Kaluza-Klein black hole [10], the dilaton black hole 
[10] and the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole respectively. It was originally thought 
that only the a = 1 sol ution appeared in string theory. This is indeed true if the 
scalar 1; refers purely to the dilaton [11, 12]. However, the case a = y3 was shown 
to be a solution of string theory in [7] by taking 1; to be a linear combination of 
dilaton and moduli fields, and the case a = 0 was shown to be a dyonie solution 
of string theory in [3] by taking the field strength F to be a linear combination of 
a Maxwell field and its dual. The a = 1/y3 solution was diseussed in [13J and its 
dyonic interpretation in [14]. 

For a truncation with N = 2 supersymmetries the fraction of supersym
metry preserved by these four values of a is (1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2); for N = 4 it is 
(1/2,1/2,1/4,1/4); for N = 8 it is (1/2,1/4,1/8,1/8) [14, 15,3, 16, 17]. In each 
case, one may find BPS states in the superstring spectrum with the right masses 
and charges to be identified with these extreme blaek holes. On the basis of these 
mass and charge assignments, it was further suggested [3, 14] that we interpret 
these four values of a as 1-,2-,3- and 4-particle bound states with zero binding 
energy. For example, the Reissner-Nordstrom (a = 0) black hole combines four 
(a = y3) blaek holes: an eleetric Kaluza-Klein black hole, a magnetie Kaluza
Klein blaek hole, an electric winding black hole and a magnetic winding black hole. 
This zero-binding-energy bound-state conjecture ean, in fact, be verified in the 
classical blaek hole picture by finding explicit 4-eentred black hole solutions which 
eoincide with the a = y3, 1, 1/y3, 0 solutions as we bring 1,2,3,4 centres together 
and take the remaining 3,2,1,0 eentres out to infinity [18]. Sueh a construction 
is possible beeause of the appearanee of four independent harmonie functions [19]. 
Moreover , this provides a novel realization of the no-force condition in that the 
charge carried byeach black hole corresponds to a different U(l). Thus the gravi
tational attraction cannot be cancelled by an electromagnetic repulsion but rather 
by a subtle repulsion due to scalar exchange. This phenomenon was also observed 
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in [20J. In the above, for purposes of illustration, the special case has been chosen 
where all non-zero charges are equal to unity, but it is easily generalized to the 
case of different electric charges Ql, P2, Q3, P4 where the interpretation is that of a 
(Ql + P2 + Q3 + P4)-particle bound state with zero binding energy [21J. 

A subsequent paper showed that this string-state/black-hole equivalence, and 
the corresponding bound state interpretation, are consistent not only with the mass 
and charge assignments, but also with the spin and supermultiplet structures [22J. 
String states are labeUed by their superspin which teUs us which supermultiplet 
we are talking about and by their ordinary spin which teUs us which member of 
the supermultiplet we are talking about. In the string-state/black-hole dictionary, 
it is the bosonic Kerr angular momentum which yields the superspin whereas it 
is the fermionic angular momentum, provided by the Aichelburg-Embacher [23J 
fermionic hair, which yields the ordinary spin. As a further test, the gyromagnetic 
ratios of the black holes were calculated and found to be in agreement [24] with 
those of the string states [25J.- Indeed, one of the motivations for believing the 
equivalence [3, 26] was based on the observation that both Kaluza-Klein string 
states [27J and extreme electrically charged Kaluza-Klein black holes [28] have the 
same (anomalous) gyromagnetic ratio 9 = l. 

In a similar fashion, it was then conjectured [29J that the Kaluza-Klein states 
arising from the compactification of D = 11 supergravity on a circle should be 
identified with the extreme electricaUy eharged black hole solutions of D = 10 
Type IIA theory [8]. 

These ideas extend quite naturally to the black zrbranes of M -theory [8, 31, 33J 
which in the extreme limit may become super p-branes [32J. The same Lagrangian 
(5.1) appears in arbitrary dimensions D ::::: 11 but where F is now a (p + 2)-form. 
The parameter a can conveniently be expressed as [31, 35] 

a2 = ~ _ 2(p + l)(D - P - 3) (5.2)
D-2 

since ~ is a quantity that is preserved under dimensional reduction [35J. One may 
calculate the macroscopie entropy of the black p-branes and one finds that in the 
extreme limit it vanishes ex cept when a = 0 and p = 0, i.e. for black holes in 
D = 5 with ~ = 4/3 and in D = 4 with ~ = 1 (the Reissner-Nordstrom solution). 
Moreover, branes with ~ = 4/n can also be regarded as bound states with zero 
binding energy of n fundamental ~ = 4 branes [22, 34]. One again finds 1 ::::: n ::::: m
centred p-brane solutions which reproduce the ~ = 4jn solutions of [35J as we allow 
n of the centres to coincide and take the remaining (m - n) out to infinity. 

In the case of D = 4 black holes, it remained a puzzle why these four values of 
a, namely J3, 1, 1/J3, 0 giving rise to n = 1,2,3, 4-particle bound states should be 
singled out. This puzzle was resolved by the realization [36J that the M -theoretic 
origin of the a = J3, 1, 1/J3 black holes preserving 2-n of the supersymmetry 
was given by re-interpreting the D = 11 solutions of [37J as n = 1,2,3 orthogonally 
intersecting membranes or fivebranes in D = 11, which are then wrapped around the 
compact dimensions. Once one has introduced two or three intersecting membranes: 
2 ..i 2 or 2 ..i 2 ..1,2 and fivebranes: 5 ..i 5 or 5 ..1 5 ..1,5, one can also envisage 
other supersymmetry-preserving intersections [38, 39J: 2 ..i 5, 2 ..i 5 ..i 5 and 
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21.51.5. Moreover, the missing a = 0 case preserving 1/8 supersymmetry ad mits 
the interpretation of four intersecting M-branes: 2 1. 2 1. 5 1. 5 [40] or alternatively 
as an intersecting membrane and fivebrane superposed by a Kaluza-Klein monopole 
[38, 39]. More complicated configurations, including branes intersecting at angles, 
are also possible [41-45]. 

What does all this have to do with the problem of finding a microscopie origin 
of the Beckenstein--Hawking black hole entropy S as one quarter of the area A of 
the event horizon? Macroscopically, the entropy of a black hole with scalar-Maxwell 
parameter a and inner and outer event horizons at r ± is given by [12] 

S = ~A = -rrr+2 (r+ r~r_ ) 2a

2

/(l+a

2 

) (5.3) 

and so, according to this formula, the extreme (r+ = r _) black holes have zero 
entropy for a i- 0 whereas the a = 0 case has S = -rrr+2. However, in the string
state/black-hole equivalence picture the entropy is supposed to be provided by the 
degeneracy of string states with the same mass and charges as the black hole. This 
degeneracy is certainly non-zero even for those states identified with the a i- 0 
black holes and so the test seems to fail. On the other hand, these solutions have 
non-trivial dilaton and hence involve strong coupling effects which render (5.3) 
untrustworthy. An attempt to remedy this was then made [46, 47] by showing that 
the entropy of the black holes evaluated at the stretched horizon [48] qualitatively 
matches the result expected from the degeneracy of string states. On the other 
hand, the a = 0 case in D = 4 and its a = 0 friend in D = 5 discussed above, can 
offer no such excuse. If this black hole picture is right, the entropy calculated Ïrom 
the logarithm of degeneracy of states has to yield one quarter the area of the event 
horizon! 

The solution to this long-standing puzzle of explaining the microscopie origin of 
Beckenstein-Hawking entropy came from an unexpected quarter (no pun intended). 
We have already discussed the interpretation of black holes as bound states of 
wrapped p-branes. But if the charges in question are Ramond-Ramond charges, 
then these p-branes are just the Dirichlet branes [49]: surfaces of dimension p on 
which open strings can end. The problem of counting the number of string states 
is thus reduced to a solvable problem in conformal field theory! It was in this way 
that Strominger and Vafa [50] correctly provided the first microscopie derivation of 
the black hole entropy in the case a = 0, D = 5. The a = 0, D = 4 case followed 
soon after [51], and since then there has blossomed a whole industry involving 
generalizations to rotating black holes, non-extreme black holes, grey body factors 
and the like. All this is also suggestive of a resolution of the black hole information 
paradox, but this remains a controversial issue. The reader is referred to several 
reviews [52, 53, 54]. 

More recently, black hole solutions of gauged supergravity are attracting a good 
deal of attention due, in large part, to the correspondence between anti-de Sitter 
space and conformal field theories on its boundary as discussed in chapter 6. In 
[55], for example, new anti-de Sitter black hole solutions of gauged N == 8, D == 4, 
SO(8) supergravity were presented. By focussing on the U(1)4 Cartan subgroup, 
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non-extremal1, 2, 3 and 4 charge solutions were found. In the extremallimit, they 
may preserve up to 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/8 of the supersymmetry respectively. By 
contrast, thc magnetic solutions preserve none. Since N = 8, D = 4 supergravity 
is a consistent truncation of N =:: 1, D = 11 supergravity, resulting from the S7 
compactification, it follows that these black holes will also be solutions of this 
theory. In [55], it was conjectured that a subset of the extreme electric black holes 
preserving 1/2 the supersymmetry may be identified with the S7 Kaluza-Klein 
spectrum, with the non-abelian quantum numbers provided by the fermionic zero 
modes. 

In [56J the non-linear S7 Kaluza-Klein ansatz describing the embedding of the 
U(1)4 truncation was presented. The charges for the black holes with toroidal hori
zons may be interpreted as the angular momenta of D = 11 membranes spinning 
in the transverse dimensions [57, 56J. The horizons of the black holes coincide with 
the worldvolume of the branes. It is curious that the same U (1)4 black hole charges 
appear in thc S7 compactification of D = 11 supergravity as in the T 7 compactifi
cation, but for totally different reasons. Instead of arising from the intersection of 
different non-rotating branes, they arise from the different angular momenta of a 
single brane. This is indicative of deeper levels of duality yet to be uncovered. 
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Abstract 

We present the magnetie duals of Güven's eleetrie-type solutions of D = II supergravity preserving 1/4 or 1/8 of 
the D =11 supersymmetry. We interpret the electric solutions as n orthogonal interseeting membranes and the magnetic 
solutions as n orthogonal interseeting 5-branes, with n = 2,3; these cases obey the general rule that p-branes ean self
interseet on (p - 2)-branes. On reduction to D =4 these solutions beeome electric or magnetic dilaton blad. holes with 
dilaton eoupling constant a =1 (for n =2) or a =1/J3 (for n =3). We also diseuss the reduction to D =10. 

1. Introduction 

There is now eonsiderable evidenee for the exis
tenee of a consistent supersymmetrie quantum theory 
in 11 dimensions (D = 11) for which the effective 
field theory is D =11 supergravity. This theory, which 
goes by the name of M-theory, is possibly a super
membrane theory [1]; in any case, the membrane so
lution of D = 11 supergravity [2]. and its magnetic
dual 5-brane solution [3], (which we refer to jointly 
as 'M-branes') play a central role in what we cur
rently understand about M-theory and its implications 
for non-perturbative superstring theory (sec, for ex
ample, [4-10]). It is therefore cJearly of importanee 
to gain a fuller understanding of all the p-brane-like 
solutions of D = 11 supergravity. 

For example, it wa~ shown by Güven [3] that 
the membrane solution of [2] is actually just the 
first member of a set of three electric-type solutions 
parametrized, in the notation of this paper, by the 
integer n = 1,2,3. These Solulions are 

dS~Il) = _H-2n/ 3dt2 + H(n-3)/3ds2(JE2n ) 

+ H n/ 3ds2 (JEW-2n) 

F(Il) = -3dt" dH-I" J , (I) 

where H is a harmonie function on JEW-2n with point 
singularities, J is a Kähler form on ]E2n and FOI) is 
the 4-form field strength of D = 11 supergravity. The 
proportion of the D = II supersymmetry preserved 
by these solutions is 2-n, i.e. 1/2,1/4 and 1/8, re
spectively. The n = 1 case is the membranc solution 
of [2]. We shall refcr to the n = 2 and n '" 3 ea~es, 
which were interpreted in [3] as, respectively, a 4
brane and 6-brane, a~ the 'Güven solutions'. Their ex
istenee has always been something of a mystcry since 
D = II supergravity does not have the five-form or 
seven-form potentials that one would expect to couple 
to a 4-brane or a 6-brane. Moreover, unlike the mcm
brane whieh has a magnetic dual 5-brane, thcre are no 
known magnetic duals of the Güven solulions. 

In our opinion, the p-brane inlcrprctation givcn hy 
Güven to his electric n '" 2,3 solutions is questionahle 
because of the lack of Cp + I )-dimensional Poincaré 
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invarianee expected of such objects. Tbis is to be con
trasted with the n = I case, for which the solution (1) 
acquires a 3-dimensional Poincaré invariance appro
priate to its membrane interpretation. In this paper we 
shall demystify the Güven solutions by re-interpreting 
them as orthogonally intersecting membranes. We also 
present their magnetic duals which can be interpreted 
as orthogonally intersecting 5-branes. Tbe latter are 
new magnetic-type solutions of D = 11 supergravity 
preserving, respectively, 1/4 and 1/8 of the D =II 
supersymmetry. A novel feature of these solutions is 
that they involve the intersection of D = 11 fivebranes 
on 3-branes. We shall argue that this is an instance of 
a general rule: p-branes can self-intersect on (p - 2)
branes. 

ParticIe solutions in four dimensions (D =4) can 
be obtained from M-brane solutions in D = II by 
wrapping them around 2-cycles or 5-cycles of the com
pactifying space. Tbis is particularly simple in the case 
of toroidal reduction to D = 4. In this case, wrapped 
membranes and 5-branes can be interpreted [4] as, 
respectively, electric and magnetic a = J3 extreme 
black holes (in a now standard terminology which we 
e1aborate below). Here we show that Güven's solu
tions, and their magnetic duals, have a D = 4 inter
pretation as either a = 1 (for n = 2) or a = 1/J3 
(for n = 3) extreme electric or magnetic black holes. 
This D = 11 interpretation of the a = I, 1/J3 ex
treme black holes in D =4 is in striking accord with 
a recent interpretation [11] of them (following ear
lier suggestions [12], and using results of [13]) as 
bound states at threshold of two (for a =I) or three 
(for a = 1/J3) a = J3 extreme black holes. 

Rather than reduce to D = 4 one can instead reduce 
to D = 10 to find various solutions of HA supergrav
ity representing intersecting p-branes. We shall briefly 
mention these at the conclusion of this paper. Tbere is 
presumably an overlap here with the discussion of in
tersections [14] and the 'branes within branes' [15
19] in the context of D-branes, but we have not made 
any direct comparison. Tbe general problem of inter
secting super p-branes was also discussed in [20] in 
the context of flat space extended solitons. We must 
also emphasize that the D =11 supergravity solutions 
we discuss here have the interpretation we give them 
only after an integration over the position of the in
tersection in the 'relative transverse space'; we argue 
that this is appropriate for the interpretation as extreme 

black holes in D = 4. 

2. Intersecting p-branes 

We begin by motivating our re-interpretation of the 
D = II supergravity solutions (1). Tbe first point to 
appreciate is that infinite planar p-branes, or their par
allel multi p-brane generalizations, are not the only 
type of field configuration for which one can hope 
to find static solutions. Orthogonally intersecting p
branes could also be static. Tbe simplest case is that of 
pairs of orthogonal p-branes intersecting in a q-brane, 
q < p. Tbe next simplest case is three p-branes having 
a common q-brane intersection. Here, however, there 
is already a complication: one must consider whether 
the intersection of any two of the three p-branes is also 
a q-brane or whether it is an r-brane with r > q (we 
shall encounter both cases below). Tbere are c1early 
many other possibilities once one considers more than 
three intersecting p-branes, and even with only two or 
three there is the possibility of intersections of orthog
onal p-branes for different values ofp. A Iimitingcase 
of orthogonal intersections of p-branes occurs when 
one p-brane lies entirely within the other. An exarnple 
is the D = 11 solution of [21] which can be inter
preted as a membrane Iying within a 5-brane. For the 
purposes of this paper, orthogonal intersections of two 
or three p-branes for the same value of p will suffice. 

Consider the case of n intersecting p-branes in 
D-dimensions for which the common intersection 
is a q-brane, with worldvolume coordinates [/J., 
JL = 0, 1, ... , q. Tbe tangent vectors to the p-branes' 
worldvolumes that are not tangent to the q-brane's 
worldvolume span a space V, which we call the 'rel
ative transverse space' ; we denote its coordinates by 
xa , a = I, ... , e, where e= dimV. Let ydenote the co
ordinates of the remaining 'overall transverse space' 
of dimension D - q - e. Tbe D-dimensional spacetime 
metric for a system of statie and orthogonal p-branes 
intersecting in a q-brane should take the form 

di = A(x, y)d[/J.d["TJ/J." + Bab(X, y)dx"dx
b 

+Cij(x,y)didyJ. (2) 

Note the (q+ I )-dimensional Poincaré invarianee. We 
also require that A -+ I, and that B, C tend to the iden
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tity matrices, as Iyl --> 00, so the metric is asymptotic 
to the D-dimensional Minkowski metric in this limit. 

A metric of the form (2) wîll have a standard in
terpretation as n intersecting p-branes only if the co
efficients A, B, C functions are such that the metric 
approaches that of a single p-brane as one goes to in
finity in V while remaining a finite distance from one 
of the n p-branes. 10e Güven solutions (1) do not 
have this property because they are translation invari
ant a10ng directions in V. Specifica1ly, they are special 
cases of (2) of the form 

ds2 = A(y)d~"d~v.,,/U' + B(y)dx"dx"liab 

+ C(y)didyili;j . (3) 

Because of the translational invariance in x directions, 
the energy density is the same at every point in V for 
fixed y. However, the translational invariance allows 
us to periodically identify the x coordinates, i.e. to take 
V = 1l". In this case, the metric (3) could be viewed 
as that of a q-brane fonned from the intersection of 
p-branes after averaging over the intersection points 
in V. If we insist that the p-branes have zero ma
mentum in V-directions orthogonal to their q-brane, 
then this averaging is an immediate consequence of 
quantum mcchanics. 10is delocalization effect should 
certainly be taken into account when the size of V is 
much smaller than the scale at which we view the dy
namics in the y directions, i.e. for scales at which the 
effective field theory is (D - t')-dimensional. 10e q
brane solution of this effective field theory can then 
be lifted to a solution of the origina! D-dimensional 
theory; this sol ut ion wiJl be of the form (3). 

1Ous, metrics of the form (3) can be interpreted as 
those of p-branes intersecting in a common q-brane. 
However, the solution does not determine, by itself, the 
combination of p-branes involved. That is, when inter
preted as a q-brane intersection of na Pa-branes (for 
a = 1,2, ... ) the numbers (na,Pa) are not uniquely 
determined by the numbers (D,q,l). For example, 
the n = 2 Güven spacetime could be interpreted as in
tersections at a point of (i) 4 strings, or (ii) 2 strings 
and one mcmbrane or (iii) a O-brane and a 4-brane or 
(iv) 2 membranes. Additional information is needed 
to decide bet ween these possibilities. In the context of 
M-theory, most of this additional information resides 
in the hypothesis that the 'basic' p-branes are the M
branes (i.e. the membrane and 5-brane), where 'ba

sic' means that all other p-branes-like objects are to be 
constructed from them via orthogonal intersections, as 
described above. There is a1so additional information 
coming from the fonn of the 4-form field strength, 
which allows us to distinguish between electric, mag
netic and dyonic solutions. With this additional infor
mation, !he intersecting p-brane interpretation of !he 
n =2, 3 Güven solulions is uniquely that of 2 or 3 
intersecting membranes. 

It is convenient to consider the Güven solutions 
cases as special cases of n p-branes in D dimensions 
pairwise intersecting in a common q-brane, i.e. f = 
nep - q). To see what to expect of the magnetic du
als of such solutions it is convenient to make a peri
odic identification of the x-coordinates in (3), lead
ing to an interpretation of this configuration as a q
brane in d == D - nep - q) dimensions. 10e magnetic 
dual of a q-brane in d dimensions is a q..brane, where 
q =d - q - 4. We must now find an interpretation 
of this q-brane as an intersection of n p-branes in D
dimensions, where p =D - p - 4. The consistency of 
this picture TeqlJires that the dimension of the spare V 
spanned by vectors tangentto the p-branes' worldvol
umes that are not tangent to the q-brane's worldvol
ume be D-d =D-n(p-q). This is automatic when 
n =2 (but not when n > 2). As an example, consider 
the n = 2 Güven solution, interpreted as two orthog
onal membranes with a O-brane intersection. Periodic 
identification of the x-coordinates leads to a particIe
like solution in an effective D = 7 supergravity theory. 
A particIe in D = 7 is dual to a 3-brane. This 3-brane 
can now be interpreted as the intersection of two 5
branes. 10e vectors tangent to the 5-branes'_ worldvol
umes that are notlangent to the 3-brane's worldvolume 
span a four-dimensional space, so the total dimension 
of the spacetime is 7 + 4 =11, as required. 

Consider now the n = 3 Güven solution, inter
preted as three orthogonal membranes intersecting at 
a common O-brane. Periodic identification of the x
coordinates now leads to a particle-Iike solution in an 
effective D = 5 supergravity theory. A particIe is dual 
to a string in D =5, so we should look for a solu
tion in D = 11 representing three orthogonal 5-branes 
whose common intersection is a string. The dimen
sion of the space V spanned by the vectors tangent to 
the 5-branes' worldvolumes that are l10t tangent to the 
string's worldsheet depends on whether the common 
intersection ofall three 5-branes is also the intersection 
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of any pair. If it were then V would take its maximal 
dimension, 3(5 - I) = 14, leading to a total spacetime 
dimcnsion of 5 + 14 = 19. Since this is inconsistent 
with an interpretation in D = 11, we concIude that the 
pairwise intersection of the three 5-branes must be a 
q-brane with q > I. In fact, the consistent choice is 
q =3, i.c. each pair of 5-branes has a 3-brane inter
section and the three 3-branes themselves interseet in 
a string I . In this case V has dimension six, leading to 
a total spacetime dimension of eleven. 

Note that all the cases of intersecting p-branes 
which wc have argued should occur in M-theory have 
the property that p-brane pairs (for the same value 
of p) interseet on (p - 2) -branes. Specifically, we 
have argued that 2-branes can interseet on O-branes, 
that 5-branes ean intersect on 3-branes and that these 
3-brane intersections can themselves intersect on 1
branes. We shall conclude this section by explaining 
why wc believe that this is a general rule, i.e. p-branes 
can self-intersect on (p - 2) -branes. 

Rccall that the possibility of a membrane having a 
boundary on a 5-brane [16,17) arises from the fact that 
the 5-brane worldvolume contains a 2-form potential 
which can couple to the membrane's string boundary. 
The same argument does not obviously apply to inter
sections but it is plausible that it does, at least for those 
cases in whieh it is possible to view the q-brane inter
section within a given p-brane as a dynamical object 
in its own right. Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that 
acondition for a p-brane to support a q-brane inter
section is that the p-brane worldvolume field theory 
includes a (q+ 1 )-formpotential to which the q-brane 
can coup Ie. Wc now observe that p-brane worldvol
ume actions always contain (D - P - I) scalar fields. 
If one of these sealars is dualized then the worldvol
ume acquires a (p -I )-form potential, which can cou
ple to a (p .. 2)-brane. Hence the rule stated above; 
the freedom of choice of which scalar to dualize cor
responds to the possibility of an energy flow into the 
p-brane, at the intersection, in any of the directions 
orthogonal to its worldvolume. 

I A uscful anaJogy is thai of Ihree orthogonal planes in IK'\ which 
jnter~cct pairwÎse on a !ioc. Thc three lioes interseet at a point 

3. Magnetic duals of Güven solutions 

Wc now have sufficient information to find the mag
netic duals of the series of electric solutions (I) of 
D = 11 supergravity. They should be of the form (3) 
with q =7 - 2n and they should preserve some frac
tion of the D =II supersymmetry. Solutions that pre
serve some supersymmetry can most easily be found 
by seeking boson ic backgrounds admitting Killing 
spi nors. The Killing spinor equation can be found di
rectly from the supersymmetry transformation law for 
the gravitino field!/JM (M '" 0, 1,2, ... , 10), and is 

[DM+ 1!4(rM
NPQR 

-88zrPQR)FNPQR ]C =0, (4) 

whcre DM is the standard covariant dcrivative. Solu
tions Cof this cquation (if any) are the Killing spinors 
of the boson ic background, i.C. the D = 1I metric and 
4-form field strength FMNPQ. Backgrounds admitting 
Kil\ing spi nors for which the Bianchi identity for F( 11 1 

is also satisfied are automatically solutions of D = II 
supergravity. The proportionof the D = II supersym
metry preservcd by sueh a solution equals the dimen
sion of the space of Killing spi nors divided by 32. 

By substituting an appropriate ansatz for the metric 
and 4-form into (4) we have found a series of mag
netie solutions parametrised hy the integer 11 = 1,2,3. 
These are 

=H-n/3(d~· d~) + H-(n-31/3ds2Ui}")dSZ ll1 

+ H2n/3ds2(E3) 

F(lI)=±3*dH/\}, (5) 

where * is thc Hodge star of E3
, } is the Kähler form 

on E2n and n =1,2,3. Our conventions for forms are 
such that 

}=~Jahdx" /\ dxh 

N
F(l11 =~FMNPRdxM /\dx /\dx P /\dxR . (6) 

Tbc function H is harmonie on E3 with point singu
laritics. Asymptotic ftatncss at 'ovcral\ transverse in
finity' rcquires that H -+ I there, so that 

JLi
H=I+~lx_x,1 ' (7) 

for some constants JLi. Note that these solutions have 
an 8 - 211 dimensional Poinearé invarianee, as required. 
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In the n = I case the metric can be written as 

dS~II) = H-1 3/ d[· d[ +H î 2ds (1E5) (8) 

which is formally the same as the 5-brane solution 
of [3]. The difference is that the function H in our 
solution is harmonic on an 1E3 subspace of 1E5

, i.e. 
our solution is a special case of the general 5-brane 
solution, for which H is harmonic on 1E5

. The n :: 
2,3 cases are new solutions of D = II supergravity 
with the propertics expected from their interpretation 
as intersecting 5-branes. The solutions of the Killing 
spinor cquation for the background given by (5) are 

C=H-·!12CO, taCo b= :F1aby*f Co , (9) 

where {ta; a = I, ... , 2n} are the (frame) constant 
D = II gamma matrices along the 1E2

• directions, y' 
is the product of the threc constant gamma matrices 
along the 1E3 directions and Co is a constant D = II 
spinor. It follows from (9) that the number of super
symmetries preserved by the magnetic intersecting 5
brane solutions is 2-', exactly as in the electric ca~e. 

4. D = 4 interpretation 

We now discuss the interpretation of the solutions 
(1) and (5) in D :: 4. The D = 4 field theory obtained 
by compactifying D = I1 supergravity on ']f7 can be 
consistently truncated to the massless fields of N = 8 
supergravity. The latter can he truncated to 

1= jd4 2X,;::g[R_2(ocP)2_!e- a<PF2
] , (JO) 

where F is an abelian 2-form field strength, provided 
that the scalar / vector coupling constant a takes one 
of the values 2 [4,22] 

a=V3, 1 
I, o. 

J3' 
(11 ) 

The truncation of N '" 8 supergravity to (JO) is nOl ac
tually a consislent one (in the standard Kaluza-Klein 
sense) sinceconsislency requires thai F satisfy F/\F = 
O. Howeyer, Ihis condilion is satisfied for purely clee
tric or purely magnelic field configurations, so purcly 

2 We may assume that a ~ 0 without loss of generality. 

electric or purely magnetic solutions of the field equa
tions of (JO) are automatically solutions of N = 8 
supcrgravity, for the above values of a. In particular, 
the static extreme electric or magnelic black holes are 
solutions of N = 8 supergravily thai preserve some 
proportion of Ihe N = 8 supersymmetry. This pr~r
tion is 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/8 for a = J3. I, l/v3, 0, 
respeclively. 

11 is known that the membrane and fivebrane solu
tions of D = 11 supergravity have a D = 4 interpre
lation as a = J3 extreme black holes. Here we shall 
eXlend this result to the n = 2, 3 cases by showing that 
Ihe electric solutions (JO) of D = I1 supergravity, and 
Iheir magnetic duals (5) have a D = 4 interpretation 
as extreme black holes with scalar/vector coupling 
a = J(4/n) - 1. As we have secn, the D = 11 solu
tions for n = 2, 3, electric or magnelic, have a natural 
interpretation as partic1es in D = 7 and D = 5, respec
tivcly. It is therefore convenient to consider a two-step 
reduction to D = 4, passing by these inlermediate di
mensions. The n = 3 ease is actually simpIer, so we 
shall consider it first. We first note that for a = 1/J3 
the action (JO) cao he obtained from that of simple 
supergravity in D = 5, for which the bosonic fields 
are the metric dS~5) and an ahelian vector potential A 
with 2-form field strength F(5), by the ansalz 

dS~5) = e2<1>ds2 + e-4<1>dx~, F(5) = F , (12) 

where ds2, 4> and F are the metric and lic\ds appearing 
in the D =4 action (JO). Note that this ansatz involves 
lhe truncation of the D = 4 axion lic\d As; il is the 
consistency of this truncation thaI requires F /\ F = O. 
As mentioned above, this does not present problems in 
lhe purely electric or purely magnetic cases, so these 
D =4 extreme black hole solutions can be lifted, for 
a = 1/J3, to solutions of D = 5 supergravity. The 
magnetic black hole lifts to the D = 5 extreme black 
multi string solution [23 J 

dSZs) =H- 1(-dt2 + dx~) + H2ds2(1E3) 

F(s) = *dH , ( \3) 

where * is the Hodge star of 1E3 and H is a harmonie 
funclion on 1E3 with some number of point singulari
ties, i.e. as in (7). We get a magnclic a = 1/v3 ex
treme black hole by wrapping Ihis string around the 
X5 direction. 
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The electric a := 11.,[3 extreme multi blaek hole 
lifts to the following solution of D = 5 supcrgravity: 

dsb = 2 2 2_H- dt + Hds ('il':J X Si) 

I F(5) :=dt /\dH- , (14) 

where H is a harmonie function on JE3. This solution 
is the 'direct' dimensional reduetion of the extreme 
eleetrieally-eharged black hole solution of D = 5 su
pergravity [24 J. The lalter is formally the same as 
(14) but JE3 x Si is rcplaeed by JE" and H becomes a 
harmonie function on JE4. 

To make the connection with D = 11 we note that 
the Kalu7-<l-Klein (KK) ansatz 

dS~II)=dsb+ds2(JE6), F(II)=F(5)/\J, (15) 

where J is a Kähler 2-form on JE6, provides a consis
tent truncation of D = 1I supergravity to the fields of 
D = 5 simple supergravity. This allows us to lift solu
tions of D = 5 supergravity dircctly to D := 11. It is a 
simple matter to check that thc D = 5 extreme black 
hole solution lifts to the n := 3 Güvcn solution and that 
thc D := 5 extreme blaek string lifts to thc magnetie 
n:= 3 solution of (5). 

The a = I case works similarly execpt that thc in
termediate dimension is D = 7. The KK/truncation 
ansatz taking us to D := 7 is 

ds~ 11) =e- (4/3)</> dS~7) + 2e(2/3)</>ds (1['4) 

F(1I):= Fm /\ J . (16) 

where d.?h is the string-frame D := 7 metrie. Consis
tency of this truncation restriets Fm to satisfy Fm /\ 
Fm := 0, but this wiII be satisfied by our solutions. 
Thc ansatz then taking us to D =4 is 

2 2dsf7) =ds + ds (1['3) , F(7) =F, (17) 

where d.?2 = 2e </> ds2 is the string-frame D =4 metrie. 
Combining the two KK ansätzc, it is not difficult to 
check that thc deetric a = I extreme black hole lifts 
to the n = 2 Güven solution in D = 11 and that thc 
magnetie a = I extreme blaek hole lifts to thc ncw 
n := 2 magnetic D = I I solution of this paper. 

5. Comments 

We have extended the D = 11 interpretation of D = 
4 extreme black hole solutions of N = 8 supergravity 
with scalar/vector coupling a = .,[3 to two of the 
other three possible values, namely a = I and a = 
I1.,[3. While the a = .,[3 black holes have a D = 11 
interpretation as wrapped M-branes, the a = I and a = 
1I .,[3 black holes have an interpretation as wrappings 
of, respectively, two or three intersecting M-branes. 
We have found no sueh interpretation for the a = 0 
case, i.e. extreme Reissner-Nordström black holes; we 
suspect that their D = II interpretation must involve 
the gauge fields of KK origin (whereas this is optional 
for the other values of a). 

The solution of D = II supergravity representing 
three intersecting 5-branes is essentially the same as 
the extreme black string solution of D = 5 sUpergrav
ity. For both this solution and the D = II 5-brane itself 
the singularities of iI are actually coordinate singular
ities at event horizons. Moreover, these solutions were 
shown in [23] to he geodesieally complete, despite 
the existence of horizons, so it is of interest to consider 
the global structure of the solution representing two 
intersecting 5-branes. For this solution the asymptotic 
form of H near one of its singularities is H ~ I/r, 
where r is the radial coordinate of JE3. Defining a new 
radial coordinate p by r = p3, we find that the asymp
totie form of the metric near p = 0 is 

I 4dsfll) ~ p2d~· d~ + pdS\JE ) +9dp2 + p2dn2 

(18) 

where dn2 is the metric of the unit 2-sphere. 'SpatiaI' 
sections of this metrie, i.e. those with d~ = 0, are 
topologically JE4 x S2 X IR+, where p is the coordinate 
of IR+. Such sections are singular at p = 0 although it 
is notabie that the volume element of JE4 x S2 remains 
finite as p --+ O. 

We have concentrated in this paper on solutions 
representing intersecting p-branes in D = 11, i.e. M
branes, but the main idea is of course applicab1e to 
supergravity theories in lower dimensions. In fact, the 
intersecting M-brane solutions in D = 11 can be used 
to deduce solutions of D = 10 HA supergravity with a 
similar, or identical, interpretation by means of either 
direct or double dimensional reduction. Direct reduc
tion yields solutions of D = 10 HA supergravity with 
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exactly the same interpretation as in D =11, i.e. two 
(for n = 2) or three (for n = 3) membranes intersect
ing at a point, in the electric case, and, in the mag
netic case, two 5-branes intersecting at a 3-brane (for 
n = 2) or three 5-branes intersecting at a string (for 
n = 3). On the other hand, double dimensional reduc
tion of the electric D =11 n > 1 solutions, i.e. wrap
ping one membrane around the Si, gives solutions of 
D = JO N = 2A supergravity theory representing ei
ther a string and a membrane intersecting at a point 
(for n = 2) or a string and two membranes intersect
ing at a point (for n = 3). In the magnetic case, the 
wrapping can be done in two different ways. One way, 
which is equivalent to double-dimensional reduction, 
is to wrap along one of the relative transverse direc
tions, in which case the D =10 solutions represent ei
ther a 5-brane and a 4-brane intersecting at a 3-brane 
(for n = 2) or two 5-branes and a 4-brane intersecting 
at a string (for n = 3). Tbe other way, which might 
reasonably be called 'triple dimensionaJ' reduction, is 
to wrap along one of the directions in the common 
q-brane intersection, in which case one gets D = 10 
solutions representing either two 4-branes intersecting 
at a membrane (for n = 2) or three 4-branes inter
secting at a point (for n = 3). We expect that some 
of these UA D = JO solutions will have a superstring 
description via Dirichlet-branes. 

Finally, we point out that the solutions (I) and (5) 
can both bc generalized to the case in which ds2(JE2n) 

is replaced by any Ricci-ftat Kähler manifold M n of 
complex dimension n. Examples of compact mani
folds Mn for n = 1,2,3 are MI = T2 M 2, = 3 K3, M 
a Calabi-Yau space. Tbe new solutions of D =11 su
pergravity obtained in this way generalize the corre
sponding KK vacuum solution of D = 11 supergrav
ity to one representing an M-brane, or intersecting M
branes, wrapped around cycles in the the compactify
ing space. In any case, it is c1ear that the results of this 
paper are far from complete. It seems possible that a 
recent classification [25] ofp-brane solutionsof max
imal supergravities in dimensions D < 11 might form 
a basis of a systematic M-theory interpretation, along 
the lines presented here, of all p-brane like solutions 
of D = 11 supergravity. 
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Abstract 

We present solutions describing supersymmetrie configurations of 2 or 3 orthogonally inter
secting 2-branes and 5-branes of D =11 supergravity. The configurations which preserve 1/4 or 
1/8 of maximal supersymmetry are 2.12. 5.15. 2.15. 2.12.12. 5.15.15. 2.12.15 and 2.15.15 
(2.12 stands for orthogonal intersection of two 2-branes over a point. etc.: p-branes of the same 
type interseet over (p-2) -branes ). There exists a simple rule which govems the construction of 
composite supersymmetrie p-brane solutions in D =10 and II wtth a separate harmonie function 
assigned to each constituent 1/2-supersymmetric p-brane. The resulting picture of intersecting 
p-brane solutions complements their D-brane interpretation in D =10 and seems to support pos
sible existence of a D = II analogue of D-brane description. The D = II solution describing 
intersecting 2-brane and 5-brane reduces in D =10 to a type 11 string solution corresponding to a 
fundamental string Iying within a solitonic 5-brane (which funher reduces to an extremal D = 5 
black hole). We also discuss a particular D = II embedding of the extremal D = 4 dyonic black 
hole solution with finite area of horizon. 

PACS: 04.50.+h: 04.20.Jb: 04.70.Bw: 11.25.Mj 

1. Introdudion 

In view of recent suggestions that D =11 supergravity may he a low-energy effective 
field theory of a fundamental 'M-theory' which generalises known string theories (see. 
e.g., [I]) it is important to gain better understanding of its classical p-brane solutions. 
It seems Iikely that supersymmetric BPS saturated p-brane solutions of low-dimensional 
theories can he understood as 'reductions' of basic D = 11 'M-branes' - 2-brane 
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[2 J and 5-brane [3 J and their combinations [4]. The important questions are which 
combinations of M-branes do actually appear as stabIe supersymmetric solutions, how 
to construct them and how they are related to similar D =10 p-brane configurations. 

Here we shall followand extend further the suggestion [4] that stabJe supersymmetric 
D = II p-brane configurations should have an interpretation in terms of orthogonal 
intersections of certain numbers of 2-branes and/ or 5-branes. A possibility of existence 
of similar supersymmetric configurations was pointed out earlier (on the basis of charge 
conservation and supersymmetry considerations) in [5,6]. Discussions of related systems 
of D-branes in D =10 string theories appeared in [7-9]. 

It should be noted that 'intersecting p-brane' solutions in [4] and below are isometric 
in all directions intemal to all constituent p-branes (the background fields depend only on 
the remaining common transverse directions). They are different from possible virtual 
configurations where, e.g., a (p-2)-brane ends (in transverse space radial direction) 
on a p-brane [5] (such configurations may contribute to path integral but may not 
correspond to stabie classical solutions). A configuration of, e.g., a p-brane and a p/
brane intersecting in (p + pi) -space may be also considered as a special anisotropic (cf. 
[ 10]) (p + pi) -brane. We expect (see also [4]) that there should exist more general 
solutions (with constituent p-branes effectively having different transverse spaces) which 
represent more complicated 'BPS bound states' of constituent p-branes and interpolate 
bet ween such intersecting solutions and solutions with higher rotational symmetry for 
each p-brane. 

The basic property of supersymmetric p-brane solutions of supergravity theories is 
that they are expressed in terms of harmonic functions of transverse spatial coordinates. 
This reflects the BPS saturated nature of these solutions and implies that there exist 
stabIe 'multicenter' configurations of multiple parallel p-branes of the same type. There 
mayalso exist stabie supersymmetric solutions corresponding to combinations (inter
sections and bound states) of p-branes of the same or different types. While the rules 
of combining p-branes (in a way preserving supersymmetry and charge conservation ) 
in D = 10 depend on a type (NS-NS or R-R) of the constituents [5], the following 
rules seem to be universal in D =11 (these rules are consistent with D =10 rules upon 
dimensional reduction): 2 

(i) p-branes of the same type can intersect only over a (p-2)-brane [4] (i.e. 2-branes 
can intersect over a Q-brane, 5-branes can intersect over a 3-brane, 3-branes can intersect 
over a string); 
(ii) 2-brane can orthogonally intersect 5-brane over a string [5,61; 
(iii) a configuration of n orthogonal1y intersecting M-branes preserves at least 1/2n of 
maximal supersymmetry.3 

Thus in addition to the basic (2- and 5-) M-branes preserving 1/2 of supersymmetry 
one should expect to find also the following composite configurations: 

2 Relaled condilions for supersymmctric combinations of D-branes in D = 10 are !hal !he number of mixed 
Dirichlet-Neumann directions should be a multiple of 4 and !hal a (p-2)-brane can lie wilhin a p-brane 18). 
~ In lhe ca.<;e of general solutions involving parallel families of p-branes " stands for a number of intersecting 

families. 
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(i) 21.2. 51.5.51.2 preserving 1/4 of supersymmetry. and 
(ij) 	21.21.2. 5..L2..L2. 5..L5..L2. 5..L5..L5 preserving 118 of supersymmetry. 

The allowed 1/16 supersymmetrie configurations with four intersecting M-branes 
(i.e. 2..L2l.2..L2. 2..L2..L2..LS. 5..L5..L5..L2) have transverse space dimension d < 3 and 
thus (being described in terms of harmonic functions of transverse coordinates) are 
not asymptotieally Hat in transverse directions. The exception is 5..LS..L2..L2 for which 
the transverse dimension is 3 as in the S..L21.2. S..LS1.2 and S1.S..LS cases. Like the 
'boosted' version of S..LS..LS solution the S..LS..L2..L2 background is 1I8-supersymmetric 
and upon eompactification to D ... 4 reduces to the dyonic D = 4 black hole [11,12] 
with four different charges and finite area of the horizon. This will be discussed in detail 
in (13). Note also that the regular 3-charge dyonic D = 5 black hole [14] is described 
by 21.2..L2 or by 'boosted' 21.S solution. 

In [4) the 'electrie' D =11 solutions of [3] with 1/4 and 1/8 of supersymmetry were 
interpreted as special 21.2 and 2..L2l.2 configurations and the corresponding 'magnetic' 
S1.S and S..LS..LS solutions were found. 

Below we shall generalise the solutions of [3.4] to the case when each intersecting 
p-brane is described bya separate harmonie function and will also present new solutions 
corresponding to case when intersecting M-branes are of different type, i.e. S1.2, S..L2..L2 
and S1.5..L2. The important 51.2 solution reduces in D = 10 to a configuration which 
can he interpreted as a fundamental string Iying within a solitonic (i.e. NS-NS) 5-brane 
(such D::I 10 solution was given in [14]).4 

The basic observation that clarifies the picture suggested in [4] and leads to various 
generalisations (both in D =11 and D =10) is that it is possible to assign an indepen
dent harmonie function to each intersecting p-brane (the solutions in [3.4] correspond 
to the 'degenerate' case when all harmonie functions are taken to be equal). For ex
ample. a generalisation of 2l.2 solution of [3,4] now parametrised by two independent 
harmonie functions describes. in particular. two orthogonally intersecting families of 
parallel 2-branes. 

Combining the above D =11 p-brane composition rules with the 'harmonie function 
rule' explained and illustrated on D =10 examples in Section 2 below, it is easy to write 
down explicitly ncw solutions representing orthogonally intersecting (parallel families 
00 2-branes and S-branes mentioned above. i.e. 5..L2. 51.2..L2. S..LS..L2 (Section 3). A 
special version of 21.5 solution superposed with a Kaluza-Klein monopole represents a 
partic:ular D :11 II embedding of the extreme dyonic D ::I 4 black hole (Section 4). 

4 In addition to lhe intersectinl 2.LS conliauration !here should exisl a supersymmetrie D =11 solution 
describinlll 2-brane Iyinl within a S~brane (sec (IS) and Section 3.2). It should lead upon dimensional 
reduction (alonl S-brane direction ortholonal to 2-brane) 10 a 2-brane within 4-brane confiauration of type 
UA theory (related by T-duality 10 11 R-R strinl within 3-brane in type IIB theory) which is allowed from 
lhe point of view of D-brane description (8). 

http:51.2..L2
http:S1.5..L2
http:S..LS..L2
http:5..LS..L2
http:5..L5..L5
http:2..L2..L2..LS
http:2..L2l.2..L2
http:5..L5..L2
http:5..L2..L2
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2. Hannonic function mie and D =10 intersectinl p-brane solutions 

Tbe metrie and 4-form field strengtb of tbe basie extremal supersymmetrie p =2 
[2] and p = 5 [3] p-brane solutions of D = II supergravity can be represented in tbe 
following form: 

dsrl =H~p+I)/9(x) [H;I(X)( -dt2 + dydyp) + dxdxlO_p] , (2.1 ) 

F 4(2) =-3dt /\ d(Hï 
l
J) , F4(5) =3 *dHs, a 2Hp =0, (2.2) 

where dy dyp == dYf +... +dy~, dx dXn == dXI +... +dx~ (ya are intemal eoordinates of 
p-brane and Xi are transverse eoordinates). J =dYI /\ dY2 is the volume form on R2 and 
* defines the dual form in R~. Hp is a harmonie funetion on R~o-p which may depend 
onlyon part of x-coordinates (this may be viewed as a result of laldng a periodic array 
of generic I-center solutions; for simplicity, we shall slilI refer to such solution as a 
p-brane even though it will be 'delocalised' in some x-directions). 

Tbe structure of F4 in (2.2) is such tbat the contribution of the CS interaction term 
to the F4-equation of motion vanishes (i.e. F4/\ F4 =0). This will also be the property 
of all intersecting solutions discussed bel ow. 

Tbe structure of the metric (2.1) can be described as follows. If one separates the 
overall conformal factor which multiplies the transverse x-part then each of the squares 
of differentials of the eoordinates belonging to a given p-brane is multiplied by the 
inverse power of the corresponding harmonie funetion. We suggest tbat this as a general 
rule ('harmonie funetion rule') which applies to any supersymmetric combination of 
orthogonally intersecting p-branes: if tbe coordinate y belongs to several constituent 
p-branes (Pi, ... , Pn) then its contribution to the metric written in the conformal frame 
where the transverse part dx dx is 'free' is multiplied by the product of the inverse 
powers of harmonic functions corresponding to each of the p-branes it belongs to, 
i.e. H;' I ...H;;.I di. Tbe harmonic function factors thus play the role of 'labels' of 
constituent p-branes making the interpretation of the metric straightforward. 

It can be checked explicitly that the specific backgrounds discussed below which 
can be constructed using this rule indeed solve the D =II supergravity equations of 
motion. While we did not attempt to give a general derivation of this rule directly 
from D = II field equations, it should be a consequence of the fact that intersecting 
configurations are required to be supersymmetrie (i.e. it should follow from first-order 
equations implied by the existence of a Killing spinor). Since one should be able to 
superpose BPS states they must be parametrised (Iike their basic constituent p-branes) 
by harmonic functions. Taking the centers of each of the harmonic function at different 
points one can interpolate between the cases of far separated and coinciding p-branes, 
confirming the consisteney of the 'harmonic function rule'. 

Tbis rule is also consistent (upon dimensional reduction) with analogous one which 
operates in D =10 where it can be justified by conformal u-model considerations (for 
specific NS-NS configurations) [12,14] or by T-duality [16] considerations (for R-R 
configurations ). 
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2.J. 2.L2 D =II solution 

For example, the metric of two D =II 2-branes intersecting over a point constructed 
according to the above rule wiU be 

2 1/3 H I/3 [H-I -I 2dS Il =H2(1)(x) 2(2)(x) - 2(1)(x)H2{2)(x) dt 

+HiCL(x)dydyj') + HiC~)(x)dydYi2l + dxdx6]' (2.3 ) 

Here yi'), yi I) and yi2l ,yj2l are internal coordinates of the two 2-branes. The time part 
'belongs' to both 2-branes and thus is multiplied by the product of the inverse powers 
of both harmonic functions. The corresponding field strength is 

.r4(2J.2l =-3 dt /I. d( Hü \ /1 + HÜ~/2) . (2.4 ) 

The fact that the two harmonic functions can be centered at di fferent (e.g. far separated) 
points together with supersymmetry and exchange symmetry with respect to the two 2
branes uniquely determines the form of the background, which indeed solves Ihe D = II 
supergravity equations. 

Setting H2(2l = I one gets back to the special 2-brane solution (2.1), (2.2) where 
H2 = H2( I) does not depend on two of the eight x-coordinates (called y(2l in (2.3». 
Another special case H2( I) =H2(2l corresponds to the '4-brane' solution of [3] inter
preted in [4] as representing two intersecting 2-branes. 

2.2. Examples of intersecting p-brane solutions of D =10 type 1I theories 

Before proceeding with the discussion of other composite D = 11 solutions let us 
demonstrate how the 'harmonic function rule' applies 10 various p-brane solutions of 
D =10 type 11 superstring theories. 

The basic D =10 fundamental string solution [17] which has the following metric 
(we shall always use the string-frame form of the D =10 metric): 

dsio =Hï ' (x) (-dt2 + dy2) + dxdxg. (2.5) 

The metric of the solution describing a fundamental string Iying within the solitonic 
5-brane [18,19] is given by [14] 

ds~o= Hï'(x)( -dt2 + dyr) + dyi + .... + dy~ + Hs(x)dxdx4 

= Hs(x) [Hï'(x)H;'(X)( -dr +dYf) 

+H;' (x)(dyi + .... + dy~) + dxdx4]. (2.6) 

Other NS-NS background fields have obvious 'direct sum' structure, i.e. the dilaton is 
given by e2'; =Hï ' Hs and the antisymmetric 2-tensor has both 'electric' (fundamental 
string) and 'magnetic' (5-brane) components, B')'I =Hï , Hmnk = -Emn/cla/Hs· The' 
factorised harmonic function structure of this background has a natura! explanation from 
the point of view of the associated conformal u-model [14]. The solutions (2.5), (2.6) 
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(as weil as all solutions below which have a null hypersurface-orthogonal isometry) 
admit a straightforward 'momenturn along string' generalisation -dt2 + dYf ~ -dt2 + 
dYf + K{x)(dt - dYI)2 where K is an independent harmonic function (cf. [20]). 

Applying SL(2, Z) duality transformation of type IIB supergravity (which inverts the 
dilaton and does not change the Einstein-frame metric, i.e. modifies tbe string frame 
metric only by tbe conformal factor e-~) one leams that the metric describing an R-R 
string Iying within an R-R 5-brane has tbe same structure as (2.6), i.e. tbe structure 
consistent with the harmonic function rule (with tbe factor multiplying the square bracket 
now being H: /2H~/2). T-duality in the two 5-brane directions orthogonal to the string 
gives type lID solution describing two 3-branes orthogonally intersecting over a string. 
lts metric has tbe form consistent witb the 'harmonic function rule' 

2 1/2 1/2 [ - 1 - 1 2 2ds lO =H3(I)H3(2) H3(1)H3(2){-dt +dYI) 

- 1 d d (I) H- I d d (2) d d ]+ H3(1) Y Y2 + 3(2) Y ~ + X X4 , (2.7) 

where YI is the coordinate common to the two 3-branes. S The corresponding self-dual 
5-tensor is 

'L H- I (I) d (I) H- I d (2) d (2)
J5(31.3l=dt"(d 3(1) "dYI "dY2 " Y3 +d 3m"dYt" Y2 " Y3 ) 

m d(2) dH d(l) d(lldH d (2.8)+ * 3e I)" Y2 " Y3 + * 3(2)" Y2 " Y3 . 

More general 118 supersymmetrie solutions describing the configurations 31.31.3 and 
31.31.31.3 wilJ be discussed in [13]. 

While charge conservation prohibits the configuration witb a fundamental string or
thogonally intersecting soli tonic 5-brane (and, by SL( 2, Z) duality, R-R string inter
secting R-R 5-brane), the lype IIB configuralion of a fundamental string intersecting a 
R-R 5-brane (and its dual - R-R string intersecting a solitonic 5-brane) is allowed [5]. 
The corresponding solution is straightforward to write down. lts metric is given by (cf. 
(2.6); see also the discussion below) 

dsio= H;/2(x) [ - Hï l (X)H;I {x)dt2 + Hïldyf 

+H;I (x) (dy~ + .... + dyl) + dx dX3] . (2.9) 

Here YI is lhe coordinate of the string intersecting 5-brane (y2, ... , Y6) over a point. 6 

In general, metrics of 1/2-supersymmetric p-branes of type n theories which carry 
R-R charges have the following form [21]: 

2 1/2[H- 1 dlds lO =Hp p (- t +dydyp) +dxdx9_p] , (2.10) 

S Adding a boost along the common string one tinds upon reduetion 10 0 = 5 an extremal blaek hole with 3 
charges and x = 0 as a regular horizon 1141. 

6 For a multieenler choiee of 5·brane harmonie funetion Hs this roetric deseribes a fundamentaI string 
interseeting several parallel 5-branes. 
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with the dilaton given by e2~ =H~3-Jl)/2. It is straightforward to apply the 'harmonie 
function rule' and the supersymmetry and R-R charge conservation rules [5] to construct 
explicitly the solutions which describe multiple and intersecting R-R soliton configu
rations which are counterparts of the D-brane configurations discussed in [7,8]. The 
resulting procedure of constructing 'composite' supersymmetric backgrounds from 'ba
sic' ones is in direct correspondence with a picture of 'free' parallel or intersecting 
D-brane hypersurfaces in flat space [22]. 

For example, the solution of type lID theory representing a R-R string orthogonally in
tersecting 3-brane (T-duaI to a O-brane within a 4-brane in type UA theory) is described 
by 

H- 1 ddslO=H2 11!2HI/2 [- 3 + H-1dYI+ 3 (Y2+2 2 d3 H-1H-1dI t2 I 2 dY3+ dY4)+dx2 xs)· 

(2.11 ) 

By SL(2, Z) duality the same (up to a conforrnaI factor) metric represents a funda
mentaI string intersecting a 3-brane. 

An example of intersecting solution in type HA theory is provided by a fundamental 
string orthogonally intersecting a 4-brane at a point (cf. (2.6), (2.11» 

dSTo =H!/2[ - Hï lH"4ldt2 + Hï1dYf + H"4I(dy~ + dyi + dyl + dy~) + dxdx4] . 

(2.12) 

The required dilaton and antisymmetric tensors are given by direct sums of constituent 
fields. This background wiII be reproduced in Section 3.2 by dimensional reduction of 
orthogonaIly intersecting 2-brane and 5-brane solution of D = 11 supergravity. 

Metrics describing configurations of different parallel type n p-branes Iying within 
each other (with at least one of them being of R-R type) do not obey the 'harmonie 
function rule'. For example, the metric of the 'fundamentaI string - R-R string' bound 
state solution of type llB theory (obtained by applying SL( 2,1.) transformation to the 
fundamentaI string background (2.10), see Schwarz in [I}) has the following structure: 

2 - 1/2 -I .2 2 d] (2.13 ) dslO=H1 [Hl (-dr+dYI)+dx xs, 

where Hl and Hl are I-center harmonie functions with charges q and q=qd2/ (c2 +d2 ) . 

The fundamentaI string limit corresponds to Hl = 1 while the pure R-R string is 
recovered when fI l =Hl. Other solutions related by Tand SL(2,Z) duaIities (e.g. R-R 
string Iying within 3-brane) have similar structure. 

Let us note aIso that there exist a class of p-brane solutions [23-25] of the equations 
following from the action 

S = JdDx v'i [R - t(at/l)2 - 2{ D_~ _D)!e-
a·FÄ_2_P] , 

with the metric being 

dSb=H;[H;N(-dr2 + dydyp} +dxdxD_I_p] , 
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4 4(p + I) D-3-p
N=-, ~ == a2 + 2(p + I} D _ 2 . (2.14 ) a=(D_2)~'~ 

The power N is integer for supersymmetrie p-branes with the amount of residual su
persymmetry being at least 1/2N of maximal (for N =4 and D =4 + P the remaining 
fraction of supersymmetry is 1/8). Lower dimensional (D < 10) solutions which have 
N > 1 can be re-interpreted as special Iimits of (reductions of) combinations of 112
supersymmetric 'basic' (N =1) p-brane solutions in D =10, 11. The higher than first 
power of the H;' factor in the square bracket in (2.14) is a result of identifying the 
harmonic functions corresponding to basic constituent p-branes [26]. 

An example of a solution with N =2 is the self-dual string in D =6 [23]. It indeed 
can be reproduced as a special limit of the solitonic 5-brane plus fundamentaI string 
solution (2.6) with the four 'extra' 5-brane directions wrapped around a4-torus (Ieading 
to the solution equivalent to the dyonic string of [27]) and the harmonic functions H, 
and Hs set equal to each other. 

3. IntersectiDg 2-branes and S-branes in D =11 

3.J. 2.12..1.2 anti 5..1.5..1.5 configurations 

To write down the explicit form of intersecting 2- and 5-brane solutions in D =II it 
is useful first to simplify the notation: we shall use T (F) to denote the inverse power of 
harmonic function corresponding to a two-brane (five-brane), i.e. T== H;', F == H;'. 
The lower index on T or F will indicate a number of a p-brane. 

The solution which describes three 2-branes intersecting over a point is given by the 
straightforward generalisation of (2.3), (2.4): 

dst, =(T,T2T3)-'/3[ -T,T2T3dr2 

+T, dy dy~') + T2 dy dy~2) + T3 dy dyi 31 + dx dX4] , (3.1 ) 

.r4(2J..2J..2) =-3 dl" d(T,i, + T2h + T3h} . (3.2) 

The three 2-branes are parametrised by 3 sets of coordinates y~ ij ,yyl and ij are the 
volume forms on the corresponding 2-planes. Also, a2r;-' = 0, i.e. r;-' = I + Q;/lxl2 

in the simplest I-center case. The special case of T, =T2 =T3 gives the '6-brane' 
solution of [3] correctly interpreted in [4] as representing three 2-branes orthogonally 
intersecting at one point. Other obvious special choices, e.g. T3 =I, lead to a particular 
case of 2..1.2 solution (2.3), (2.4) with the harmonic functions not depending on two 
of the transverse coordinates. 

This solution is regular at x =0 and upon dimensional reduction to D =5 along Yn
directions it becomes the 3-charge D =5 Reissner-Nordström type black hole (discussed 
in the special case of equal charges in [28]) which is U-dual to NS-NS dyonic black 
hole constructed in [14). 

Similar generalisation of the 5..1.5..1.5 solution in [4] corresponding to the three 5
branes intersecting pairwise over 3-branes which in turn intersect over a string can be 

http:r4(2J..2J
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found by applying the 'hannonic function rule' 

dsr 1 =(F1F2FJ) -2(3 [FI F2FJ ( _d12 + dyJ) 

+F2FJdydy~l) + F1F3dydyi 2) + F1F2dydy?) +dxdx3]. (3.3) 

.r4(S.U.l..5) = 3 (*dF1-
1 /\ 11 + *dF2-

1 /\ h + *dF3-
1 /\ iJ) . (3.4) 

The coordinate Yo is common to all three 5-branes. y} I) • yi I) are common to the second 
and third 5-branes. etc. Fi depend on three x-coordinates. The duality * is always 
defined with respect to the transverse x-subspace (R~ in (3.3). (3.4». The special case 
of FI =F2 =F3 gives the solution found in [4]. If F2 =F) =1 the above background 
reduces to the single 5-brane solution (2.1), (2.2) with the hannonic function Hs = F,-I 
being independent of the two of transverse coordinates (here denoted as y} 1 ) • yi I) ). The 
case of F3 =1 describes two 5-branes orthogonally intersecting over a 3-brane, 

ds~ 1 =(FI F2) -2/3 [F, F2 ( _d12 + dydy)) + FI dydy~ I) + F2dydy?) + dxdxJ J • 

(3.5) 
1.r4(S.l.S) =3(*dF1- /\ 11 + *dF2-'/\ h), (3.6) 

which again reduces to the corresponding solution of [4] when FI =F2. 
The 51.51.5 configuration (3.3) has also the following generalisation obtained by 

adding a 'boost' along the common string: 

dstl = 2(F\ F2F3)-2/3 [FIF2F3(dudV + Kdu ) 

l+F2F3 dydyi ) + 2F,F3 dydyi ) + 3F, F2 dydyi ) + dxdxJ] . (3.7) 

Here u, v =Yo ~ I and K is a generic hannonie funetion of the three coordinates XS' A 
non-trivial K =Q/lxl describes a momentum flow afong the string (Yo) direction. Upon 
compactification to D =4 along isometrie Yn-directions this background reduces [13] 
to extremal dyonie black hole with regular horizon which has the same metrie as the 
solution of [11]. Thus the 'boosted' 51.51.5 solution gives an embedding of the 118 
supersymmetrie dy onic black hole in D =11 whieh is different from the one discussed 
in Section 4 below (see [13] for details). 

3.2. 2-brane intersecting 5-brane 

Let us now eonsider other possible supersymmetric intersecting eonfigurations not 
diseussed in [4]. The most important one is a 2-brane orthogonally intersecting a 5
brane over a string (a possibility of such a eonfiguration was pointed out in [5,6]). The 
corresponding background is easily constructed using the hannonie funetion rule 

dstl =F-2/3T- 1/3 [fT( -dt2 + dy;) + F(dyi + ... + dy;) + T dyl + dxdx4] , 

(3.8) 

.r4(S.l.2) =-3 dt /\ dT /\ dYI /\ dY6 + 3 *dF- 1 /\ dY6, (3.9) 
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where YI , ... , Ys belong to 5-brane and YI ,Y6 to 2-brane. This solution can be generalised 
further: 

dS~1 =F-2/3T- I
/
3[Ff(dudv + K du2) + F(dyi + ... + dy~) + T dy~ + dxdx4] , 

(3.10) 

where as in (3.7) u, v =YI =f t and K, like T- I and F- I , is a generic hannonic function 
of Xn . In the simplest l-center case having a non-trivial K corresponds to adding a 
momentum flow along the string (YI) direction. 

Dimensional reduction of this solution to D =10 along XII == Y6 (the direction of 
2-brane orthogonal to 5-brane) leads to the NS-NS type n background corresponding 
to a fundamental string Iying within a soli tonic 5-brane. Using the relation between the 
D =II and (string frame) D =lOmetrics, 

dsil =e4~/3 (dxîl + e-2~dsio) , (3.11 ) 

we indeed find the expected D = 10 background with the dilaton e2~ =F-IT, the 
metric given by (2.6) (with Hl =T- I , Hs =F-I) and the antisymmetric 2-tensor field 
strength determined by the 3-tensor field strength (3.9). 

Dimensional reduction along the string YI direction leads instead to the D = 10 
solution corresponding to a fundamental string (along Y2) orthogonally intersecting a 
4-brane (cf. (2.11». Here the dilaton is e2~ =HïIH;I/2, Hl =T- I , H 4 =F- I and 
thus the resulting D =JO metric has indeed the form (2.12) obtained by applying the 
hannonic function rule to combine the fundamental string (2.5) and R-R 4-brane (2.10) 
of type nA theory. Another possibility is to compactify along one of the transverse 
directions, e.g., X4 (assuming that hannonic functions are independent of it or forming 
a periodie array) in which case we find the type IIA solution describing a R-R 2-brane 
orthogonally intersecting solitonic 5-brane. 

Compactification of all 6 isometrie y-coordinates on a 6-torus leads to the extremal 
D = 5 black hole solution parametrised by 3 independent charges [14]. Thus the 
'boosted' 21.5 solution and 21.21.2 solution discussed above represent two different 
D =11 'lifts' of the regular extremal 3-charge D =5 black hole. 

These black holes have a finite entropy 7 which is not surprising since (3.10) has 
a finite entropy directly as a D =11 black brane background (assuming that intemal 

2 F- 1directions of 2- and 5-branes are compactified). Setting T- 1 = 1 + ijI r , = 
2I + PI r , K =QI r 2 (r2 =XnrXnr ). one finds that r =0 is a regular horizon (all radii 

are regular at r -t 0) with the area A9 = 2",.2 L6 .JQQP (L is an equal period of 
y-coordinates). The corresponding thermodynamic entropy can then be understood as 
a statistical entropy (related to existence of degenerate 51.2 BPS configurations with 
the same values of the charges) by counting relevant BPS states directly in D = 11 as 
suggested in [30]. 

7 This makes possible 10 reproduce their entropy by counting the corresponding BPS states using D-brane 
description of the corresponding dual backgrounds with R-R charges 128.291 or using direct confonnal field 
theory considerations 1 141. 
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Tbe 21.5 metric (3.8) may be compared to the metric obtained by lifting to D =II 
the D =8 dyonic membrane solutions [ 15) , 

1/3 Idsrl = T- t- /3[T( -dlz + dyr + dyi) + t(dyi + dy~ + dy;) + dxdxs] , 

( 3.12) 

where T- I =1 + q/lxl 3, and t-I =1+ 'i/lxI 3, 'i =qcosZ~ (~ is a free parameter). 
Since (3.12) reduces to the 2-brane metric if t = 1 and to the 5-brane metric if t = T 
(and thus is similar to the metric (2.13) of a bound state of a NS-NS and R-R strings 
in type IIB theory) this background can presumably be interpreted as corresponding to 
a 2-brane Iying within a 5-brane [15,4]. 

3.3. 2.121.5 anti 5.151.2 configuralions 

Two other tl8 supersymmetric configurations of three orthogonally intersecting M
branes are 21.2.15 and 5.15.12. Tbe first one represents two 2-branes each intersecting 
5-brane over a string with the two strings intersecting over a point (so that 2-branes 
intersect only over a point). Tbe second one corresponds to a 2-brane intersecting each 
of tbe two 5-branes over a string with the 5-branes intersecting over a 3-brane (with the 
strings orthogonally intersecting 3-brane over a point). 

In the first case we find 

= 3 z 3 2 dsrl (TITz) -1/ F- I [ - TITzF dl + TI F dy; + TI dyi + T2F dyi + Tl dy~ 

+F(dy;+dyl+dy?) +dxdX3] , (3.13 ) 

.F4(2.L2.LS) =-3dl/\ d(TI dYI /\ dY2 + T2 dY3 /\ dY4) + 13 .. dF- /\ dY2/\ dY4, 

(3.14) 

where YI, Y3, Ys, Y6,)'7 are 5-brane coordinates and YI, Y:z and Y3, Y4 are coordinates of 

2-branes. 8 In the second case 

dsrl =T-1/3( FIF2) -2/3 [ - FI FlT dlZ + FIT dyr + FlT dYf 

+FI F2(dyi + dy~ + dy;) + FI dyl + Fl dy? + dxdX3] , ( 3.15) 

.F4 (SJ.3.LZ) =-3dt /\ d(T dYI /\ dYl) 

1 +3( ..dFI- /\ dYl /\ d)'7 + *dFz-1 /\ dYI /\ dY6) . (3.16 ) 

8 NOle that Ihis configuration is unique since (according 10 the rule that p-branes can interseCt only over 
(p-2) -branes) the 2-branes cannot intersect over a sbing. For example. if one would try 10 modify (3.13) by 
combining dyf wim dr then .VI would belong also 10 the second 2-brane. 
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Here YI •Y2 belong to the 2-brane and YI •Y3. Y4. Ys. Y6 and Y2. Y3 •Y4. Ys. Y7 are coordinates 
of the two 5-branes intersecting over Y3. Y4. Ys. 9 

The backgrounds (3.13). (3.14) and (3.15). (3.16) have 'duaI' structure. In the 
special case when T2 =1 in (3.13), (3.14) and F2 =1 in (3.15). (3.16) they become 
equivalent to tbe 2.L5 solution (3.8). (3.9) with the harmonie functions independent of 
one of the 4 transverse coordinates (Y4 in (3.13) and Y7 in (3.15». Various possible 
dimensional reductions to D = 10 lead to expected p-brane intersection configurations 
of type UA theol)'. For exst1lple. the reduction of 2.L2.L5 (3.13) along the orthogonal 
direction Y2 of the fiTSt 2-brane leads to the configuration of a solitonic 5-brane with 
a fundamental string Iying within it onhogonally intersected by 2-brane. Dimensional 
reduction along the direction YI common to the fiTSt 2-brane and 5-brane leads to the 
4-brane onhogonally intersected by fundamental string and 2-brane. while the reduction 
along other 5-brane directions (ys. Y6. Y7) gives 2.L2.L4 type UA configuration. etc. 

4. D =11 solution corresponding to D =4 extremal dyonk blaek hole 

The extreme dyonic D =4 black hole string solutions with non-zero entropy [31.11] 
are described by the following NS-NS type U D = 10 background (compactified on 
6-torus) [12] 

dsto =Hï l (x) [dudv + K(x) du2] + dydY4 

+Hs(x) V-I (x)[dY2 + as(x) dxS
] 2 + Hs(x) V(x) dx dX3 • (4.1 ) 

e2~ =HïlHs. B =Hïldt!l. dYI - bsdxs!I. dY2. db = - * dHs. da = - *dV. 

(4.2) 

where u.v =YI =F tand HI.Hs.K. Vare harmonie functions of Xs (s =1.2.3). This 
background can be interpreted as representing a fundamental string (with an extra 
momentum along it. cf. (2.6» Iying within a soli tonic 5-bnme with all harmonie 
functions being independent of one of the four transverse directions (Y2) along which a 
Kaluza-K1ein monopole [32] is introduced. Since the corresponding u-model is invariant 
under T-duality. one cannot get rid of the off-diagonal KI{ monopole term in the metric 
by dualizing in Y2 direction. However. interpreting this background as a solution of type 
UB theory one can apply the SL(2. Z) duality to transform it first into a configuration 
of a R-R string Iying on a R-R 5-brane 'distoned' by the Kaluza-Klein monopole. The 
metric one finds is then given by (4.1) rescaled by e-~. i.e. 

dSrOIlB =	(HIHs) 1/2 [Hï lHSl (du dl) + K du2 ) + HSl dydY4 

+V- I(dY2 + a., dxs)2 + V dx dX3] . ( 4.3) 

9 Another possibility could be to consider 2-brane inter.lecting each of the !Wo 5-branes over the same string. 
i.e. d.~ =T-I/~( FI F2 )-2/~ [FI F2T( _d,2 + d"Z) + Td,,2 + FI F2(dy.2 +d,,2) + FI (dy2 + d,·2) + F2 (d,,2 + I1 . I ·2 ·1·4 ·5·6 ·7 

d.'·i) + dx dX2]. In this case. however. the transyer.le space is only 2-dimensional and thus the hannonic 

funclions do nOl decay at infinity. 

http:transyer.le
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Since B",," in (4.2) is transformed into an R-R field one can now use T-duality along 
V2 to exchange the off-diagonal term in the metric for an extra NS-NS B~II field. The 
resulting type HA background has the metric 

dSTolIA = (HIHs) 1/2y [H~IH;I y-I (du dv + K du2 ) + H;I y-I dydY4 

+H;IH~ldy! + dXdx3] , (4.4) 

and the dilaton e2t/J' = H:/2 H;3/2 y . As in other examples discussed above we can 
interpret this metric as describing a solitonic 5-brane (with the corresponding harmonie 
function now being Y) which is lying within a R-R 6-brane (with the harmonie function 
H5 and an extra dimension Y2), both being orthogonally intersected (over a string along 
YI) by an R-R 2-brane (with coordinates YI, Y2 and harmonie function Hl). Equivalent 
interpretation of this D =4 dyonic black hole background was suggested in [33] where 
it was used to argue that statistical entropy found by D-brane counting of degenerate 
BPS states reproduces the finite thermodynamic entropy of the black hole. 

Anticipating a possibility to compute the entropy by counting BPS states directly in 
D =11 theory [30] it is of interest to lift the above type HA D =10 background to 
D =11. Both forms of the D =10 type UA solution (4.1) and (4.4) lead to equivalent 
non-diagonal D =II metric. 10 From (4.1), (4.2) we find 

dSI I =H:j3H;j3Y[H~IH;ly-l(dudv+ Kdu2) + H;ly- ldydY4 

+H~ly-ldxII + y-2(dn +as dxs )2 +dxdx3]. (4.5) 

The corresponding 3-tensor field strength F4 is 

F4 =3 dB 1\ dXIl =-3 dt 1\ dH~1 1\ dYI 1\ dXII + 3 * dHs 1\ dn 1\ dX11 . (4.6) 

Starting with (4.4) one obtains equivalent metric with Y +-+ Hs, XII -+ Y2, Y2 -+ XII· 

The metric (4.5) can be interpreted as describing intersecting 2-brane and 5-brane (cf. 
(3.8) for Y = I, F = H;I, T =H-;-I, Xli =Y6, n =X4) superposed with a KK 
monopole along Y2 (for Hl =Hs =I, K = I the metric becomes that of KK monopole 
times a 6-torus or type HA 6-brane lifted to D =11, see second reference in [I]). 

The special cases of the background (4.1) when one or more harmonic functions are 
trivial are related to a =1/../3,../3, I extremal D =4 black holes. Tbe 'irreducible' case 
when all 4 harmonie functions are non-trivial and equal (Hl =Hs =K =Y) corresponds 
(for the l-center choiee of Y) to the a =0, D =4 (Reissner-Nordström) black hole. 
The associated D =11 metric (4.5) takes the form 

dSI I =y-I (x) dudv + du2 + dydY4 + dxrl + (dY2 + as dxs )2 + y2(x) dxdx3. 

(4.7) 

10 Though tbc D = 10 metric (4.4) is diagonaI. the R-R vector field supporting the 6-brane gives a non
vanishing GIII' component of tbe D = 11 metric. 
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We concIude (confirming the expectation in [4]) that there exists an embedding of 
a =0 RN black hole into D =II theory which has a non-trivial KK monopole type 
metric. This seems to represent an obstacle on the way of applying the D =II approach 
in order to give a statistical derivation of the D =4 black hole entropy: one is to 
understand the effect of the presence of the KK monopole on counting of BPS states of 
systems of M-branes. 11 

The embedding of extreme 1/8 supersymmetric dyonic black holes into D =II theory 
discussed above is not, however, the only possible one. There exist two different 1/8 
supersymmetric D = II solutions, namely, 5.15.15 with a 'boost' along the common 
string (Section 3.1) and 2.12.15.15, for which the D =11 metric does not have KK 
monopole part but still reduces to an equivalent D =4 dyonic black hole metric with 
regular horizon and finite entropy [13]. These M-brane configurations are Iikely to be a 
proper staning point for a statistical understanding of D =4 black hole entropy directly 
from M-theory point of view. 

S. Conduding remarks 

As was discuSsed above, there are simple rules of constructing supersymmetric com
posite M-brane solutions from the basic building blocks - D =11 2-brane and 5-brane. 
This may be considered as an indication that there may exist a D = 11 analogue of 
D-brane description of R-R solitons in type II D = 10 string theories which applies 
directly to supersymmetric BPS configurations of D =11 supergravity (in agreement 
with related suggestions in [5,6,35,36,30,37]). 

We have also presented some explicit solutions corresponding to intersecting p-brane 
configurations of D = 10 type II theories. The resulting gravitational backgrounds 
complement the picture implied by D-brane approach. An advantage of viewing type 
IIA D =10 configurations from D =II perspective is that this makes possible to treat 
various combinations of NS-NS and R-R p-branes on an equal footing, and in this sense 
goes beyond the D-brane description. 
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Abstract 

We present a class of black p-brane solutions of M-theory which were hitherto known only in the extremal supersymmetric 
limit. and calculate their macroscopie entropy and temperature. 

1. Introduction 

There is now a consensus that tbe best candidate 
for a unified theory underlying all physical phenom
ena is no langer ten-dimensional string theory but 
rather eleven-dimensional M-theory. The precise for
mulation of M-theory is unciear but membranes and 
fivebranes enter in a crucial way. owing to the pres
ence of a 4-form field strength F4 in the correspond
ing eleven-dimensional supergravity theory [I]. The 
membrane is characterized by atension T3 and an 
"electric" charge Q3 = IS1 *F4. For T3 > Q3. the 
membrane is "black" [2], exhibiting an outer event 
horizon at r = r+ and an inner horizon at r = r_, 
where r = Jymym and where ym. m = 1.2..... 8, are 
the coordinates transverse to the membrane. In the 
extremal tension=charge limit, the two horizons co
incide. and one recovers the fundamental superme
mbrane solution which preserves half of the space
lime supersymmetries [3]. This supermembrane ad
mits a covariant Green-Schwarz action [4]. Similar 
remarks apply to the fivebrane which is characterized 

I Research suppotted in part by NSF Grant PHY-9411543. 
2 Research suppotted in part by DOE Grant DE-FG05-91

ER40633. 

by atension T6 and "magnetic charge" P6 = Is< F4 . It 
is also black when T6 > P6 and also preserves half 
the supersymmetries in the extremal limit [2]. There 
is, to date, no covariant fivebrane action. however. 
Upon compactification of M-theory to a lower space
time dimension. a bewildering array of other black 
p-branes make their appearance in the theory, owing 
to tbe presence of a variety of (p + 2)-form field 
strengths in the lower-dimensional supergravity the
ory [5,6]. Some of these p-branes may be interpreted 
as reductions of the eleven-dimensional ones or wrap
pings of the eleven-dimensional ones around cycies 
of the compactifying manifold [7-10]. In particular, 
one may obtain as special cases the four-dimensional 
black holes (p = 1). It has been suggested that, in 
the extremal limit, these black holes may be identified 
with BPS saturated string states [11-14]. Moreover, 
it is sometimes the case that multiply-charged black 
holes may be regarded as bound states at threshold of 
singly charged black holes [ 11,12,15,16]. Apart from 
their importance in the understanding of M-theory, 
therefore, these black p-branes have recently come to 
the fore as a way of providing a microscopic expla
nalion of the Hawking entropy and temperature for
mulae [17-28] which have long been something of 

0370-2693/96/$12.00 Copyright © 1996 Elscvier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Pil S0370-2693(96)00521-7 
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an enigma. This latter progress has been made pos
sible by the recognition that some p-branes carrying 
Ramond-Ramond charges also admit an interpreta
tion as Dirichlet-branes, or D-branes, and are there
fore amenable to the calculational power of conformal 
field theory [29]. 

The compactified c1even-dimensional supergravity 
theory admits a consistent truncation to the following 
set of fields: the metric tensor gMN, a set of N scalar 
fields tfJ :: (cPl , ... ,cPN)' and N field strengths Fa of 
rank n. The Lagrangian for these fields takes the form 
[30,31) 

I N 
e- I f:.=R_l(B,,-)2 __ ""ea··"'F2 (11)

2'" 2n! ~ a' . 
a=1 

where aa are constant vectors characteristic of the su
pergravity theory. The purpose of the present paper is 
to display a universal c1ass of (non-rotating) black p
brane solutions to ( 1.1 ) and to calculate their classical 
entropy and temperature. 

As discussed in Scction 2, it is also possible to make 
a further consistent truncation to a single scalar cP and 
single field strength F: 

e-If:. =R - 1(BcP)2 - ~ea",F2 ( 1.2) 
2 2n! ' 

where the parameter a can be conveniently re
expressed as 

a2:: t1- 2dd ( 1.3)
D-2 ' 

since t1 is a parameter that is preserved under dimen
sional reduction [32]. Special solutions of this theory 
have been considered bcfore in the literature. Purcly 
electric or purely magnetic black p-branes were con
sidered in [5] for D :: 10 dimensions and in [6] for 
general dimensions D -S 11. All these had t1 :: 4. In 
the case of extremal black p-branes, these were gen
eralized to other values of t1 in [32,30). Certain non
extremal non-dilatonic (a = 0) black p-branes were 
also obtained in [331 

A particularly interesting class of solutions are the 
dyonic p-branes. Dyonic p-brane occur in dimensions 
D :: 2n, where the n-index field strengths ean carry 
both e1ectric and magnetic charges. There are t wo 
types of dyonic solution. In the first type, each individ
ual field strength in ( 1.1 ) carries either ekctric charge 

or magnetic charge, but not both. A partieularly in
teresting example, owing to its non-vanishing entropy 
even in the extremal limit [34 J, is provided by the 
four-dimensional dyonic black hole. This is the a :: 0 
(Reissner-Nordstrom) solution, recently identified as 
a solution of heterotic string theory [I I], but known 
for many years to be a solution of M-theory [35,36]. 
The construction of black dyonic p-branes of this type 
is identical to that for the solutions with purely electric 
or purely magnetic charges, discussed in Section 3. 

In Section 4, we shall construct black dyonic p
branes of the second type, where therc is one field 
strength, whieh carries both electric and magnetic 
charge. Special cases of these have also been con
sidered before: the self-dual threcbranc in D :: 10 
[5,37], theextremal self-dual string [61 and extremal 
dyonic string in D = 6 [41 J, a black self-dual string 
in D = 6 [33,19] and a different dyonie black hole 
in D :: 4 [30). Sec also (38) for the most general 
spherically symmetrie extremal dyonic blaek hole so
lutions of the toroidally compactified heterotic string. 

Black multi-sealar p-branes, the extremal limits of 
which may be found in [31), are discussed in Sec
tion 5. 

The usual form of the metric for an isotropie p
brane in D dimensions is given by 

2Ads2
:: e ( dt2 + dxidx') + e2B (dr2 + r2d0 2 

) , 

(1.4) 

where the coordinates (I,x') parameterise the d
dimensional world-volume of the p-brane. The re
maining coordinates of the D dimensional spacetime 
are rand the eoordinates on a (D-d-I )-dimensional 
unit sphere, whose metric is dU2. The functions A 
and B depend on the coordinate r only, as do the dila
tonic scalar lie1ds. Thc field strengths Fa can carry 
either electric or magnetic charge, and are given by 

Frr = ÀIl' *lfl! ". or Fa =: Àa En, ( 1.5) 

where En is the volume form on the unit sphere d0 2 . 

Thc former case describes an elementary p-brane so
lution with d '" n - land electric charge Àa == Qa; the 
latler a solitonic p-brane solution with d '" IJ - 11 - I 
and magnctic charge À" :: P". 

Solutions or supergravity theories with metrics of 
this form include extremal supersymmetrie p-brane 
solitons, which saturate thc Bogomol'nyi bound. The 
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mass per unit p-volume of such a solution is equal to 
the sum of the electric and/or magnetic charges carried 
by participating field strengths. More general classes 
of "black" solutions exist in which the mass is an in
dependent free parameter. In this paper, we shall show 
that there is a universal recipe for constructing such 
non-extremal generalisations of p-brane solutions, in 
which the metric (1.4) is replaced by 

ds2 =e2A ( _e2! dt2 + dxidxi) 

+ e2B (e-2! dr2 + r 2dn2). ( 1.6) 

Like A and B, f is a function of r. The ansätze for 
the field strengths (1.5) remain the same a~ in the 
extremal case. Remarkably, it tums out that the func
tions A, Band t/J take exactly the same form as they 
do in the extremal case, but for rescaled values of the 
electric and magnetic charges. The function f has a 
completely universal form: 

e2f = I - !:.. ( 1.7) 
,.J' 

wherc d = D - d - 2. If k is positivc, the metrie has an 
outer event horizon at r =r + = kl/d. When k = 0, the 
solution becomes extremal, and thc horizon coincides 
with the location of the curvature singularity at r =O. 

The temperature of a black p-brane can be caJcu
lated by examining the behaviour of the metric ( 1.6) 
in the Euclidean regime in the vicinity of the outer 
horizon r = r +. Setting t = Îr and I - kr-d = p2, the 
metric (1.6) becomes 

4r2 

ds2 = ~e2BU,) 


d 2 


d" x (dp2 + -2e2A(r, )-2B(r,) p 2dr2+ ... ). (1.8) 
4r+ 

We see that the conical singularity at the outer hori
zon (p = 0) is avoided if T is assigned the period 
(47rr + / d)eB(r, )-A(r,). The inverse of this periodic
ity in imaginary time is the Hawking temperature, 

dT= __eA(r,)-B(r,) ( 1.9)
47rr+ 

We mayalso calculate the entropy per unit p-volume 
of the black p-brane, which is given by one quarter of 
the area of the outer horizon. Thus we have 

s =~ri+le(d+I)B(r,)+(d-I)A(r')á/J+1 ' ( 1.10) 

where á/d+1 = 2~/2+I/(id)! is the volume of the 

unit (d + 1 )-sphere 
In subsequent sections, we shall generalise various 

kinds of extremal p-brane solutions to obtain blaek 
single-scalar elementary and solitonic p-branes, black 
dyonic p-branes and black multi-scalar p-branes. The 
metric ansatz ( 1.6) gives rise to non-isotropic p-brane 
solutions for d :::: 2, in the sense that the Poincaré 
symmetry of the d-dimensional world volume is bro
ken. When d = 1, however, the black hole solutions 
remain isotropic. In the extremal black hole solutions, 
the quantity dA +dB vanishes, where A and B are de
fined in (1.4); whilst in the non-extremal cases, this 
quantity is non-vanishing. 

* 
Isotropic p-brane solutions 

with dA + dB 0 were discussed in [42]. 

2. Single-scalar black p-branes 

The Lagrangian (1.1) can be consistently reduced 
to a Lagrangian for a single scalar and a single field 
strength 

e-IC =R - 1(iJcp)2 - ~ea"'F2 (2.1)
2 2n! ' 

where a, cp and F are given by [30] 

a2 =(L(M-I)ap)-I, 
a.p 

cp=aL(M-I)apaa·t/J, 
a.p 

(Fa )2 = a2 L(M- 1) ap F 2 , (2.2) 
p 

and Map = au· ap. The parameter a can conveniently 
be re-ex pressed as 

02 =Ll _ Ud (2.3)
D -2' 

where Ll is a parameter that is preserved under dimen
sional reduction [32]. Supersymmetric p-brane solu
tions can arise only when the value of Ll is given by 
Ll = 4/N, with N field strengths participating in the 
solution. This occurs when the dot products of the 
dilaton vectors aa satisfy [31] 
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2dd 
M (2.4)afJ = 48afJ - D _ 2 . 

An interesting special case is provided by the four
dimensional black holes with a2 = 3, I, 1/3,0, i.e. 
N = 1,2,3,4 whose extremal Iimits admit the inter
pretation of 1,2,3, 4-particle bound states at threshold 
[11.15,16). Their D = 11 interpretation has recently 
been discussed in [39,40]. 

To begin. Iet us con sider the more general metric 

2 = 2U 2 + + l 2 + 2B 2 2 ds _e dt elAdxidxi e "dr e r d0 . 

(2.5) 

It is straightforward to show that the Ricci tensor for 
this metric has the following non-vanishing compo
nents 

Roo = e2(u-pl(u" - u'v' + v,2 + (d - l)uIA' 

+ (d + I) u' (B' + ~ , ) ) , 

Rij = 2_e (A-d(A" - A'v' + A'u' + (d - 1)A,2 

+ (d+ I)A'(B' + ~»)8ij,, 
R" = -u" '2+U'V' - U - (d -I)A" + (d - I)Alv' 

_ (d - 1)A '2 - (d + 1)B" + d + 1Vi 
r 

_ 2( d, + I) B' + (d + I)Vi B' _ (d + I) B'2 ,

Rh =_e2(B- .. ) (Bil + (B' + ~ )[u' - v' (d - 1)A
a , 

+ ' 

+ - , + 1 1 
(d + ) 

1)(8 -)] - "2 gal> + dgah , (2.6) 
r , 

where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to " 
and gab is the metric on the unit (d + 1 )-sphere. For 
future reference, we note that the ADM mass per unit 
p-volume for this metric is given by [43] 

m = [Cd - 1 2A 2B )(e )'r J+1 + (d + 1)(e )',J+1 

- (d + 1)( e2 2B J 
' - e ) r II 

r~oo 

. (2.7) 

The Ricci tensor for the metric (1.6) is given by 
(2.6) with u = 2(A + j) and v =2(B - j). As in the 
case of isotropic p-brane solutions, the equations of 
motion simplify dramatically after imposing the ansatz 

dA+dB=O. (2.8) 

Furthermore, the structure of the equations of motion 
implies that it is naturaI to take 

f" + d + 1f' + 21'2 = 0, (2.9), 
which has the solution given by (1.7). Note that we 
have ehosen the asymptotic value of f to be zero at 
, = 00. This is necessary in order that the metric ( 1.6) 
be Minkowskian at r =00. The equations of motion 
then reduce to the following three simple equations: 

</>" + d + I</>, + 2</>' j' =_W s2e-2! , 
, 2 

A" + d + 1 A' + 2A' j' = d s2e-2!, 
, 2(D - 2) 

d(D - 2)A' + 1d</>'2 + 2(D - 2)A' j' 

= ~ds2e-2! , (2.10) 

where s is given by 

I 
S = Ae-ïw<p+dA r-(J+I) (2.11 ) 

and E = 1 for elementary solutions and E = -I for 
solitonic solutions. The last equation in (2.10) is a 
first integral of the first two equations, and hence de
termines an integration constant. The first two equa
tions in (2.10) imply that we can naturally solve for 
the dilaton </> by taking </> =a(D - 2)A!d. The re
maining equation can then be easily solved by making 
the ansatz that the function A takes the identical form 
as in the extremal case, but with a rescaled charge, i.e. 
it satisfies 

" d + 1 d_2A + --A
I = s with 

r 2(D - 2) • 

s= Xe-~W<P+dA r-(J+I) (2.12) 

This has the solution e-(D-2)M/(2J) 1 + 
X.,(S./(û) ,-J. Thus from (2.10) we have 

2A'f' =(A" + d + 1A')( -I + ~-2' e-2f ). (2.13) 
, A 

implying 

A 
2 

2f X.,(S. -J) (2.14)- - e =c( 1+ -_-, .
X2 2d 
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where c is an integration constant. Substituting ( 1.7) 
into this, we deduce that 

e-<D-2)1J.A/(Û) = I + ~(~2 _ I) -I. (2.15)
,-ti A2 

Thus it is natural to set Ä=Atanh JL, giving 

. k 
e-<D-2)AA/(2d) = I + -= sinh2 JL. (2.16)

r" 
The blackened single-scalar p-brane solution is there
fore given by 

2 ( k 2) - .,;' " 2f 2 ..ds = I + -= sinh JL - (-e dt + dx'dx')
,-ti 

+ (I + ~ sinh2 JL) ~ (e- 2! dr2 + r2dU2 
) , 

...... k. h2elD"'=I+----=sJD JL, e2! =1 _!..
,.J' 

(2.17)
r" 

with the two free parameters k and JL related to the 
charge A and the mass per unit p-volume, m. Specifi
cally, we find that 

Jk 
A = .Ji;. sinh 2JL , 

m = k(~ sinh2 JL + J + I). (2.18) 

The extremal limit occurs when k ---+ 0, JL ---+ 00 

while holding ke2J-L = .Ji.AjJ = constant. lf k is non
negative, the mass and charge satisfy the bound 

2A k[- - -2]m - t. = - (d + I)Ll - 2d + 2de- J-L 
V Ll Ll 

2 2~-Z~d___2~) 2 0, (2.19) 

where the inequality is derived from Ll = a2 + 
2dd/(D - 2) 2 2dJ/(D - 2). The mass/charge 
bound (2.19) is saturated when k goes to zero, which 
is the extremal limit. In cases where Ll = 4/N, the 
extremal solution becomes supersymmetric, and the 
bound (2.19) coincides with the Bogomol'nyi bound. 
Note however that in general there can exist extremal 
classical p-brane solutions for other values of Ll, 
which preserve no supersymmetry [30l. 

It follows from (1.9) and (l.lO) that the Hawking 
temperature and entropy of the black p-brane (2.17) 
are given by 

d - -4
T = --(coshJL) A, 

41Tr+ 
4 

S-lr,i+lw· (coshu)A - 4 + d+1 ,... (2.20)

In the extremal limit, they take the form 

Q2 ü'
T ex: (eJ-L)2( - D-2 l/(Adl 

Sex: eJ-L(4/A-2(d+I)/d) (2.21) 

Tbus the entropy becomes zero in the extremal limit 
JL ...... 00, unless the constant a is zero and d = I, 
since the exponent can he rewritten as JL(4/Ll-2(d+ 

l)/d) = -2JL(2(d-l)d/(D-2)+(d+l)a2/d)/Ll. 

In these special cases the dilaton rP vanishes and the 
entropy is finite and non-zero. The situation can arise 
for black holes with Ll = 4/3 in D = 5, and Ll = 1 
in D = 4. The temperature of the extrema! p-brane 
is zero, finite and non-zero, or infinite, according to 

whether (a2 - 5~2) is negative, zero or positive. 

3. 81ack dyonic p-branes 

Dyonic p-brane occur in dimensions D = 2n, where 
the n-index field strengths can carry both electric and 
magnetic charges. There are two types of dyonic solu
tion. In the first type, each individual field strength in 
( 1.1) carries either electric charge or magnetic charge, 
but not both. The construction of black dyonic p
branes of this type is identical to that for the solutions 
with purely electric or purely magnetic charges, which 
we discussed in the previous section. 

In this section, we shall construct black dyonic 
p-branes of the second type, where there is one field 
strength, which carries both electric and magnetic 
charge. Tbe Lagrangian is again given by (2.1), with 
the field strength now taking the form 

F = AI En + A2 *En . (3.1 ) 

As in the case of purely elementary or purely solitonic 
p-brane solutions, we impose the conditions (2.8) and 
(2.9) on Band f respectively. The equations of mo
tion then reduce to 

</>" + '!.</>' + 2</>' f' =!a(sT - s~)e-2f,
r 
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A" + ~A' + 2A'f' = ~(sf + s~)e-2f, 
r 

d(D - 2)At2 + !lNJ'2 + 2(D - 2)A'!, 

= !J(si + s~)e-2f, (3.2) 

where 

SI = Àle~a4>+(n-I)A -n
Ir, 

S2 = À2e-ïa4>+(n-I)A r- n (3.3) 

We can solve the Eqs. (3.2) forblack dyonic p-branes 
by following anaIogous steps to those described in 
the previous section, relating the solutions to extrema! 
dyonic solutions. In particular, we again find that the 
functions A, Band 4J take precisely the same forms 
as in the extremal case, but with rescaIed vaIues of 
charges. Solutions for extremaI dyonic p-branes are 
known for two values of a, namely a2 = n - land 
a = 0 [30]. When a2 = n - I, we find that the black 
dyonic p-brane solution is given by 

I )A k. h2-ï°4>-(n-1 = 1+ -- sm /-LI, 
e r"-I 

~a4>-(n-I)A = I + _k_ sinh2 /-L2, (3.4)e rn- I 

with f given by (1.7). The mass per unit volume and 
the e!ectric and magnetic charges are given by 

2 m = k(2 sinh2 /-LI + 2 sinh /-L2 + I) , 


Àa = (ak/h) sinh(2/-La) . (3.5) 


For the non-negative values of k, the mass and the 
charges satisfy the bound 

m - (AI + À2) = ken - 2+e-2
/L1 +e-2

/L2) 2: o. 
(3.6) 

The bound is saturated in the extremal limit k --> O. 
The solution (3.4) corresponds to the black dyonic 
string with n = 3 and !l = 4 in D = 6, and the dyonic 
black hole with n = 2 and !l = 2 in D = 4. In both 
cases, the extremal solution is supersymmetric and the 
bound (3.6) coincides with the Bogomol'nyi bound. 
Using (1.9) and (1.10), we find that the Hawking 
temperature and entropy of the non-extremal solutions 
are given by 

d - --2
T= -4-(COSh/-LI cosh/-L2) n-I, 

1Tr+ 
2 

S = ~r~ w n (cosh/-LI COSh/-L2) n-I . (3.7) 

When a = 0, the equations of motion degenerate 
and the dilaton 4J decouplcs. We find the solution 

4J -(n-I)A=I+ __ k = sm. h0, 2 /-L, (3.8)e rn- I 

where again f is given by (1.7). The constant /-L 
is related to the electric and magnetic charges by 
JÀf 2+ À~ = k sinh 2/-L. In this case, unlike the a = 
n - 1 case, the solution is invariant under rotations 
of the electric and magnetic charges, and hence it is 
equivalent to the purely eJectric or purely magnetic 
solutions we discussed in the previous section. Note 
that in the dyonic solution (3.4), when the parameter 
/-LI = /-L2, i.e. the electric and magnetic charges are 
equal, the dilaton fieid also decouples. For example, 
this can happen if one imposes a self-dual condition 
on the 3-form field strength in the dyonic string in 
D = 6. However, this is a different situation from 
the a = 0 dyonic solution, since in the latter case the 
eJectric and magnetic charges are independent free 
parameters. In fact the a = 0 dyonic so!ution with in
dependent eJectric and magnetic charges occurs only 
inD=4. 

4. 81ack multi-scaIar p-branes 

To describe multi-scalar p-brane solutions, we re
turn to the Lagrangian (l.l) invol ving N scaIars and 
N field strengths. As we discussed previously, it can be 
consistently truncated to the single-scaIar Lagrangian 
(2.1 ), in which case all the field strengths Fa are pro
portional to the canonically-normalised field strength 
F, and hence there is only one independent charge pa
rameter. In a multi-scalar p-brane solution, the charges 
associated with each field strength become indepen
dent parameters. After imposing the conditions (2.8) 
and (2.9), the equations of motion reduce to 

- N 

,,+d+l '+2 'f' l~e-2f'\:""'M S2'Pa --'Pa 'Pa = -ic ~ op p' 
r P=I 
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-	 - N 

A" + d + I A' + 2A'f' = d -2f '\' S2 
r 2(D _ 2) e 	 L., a' 

=1 

N 
Id(D - 2}A12 + F L (M- jap 'P~ 'Pp 


a,p=1 


N 

+ 2(D - 2}A't' = ~de-2fL S;, (4.1) 
=1 

I d 
where 'Pa = Ua ' tIJ and Sa = Àae-ï'l"o+ A r-(d+l), 
We again find black solutions by taking A and 'Pa 
to have tbe same forms as in the extrema! case, with 
resca!ed charges. Extrema! solutions can he found in 
cases where the dot products of the dilaton vectors Ua 
satisfy (2.4) [301, Tbus we find that the correspond
ing black solutions are given by 

I dA k. h2eï'l"o- = I + -= sm /-La, e2f =1 - ~ 
rd 	 ,.J' 

N k _-L .. 
ds2 = II(I+-=sinh2 /-La) D-2(_e2fdt2 +dx'dx'} 

=1 rd 

N k _d_ 

+ II (I + ;J sinh2 /-La) D-2 (e-2fdr2 + r2d(2 ) . 

a=l 

(4.2) 

Tbe mass per unit volume and the charges for this 
solution are given by 

N 

m = k(dLsinh2 /-La + d + I}, 
=1 

Àa =Fk sinh 2/-La . 	 (4.3) 

For non-negative values of k, the mass and charges 
satisfy the bound 

N N 

m- LÀa = !kdL(e-2~ -I) +k(d+ I) 
=1 a=1 

kd(d-I) >0.
> -	 (4.4)- d 

Tbe bound coincides with the Bogomol'nyi bound. 
Tbe Hawking temperature and entropy are given by 

d N 

T= 41Tr II(coSh/-La)-1
+ ' 

=1 
N 

S =kr!+1 CLlJ+1 II (cosh/-La) . ( 4.5) 
a===l 

In the extremal limit k --> 0, the bound (4.4) is 
saturated, and the solutions become supersymmetrie. 

S. 	 Conc1usions 

We have presented a c1ass ofblack p-brane solutions 
ofM-theory which were hitherto known only in the ex
trema! supersymmetrie limit and have ca!culated their 
macroscopie entropy and temperature. It would obvi
ously he of interest to provide a microscopie derivation 
of the entropy and temperature using D-brane tech
niques and compare them with the macroscopie results 
found in this paper. Agreement would both boost the 
credibility of M-theory and funher our understanding 
of black hole and black p-brane physics. 
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Abstract 

We present two 1/8 supersymmetric intersecting p-brane solutions of ll-dimensional super
gravity which upon compactification to four dimensions reduce to extremal dyonic black holes 
with finite area of horizon. The first solution is a configuration of three intersecting 5-branes with 
an extra momentum flow along the common string. The second describes a system of two 2
branes and two 5-branes. Related (by compactification and T-duality) solution of type IIB theory 
corresponds to a completely symmetric configuration of four intersecting 3-branes. We suggest 
methods for counting the BPS degeneracy of three intersecting 5-branes which, in the macroscopic 
limit, reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. 

PACS: 04.65.+e; 11.27.+d; 1l.30.Pb 

1. Introduction 

The existence of supersymmetric extremal dyonic black holes with finite area of the 
horizon provides a possibility of a statistical understanding [I] of the Bekenstein
Hawking entropy from the point of view of string theory L2-4]. Such black hole 
solutions are found in four [5-7] and five [4,8] dimensions but not in D > 5 [9, IO] . 

While the D-brane BPS state counting derivation of the entropy is relatively straight
forward for the D = 5 black holes [4,11], it is less transparent in the D = 4 case, a 
complication being the presence of a soli tonic 5-brane or Kaluza-Klein monopole in 
addition to a D-brane configuration in the descriptions used in [12,13]. 
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One may hope to find a different lifting of the dyonic D = 4 black hole to D = 10 
string theory that may correspond to a purely D-brane configuration. A related question 
is about the embedding of the D =4 dyonic black holes into D =II supergravity (M
theory) which would allow to reproduce their entropy by counting the corresponding 
BPS states using the M-brane approach similar to the one applied in the D =5 black 
hole case in [14]. 

As was found in [15], the (three-charge, finite area) D =5 extremal black hole can 
be represented in M-theory by a configuration of orthogonally intersecting 2-brane and 
5-brane (i.e. 21.5) with a momentum flow along the common string, or by configuration 
of three 2-branes intersecting over a point (21.21.2). A particular embedding of (four
charge, finite area) D = 4 black hole into D = 11 theory given in [15] can be interpreted 
as a similar 21.5 configuration 'superposed' with a Kaluza-Klein monopole. 

Below we shall demonstrate that it is possible to get rid of the complication associated 
with having the Kaluza-Klein monopole. There exists a simple 1/8 supersymmetric 
configuration of Jour intersecting M-branes (21.21.51.5) with diagonal D =11 metric. 
Upon compactification along six isometric directions it reduces to the dyonic D = 4 
black hole with finite area and all scalars being regular at the horizon. 

The corresponding 21.21.41.4 solution of type HA D = 10 superstring theory (ob
tained by dimensional reduction along a direction common to the two 5-branes) is 
T-dual to a D = 10 solution of type IIB theory which describes a remarkably symmetrie 
configuration ofJour intersecting 3-branes. 3 

Our discussion will follow cIosely that of [15] where an approach to construeting in
tersecting supersymmetrie p-brane solutions (generalising that of [19]) was presented. 4 

The supersymmetrie configurations of two or three interseeting 2- and 5-branes of D = 1I 
supergravity which preserve 114 or 1/8 ofmaximal supersymmetry are 21.2, 51.5, 21.5, 
21.21.2, 51.51.5, 21.21.5 and 21.51.5. Two 2-branes can intersect over a point, two 
5-branes - over a 3-brane (which in turn can intersect over a string), 2-brane and 
5-brane can intersect over a string [19]. There exists a simple 'harmonie function' rule 
[ 15] which governs the construction of composite supersymmetric p-brane solutions in 
both D = 10 and D = 11: a separate harmonie function is assigned to each constituent 
1/2 supersymmetric p-brane. 

3 Similar D-brane configuration was independently discussed in 116,171. Note that it is a combination ofJour 
and not three intersecting 3-branes that is related (for the special choice of equal charges) to the non-dilatonic 
(a = 0) RN D = 4 black hole. T-dual configuration of one O-brane and three intersecting 4-branes of type 
HA theory was considered in I 181. 

41ntersecting p-brane solutions in 119,151 and below are isometric in all directions internal to all constituent 
p-branes (the background fields depend only on the remaining common transverse directions). They are 
different from possible virtual configurations where, e.g., a (p-2) -brane ends (in transverse radial direction ) 
on a p-brane 120I. A configuration of p-brane and p' -hrane intersecting in P+P'-space may he also considered 
as a special anisotropic p+p'-brane. It seems unlikcly that there exist more general static solutions (with 
constituent p-branes effectively having different transverse spaces 119,211) which may 'interpolate' between 
intersecting p-brane solutions and solutions with one p-brane ending on another in the transverse direction of 
the latter. 
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Most of the configurations with four intersecting M-branes, namely, 21.21.21.2, 
21.21.21.5 and 51.51.51.2 are 1/16 supersymmetric and have transverse x-space dimen
sion equal to two (51.51.51.5 configuration with 5-branes intersecting over 3-branes to 
preserve supersymmetry does not fit into ll-dimensional space-time). Being described 
in terms of harmonie functions of x they are thus not asymptotically flat in transverse 
directions. There exists, however, a remarkable exception - the configuration 21.21.51.5 
which (like 51.21.2, 51.51.2 and 51.51.5) has transverse dimension equal to three and 
the fraction of unbroken supersymmetry equal to 118 (Section 3). Upon compactifica
tion to D =4 it reduces to the extremal dyonic black hole with four different charges 
and finite area of the horizon. 

Similar D ::;; 4 black hole background can be obtained also from the 'boosted' version 
of the D = II 51.51.5 soluLion [ 15 J (Section 2) 5 as weil from the 31.31.31.3 solution 
of D =10 type lIB theory (Section 4). The two D =11 configurations 51.51.5+ 'boost' 
and 21.21.51.5 reduce in D = 10 to 01.41.41.4 and 21.21.41.4 solutions of D:::: 10 type 
nA theory which are related by T-duality. 

In Section 5 we shall suggest methods for counting the BPS entropy of three intersect
ing 5-branes which reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the D :::: 4 black hole. 
This seems to explain the microscopic origin of the entropy directly in II-dimensional 
terms. 

2. 'Boosted' 515.15 solution of D =11 theory 

The D:::: 11 hackground corresponding to 51.51.5 configuration [19] is [15] 

dsi1 :::: (F1 F2 F.l) -2/3 [FI F2F.l ( -dP + dy?) (2.1 ) 

+ F2Fl(dyi + dyj) + FI F3(dyJ + dy;) + F1F2(dyJ + dyj) + dxsdxs ] , 

F4 :::: 3( *dF ·1 1\ dY2 1\ dY3 + *dF- 1 1
I 2 1\ dY4 1\ dys + *dF - 1\ 3 dY6 1\ dY7). (2.2) 

Here F4 is the 4-form field strength and F; are the inverse powers of harmonie func
tions of x" (s;: 1,2.3). In thc simplest I-center case discussed bel ow F;-I = I + P;/r 

(r2 
::;; x"x.,.). The *-duality is defined with respect to the transverse 3-spacc. The co

ordinates y" internal to the three 5-hranes can be identified according to the F; factors 
inside the square hrackets in the metric: (YI. Y4, Y5, Y6, Y7) belong to the first 5-brane, 
(.1'1, Y2, Y3 , Yó, V7) to the second and (YI,.\'2, Y3, Y4, )'s) to the third. 5-branes intersect 
over three 3-branes which in turn interseet over a common string along YI. If F2 =F.l =I 
the above background rcduces to the single 5-brane so\ution [22] with the harmonic 
function H ::;; FI-

I independent of the two of transverse coordinates (here Y2, Y3). The 

5 The 'boost' along Ihe cornlllon string corrcsponds 10 a Kaluza-Klein electric charge part in thc D '" 11 
meIric which is 'duaJ" 10 a Kaluza-Klein rnonopole part present in the D '" I1 ernbedding of dyonic black 
hole in I 151. 
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ease of F:l =I deseribes two 5-branes interseeting over a 3-brane. 6 Tbe special ease of 
FI =F2 =F3 is the sol ution found in [19]. 

Compaetifying yl, .. , Y7 on eircIes we leam that the effeetive 'radii' (sealar moduli 
fields in D =4) behave regularly both at r =00 and at r =0 with the exeeption of the 
'radius' of YI. It is possible to stabilize the eorresponding sealar by adding a 'boost' 
along the eommon string. The metrie of the resulting more general solution [15] is (the 
expression for ;:4 remains the same) 

dsil =(FIF2F3)-2/3 [FI F2F3(dudu + Kdu2) 

+F2F., (dyi + dyj) + FI F3 (dyJ + dy~) + FIF2(dy~ + dy?) + dxsdxs]. 

(2.3) 

Here u = YI - t, u = 2t and K is a harmonie funetion of the three eoordinates xs. A 
non-trivial K = I + Q/r deseribes a momentum flow along the string direction. 7 Q also 
has an interpretation of a 'boost' along YI direction. 

The D =II metrie (2.3) is regular at the r = 0 horizon and has a non-zero 9-area of 
the horizon (we assume that all YIJ have period L) 

A9 =417L7 [r2KI/2( FI F2F.,) -1/2]r~O =41TL7 JQPI P2P3 . (2.4 ) 

Compaetifieation along Y2, ...Y7 leads to a solitonic D-= 5 string. Remarkably, the 
eorresponding 6-volume is constant so that one gets direetly the Einstein-frame metrie 

ds~ = H- I(dudu + Kdu2) + H2dx"dx,\" , H == (FIF2 F., ) - I/3 . (2.5) 

Further eompaetifieation along Yt or u givcs the D = 4 (Einstein-frame) metric which 
is isomorphic to the one of the dyonie blaek hole [6], 

ds~ =-A(r)dt2 + À-I (r) (dr2 + r2dn~) , (2.6) 

2r
À (r) = J K -I FI F2F3 = -;:;===C~~=~=;==~7====i'~ (2.7) 

. J(r + Q)(r + PI)(r + P2)(r + P3) 

Note, however, that in contrast to the dyonic black hole background of [6] whieh has 
two eIeetrie and two magnetie charges here there is one eIeetrie (Kaluza-Klein) and 3 
magnetic charges. From the D =4 point of view the two backgrounds are related by 
U-duality. The corresponding 2-area of the r =0 horizon is of course A9/L7 . 

In the special case when all 4 harmonie funetions are equal (K = F; = H- I 
) the 

metric (2.3) beeomes 

h The corresponding 1/4 supersymmetrie hackground also has 3-dimensionaltransverse space and reduces to 
a D =4 black hole with two charges (it has ({ = I black hole metric when two charges are equal). The 51.5 
configuration compactified to [) =10 gives 41.4 solut ion of type HA theory which is T-dualto 31.3 solution 
of type IIB theory. 

7 The metric (2.3) with F; = I (i,e. ds2 = -K- Idl2+ KI dVI + (K- I - I )dl]2 +dvndv" +dx"dx,,> reduces 
upon compactification along VI direction 10 the D = t0 type IIA R-R O-hrane background 1231 with Q 
playing the role of thc KK electric charge, 
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dsî, =H-'dudv + du2 + dyi + ... + dyJ + H2dxsdxs 

=_H-2dt2 + H2dxsdxs + [dy, + (H-' - I )dt)2 + dyi + ... + dyJ, (2.8) 

and corresponds to a charged soli tonic string in D == 5 or the Reissner-Nordström 

(a =0) black hole in D == 4 ('unboosted' 51..51.5 solution with K =1 and equal Fi 
reduces to a =1/J3 dilatonie D =4 black hole [19). 

A compactification of this 51..51..5+'boost' configuration to D =10 along y, gives a 
type HA solution corresponding to three 4-branes intersecting over 2-branes plus addi
tional Kaluza-Klein (Ramond-Ramond vector) electric charge background, or, equiva
lently, to the 01..41..41..4 configuration of three 4-branes intersecting over 2-branes which 
in turn intersect over a O-brane. If instead we compactify aIong a direction common 
only to two of the three 5-branes we get 41..41..5+'boost' type HA solution. 8 Other 
related solutions of type HA and HB theories can be obtained by applying T-duaIity and 
SL(2, Z) duaIity. 

3. 2..L2..LS...1..S solution of D = 11 theory 

Solutions with four intersecting M-branes are constructed according to the rules dis
cussed in [15). The 21..21..51..5 configuration is described by the foIlowing background: 

dsi, == (T,T2)-'/\F,F2)-2/3[ - T,T2F,F2 dP 

+ Tl F1dy; + TIF2dyi + T2 Fldyj + T2 F2dyl 

+FIF2(dy~ + dyJ + dy?) + dxsdxs ] , (3.1) 

F4 =-3dt /\ (dTI /\ dYl /\ dY2 + dT2/\ dY3 /\ dY4) 

+3(*dF1-
1 /\dY2/\dY4+*dF2-

1/\dYl/\dY3) (3.2) 

Here r.- 1 are harmonie functions corresponding to the 2-branes and F;-l are harmonie 
functions corresponding to the 5-branes, i.e. 

Pir.- 1 == 1+ Qi F- 1 = I + -. (3.3) 
r rr 

(Yl , Y2) belong to the first and (Y3, Y4) to the second 2-brane. (YJ. Y3, Y5, Y6, y]) and 
(Y2, Y4, Y5, Y6, Y7) are the coordinates of the two 5-branes. Each 2-brane intersects each 
5-brane over a string. 2-branes intersect over a O-brane (x =0) and 5-branes intersect 
over a 3-brane. 

Various special cases inc1ude, in particular, the 2-brane solution [24] (T2 = FI = 
F2 = 1), as weIl as 51..5 (TI =T2 =I) [19] and 21..5 (TI = F2 = 1),21..21..5 (F2 =I), 
21..51..5 (T2 = 1) [15] configurations (more precisely, their limits when the harmonie 
functions do not depend on a number of transverse coordinates). 

RThis may be compared to another type HA configuration (consisting of solitonic 5-brane Iying within a 
R-R 6-brane, both being intersected over a 'boosted' string by a R-R 2-brane) which also reduces r12,15] to 
the dyonic D = 4 black hole. 

http:21..21..51
http:01..41..41
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As in the case of the SlS.lS+ 'boost' solution (2.3), (2.2), the metrie (3.1) is regular 
at the r = 0 horizon (in particular, all internal Yn-components smoothly interpolate 
between finite values at r -+ 00 and r -+ 0) with the 9-area of the horizon being 
(cf. (2.4» 

A9 =41TL7[r2(TIT2FIF2) -1/2] r-+O =41Tr? VQIQ2PIP2. (3.4 ) 

The compactification of Yn on 7-torus leads to a D =4 background with the metric 
which is again the dyonic black hole one (2.6), now with 

2r
A(r) = y'TIT2FI F2 = ---r7=~"'i"7=::=:;;;=:::;:::;===;;;:=;=;==~ (3.5)

y'(r + Ql) (r + Q2) (r + PI) (r + P2) 

In addition, there are two electric and two magnetic vector fields (as in [6]) and also 
7 scalar fields. The two electric and two magnetic charges are directly related to the 
2-brane and 5-brane charges (cf. (3.2». 

IWhen all 4 harmonic functions are equal CF;-l = F -j = H) the metric (3.1) becomes 
(cf. (2.8» 

2 2 2dSTI = -H- dt + H dxsdxs + dy? + ... + dy?, (3.6) 

i.e. describes a direct product of a D = 4 Reissner-Nordström black hole and a 7-torus. 
Thus there exists an embedding of the dyonic D = 4 black holes into D = II 

theory which corresponds to a remarkably symmetrie combination of M-branes only. 
In contrast to the embeddings with a Kaluza-Klein monopole [15] or electric charge 
('boost') (2.3), (2.8) it has a diagonal D = II metric. 

4. 3-1-3-1-3-1-3 solution of type IIB theory 

Dimensional reduction of the background (3.1), (3.2) to D = 10 along a direction 
common to the two 5-brane (e.g. Y7) gives a type IIA theory solution representing the 
R-R p-brane configuration 21LL4JA. This configuration is T-dual to 0..14..141.4 one 
which is the dimensional reduction of the 5..15..15+ 'boost' solution. This suggests also 
arelation between the two D =11 configurations discussed in Sections 2 and 3. 

T-duality along one of the two directions common to 4-branes transforms 2..12..14..14 
into the 3..13..13..13 solution of type IIB theory. The explicit form of the latter can 
be found also directly in D = 10 type IIB theory (i.e. independently of the above 
D = 11 construction ) using the method of [15], where the 1/4 supersymmetrie solution 
corresponding to two intersecting 3-branes was given. One finds the following D =10 
metric and sel f-dual 5-form (other D =10 fields are triviai): 

dSTo= (T1T2T3T4)-1/2[ - TIT2T3T4 dP 

+ TIT2dy? + TIT3dyi + TIT4dy~ + T2T3dyl + T2T4dy~ + T3T4dyl + dxsdxs] , 

(4.1 ) 

http:3..13..13
http:2..12..14
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:F5 =dl 1\ (dTI 1\ dYI 1\ dY2 1\ dY3 + dT2 1\ dYI 1\ dY4 1\ dY5 

+~I\~I\~I\~+~I\~I\~I\~) 

+ * I 1 dTI- 1\ dY4 1\ dY5 1\ dY6 + *dT2- 1\ dY2 1\ dY3 1\ dY6 

+ *dT- 1 dYI dY3 dY5 + *dT- 1 dY4 3 1\ 1\ 1\ 4 1\ dYI 1\ dY2 1\ . (4.2) 

The coordinates of the four 3-branes are (YI, Y2, Y3 ), (y], Y4, Y5), (Y2, Y4, Y6) and 
(Y3, Y5, Y6), i.e. eaeh pair of 3-branes interseet over a string and all 6 strings inter
seet at one point. Ij are the inverse harmonie functions eorresponding to eaeh 3-brane, 
7;-1 =1+ Qi/r. Like the 212-1515 background of D = I I theory this D = IO solution 
is I/S supersymmetrie, has 3-dimensional transverse spaee and diagonal D =IO metrie. 

lts special cases include the single 3-brane [23,25] with harmonie funetion indepen
dent of 3 of 6 transverse eoordinates (T2 = T3 = T4 = 1), 3-13 solution found in [15] 

(T3 =T4 = I) and also 3-13-13 eonfiguration (T4 =1). The I/S supersymmetrie 3-13-13 
eonfiguration also has 3-dimensional transverse spaee 9 but the eorresponding D = IO 
metrie 

dsio =(TIT2T3) -1/2 [ - TI T2T3 dP 

+ TI T2dy? + TI T3dyi + TI dy~ +T2T3dyl + T2dy~ + T3dy~ + dxsdx,,] , ( 4.3) 

is singular at r =0 and has zero area of the r =0 horizon. JO 

As in the two D = 11 eases diseussed in the previous sections, the metrie of the 
3-13-13-13 solution (4.1) ha" r =0 as a regular horizon with finite S-area, (ef. (2.4), 
(3.4) ) 

As = 6 241TL [ r (TIT2 TI T2) -1/2],.....0 = 41TL\/QIQ2Q3Q4. ( 4.4) 

As/L6 is the area of the horizon of the eorresponding dyonie D = 4 blaek hole with the 
metrie (2.6) and 

2r 
T T (4.5)

A(r) = ITJT 2 3 4 = J(r + QIl (r + Q2)(r + Q3)(r + Q4) 

The gauge field eonfiguration here involves 4 pairs of equal electric and magnetie 
charges. When all charges are equal, the 3-13-13-13 metrie (4.1) compaetified to D =4 
reduces to the a =0 black hole metric (whiJe the 3-13-13 metric (4.3) reduces to the 
a =1/J3 blaek hole metrie [26]). 

9 Similar configurations of three and four intersecting 3-branes, and, in particular, their invarianee under the 
1/8 fraction of maximal supersymrnetry were discussed in D-brane representation in [17,16]. 
\0 This is similar to what one finds for the 'unboosted' 5.15.15 configuration (2.1), (2.2). As is welt known 

from 4-dimensional point of view, one does need four charges to get a regular behaviour of scalars near the 
horizon and finite area. 
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5. Entropy of D =4 Reissner-Nordslröm black hole 

Abovc we have demonstrated the existence of supersymmetric extremal D = II and 
D = 10 configurations with finite entropy which are built solely out of the fundamental 
p-branes of the corresponding theories (thc 2-branes and the 5-branes of the M-theory 
and the 3-branes of type IIB theory) and reduce upon compactification to D =4 dyonic 
black hole backgrounds with regular horizon. 

Namely, there exists an embedding of a four-dimensional dyonic black hole (in 
particular, of the non-dilatonic Reissner-Nordström black hole) into D = 11 theory 
which corresponds to a combination of M-branes only. This may allowan application of 
the approach similar to the one of [ 14] to thc derivation of the entropy (3.4) by counting 
the number of different BPS cxcitations of the 2-L2-L5-L5 M-brane configuration. 

Tbe 3-L3-L3-L3 configuration represents an embedding of the lI8 supersymmetric 
dyonic D =4 black hole into type IIB superstring theory which is remarkable in that 
all four charges enter symmetrically. It is natural to expect that there should exist 
a microscopie counting of the BPS states which reproduces the Bekenstein-Hawking 
entropy in a (U-duality invariant) way that treats all four charges on an equal footing. 

Although we hope to eventually attain a general understanding of this problem, in what 
follows we shall discuss the counting of BPS states for one specific example considered 
above: the M-theory configuration (2.3), (2.2) of the three intersecting 5-branes with 
a common line. Even though the counting rules of M-theory are not entirely c\ear, we 
see an advantage to doing this from M-theory point of view as compared to previous 
discussions in the context of string theory [12,13]: the ll-dimensional problem is more 
symmetric. Furthermore, apart from the entropy problem, we may leam something about 
the M-theory. 

5.1. Charge quantization in M-theory and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy 

Upon dimensional reduction to four dimensions, the boosted 5-L5-L5 solution (2.3), 
(2.2), reduces to the 4-dimensional black hole with three magnetic charges, Plo P2 
and P3, and an electric charge Q. Tbe e\cctric charge is proportiona\ to the momentum 
along the intersection string of length L, P =21TN/ L. Tbe general relation between the 
coefficient Q in the harmonic function K appearing in (2.3) and the momentum along 
the D =5 string (cf. (2.5)) wound around a compact dimension of length L is (see 
e.g. [27]) 

2K2 21TN K2N K2NQ= D-I .,__ =_4_= __ (5.1 )
(D-4)WD-3 L L L8' 

where Ka/81T and K2 /81T are Newton's constants in 4 and 11 dimensions. All toroidal 
directions are assumed to have length L. 

Tbe three magnetie charges are proportional to the numbers nl, n2, n3 of 5-branes in 
the (14567), (12367), and the (12345) planes, respectively (see (2.1), (2.3)). Tbe 
complete symmetry between nl, n2 and n3 is thus automatic in the II-dimensional 
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approach. The precise relation between P; and n; is found as follows. The charge qs of 
a D =I I 5-brane which is spherically symmetric in transverse d + 2 ::; 5 dimensions is 
proportional to the coefficient P in the corresponding harmonie function. For d +2 =3 
appropriate to the present case (two of five transverse directions arc isotropic, or, 

equivalently, there is a periodic array of 5-branes in these compact directions) we get 

_ Wd+ld w 2e _41TL2 

qs -~ p -> M P - MP. (5.2) 
V2K V2K V2K 

At this point we need to know precisely how the 5-brane charge is quantized. This was 
discussed in [9], but we repcat the argument here for completeness. A different argument 
leading to equivalent resuits was presented earl ier in [28]. Upon compactification on 
a circle of length L, the M-theory reduces to type HA string theory where all charge 
quantization rules are known. We use thc fact that double dimensional reduction turns 
a 2-branc into a fundamental string, and a 5-brane inlo a Dirichlet 4-brane. Hence, we 
have 

2 T 22T2K2 =TlKlO' TSK == 14KlO' (5.3 ) 

where thc lO-dimensional gravitational constant is expressed in terms of the I l-dimen
2sional onc by Kio =K / L. The charge densities are related to the tensions by 

q2 =v'ïKT2, qs =v'ïKT5, (5.4 ) 

and we assume that the minimal Dirac condition is satisfied, q2q5 = 21T. These relations, 
together with the lO-dimensional expressions [29] 

I 
KlO =g(a')2, (5.5)Tl =21Ta' , KlOT

4 = 2V1Ta' , 

fix all the M-theory quantities in terms of a' and the string coupling constant, g. In 
particular, we find 

K2 = fÎ(a')9/2 L=gR (5.6)
41TS/2 41T5/2 . 

The tensions turn out to be 

T = 2"TJ/2 T = 2~ (5.7)2 g(a')3/2 ' s g2(a')3 . 

Note that T2 is identical to the tension of the Dirichlet 2-brane of type HA theory, 
while Ts - to the tension of the solitonic 5-brane. This provides a nice check on our 
resuIts, since single dimensional reduction indeed turns the M-theory 2-brane into the 
Dirichlet 2-brane, and the M-theory 5-brane into thc solitonie 5-brane. Note that the 
M-brane tensions satisfy the relation 21TTs =Ti, whieh was first derived in [28] using 
toroidal compactification to type Iffi theory in 9 dimensions. This serves as yet another 
consistency check. 
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It is convenient to cxpress our results in pure M-theory terrns. The charges are 
quantizcd according to II 

q2:::: Vi KT2 =nVi (2K1T2) 1/3, (5.8 ) 

qs =Vi KT.., =nVi ( ;:) 1/3, ( 5.9) 

i.e. 

2p. _ n; 1TK
I - 2 L2 ( ~) 1/3 (5.10)1T 2 . 

The resulting cxprcssion for the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the extremal Reissner
Nordström type black hole, (2.6), (2.7), which is proportional to the area (2.4), is 

21TAq 81T2 L 7 
/ 

SBH:::: --2- = --2- Y PI P2P3Q = 21TVnI1l21l3N . (5.11 ) 
K K 

This agrees with the expression found directly in D = 4 [2,3,12,13 J. 
In the case of the 2-L2-L5-L5 configuration we get (for each pair of 2-brane and 5

brane charges) q2 = hL~Q, qs = hL~p' The Dirac condition on unit chargcs translates 
into q2q5 :::: 21T1l11l2, where 111 and 112 are the numbers of 2- and 5-branes. Wc concJude 
that QIPI = 4;~7nI1l2. Then from (3.4) we learn that 

21TA9 81T2L7 
SBH =--2- = --2- viQI PI Q2P2 = 21TV1l11l2 1l31l4. (5.12) 

K K 

Remarkably, this result does not depend on the particular choice of M-brane quantization 
condition (choice of mo = 1T2

K-
2T2-

3) or use of D-brane tension cxpression since the 
2-L2-L5-L5 configuration contains equal number of 2-branes and 5-branes. This provides 
a consistency check. Note also that the D =4 black holes obtained from the 2-L2-L5-L5 
and from the 5-L5-L5 M-theory configurations are not identical, but are related by U
duality. The equality of their entropies provides a check of the U-duality. 

The same expression is obtained for the entropy of the D = 10 configuration 
3-L3-L3-L3 (4.3) (or related D =4 black hole). Each 3-brane charge q3 is propor
tional to the COITcsponding coefficient Q in the harmonie function (cf. (5.2» 

W2L3 21TL3
I Wd+ld)Q ---+ -Q::::-Q, (5.13 ) 

q3 = J2( J2KIO 2KIO KIO 

where Kro/81T is the IO-dimensional Newton constant and the overall factor ~ is due 
to the dyonic nature of the 3-brane. The charge quantization in the self-dual case implies 
(sec [9J) q3 :::: llfo (the absence of standard J2 factor here effectively compensates 
for the 'dyonic' h factor in the expres sion for the charge). 12 Thus, Q; =2:1L)1l;, and 
the area (4.4) leads to the following entropy: 

11 In [30] it was argued that the 2-brane tension, T2, satisfies K2Ti =7T2 /111(), where 111() is a rational number 
that was left undetennined. The argument of [28], as weil as our procedure [9], unambiguously fix 1110 =1/2. 
12 This agrees with the D3-brane tension, KIOI:l = .,fii-, since in the self-dual case qp = KIOTp . 
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27TAg 87T2L6 

SBH = -2- =--2- viQI Q2Q3Q4 =27Ty'nl n2n3n4 . (5.14 ) 
KJO K 

5.2. Counting of the microscopie states 

The presence of the factor y'N in SBH (5.11) immediately suggests an interpretation 
in terms of the massless states on the string common to all three 5-branes. Indeed, it 
is weil known that, for a (1 + 1 )-dimensional field theory with a central charge c, the 
entropy of !eft-moving states with momentum 27TNI Lis, for sufficiently large N, given 
by 13 

Sstat = 27TV ~cN . (5.15) 

We should find, therefore, that the central charge on the intersection string is, in the 
limit of large charges, equal to 

c = 6nln2n3. (5.16) 

The fact that the centra! charge grows as nl n2n3 suggests the following picture. 2-branes 
can end on 5-branes, so that the boundary looks like a closed string [20,32,33]. It is 
tempting to associate the massless states with those of 2-branes attached to 5-branes 
near the intersection point. Geometrically, we may have a two-brane with three holes, 
each of the holes attached to different 5-dimensional hyperplanes in which the 5-branes 
!ie. Thus, for any three 5-branes that intersect along a line, we have a collapsed 2-brane 
that gives massless states in the (1 + 1 )-dimensional theory describing the intersection. 
What is the centra! charge of these massless states? From the point of view of one of 
the 5-branes, the intersection is a long string in 5 + 1 dimensions. Such a string has 
4 bosonic massJess modes corresponding to the transverse oscillations, and 4 fermionic 
superpartners. Thus, we believe that the central charge arising from the collapsed 2-brane 
with three boundaries is 4( 1 + ~) =6. 14 

The upshot of this argument is that each triple intersection contributes 6 to the centraJ 
charge. Since there are nl n2n3 triple intersections, we find the totaJ centraJ charge 
6n I n2n3. Dne may ask why there are no terms of order nT, etc. This can be explained 
by the fact that all parallel 5-brancs are displaced relative to each other, so that the 
2-branes produce massJess states only near the intersection points. 

Dne notabIe feature of our argument is that the central charge grows as a product 
of three charges, while in all D-brane examples one found only a product of two 
charges. We believe that this is related to the peculiar n3 growth of the near-extremal 
entropy of ncoincident 5-branes found in [9] (for coincident D-branes the near-extremal 

I, As pointed out in 131 I, this expression is reliable only if N » c. Requiring N to he much greater than 
nl n2n, is a highly asymmetric choice of charges. If, however. all charges are comparable and large, Ihe 
enlropy is dominated by the multiply wound )-branes, which we discuss al Ihe end of this section. 

14 Upon compaclificalion on T7 , Ihese massless modes are simply Ihe small fluclualions of Ihe long slring in 
4 + I dimensions which is described by Ihc classical solution (25). One should be able 10 confirm Ihal Ihe 
cenlral charge on Ihis slring is equal 10 6 by sludying ils low-energy modes. 
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entropy grows only as n 2 ). This is because the intersecting D-brane entropy comes from 
strings which can only connect objects pairwise. The 2-branes, however, can connect 
three different 5-branes. Based on our observations about entropy, we conjecture that the 
configurations where a 2-brane connects four or more 5-branes are forbidden (otherwise, 
for instance, the near-extremal entropy of n parallel 5-branes would grow faster than 
n3 ). Perhaps such configurations do not give rise to massless states or give subleading 
contributions to the entropy. 

The counting argument presented above applies to the configuration where there are 
nl paraIIel 5-branes in the (14567) hyperplane, n2 paraIIel 5-branes in the (12367) 
hyperplane, and n3 paraIIel 5-branes in the (12345) hyperplane. As explained in [31], 
if nl '" n2 '" n3 '" N we need to examine a different configuration where one replaces 
a number of disconnected branes by a single multiply wound brane. Let us consider, 
therefore, a single 5-brane in the (14567) hyperplane wound nl times around the YI

circle, a single 5-brane in the (12367) hyperplane wound n2 times around the YI-circle, 
and a single 5-brane in the (12345) hyperplane wound n3 times around the YI-circle. 
FoIIowing the logic of [31], one can show that the intersection string effectively has 
winding number nl n2n3: this is because the 2-brane which conneets the three 5-branes 
needs to be transported nl n2n3 times around the YI-circle to come back to its original 
state. 15 Therefore, the massless fields produced by the 2-brane effectively live on a circle 
of length nln2n3L. This implies [34] that the energy levels of the (1 + 1 )-dimensional 
field theory are quantized in units of 21T/ (n In2n3 L). In this theory there is only one 
species of the 2-brane connecting the three 5-branes; therefore, the central charge on the 
string is c :::: 6. The caJculation of BPS entropy for a state with momentum 21TN/ L, as 
in [34,31], on ce again rcproduces (5.11). While the end result has the form identical to 
that found for the disconnected 5-branes, the connected configuration is dominant when 
aII four charges are of comparable magnitude [31]. Now the central charge is fixed, 
and the large entropy is due to the growing density of energy levels. 

6. Black hole entropy in D =5 and discussion 

Thc counting arguments presented here are plausible, but clearly need to be put on 
a more solid footing. Indeed, it is not yet completely clear what rules apply to the 11
dimensional M-theory (although progress has been made in [14]). The rule associating 
massless states to coIIapsed 2-branes with three boundaries looks natural, and seems 
to reproduce the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of extremal black holes in D = 4. Note 
also that a similar rule can be successfully applied to the case of the finite entropy 
D = 5 extremal dyonic black holes described in 11 dimensions by the 'boosted' 2 .l 5 

15 The role of nln2n~ as the effeetive winding number is suggested also by eomparison of the D = 5 
solitOflic string metric, (2.5), with the fundamental string metrie, t/s2 =V-I (dut/v + 2Kdu ) +dx"dx, , where 
the eoeffieient in the harmonie funetion V is proportional to the tension times the winding number of the 
sou ree string (see e.g. 1271). After a eonformal resealing, (2.5) takes the fundamental string form with 
V = H~ = (FI F2F~) -I so that near r =0 the dudv part of it is multiplied by PI P2P~ ~ nl n2n~. Thus, the 
souree string may be thought of as wound nln2n~ times around the cirele. 
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 Another possible D = 11 embedding of the D = 5 black hole is 
2 configuration [15]. The relevant D = 10 type IIB configuration 
 with momentum flow along common string. In the case of 2 1.. 5 
ssless degrees of freedom on the intersection string may be attributed 
ne with a hole attached to the 5-brane and one point attached to the 
ane is wound nl times and the 2-brane - n2 times, the intersection 
=6 theory on a circle of length nl n2L. Following the arguments of 
he entropy of a state with momentum. 27TN/ L along the intersection 

 N . (6.1 ) 

ly a microscopic M-theory basis, somewhat different from that in 
stein-Hawking entropy of D =5 extremal dyonic black holes. 

like to show that (6.1) is indeed equal to the expression for the 
g entropy for the 'boosted' 21..5 configuration [15] (cf. (5.11)), 

configuration [15].
provided by 21..21..
is 31..3 (cf. (4.3))
configuration the ma
to a collapsed 2-bra
2-brane. If the 5-br
is described by a c 
[31], we find that t
string is 

Sstat =27TVnln2

This secms to supp
[ J 4], for the Beken

We would now 
Bekenstein-Hawkin

3 6 
SBH == 27TA9 == 47T L JQPQ'. (6.2) 

K 2 K 2 

Q and Pare the parameters in the harmonie functions corresponding to the 2-brane 
and the 5-brane, and Q' is the parameter in the 'boost' function, i.e. T- I =1 + Q/r2, 
F- I =I + P/r2, K =1 + Q'/r2. Note that here (cf. (5.1)) 

2 47T2 L4 47T2LQ' = K N - --Q, - - P. (6.3 ) q2 - ,fiK qs - ,fiK7TL7 ' 

As in thc case of the 21..21..51..5 configuration, we can use the Dirac quantization 
condition, Q2Qs = 27TnI1l2, to conclude that QP = 4::L~ nl n2. This yields (6.1) when 
substituted into (6.2). A similar expression for the BPS entropy is found in the case of 
the complctcly symmetric 21..21..2 configuration, 

47T3L6 
SBH == --2-JQIQ2Q3 =27TV"l n2n3, (6.4 ) 

K 

where we have used the 2-brane charge quantization condition (5.8), which implies that 
Qi = lIiL-4(K/,fi7T)4j3. Agreement of different expressions for the D =5 black hole 
entropy provides another check on the consistency of (5.8), (5.9). 

Our arguments for counting the microscopic states apply only to the configurations 
whcre M-branes intcrsect over a string. It would be vcry interesting to see how approach 
anaJogous to the above might work when this is not thc case. Indeed, black holes with 
Ilnitc horizon area in D = 4 may aJso be obtained from the 2-12-15-15 configuration 
in M-theory, and the 3-131..31..3 one in type IIB, whilc in D == 5 - from the 2-12-12 
configuration. Although from the D == 4,5 dimensional point of view these cases are 
rclated by U-duality to the ones we considercd, the counting of their states seems to be 
harder at the present level of undcrstanding. We hope that a more general approach to 
thc entropy problem, which covers all the solutions wc discussed, can be found. 

http:3-131..31
http:21..21..51
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Chapter 6 


M-theory and duality 


In 1977, Montonen and Olive made a hold conjecture [1]. Might there exist a dual 
formulation of fundamental physics in which the roles of Noether charges and topo
logical charges are reversed? In such a dual picture, thc magnetic monopoles would 
be the fundamental objects and the quarks, W-bosons and Higgs particles would 
he the solitons! They were inspired by the observation that in certain supersym
rnetric grand unificd theories, the masscs M of all the particles whether elementary 
(carrying purely electric charge Q), solitonic (carrying purely magnetic charge P) 
or dyonic (carrying both) are described by a universal formula 

M 2 = V2(Q2 + p2) (6.1) 

where v is a constant. Note that the mass formula remains unchanged if we ex
change the roles of P and Q. The Montonen-Olive conjecture was that this elec
tric/magnetic symmetry is a symmetry not merely of the mass formula but is an 
exact symmetry of the entire quantum theory! The reason why this idea remained 
merely a conjecture rather than a proof has to do with the whole question of pertur
bative versus non-perturbative effects. According to Dirac, the electric charge Q is 
quantized in units of e, the charge on the electron, whereas the magnetic charge is 
quantized in units of lic. In other words, Q = me and P = nle, where mand nare 
integers. The symmetry suggested by Montonen and Olive thus demanded that in 
the dual world, we not only exchange the integers mand n but we also replace e by 
lle (or /ile if we restore Planck's constant) and go from a regime of weak coupling 
to a regime of strong coupling. This was very exciting firstly because it promised a 
whole new window on non-perturbative effects and secondly because this would be 
an intrinsically quantum symmetry with no classical (/i ...... 0) counterpart. On the 
other hand, it also made a proof very difficult and the idea was largely forgotten 
for the next few years. 

Although the original supermembrane paper by Hughes, Liu and Polchinski 
[2] made use of the soliton idea, the subsequent impetus in supermemhrane theory 
was to mimic superstrings and treat the p-branes as fundamental objects in their 
own right (analogous to particles carrying an electric Noether charge). Even within 
this framework, however, it was possible to postulate a Poincaré duality between 
one p-brane and another by relating them to the geometrical concept of p-forms. 

323 DOI: 10.1201/9781482268737-6
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(Indeed, this is how p-branes originally got their name.) Now the low energy limit of 
10-dimensional string theory is a lO-dimensional supergravity theory with a 3-form 
field strength. However, lO-dimensional supergravity had one puzzling feature that 
had long been an enigma from the point of view of string theory. In addition to the 
above vers ion there existed a dual version in which the field strength was a 7-form. 
This suggested [3], a dual version of string theory in which the fundamental objects 
are fivebranes! This became known as the stringjjivebrane duality conjecture. The 
analogy was still a bit incomplete, however, because at that time no-one had thought 
of the fivebrane as a soliton. 

Then in 1990, a major breakthrough for the stringjfivebrane duality conjecture 
came along when Strominger [4] found that the equations of the lO-dimensional 
heterotic string admit a fivebrane as a soliton solution which also preserves half 
the spacetime supersymmetry and whose mass per unit 5-volume is given by the 
topological charge associated with the 3-form of the string. Moreover, this mass 
became larger, the smaller the strength of the string coupling, exactly as one would 
cxpect for a soliton. He went on to suggest a complete strongjweak coupling duality 
with the strongly coupled string corresponding to the weakly coup led fivebrane. 
By generalizing some earlier work of Nepomechie [5] and Teitelboim [6], moreover, 
it was possible to show that the electric charge of the fundamental string and 
the magnetic charge of the solitonic fivebrane obeyed a Dirac quantization rule. 
In this form, stringjfivebrane duality was now much more closely mimicking the 
electricjmagnetic duality of Montonen and Olive. However, sincc most physicists 
were alrcady scepticalof electricjmagnetic duality in four dimensions, they did not 
immediately embrace stringjfivebrane duality in ten dimensions! 

Furthermore, there was one major problem with treating the fivebrane as a 
fundamental object in its own right; a problem that has bedevilled supermembrane 
theory right from the beginning: no-one knows how to quantize fundamental p
branes with p > 1. All the techniques that worked so weIl for fundamental strings 
and which allow us, for example, to calculate how one string scatters off another, 
simply do not go through. Problems arise both at the level of the worldvolume 
equations where the old bête noir of non-renormalizability co mes to haunt us and 
also at the level of the spacetime equations. Each term in string perturbation theory 
corresponds to a two-dimensional worldsheet with more and more holes: we must 
sum over all topologies of the worldsheet. But for surfaces with more than two 
dimensions we do not know how to do this. Indeed, there are powerful theorems 
in pure mathematics which teIl you that it is not merely hard but impossible. 
Of course, one could always invoke the dictum that God does not do perlurbation 
theory, but that does not cut much ice unless you can say what He does do! So there 
were two major impediments to stringjfivebrane duality in 10 dimensions. First, 
the electricjmagnetic duality analogy was ineffective so long as most physicists were 
scepticalof this duality. Secondly, treating fivebranes as fundamental raised all the 
unresolved issues of quantization. 

The first of these impediments was removed, however, when Sen [7] revitalized 
the Montonen-Olive conjecture by establishing that certain dyonic states, which 
their conjecture demanded, were indeed present in the theory. Many duality sceptics 
were thus converted. Indeed this inspired Seiberg and Witten [8] to look for duality 
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in more realist ic (though still supersymmetric) approximations to the standard 
model. The subsequent industry, known as Seiberg-Witten theory, provided a 
wealth of new information on non-perturbative effects in four-dimensional quantum 
field thc'Ories, sueh as quark-eonfinement and symmetry-breaking, which would have 
been unthinkable just a few years ago. 

The Montonen-Olive conjecture was originally intended to apply to four-dimen
sion al grand unified field theories. In 1990, however, Font, Ibanez, Lust and 
Quevedo [9J and, independently, Rey [lOJ generalized the idea to four-dimensional 
superstrings, where in fact the idea becomes even more natural and goes by the 
name of S-duality. 

In fact, superstring theorists had already become used to a totally different 
kind of duality called T-duality. Unlike S-duality which was a non-perturbative 
symrnetry and hence still speculative, T-duality was a perturbative symmetry and 
rigorously established [ll J. If we compactify a string theory on a circle then, in 
addition to the Kaluza-Klein particles we would expect in an ordinary field theory, 
there are also extra winding particles that arise because a string can wind around 
the circle. T-duality states that nothing changes if we exchange the roles of the 
Kaluza-Klein and winding particles provided we also exchange the radius of the 
circle R with its inverse 1/R. In short, a string eannot teil the difference between 
a big circle and a small one! 

Recall that, when wrapped around a circle, an ll-dimensional membrane be
haves as if it were a 10-dimensional string. In a series of papers between 1991 and 
1995, Duff, Khuri, Liu, Lu, Minasian and Rahmfeld [12-14, 16-18] argued that this 
mayalso be the way out of the problems of lO-dimensional string/fivebrane dual
ity. If we allow four of the ten dimensions to be curlcd up and allow the solitonic 
fivebrane to wrap around them, it will behave as if it were a 6-dimensional solitonic 
string! The fundamental string will remain a fundamental string but now also in 
6-dimensions. So the lO-dimensional string/fivebrane duality conjecture gets re
placed by a 6-dimensional string/string duality conjecture. The obvious advantage 
is that, in contrast to the fivebrane, we do know how to quantize the string and 
hence we ean put the predictions of string/string duality to the test. For example, 
one can show that the coupling constant of the solitonic string is indeed given by 
the inverse of the fundamental string's coupling constant, in complete agreement 
with the conjecture. 

When we spoke of string/string duality, we originally had in mind a duality 
between one heterotic string and another, but the next major development in the 
subject came in 1994 when HuIl and Townsend [19J suggested that, if the four
dimensional compact space is chosen suitably, a six-dimensional heterotic string can 
be dual to a six-dimensional Type I I A string! The barriers between the different 
string theories were beginning to crumble. 

String/string duality has another unexpected pay-off [18]. If we compactify 
the six-dimensional spacetime on two circles down to four dimensions, the fund a
mental string and the solitonic string will each acquire a T-duality. But here is 
the miracle: the T-duality of the solitonic string is just the S-duality of the fun
damental string, and vice-versa! This phenomenon, in which the non-perturbative 
replacement of e by 1/e in one picture is just the perturbative replacement of R 
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by I/Rin the dual picture, goes by thc name of Duality of Dualities. Thus four
dimensional electric/magnetic duality, which was previously only a conjecture, now 
emerges automatically if we make the more primitive conjecture of six-dimensional 
string/string duality. 

All this previous work on T-duality, S-duality, and string/string duality was 
suddenly pulled together by Witten [20J under the umbrella of eleven-dimensions. 
One of the biggest problems with D = 10 string theory is that there are Jive 
consistent string theories: Type 1 SO(32), heterotic SO(32), heterotic Es x E8, 
Type IIAand Type IIB. As a candidate for a unique theory of everything, this is 
clearly an embarrassment of riches. Witten put forward a convincing case that this 
distinction is just an artifact of perturbation theory and that non-perturbatively 
these five theories are, in fact, just different corners of a deeper theory. See table 
6.1. Moreover, this deeper theory, subsequently dubbed M -theory, has D = 11 
supergravity as its low energy limit! Thus the five string theories and D = 11 
supergravity represent six different special points l in the moduli space of M-theory. 
The small parameters of perturbative string theory are provided by < eel> >, where 
!f> is the dilaton field, and < ea; > where ai are the moduli fields which arise after 
compactification. What makes M-theory at once intriguing and yet difficult to 
analyze is that in D = 11 there is neither dilaton nor moduli and hence the theory 
is intrinsically non-perturbative. Consequently, the ultimate meaning of M-theory 
is still unclear, and Witten has suggested that in the meantime, M should stand for 
'magie', 'mystery' or 'membrane', according to taste. Curiously enough, however, 
Witten still played down the importance of supermembranes. But it was only a 
matter of time before he too succumbed to the conclusion that we weren't doing 
just string theory any more! In the coming months, literally hundreds of papers 
appeared in the internet confirming that, whatever M-theory may be, it certainly 
involves supermembranes in an important way[64J. 

Es X E8 heterotic string 
SO(32) heterotic string 
SO(32) Type I string ) M themy 
Type 11A string 
Type I I B string 

Table 6.1. The five apparently different string theories are really just different corners 
of M-theory. 

For example, the 6-dimensional string/string duality discussed above (and 
hence the 4-dimensional electric/magnetic duality) follows from 11-dimensional 
membrane/fivebrane duality [21, 22]. The fundamental string is obtained by wrap
ping the membrane around a one-dimensional space and then compactifying on a 

1 Some authors take the phrase M -theory to refer merely to this sixth corner of the moduli space. 
With this definition, of course, M-theory is no more fundamental than the other five corners. For 
us, M -theory means the whole kit and caboodle. 
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four-dimensional space; whereas the solitonic string is obtained by wrapping the 
fivebrane around the four-dimensional space and then compactifying on the one

T 4dimensional space. Thus SI/Z2 X K3, SI x K3, SI/Z2 X and SI x T 4 yield 
heterotic/heterotic, Type I I A/heterotic, heterotic/Type I I A and Type I I A/Type 
I I A duality, respectively. Nor did it take long before the more realist ic kinds of 
electric/magnetic duality envisioned by Seiberg and Witten [8] were also given an 
explanation in terms of string/string duality and hence M-theory [23, 24, 34, 35]. 
Even QCD now has a D = 11 interpretation [35]. 

It is interesting to ask whether we have exhausted all possible theories of ex
tended objects with spacetime supersymmetry and fermionic gauge invariance on 
the worldvolume. This we claimed to have done in chapters 2 and 3 by demanding 
super-Poincaré invariance, but might there exist other Green-Schwarz type actions 
in which the supergroup is not necessarily super-Poincaré? Although we have not 
yet attempted to construct all such actions, one may nevertheless place constraints 
on the dimensions and signatures for which such theories are possible [25]. We 
simply impose bose-fermi matching but relax the requirement of a super-Poincaré 
algebra. Although the possibilities are richer, there are still several constraints. In 
particular, the maximum spacetime dimension is now D = 12 where we can have a 
worldvolume with (2,2) signature provided we have a (10,2) spacetime signature. 
This new case is particularly interesting since it belongs to the 0 sequence and 
furthermore admits Majorana-Weyl spinors. In fact, the idea of a twelfth timelike 
dimension in supergravity is an old one [26] and twelve-dimensional supersymmetry 
algebras have been discussed in the supergravity literature [27]. In particular, the 
chiral (N+,N_) = (1,0) supersymmetry algebra in (S,T) = (10,2) involves the 
anti-commutator 

{Qa, Qj9} = (rMN )aj9PMN + (rMNPQRS)aj9Z+ MNPQRS· (6.2) 

The right-hand side yields a Lorentz generator and a six index object so it is 
certainly not super-Poincaré. 

Despite all the objections one might raise to a world with two time dimensions, 
and despite the above problems of interpretation, the idea of a (2,2) object moving 
in a (10,2) spacetime has recently been revived [28] in the context of F -theory [29], 
which involves Type I I B compactifications where the axion and dilaton from the 
Ramond-Ramond sector are allowed to vary on the internal manifold. Given a 
manifold M that has the structure of a fiber bundie whose fiber is T 2 and whose 
base is some manifold B, then 

F on M == Type I I B on B. (6.3) 

The utility of F-theory is beyond dispute and it has certainly enhanced our under
standing of string dualities, Seiberg-Witten theory and much else, but should the 
twelve-dimensions of F-theory be taken seriously? And if so, should F-theory be 
regarded as more fundamental than M-theory? Given that there seems to be no 
supersymmetric field theory with SO(10, 2) Lorentz invariance [30], and given that 
the on-shell states carry only ten-dimensional momenta [29], the more conservative 
interpretation is that the twelfth dimension is merely a mathematical artifact and 
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that F-theory should simply be interpreted as a clever way of compactifying the 
IIB string [31]. Time (or should I say 'both times'?) will teIl. 

Even the chiral E8 x Es string, which according to Witten's earlier theorem 
could never come from eleven-dimensions, was given an eleven-dimensional explana
tion by Horava and Witten [32]. The no-go theorem is evaded by compactifying not 
on a circle (which has no ends), but on a line-segment (which has two ends). Witten 
went on to argue that if the size of this one-dimensional space is large compared 
to the six-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold, then our world is approximately five
dimensional [33]. This may have important consequences for confronting Al-theory 
with experiment. For example, it is known that the strengths of the four forces 
change with energy. In supersymmetric extensions of the standard model, one finds 
that the fine structure constants 0'3, 0'2, 0'1 associated with the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) 
all meet at about 1016 GeV, entirely consistent with the idea of grand unification. 
The strength of the dimensionless number O'c = GE2 , where G is Newton's con
stant and E is the energy, also almost meets the other three, but not quite. This 
near miss has been a source of great interest, but also frustration. However, in a 
universe of the kind envisioned by Witten [33J, spacetime is approximately a nar
row five dimensionallayer bounded by four-dimensional walls. The particles of the 
standard model live on the walls but gravity Jives in the five-dimensional bulk. As 
aresuit, it is possible to choose the size of this fifth dimension so that all four forces 
meet at this common scale. Note that this is much less than the Planck scale of 
1019 GeV, so gravitational effects may be much closer in energy than we previously 
thought; aresuIt that would have all kinds of cosmological consequences. 

On the subject of cosmology, the S7 compactification of J\;l-theory and its 
massless sector of gauged N = 8 D = 4 supergravity have also featured in a recent 
cosmological context with attempts to reconcile an open universe with inflation 
[39-42J. 

Thus this eleven-dimensional framework now provides the starting point for un
derstanding a wealth of new non-perturbative phenomena, including string/string 
duality, Seiberg-Witten theory, quark confinement, QCD, particle physics phe
nomenology and cosmology. 

So what is M -theory? 
There is still no definitive answer to this question, although several different 

proposals have been made. By far the most popular is M(atrix) theory [40]. The 
matrix models of M-theory are SU(k) supersymmetric gauge quantum mechani
cal models with 16 supersymmetries. As we have seen in chapter 2, these models 
were first introduced in the context of M-theory in [42, 41, 43], where they ap
peared as regularizations of the D = 11 supermembrane in the lightcone gauge, 
sometimes called the infinite momentum frame. (The lightcone gauged-fixed super
membrane is a supersymmetric gauge quantum mechanical model with the group of 
area-preserving diffeomorphisms as its gauge group.) The matrix approach of [40] 
exploits the observation [44] that such models are also interpretable as the effective 
action of k coincident Dirichlet O-branes, and that the continuous spectrum phe
nomenon is then just the no-force condition between them. 

The theory begins by compactifying the eleventh dimension on a circle of radius 
R, so that the longitudinal momentum is quantized in units of 1/R with total PL = 
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kjR with k -> 00. The theory is holographic [40J in that it contains only degrees 
of freedom which carry the smaIlest unit of longitudinal momentum, other states 
being composites of these fundamental states. This is, of course, entirely consistent 
with their identification with the Kaluza-Klein modes. It is convenient to describe 
these k degrees of freedom as k x kmatrices. When these matrices commute, 
their simultaneous eigenvalues are the positions of the O-branes in the conventional 
sense. That they will in general be non-commuting, however, suggests that to 
properly understand M-theory, we must entertain the idea of a fuzzy spacetime 
in which spacetime coordinates are described by non-commuting matrices. In any 
event, this matrix approach has had success in reproducing many of the expected 
properties of M-theory such as D = 11 Lorentz covariance, D = 11 supergravity 
as the low-energy limit, and the existence of membranes and fivebranes. Other 
important contributions may be found in [53-57J. 

It was further proposed that when compactified on Tn, the quantum mechan
ical model should be replaced by an (n + l)-dimensional SU(k) Yang-Mills field 
theory defined on the dual torus in. Another test of this M(atrix) approach, then, 
is that it should explain the U-dualities [45, 46, 19J of chapter 4. For n = 3, for 
example, this group is SL(3, Z) x SL(2, Z). The SL(3, Z) just comes from the 
modular group of T 3 whereas the SL(2, Z) is the electricjmagnetic duality group 
of four-dimensional N = 4 Yang-Mills [47]. For n > 3, however, this picture looks 
suspicious because the corresponding gauge theory becomes non-renormalizable and 
the full U-duality group has still escaped explanation. There have been specula
tions [49, 56, 55] on what compactified M-theory might be, including a revival of 
the old proposal that it is reaIly M( embrane)theory [56J. In other words, perhaps 
D = 11 supergravity together with its BPS configurations: plane wave, membrane, 
fivebrane, KK monopole and the D = 11 embedding of the Type I I A eightbrane, 
are all there is to M-theory and that we need look no further for new degrees of 
freedom. At the time of writing this is still being hotly debated. 

The year 1998 marked a renaissance in anti de-Sitter space brought about 
by Maldacena's conjectured duality between physics in the bulk of AdS and a 
conformal field theory on the boundary [57J. In particular, M-theory on AdS4 x 
S7 is dual to a non-abelian (n = 8, d = 3) superconformal theory, Type IJB 
string theory on AdS5 x S5 is dual to a d = 4 SU(k) super Yang-Mills theory 
and M-theory on AdS7 x S4 is dual to a non-abelian ((n+,n_) = (2,0),d = 6) 
conformal theory. In particular, as has been speIled out most clearly in the d = 4 
SU(k) Yang-Mills case, there is seen to he a correspondence hetween the Kaluza
Klein mass spectrum in the bulk and thc conformal dimension of operators on 
the boundary [58, 59, 60J. This duality thus holds promise not only of a deepcr 
understanding of M -theory, but mayalso throw light on non-perturbative aspects 
of the theories that live on the boundary which can include four-dimensional gauge 
theories. Models of this kind, where a bulk theory with gravity is equivalent to a 
boundary theory without gravity, have also been advocated by 't Hooft [62J and 
by Susskind [63J who caIl them holographic theories. The reader may notice a 
striking similarity to the earlier idea of 'The membrane at the end of the universe' 
and interconnections between the two are currently heing explored [61, 65J. For 
example, one immediately recognizes that the dimensions and supersymmetries of 
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these three conformal theories are exactly the same as the singleton, doubleton and 
tripleton supermultiplets of chapter 4. Many theorists are understandably excited 
about the AdSjCFT correspondence because of what it can teach us about non
perturbative QCD. In the editor's opinion, however, this is, in a sense, a diversion 
from the really fundamental question: What is M-theory? So my hope is that this 
wilJ be a two-way process and that superconformal field theories will also teach us 
more about M-theory. 

Edward Witten is fond of imagining how physics might have developed on 
other planets in which major discoveries, such as general relativity, Yang-Mills and 
supersymmetry were made in a different order from that on Earth. In the same 
vein, I would like to suggest that on planets more logical than ours (Vulcan?), eleven 
dimensions would have been taken as the starting point from which ten-dimensional 
string theory was subsequently derived as a special case. Indeed, fut ure (terrestrial) 
historians may judge the period 1984-95 as a time when theorists were like boys 
playing by the sea shore, and diverting themselves with the smoother pebbles or 
prettier shells of perturbative ten-dimensional superstrings while the great ocean of 
non-perturbative eleven-dimensional J1;f-theory lay all undiscovered before thcm. 
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Abstract 

The strong coupling dynamics of string theories in dimension d ~ 4 are studied. It is argued. 
among other things. that eleven-dimensional supergravity arises as a low energy limit of the ten
dimensional Type nA superstring, and that a recently conjectured duality between the heterotic 
string and Type nA superstrings controls the strong coupling dynamics of the heterotic string in 
five, six, and seven dimensions and implies S-duality for both heterotic and Type 11 strings. 

1. IntrodUctÏOD 

Understanding in what tenns string theories should really he fonnulated is one of the 
basic needs and goals in the subject. Knowing some of the phenomena that can occur for 
strong coupling - if one can know them without already knowing the good fonnulation! 
- may be a clue in this direction. Indeed, S-duality between weak and strong coupling 
for the heterotic string in four dimensions (for instance, see Refs. [1,2]) really ought 
to he a clue for a new fonnulation of string theory. 

At present there is very strong evidence for S-duality in supersymmetric field theories, 
but the evidence for S-duality in string theory is much less extensive. One motivation 
for the present work was to improve this situation. 

Another motivation was to try to relate four-dimensional S-duality to statements or 
phenomena in more than four dimensions. At first sight, this looks well-nigh implausible 
since S-duality between electric and magnetic charge seems to be very special to four 
dimensions. So we are bound to leam something if we succeed. 

Whether or not a version of S-duality plays a role, one would like to detennine the 
strong coupling behavior of string theories above four dimensions, just as S-duality 
and its conjectured Type n analog, which has been called U-duality [3] - detennines the 
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strong coupling limit af ter toroidal compactification to four dimensions. I One is eurious 
about the phenomena that may arise, and in addition if there is any non-perturbativt: 
inconsistency in the higher-dimensional string tbeories (perhaps ultimately leading to an 
explanation of why we live in four dimensions) it might show up naturally in thinking 
about the strong eoupling behavior. 

In fact, in this paper, we will analyze the strong coupling limit of certain string 
theories in certain dimensions. Many of the phenomena are indeed novel, and many of 
them are indeed related to dualities. For instance, we will argue in Section 2 that the 
strong coupling limit of Type UA supergravity in ten dimensions is eleven-dimensional 
supergravity! In asense, this statement gives a rationale for "why" eleven-dimensional 
supergravity exists, much as the interpretation of supergravity theories in d ~ 10 as low 
energy limits of string theories explains "why" these remarkable theories exist. How 
eleven-dimensional supergravity fits into the seheme of things has been a puzzle since 
the theory was first predicted [5] and constructed [6]. 

Upon toroidal compactification, one can study tbe strong coupling behavior of the 
Type U theory in d < 10 using U-duality, as we will do in Section 3. One can obtain a 
fairly complete picture, with eleven-dimensional supergravity as the only "surprise." 

Likewise, we will argue in Section 4 that the strong coupling limit of five-dimensional 
heterotic string theory is Type IIB in six dimensions, while the strong coupling limit 
of six-dimensional heterotic string theory is Type UA in six dimensions (in each case 
with four dimensions as a K3), and the strong coupling limit in seven dimensions 
involves eleven-dimensional supergravity. These results are based on arelation between 
the heterotic string and the Type UA superstring in six dimensions that has been proposed 
before [3,4]. The novelty in the present paper is to show, for instance, that vexing 
puzzles about the strong coupling behavior of the heterotic string in five dimensions 
disappear if one assumes the conjectured relation of the heterotic string to Type HA in 
six dimensions. Also we will see - using a mechanism proposed previously in a more 
abstract setting [7] - that the "string-string duality" between heterotic and Type UA 
strings in six dimensions implies S-duality in four dimensions, so the usual evidence for 
S-duality can be cited as evidence for string-string duality. 

There remains the question of determining the strong coupling dynamics of the het
erotie string above seven dimensions. In this context, there is a eurious speculation 2 

that the heterotie string in ten dimensions with SO(32) gauge group might have for its 
strong coupling limit the SO(32) Type I theory. In Section 5 we show that this relation, 
if valid, straightforwardly determines the strong coupling behavior of the heterotic string 
in nine and eight dimensions as well as ten, conjecturally completing the description of 
strong coupling dynamics except for Es x Es in ten dimensions. 

I By "strong coupling limit" I mean the limit as tbe string coupling constant goes to infinity keeping fixed 
(in the sigma model sense) the parameters of the compactification. Compactifications that are not explicitly 
described or c1ear from the context will be toroidal. 

2 This idea was considered many years ago by M. B. Green, the present author, and probably others. but not 
in print as far as I know. 
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The possible relations between different tbeories discussed in tbis paper should be 
taken together witb otber, better establisbed relations between different string theories. 
It follows from T-duality that below ten dimensions the Es x Es heterotic string is 
equivalent to the SO(32) beterotic string [8,9], and Type UA is equivalent to Type DB 
[ 10,11]. Combining these statements with the mucb shakier relations discussed in tbe 
present paper, one would have a web of connections between the five string tbeories 
and eleven-dimensional supergravity. 

After tbis paper was written and circulated, I learned of a paper [12] tbat bas some 
overlap with tbe contents of Section 2 of tbis paper. 

2. Type n superstrings in ten dimensions 

2.1. Type I1B in ten dimensions 

In this section, we will study the strong coupling dynamics of Type n superstrings in 
ten dimensions. We start witb the easy case, Type DB. A natural conjecture bas already 
been made by HuIl and Townsend [3]. Type DB supergravity in ten dimensions has 
an SL(2, lR) symrnetry; tbe conjecture is that an SL(2, Z) subgroup of this is an exact 
symmetry of the string tbeory. 3 This tben would relate tbe strong and weak coupling 
limits just as S-duality relates tbe strong and weak coupling limits of tbe heterotic string 
in four dimensions. 

This SL(2, Z) symrnetry in ten dimensions, if valid, has powerful implications below 
ten dimensions. The reason is that in d < 10 dimensions, the Type n theory (Type 
UA and Type UB are equivalent below ten dimensions) is known to have a T-duality 
symmetry S0(10 - d, 10 - d;Z). This T-duality group does not comrnute witb the 
SL(2, Z) that is already present in ten dimensions, and togetber they generate tbe 
discrete subgroup of the supergravity symmetry group that has been called U-duality. 4 

Thus, U-duality is troe in every dimension below ten if tbe SL(2, Z) of tbe Type UB 
theory holds in ten dimensions. 

In tbe next section we will see tbat U-duality controls Type n dynamics below 
ten dimensions. As SL(2, Z) also controls Type nB dynamics in ten dimensions, this 
fundamental duality between strong and weak coupling controls all Type n dynamics 
in all dimensions except for the odd case of Type UA in ten dimensions. But that case 
will not prove to be a purely isolated exception: tbe basic pbenomenon tbat we will 
find in Type UA in ten dimensions is highly relevant to Type n dynamics below ten 

J For earlier work on the possible role of the non-compact supergravity symmetries in string and membrane 
theory. see Ref. r13 J. 

4For instance. in live dimensions. T-duality is SO(5.5) and U-duality is E6. A proper subgroup of E6 
that contains SO(5.5) would have to be SO(5,5) itself or SO(5,5) x IR· (IR· is the non-compact form of 
U( 1».50 when one tries to adjoin to SO(5,5) the SL(2) that was already present in ten dimensions (and 
contains two generators that map NS-NS states to RR states and so are not in SO(5.5» one automatically 
generates all of E6. 
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dimensions, as we will see in Section 3. In a way ten-dimensional Type nA proves to 
exhibit the essential new phenomenon in the simplest context. 

To compare to N = 1 supersymmetric dynamics in four dimensions [14], ten
dimensional Type nA is somewhat analogous to supersymmetric QCD with 3Ne /2 > 
Nf > Ne + 1, whose dynamics is controlled by an effective infrared theory that does not 
make sense at all length scales. Tbe other cases are analogous to the same theory with 
3Nc > Nf > 3Nc /2, whose dynamics is controlled by an exact equivalence of theories 
- conformal fixed points - that make sense at all length scales. 

2.2. Ramond-Ramond charges in ten-dimensional type IIA 

It is a familiar story to string theorists that the string coupling constant is really the 
expectation of a field - the dilaton field cP. Tbus, it can be scaled out of the low energy 
effective action by shifting the value of the dilaton. 

After scaling other fields properly, this idea can be implemented in closed string 
theories by writing the effective action as e-2t/J times a function that is invariant under 
cP -+ cP + constant. Tbere is, however, an important subtlety bere tbat affects tbe Type 
HA and Type IIB (and Type I) tbeories. Tbese theories bave massless antisymmetric 
tensor fields tbat originate in tbe Ramond-Ramond (RR) sector. If Ap is sucb a p-form 
field, tbe natural gauge invariance is 8Ap =dÀp_J, witb Àp-l a (p - IJ-form - and 
no dilaton in the transformation laws. If one scales Ap by a power of et/J, tbe gauge 
transformation law becomes more complicated and less natural. 

Let us, tben, consider the Type nA tbeory with tbe fields normalized in a way 
that makes tbe gauge invariance natural. Tbe massless bosonic fields from tbe (Neveu
Schwarz)2 or NS-NS sector are tbe dilaton, tbe metric tensor gmn, llnd tbe antisymmetric 
tensor Bmn. From the RR sector, one has a one-form A and a three-form A3. We will write 
tbe field strengths as H =dB, F =dA, and F4 =dA3; one also needs F~ =dA3 + A AH. 
Tbe bosonic part of tbe low energy effective action can be written I = INS + IR wbere 
INS is tbe part containing NS-NS fields only and IR is bilinear in RR fields. One bas 
(in units witb a' == 1) 

INS =iJ d10xJ8 e-2t/J (R+4(V1cP)2 - 112H2) (2.1 ) 

and 

IR = - d JO xJ8 (1--F2+ -2-F41 '2) - -1JF4 A F4 A B. (2.2)
2 ·2! ·4! 4J 

With this way of writing the Lagrangian, the gauge transformation laws of A, B, and 
A3 all have the standard, dilaton-independent form BX == dA, but it is not true tbat tbe 
classical Lagrangian scales witb tbe dilaton like an overall factor of e-2t/J. 

Our interest wiIl focus on the presence of tbe abelian gauge field A in the Type 
HA theory. Tbe cbarge W of this gauge field bas the following significance. Tbe Type 
HA theory has two supersymmetries in ten dimensions, one of eacb cbirality; call them 
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Qa and Q~. The space-time momentum Pappears in tbe anticommutators {Q, Q} rv 

{Q', Q'} rv P. In the anticommutator of Q with Q' it is possible to have a Lorentz
invariant central charge 

{Qa,Q~} rv 8aa W. (2.3) 

To see that such a term does arise, it is enough to consider tbe interpretation of tbe Type 
nA theory as the low energy limit of eleven-dimensional supergravity, compactified on 
RIO x SI. From that point of view, the gauge field A arises from tbe components gm,1I 

of the eleven-dimensional metric tensor, W is simply tbe eleventb component of tbe 
momenturn, and (2.3) is part of tbe eleven-dimensional supersymmetry algebra. 5 

In the usual fashion [17], the central charge (2.3) leads to an inequality between tbe 
mass M of a particle and the value of W: 

M ~ colWl, (2.4) 

with Co a "constant," that is a function only of the string coupling constant A=et/>, and 
independent of which particle is considered. The precise constant with which W appears 
in (2.3) or (2.4) can be worked out using the low energy supergravity (there is no need 
to worry about stringy corrections as the discussion is controlled by the leading terms in 
the low energy effective action, and these are uniquely determined by supersymmetry). 
We will work this out at the end of this section by a simple sealing argument starting 
with eleven-dimensional supergravity. For now, suffice it to say that tbe A dependecce 
of the inequality is actually 

M~ ~IWI (2.5) 

with Cl an absolute constant. States for which the inequality is saturated - we will 
caB them BPS-saturated states by analogy with certain magnetic monopoles in four 
dimensions - are in "smalI" supermultiplets witb 28 states, while generic supermultiplets 
have 216 states. 

In the elementary string spectrum, W is ic"AltiCally zero. Indeed, as A originates in 
the RR sector, W would have had to be a rather exotic charge mapping NS-NS to RR 
states. However, there is no problem in finding classical black hole solutions carrying 
the W charge (or any other gauge charge, in any dimension). It was proposed by HuIl 
and Townsend [3] that quantum particles carrying RR charges arise by quantization of 
such black holes. Recall that, in any dimension, charged black holes obey an inequality 
GM 2 ~ con st . W2 (G, M, and W are Newton 's constant and tbe black hole mass 
and charge); with G rv A2 , this inequality has tbe same structure as (2.5). These 
two inequalities actually correspond in the sense tbat an extreme black hole, with tbe 

5 The relalion of tbe supersymmetry algebra 10 eleven dimensions leads 10 the fact that botb for tbe lowest 
level and even for the first exciled level of lhe Type UA theory, the states can be arranged in eleven-dirnensional 
Lorentz multipiets (15). If this would persist at higher levels, il might be related 10 the idea that will be 
developed below. lt would a1so be interesting 10 look for possible eleven-dirnensional traces in the superspace 
formulation [ 16). 
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minimum mass for given charge, is invariant under some supersymmetry [18] and so 
should correspond upon quantization to a "smali" supermultiplet saturating the inequality 
(2.5). 

To proceed, then, I will assume that there are in the theory BPS-saturated particles 
with W -4= O. This assumption can be justified as follows. HuIl and Townsend actually 
showed that upon toroidally compactifying to less than ten dimensions, the assumption 
follows from U-duality. In toroidal compactification, the radii of the circles upon which 
one compactifies can be arbitrarily big. That being so, it is implausible to have BPS
saturated states of W -4= 0 below ten dimensions unless they exist in ten dimensions; that 
is, if the smallest mass of a W-bearing state in ten dimensions were strictly bigger than 
clWI/À, then this would remain true after compactification on a sufficiently big torus. 

If the ten-dimensional theory has BPS-saturated states of W -4= 0, then what values of 
W occur? A continuum of values of W would seem pathological. A discrete spectrum 
is more reasonable. If so, the quantum of W must be independent of the string coupling 
"constant" À. The reason is that À is not really a "constant" but the expectation value 
of the dilaton field l/J. If the quantum of W were to depend on the value of l/J, then 
the value of the electric charge W of a particIe would change in a process in which l/J 
changes (that is, a process in which l/J changes in a large region of space containing 
the given particIe); this would violate conservation of W. 

The argument just stated involves a hidden assumption that will now be made explicit. 
The canonical action for a Maxwell field is 

_1_ JdftX Jg F2. (2.6)
4e2 

Comparing to (2.2), we see that in the case under discussion the effective value of e 
is independent of l/J, and this is why the charge of a hypothetical charged particIe is 
independent of l/J. If the action were 

2~J d
ft xJg e'Y<I>F (2.7) 

for some non-zero")f, then the current density would equal (from the equations ofmotion 
of A) Jm =aft (e'Y<I> Fmn). In a process in which l/J changes in a large region of space 
containing a charge, there could be a current inftow proportional to V l/J . F, and the 
charge would in fact change. Thus, it is really the q,..independence of the kinetic energy 
of the RR fields that leads to the statement that the values of W must be independent 
of the string coupling constant and that the masses of charged fields scale as À-I. 

Since the classical extreme black hole solution has arbitrary charge W (which can be 
scaled out of the solution in an elementary fashion), one would expect, if BPS-saturated 
charged particles do arise from quantization of extreme black holes, that they should 
possess every allowed charge. Thus, we expect BPS-saturated extreme black holes of 
mass 

M- clnl (2.8)
À ' 
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where n is an arbitrary integer, and, because of the unknown value of the quantum of 
electric charge, c may differ from Cl in (2.5). 

Apart from anything else that follows, the existence of particles with masses of order 
1/A, as opposed to the more usual 1/A2 for solitons, is important in itself. It almost 
certainly means that the string perturbation expansion - which is an expansion in powers 
of A2 - will have non-perturbative corrections of order exp( -I/A), in contrast to the 
more usual exp ( -1/À2 ) 6. The occurrence of such terms has been guessed by analogy 
with matrix models [20]. 

Tbe fact that the masses of RR charges diverge as A - 0 - though only as I/A - is 
important for self-consistency. It means that these states disappear from the spectrum as 
À - 0, which is why one does not see them as elementary string states. 

2.3. Consequences for dynamics 

Now we will explore the consequences for dynamics of the existence of these charged 
particles. 

The mass formula (2.8) shows that, when the string theory is weakly coupled, the 
RR charges are very heavy. But if we are bold enough to follow the formula into 
strong coupling, then for À - 00, these particles go to zero mass. This may seem 
daring, but the familiar argument based on the "smaliness" of the multiplets would 
appear to show that the formula (2.8) is exact and therefore can he used even for 
strong coupling. In four dimensions, extrapolation of analogous mass formulas to strong 
coupling has been extremely successful, starting with the original work of Montonen 
and Olive that led to the idea of S-duality. (In four-dimensional N =2 theories, such 
mass formulas generally fail to he exact [21] because of quantum corrections to the 
low energy effective action. For N =4 in four dimensions, or for Type IIA supergravity 
in ten dimensions, the relevant, leading terms in the low energy action are uniquely 
determined by supersymmetry.) 

So for strong coupling, we imagine a world in which there are supermultiplets of mass 
M = clnl/A for every À. These multiplets necessarily contain particles of spin at least 
two, as every supermultiplet in Type UA supergravity in ten dimensions has such states. 
(Multipiets that do not saturate the mass inequality contain states of spin ~ 4.) Rotation 
invariance of the classical extreme black hole solution suggests 7 (as does U-duality) 
that the BPS-saturated muitipiets are indeed in this multiplet of minimum spin. 

Thus, for À - 00 we have light, charged fields of spin two. (That is, they are charged 
with respect to the ten-dimensional gauge field A.) Moreover, there are infinitely many 
of these. This certainly does not correspond to a local field theory in ten dimensions. 
What kind of theory will reproduce this spectrum of low-Iying states? One is tempted to 

6 If there are panicles of mass I/A. then loops of those panicles should give effects of order e -I/A, while 
loops of conventional solitons. with masses 1/A2, would be of order exp( -I / A2 ). 

7 Were the classical solution not rotationally invariant, then upon quantizing it one would obtain a band of 
states of states of varying angular momenturn. One would then not expeet to saturate the mass inequality of 
an extreme black hole without taking into account the angular momentum. 
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think of a string theory or Kaluza-Klein theory that has an infinite tower of excitations. 
The only other option, really, is to assume that the strong coupling limit is a sort of 
theory that we do not know about at all at present. 

One can contemplate the possibility that the strong coupling limit is some sort of a 
string theory with the dual string scale heing of order I/À, so that the charged mul tipI ets 
under discussion are some of the elernentary string states. There are two reasons that 
this approach does not seem promising: (i) there is no known string theory with the 
right properties (one needs Type IIA supersyrnrnetry in ten dimensions, with charged 
string states coupling to the ahelian gauge field in tbe gravitational multiplet ); (ii) we 
do not have evidence for a stringy exponential proliferation of light states as À -+ 00, 

but only for a single superrnultiplet for each integer n, with mass '" Inl. 
Though meager compared to a string spectrum, the spectrum we want to reproduce 

is just about right for a Kaluza-Klein theory. Suppose that in the region of large À, one 
should think of the theory not as a theory on RIO but as a theory on RIO x SI. Sucb a 
theory will have a "charge" coming fiom the rotations of SI. Suppose that the radius 
r( À) of the SI scales as I/À (provided that di stances are measured using the "string" 
metric that appears in (2.1) - one could always make a Weyl rescaling). Then for large 
À, each massless field in the eleven-dimensional theory will give, in ten dimensions, for 
each integer n a single field of charge n and mass '" InIÀ. This is precisely the sort of 
spectrum that we want. 

So we need an eleven-dimensional field theory whose fields are in one-to-one cor
respondence with the fields of the Type IIA theory in ten dimensions. Happily, there 
is one: eleven-dimensional supergravity! So we are led to the strange idea that eleven
dimensional supergravity may govem the strong coupling hehavior of the Type IIA 
superstring in ten dimensions. 

Let us discuss a littJe more precisely how this would work. The dimensional reduction 
of eleven-dimensional supergravity to ten dimensions including the massive states has 
been discussed in some detail (for exarnple, see Ref. [22]). Here we will he very 
schematic, just to touch on the points that are most essential. The bosonic fields in 
eleven-dimensional supergravity are the metric GMN and a three-forrn A3, The bosonic 
part of the action is 

I =~ Jdil X vIG (R + IdA312) +JA3 1\ dA3 1\ dA3. (2.9) 

Now we reduce to ten dimensions, taking the eleventh dimensions to he a circle of 
radius eY. That is, we take the eleven-dimensional metric to he ds2 =G:.:! dxm dx ft + 
e2Y (dx ll -Amdxm)2 to describe a ten-dimensional metric Glo along with a vector A and 
scalar y; meanwhile A3 reduces to a three-forrn which we still cal) A3, and a two-forrn 
B (the part of the original A3 with one index equal to 11). Just for the massless fields, 
the boson ic part of the action becomes roughly 

I =~ f dIOx JGIO (eY(R + IV'Yl2 + IdA312) + e3Y ldAI2+ e-YldBI2) + ... (2.10) 
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This fonnula, like others bel ow, is very rough and is only intended to exhibit the powers 
of er. The point in its derivation is that, for example, the part of A3 that does not have 
an index equal to "11" has a kinetic energy proportional to er, while the part with such 
an index has a kinelic energy proportional 10 e-)'. 

The powers of er in (2.10) do not, at first sight, appear to agree with those in (2.1). 
To bring them in agreement, we make a Weyl rescaling by writing CIO = e-rg. Then in 
tenns of the new ten-dimensional metric g, we have 

I = ~ JdlOx Vi (e-3r (R + I\7YI2 + IdBI2) + IdAI2 + IdA312 + ... ) . (2.11 ) 

We see that (2.11) now does agree with (2.1) if 

e-2~ =e-3r. (2.12) 

In the original eleven-dimensional metric, the radius of tbe circle is r(À) =er, but now, 
relating Y to the dilaton string coupling constant via (2.12), we can write 

r( À) = e2~/3 = À2/ 3. (2.13) 

The masses of Kaluza-Klein modes of tbe eleven-dimensional theory are of order l/r(À) 

when measured in the metric CIO, but in the metric g they are of order 

e-"1/2 
_I 

(2.14 )r(À) rv À 

Manipulations similar to what we have just seen will be made many times in this paper. 
Here are tbe salient points: 
(1) The radius of the circle grows by the fonnula (2.13) as À -+ 00. This is 

important for self-consistency; it means that when À is large the eleven-dimensional 
theory is weakly coupled at lts compactification scale. Otherwise the discussion in tenns 
of eleven-dimensional field theory would not make sense, and we would not know how 
to improve on it. As it is, our proposal reduces the strongly coupled Type IIA superstring 
to a field theory that is weakly coupled at the scale of the low-Iying excitations, so we 
get an effective detennination of the strong coupling behavior. 

(2) The mass of a particle of charge n, measured in the string metric g in the 
effective ten-dimensional world, is of order Inl/À from (2.14). This is the dependence 
on .A cIaimed in (2.5), which we have now in essence derived: the dependence of the 
central charge on cP is uniquely detennined by the low energy supersymmetry, so by 
deriving this dependence in a Type llA supergravity theory that comes by Kaluza-Klein 
reduction from el even dimensions, we have derived it in general. 

So far, the case for relating the strong coupling limit of Type IIA superstrings to 
eleven-dimensional supergravity consists of the fact that this enables us to make sense 
of the otherwise puzzling dynamics of the BPS-saturated states and that point (1) above 
worked out correctly. which was not obvious a priori. Tbe case will hopefully get much 
stronger in the next section when we extend tbe analysis to work bel ow ten dimensions 
and incorporate U-duality, and in Section 4 when we look at tbe heterotic string in seven 
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dimensions. In fact, the most startIing aspect of relating strong coupling string dynamics 
to eleven-dimensional supergravity is the Lorentz invariance that this implies between 
the eleventh dimension and the original ten. Both in Section 3 and in Section 4. we will 
see remnants of this underlying Lorentz invariance. 

3. Type n dynamics below ten dimensions 

3.1. U-duality and dynamics 

In this section. we consider Type H superstrings toroidally compactified to d < 10 
dimensions. with the aim of understanding the strong coupling dynamics. that is, the 
behavior when some parameters. possibly including the string coupling constant, are 
taken to extreme values. 

The strong coupling behaviors of Type HA and Type IIB seem to be completely 
different in ten dimensions. as we have seen. Upon toroidal compactification below ten 
dimensions. the two theories are equivalent under T-duality [10,11]. and so can be 
considered together. We will call the low energy supergravity theory arising from this 
compactification Type H supergravity in d dimensions. 

The basic tooI in the analysis is U-duality. Type H supergravity in d dimensions 
has a moduli space of vacua of the form G / K. where G is a non-compact connected 
Lie group (which depends on d) and K is a compact subgroup. generally a maximal 
compact subgroup of G. G is an exact symmetry of the supergravity theory. There are 
also U( 1) gauge bosons. whose charges transform as a representation of G. 8 The 
structure was originally found by dimensional reduction from eleven dimensions [23]. 

In the string theory realization. the moduli space of vacua remains G / K since this 
is forced by the low energy supergravity. Some of the Goldstone bosons parametrizing 
G / K come from the NS-NS sector and some from the RR sector. The same is true of 
the gauge bosons. In string theory. the gauge bosons that come from the NS-NS sector 
couple to charged states in the elementary string spectrum. It is therefore impossible for 
G to be an exact symmetry of the string theory - it would not preserve the lattice of 
charges. The U-duality conjecture says that an integral fonn of G. call it G(Z). is a 
symmetry of the string theory. If so. then as the NS-NS gauge bosons couple to BPS
saturated charges. the same must be true of the RR gauge bosons - though the charges 
in question do not appear in the elementary string spectrum. The existence of such RR 
charges was our main assumption in the last section; we see that this assumption is 
essentially a consequence of U-duality. 

8 To make aG-invariant theory on G / K, the matter fields in generaI must be in representations of !he unbroken 
symmetry group K. Matter fields that are in representations of K that do not extend to representations of G 
are sections of some homogeneous vector bundIes over G / K with non-zero curvature. The potential existence 
of an integer lattice of charges forces the gauge bosons to be sections instead of a flat bun dIe, and that is why 
they are in a representation of G and not only of K. 
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Tbe BPS-saturated states are governed by an exact mass formula - which will he 
described later in some detail - which shows how some of them become massless 
when one approaches various limits in the moduli space of vacua. Our main dynarnical 
assumption is that the smallest mass scale appearing in the mass formula is always the 
smallest mass scale in the thoory. 

We assume that at a generic point in G / K, the only massless states are those in the 
supergravity multiplet. There is then nothing to say about the dynarnics: the infrared 
behavior is that of d-dimensional Type TI supergravity. There remains the question of 
what happens when one takes various limits in G / K - for instance, limits that correspond 
to weak coupling or large radius or (more mysteriously) strong coupling or very strong 
excitation of RR scalars. We will take the signal that something interesting is happening 
to he that the mass formula predicts that some states are going to zero mass. When this 
occurs, we will try to determine what is the dynarnics of the light states, in whatever 
limit is under discussion. 

We will get a complete answer, in the sense that for every degeneration of the Type TI 
superstring in d dimensions, there is a natural candidate for the dynarnics. In fact, there 
are basically only two kinds of degeneration; one involves weakly coupled string thoory, 
and the other involves weakly coupled eleven-dimensional supergravity. In one kind of 
degeneration, one sees toroidal compactification of a Type TI superstring from ten to d 
dimensions; the degeneration consists of the fact that the string coupling constant is going 
to zero. (The parameters of the torus are remaining fixed.) In the other degeneration 
one sees toroidal compactification of eleven-dimensional supergravity from eleven to d 
dimensions; the degeneration consists of the fact that tbe radius of the torus is going 
to infinity so that again the coupling constant at the compactification scale is going to 
zero. 9 (These are actually the degenerations that produce maximal sets of massless 
particles; others correspond to perturbations of these.) 

Thus, with our hypotheses, one gets a complete con trol on the dynarnics, including 
strong coupling. Every limit which one might have been tempted to descrihe as "strong 
coupling" actually has a weakly coupled description in the appropriate variables. The 
ability to get this consistent picture can be taken as evidence that the hypotheses are 
true, that U-duality is valid, and that eleven-dimensional supergravity plays the role in 
the dynamics that was claimed in Section 2. 

It may seem unexpected that weakly coupled string thoory appears in this analysis as 
a "degeneration," where some particles go to zero mass, so let me explain this situation. 
For d < 9, G is semi-simple, and the dilaton is unified with other scalars. Tbe "string" 
version of the low energy effective action, in which the dilaton is singled out in the 
gravitational kinetic energy 

jddxvge-2tf>R (3.1 ) 

9 It is only in the eleven-dimensionaJ description thaI the radius is going 10 infinity. In the len-dimensionaJ 
slring Iheory descriplion. the radius is fixed bul the string coupIing constant is going 10 infinity. 
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is unnatural for exhibiting such asymmetry. The G-invariant metric is the one obtained 
by a Weyl transformation that removes the e-2t/> from the gravitational kinetic energy. 
The transformation in question is of course the change of variables g =ét/>/(d-2)g, with 
g the new metric. This transformation multipIies masses by e2t/>/(d-2), that is, by 

Wd =A2/(d-2) (3.2) 

(with A the string coupling constant). Thus, while elementary string states have masses 
of order one with respect to the string metric, their masses are of order A2/(d-2) in the 
natural units for discussions of U-duality. So, from this point of view, the region of 
weakly coupled string theory is a "degeneration" in which some masses go to zero. 

It is amusing to consider that, in a world in which supergravity was known and string 
theory unknown, the following discussion might have been carried out, with a view to 
determining the strong coupling limit of a hypothetical consistent theory related to Type 
II supergravity. The string theory degeneration might then have been found, giving a 
clue to the existence of this theory. Similarly, the strong coupling analysis that we are 
about to perform might a priori have uncovered new theories beyond string theory and 
eleven-dimensional supergravity, but this will not be the case. 

3.2. The Nature of lnfinity 

It is useful to first explain - without specific computations - why NS-NS (rather than 
RR) moduli play the primary role. 

We are interested in understanding what particles become light - and how they interact 
- when one goes to infinity in the moduli space G(Z) \G/K. The discussion is simplified 
by the fact that the groups G that arise in supergravity are the maximally split forms of 
the corresponding Lie groups. This simply means that they contain a maximal abelian 
subgroup A which is a product of copies of R.* (rather than U ( 1 ) ). \0 

For instance, in six dimensions G =SO(5,5), with rank 5. One can think of G as 
the orthogonal group acting on the sum of five copies of a two-dimensional real vector 
space H endowed with quadratic form 

(0 I) (3.3)1 0 . 

Theo a maximal abelian subgroup of G is the space of matrices looking like a sum of 
five 2 x 2 blocks, of the form 

Ai 
e (3.4)0)

( Oe-Ai 

for some Ai, This group is of the form (R.*)5. Likewise, the integral forms arising in 
T- aod U-duality are the maximally split forms over Z; for instance the T-duality group 

10 Aigebraists call A a "maximal torus," and T would be the standard name. but I wiJl avoid this tenninology 
because (i) calling (1R*)n a "torus" might be confusing. especially in the present context in which there are 
so many other tori; (ij) in the present problem the letter T is reserved for the T-duality group. 
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upon compactification to 10 - d dimensions is the group of integral matrices preserving 
aquadratic form which is the sum of d copies of (3.3). This group is sometimes called 
SO(d,d;Z). 

With the undersla\lding that G and G(Z) are the maximally split forms, the structure 
of infinity in G(Z) \GIKis particularly simpie. A fundamental domain in G(Z) \GIK 
consists of group elements of the form g = tu, where the notation is as follows. u 
runs over a compact subset U of the space of generalized upper triangular matrices; 
compactness of U meaos that motion in U is irrelevant in c1assifying the possible ways 
to "go to infinity." t runs over AIW where A was described above, and Wis the Weyl 
group. 

Thus, one can really only go to infinity in the A direction, and moreover, because of 
dividing by W, one only has to consider going to infinity in a "positive" direction. 

Actually, A has a very simple physical interpretation. Consider the special case of 
compactification from 10 to 10 - d dimensions on an orthogonal product of circ1es Sf 
of radius rio Then G has rank d + I, SO A is a product of d + I R*'s. d copies of R* 
act by rescaling the ri (making up a maximal ahelian subgroup of the T-duality group 
SO(d, d», and the last one rescales the string coupling constant. So in particular, with 
this choice of A, if one starts at a point in moduli space at which the RR fields are all 
zero, they remain zero under the action of A. 

Thus, one can prohe all possible directions at infinity without exciting the RR fields; 
directions in which some RR fields go to infinity are equivalent to directions in which 
one only goes to infinity via NS-NS fields. Moreover, by the description of A just given, 
going to infinity in NS-NS directions can he understood to meao just taking the string 
coupling constant and the radial parameters of the compactification to zero or infinity. 

3.3. The central charges anti their role 

Let us now review precisely why it is possible lo predicl particIe masses from U
duality. The unbroken subgroup K of the supergravity symmetry group G is realized 
in Type n supergravity as an R-symmetry group; that is, it acts non-trivially on the 
supersymmetries. K therefore acts on the central charges in the supersymmetry algebra. 
The scalar fields parametrizing the coset space G IK enable one to write aG-invariant 
fonnula for the central charges (which are a representation of K) of the gauge bosons 
(which are a representation of G). For most values of d, the formula is uniquely 
detennined, up to a. multiplicative constant, by G-invariance, so the analysis does not 
require many details of supergravity. That is fortunate as not all the details we need 
have been worked out in the literature, though many cao he found in Ref. [24]. 

For example, let us recall (following Ref. [3]) the situation in d =4. The T-duality 
gTOUp is SO(6,6), and S-duality would he SL(2) (acting on the axion-dilaton system 
and exchanging electric and magnetic charge). SO( 6,6) x SL( 2) is a maximal subgroup 
of the U-duality group which is G =E7 (in its non-compact, maximally split form) and 
has K =SU (8) as a maximal compact subgroup. 
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Toroidal compactification from ten to four dimensions produces in the NS-NS sector 
twelve gauge bosons coupling to string momentum and winding states, and transforming 
in the twelve-dimensional representation of SO(6,6). The electric and magnetic charges 
coupling to any one of these gauge bosons transform as a doublet of SL(2), so altogether 
the NS-NS sector generates a total of 24 gauge charges, transforming as (12,2) of 
SO(6,6) x SL(2). 

From the RR sector, meanwhile, one gets 16 vectors. (For instanee, in Type HA, the 
vector of the ten-dimensional RR sector gives I vector in four dimensions, and the three

form gives 6·5/2 =15.) These 16 states give a total of 16·2 =32 electric and magnetic 
charges, which can be argued to transform in an irreducible spinor representation of 
SO( 6,6) (of positive or negative chirality for Type HA or Type IIB), while being 
SL(2) singlet. The fact that these states are SL(2) singlets means that there is no 
natural way to say which of the RR charges are electric and whieh are magnetie. 
AItogether, there are 24 + 32 =56 gauge charges, transforming as 

(12,2) EB (32,1) (3.5) 

under SO(6,6) x SL(2); tbis is the decomposition of the irreducible S6 of E7. Let us 
call the space of these charges V. 

The four-dimensional theory has N =8 supersymmetry; thus there are eight positive
chirality supercharges Q~, i =1, ... ,8, transforming in the 8 of K =SU(8). The central 
charges, arising in the formula 

{Q~, Q~} =EapZij , (3.6) 

therefore transform as the second rank antisymmetric tensor of SU(8), the 28: this 
representation has complex dimension 28 or real dimension 56. Denote the space of 
Zij's as W. 

Indeed, the 56 of E7 , when restricted to SU(8), coincides with the 28, regarded as 
a 56-dimensional real representation. (Equivalently, the 56 of E7 when complexified 
decomposes as 28 EB 28 of SU(8) .) There is of course a natural, SU (8) -invariant metric 
on W. As the S6 is a pseudoreal rather than real representation of E7, there is no E7
invariant metric on V. However, as V and W coincide when regarded as representations of 
SU(8), one can pick an embedding of SU(8) in E7 and then define an SU(8)-covariant 
map T : V -> W which determines a metric on V. 

There is no reason to piek one embedding rather than another, and indeed the space 
of vacua E?/SU(8) of the low energy supergravity theory can be interpreted as the 
space of all SU(8) subgroups of E7. Given g E E7, we can replace T: V -+ W by 

Tg=Tg- 1• (3.7) 

This is not invariant under g -> gk, with k E SU(8), but it is so invariant up to an 
SU(8) transformation of W. So let'" E V be a vector of gauge charges of some string 
state. Then 

(3.8)
'" -> Z ( "') =Tg'" 
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gives a vector in W, representing the central charges of "'. The map from "states" '" to 
central charges Z ("') is manifestly E7-invariant, that is invariant under 

I/! -> g'"" 

g -; g'g. (3.9) 


Also, under g -; gk, with k E SU(8), Z transforms to Tk-IT- IZ, that is, it transforms 
by a "Iocal SU (8) transformation" that does not affect the norm of the central charge. 
The formula (3.8) is, up to a constant multiple, the only formula with these properties, 
so it is the one that must come from the supergravity or superstring theory. 

In supersymmetric theories with central charges, there is an inequality between the 
mass of a state and the central charge. For eIementary string winding states and their 
partners under U-duality, the inequality is M ~ IZI. (More generally, the inequality is 
roughly that M is equal to or greater than the largest eigenvalue of Z; for a description 
of stringy black holes witb more tban one eigenvalue, see Ref. [19]. Elementary string 
states have only one eigenvalue.) 

So far, we have not mentioned the integrality of the gauge charges. Actually, states 
carrying the 56 gauge charges only populate a lattice Vz C V. If U-duality is true, then 
each lattice point related by U-duality to the gauge charges of an elementary string state 
represents the charges of a supermultiplet of mass IZ ("') I. 

As an example of the use of this formalism, let us keep a promise made in Section 
2 and give an alternative deduction, assuming U-duality, of the important statement that 
the masses of states carrying RR charges are (in string units) of order I/À. 11 Starting 
from any given vacuum, consider the one-parameter family of vacua determined by 
the following one-parameter subgroup of SO(6,6) x SL(2): we take the identity in 
SO(6,6) (so that the parameters of the toroidal compactification are constant) times 

0)et (3.10)gt = ( 0 e-t 

in SL(2) (so as to vary the string coupling constant). We work here in a basis in which 
the "top" component is electric and the "bottom" component is magnetic. 

Using the mass formula M(I/!) = IZ("')I = ITg-I"'I, the t dependence of tbe mass 
of a state comes entirely from the g action on the state. The NS-NS states, as they 
are in a doublet of SL(2), have "electric" components whose masses scale as e- t and 
"magnetic" components with masses of et. On the other hand, as the RR states are 
SL(2) singlets, the mass formula immediately implies that their masses are independent 
of t. 

These are really the masses in the U-dual "Einstein" metric. Making a Weyl transfor
mation to the "string" basis in which tbe electric NS-NS states (which are elementary 
string states) have masses of order one, the masses are as follows: electric NS-NS, 
M '" 1; magnetic NS-NS, M '" e 2t ; RR, M '" et. But since we know that the magnetic 

11 The following argument was pointed out in parallel by C. Huil. 
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NS-NS states (being fairly conventional solitons) have masses of order 1/A2, we iden
tify et =1iA (a formula one could also get from the low energy supergravity); hence 
the RR masses are of order I/A as claimed. 12 

Tbe basic properties described above hold in any dimension above three. (In nine 
dimensions, some extra care is nèeded because the U-duality group is not semi-simple.) 
In three dimensions, new phenomena, which we will not try to unravel, appear because 
vectors are dual to scalars and charges are confined (for some of the relevant material, 
see Ref. [25]). 

3.4. Analysis of dynamics 

We now want to justify the claims made at the beginning of this section about the 
strong coupling dynamics. 

To do this, we will analyze limits of the theory in which some of the BPS-saturated 
particles go to zero mass. Actually, for each way of going to infinity, we will look only 
at the particles whose masses goes to zero as fast as possible. We will loosely call these 
the particles that are massless at infinity. 

AIso, we really want to find the "maximal" degenerations, which produce maximal 
sets of such massless particles; a set of massless particles, produced by going to infinity 
in some direction, is maximal if there would be no way of going to infinity such that 
those particles would become massless together with others. A degeneration (i.e. a path 
to infinity) that produces a non-maximal set of massless particles should be understood 
as a perturbation of a maximal degeneration. (In field theory, such perturbations, which 
partly lift the degeneracy of the massless particles, are called perturbations by relevant 
operators.) We will actually also check a few non-maximal degenerations, just to make 
sure that we understand their physical interpretation. 

To justify our claims, we should show that in any dimension d, there are only two 
maximal degenerations, which correspond to toroidal compactification of weakly coupled 
ten-dimensional string theory and to toroidal compactification of eleven-dimensional 
supergravity, respectively. Tbe analysis is in fact very similar in spirit for any d, but 
the details of the group theory are easier for some values of d than others. I wiIl lirst 
explain a very explicit analysis for d =7, chosen as a relatively easy case, and then 
explain an efficient approach for arbitrary d. 

In d = 7, the T-duality group is SO(3,3), which is the same as SL(4); U-duality 
extends this to G = SL(5). A maximal compact subgroup is K =SO(5). 

In the NS-NS sector, there are six U ( 1) gauge fields that come from the com
pactification on a three-torus; they transform as a vector of SO(3,3) or second rank 
antisymmetric tensor of SL( 4). In addition; four more U ( 1 ) 's, transforming as a spinor 
of SO( 3, 3) or a 4 of SL( 4 ), come from the RR sector. Tbese states combine with the 

12 We inade this deduction here in four dimensions. but it could be made, using U-duality, in other dimensions 
as weil. Outside of four dimensions, instead of using the known mass seale of magnetic monopoles to fix the 
relation between t and A, one could use the known Weyl transformation (3.2) between the string and U-dual 
ma.~s scales. 
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six from the NS-NS sector to make the second rank antisymmetric tensor, the 10 of 
SL(5). 

In Type 11 supergravity in seven dimensions, the maximal possible R-symmetry is 
K = SO(5) or Sp(4). The supercharges make up in fact four pseudo-real spi nors Q~, 
i =1, ... ,4, of the seven-dimensional Lorentz group SO( 1,6), transforming as the 4 of 
Sp(4). The central charges transform in the symmetric part of 4 x 4, which is the 10 or 
antisymmetric tensor of SO(5). Thus, we are in a situation similar to what was described 
earlier in four dimensions: the gauge charges transform as the 10 of SL(5), the central 
charges transform in the 10 of SO(5), and a choice of vacuum in GjK =SL(5)jSO(5) 
selects an SO(5) subgroup of SL(5), enabling one to identify these representations and 
map gauge charges to central charges. 

A maximal abelian subgroup A of SL(5) is given by the diagonal matrices. A one
parameter subgroup of A consists of matrices of the form 

ealt 0 0 o 
ea2to 0 o 

a3t 
gt = 0 0 e o (3.11 ) 

( 000 el4 t 

000 o l.l 
where the ai are constants, not all zero, with L:i ai =O. We want to consider the behavior 
of the spectrum as t - +00. By a Weyl transformation, we can limit ourselves to the 
case that 

al ~ a2 ~ ... ~ as· (3.12) 

Let "'ij. i < j be a vector in the 10 of SL(5) whose components are zero except for 
the ij component, which is 1 (and the ji component, which is -1). We will also use the 
name "'ij for a particle with those gauge charges. The mass formula M(",) ='Tg-I"" 
says that the mass of "'ij scales with I as 

M("'ij) rv e-t(ai+aj). (3.13) 

By virtue of (3.12), the lightest type of particle is "'12. For generic values of the ai, 
this is the unique particle whose mass scales to zero fastest, but if a2 =a3 then "'12 is 
degenerate with other partic1es. To get a maximal set of particles degenerate with "'12, 
we need a maximal set of ai equal to a2 and a3. We cannot set all ai equal (then they 
have to vanish, as L:i ai =0), so by virtue of (3.12), there are two maximal cases, with 
al =a2 =a3 =il4, or a2 =a3 =a4 =as. So the maximal degenerations correspond to 
one-parameter subgroups 

et 0 0 
o et 0 o 0o 0 1 

gt = 0 0 et o 0 (3.14) 

( 000 et 0 

e-4t
000 o 
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or 

0 0 0 
e- t 0 0 
0 e-

g,= C ~ t 0 (3.15)
0 0 e- t

0 0 0 eU
with t -+ +00. As we will see, the first corresponds to weakly coupled string theory, 
and the second to eleven-dimensional supergravity. 

In (3.14), the particles whose masses vanish for t -+ +00 are the !/lij with 1 ~ i < j ~ 
4. Tbere are six of these, the correct number of light elementary string states of string 
theory compactified from ten to seven dimensions. Moreover, in (3.14), g, commutes 
with a copy of SL( 4) that acts on indices 1-2 - 3-4. Tbis part of the seven-dimensional 
symmetry group SL(5) is unbroken by going to infinity in the direction (3.14), and 
hence would be observed as a symmetry of the low energy physics at "infinity" (though 
most of the symmetry is spontaneously broken in any given vacuum near infinity). 
Indeed, SL( 4) with six gauge charges in the antisymmetric tensor representation is the 
correct T-duality group of weakly coupled string theory in seven dimensions. 

Tbere is a point here that may be puzzling at first sight. Tbe full subgroup of SL(5) 
that commutes with gt is actually not SL( 4) but SL( 4) x R.*, where R.* is the one
parameter subgroup containing gt. What happens to the R.*? When one restricts to 
the integral points in SL(5), which are the true string symmetries, this R.* does not 
contribute, so the symmetry group at infinity is just the integral form of SL(4). A 
similar comment applies at several points below and will not be repeated. 

Moving on now to the second case, in (3.15), the particles whose masses vanish for 
t ---> +00 are the !/Ili, i > 1. Tbere are four of these, the correct number for compact
ification of eleven-dimensional supergravity on a four-torus r whose dimensions are 
growing with t. Tbe gauge charges of light states are simply the components of the 
momentum along r. Tbe symmetry group at infinity is again SL( 4). Tbis SL( 4) has 
a natural interpretation as a group of linear automorphisms of r. 13 In fact, the gauge 
charges carried by the light states in (3.15) transform in the 4 of SL(4), which agrees 
with the supergravity description as that is how the momentum components along r 
transform under SL( 4). As this SL( 4) mixes three of the "original" ten dimensions 
with the eleventh dimension that is associated with strong coupling, we have our first 
evidence for the underlying eleven-dimensional Lorentz invariance. 

Finally, let us consider a few non-maxima! degenerations, to make sure we understand 
how to interpret them. 14 Degeneration in the direction 

13 That is. if T" is understood as the space of reaJ variables yi, i = 1, ... ,4, modulo yi -. yi + n • with 
ni E Z, then SL(4) acts by yi -+ ..,}iyi. For this to be a diffeornorphism and preserve the orientation, the 
determinant of w must be one, so one is in SL(4). Given an n-torus Tn, we wiJl subsequently use the phrase 
"mapping class group" to refer to the SL(II) that acts Iinearly in this sense on T". 
14 We will see in the next section that when the U-duaJity group has rank r, there are r naturally distinguished 

one-parameter subgroups. For SL(5), these are (3.14), (3.15), and!he two introduced below. 

i
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e3t 0 o 0 
o e3t o 0 

gt= 0 0 e-2t 0 (3.16 ) 

( o 0 o e-2t 

o 0 o 0 

leaves as t -> 00 the unique lightest 

IJ
state I/!12. 1 interpret this as coming from partial 

decompactification to eight dimensions - taking one circIe much larger than the others so 
that the elementary string states with momentum in that one direction are the lightest. 
Tbis family has the symmetry group SL(3) x SL(2). which is indeed the U-duality 
group in eight dimensions. as it should beo 

Tbe family 

e2t 0 o 0 

o e2t
 o 0 

gt= 0 0 e2t 0 
( o 0 o e-3t 

o 0 o 0 

gives three massless states I/!ij. 1 

eU
(3.17) 

~ i < j ~ 3. transforming as (3.1) of the symmetry 
group SL( 3) x SL( 2). I interpret this as decompactification to the Type llB theory in 
ten dimensions - taking all three circIes to be very large. Tbe three light charges are 
the momenta around the three circles; SL(3) is the mapping cIass group of the large 
three-torus. and SL(2) is the U-duality group of the Type na theory in ten dimensions. 

Partially saturated states 

I will now justify an assumption made above and also make a further test of the 
interpretation that we have proposed. 

First of all. we identified BPS-saturated elementary string states with charge tensors 
I/!ij with (in the right basis) only one non-zero entry. Why was this valid? 

We mayasweIl consider NS-NS states; then we can restrict ourselves to the T-duality 
group SO( 3. 3). Tbe gauge charges transform in the vector representation of SO( 3. 3). 
Given such a vector Va. one can define the quadratic invariant (v. v) =La.b 'TJabVaVb. 

On the other hand. SO( 3.3) is the same as SL( 4). and v is equivalent to a second 
rank antisymmetric tensor I/! of SL( 4 ). In terms of I/!. the quadratic invariant is (I/!. I/!) = 
!éjkll/!ijl/!kJ. By an SL( 4) transformation. one can bring I/! to anormal form in which 
the independent non-zero entries are I/!12 and I/!34 only. Tben 

(I/!.I/!) =21/!121/!34. (3.18) 

So the condition that the particIe carries only one type of charge. that is. that only I/!12 
or I/!34 ;s non-zero. is that (I/!. I/!) =O. 

Now let us consider the elementary string states. Such a state has in the toroidal 
directions left- and right-moving momenta PL and PR. PL and PR together form a vector 
of SO(3. 3). and the quadratic invariant is [8] 

(P.p) = IPLI 2 -IPRI2
• (3.19) 
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BPS-saturated states have no oscillator excitations for left- or right-movers, and the mass 
shell condition requires that they obey IPLI 2 - IPRI 2 =0, that is, that the momentum 
or charge vector P is light-like. This implies, according to the discussion in the last 
paragraph, that in the right basis, the charge tensor 1/1 has only one entry. That is the 
assumption we made. 

Now, however, we can do somewhat better and consider elementary string states of 
Type n that are BPS-saturated for left-movers only (or equivalently, for right-movers 
only). Such states are in "middle-sized" supermultiplets, of dimension 212 (as opposed 
to generic supermultiplets of dimension 216 and BPS-saturated multipIets of dimension 
28). To achieve BPS saturation for the left-movers only, one puts the left-moving oscil
lators in their ground state, but one permits right-moving oscillator excitations; as those 
excitations are arbitrary, one gets an exponential spectrum of these half-saturated states 
(analogous to the exponential spectrum of BPS-saturated states in the heterotic string 
[26]). With oscillator excitations for right-movers only, the mass shell condition implies 
that IPLI 2 > IPRI 2, and hence the charge vector is not lightlike. Tbe charge tensor 1/1 
therefore in its normal form has both 1/112 and 1/134 non-zero. For such states, the mass 
inequality says that the mass is bounded below by the largest eigenvalue of Tg-I 1/1, with 
equality for the "middle-sized" multiplets. 

With this in mind, let us consider the behavior of such half-saturated states in the 
various degenerations. In the "stringy" degeneration (3.14), a state with non-zero 1/112 
and 1/134 has a mass of the same order of magnitude as a state with only 1/112 non-zero. 
This is as we would expect from weakly coupled string theory with toroidal radii of 
order one: the half-saturated states have masses of the same order of magnitude as the 
BPS-saturated massive modes. To this extent, string excitations show up in the strong 
coupling analysis. 

What about the "eleven-dimensional" degeneration (3.15)? In this case, while the 
particles with only one type of charge have masses that vanish as e-3, for t ..... 00, the 
particles with two kinds of charge have masses that grow as e+'. The only light states 
that we can see with this formalism in this degeneration are the Kaluza-Klein modes 
of eleven-dimensional supergravity. There is, for instance, no evidence for membrane 
excitations; such evidence might weil have appeared if a consistent membrane theory 
with eleven-dimensional supergravity as its low energy limit really does exist. 

3.5. Framework lor general analysis 

It would be tiresome to repeat this analysis "by hand" in other values of the dimension. 
Instead, I will now 15 explain a bit of group theory that makes the analysis easy. One of 
the main points is to incorporate the action of the Weyl group. This was done above by 
choosing al ~ a2 ~ ... ~ as, but to exploit the analogous condition in E7, for instance, 
a liule machinery is useful. 

IS With lOme assistance from A. BoreL 
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In d dimensions. tbe U-duality group G has rank r ll-d. Given any one-parameter 
subgroup F of a maximal abelian subgroup A. one can pick a set of simple positive 
roots Xi such that the actioo of F 00 the Xi is 

Xj -+ eCi'xj 
(3.20) 

with Ci non-negative. In this restriction on the Ci. we have used the Weyl action. Con
versely. for every set of non-negative Cj (not all zero). there is a one-parameter subgroup 
F that acts as (3.20). 

Tbe gauge charges are in some representation R of G; that is. for each weight in 
R there is a corresponding gauge charge. 16 Let p =L:j ejXj be the highest weight 
in R. Tbe ej are positive integers. A particle whose only gauge charge is the one that 
corresponds to p has a mass that vanishes for t -+ +00 as 

Mp ......,exp (- ~Cieit). (3.21)

Any other weight in R is of the form p' =L:j j;Xj. with j; :::;; ej. A particle carrying the 
p' charge has mass of order 

Mp'''''''' exp (- ~Cdjt) . (3.22)

Thus M p' ~ Mp - the particle with only charge p always goes to zero mass at least as 
fast as any other - and Mp' =Mp if and only if 

ej =0 whenever Ij < ej. (3.23) 

Now. our problem is to pick the subgroup F. that is. the Cj. so that a maximal set 
of Mp' are equal to Mp. If the Cj are all non-zero. then (as the highest weight state 
is unique) (3.23) implies that p' = pand only one gauge charge is carried by the 
lightest particles. Tbe condition in (3.23) becomes less restrictive only when one of the 
ei becomes zero. and to get a maximal set of Mp' degenerate with Mp. we must set as 
many of the Ci as possible to zero. As the Cj may not all vanish. the best we can do is 
to set r - 1 of them to zero. Tbere are therefore precisely r one-parameter subgroups F; 
to consider. labeled by which of the Ci is non-zero. 

The Xj are labeled by the vertices in the Dynkin diagram of G. so each of the F; is 
associated with a particular vertex Pj. Deleting Pi from the Dynkin diagram of G leaves 
the Dynkin diagram of a rank r - 1 subgroup B j of G. It is the unbroken subgroup 
when one goes to infinity in the Fj direction. 

16 The particular representations R that actually arise in Type 11 string theory in d ~ 4 have the propeny 
(unusual among representations of Lie groups) that the non-zero weight spaces are all one-dimensional. It 
therefore makes sen se to label the gauge charges by weights. (These representiltions are actually "minuscule" 
- the Weyl group acts transitively on the weights.) d ~ 3 would have some new features. as a1ready mentioned 
above. 

=
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3.6. Analysis in d =4 

With this machinery, it is straightforward to analyze the dynamics in each dimension 
d. As the rank is r =11 - d, there are 11 - d distinguished one-parameter subgroups 
10 check. It turos out tbat one of them corresponds to weakly coupled string tbeory in 
d dimensions, one to toroidal compactification of eleven-dimensional supergravity to d 
dimensions, and the others to partial (or complete) decompactifications. In each case, 
the symmetry group when one goes to infinity is the expected one: the T-duality group 
SO( 10 - d, 10 - d) for the string degeneration; the mapping class group SL( II - d) 
for supergravity; or for partial decompactification to d' dimensions, the product of the 
mapping class group SL(d' - d) of a (d' - d)-torus and the U-duality group in d' 
dimensions. 

I will illustrate all this in d =4, where the U-duality group is E7. Going to infinity 
in a direction Fi associated with one of the seven points in the Dynkin diagram leaves 
as unbroken subgroup Hi one of the following: 

(1) SO(6,6): this is the T-duality group for string theory toroidally compactified 
from ten to four dimensions. This is a maximal degeneration, with (as we will see) 12 
massless states transforming in the 12 of SO(6,6). 

(2) SL(7): this is associated with eleven-dimensional supergravity compactified to 
four dimensions on a seven-torus wbose mapping class grOUp is SL(7). This is the other 
maximal degeneration; there are the expected seven massless states in the 7 of SL(7). 

(3) E6: this and tbe other cases are non-maximal degenerations corresponding to 
partial decompactification. This case corresponds to partial decompactification to five 
dimensions by taking one circle to be much larger than the others; there is only one 
massless state, corresponding to a state with momentum around the large circle. E6 
arises as tbe U-duality group in five dimensions. 

(4) SL2 x SO(5,5): this is associated with partial decompactification to six dimen
sions. There are two light states, corresponding to momenta around the two large circles; 
tbey transform as (2,1) under SL2 x SO(5,5). SL2 acts on tbe two large circles and 
SO(5,5) is the U-duality group in six dimensions. 

(5) SL3 x SL(5): tbis is associated witb partial decompactification to seven dimen
sions. SL(3) acts on the three large circles (and the three light charges), and SL(5) is 
the U-duality in seven dimensions. 

(6) S~ x SL(3) x SL(2): this is associated with partial decompactification to eight 
dimensions. SL(4) acts on the four large circles and light charges, and SL(3) x SL(2) 
is U-duality in eight dimensions. 

(7) S4 x SL2: this is associated with decompactification to Type IIB in ten dimen
sions. S4 acts on the six large circles and light charges, and SL(2) is the U-duality in 
ten dimensions. 

In what follows, I will just check the assertions about the light spectrum for the first 
lwo cases, which are the important ones, and the third, which is representative of the 
others. 

( I) FI can be described as follows. E7 contains a maximal subgroup SO( 6,6) x 
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SL( 2). FI can be taken as the subgroup of SL(2) consisting of matrices of the form 

et 
( o (3.24)e- t • 

The gauge charges are in the S6 of E7, which decomposes under LI as (12,2) EB (32, 1). 
The lightest states come from the part of the (12,2) that transforms as et under (3.24); 
these are the expected twel ve states in the 12 of SO(6, 6). 

(2) E7 contains a maximal subgroup SL( 8). F2 can be taken as the subgroup of SL( 8) 

consisting of group elements gt = diag(et,et, ... ,et,e-7t). The S6 of E7 decomposes 

as 28 EB 28' - the antisymmetrie tensor plus its dual. The states of highest eigenvalue 
(namely eSt) are seven states in the 28 transforming in the expected 7 of the unbroken 
SL(7). 

(3) E7 has a maximal subgroup E6 x jR., and F3 is just the jR•. The S6 of E7 decom
1poses as 27 EB 27,-1 EB 13 EB 1-3, where the E6 representation is shown in boldface and 

the JR. charge (with some normalization) by the exponent. Thus in the F3 degeneration, 
there is a unique lightest state, the 13. 

The reader can similarly analyze the light spectrum for the other F;, 
* 

or the analogous 

subgroups in d 4. 

4. Heterotic string dynamics above four dimensions 

4. J. A puzzle in five dimensions 

S-duality gives an attractive proposal for the strong coupling dynarnics of the heterotic 
string after toroidal compactification to four dimensions: it is equivalent to the same 
theory at weak coupling. In the remainder of this paper, we will try to guess the 
behavior above four dimensions. This process will also yield some new insight about 
S-duality in four dimensions. 

Toroidal compactification of the heterotic string from 10 to d dimensions gives 2( 10
d) vectors that arise from dimensional reduction of the metric and antisymmetric tensor. 
Some of the elementary string states are electrically charged with respect to these vectors. 

Precisely in five dimensions, one more vector arises. This is so because in five 
dimensions a two-form Bmn is dual to a vector Am' roughly by dB = *dA. In the 
elemcntary string spectrum, there are no particles that are electrically charged with 
respect to A, roughly because A can be defined (as a vector) only in five dimensions. 
But it is easy to see where to find such electric charges. Letting H be the field strength 
of B (including the Chern-Simons terms) the anomaly equation 

dH =tr F /\ F - tr R /\ R (4.1 ) 

(F is the Eg x Es or SO( 32) field streng th and R the Riemann tensor) implies that the 
e1ectric current of A is 

J =Hr F /\ F - *tr R /\ R. (4.2) 

0) 
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Thus, with G =dA, (4.1) becomes 

DmGmn =Jn, (4.3) 

showing that Jn is the electric current. So the charge density Jo is the instanton density, 
and a Yang-Mills instanton, regarded as a soliton in 4 + 1 dimensions, is electrically 
charged with respect to A. 

Instantons (and their generalizations to include the supergravity multiplet [27,28]) 
are invariant under one half of the supersymmetries. One would therefore suspect that 
quantization of the instanton would give BPS-saturated multipiets, with masses given by 
the instanton action: 

M = 16n2lnl (4.4),.\2 . 

Here n is the instanton number or electric charge and ,.\ is the string coupling. 
To really prove existence of these multiplets, one would need to understand and 

quantize the collective coordinates of the stringy instanton. In doing this, one needs 
to pick a particular vacuum to work in. In the generic toroidal vacuum, the unbroken 
gauge group is just a product of U ( 1) , s. Then the instantons, which require a non-abelian 
structure, tend to shrink to zero size, where stringy effects are strong and the analysis is 
difficult. Alternatively, one can consider a special vacuum with an unbroken non-abelian 
group, but this merely adds infrared problems to the stringy problems. The situation 
is analogous to the study [29] of H-monopoles after toroidal compactification to four 
dimensions; indeed, the present paper originated with an effort to resolve the problems 
concerning H-monopoles. (The connection between instantons and H-monopoles is 
simply that upon compactification of one of the spatial directions on a circle, the 
instantons become what have been cal led H-monopoles.) 

Despite the difficulty in the collective coordinate analysis, there are two good reasons 
to believe that BPS-saturated multiplets in this sector do exist. One, already mentioned, 
is the invariance of the classical solution under half the supersymmetries. The second 
reason is that if in five dimensions, the electrically charged states had masses bounded 
strictly above the BPS value in (4.4), the same would be true af ter compactification on 
a sufficiently big circle, and then the BPS-saturated H-monopoles required for S-duality 
could not exist. 

Accepting this assumption, we are in a similar situation to that encountered earlier 
for the Type UA string in ten dimensions: there is a massless vector, which couples to 
electric charges whose mass diverges for weak coupling. (The mass is here proportional 
to 1/,.\2 in contrast to 1/,.\ in the other case.) Just as in the previous situation, we have a 
severe puzzle if we take the formula seriously for strong coupling, when these particles 
seem to go to zero mass. 

If we are willing to take (4.4) seriously for strong coupling, then we have for each 
integer n a supermultiplet of states of charge n and mass proportional to Inl, going to 
zero mass as ,.\ -+ 00. It is very hard 10 interpret such a spectrum in terms of local 
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field theory in five dimensions. But from our previous experienee, we know what to do: 
interpret these states as Kaluza-Klein states on as x Slo 

The S\ here will have to be a "new" circIe, not to be confused with the five-torus 
T5 in the original toroidal compactification to five dimensions. (For instance, the T
duality group SO(21,5) acts on TS but not on the new circle.) So altogether, we seem 
to have eleven dimensions, a5 x S\ x TS

, and hence we seem to be in need of an 
eleven-dimensional supersymmetric theory. 

In Section 2, eleven-dimensional supergravity made a handy appearance at this stage, 
but here we seem to be in a quandary. There is no obvious way to introduce an eleventh 
dimension relevant to the heterotic string. Have we reached a dead end? 

4.2. The heterotic string in six dimensions 

Luckily, there is a conjectured relation between the heterotic string and Type n 
superstrings [3,4] which has just the right properties to solve our problem (though 
not by leading us immediately back to eleven dimensions). The conjecture is that the 
heterotic string toroidally compactified to six dimensions is equivalent to the Type IIA 
superstring compactified to six dimensions on a K3 surface. 

The evidence for this conjecture has been that both models have the same supersym
metry and low energy spectrum in six dimensions and the same moduli space of vacua, 
namely SO(20, 4; Z) \SO(20,4; lR) / (SO(20) x SO( 4». For the toroidally compactified 
heterotic string, this structure for the moduli space of vacua is due to Narain [8]; for 
Type 11, the structure was determined locally by Seiberg [30] and globally by Aspinwall 
and Morrison [31]. 

In what follows, I will give several new arguments for tbis "string-string duality" 
bet ween the heterotic string and Type UA superstrings: 

( I) When one examines more precisely how the low energy effective actions match 
up, one finds that weak coupling of one theory corresponds to strong coupling of the 
other theory. This is a necessary condition for the duality to make sense, since we 
certainly know that the heterotic string for weak coupling is not equivalent to the Type 
HA superstring for weak coupling. 

(2) Assurning string-string duality in six dimensions, we will be able to resolve the 
puzzle about the strong coupling dynamics of the heterotic string in five dimensions. The 
strongly coupled heterotic string on aS (times a five-torus whose parameters are kept 
fixed) is equivalent to a Type HB superstring on as x S\ (times a K3 whose parameters 
are kept fixed). The effective six-dimensional Type IIB theory is weakly coupled at its 
compactification scale, so this is an effective solution of the problem of strong coupling 
for the heterotic string in five dimensions. 

(3) We will also see that - as anticipated by Duff in a more abstract discussion 
[7] - string-string duality in six dimensions implies S-duality ofthe heterotic string 
in four dimensions. Thus, all evidence for S-duality can be interpreted as evidence for 
string-string duality, and one gets at least a six-dimensional answer to the question 
"what higher-dimensional statement leads to S-duality in four dimensions?" 
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(4) The K3 becomes singular whenever the heterotic string gets an enhanced sym
metry group; the singularities have an A-D-E cIassification, just like the enhanced 
symmetries. 

(5) Finally, six-dimensionaI string-string duaIity aIso leads to an attractive picture for 
heterotic string dynarnics in seven dimensions. (Above seven dimensions the anaIysis 
would be more complicated.) 

I would like to stress that some of these arguments test more than a long distance 
relation between the heterotic string and strongly coupled Type llA. For instance, in 
working out the five-dimensional dynarnics via string-string duaIity, we wiII be led to 
a Type UA theory with a smalliength scaIe, and to get a semi-classicaI description wiII 
require a T-duaIity transformation, leading to Type llB. The validity of the discussion 
requires that six-dimensional string-string duaIity should be an exact equivaIence, Iike 
the SL(2, Z) symmetry for Type lID in ten dimensions and unlike the relation of Type 
11 to eleven-dimensionaI supergravity. 

4.3. ww energy actions 

Let us start by writing a few terms in the low energy effective action of tbe heterotic 
string, toroidally compactified to six dimensions. We consider the metric g, dilaton cP, 
and antisymmetric tensor field B, and we let C denote a generic abelian gauge field 
arising from the toroidal compactification. We are only interested in keeping track of 
how the various terms scale with cP. For the heterotic string, the whole classical action 
scales as e-2r!> '" À -2, so one has very roughly 

21= / d6x y'g e- r!> (R + IVcPI2 + IdBI2 + IdCj2). (4.5) 

On the other hand, consider the Type HA superstring in six dimensions. The low 
energy particle content is the same as for the toroidaIly compactified beterotic string, 
at least at a generic point in the moduli space of the latter where tbe unbroken gauge 
group is abelian. Everything is determined by N =4 supersymmetry except the number 
of U ( 1) 's in the gauge group and the number of antisymmetric tensor fields; requiring 
that these match with the heterotic string leads one to use Type HA rather than Type lIB. 
So in particular, the low energy theory derived from Type llA has a dilaton cP', a metric 
g', an antisymmetric tensor field B', and gauge fields C'. 17 Here cP', g', and B' come 
from the NS-NS sector, but C' comes from the RR sector, so as we noted in Section 2, 
the kinetic energy of cP', g', and B' scaIes with the dilaton just like tbat in (4.5), but 
tbe kinetic energy of C' has no coupling to the dilaton. So we have schematicaIly 

[' = / d6x'J8 (e-2 2
r!>' (R' + IVcP'12 + IdB'12) + IdC'1 ) . (4.6) 

17 We nonnalize B' and C' 10 have standard gauge transfonnation laws. Their gauge transfonnations would 
look different if one scaled Ihe fields by powers of e4>. This point was discussed in Section 2. 
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We need the change of variables that turns (4.5) into (4.6). In (4.5), the same power 
of et/> multiplies R and IdC'1 2. We can achieve that result in (4.6) by the change of 
variables g' =g" e2t/>'. Then (4.6) becomes 

I' =Jd6x,;t' (e2t/>' (R" + 1'\74>'1 2) +e-2t/>' IdB'I 2 + e2t/>' IdC'1 2) • (4.7) 

Now the coefficient of the kinetic energy of B' is the opposite of what we want, but 
this can be reversed by a duality transformation. The field equations of B' say that 
d * (e-2t/>' dB') =0, so the duality transformation is 

e-2t/>' dB' =*dB". (4.8) 

Then (4.7) becomes 

[' =Jd6 x..;g" e 2t/>' (R" + 1'\74>'1 2 + IdB"1 2 + IdC'1 2) • (4.9) 

This agrees with (4.5) if we identify 4> =-4>'. Putting everything together, the change 
of variables by which one can identify the low energy limits of the two theories is 

4> =-4>' , 
g=e2t/>g' =e-2t/>' g', 

dB =e-2t/>' * dB' , 

C=C'. (4.10) 

Unprimed and primed variables are fields of the heterotic string and Type UA, respec
tively. 

In particular, the first equation implies that weak coupling of one theory is equivalent 
to strong coupling of the other. This makes it possible for the two theories to be 
equivalent without the equivalence being obvious in perturbation theory. 

4.4. Dynamics in jive dimensions 

Having such a (conjectured) exact statement in six dimensions, one can try to deduce 
the dynamics below six dimensions. The ability to do this is not automatic because (just 
as in field theory) the dimensional reduction might lead to new dynamical problems at 
long distances. But we will see that in this particular case, the string-string duality in 
six dimensions does determine what happens in five and four dimensions. 

We first compactify the heterotic string from ten to six dimensions on a torus (which 
will be kept fixed and not explicitly mentioned), and then take the six-dimensional 
world to be R5 x S;, where S; will denote a circle of radius r. We want to keep r fixed 
and take À = et/> to infinity. According to (4.10), the theory in this limit is equivalent to 
the Type HA superstring on ]R5 x S;, times a K3 surface (of fixed moduli), with string 
coupling and radius A' and r' given by 

A' =A-I , 
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r' =A-Ir. ( 4.11) 

In particular, the coupling A' goes to zero in the limit for A -+ 00. However, the 
radius r' in the dual theory is a1so going to zero. The physical interpretation is much 
cIearer if one makes a T-duality transformation, replacing r' by 

" 1 Ar = - =-. (4.12)
r' r 

The T-duality transformation also acts on the string coupling constant. This can be 
worked out most easily by noting that the effective five-dimensional gravitational con
stant, which is A2 /r, must be invariant under the T-duality. So under r' -+ I/r', the 
string coupling A' is replaced by 

A" = A' (4.13)
r' 

so that 

r' r" 
(4.14)

(A')2 = (A")2' 

Combining this with (4.11), we learn that the heterotic string on 1R.5 x S~ and string 
coupling A is equivalent to a Type 11 superstring with coupling and radius 

A" =r- I , 

r " =-A (4.15 ) 
r 

This is actually a Type IIB superstring, since the T-duality transformation turos the Type 
UA model that appears in the string-string duality conjecture in six dimensions into a 
Type IIB superstring. 

Eq. (4.15) shows that the string coupling constant of the effective Type IIB theory 
remains fixed as A -+ 00 with fixed r, so the dual theory is not weakly coupled at all 
length scales. However, (4.15) also shows that r" -+ 00 in this limit, and this means 
that at the length scale of the compactification, the effective coupling is weak. (The 
situation is similar to the discussion of the strongly coupled ten-dimensional Type IIA 
superstring in Section 2.) All we need to assume is that the six-dimensional Type 11 
superstring theory, even with a coupling of order one, is equivalent at long distances to 
weakly coupled Type U supergravity. IC that is so, then when compactified on a very 
large circIe, it can be described at and above the compactification length by the weakly 
coupled supergravity, which describes the dynarnics of the light degrees of freedom. 

Moduli space of Type IIB vacua 
The following remarks will aim to give a more fundamental explanation of (4.15) 

and a further check on the discussion. 
Consider the compactification of Type IIB superstring theory on 1R.6 x K3. This gives 

a chiral N = 4 supergravity"theory in six dimensions, with five selî-dual two-forms (that 
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is, two-fonns with self-dual field strength) and twenty-one anti-self-dual two-forms 
(that is, two-fonns with anti-self-dual field strength). The moduli space of vacua of the 
low energy supergravity theory is therefore [32] G j K with G =SO( 21, 5) and K the 
maximal subgroup SO( 21) x SO( 5). 

The coset space GjK has dimension 21 x 5 =105. The interpretation of this number 
is as follows. There are 80 NS-NS moduli in the confonnal field theory on K3 (that, 
the moduli space of (4,4) confonnal field theories on K3 is 80-dimensional). There are 
24 zero modes of RR fields on K3. Finally, the expectation value of the dilaton - the 
string coupling constant- gives one more modulus. In all, one has 80 + 24 + I = 105 
states. In particular, the string coupling constant is unified with the others. 

It would be in the spirit of U-duality to suppose that the Type IIB theory on R6 x K3 
has the discrete symmetry group SO(2I, 5; Z). In fact, that follows from the assumption 
of SL(2, Z) symmetry of Type llB in ten dimensions [3] together with the demon
stration in Ref. [31] of a discrete symmetry SO(20,4;Z) for (4,4) confonnal field 
theories on K3. For the SO(20,4;Z) and SL(2,Z) do not commute and together gen
erate SO( 21, 5; Z). The moduli space of Type IIB vacua on R6 x K3 is hence 

N =SO(2I,5;Z)\SO(2I,5;R)j(SO(21) x SO(5». ( 4.16) 

Now consider the Type IIB theory on R5 x S' x K3. One gets one new modulus from 
the radius of the SI. No other new moduli appear (the Type IIB theory on R6 x K3 
has no gauge fields so one does not get additional moduli from Wilson lines). So the 
moduli space of Type IIB vacua on R5 x S' x K3 is 

M=NxR+, ( 4.17) 

where R+ (the space of positive real numbers) parametrizes the radius of the circle. 
What about the heterotic string on R5 x T5? The T-duality moduli space of the toroidal 

vacua is precisely N =SO(2I,5;Z)\SO(2I,5;R)j(SO(21) x SO(5». There is one 
more modulus, the string coupling constant. So the moduli space of heterotic string 
vacua on R5 x T5 is once again M =N X R+. Now the R+ parametrizes the string 
coupling constant. 

So the moduli space of toroidal heterotic string vacua on R5 x T5 is the same as the 
moduli space of Type IIB vacua on R5 x S' x K3, suggesting that these theories may 
be equivalent. The map between them turns the string coupling constant of the heterotic 
string into the radius of the circle in the Type IIB description. This is the relation that 
we have seen in (4.15) (so, in particular, strong coupling of the heterotic string goes 
to large radius in Type IIB). 

To summarize the discussion, we have seen that an attractive conjecture - the equiv
alenee of the heterotic string in six dimensions to a certain Type IIA theory - implies 
another attractive conjecture - the equivalenee of the heterotic string in five dimensions 
to a certain Type IIB theory. The link from one conjecture to the other depended on a 
T-duality transfonnation, giving evidence that these phenomena must be understood in 
terms of string theory, not just in terms of relations among low energy field theories. 
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Detailed matching of states 
Before leaving this subject, perhaps it would be helpful to be more explicit about how 

the heterotic and Type II spectra match up in five dimensions. 
Compactification of the six-dimensionaI heterotic string theory on ]R5 x SI generates 

in the effective five-dimensional theory three U(l) gauge fields that were not present 
in six dimensions. There is the component gm6 of the metric, the component Bm6 of the 
antisymmetric tensor field, and the vector Am that is dual to the spatial components Bmn 
of the antisymmetric tensor field. Each of these coup les to charged states: gm6 couples 
to elementary string states with momentum around the circle, Bm6 to states that wind 
around the circIe, and Am to states that arise as instantons in four spatial dimensions, 
invariant under rotations about the compactified circle. The mass of these "instantons" is 
r/ A2, with the factor of r coming from integrating over the circle and I/A2 the instanton 
action in four dimensions. The masses of these three classes of states are hence of order 
l/r, r, and r/ A2, respectively, ifmeasured with respect to the string metric. To compare 
to Type I1, we should rememher (4.10) that a Weyl transformation g =A2g' is made in 
going to the sigma model metric of the Type IIA description. This multiplies masses by 
a factor of A, so the masses computed in the heterotic string theory but measured in the 
string units of Type HA are 

A 
gm6 : 

r 

Bm6 : Ar, 


Am: -r 
( 4.18) 

A 

Likewise, compactification of the six-dimensional Type HA superstring on ]R5 x SI 
gives rise to three vectors g~, B~, and A'. The first two couple to elementary string 
states. The last presumably couples to some sort of soliton, perhaps the c1assical solution 
that has been called the symmetric five-brane [28]. lts mass would be of order r' / ( A') 2 

in string units for the same reasons as before. The masses of particles coupling to the 
three vectors are thus in string units: 

g~: ?',
B~6 : r ,, 

rA' . (4.19)m' (A,)2 . 

Now, (4.18) agrees with (4.19) under the expected transformation A =1/A', r =Ar' 
provided that one identifies gm6 with g'm6; Bm6 with A~; and Am with B~. The interesting 
point is of course that Bm6 and Am switch places. But this was to he expected from the 
duality transformation dB rv *dB' that enters in comparing the two theories. 

So under string-string duaIity the "instanton," which couples to Am, is turned into the 
string winding state, which couples to B~, and the string winding state that couples to 
Bm6 is turned into a soliton that couples to A~. 
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4.5. Relation to S-duality 

Now we would like to use six-dimensional string-string duality to detennine the 
strong coupling dynamics of the heterotic string in four dimensions. Once again, we 
start with a preliminary toroidal compactification from ten to six dimensions on a fixed 
torus that wiIl not be mentioned further. Then we take the six-dimensional space to be 
a product ]R4 x T2 , with T2 a two-torus. String-string duality says that this is equivalent 
to a six-dimensional Type IIA theory on JR.4 x T2 (with four extra dimensions in the 
fonn of a fixed K3). 

One might now hope, as in six and five dimensions, to take the strong coupling 
limit and get a useful description of strongly coupled four-dimensional heterotic string 
theory in tenns of Type ll. This fails for the following reason. In six dimensions, the 
duality related strong coupling of the heterotic string to weak coupling of Type IIA. In 
five dimensions, it related weak coupling of the hetero tic string to coupling of order 
one of Type llB (see (4.15». Despite the coupling of order one, this was a useful 
description because the radius of the sixth dimension was large, so (very plausibly) 
the effective coupling at the compactification scale is smalI. A similar sealing in four 
dimensions, however, will show that the strong coupling limit of the heterotic string in 
four dimensions is related to a strongly coupled four-dimensional Type II superstring 
theory, and now one has no idea what to expect. 

It is remarkable, then, that there is another method to use six-dimensional string
:;tring duality to detennine the strong coupling behavior of the heterotic string in four 
'.limensions. This was forecast and explained by Duff [7] without reference to any 
particular example. The reasoning goes as follows. 

Recall (such matters are reviewed in Ref. [33]) that the T-duality group of a two
torus is SO(2, 2) which is essentially the same as SL(2) x SL(2). Here the two SL(2)'s 
are as follows. One of them, sometimes called SL(2)u, acts on the complex structure 
of the torus. The other, sometimes called SL(2h, acts on the combination of the area 
p of the torus and a scalar b =BS6 that arises in compactification of the antisymmetric 
tensor field B. 

In addition to SL(2)u and SL(2h, the heterotic string in four dimensions is conjec
tured to have a symmetry SL(2)s that acts on the combination of the four-dimensional 
string coupling constant 

À4 =Àp-l j 2 ( 4.20) 

and a scalar a that is dual to the space-time components Bmn (m, n = 1, ... ,4). We 
know that the heterotic string has SL(2)u and SL(2h symmetry; we would like to know 
if it also has SL(2)s symmetry. If so, the strong coupling behavior in four dimensions 
is detennined. 

Likewise, the six-dimensional Type UA theory, compactified on JR.4 xT2, has SL(2)u' x 
SL(2)p symmetry, and one would like to know if it also has SL(2)s' symmetry. Here 
SL(2)u' acts on the complex structure of the torus, SL(2)p acts on the area p' and 
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scalar b' derived from B~6' and SL(2)s, would conjecturally act on the string coupling 
constant A~ and the scalar a' that is dual to the JR4 components of B'. 

If string-string duality is correct. then the metrics in the equivalent heterotic and 
Type nA descriptions differ only by a Weyl transformation, which does not change the 
complex structure of the torus; hence SL(2)u can he identified with SL(2)u'. More 
interesting is what happens to S and T. Because the duality between the heterotic string 
and Type nA involves dB rv *dB'• it tums a into b' and a' into b. Therefore. it must turn 
SL(2)s into SL(2)r, and SL(2)s, into SL(2)r. Hence the known SL(2)r invariance 
of the heterotic and Type nA theories implies. if string-string duality is true. that these 
theories must also have SL(2)s invariance! 

It is amusing to check other manifestations of the fact that string-string duality 
exchanges SL(2)s and SL(2)r. For example, the four-dimensional string coupling À4 = 
Ap-I/2 =A/r (r is a radius of the torus) tums under string-string duality into I/r' = 
(p') -1/2. Likewise p = 2 r is transformed into A2(r')2 =(r' / A/)2 =1/( A~)2. So string
string duality exchanges À4 with p-I/2, as it must in order to exchange SL(2)s and 
SL(2)r. 

Some other models with S-duality 
From string-string duality we can not only rederive the familiar S-duality. but attempt 

to deduce S-duality for new modeis. For instance, one could consider in the above a 
particular two-torus T2 that happens to be invariant under some SL(2)u transforma
tions. and take the orbifold with respect to that symmetry group of the six-dimensional 
hetero tic string. This orbifold can he regarded as a different compactification of the 
six-dimensional model. so string-string duality - if true - can he applied to it. relating 
the six-dimensional heterotic string on this orbifold (and an additional four-torus) to a 
Type HA string on the same orbifold (and an additional K3). 

Orbifolding by a subgroup of SL(2)u does not disturb SL(2)r. so the basic structure 
used above still holds; if six-dimensional string-string duality is valid. then SL(2)s of 
the heterotic string on this particular orbifold follows from SL(2)r of Type nA on the 
same orbifold. and vice versa. This example is of some interest as - unlike previously 
known examples of S-duality - it involves vacua in which supersymmetry is completely 
broken. The S-duality of this and possible related examples might have implications in 
the low energy field theory limit. perhaps related to phenomena such as those recently 
uncovered by Seiberg [14]. 

4.6. Enhanced gauge groups 

Perhaps the most striking phenomenon in toroidal compactification of the heterotic 
string is that at certain points in moduli space an enhanced non-abeIian gauge symmetry 
appears. The enhanced symmetry group is always simply-laced and so a product of A. 
D. and E groups; in toroidal compactification to six dimensions. one can get any product 
of A. D. and E groups of total rank::;; 20. 
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How can one reproduce this with Type nA on a K3 surf ace? 18 It is fairly obvious 
that one cannot get an enhanced gauge symmetry unless the K3 becomes singular; only 
then might the field theory analysis showing that the RR charges have mass of order 
I/À break down. 

The only singularities a K3 surface gets are orbifold singularities. (lt is possible for 
the di stance scale of the K3 to go to infinity, isotropically or not, but that just makes field 
theory better.) The orbifold singularities of a K3 surface have an A-D-E classification. 
Any combination of singularities corresponding to a product of groups with total rank 
~ 20 (actually at the classical level the bound is ~ 19) cao arise. 

Whenever the heterotic string on a four-torus gets an enhanced gauge group G, the 
corresponding K3 gets an orbifold singularity of type G. This assertion must be a key to 
the still rather surprising and mysterious occurrence of extended gauge groups for lYpe 
nA on K3, so I will attempt to explain it. 

The moduli space 

M =SO(20,4;Z)\SO(20,4;R)/(SO(20) x SO(4» (4.21) 

of toroidal compactifications of the heterotic string to six dimensions - or K3 compact
ifications of Type n - can be thought of as follows. Begin with a 24 dimensional real 
vector space W with a metric of signature (4, 20), and containing a self-dual even inte
gral lattice L (necessarily of the same signature). Let V be a four-dimensional subspace 
of W on which the metric of W is positive definite. Then M is the space of all such 
V's, up to automorphisms of L. Each V has a twenty-dimensional orthocomplement Vi. 
on which the metric is negative definite. 

In the heterotic string description, V is the space of charges carried by right-moving 
string modes, and Vi. is the space of charges carried by left-moving string modes. 
Generically, neither V nor Vi. contains any non-zero points in L. When Vi. contains 
such a point P, we get a purely left-moving (antiholomorphic) vertex operator Op of 
dimension dp = -(p, P) /2. (Of course, (p, P) < 0 as the metric of W is negative 
definite on Vi..) dp is always an integer as the lattice L is even. The gauge symmetry is 
extended precisely when Vi. contains some Pof d p =1; the corresponding Op generate 
the extended gauge symmetry. 

In the K3 description, W is the real cohomology of K3 (including FfJ, H2, and 
H4 together [31]). The lattice L is the lattice of integral points. V is the part of the 
cohomology generated by self-dual harmonic forms. The interpretation is c1earest if 
we restrict to K3's of large volume, where we cao use classical geometry. Then FfJ 
and H4 split off, and we can take for W the 22-dimensional space H2, and for V the 
three-dimensional space of self-dual harmonic two-forms. 

Consider a K3 that is developing an orbifold singularity of type G, with r being the 
rank of G. In the process, a configuration of r two-spheres Sj (with an intersection 
matrix given by the Dynkin diagram of G) collapses to a point. These two-spheres 

I~ This question was very briefty raised in Section 4.3 of Ref. [34 J and bas a1so been raised by other 
physicists. 
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are holomorphic (in one of the complex structures on the K3). and the corresponding 
cohomology classes [S;] have length squared -2. As they collapse. the [S;] become 
anti-self-dual and thus - in the limit in which the orbifold singularity develops - they 
lie in V.L. (In facto as Sj is holomorphic. the condition for [S;] to he anti-self-dual is 
just that it is orthogonal to the Kähler c1ass and so has zero area; thus the [Sj] lie in 
V.L when and only when the orbifold singularity appears and the Sj shrink to zero.) 
Conversely. the Riemann-Roch theorem can he used to prove that any point in V.L of 
length squared -2 is associated with a collapsed holomorphic two-sphere. 

In sum. precisely when an orbifold singularity of type Gappears. there is in V.L an 
integral lattice of rank r. generated by points of length squared -2. namely the Sj; the 
lattice is the weight lattice of G because of the structure of the intersection matrix of 
the Sj. This is the same condition on V.L as the one that leads to extended symrnetry 
group G for the heterotic string. In the K3 description. one U ( 1) factor in the gauge 
group is associated with each collapsed two-sphere. These U(1)'s should make up the 
maximal torus of the extended gauge group. 

Despite the happy occurrence of a singularity - and so possible breakdown of field 
theory - precisely when an extended gauge group should appear. the occurrence of 
extended gauge symmetry in Type nA is still rather surprising. It must apparently mean 
that taking the string coupling to zero (which eliminates the RR charges) does not 
commute with developing an orbifold singularity (which conjecturally brings them to 
zero mass). and that conventional orbifold computations in string theory correspond to 
taking the string coupling to zero first. the opposite of what one might have guessed. 

4.7. Dynamics in seven dimensions 

The reader might be struck by a lack of unity hetween the two parts of this paper. In 
Sections 2 and 3. we related Type 11 superstrings to eleven-dimensional supergravity. In 
the present section. we have presented evidence for the conjectured relation of Type 11 
superstrings to heterotic superstrings. If both are valid. should not eleven-dimensional 
supergravity somehow enter in understanding heterotic string dynamics? 

I will now propose a situation in which this seems to be true: the strong coupling 
limit of the heterotic string in seven dimensions. I will first propose an answer. and then 
try to deduce it from six-dimensional string-string duality. 

The proposed answer is that the strong coupling limit of the heterotic string on 
1I~.1 x T3 gives a theory whose low energy behavior is govemed by eleven-dimensional 
supergravity on ]R7 x K3! The first point in favor of this is that the moduli spaces 

3 coincide. The moduli space of vacua of the heterotic string on ]R7 x T is 

M =MI x]R+ (4.22) 

with 

MI = SO(l9.3;Z)\S0(19.3;]R)/SO(l9) x SO(3). (4.23) 
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Here M I is the usual Narain moduli space, and jR+ parametrizes the possible values 
of the string coupling constant. For eleven-dimensional supergravity compactified on 
ne x K3, the moduli space ,of vacua is simply the moduli space of Einstein metrics on 
K3. This does not coincide with the moduli space of (4,4) conformal field theories on 
K3, because there is no second rank antisymmetric tensor field in eleven-dimensional 
supergravity. Rather the moduli space of Einstein metrics of volume 1 on K3 is isomor
phic to MI =SO(l9,3;Z)\SO(l9,3;]R)/SO(l9) x SO(3). 19 Allowing the volume 
to vary gives an extra factor of R+, so that the moduli space of Einstein metrics on K3 
coincides with the moduli space M of string vacua. 

As usual, the next step is to see how the low energy effective theories match up. 
Relating these two theories only makes sense if large volume of eleven-dimensional 
supergravity (where perturbation theory is good) corresponds to strong coupling of the 
heterotic string. We recall that the bosonic fields of eleven-dimensional supergravity are 
a metric G and three-form A3 with action 

I =~ JdIl X v'c (R + IdA312) + JA3 A dA3A dA3· (4.24) 

To reduce on ]R7 x K3, we take the eleven-dimensional line-element to be ds2 = 
- d md n 2'Yh d ad IJ . h - 1 7 IJ - 1 4· h -.gmn X X + e aIJ Y y, WIt m, n - , ... , , a, fJ - , ... , , ere g IS a met
rie on ]R7. h a fixed metric on K3 of volume I, and e'Y the radius of the K3. The 
reduetion of A3 on ]R7 x K3 gives on ]R7 a three-form a3, and 22 one-forms that we 

will generically call A. The eleven-dimensional Lagrangian becomes very schematically 
(only keeping track of the scaling with e'Y) 

2Jd7 
X yg (e4Y (R + IdYl2 + Ida31 ) + IdAI2). ( 4.25) 

To mateh this to the heterotic string in seven dimensions, we write g=e-4'Yg, with g 

the hetero tic string metric in seven dimensions. We also make a duality transformation 
é'Yda3 =*dB, with B the two-form of the heterotic string. Then (4.25) turns into 

.I d7 
X Jg e-6'Y (R + IdyI2 + IdBI2 + IdAI2) . ( 4.26) 

The important point is that the Lagrangian seales with an overall factor of e-6'Y. similar 
to the overall factor of A-2 =e-2'" in the low energy effective action of the heterotic 
string. TItus. to match eleven-dimensional supergravit)' on R? x K3 with the heterotie 
string in seven dimensions. one takes the radius of the K3 to he 

e'Y = e"'/3 =AI/3. ( 4.27) 

In particular, as we hoped, for A -+ 00, the radius of the K3 goes to infinity, and the 
eleven-dimensional supergravity theory becomes weakly coupled at the length scale of 
the light degrees of freedom. 

19 This space parametrizes three-dimensional subspaces of positive metric in H2( JO. IR) . The subspace cor
responding 10 a given Einslein metric on K3 consisls of the part of !he cohomology thaI is self-dual in thaI 
meIric. 
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Now, let us try to show that tbis picture is a consequence of string-string duality in 
six dimensions. We start with the heterotic string on R,6 x SI X T3, where SI is a circle 
of radius rl, and T3 is a three-torus that will be held fixed throughout the discussion. 20 

If À7 and À6 denote the heterotic string coupling constant in seven and six dimensions, 
respectively, then 

rl 
(4.28)

À2 = À2' 
6 7 

We want to take rl to infinity, keeping À7 fixed. Tbat will give a heterotic string in 
seven dimensions. Tben, after taking rl to infinity, we consider the behavior for large 
À7, to get a strongly coupled heterotic string in seven dimensions. 

Tbe strategy of the analysis is of course to first dualize the theory, to a ten-dimensional 
Type n theory, and then see what happens to the dual theory when first rl and then À 

are taken large. Six-dimensional string-string duality says that for fixed rl and À, the 
heterotic string on R,6 x SI X T3 is equivalent to a Type nA superstring on ]R6 x 10, 
with the following change of variables. Tbe six-dimensional string coupling constant À~ 
of the Type nA description is 

1/21 r l (4.29)À~ = À6 = À7 

Tbe metrics g and g' of the heterotic and Type nA descriptions are related by 

À2 

g =e2<1>g' =À~g' =2g'. (4.30) 
rl 

In addition, the parameters of the K3 depend on rl (and the parameters of the T3, which 
will be held fixed) in a way that we wilI now analyze. 

Tbere is no unique answer, since we could always apply an SO(20, 4; Z) transfor
mation to the K3. However, there is a particularly simple answer. Tbe heterotic string 
compactified on SI x T3 has 24 abelian gauge fields. As the radius rl of the SI goes to 
infinity, the elementary string states carrying the 24 charges behave as follows. Tbere is 
one type of charge (the momentum around the SI) such that the lightest states carrying 
only that charge go to zero mass, with 

M",,-.!... ( 4.31) 
rl 

Tbere is a second charge, the winding number around SI, such that particles carrying 
that charge have masses that blow up as rl. Particles carrying only the other 22 charges 
have fixed masses in the limit. 

Any two ways to reproduce this situation with a 10 will be equivalent up to a T
duality transformation. Tbere is a particularly easy way to do this - take a fixed K3 and 

20 Generally. there are a1so Wilson Iines on T3 breaking the gauge group to a product of U( I) 's; these will 
be inc1uded with the parameters of the T3 that are kept fixed in the discussion. 
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scaIe up the volume V, leaving fixed the "shape." This reproduces the above spectrum 
with arelation between V and rl that we wiII now determine. 

We start with the Type IIA superstring theory in ten dimensions. The bosonic fields 
incIude the metric iJo' dilaton 4>~o' gauge field A, and three-form A3. The action is 
schematicaIly 

JdlOx..;t:o (e-24>;o R~o + IdAI2 + IdA312 + ... ) . (4.32) 

Upon compactification on R6 x K3, massless modes coming from A and A3 are as 
follows. A gives rise to a six-dimensionaI vector, which we wiII caIl a. A3 gives rise 
to 22 vectors - we wiII caIl them Cl - and a six-dimensionaI three-form, which we 
wilI caIl a3. If V is the volume of the K3, the effective action in six dimensions scaIes 
schematicaIly as 

J R 2d6 
X (A:)2 R' + 2 2 

Vldal + Vl da31 + IdC/1 ) . ( 4.33) 

Visible in (4.33) are 23 vectors, namely a and the Cl. However, precisely in six 
dimensions a three-form is duaI to a vector, by Vda3 =*db. So we can replace (4.33) 
with 

J 6
d xR CÀ~)2R' + 2 

Vldal + ~ldbI2+ 2IdC/1 ), (4.34) 

with 24 vectors. As the canonicaI kinetic energy of a vector is 

Jd6
X ~ldAl2, ( 4.35) 

4eeff 

with eeff the effective charge, we see that we have one vector with effective charge of 
order V- I 2/ , one with effective charge of order V I 2/ , and 22 with effective charges of 
order one. 

According to our discussion in Section 2, the mass of a particIe carrying an RR charge 
is of order eeff/À~. So for fixed À~ and V -+ 00, one type of particIe goes to zero mass, 
one to infinite mass, and 22 remain fixed - just like the behavior of the heterotic string 
as rl -+ 00. The lightest charge-bearing particIe has a mass of order 

, 1 
(4.36)M = VI!2À'. 

6 

To compare this to the mass (4.31) of the lightest particIe in the heterotic string descrip
tion, we must remember the Weyl transformation (4.30) between the two descriptions. 
Because of this Weyl transformation, the relation between the two masses should be 
M = À6 1M' = À~M'. So À~ scales out, and the relation between the two descriptions 
involves the transformation 

V - rl·2 ( 4.37) -
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The reason that the string coupling constant scales out is that it does not enter the map 
bet ween the moduli space of heterotic string vacua on a four-torus and (4,4) conformal 
field theories on K3; the re1ation (4.37) could have been deduced by studying the 
description of quantum K3 moduli space in Ref. [31] instead of using low energy 
supergravity as we have done. 

Since we know from (4.37) and (4.29) how the parameters V and À~ of the Type 
HA description are related to the heterotic string parameters, we can identify the ten
dimensional Type UA string coupling constant À~o' given by 

V 
(4.38)(À~O)2 = (À~)2' 

We get 

3/2 , r l=-. (4.39)À IO 
À7 

Thus, for rl --> 00, the Type nA theory is becoming strongly coupled. At the same 
time, according to (4.37) one has V --> 00, so the Type HA theory is becoming 
decompactified. 

In Section 2 we proposed a candidate for the strong coupling behavior of Type HA 
on ]RIO: it is given by eleven-dimensional supergravity on ]RIO x SI. To be more precise, 
the relation acted as follows on the massless modes. If the line element of the eleven
dimensional theory is ds2 = GWdxidxi + ril (dxll )2, i,j = 1, ... ,10, with GIO ametric 
on ]RIO and rIl the radius of the circle, then rIl is re1ated to the ten-dimensional Type 
HA string coupling constant by 

'2/3 rl (4.40)ril =(À IO ) = 2/3 

À7 


and the Type HA metric g' is related to GIO by 

g' =(À~o)2/3GIO. (4.41) 

As this result holds for any fixed metric g' on RIO, it must, physically, hold on any 
ten-manifold M as long as the dimensions of M are scaled up fast enough compared to 
the growth of the ten-dimensional string coupling constant. I will assume that with À~o 
and V going to infinity as determined above, one is in the regime in which one can use 
the formulas (4.40), (4.41) that govem the strong coupling behavior on ]RIO. 

If this is so, then from (4.41) the volume VII of the K3 using the metric of the 
eleven-dimensional supergravity is related to the volume V using the string metric of 
the Type HA description by 

VII =(À~O)-4/3V =À~/3rï2V =À~/3. (4.42) 

Now we have the information we need to solve our problem. The heterotic string on 
]R6 x SI x T3, with radius rl of the SI and string coupling constant À7, is related to 
eleven-dimensional supergravity on ]R6 x SI x K3, where the radius of the SI is given in 
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(4.40) and the volume of the K3 in (4.42). We are supposed to take the limit r( -> 00 

and then consider the behavior for large À7. The key point is that \ti I is independent of 
rl. This enables us to take the limit as rl -> 00; all that happens is that ril -> 00, so 
the ]R6 X Si X K3 on which the supergravity theory is formulated becomes ]R7 x K3. 
(Thus we see Lorentz invariance between the "eleventh" dimension which came fiom 
strong coupling and six of the "original" dimensions.) The dependence on the heterotic 
string coupling À7 is now easy to understand: it is simply that the volume of the K3 
is \ti I À~/3. That is of course the behavior of the volume expected fiom (4.27). So rv 

the relation that we have proposed between the heterotic string in seven dimensions and 
eleven-dimensional supergravity on ]R7 x K3 fits very nicely with the implications of 
string-string duality in six dimensions. 

5. On heterotic string dynamics above seven dimensions 

By now we have leamed that the strong coupling dynamics of Type n superstrings 
is, apparently, tractable in any dimension and that the same appears to be troe of the 
heterotic string in dimension :::; 7. Can we also understand the dynamics of the heterotic 
string above seven dimensions? 

It might be possible to extend the use of six-dimensional string-string duality above 
seven dimensions (just as we extended it above six dimensions at the end of the last 
section). This wiII require more careful analysis of the K3's and probably more subtie 
degenerations than we have needed so faro 

But is there some dual description of the heterotic string above seven dimensions that 
would give the dynamies more directly? For instance, can we find a dual of the heterotic 
string directly in ten dimensions? 

Once this question is asked, an obvious speculation presents itself, at least in the case 
of SO(32). (For the Es x Es theory in ten dimensions, I have no proposal to make.) 
There is another ten-dimensional string theory with SO(32) gauge group, namely the 
Type I superstring. Might they in fact be equivalent? 21 

The low energy effective theories certainly match up; this follows just from the low 
energy supersymmetry. Moreover, they match up in such a way that strong coupling of 
one theory would turn into weak coupling of the other. This is an essential point in any 
possible reJation between them. since weak coupling of one is certainly not equivalent 
to weak coupling of the other. In terms of the metric g. dilaton cP. two-form B. and 
gauge field strength F. the heterotic string effective action in ten dimensions scales with 
the dilaton like 

2JdJOx Vi e- <f> (R + lY'cPl2 + F2 + IdBI2) . (5.1 ) 

21 The SO(32) heterotÎC string has particles that transforrn as spinors of SO(32); these are absent in the 
elementary string spectrum of Type I and would have 10 arise as sorne sort of soliIons if these \Wo theories 
are equivalent. 
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If we transform g =e~8' and 4> =-4>', this scales like 

JdIOx /K (e-2~' (R' + 1'V4>'1 2) + e-~'F2 + IdBI2) . (5.2) 

This is the correct scaling behavior for the effective action of the Type 1 superstring. 
The gauge kinetic energy scales as e-~' instead of e-2~' because it comes fiom the disc 
instead of the sphere. The B kinetic energy scales trivially with 4>' in Type 1 because B 
is an RR field. The fact that 4> =-4>' means that strong coupling of one theory is weak 
coupling of the other, as promised. 

Though a necessary condition, this is scarcely strong evidence for a new string-string 
duality between the heterotic string and Type I. However, given that the heterotic and 
Type II superstrings and eleven-dimensional supergravity all apparently link up, one 
would be reluctant to overlook a possibility for Type 1 to also enter the story. 

Let us try to use tbis hypothetical new duality to determine the dynarnics of the 
heterotic string below ten dimensions. (Below ten dimensions, the SO(32) and Es x Es 
heterotic strings are equivalent [9], so the following discussion applies to both.) We 
formulate the heterotic string, with ten-dimensional string coupling constant A, on ]Rd x 

dTIO-d with T IO- a (10 - d)-torus of radius r. This would be hypothetically equivalent 
to a toroidally compactified Type 1 theory with coupling constant A' =I/A and (in view 
of the Weyl transformation used to relate the low energy actions) compactification scale 
r' =r/A1/2. Thus, as A -+ 00 for fixed r, A' goes to zero, but r' also goes to zero, making 
the physical interpretation obscure. It is more helpful to make a T-duality transformation 
of the Type 1 theory to one with radius r" = I/r'. The T-duality transformation has 
a very unusual effect for Type I superstrings [11], mapping them to a system that is 
actually somewhat similar to a Type 11 orbifold; the relation of this unusual orbifold to 
the system considered in Section 4 merits further study. The T-duality transformation 
also changes the ten-dimensional string coupling constant to a new one A" which obeys 

(r') IO-d _ (r") IO-d 
(5.3)

(A,)2 - (A")2 

so that the d-dimensional effective Newton constant is invariant. Thus 

A" =A' (r':) (lO-d)/2 =A(S-d)/2 
(5.4)r r1o-' . 

So for d = 9, the strong coupling problem would be completely solved: as A -+ 00 

with fixed r, A" -+ 0 (and r" -+ 00, which gives further simplification). For d =8, we 
have a story similar to what we have already found in d =5 and 7 (and for Type IIA 
in d = JO): though A" is of order 1. the fact that r" -+ 00 means that the coupling is 
weak at the compactification scale, so that one should have a weakly coupled deseription 
of the light degrees of freedom. But below d = 8, the transformation maps one strong 
coupling limit to another. 

Of course. onee we get down to seven dimensions. we have a eonjecture about the 
heterotic string dynamies from the relation to Type 11. Perhaps it is just as weIl that the 
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speculative relation of the heterotic string to Type I does not give a simple answer below 
eight dimensions. If there were a dimension in which both approaches could be applied, 
then by comparing them we would get arelation between (say) a weakly coupled Type 
II string and a weaJdy coupled Type I string. Such a relation would very likely be faJse, 
so the fact that the speculative string-string duaJity in ten dimensions does not easily 
determine the strong coupling behavior below d =8 could be taken as a further (weak) 
hint in its favor. 
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The ten or eleven dimensional origin of centra! charges in the N=4 or N=8 su
persymmetry algebra in four dimen8ions is revieWlld: while lOme have a standard 
Kaluza-Klein interpretation as momenta in compact dimensiona, mOlt arise from 
p-form charges in the higher-dimensiona1lupersymmetry algebra that are carried 
by p-brane 'solitona'. Although p = 1 is sinped out by superstring perturbation 
theory, U-duality of N=8 superstring compactificationa implies a complete 'p
brane democracy' ofthe full non-perturbative theory. An 'optimally democratie' 
perturbation theory is defined to be one in which the perturbative spectrum in
cludes all particles with zero magnetic charge. Whereas the heterotie string is 
optimally democratie in this sense, the type 11 superstrings Me not, although 
the ll-dimensional supennembrane might beo 

Soon after the advent of four-dimensional (0=4) supersymmetry, it was pointed 
out (Haag et al. 1975) that the N-extended supersymmetry algebra admits a central 
extension with N(N - 1) central charges: if Q~, (i = 1 ... , N), are the N Majorana
spinor supersymmetry charges and P,. the 4-momentum, then 

{Q~, Q1,} =ó'j(-yPC)o"P" + crj(C)o" + Vij (C'Y5)O" , (1) 

where cri = _Uii and Vii = _Vji are the centra! charges and C is the (antisymmet
ric) charge conjugation matrix. At first, the possibility of central charges was largely 
ignored. One reason ror this is that the initia! emphasis was naturallyon N = 1 
supersymmetry, for which there are no centra! charges. Another reason is that the 
emphasis was a!so on massless field theoriesj since the cent ral charges appearing in 
(1) have dimension of mass they cannot be carried by any massless particle. Central 
charges acquired importance only when massive excitations of extended supersymmet
rie theories came under scrutiny. One way that massive excitations naturally arise is 
when a gauge group of an otherwise massless gauge theory is spontaneously broken by 
vacuum expectation values of scalar fjelds. Consider N =4 super Yang-Mills (YM) 
theory with gauge group SU(2) spontaneously broken to U(I) by a non-vanishing 
vacuum expectation value of one of the six (Lie-algebra valued) scalar fjelds. This 
can be viewed as an N = 4 super-Maxwell theory coupled to a massive N =4 com
plex vector supermultiplet. Clearly, this massive supermultiplet has maximum spin 
one, but all massive representations of the 'standard' N = 4 supersymmetry algebra 
contain fields of at least spin 2. The resolution of this puzzle is that the massive 
supermultiplet is a representation of the centrally-extended supersymmetry algebra, 
which has short muItipIets of maximum spin one. The centra! charge is the U(I) 
electric charge. Similar considerations apply to the magnetic monopole solutions of 

http:pktlOQamtp.cam.ac.uk
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spontaneously broken gauge theories with N=4 supersymmetry (Witten and Olive 
1978, Osborn 1979). Fermion zero modes in the presence of a magnetic monopole en
sure that the stat es obtained by semi-c1assical quantization fall into supermultiplets. 
Since there cannot be bound states of spin greater than one in any field theory with 
maximum spin one (Weinberg and Witten 1980), these supermultiplets must have 
maximum spin one and must therefore carry a central charge, which is in fact the 
magnetic charge. 

The appearance of central charges has usualJy been seen as a relic of additional 
compact dimensions. Consider N = 2 supersymmetry, for which there can be two 
central charges; to be specific, consider an N=2 super-YM theory with gauge group 
SU(2) spontaneously broken to U(1). The electric and magnetic charges associated 
with the unbroken U(l) group can be interpreted as momenta in two extra dimen
sions, consistent with the natural interpretation of the N = 2 super-YM theory as 
a dimensionally-reduced six-dimensional super-YM theory. However, this cannot be 
the whole story because this interpretation of central charges fails when we consider 
N > 2. For example, the N = 4 super-YM theory can be obtained by dimensional 
reduction from ten dimensions. If we consider the momentum in each extra dimension 
&hove four as a possible central charge in the four-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetry 
algebra then we find a total of 6 central charges. But the tot al number of possible 
centra! charges is 12, not 6. One's first reaction to this discrepancy might be to 
suppose that it is due to central charges that are a1ready present in the D=lO su
persymmetry algebra, but the fulJ N=1 D=lO super-Poincaré algebra does not admit 
central charges. It might therefore seem that no D=10 interpretation can be given 
to 6 of the 12 central charges in the D=4 N=4 supersymmetry algebra. What this 
argument overlooks is that central charges in D=4 might arise from charges that are 
not cent ral in D=10. It is possible (in various spacetime dimensions) to incJude p
form charges that are central with respect to the supertranslation algebra but not 
with respect to the full super-Poincaré algebra (van Holten and Van Proeyen 1982). 
Together with the momenta in the extra dimensions, these p-form charges provide 
the higher-dimensional origin of all central charges in N-extended supersymmetry 
algebras (Abraham and Townsend 1991). 

For the case under discussion, the 6 'surplus' central charges have their D=10 
origin in a self-dual five-form central charge, Z+, in the N=l D=lO supertranslation 
algebra: 

{Qn,Qp} = (prMC)npPM + (prMNPQRC)apZtNPQR , (2) 

where P is a chiral projector. Such p-form charges are excluded by the premises of the 
theorem of Haag, Lopuszanski and Sohnius, and 50 are not relevant to representations 
of supersymmetry by particIe states. They are relevant to extended objects however; 
in the presence of a p-dimensional extended object, or p-brane, the supertranslation 
algebra aquires a p-form C'pntral charge (Azcárraga et al. 1989). We might therefore 
expect to find a fivebrane solution of D= 10 super-YM theory corresponding to the 
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five-form charge in (2) and there is indeed such a solution. It is found by int.erpreting 
the YM instanton of four dimensional Euclideàn space &5 ao 'extended 5Oliton' in ten 
dimensional Minkowski space (Townsend 1988). By the inverse construction, which 
may be interpreted as 'wrapping' the fivebrane 5OIiton around a 5-torus, ODe obtains 
ao 'instantonic' soliton in five dimensions, i.e. a solution of the self-duality condition 
for YM fields on Jl4. By solving these equations on Jt1 x SI, which amounts to a 
further SI compactification to four spacetime dimensions, we obtain a BPS monopole 
of the four-dimensional YM/Higgs equations. The magnetic charge it carries is one of 
six possible types because there are six Higgs fields in the N =4 super-YM muItipiet. 
Wbich one gets an expectation value depends on which 5otorus is chosen for the first 
step in the construction, and this can be done in six ways. Thus, six central charges 
are momenta in the six extra dimensions but six more arise from the five-form charge 
in ten dimensions. From this interpretation, it is dear that we should expect to get 
'surplus' central charges only for spacetime dimension D ~ 5 because only in these 
cases cao a fiveform charge yield a scalar charge on dimensional reduction. As a 
check, consider the N=4 super YM theory in, say, D=7; the relevant supersymmetry 
algebra h&5 an SO(3) automorphism group, and the central charges in the relevant 
supersymmetry algebra belong to a 3 of SO(3), i.e. there are three of them, just 
the number of extra dimensions. In D=5, the relevant supersymmetry algebra has a 
U5p(4) automorphism group and central charges belong to a 5 el of USP(4), i.e. 
there are five central charges for the five extra dimensions and one from dimensional 
reduction of the fiveform charge in ten dimensions. As a final point, observe that 
since the LHS of (2) is a 16 x 16 real symmetrie matrix the maximal number of 
algebraically distinct charges that can appear on the RHS is 136, whirh is precisely 
the total number of components of PM and Z"ttNPQR. 

Many of the ohservations made above concerning super YM theories can be gen
eralized to supergravity theories. Certain N=2 and N=4 supergravity theories can 
be considered as compactifications of D=6 and D=lO supergravity on 'J'l and ~, 
respectively. The D=10 case is of particular interest because of its close connection 
with the heterotic string. Consider first D=10 supergravity coupled to a rank r semi
simple D=10 super-YM theory. The generic four dimensional massless field theory 
resulting from a compactification on 1" is N=4 supergravity coupled to (6+r) abelian 
N=4 vector supermultiplets, six of which contain the Kaluza-Klein (KK) gauge fields 
for U(I)', the i50metry group of 1". Since the graviton multiplet contains six vec
tor fields, the total gauge symmetry group is U(I)12+r and the corresponding field 
strengths can be assigned to the irreducible vector representation of 50(6,6 + r), 
which is a symmetry group of the four-dimensional effective action. The massive 
excitations in four dimensions discussed above for tlie pure super-YM theory are still 
present, since in addition to the massive vector mutiplets arising from the breaking 
of the rank r gauge group to U(1t, t.here are a1so gravitational aoalogues of the 
BPS monopoles (Harvey and Lin 1991, Gibbons et al. 1994, Gibbons and Townsend 
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1995), which can be viewed (Khuri 1992, Gauntlett et al. 1993) as 'compactifica
tions' of Strominger's fivebrane solution (Strominger 1990) of the D=10 heterotie 
string. These excitations are sourees for the U(I)' fields. However, there are now 
new massive excitations of KK origin; the electrically charged excitations arise from 
the harmonie expansion of the fields on r>, while the magnetically charged ones are 
the states obtained by semi-classical quantization of KK monopoles. These serve as 
sources for the six KK gauge fields. This provides us with massive excitations car
rying 2 x (6 + r) of the 2 x (12 + r) types of electric and magnetic charges. What 
about massive excitations carrying the remaining 6+6 electric and magnetic charges? 
There are none in the context of pure KK theory but the electrically charged states, 
at least, are present in string theory; they are the string winding modes around the 
six-torus. In D=lO the magnetic dual to a string is a fivebrane, so we should expect 
to find the eorresponding magnetieally eharged states as compaetifieations on T 6 of a 
new D=10 fivebrane of essentially gravitational origin. Sueh a solution indeed exists. 
In terms of the string metric, the bosonie action of D=10 N=1 supergravity is 

s =! dI
Oxe-2.[R + 4(VI/J)2 - ~H21 (3) 

where H is the three-form field strength of the two-form potential that eouples to the 
string, and tP is the scalar 'dilaton' field. The field equations have a 'neutra!' fivebrane 
solution (Duif and Lu 1991, Callan et al. 1991) for whieh the metric is 

ds2 = _dt2 + dy . dy + [1 + ~] (dl + p2dOn ' (4) 

where y are coordinates for ES, i.e. the fivebrane is aligned with the y-axes, dOi is the 
SO(4)-invariant metrie on the three-sphere, and Ps is an arbitrary constant (at least in 
the classical theory; we shall return to this point below). This solution is geodesically 
complete because p = 0 is a null hypersurface at infinite affine parameter a10ng 
any geodesie. Clearly, this solution of D=10 supergravity is also a soilltion of D=10 
supergravity coupled to a D=10 super-YM theory because the YM fields vanish (henee 
the terminology 'neutra!'). It may therefore he considered as an approximate solution 
of the heterotic string theory, but it is not an exact solution becallse the elfective 
field theory of the heterotic string inc\udes additional interaction terms involving 
the Lorentz Chern-Simons three-rorm. There is an exact solution, the 'symmetrie' 
fivebrane, that takes account of these terms (Callan et al. 1991). Since the metric of 
the symmetrie fivebrane solution is identical to that ofthe neutral fivebrane, it seems 
possible that, in the string theo~y context, the latter should be simply replaeed by 
the former. In any case, the differenee will not be of importanre in this rontriblltion. 
The main point for the present disrussion is that there is an additional fivebrane in 
the supergravity context whose 'wrapping modes' are magnetically charged particles 
in D=4 that are the magnetic duals of the string winding modes. 
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We have now found massive excitations carrying all 28+28 electric and magnetic 
charges of the heterotic string (since r = 22 in this case). Because of the Dirac 
quantization condition, only 28 of the 56 possible types of charges can be carried by 
states in the perturbative spectrum, no matter how we choose the small parameter 
of perturbation theory. Heterotic string theory is 'optima!' in the sense that states 
carrying 28 different types of electric charge appear in string perturbation theory, 
whereas perturbative KK theory has states carrying only 22 electric charges. How
ever, one can try to 'improve' KK theory by taking into account the fact that D::::10 
supergravity admits the extreme string solution (Dabholkhar et al. 1990) for which 
the metric is 

ds2 = [1 + ~ ] -I ( _ dt2 + d0"2) + (dp2 + p2dnn ' (5) 

where 0" is one of the space coordinates, i.e. the string is aligned with the O"-axis, dn~ 
is the SO(8)-invariant metric on the seven-sphere, and J.I.\ is an arbitrary constant 
proportionaJ to the string tension. Winding modes of this string 'soli ton ' carry the 
extra 6 electric charges that are missing from the KK theory. This suggests that we 
bring the extra 6 charges into perturbation theory by identifying this solitonic string 
with a fundamentaJ string. 

There is a suggestive analogy here with the Skyme model of baryons: in the 
limit of vanishing quark masses the pions are the massless fields of QCD and the 
non-linear sigma model their effective action, just as D==lO supergravity can be seen 
as the effective action for the massless modes of a string theory. The sigma-model 
action has Skyrmion solutions that carry a topological charge which can be identified 
as baryon number, and these solutions are identified with the baryons of QCD. A 
potential difficulty in the D==l0 supergravity case is that the string solution (5) is not 
really solitonic because the singularity at p = 0 is a naked timelike singularity at finite 
affine parameter. This could of course be taken simply as a further indication that 
one should introduce the string as a fundamental one and relinquish any attempt 
to interpret the solution (5) as a soliton. On the other hand, there is a similar 
difficulty in the pion sigma model: there are no non-singular static solutions carrying 
baryon number uniess an additional, higher-derivative, term is included in the action. 
Perhaps something similar occurs in D=lO supergravity. 

Another potentiaJ difficulty in trying to interpret the string soliton (5) as the 
fundamental string is that the constant J.l.1 in this solution is arbitrary. The resolution 
of th is difficulty requires consideration of the quantum theory. First, we observe that 
the reason that (5) is called 'extreme' is that it saturates a Bogomolnyi-type lower 
bound on the string tension in terms of the charge q. = Je- 2

• * H, where * is the 
Hodge dual of Hand the integraJ is over the seven-sphere at 'transverse spatial 
infinity'. A similar result holds for the constant J.l.s of the fivebrane solution (4) bilt 
with the 'electric' charge q~ replaced by the 'magnetie' charge qm == JH, where now 
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the integral is over the three-sphere at transverse spatial infinity. Given these facts, 
the parameters IJl and IJs are proportional, with definite constants of proportionality 
whose precise values are not important here, to q. and qm respectively. Second, the 
existence of a non-singular magnetic dual fivebrane solution implies a quantization of 
q.. Specifically, the product q.qm is quantized as a consequence of a generalization 
of the Dirac quantization condition in dimension D to ~branes, and their duals of 
dimension p = D - p - 4 (Nepomechie 1985, Teitelboim 1986). Thus, not only is q. 

quantized, but so too is qm' 
One way to establish the above mentioned Bogomolnyi bound on the constants 

1Jt.1Jr. is to make use of the supersymmetry algebra. In the fivebrane case one can 
relate the charge qm to a contract ion of the five-form charge in the D=lO algebra 
(2) with the five-vector formed from the outer-product of the five spatial translation 
Killing vectors of the fivebrane solution. The Bogomolnyi bound can then be deduced 
from the supersymmetry algebra by a procedure modeled on the derivation of Witten 
and Olive for magnetic monopoles in D=4. There might appear to be an asymmetry 
between strings and fivebranes in this respect because while (2) includes a five-form 
charge, carried by fivebranes, it does not include the corresponding one-form charge 
that we might expect to be carried by strings. To include such a charge we must 
modify the algebra (2) to 

{QQ,Q,i} = (prMC)n/J(PM +TM) + (prMNPQRC)nfjZ"tNPQR' (6) 

This algebra is isomorphic to the previous one, which is why the absence of the 
one-form charge T did not show up in the earlier cOllnting exercise; classically, T 
cao he absorbed into the definition of P. But suppose k is an everywhere non
singular spacelike Killing vector of spacetime, with closed orbits of length R; then 
the eigenvalues of the scalar operators k· P and k . T are multiples of R- l and R, 
respectively, so in the qllantllm theory T cannot be absorbed into the definition of 
P. Moreover, it follows from the form of the Green-Schwarz action for the heterotic 
superstring that this one-form charge is indeed present in the algbra (Azcárraga et 
al. 1989, Townsend 1993). 

The massive states of the heterotic string carry a total of 28 electric and 28 
magnetic charges, as mentioned above, but only 12 linear combinations can appear 
as central charges in the N=4 D=4 sllpersymmetry algebra. This fact leads to some 
interesting consequences, e.g. symmetry enhancement at special vacua (Huil and 
Townsend 1995b). Here, however, I shall concentrate on theories which have N=8 
supergravity as their effective D=4 field theory, e.g. type 11 superstrings compactified 
on a six-torus. In this case, the 56 electric or magnetic charges associated with the 
28 abelian gauge fields of N=8 supergravity all appear as central charges in the 
N=8 supersymmetry algebra. From the standpoint of KK theory, only those massive 
states carrying the six electric KJ< charges appear in perturbation theory. Type 11 
superstring theory improves on this by incorporating into perturbation theory the 
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string winding modes, which carry six more electric charges, but this still leaves 16 
electric charges unaccounted for. These 16 charges are those which would, if present 
in the spectrum, couple to the R.amond~Ramond (R~R) gauge fields of the 0=4 type 
11 string. They are absent in perturbation theory, however, because the R-R gauge 
fields couple to the string through their field strengths only. This has long been 
recognized as a problematic feature of type 11 superstrings, e.g. in the determination 
of the free type 11 string propagator (Mezincescu et al. 1989). 

An alternative way to see that states carrying RR charges must be absent in per
turbation theory is to note that the set of 56 electric plus magnetic cent ral charges can 
be &SSigned to the irreducible 56 representation of the duality group E7,7 (Cremmer 
and Julia 1978,1979), which becomes the U-duality group E7(Z) of the string the
ory (HuIl and Townsend 1995a). Now E7 ,7 :) 51{2; R) x 50(6,6), so the U-Ouality 
group has as a subgroup the product of the S-Duality group 5l{2; Z) and the type 
11 T-Ouality group 50{6, 6; Z). With respect to 51(2; R) x 50(6,6) the 56 of E7 ,7 

decomposes as 
56 -+ (2, I2) $ (1,32) . (7) 

The analogous decomposition of the (2, 28) representation of the 5 x T dnality group 
51(2; R) x 50(6,22) of the generic 'J'6-compactified heterotic string is 

(2,28) -+ (2,12) $ 16 x {2, I} , (8) 

which makes it c1ear that the (I, 32) representation in (7) is that of the 16+ 16 elec
tric and magnetic RR charges, which are therefore S-Ouality inert and transform ir
reducibly under T-Ouality. Since T-Ouality is perturbative and magnetic monopoles 
cannot appear in perturbation theory, this means that both electric and magnetic RR 
charges must be non-perturbative. Moreover, while the complete absence from the 
spectrum of states carrying RR charges would be consistent with S and T duaIity, 
their presence is required by U-duality. In fact, these states are present (HuIl and 
Townsend 1995a). They are p-brane 'wrapping modes' for p > 1, which explains their 
absence in perturbative string theory. 

Thus, in contrast to the heterotic string, the type IJ string is non-optimal, in the 
sense that it does not incorporate into perturbation theory all electrically charged 
states. Just as string theory improves on KK theory in this respect, one wond ers 
whether there is some theory beyond string theory that is optimal in the above sense. 
As a first step in this direction one can try to 'improve' string theory, as we tried to 
'improve' KK theory, by incorporating p-brane solitons that preser\'e half the 0::::10 
N=2 supersymmetry (no attempt wi1\ be made here to consider solitons that break 
more than half the supersymmetry). In order to preserve half the supersymmetry, 
a p-brane must carry a p-form central charge in the 0=10 N::::2 supertranslation 
algebra, so we shall begin by investigating the possibilities for such p-form charges. 
Consider first the :,\=2A D=10 supt'rsymmetry algebra. Allowing for all algebraically 
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inequivalent p-form charges permitted by symmetry, we have 

{Qo,Q/I} = (fMC)o!1PM + (fuC)o/lZ + (fMfllC)o/lZM + (fMNC)o/lZMN 

+ (fM"-PQfllC)opZMNPQ + (fMNPQRC)opZMNPQR _ (9) 

The supersymmetry charges are 32 component non-chiral 0=10 spi nors, so the max
imum number of components of charges on the RHS is 528, and this maximum is 
realized by the above algebra since 

10 + 1 + 10 + 45 + 210 + 252 = 528 . (10) 

Note that in this case the f 11 matrix distinguishes between the term involving the 
10-momentum Pand that involving the one-form charge carried by the type nA 
superstring. This means that on compactification to 0=4 we obtain an additional 
six electric central charges from th is source, relative to the heterotic case. These are 
balanced by an additional six magnetic charges due to the fact that the five-form 
charge is no longer self-dual as it was in the heterotic case. Thus, there is now a 
total of 24 0=4 central charges rarried by particles of KK, string, or fivebrane origin. 
These are the charged particles in the NS-NS sector of the superstring theory. 

Tbe remaining 32 0=4 central charges of the 0=4 N=8 supersymmetry algebra 
have their 0=10 origin in the zero-form, two-form and four-form charges of the 0=10 
algebra (9). One might suppose from this fact that these 32 charges would be carried 
by particles in the (non-perturbative) R-R sector whose 0=10 origin is either a 0=10 
black hole, membrane or fourbrane solution of the nA supergravity theory, but this is 
only partly correct. There are indeed R-Rp-brane solutions of 0=10 nA supergravity 
for p = 0,2,4, in addition to the NS·NS p-brane solutions for p = 1,5, but there is also 
a R-Rp-brane solution for p = 6. (Horowitz and Strominger 1991). The HA p-branes 
witb p = (0,6); (1,5); (2,4) are the (electric, magnetic) sources for the one-form, 
two-form and tbree-form gauge fjelds, respectively, of type HA supergravity. 

Tbe reason for this mis-match can be traced to tbe fact that the four-form charge 
in (9) a.ctually contributes 'twice' to the 0=4 central charges because apart from 
the obvious 15 charges it also contributes an additional one central charge via the 
component Zl"'ptI, which is equivalent to a scalar in 0=4. This scalar can alternatively 
be viewed as the obvious scalar charge in 0=4 associated with a six-form charge in the 
0=10 algebra. However, a six-form charge is algebraically equivalent to a four-form 
charge, wbich explains why it is absent in (9) and why it is not needed to explain the 
56 0=4 cent ral charges. Tt is possible that tbe situation here for the six-form charge 
in the HA algebra is analogous to the one-form charge in the heterotic case in that 
it may be necessary to include it as a separate charge in the quantum theory even 
though it is not algebraically indf'pendent of the otber charges. 

One object ion that can be made to the association of p-brane solutions of a super
gravity theory with p-form chargps in the supersymmetry algebra is that the possibil
ity just noted of replacing a four form by a six form in 0=10 is of general applicability. 
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Thus, a p-form charge in a D-dimensional supersymmetry algebra could always be 
replaced by an algebraically equivalent (D - p)-form charge. Note that this is not 
simply a matter of exchanging one p-brane for its dual because the dual object is a 
(D - p - 4)-brane, not a (D - p)-brane. As a result of this ambiguity, one cannot 
deduce from the algebra a10ne which p-brane solutions will occur as solutions of the 
supergravity theoryj one needs additional information. Fortunately, this information 
is always available, and it is a1ways the case that the supersymmetry algebra admits a 
p-form charge whenever the supergravity multiplet contains a (p + 1 )-form potentiaI. 

Let us now consider how this type of analysis fares when applied to the type lIB 
superstring. The lIB supersymmetry algebra has two Majorana-Weyl supercharges, 
Q~, (i=I,2), of the same chirality and, a1lowing for p-form cent ral charges, the super
translation algebra is 

{~,~} = ó'J(prMC)n:JPM + (prMC)n",ii~ +€ii(prMNPC)n" ZMNP 

+óii(prMNPQRC)"tI(Z+)MNPQR + (prMNPQRC)..,,(Z+),lfNPQR' (11) 

where the tilde indicates the tracefree symmetric tensor of SO(2), equivalently a U(I) 
doublet. The totaJ number of components of all charges on the RHS of (11) is 

10 + 2 x 10 + 120 + 126 + 2 x 126 = 528 . (12) 

Moreover, all p-form charges are needed to provide a D=lO interpretation of the 
56 central charges of the D=4 N=8 supersymmetry algebra. 1 emphasize this point 
because it is not what one might expect given that D=10 lIB supergravity admits 
p-brane solutions for p = 1,3,5, with there being two strings and two fivebranes 
because there are two two-form gauge potentiaJs. Each of these p-brane solutions can 
be paired with a p-form charge in the supersymmetry algebra, but this leaves one 
self-dual five-form charge without an associated fivebrane solution. This is because 
there are three (self-dual) five-form charges, not two. 

Perhaps even more surprising is that origin of this discrepancy lies in the NS-KS 
sector and not in the R-R sector. The reason for this ha.c; to do with the D=10 
interpretation of the magnetic duals to the 6 KK charges, i.e. the magnetic charges 
carried by the KK monopoles. In type II string theory the KK charges are related 
by T-duality to the string winding modes. These have their origin in the D=10 ~S
NS string for which the magnetic: dual is a fivebrane. This fivebrane is associated 
with a five-form charge, so T-duality implies that the duals of the KK charges also 
have their D=lO origin in a fiveform charge. This is true for both the type HA and 
the type IIB superstrings. In the type UA case there was apparently only one five
form charge in the supesymmetry algebra but, in distinction to the heterotic case, it 
was not self dual. Thus, effectively there were two five-form charges: the self-dual 
one, in common with the heterotic string, and an additional anti-self-dual one. The 
additional one is not associated with a p-brane solution of the D=10 slIpergravity 
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theory but, instead, is associated with the KK monopoles. From this perspective it 
is not surprising that there are three, rather than two, self-dual five-form charges in 
the type IIB supersymmetry algebra. 

Having established the potential importance of p-brane solutions of the D=lO 
supergravity theories, the next step is to determine whether these solutions are non
singular. The NS-NS string is singular but it may be identified with the fundamental 
string and, as noted earlier, the NS-NS fivebrane solution (4) is geodesically complete, 
so we need concern ourselves only with the additional R-R p-branes. In the type IIB 
case these comprise a string, a threebrane and a fivebrane. While the threebrane 
is non-singular (Gibbons et al. 1995), the R-R string and fivebrane are singular 
(Townsend 1995a, Huil 1995), and the significance of this is unclear at present. In 
the type HA case, the R-R p-branes comprise a zero-brane, i.e. extreme 'black hole', 
a two-brane, i.e. membrane, a four-brane and a six-brane. Again, all are singular 
but in th is case there is a simple resolution of this difficulty, whieh we shall explain 
shortly. 

At this point it should be dear that, for either the type IIA or type IIB superstring 
compactified on J'6, one can account for the existence of states in the spectrum 
carrying all 56 charges provided account is taken of the wrapping modes of the D=10 
p-brane solitons associated with the p-form charges in the D=10 supersymmetry 
algebra. From the standpoint of perturbative string theory, p = 1 is a special vallle 
since string theory incorporates p = 1 wrapping modes, alias string winding modes, 
into perturbation theory. However, U-Duality of the non-perturbative D=4 string 
theory implies that the distinction between p = 1 and p > 1 is meaningless in the 
context of the full non-perturbative theory: i.e. U-Duality implies a complete p-brane 
'democracy', hence the titIe of this contribution. It is merely by convention that we 
continue to refer to this non-perturbative theory as 'string' theory. 

Having just said, in effect, that 'all p-branes are equal', perhaps we can neverthe
less allow ourselves the luxury of considering, following Orwell's dictum, that some 
are more equal than others. Specifically, it is convenient to divide the 56 central 
charges into the electric ones and the magnetic ones. I have emphasized above that 
the heterotic string is 'optimal' in that it incorporates all electric charges into pertur
bation theory; we might now say that it is 'as democratic' as a perturbative theory 
can be, Is there a similarly 'optimally democratie' perturbative theory underlying 
the type n string theories? The answer is a qualified 'yes', at least in the type HA 
case, and it involves consideration of D=ll supergravity, to which we now turn our 
attention. 

D=ll supergravity compactified on T7 has in common with the type 11 super
strings compactified on T6 that the effecth'e D=4 field theory is N=8 supergravity 
(Cremmer and Julia 1978,1979). From the D=ll standpoint, seven of the 56 central 
charges can be interpreted as momenta in the extra dimensions, i.e. as KK electric 
charges, but this still leaves 49 IInaccounted for. These remaining 49 charges must 
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have a D=11 origin as ~form charges. Allowing for all possible p-form charges, the 
D=11 supersymmetry algebra is 

{QQ,Q,,} = (rMC)Q/JPM + (rMNC)Q"ZMN + (rMNPQRC)Q" ZMNPQR . (13) 

That is, there is a two-form and a five-form charge. The total number of components 
of all charges on the RHS of (I3) is 

11 + 55 + 462 =528 , (14) 

wbich is, algebraically, tbe maximum possible number. From this algebra one might 
guess that D=l1 supergravity admits ~brane soilltions that preserve half the super
symmetry for p=2 and p=5, and this guess is correct (Duft' and Stelle 1991, Güven 
1992). In the KK theory the only charged massive states are the KK modes carry
ing 7 of the 28 electric charges and the KK monopoles carrying the corresponding 
7 magnetic charges. The remaining 21 electric charges are carried by the wrapping 
modes of the D=l1 twobrane, i.e. membrane, while the corresponding 21 magnetic 
charges are carried by wrapping modes of the D=11 fivebrane. Note that all magnetic 
charges have their D=l1 origin in the five-form charge; as for the type HA string the 
6ve-form charge accounts not only ror the fivebrane charges but also for the charges 
carTied by KK monopoles. 

The ll-metric for both the membrane and the fivebrane soilltion of D=11 slIper
gravity can be written as 

JJ.p (..+11 []....L-('-')_....L- JJ.p 
els2 =[1+ p<s-p) ] (-dt2 +dy.dy)+ 1+ p(S-p) (dp2+p2dOrg_p)) , (IS) 

wbere y are coordinates of EP, so the p-brane is aligned with the y axes, and /J.p 

is a constant. In both cases there is a singularity at p = 0 and this was originally 
interpreted as due to a physical source. However, this singularity is merely a coordi
nate singularity, and the hypersurface p = 0 is an event horizon. Since the horizon 
cao be reached and crossed in finite proper time, one might think that the appro
priate generalization of the singularity theorems of General Relativity wOllld imply 
the existence of a singularity behind the horizon. This is indeed the case for p=2, 
and the Carter-Penrose diagram in this case is rather similar to that of the extreme 
Reissner-Nordstrom (RN) solution of General Relativity, i.e. a timelike curvature 
singularity hidden behind an event horizon (Duft' et al. 1994). For p=5, however, the 
tbe analytic continuation of the exterior metric through the horizon leads to an inte
nor metric that is isometrie to the exterior one. The maximally analytic extension of 
this exterior metric is therefore geodesically complete for p=5 (Gibbons et al. 1995). 
Thus, the fivebrane is genuinely solitonic while the membrane has a status similar to 
that of the extreme RN black hole in GR. This disparity suggests that we identify 
the membrane solution as the fields exterior to a fundamental supermembrane. Var
ious reasons in favour of this idea can be found in the literature (Huil and Townsend 
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1995a, Townsend 1995a 1995b). Another one is that it could all ow us to bring into 
perturbation theory the 21 electric charges that cannot be interpreted as momenta in 
the extra 7 dimensions. Thus, a fundamental supermembrane theory is 'optimaI" in 
the sense that all electric charges appea,r in perturbation theory. This presupposes, 
of course, that some sen se can be made of supermembrane perturbation theory. Until 
now, attempts in this direction have been based on the the worldvolume action ror 
a D=l1 supermembrane (Bergshoeff et al. 1987,1988), but this approach runs into 
the difficulty that the spectrum is most Iikely continuous (de Wit et al 1989), which 
would preclude an interpretation in terms of particles. We shall return to this point 
at the conc\usion of this contribution. 

This is a convenient point to summarize the p-brane solutions of the N=2 D::;10 
supergravity theories and of D=11 supergravity via the 'type 11 Branescan' of Table 
1. Note that each p-brane has a dual of dimension p ::; D - p - 4, except the type 
Iffi D=10 threebrane which is self-dual (Horowitz and Strominger 1991, Duff anel Lu 
1991b). 

Table 1. The TYPE n Branscan 

11 2 5 

lOA 0 1 2 4 5 6 

lOB 1+1 3 5+5 

We are now in a position to return, as promisoo, to the resolution of the problem 
in type HA superstring theory that the RR p-brane solutions are singular. Note first 
that the HA supergravity can be obtained by dimensional roouction from D=11 super
gravity, which was how it was first constructed (Gianni and Pernici 1984, Campbell 
and West 1984). The Green-Schwarz action for the type HA superstring (Green and 
Schwarz 1984) can be obtained (Dllff et al. 1987) by double dimensional reduction 
of the worldvolume action of the D=11 supermembrane. The D=10 extreme string 
solution is simiIarly related to the D=l1 membrane solution (Duff and Stelle 1991) 
and this relation aIlows the singularity of the string solution to be reinterpreted as 
a mere coordinate singularity at the horizon in D=l1 (Duff et al. 1994). As men
tioned above, there remains a rurther singularity behind the horizon. It is not c\ear 
what the interpretation of this singularity should be. One can argue that 'c\othed' 
singularities are not inconsistrnt with the soliton interpretation, as has been argued 
in the past for extreme RN blark holes (Gibbons 1985). or one can argue that the 
D=l1 membrane sollltion should be interpreted as a fllndamental slIpermembrane. 
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It should be noted here that there are st rong arguments against simply discarding 
the membrane solution: it is needed for U-duality of the D=4 type II superstring 
(Huil and Townsend 1995a) and for the symmetry enhancement in K3-compactified 
D=l1 supergravity (Huil and Townsend 1995b) needed for the proposed equivalence 
(Witten, 1995) to the T3 compactified heterotic string. 

Let us now turn to the other p-brane solutions of the type HA theory. First, the 
fourbrane can be interpreted as a double dimensional reduction of the D=11 fivebrane, 
in which the singularity of the fourbrane becomes a coordinate singularity at the hori
zon of the fivebrane (Dulf et al. 1994). Thus both the D=10A string and fourbrane 
in Table 1 are derived by double dimensional reduction from the D=l1 membrane 
and fivebrane diagonally above. Second, the D=10 membrane and D=lO fivebrane 
can each be interpreted as a superposition of the corresponding D=l1 solutions, so 
ea.ch of these D= lOA solutions in Table 1 has a straightforward interpretation as the 
dimensional reduction of the D=l1 solution directly above it. There is, however, an 
important distinction between the D=lOA membrane and the D=10A fivebrane: in 
the membrane case it is necessary to pass to D=11 to remove the singularity, whereas 
this is optiona.l for the fivebrane (as expected from the fact that this fivebrane solution 
must do triple purpose as both the type HA fivebrane and the heterotic and NS-NS 
type lID fivebrane). Third, the type HA sixbrane solution can be interpreted as a 
direct ana.logue in D=lO of the Kaluza-Klein monopole in D=4. Just as the latter 
becomes non-singular in D=5, so the singular D=lO sixbrane becomes non-singular 
in D=l1 (Townsend 1995a). At t.his point we may pause to note that all magnetic 
p-brane solutions have now been interpreted as completely non-singular solutions in 
D=ll. 

This leaves the electric D=10A O-branes, alias extreme black holes. These carry 
the scalar central charge in the type HA supersymmetry algebra (9). Since these black 
hole solutions are extreme they saturate a Bogomolnyi bound. Their mass is therefore 
a fixed multiple of their electric charge and, because of the existence of the magnetic 
six-brane dua.l, this electric charge is quantized. Hence their masses are quantized. 
Moreover, because they saturate a Bogomolnyi bound the corresponding ground state 
soliton supermultiplets are short ones of maximum spin 2. These are precisely the 
features exhibited by the tower of Kaluza-Klein states obtained by compactification 
of D=ll supergravity on SI, and it is therefore natura! to conjecture that the D=10 
type UA extreme black hole states should be identified as the KK states of D=11 
supergravity (Townsend 1995a). Alternatively, or perhaps equivalently, one can think 
of the KK states of SI compactified D=l1 supergravity as the efJectil!e description 
of the black hole states of the D=10 HA superstring theory (Witten 1995). Another 
argument for the identification of the extreme black holes with KK states is that the 
former can be interpreted as parallel plane waves propagating at the speed of light 
in the compact direction (cf. Gibhons and Perry 1984), so the corresponc\ing quanta 
can be interpreted as massless particles with momentum in the compact dimension, 
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which is essentially a description of KK modes. 
Thus, the type HA superstring is really an eleven-dimensional theory. From the 

0=11 standpoint, the string coupling constant 9 is 9 = R2/3 (Witten 1995), where 
R is the radius of the 11 th dimension, so that weak coupling perturbation theory 
is a perturbation theory about R = O. This explains why the critical dimension of 
the perturbative type HA superstring theory is D=10. The strong coupling limit is 
associated with the decompactification limit R -+ 00 and 0=11 supergravity can be 
interpreted as the effective field theory at strong coupling (Witten 1995). However, 
the type HA superstring is really an ll-dimensional theory at any non-zero coupling, 
weak or st rong, and the question arises as to whether there is an intrinsically 11· 
dimensional description of this theory that is not merely an effective one. 

The only candidate for such a theory at present is the 0=11 supermembrane but, 
as noted earJier, its qllantization via its worldvolume action leads to difficulties. We 
can now explain why this shollid have been expected. While both the extreme string 
solution of 0=10 supergravity, in the string metric, and the 0=11 sllpermembrane 
solution of 0=11 supergravity have a timelike singularity, consistent with their in· 
terpretation as fundamental extended objects, the two solutions differ in that the 
string singularity is naked whereas the membrane singularity is 'clothed'. The dif· 
ference is significant. The fact that the string singularity is naked shows that the 
string is c1assically structureless. The worldsheet action is therefore an appropriate 
starting point for quantization. In contrast, the supermembrane has a finite core due 
to its horizon. Since the worldvolume action fails to take this classical structure into 
account it is not an appropriate starting point for quantization. An alternative ap
proach (Townsend 1995a) that could circumvent this criticism would be to quantize 
the classical membrane solution of 0=11 supergravity. This might run into difficul· 
ties caused by the singularity, however, in which case some hybrid approach would 
be required. Clearly, there is much to do before we can be sure whether a quantum 
l1--dimensional supermembrane makes physicaJ sense. 
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Abstract 

A proposed duality between type IIB superstring theory on IR9 x S' and a conjecturcd 110 fundamental theory ("M 
theory") on lR? x T 2 is investigated. SimpIc hcuristic rcasoning leads to a consistent picture rclaling the various p-branes 
and their tensions in each theory, Identifying thc M theory on IR '0 X S' with type UA superstring thcory on IR '0, in a similar 
fashion, leads to various relations among the p-branes of the IlA theory. 

1. Introduction 

Recent results indicate that if one assumes the ex
istence of a fundamental theory in eleven dimensions 
(Iet's calI it the 'M theory' 2), this provides a pow
erful heuristic basis for understanding various results 
in string theory. For example, type II superstrings can 
b~ understood as arising from a supermembrane in 
eleven dimcnsions [I] by wrapping one dimension of 
a toroidal supermembrane on a circlc of the spatial 
gcometry [2-5], Similarly, when the spatial geome
try contains a K3, one can obtain a heterotic string by 
wrapping a five-brane with the topology of K3 x S' 
on thc K3 [6,7]. This provides a very simple heuris
tic for understanding 'string-string duality' bctwccn 
type HA and heterotic strings in six dimensions 18
10,6, I 1,121, One simply considers thc M theory on 
]Rf> x Si x K3. This obviously contains both type 1I 
strings and heterotic strings, arising by the two wrap
pings just described, Moreover, since the memhrane 

J Pcrmancnl address. 

2This name was suggested by E. Witten. 


and 5-brane are electric-magnetic duals in II dimen
sions, the two strings are dual in six dimensions, and 
so it is natural that the strong-coupling expansion of 
one corresponds to the weak-coupling expansion ofthe 
other. The remarkable thing about this kind of reason
ing is that it works even though wc don 't understand 
how to formulate the M theory a~ a quantum theory, 
It is templing to say that the success of the heuristic 
arguments that have been givcn previously, and those 
that will be given here, suggcst that there rcally is a 
well-defined quantum M theory even when perturba
live analysis is not applicabIc. The only thing that now 
appears to he special about strings is the possibility of 
defining a perturbation expansion, In other respects, 
all p-branes seem to be more Of Iess equal 113,141. 

Recently, I have analyzed heuristic relationships be
tween Type II strings and the M theory I I5]. The 
approach was to compare the 90 spectrum of the M 
theory on 1R9 x T 2 with the lIB theory on [R9 x Si. 
A nice correspondence was obtained bet ween statcs 
arising from thc supermcmbrane of thc M theory and 
the strings of the IIB theory. Thc purposc of this paper 

0370-2693/96/$12,00 @ 1996 Elsevier Science B,V. All rights reserved 
SSDI0370-2693(95)01429-2 
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 higher p-branes with Kaluza-Klein modes ofthe torus and by identify
ing Kaluza-Klein modes of the circle with wrappings 
of the supermembrane (2-brane) on the torus. 4 The 
2-brane of the M theory has a tension (ma~s per unit 
area) in the 11 D metric denoted Ti MI 

. If one intro
duces a parameter f3 to relate the two metrics (g(B) = 

f32g(M), then one finds the following relations [15] 

T(B)L2)-' 3 2 ( = _1_ (M)A / T (3)
'B (27T)2 2 M' 

f32 = A~2TiM' IT,(B'. ( 4) 

Both sides of Eq. (3) are dimensionless numbers, 
which are metric independent, charac.terizing the size 
of the compact spaces. Note that, since T,( BI and Ti M I 

are fixed constants, Eq. (3) implies that LB ~ A;;;3/4. 
Strings (I-branes) in nine dimensions were also 

matchcd. A toroidal 2-brane with one of its cycles 
wrapped on the spatial two-torus was identified with 
a type lIB string. When the wrapped cycle of the 
2-brane is mapped to the (q" q2) homology cJass of 
the spatial torus and taken to have minimal length 
Lq = (AM/T2)'/2Iq2T - qd = (AMtJ. q) '/2, this gives 
a spectrum of string tensions in the I I D metric 
T,(::) = LqTiM). Converting to the IIB metric by 

T,(:) = f3-2T,c::) precisely reproduces the previous 

formula for T,(:I in Eq. (I), which therefore supports 
the proposed interpretation. 

2. More consequences of M1IIB duality 

Having matched 9D point particJes (O-branes) and 
strings (I-branes) obtained from the lIB and M the
ory pictures, let us now explore what additional in
formation can be obtained by also matching p-branes 
with p = 2,3,4,5 in nine dimensions. 5 It should be 
emphasized that even though we use extremely sim
ple cJa~sical reasoning, it ought to be precise (a~sum
ing the existence of an M theory), because we only 

4 Thc TUle thal gave sensible results was 10 allow the membrane 
10 cover the torus any number of times (counting oricntation), 
and to identify all the different ways of doing as equivalent. For 

other problems (such as Strominger's conifold transitions [191) a 
different rule is requil"C'd. A~ yel, a single principle thai gives the 

correct mie for all such problems is not known. I am gratcful 10 A. 
Stromingcr and A. Scn for correspondence concemmg th IS issue. 

5 For useful background on I'-brancs sec Refs. [20 221. 

is 10 extend tbe analysis to include
of both theories, and to see what ean be leamed from 
imposing the natural identifieations. 

Let us begin by briefty recalling the results obtained 
in [15). We eompared the M theory compaetified on 
a torus of area AM in the eanonieal lID metrie g(MI 

with the lIB theory eompaetified on a cirele of radius 
RB (and eircumference LB = 27TRB) in the canoni
cal 10D lIB metric g( BI. The canonical lIB metric is 
the convenient choice, because it is invariant under the 
SL( 2, R) group of lIB supergravity. By matching the 
9D spectra ofthe two models (especially for BPS satu
rated states), the modul ar parameter Tof the torus wa~ 
identified with the modulus Ac = Xo + ie-4>o, which 
is the vev of the complex scalar field of the lIB the
ory. This identification supports the conjectured non
perturbative SL( 2, 1,) duaJity symmetry of the IIB 
theory. (This was also noted by Aspinwall [16).) 

A second result was tbat the lIB theory has an in
finite spectrum of strings, which forms an SL(2, 1,) 
multiple!. The strings, labelled by a pair of relatively 
prime integers (q" q2), were constructed as solutions 
of the low-energy IOD lIB supergravity theory using 
results in Refs. [17,18). They have an SL(2,1,) co
variant spectrum of tensions given by 

T,(:) =tJ.!(2T,(B), ( I ) 

where T,(BI is a constant with dimensions of mass
squared, which defines the scale of the theory, and" 

tJ. q = e<Pc' (q, - Q2Xo)2 + e-<Pc'Q~. (2) 

Note that strings with q2 *' 0, those carrying RR 
charge, have tensions that, for small string coupling 
gB = e<Pc', scale as g;;' /2. The usual (I, 0) string, on 

the other hand, has T ~ g~2. In the string metrie, 
these become giï' and I, respectively. 

The mass spectrum of point particles (zero-branes) 
in nine dimensions obtained from the two different 
viewpoints were brought into agreement (for BPS sat
urated states, in particular) by identifying winding 
modes of the family of type IIB strings on the circlc 

'Eq. (2) was givcn incorrectly in thc original versions of my 
previous papers [15]. Also, T,'B! and Ti M 

! were called Tand 
TIl, and AM was calJed A 11. A more syst.::matic notation is now 
desirabic. 
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consider p-branes whose tensions are related to their 
charges by saturation of a BPS bound. This means 
that the relations that are obtained should not receivc 
perturbative or non-perturbativc quantum corrections. 
This assumes that the supersymmetry remains unbro
ken. which is certainly believed to be the case. 

We begin with p = 2. In the M theory the 2-brane in 
9D is the same one as in 11 D. In the IIB description it 
is obtained by wrapping an SI factor in the topology 
of a self-dual 3-brane once around the spatial circ1c. 

BDenoting the 3-brane tcnsion by Ti ). its wrapping 
gives a 2-brane with tension LR Ti B). Converting to 
the 11 D metric and identifying thc two 2-branes gives 
the relation 

Ti M) = f3' LilTi B) . (5) 

Using Eqs. (3) and (4) to eliminate Lil and f3 leavcs 
the relation 

Ti B ) = 2~(TiB)t (6) 

Thc remarkable thing about this rcsult is that it is a 
rclation that pertains entircly tn the IIB thenry. cven 
though it was deduced from a comparison of the IIB 
thenry and thc M theory. It should al50 hc noted that 
the tension Ti Il) is independent of the string coupling 
constant. which implics that in thc string metric it 
scales as gil I. 

Next wc consider 3-branes in nine dimensions. The 
nnly way they can arise in the M thenry is from wrap
ping a 5-brane of suitable tnpolngy (oncc) on the spa
tial torus. In the IIB thcory the only 3-brane is the 
one already present in ten dimcnsinns. Identifying the 
tcnsions of these two 3-branes gives the relatinn 

J~M) AM = f3 4Ti B'. (7) 

Eliminating f3 and substituting Eq. (6) givcs 

T,M) = ~(T'M))2 (X)5 27T 2 . 

This result pcrtains cntirely to thc M theory. Scction 
3 of Ref. 1121 analyzcd thc impllcation of the Dirac 
quantization rule \23] for the charges of thc 2-brane 
and 5-brane 10 the M thenry. 1t was conclU!lcd that (in 

Mmy notation) 7TT~M) I(Ti ))2 should be an integer. 
The present analysis says that it is 1/2. Indecd. I be
lieve that Eq. (8) cOITesponds to thc minimum prod
lIct of electric and magnetic charges allowcd by thc 

quantization condition. It is amusing that simple clas
sical reasoning leads to a non-trivial quantum result. 

Next we compare 4-branes in nine dimensions. The 
lIB theory has an infinite SL( 2. Z) famiIy of 5-branes. 
These are labeled by a pair of relativeIy prime inte
gers (ql. q2). just as the lIB strings are. The reason is 
that they carry a pair of magnetic charges that are dual 
to the pair of electric charges carried by the strings. 
Let us denote the tensions of these 5-branes in the lIB 
metric by ~,~). Wrapping cach of them once around 
the spatial circle gives a family of 4-branes in nine di
mensions with tensions LBT~,~). In the M theory we 
can obtain 4-brancs in ninc dimensions by considering 
5-branes with an 51 factor in their tnpology and map
ping the 51 to a (ql. q2) cyc1c of thc spatial torus. Just 
as whcn we wrapped the 2-brane this way, we assume 
that the cyc1e is as short as pnssible. i.e .• its leng th is 
L". Idcntifying the two families of 4-branes obtained 
in this way gives the relation 

LqT~ M) = f35 LB1~,~) . (9) 

Substituting the relations \15] 

L" = tJ.;//2T,'B)f32IT~M) (10) 

and 

L Bf3' = 27TTiMI I(T'S))2 (11)
I

and using Eq. (8) gives 

riS) = __I_tJ.1/2(TIB))'_ (12)
5'1 (27T)2" I 

This relation pertains entirely to the IIB theory. Since 
5-brane charges are dual to I-brane charges. they trans
form contragrediently under SL( 2.1R). This means 
that in this case ql is a magnetic R-R charge and q2 

is a magnetic NS-NS charge. Thus 5-branes with pure 

R-R charge have atension that sc ales as g~2 and ones 
with any NS-NS charge have tensions that scale as 

2g~ I1 • Converting to the string metric. these give gil I 
and gB 2, respectively. Of course. gB 2 is the character
istic behav ior of ordinary so!itons. whereas gH I is the 
rcmarkablc intcmlcdiatc bchavior that is characteris
tic of alll'-branes carrying R-R charge. It is gratifying 
that thcse cxpected properties emergc from matching 
M theory and HB thcory I'-branes. 

Wc have now relatcd all l-brane. 3-brane. and 5
brane tcnsions of thc HB thenry in ten dimensions. so 
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that they are detennined by a single scale. We have 
also related the 2-brane and 5-brane tensions of the 
M theory in eleven dimensions. so they are also given 
by a single scale. The two sets of scales can only be 
related to one another after compactification. however. 
as the only meaningful comparison is provided by Eqs. 
(3) and (4). 

All that remains to complete this part of the story. is 
to compare 5-brancs in nine dimcnsions. Here some
thing a linie different happens. As is well-known. com
pactification on a space K with isometries (such as 
we are considering). so that the complete manifold 
is K x IRd • give rise to masslcss vectors in d dimen
sions. Electric charges that couple to these vectors 
correspond to Kaluza-Klein momenta and are carried 
by point-Iike O-branes. The dual magnetic objects are 
(d - 4) -branes. This mechanism therefore contributes 
"Kaluza-Klein 5-branes" in nine dimensions. How
ever. whieh 5-branes are the Kaluza-Klein ones de
pends on whether we consider the M theory or the IIB 
theory. The original 5-brane of the M theory eorre
sponds to the unique Kaluza-Klein 5-brane of thc IIB 
theory. and the SL( 2. Z) family of 5-branes of the IIB 
theory eorrcsponds to the Kaluza-Klein 5-brancs of 
the M theory. The point is that there are three vector 
fields in nine dimensions whieh transfonn as a sin
glet and a doublet of the SL( 2.IR) group. The singlet 
arises à la Kaluza-Klein in the IIB theory and from 
the threc-fonn gauge field in the M theory. Similarly, 
the doublet arises from the doublet of two-fonn gauge 
fields in the lIB theory and à la Kaluza-Klein in the 
M theory. 

We can now use the identifications described above 
to deduee the tensions of Kaluza-Klein 5-branes in 
nine dimensions. Thc KK 5-branc of the lIB theory is 
identified with thc fundamental 5-brane of the M thc
ory. which implies that its tension is T; Rl ~ /3-6T;Ml. 
Combining this with Eq. (11) gives 

r.181 ~ _1_L2 (TIHl)4. ( 13)
5 (21T)' B I 

Note th at th is diverges as LH -+ 00. as is expcctcd 
for a Kaluza-Klein magnetie p-branc. Similarly thc 
SL( 2. Z) multiplet of KK 5-branes ohtained from thc 
M theory must have tcnsions that match thc 5-brancs of 
thc 100 IIB theory. This implies that T;,~l ~ f3"T;,~I. 
Substituting Eqs. (4) and (12) gives 

r.IMI ~ _1_A'/2(T1Ml )'c,,1/2 (14)
54 (21T)2 M 2 q 

This also diverges as AM -, 00, as is expected. As a 
final comment, we note that if all tensions are rescaled 
by a factor of 21T (in other words, equations are rewrit
ten in tenns of f ~ T/21T). then all the relations we 
have obtained in Eqs. (3 )-( 14) have a numerical co
cfficient of unity. 

3. The HA theory 

The analysis given above is easily extended to the 
HA theory in ten dimensions. The lIA theory is simply 
interpreted [4,5] as the M theory on IR10 X Si. Let 
L ~ 21Tr be the circumference of the drcle in the 
110 metric gl MI. The string metrie of the lIA theory 
is given by glAl ~ CXp(2<pA/3)gIMI. where <PA is 
the dilaton of the IIA theory. The lIA string coupling 
constant gA is given by the vcv of exp <PA. These facts 

AI immediately all ow us to deduce the tensions Ti of 
HA p-branes for p = 1.2.4.5. The rcsults are 

nAI ~ g~2/'LTiMI. (15) 

Ti AI MI=g:;ITi . (16) 

T~Al =g~5I'LT~Ml. ( 17) 

T~Al =g~2T~M) ( 18) 

lAI MI Sinee T and Ti are constants, Eq. (15) gives the l
sealing rulc gA ~ L ,/2 15.15]. Substituting Eqs. ( 15) 
and (8) into Eqs. (17) and (18) gives 

TIAI ~ -' -ITIAlTIMI = -'-TIAlTlAl ( 19) 
4 27/A I 2 21T I 2 

TIAI ~ IAl -'- (T )2 (20) 
5 21T 2 . 

Again wc have found the expected sealing behaviors: 
g:; I for thc 2-brane and 4-brane. which carry R-R 
charge. and g;;:2 forthe NS-NS solitonic 5-brane. Com
bining Eqs. ( 19) and (20) gives 

T~AlTtl = TI(AlT~A) (21 ) 

This shows that thc quantization condition for thc cor
rcsponding charges is satisficd with thc same (mini
mal) valuc in each case. 
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The HA theory also contains an infinite spectrum 
of BPS saturated O-branes (aka 'black holes') and a 
dual 6-brane, which are of Kaluza-Klein origin like 
those discussed earlier in nine dimensions, Since the 
Kaluza-Klein vector field is in the R-R sector, the 
tensions of these should be proportional to gA' . as was 
demonstrated for the O-branes in [5]. 

4. P-branes with P 2: 7 

The IIB theory has a 7-brane. which carries mag
netic X charge. The way to understand this is that X 
transforms under SL(2, IR) just like the axion in the 
4D N ~ 4 theory. It has a Peccei-Quinn translational 
symmetry (broken to discrete shifts by quantum ef
fects). which means that it is a O-form gauge field. As 
a consequence, the theory can be rccast in terms of a 
dual 8-form potential. Whether or not one does that, 
the classical supcrgravity equations have a 7-brane so
lution. which is covered by the general analysis of 
r20]. though that paper only considered p -S 6. Thus 
the 7 -brane in ten dimensions is analogous to a string 
in four dimensions. Let us call the tension of the IIB 

Bl7-brane Ti . 

Thc cxistence of the 7 -brane in the 10D IIB theory 
suggests that after compactification on a circle, the 
resulting 9D theory has a 7-brane and a 6-brane. If so, 
these need to be understood in terms of the M theory. 
The 6-brane does not raise any new issues, since it is 
already present in the I OD HA theory. It does. however, 
reinforce our confidencc in the existence of the IIB 
7-brane. A 9D 7-brane, on the other hand. certainly 
would require something new in the M theory. What 
could it be? To get a 7-brane after compactification 
on a torus requires either a 7 -brane, an 8-brane, or a 
9-brane in the I I D M theory. However. the cases of 
p ~ 7 and p ~ 8 can be ruled out immediately. They 
require the existence of a massless vector or scalar 
particIe, respectivc1y, in lhe I1 D spectrum. and neither 
of these is present. The 9-brane, on the other hand, 
would couple to a IO-form potential with an II-form 
field strength. which does not deseribe a propagating 
mode and therefore cannO! be so easily excluded. Let 
us therefore consider the possibility that sueh a 9
brane with tension T~M) really exists and trace through 
its consequences in the same spirit as the preceding 
discussions. 

First we match the 7 -brane obtained by wrapping 
the hypothetical9-brane ofthe M theory on the spatial 
torus to the 7-brane obtained from the IIB theory. This 
gives the relation 

AMT~Ml = f38 Bl Ti . (22) 

Substituting Eq. (4) gives 

T(BlT.(Ml 
TiR) = {AM)-'-'-_9-. (23) 

(TiMlf 

This formula is not consistent with our assumptions. 
Bl A consistent picture would require Ti to be inde

pendent of AM or LB. but we have found that T?l ~ 
AM' ~ L~3. AIso, the 8-brane and 9-brane of the HA 
theory implied by a 9-brane in the M theory do not 
have the expected properties. I'm not certain what to 
make of all this, but it is tempting to concJude that 
there is no 9-brane in the M theory. Then, to avoid a 
paradox for 9D 7 -branes, we must argue that they are 
not actually present. I suspect that the usual methods 
for obtaining BPS saturated p-branes in d - I dimen
sions from periodic arrays of them in d dimensions 
break down for p ~ d - 3, because the fields are not 
sufficiently controlled at infinity, and therefore there 
is no 7-brane in nine dimensions. Another reason to 
be suspicious of a 9D 7-brane is that a (d - 2)-brane 
in d dimensions is generically assoeiated with a cos
mological term, but straightforward compactification 
of the IIB theory on a circle does not give one. 

In a recent paper [24]. Polchinski has argued for 
the existence of a 9-brane in the 10D IIB theory and 
an 8-brane in the 100 UA theory. both of which carry 
RR charges. (He also did a lot of other interesting 
things.) It ought to be possible to explore whether 
the existence of these objects is compatible with the 
reasoning of this paper. but it is unclcar to me what 
the appropriate rules are for handling such objects. 

5. Conclusion 

Wc have shown that by assuming the existence of a 
quantum 'M theory' in eleven dimensions one can de
rive a number of non-trivial relations among various 
perturbative and non-perturbative structures of string 
thcory. Specifically. wc have investigated what can be 
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Jeamed from identifying M theory on ]R9 x T2 with 
type HB supcrstring theory on ]R9 x SI and matching 
(BPS saturated) p-branes in nine dimensions. Sim
ilarly, we identified the M theory on ]RIO x SI with 
type HA supcrstring theory on ]R I 0 and matched p
branes in ten dimensions. Even though quanturn M 
theory surely has no perturbative definition in lID 
Minkowski space, these results make it more plausible 
that a non-pcrturbativc quantum theory does exist. Of 
course, this viewpoint has been advocated by others 
most notably Duff and Townsend - for many years. 

Clearly, it would be interesting to explore other 
identifications Iike the ones described here. The nat
ural candidate to consider next, which is expccted to 
work in a relatively straightforward way, is a compar
ison of the M theory on ]R7 x K3 with the heterotic 
string theory on ]R7 X T 3• There is a rich variety of p
branes that need to bc matched in seven dimensions. 
In particular, the M theory 5-brane wrapped on the K3 
surface should be identified with the heterotic string 
itself. 

The M theory on ]R4 x SI X K, where K is a Calabi
Yau space, should be equivalent to the type HA su
perstring theory on JR4 x K. Kachru and Vafa have 
discussed examples for which there is a good candi
date for a dual description based on the heterotic string 
theory on ]R4 x K3 X T2 [25]. A new element, not 
encountered in the previous examples, is that while 
there is plausibly a connected moduli space of N = 2 
models that is probed in this way, only part of it is 
accessed from the M theory viewpoint and a different 
(but overlapping) part from the heterotic string the
ory viewpoint. Perhaps this means that wc still need 
to find a theory that is more fundamental than either 
the heterotic string theory or the putative M theory. 
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Abstract 

We propose that the ten-dimensional Eg x Eg heterotic string is related to an eleven-dimensional 
theory on the orbifold IR 111 x Si /Z2 in the same way that tbe Type IIA string in ten dimensions 
is related to IR IO x Si. This in particular detennines the strong coupling behavior of the ten
dimensional Eg x Eg theory. It also leads to a plausible scenario whereby duality between SO(32) 
heterotic and Type I superstrings follows from the classical symmetries of the eleven-dimensional 
world. just as tbe SL(2. Z) duality of tbe ten-dimensional Type IIB theory follows from eleven
dimensional diffeomorphism invariance. 

1. Introduction 

In the last year, the slrong coup!ing behavior of many supersymmetric string thoories 
(or more exactly of whal we now understand to be the one supersymmetrie string thoory 
in many of its simplest vacua) has been determined. For instanee, the strong coupling 
behavior of most of thc ten-dimensional thoories and their toroidal compactifications 
seems to be under contro! [1]. A notabie exception is the Es x Es heterotic string 
theory in ten dimensions; no proposal has yet been made that would determine its low
energy excitations and interactions in the strong coupling regime. One purpose of this 
paper is to fill this gap. 
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We also wish to further explore the relation of string theory to eleven dimensions. 

The strong coupling behavior of the Type UA theory in ten dimensions has turned out 
[2,1] to involve cleven-dimensional supergravity on R \0 X Si , wherc the radius of the Si 

grows with the string coupling. An eleven-dimensional interpretation of string theory has 

had other applications, some of them explained in [3-5]. The most ambitious interpre

tation of these facts is to suppose that there really is a yet-unknown eleven-dimensional 
quantum theory that underlies many aspects of string theory, and we will formulate this 
paper as an exploration of that theory. (But our arguments, like some of the others that 
have been givcn, could be compatible with interprcting the eleven-dimensional world as 
a limiting description of the low-cnergy excitations for strong coupling, a view taken in 
[ I ] .) As it has been proposed that the eleven-dimensional theory is a supermembrane 

theory but there are some reasons to doubt that interpretation,3 we will non-committally 
call it the M-theory, leaving to the future the relation of M to membranes. 

Our approach to learning more about the M-theory is to consider its behavior on 
a certain eleven-dimensional orbifold jRlO x Si /7.2. In the process, bcyond making a 

proposal for how thc Es x Es heterotic string is related to thc M-theory, we will make a 
proposal for relating the classical symmetries of thc M-theory to the conjectured heterotic 
- Type I string duality in ten dimensions [1,7-9], much as the classical symmetries of 
the M-theory have been re~ated to Type 11 duality symmetries [1,5,10]. These proposals 

suggest a common elevcn-dimensional origin of all ten-dimensional string theories and 

their dualities. 

2. The M-theory on all orbifold 

The M-theory has for its low-energy limit eleven-dimensional supergravity. On an 
/cleven-manifold, with signature - + + ... +, we introduce gamma matrices r , 1 = 

I, ... , 11, obeying {rl, l'J} =2TJ IJ and (in an oriented orthonormal basis) 

r l r 2 ···rll =1. (2.1 ) 

We will assume that the M-theory has enough in common with what we know of string 
theory that it makes sen se on a wide class of orbifolds - but possibly, like string theory, 

with extra massless modes arising at fixed points. We will consider the M-theory on 
lhe particular orbifold RIO x Slj7.2, where 7.2 acts on Si by xii ........ -xii, reversing 

the orientation. Note that eleven-dimensional supergravity is invariant under orientation
reversal if accompanied by change in sign of the three-form A(3), so this makes sen se 
at least for the massless modes coming from el even dimensions. 4 

J To get the right spectrum of BPS saturated states after toroidal compactification. the eleven-dimensional 
theory should support stabie macroscopie membranes of some sort, presumably described at long wavelengths 
by the supermembrane action 16,2 J. We will indeed make this assumption later. But that the theory can be 
understood as a theory of fundamental membranes seems doubtful because (i) on the face of it, membranes 
cannot be quantized; (ii) ther~ is no dilaton or coupling parameter that would justify a classical expansion in 
membranes. 
40ne might wonder whether there is agiobal anomaly that spoils parity conservation, as described on p. 309 

of 1111. This does not occur. aS there are no exotic twe1ve-spheres [12]. 
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On ]RIO X Si, the M-theory is invariant under supersymmetry generated byan arbitrary 
constant spinor tE. Dividing by 2 2 kills half the supersymmetry; sign conventions can be 
chosen so that the unbroken supersymmetries are generated by constant spi nors tE with 
ril tE = tE. Together with (2.1), this condition means that 

l r 2r .. ·rloe =E, (2.2) 

SO E is chiral in the ten-dimensional sen se. 
The M-theory on ]RIO x Si /22 thus reduces at low energies to a ten-dimensional 

Poincaré-invariant supergravity theory with one chiral supersymmetry. There are three 
string theories with that low-energy structure, namely the Es x Es heterotic string and 
the two theories - Type land heterotic - with SO(32) gauge group. It is natural to 
wonder whether the M-theory on ]RIO x Si /22 reduces, as the radius of the Si shrinks to 
zero, to one of these three string theories, just as the M-theory on ]RIO x Si reduces to 
the Type HA superstring in the same limit. We will give three arguments that aH show 
that if the M-theory on ]RIO x Si /22 reduces for smaIl radius to one of the three string 
theories, it must be the Es x Es heterotic string. The arguments are based respectively 
on space-time gravitational anomalies, the strong coupling behavior, and world-volume 
gravitational anomalies. 

(i) Gravitational anolllalies. First we consider the gravitational anomalies of the 
M-theory on ]RIO x Si /22; these should be computable without detailed knowledge of 
the M-theory because anomalies can be computed from only a knowledge of the low
energy structure. In raising the question, we understand a metric on ]RIO x Si /22 to be 
a metric on ]RIO x Si that is invariant under 2 2 ; a diffeomorphism of ]RIO x Si /22 is 
a diffeomorphism of ]RIO x Si that commutes with 22. The standard massless fermions 
of the M-theory are thc gravitinos; by a gravitino mode on ]RIO x Si /22 wc mean a 
gravitino mode on ]R 10 X Si that is invariant under 22. With these specifications, it makes 
sen se to ask whether- thc effective action obtained by integrating out the gravitinos on 
]RIO x Si /22 is anomaly-free, that is, whether it is invariant under diffeomorphisms. 

First of aH, on a smooth eleven-manifold, the effective action obtained by integrating 
out gravitinos is anomaly-free; purely gravitational anomalies are absent (except pos
sibly for global anomalies in 8k or 8k + I dimensions) in any dimension not of the 
[orm 4k + 2 for some integer k. But the result on an orbifold is completely different. 
In the case we are considering, it is immediately apparent that the Rarita-Schwinger 
field has a gravitational anomaly. In fact, the e1even-dimensional Rarita-Schwinger field 
reduces in ten dimensions to a sum of infinitely many massive fields (anomaly-free) 
and the massless chiral ten-dimensional gravitino discussed above - which [11] gives 
an anomaly under ten-dimensional diffeomorphisms. Thus, at least under those diffeo
morphisms of the eleven-dimensional orbifold that come from diffeomorphisms of ]RIO 

(times the trivial diffeo11l0rphism of Si /2z), there is an anomaly. 
To compute the form of this anomaly, it is not necessary to do anything essentiaIly 

new; it is enough to know the standard Rarita-Schwinger anomaly on a ten-manifold, 
as weIl as the resul t (zero) on a smooth eleven-manifold. Thus, under a space-time 
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diffeomorphism 8xl = EU I generated by a vector field UI, the change of the effective 
action is on general grounds of the form 

8f=iE J d"xJg/(X)WI(X), (2.3) 

IRlOxS· /:1'.:2 

where g is the eleven-dimensional metric and WI(X) can be computed locally from the 
data at x. The existence of alocal expression for WI reflects the fact that the anomaly can 
be understood to result entirely from failure of the regulator to preserve the symmetries, 
and so can be computed from short distances. 

Now, consider the possible form of WI(X) in our problem. If x is a smooth point 
in Jl{IO x SI jZz (not an orbifold fixed point), then lack of anomalies of the eleven
dimensional theory implies that WI (x) =O. WI is therefore a sum of delta functions 
supported on the fixed hyperplanes xII = 0 and x" = 1', which we will call H' and H", 
so (2.3) actually takes the form 

of = iE JdlOx R /W~ + iE JdlOx R ulWr (2.4 ) 

H' H" 

where now g' and gil are the restrictions of g to H' and H" and W' , Wil are local 
functionals constructed from the data on those hyperplanes. Obviously, by symmetry, 
Wil is the same as W' , but defined from the metric at H" instead of H'. The form 
of W' and Wil can be cletermined as follows without any computation. Let the metric 
on ffitlO x SI jZZ be the product of an arbitrary metrie on ffitlO and a standard metric on 
SI jZz, and take u to be the pull back of a vector field on ffitlO. In this situation (as we are 
simply studying a massless chiral gravitino on ffitlO plus infinitely many massive fields), 
or must simply equal the standard ten-dimensional anomaly. The two contributions in 
(2.4) from XII = 0 and XiI = l' must therefore each give one-half of the standard 
ten-dimensional answer. Though we considered a rather special configuration to arrive 
at this result, it was general enough to permit an arbitrary metric at x" =0 (or 1') and 
hence to determine the runctionals W', Wil completely. 

Since the anomaly is not zero, the massless modes we know about cannot be the 
whole story for the M-theory on this orbifold. There will have to be additional massless 
modes that propagate only on the fixed planes; they will be analogous to the twisted 
sector modes of string theory orbifolds. The modes will have to be ten-dimensional 
vector muItipiets because the vector multiplet is the only ten-dimensional supermultiplet 
with all spins ~ 1. Let us determine what vector multipiets there may be. 

First of all, part of the anomaly can be canceled by a generalized Green-Schwarz 
mechanism [13], with lhe fieJds B' and Bil, defined as the components A1N, of the 
three-form on H' and H", entering roughly as the usual B field does in the Green
Schwarz mechanism. Thcre wiJl be interactions IR' B' /\ z~ and IR" Bil /\ ~' at the fixed 
pJanes, with some eight-forms Z' and Zll, and in addition the gauge transformation law 
of A (3) will have terms proportional to delta functions supported on H' and H". In this 
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way - as in the more lamiliar ten-dimensional case - some of the anomalies can be 
canceled, but not all. 

In fact, recall th at the anomaly in ten-dimensional supergravity is constructed from a 
twelve-form 1'12 that is a linear combination of (tr R2 )3, tr R2 • tr Jr, and tr Jt> (with R 
the curvature two-form "nd tr the trace in the vector representation) . The first two terms 
are "factorizable" and can potentially be canceled by a Green-Schwarz mechanism. The 
last term is "irreducible" and cannot be so canceled. The irreducible part of the anomaly 
must be canceled by additional massless modes - necessarily vector muItiplets - from 
the "twisted sectors". 

In ten dimensions, the story is familiar [13]. The irreducible part of the standard ten
dimensional anomaly can be canceled precisely by the addition of 496 vector multiplets, 
so th at the possible gauge groups in ten-dimensional N =1 supersymmetrie string theory 
have dimension 496. Wc are in the same situation now except that the standard anomaly 
is divided equally between the two fixed hyperplanes. We must have therefore precisely 
248 vector muItiplets propagating on each of the two hyperplanes! 248 is, of course, 
the dimension of Es. So if the M-theory on this orbifold is to be related to one of the 
three string theories, it must be the Es x Eg theory, with one Es propagating on each 
hyperplane. SO(32) is not possible as gauge invariance would force us to put al1 the 
vector muitipiets on one hyperplane or the other. 

By placing one Es at each end, we cancel the irreducible part of the anomaly, but it 
may not be immediately apparent that the reducible part of the anomaly can be similarly 
canceled. To see that this is so, recall some facts about the standard ten-dimensional 
anomaly. With the gauge fields inciuded, the anomaly is derived from a twelve-form 
YI2 th at is a polynomial in tr F? and tr F? (FI and F2 are the two Es curvatures; the 
symbol tr denotes 1/30 of the trace in the adjoint representation) as wel1 as tr R2, tr Jr. 
(tr R6 is absent as that part has been canceled by adding vector muItiplets.) YI2 has the 
properties 

2a 1'12 
----:::----=- = 0 atr Ff atr F? ' 

- (2 ' 21"2 = tr FI + tr Fi - tr R ) /\ Ys (2.5) 

where the details of the polynomial Ys will not be essentiaI. The factorization in the 
second cquation is the key to anomaly cancelIation. The first equation reftects the fact 
that (as the massless fermions are in the adjoint representation) there is no massless 
fermion charged under each Es, sa that the anomaly has no "cross-terms" involving both 
Es's. 

Note that if we set Ui =tr F? - ttr R2 for i =1,2, then the first equation in (2.5) 
implies that 

U, /\ (Ys(U" U2 , tr R2
, tr Jr) - Ys(U"O, tr R2

, tr lt) 

+ U2/\ (Ys(U"U2 ,trR2,trlt) -Ys(O,U2,trR2,trlt») = 0. (2.6) 
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Hence we can write 

~ 21? 2 in4 
Yl2 = 	(tr FI - ïtr R-) /\ Zs(tr FI ,tr R ,trtf) 

+(trFi - !trR2
) /\Zg(trFi,trR2,trR4). (2.7) 

Here Zg is defined by Zx(tr Fr, tr R2 , tr R4) =Yg( UI, 0, tr R2 , tr ft). (2.7) is the desired 
formula showing how thc anomalies can be canceled by a variant of the Green-Schwarz 
mcchanism adapted to the eleven-dimensional problem. The first term, involving FI but 
not F2, is the contribution from couplings of what was above called B', and the second 
term, involving Fz but not FI, is the contribution from Bil. 

(ii) Strong coupfing behavior. If it is true that the M-theory on this orbifold is 
related to the Eg x Eg superstring theory, then the relatiûrt :-""veen the radius R of 
the circle (in the eleven-dimensional metric) and the string coupling constant A can be 
determined by comparing the predictions of the two theories for the low-energy effective 
action of the supergravily multiplet in ten dimensions. Tbe analysis is precisely as in 
II J and will not be rcpcated here. It gives the same re\ation 

3R =A2/	 (2.8) 

that one finds bet ween the M-theory on RIO x Si and Type nA superstring theory. 
In particular, then, for small R - where the supergravity cannot be a good description 

as R is small compared to the Planck length - the string theory is weakly coupled 
and can be a good description. On the other hand, we get a candidate for the strong 
coupling behavior of lhc Eg x Eg heterotic string: it corresponds to supcrgravity on the 
RIO x Si /1-2 orbifold, which is an effective description (of the low-energy interactions 
of the light modes) for large A as then R is much bigger than the Planck length. If 
our proposal is correct, then what a low energy observer sees in the strongly coupled 
Eg x Eg theory depends on where he or she is; a generic observer, far from one of the 
fixed hyperplanes, sces simply elcven-dimensional supergravity (or the M-theory), and 
does not distinguish the strongly coupled Eg x Eg theory from a strongly coupled Type 
UA theory, while an observer ncar one of the distinguished hyperplanes sees eleven
dimensional supergravity on a half-space, with an Eg gauge multiplet propagating on 
lhe boundary. 

We can also now sec another reason that if the M-theory on !RIO x Si /Z2 is related 
to one of the three ten-dimensional string theories, it must be the Es x Es heterotic 
string. Indeed, there is hy now convincing evidence [1,7-9] that the strong coupling 
limit of the Type I superstring in ten dimensions is the weakly coupled SO(32) heterotic 
string, and vice-versa, so wc would not want to relate either of the two SO( 32) theories 
to clcven-dimensional supergravily. We must relate the orbifold to the Es x Es theory 
whose strong coupling bchavior has been previously unknown. 

(iii) Extended membraneS. As our third and last piece of evidence, we want to 
consider extended membrane. states in the M-theory af ter further compactification to 
R9 x Si X Si /1-2. 
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Our point of view is not that the M-theory "is" a theory of membranes but that 
it describes, among othcr things, membrane states. There is a crucial difference. For 
instance, any spontaneously broken unified gauge theory in four dimensions with an 
unbroken U( 1) describes, among other things, magnetic monopoles. That does not mean 
that the theory can be rccovered by quantizing magnetic monopoles; that is presumably 
possible only in very special cases. Classical magnetic monopole solutions of gauge 
theory, because of their topological stability, can be quantized to give quantum states. 
But topologically unstable monopole-antimonopole configurations, while representing 
possibly interesting c1assical solutions, cannot ordinarily be quantized to understand 
photons and electrons. Likewise, we assume that when the topology is right, the M
theory has topologically stabie membranes (presumably described if the leng th scale 
is large enough by the low-energy supermembrane action [2]) that can be quantized 
to give quantum eigenstates. Even when the topology is wrong - for instanee on Ril 
where there is no two-cycle for the membrane to wrap around - macroscopie membrane 
solutions (with ascale mueh bigger than the Planck scale) will make sense, but we do 
not assume that they can be quantized to recover gravitons. 

The most familiar example of a situation in which there are topologically stabie 
R9membrane states is that of compactification of the M-theory on x Si X Si. With 

xl understood as the time and x lO , xII as the two periodic variables, the classical 
membrane equations have a solution described by x2 = ... = x9 =o. This solution is 
certainly topologically stable so (if the radii of the circJes are big in Planck units) it 
can be reliably quantized to obtain quantum states. The solution is invariant under half 
of the supersymmetries, namely those obeying 

1'1 rIOrIl E = E, (2.9) 

so these will be BPS-saturated states. This latter fact gives the quantization of this 
particular membrane solution a robustness that enables one (even if the membrane in 
question can not for other purposes be usefully treated as elementary) to extrapolate to 
a regime in which one of the SI'S is small and one can compare to weakly coupled 
string theory. 

Let us recall the result of this comparison, which goes under the name of double 
dimensional reduction of the supermembrane [14]. The membrane solution described 
above breaks the eleven-dimensional Lorentz group to SO(l, 2) x SO( 8). The massless 
modes on the membrane world-volume are the oscillations of x2 , •.• , x9 , which transform 
as (l,8), and fermions that transform as (2,8"). Here 2 is the spi nor of SO(l, 2) and 
8, 8', and 8" are the vector and the two spinors of SO(8). To interpret this in string 
theory terms, one considers only the zero modes in the xii direction, and decomposes 
the spinor of SO(1, 2) into positive and negative chirality modes of SO(1, 1); one 
thus obtains the world-sheet structure of the Type HA superstring. So those membrane 
excitations that are low-Iying when the second circJe is small will match up properly 
with Type HA states. Since many of these Type HA states are BPS saturated and can 
be followed from weak to strong coupling, the membrane we started with was really 
needed to reproduce this part of the spe.ctrum. 
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Now we move on to the]R1O x Si jZz orbifold. We assume that the c1assical membrane 
9 solution xZ = ... = x is still allowed on the orbifold; this amounts to assuming that 

the membranes of the M-theory can have boundaries that lie on the fixed hyperplanes. 
In the orbifold, unbroken supersymmetries (as we discussed at the outset of Section 2) 
correspond to spi nors E with ril E = E; these transform as the 16 of SO(l, 9), or as 
8~ EB 8~ of SO(l, I) x SO(8). The spi nors unbroken in the field of the membrane 
solution also obey (2.9), or equivalently rlrlOE =E. Thus, looking at the situation 
in string terms (for an ob server who does not know about the el even th dimension), 
the unbroken supersymmetries have positive chirality on the string world-sheet and 
transform as 8~ (where the + is the SO( I, I) chirality) under SO(1, I) x SO( 8). The 

9massless world-sheet bosons, oscillations in xZ, ... , x , survive the orbifolding, but half 
of the fermions are proj.:cted out. The survivors transform as 8~; one can think of them 
[ 15 J as Goldstone fermions for lhe 8~ supersymmetries that are broken by the classical 
membrane solution. The - chirality means that they are right-moving. 

So the massless modes we know about transform Iike the world-sheet modes of the 
heterotic string that can'y space-time quantum numbers: left- and right-moving bosons 
transforming in the 8 and right-moving fermions in the 8". Recovering much of the 
world-sheet structure of the heterotie string does not imply that the string theory (if 
any) related to the M-theory orbifold is a heterotie rather than Type I string; the Type I 
theory also deseribes among other things an object with the world-sheet structure of the 
heterotie string [9]. It is by eonsiderations of anomalies on the membrane world-volume 
that we will reach an inleresting conc1usion. 

The Dirae operator 011 the membrane three-volume is free of world-volume gravita
tional anomalies as long as the world-volume is a smooth manifold. (Recall that except 
possibly for discrete anomalies in 8k or 8k + 1 dimensions, gravitational anomalies 
occur only in dimensions 4k+2.) In the present case, the world-volume is not a smooth 
manifold, but has orbifold singuJarities (possibly better thought of as boundaries) at 
xii =0 and at xii = 1T. These singularities give rise to three-dimensional gravitational 
anomalies; this is obvious from the fact that the massless world-sheet fermions in the 
two-dimensional sense are the fermions 8~ of definite chirality. By analysis just like we 
gave in the eleven-dimensional case, thc gravitational anomaly on the membrane world
volume vanishes at smoolh points and is a sum of delta functions supported at Xii =0 and 
xii =1T. As in the eleven-dimensional case, these delta functions each represent one half 
of the usual two-dimensional anomaly of the effective massless two-dimensionaI8~ field. 

As is perhaps obvious intuitively and we will argue below, the gravitational anomaly 
of the 8~ field is the usual gravitational anomaly of right-moving RNS fermions and 
superconformal ghosts in the heterotic string. So far we have only considered the modes 
that propagate in bulk on the membrane world-volume. If the membrane theory makes 
sense in the situation we are considering, the gravitational anomaly of the 8~ field 
must be canceled by additional world-volume "twisted sector" modes, supported at the 
orbifold fixed points Xii = 0 and Xii =1T. If we are to recover one of the known string 
theories, these "twisted sector modes" should be left-moving eurrent algebra modes 
with c = 16. (In any event there is praetically no other way to maintain space-time 
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supersymmetry.) Usually both SO(32) and Es x Es are possible, but in the present 

context the anomaly that must be cancelled is supported one half at xII =0 and one 

half at XII =TT, so the only possibility is to have Es x Es with one Es supported at 
each end. This then is our third reason that if the M-theory on the given orbifold has a 
known string theory as its weak coupling limit, it must be the Es x Es heterotic string. 

It remains to discuss somewhat more carefully the gravitational anomalies that have 
just been exploited. Some care is needed here as there is an important distinction 
between objects th at are quantized as elementary strings and objects that are only 
known as macroscopic strings cmbedded in space-time. (See, for instance, [16,17].) 
For elementary strings. one usually considers separately both right-moving and left
moving conformal anomalies. The sum of the two is the total conformal anomaly 
(which generalizes to the conformal anomaly in dimensions above two), while the 

difference is the world-sheet gravitational anomaly. For objects that are only known 

as macroscopic strings embedded in space-time, the total conformal anomaly is not 

a natural concept, sincc the string world-sheet has a natural metric (and not just a 
conformal class of metries) coming from the embedding. But the gravitational anomaly, 
which was exploited above, still makes sense even in this situation, as the world-sheet 
is stiJl not endowed with a natural coordinate system. 

Let us justify the claim that thc world-sheet gravitational anomaly of the 8~ fermions 
encountered above equals the usual gravitational anomaly from right-moving RNS 

fermions and superconformal ghosts. A detailed caJculation is not necessary, as this 

can be established by the following simple means. First l~t us state the problem (as it 
appears after double dimensional reduction to the Green-Schwarz formulation of the het

erotic string) in generality. The problem really involves, in general, a two-dimensional 

world-sheet ~ embedded in a ten-manifold M. The normaJ bundIe N to the world-sheet 
is a vector bundIe with structure group SO(8). If S_ is the bundIe of negative chiraJity 
spinors on ~ and N" is the bundie associated to N in the 8" representation of SO(8), 
then the 8~ fermions that we want are sections of L_ ® N". By making a triality 
transformation in SO( 8). we can replace the fermions with sections of L_ ® N without 
changing the anomalies. Now using the fact that the tangent bundIe of M is the sum 
of N and the tangent hundIe of I - TM = N EB n - we can replace L_ ® N by 
L_ ® TM if we also suhtract thc contribution of fermions that take values in L_ ® n. 
Tbe L_ ® TM-valued fermions are the usual right-moving RNS fermions, and (as su
perconformaJ ghosts take values in L_ ® n) subtracting the contribution of fermions 

valued in L_ ® n has Ihe same effect as including the superconformal ghosts. 

3. Heterotic • Type I duality from the M-theory 

In this section, we wi Il try to relate the eleven-dimensional picture to another inter
esting phenomenon, which is the conjectured duaJity between the heterotic and Type I 
SO(32) superstrings. 

So far we have presented arguments indicating that the Eg x Es heterotic string theory 
is related to the M-theory on !RIO x Si jZ2, just as the Type HA theory is related to the 
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M-theory compactified on RIO x Si. 
We can follow this analogy one step further, and compactify the tenth dimension of the 

M-theory on Si. Schwarz [5] and Aspinwall [lO]explained how the SL(2,7..) duality 
of the ten-dimensional Type IIB string theory follows from space-time diffeomorphism 
symmetry of the M-theory on IR? x T2. (For some earlier results in that direction see 
also [18].) Here we wilJ argue that the SO(32) heterotic - Type I duality similarly 
folJows from classical symmetries of the M-theory on R9 x Si X Si /7..2. 

First we need several facts about T-duality of open-string modeis. 

T-duality in Type I superstring theory. The Type I theory in ten dimensions can be 
interpreted as a generalized 7..2 orbifold of the Type IIB theory [19-23]. The orbifold 
in question acts by reversing world-sheet parity, and acts triviallyon the space-time. 
Projection of the Type IIB spectrum to 7..2-invariant states makes the Type IIB strings 
unoriented; this creates an anomaly in the path integral over world-sheets with crosscaps, 
which must be compensated for by introducing boundaries. The open strings, which are 
usualJy introduced to cancel the anomaly, are naturally interpreted as the twisted states 
of the parameter-space urbifold. 

More generally, one can combine the reversal of world-sheet orientation with a space
time symmetry, getting a variant of the Type I theory [20-22]. 5 A special case of this 
wilJ be important here. Upon compactification to R9 x Si, Type IIB theory is T-dual to 
Type IIA theory. Analogously, the Type I theory - which is a 7..2 orbifold of Type IIB 
theory - is T-dual to a certain 7..2 orbifold of Type IIA theory. This orbifold is constructed 
by dividing the Type UA theory by a 7..2 that reverses the world-sheet orientation and 

x lOacts on the circle by ...... -x IO • Note that the Type UA theory is invariant under 
combined reversal of wurld-sheet and space-time orientations (but not under either one 
separately), so the combined operation is a symmetry. This theory has been called the 
Type I' or Type IA theory. In this theory, the twisted states are open strings that have their 

lOendpoints at the fixed points x to =0 and x ='TT'. To cancel anomalies, these open strings 
must carry Chan-Paton factors. Ir we want to treat the two fixed points symmetrically 
- as is natural in an orbifold - while canceling the anomalies, there must be SO(l6) 

Chan-Paton factors at each fixed point, so the gauge group is SO(l6) x SO(l6). 
In fact, it has been shown [20-22] that the SO(l6) x SO(l6) theory just described 

is the T-dual of the vacuum of the standard Type I theory on ]R.9 x Si in which SO(32) 
is broken to SO(l6) x SO( 16) by a Wilson line. This is roughly because T-duality ex
changes the usual Neumann boundary conditions of open strings with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, and gives a theory in which the open strings terminate at the fixed points. 

Of course, the Type I lheory on ]R.9 x Si has moduli corresponding to Wilson lines; by 
adjusting them one can change the unbroken gauge group or restore the full SO(32). In 
the T-dual description, luming on these moduli causes the positions at which the open 

5 More generaIly stiIl, one \Can divide by a group containing some elements that act only on space·time 
and some that also reverse thl' world-shcct orientation; the construction of the twisted states then has certain 
subtieties that were discussed in 1241, 
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strings terminate to vary in a way that depends upon their Chan-Paton charges [25]. Tbe 
vacuum with unbroken SO(32) has all open strings terminating at the same fixed point. 

Heterotic - Type J duality. We are now ready to try to relate the eleven-dimensional 
picture to the conjecturcd heterotic - Type I duaJity of ten-dimensional theories with 
gauge group SO(32). 

What suggests a connection is the following. Consider the Type I superstring on 
)R9 x Si. lts T-dual is related , as we have discussed, to the Type UA theory on an 
)R9 x SIjZ2 orbifold. We can hope to identify the Type UA theory on )R9 x SIjZ2 with 
the M-theory on ]R9 x SIjZ2 X Si, since in generaJ one hopes to associate Type UA 
theory on any space X with M-thcory on X x Si. 

On the other hand, wc have interpreted the Eg x Eg hetero tic string as M-theory on 
]RIO x SljZ2, so the M-theory on ]R9 x Si X SIjZ2 should be the Eg x Eg theory on 
]R9 x Si. 

So we now have two ways to look at the M-theory on X =]R9 X SIjZ2 X Si. (I) It 
is the Type UA theory on )R9 x SIjZ2 which is also the T-dual of the Type I theory on 
)R9 x Si. (2) After exchanging the last two factors so as to write X as ]R9 x Si X SljZ2, 
the same theory should be the Eg x Eg heterotic string on ]R9 x Si. So it looks like we 
can predict arelation bet ween the Type land heterotic string theories! 

Tbis cannot he right in the form stated, since tbe model in (1) has gauge group 
SO( 16) x SO( 16), while that in (2) has gauge group Es x Es. Without really under
standing the M-theory, we cannot properly explain what to do, but pragmatically the 
most sensib1e course is to turn on a Wilson \ine in theory (2), breaking Eg x Eg to 
SO( 16) x S0(16). 

At this point, it is possible that (I) and (2) are equivalent (under exchanging the last 
two factors in ]R9 x Si /Z2 X Si). Tbe equivalence does not appear, at first sight, to be 
a known equivalence bet ween string theories. We cao relate it to a known equivalence 
by making a T-duality transformation on each si de. In (1), a T-duality transformation 
will convert to the Type I theory on )R9 x Si (in its S0(16) x S0(16) vacuum). In 
(2), a T-duality transformation wiJ) convert to an SO(32) heterotic string with SO(32) 
spontaneously broken to SO(l6) x S0(16).6 At this point, theories (1) and (2) are 
Type land heterotic SO( 32) theories (in their respective S0(16) x SO( 16) vacua), so 
we can try to compare them using the conjectured heterotic - Type I duality. It turns out 
that this acts in the expected way, exchanging the last two factors in X =)R9 X Si jZ2 X Si. 

Since the logic may ~eem convoluted, let us recapitulate. On side (1), we start with 
the M theory on )R9 x Si jZ2 X Si, and interpret is as the T-dual of the Type I theory 
on )R9 x Si. On side (2), we start with the M-theory on ]R9 x Si X SljZ2, interpret it 
as the Eg x Eg heterotic string on )R9 X Si and (after turning on a Wilson line) make 
a T-duality transformation to convert the gauge group to SO(32). Tbcn we compare 

6 R --> 1/R symrnetry, with R the radius of the circJe in 1R9 x Si, maps thc heterotic string vacuum with 
unbroken SO(32) 10 itself, anti maps the heterotic string vacuum with unbroken EH x EH to itse\f, but maps a 
heterotic string vacuum with Fx x Es broken to SO( 16) x SO( 16) to a heterotic string vacuum with SO(32) 
broken 10 SO( 16) x SO( 16). This follows from facts such as those explained in 126,271. 
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( 1) and (2) using heterotic - Type I duality, which gives the same rclation that was 
expectcd from the eleven-dimensional point of view. One is still left wishing that one 
understood better the meaning of T-duality in the M-theory. 

Wc hope that this introduction will make the computation below easier to follow. 

Side (I). We start with the M-theory on ~9 x SI jZ2 X SI, with radii RIO and RIl 
for the two circ1es. We interpret this as the Type IA theory, which is the Z2 orbifold of 
the Type II theory on ~l) x SI, a T-dual of the Type I theory in a vacuum with unbroken 
SO( 16) x SO( 16). 

The relation between RIO and RIl and the Type IA parameters (the ten-dimensional 
string coupling AIA and radius RIA of the SI) can be computed by comparing the low
energy actions for the supergravity multiplet. The computation and result are as in [1]: 7 

2 RIA
RIl =A (3.1 ) IA/3 ' RIO = 173'

AIA 

Now we make a T-duality transrormation 10 an ordinary Type I theory (with unbroken 
gauge group SO( 16) x SO( 16) ), by the standard formulas RI = 1j RIA, AI = AIAj RIA. So 

2/3
AI A~/3 

(3.2)RIl = R;/3' RIO = R~/3 . 

Side (2). Now we start with the M-theory on ~9 x SI X SI jZ2, with the radii of 

the last two factors denoted as R~o and R~ I' This is hopefully related to the Es x Es 
heterotic string on ~9 x -SI, with the M-theory parameters being related to the heterotic 

string coupling AE8 and radius RE. by formulas 

2fJ 1 __RE._R~ I =AE. ' RIO - AIj3 
(3.3) 

Es 

just like (3.1), and obtai ned in thc same way. After tuming on a Wilson line and making 
a T-duality transformation to an SO(32) hetero tic string, whose parameters A", R" are 
related to those of the Es x Eg theory by the standard T-duality relations Rh =1j RE8 , 

Ah =ÀE.IREK' we get the analog of (3.2), 

A2/ 3 
RI h I ,_ (3.4 )

II = 2/3' RIO = ,1/3 2 

R" 

" 
R

h 


Comparisoll. Now we compare the two sides via the conjectured SO(32) hetero tic 
- Type I duality according to which these theories coincide with 

RI 
(3.5)AI! = AI ' Rh = A:/2 ' 

7 The second equation is eqldvalent to Ihe Weyl rescaling gW.M = X;;;/3 gW.IIA obtained in 11 J between the 
len-dimensional meIrics as measured in Ihe M-theory or Type HA. Also, by ÀIA we refer 10 the len-dimensional 
string coupling constant; similar convenlion is also used for all other string theories below. 
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A comparison of (3.2) and (3.4) now reveals that the relation of RIO, Ril to R~ 0' R~ I 
is simply 

RIO = R;I' Ril =R~o' (3.6) 

So - as promised - under this sequence of operations, the natural symmetry in el even 
dimensions becomes standard heterotic - Type I duality. 

4. Comparison to Type 11 dualities 

We have seen a close analogy between the dualities that involve heterotic and Type I 
string theories and rclate them to the M-theory, and the corresponding Type 11 dualities 
that relate the Type HA theory to eleven dimensions and the Type IIB theory to itself. 
The reason for this analogy is of course that while the Type 11 duaJities are all related 
to the compactification of the M-theory on R9 x T2, the heterotic and Type I dualities 
are related to the compactification of the M-theory on a orbifold of R9 x T2Z2 . It is 
the purpose of this section to make this analogy more explicit. 

The moduli space of compactifications of the M-theory on a rectangular torus is shown 
in Fig. \, following [10,5]. Let us first recall how one can see the SL(2,Z) dualityof 
the ten-dimensional Type IIa theory in the moduli space of the M-theory on ]R9 x T2. 

The variables of the Type IIB Iheory on R9 x Si are related to the compactification radii 
of the M-thcory on ]R9 x T2 by 

Ril I 
(4.1)

ÀIIS = RIO ' RIIB=-RRW' 
10 II 

The string coupling constant ÀIIB depends on the shape of the two-torus of the M-theory, 
but not on its area. As we send the radius Rus to infinity to make the Type IIB theory 
ten-dimensional at fixcd ÀIIB, the radii RIO and Ril go to zero. So, the ten-dimensional 
Type IIB thcory at arbitrary string coupling corresponds to the origin of the moduli 
space of the M-theory on ]R9 x T2 as shown in Fig. 1. The SL(2, Z) duality group of 
the ten-dimensional Type IIB theory can be identified with the modular group acting on 
the T2 [5,10]. 

Similarly, the region of the moduli space where only one of the radii RIO and Ril is 
small corresponds to the weakly coupled Type HA string theory. When both radii become 
large simultaneously, thc Type UA string theory becomes strongly coupled, and the low
cnergy physics of the thcory is described by eleven-dimensional supergravity [I]. 

Now we can repeat the discussion for the heterotic and Type I theories. The moduli 
space of the M-theory compactified on ]R9 x Si /Z2 X Si is sketched in Fig. 2. In the pre
vious sections we discussed the relations between the Type IA theory on ]R9 x Si /Z2, the 
Type I theory on ]R9 x Si, and the M -theory on 1R9 x Si /Z2 X Si. This relation leads to the 
following expression for the Type I variables in terms of the variables of the M-theory: 

Ril 
(4.2)ÀI = RIO ' RI = --R I / 2 

RIO 11 
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100 type II A 110 supergravity , 

Ril 

06 ~ I 
100 type 118 RIO 100 type II A 

Fig. I. A section of the moduli space of compactifications of the M-theory on ]R9 x T2. By virtue of the ~ 
symmetry between the two compact dimensions. only the shaded half of the diagram is relevant. 

100 Esx E s M-theory on 
heterotic , , R il / Z 2 

Ril 

06 ~ I 
100 SO(32) RIO 100 type IA 
heterotic type I 

Fig. 2. A section of the moduli space of compactifications of the M-theory on ]R9 x S' X s' /~. Here RIO is 
the radius of S' /~ . 

The string coupling constant ÀI depends only on the shape of the two-torus of the 
M-theory. By the same reasoning as in the Type lID case, the ten-dimensional lYpe I 
theory at arbitrary string coupling ÀI is represented by the origin of the moduli space, 
which should be - in both cases - more rigorously treated as a blow-up. 

We have related the SO(32) heterotic string is related to variables of the M-theory by 

R~I (4.3 )À"=-R' , 
10 R" = R~oR~ I ' 

Using hetero tic - Type I duality, which simply exchanges the two radii, 

R~O =RIl, R~I =RIO, ( 4.4) 

we can express this relalion in terms of RIO and RIl, 

RIO I 
(4.5)À" =R';'; , R" =-- 1/ 2 ' 

Ril RIO 

lust like the ten-dimensional Type I theory, the ten-dimensional SO(32) heterotic theory 
at all couplings corresponds to the origin of the moduli space. The heterotic - Type I du
ality maps one of these theories at strong coupling to the other theory at weak coupling, 
and vice-versa. 
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Now we would like to understand the regions of the moduli space where at least one 
of the radii RIO, RIJ is large. Recall that RIO and Ril - as measured in the M-theory 
are related to the string coupJing constants by 

3 3RIO =A2
/ RIl =A

2 
IA/ (4.6).Es ' 

If one of thc radii is large and the other one is small, the natural description of the 
physics at low energies is in tenns of the weakly-coupled Type IA or Es x Es heterotic 
string theory. Converscly, as we go to the limit where both RIO and RI I are large, both 
string theories are strongly coupled, and the low-energy physics is effectively described 
by the M -theory. 

Comparison of the spectra. We can gain some more insight into the picture by 
looking at some physical states of the M-theory and interpreting them as states in 
different weakly-couplcd string theories. 

A particularly natural set of states in the M-theory on R9 2 x T is given by the Kaluza
Klein (KK) states of the supergravity muItipIet, that is the states carrying momentum 
in the tenth and elevcnth dimension, along with the wrapping modes of the membrane. 
As measured in the M-theory, these states have masses 

02 )
2 =Ji2 ~ Ji2 m-+ 2 2 2 (4.7)M + 11 RIORII 

10 11 

for certain vaJues of m, /I, f. 
We are of course intcrested in states of the M-theory on R9 x SI/7..2 X SI. In order 

to get the states that survive on the orbifold, we must project (4.7) to the 7..2 invariant 
sector. Schematically, thc orbifold group acts on the states with the quantum numbers 
of (4.7) as foJlows: 

Ie, m, 11) - ±I - E, m, n). (4.8) 

The action of the orbifold group on the KK modes follows directly from its action on the 
space-time coordinatcs. The action on the membrane wrapping modes indicates that the 
orbifold changes simultaneously the spacc-time orientation as weil as the world-volume 
orientation of the membrane. 

While mand nare conserved quantum numbers even in the orbifold. f is not. Nev
ertheless, we indude it in the discussion since e is approximately conserved in some 
limits. 

If our prediction about the relation of the M-theory on ]R9 x SI/7..2 X SI to the 
hetero tic and Type I string theories is correct, the stabJe states of the M-theory must 
have an interprctation in cach of these string theories. Tbe string masses of these states 
as measured by the Type lobserver are 

m2R2 n2
2 M -ëR2+ __I + 2". (4.9)
I - I AT RI 
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The mcmbrane wrapping modes can be identified with the KK modes of the Type I string, 
whilc the unstable states correspond to unstable winding modes of the elementary Type 
I string. The membrane KK modes along the eleventh dimension are non-perturbative 
statcs in the Type I theory. These states can be identified with winding modes of non
perturbativc strings with tension T2 IX ÀÏ I 

. We will see below that this is simply the 
solitonic heterotic string of the Type I theory [7-9]. 

Similarly, we can try 10 interpret the states in the T-dual, Type IA theory. A Type IA 
oh server will measure the following masses of the states: 

2
2 (2 m 2 2 

M IA =-2- + -,- + n RIA' (4.10) 
RIA ÀïA 

As required by T-duaJity, the membrane wrapping modes correspond to the string wind
ing modes. The unstable states correspond to thc KK modes of the Type IA cIosed string; 
they are unstable because the tenth component of the momentum is not conserved in the 
Type IA theory. The stabIe KK states of the M-theory correspond to non-perturbative 
Type IA states. These Type IA states can be identified with the zero-branes (alias ex
tremal black holes) of the Type UA theory in ten dimensions. Notice that under the Z2 
orbifold action, the quantum number that corresponds to the extremal black hole states 
is conservcd, and the zero-brane states survive the orbifold projection. 

In the Es x Es heterolic theory, the masses of our states are given by 

2 
2 m 2 2 (4.11 )MEM =Ji'2 +n REs' 

ER 

(We here omit e, as thc unstable states it labels have no cIear interpretation for the 
weakly coupled heterotic string.) The stabIe KK modes along the eleventh dimension 
in the M-theory can be interpreted as the KK modes along the tenth dimension in the 
heterotic theory, while the membrane wrapping modes are the winding modes of the 
heterotic string. 

In the SO(32) heterotic string. the masses are 

2 
2 2 2 11

M/t=mRh + 2 · (4.12) 
Rh 

Again, these are the usual momcntum and winding states of the heterotic string. The 
formulas also make it clcar that - as expected from the heterotic - Type I duality - the 
m =I non-perturbative Type I string state corresponds to the elementary heterotic string. 

Wc already pointed out an analogy between the heterotic - Type I duality and the 
SL(2, Z) duality of the Type HB theory; now we actually see remnants of the SL(2, Z) 
multiplet of Type HB string stat cs in the SO(32) heterotic and Type I theories. This 
can be best demonstrated when we consider the weakly-coupled Type IIB theory, and 
look at the behavior of its spectrum under the Z2 orbifold group that leads to the Type 
I theory. The perturbative Type HB string of the SL(2, Z) muItipJet is odd under the Z2 
orbifold action, and so does not give rise to a stabIe string. But a linear combination 
of strings winding in opposite directions survives the projcction and corresponds to the 
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elementary Type I c10scd string, which is unstable but long-lived for weak coupling. 
Tbe SL(2, IE) Type IIB string multiplet also contains a non-perturbative state that is 
even under 1E2, and we have jusl identified it with the elementary heterotic string. Upon 
orbifolding, the original SL(2, IE) multiplet of Type IIB strings thus gives rise to both 
Type land the heterotic string. 

Twisted membrane states. The states we have discussed so farare analogous to 
untwisted states of string theory on orbifolds. Tbe membrane world-volume is without 
boundary, but the membrane Hilbert space is projected onto 1E2-invariant states; the 1E2 

simultaneously reverses the sign of Xii and the membrane orientation. 
We must also add the twisted membrane states, which are analogous to open strings 

in parameter space orbifolds of Type 11 string theory reviewed above. Just like the open 
strings of the Type IA [heory, lhe twisted membrane states have world-volumes with 
two boundary componellts, restricted to lie at one of the orbifold fixed points, x lO =0 
and x lO = 'TT. Such a state might simply be localized near one of the fixed points 
(in which case the des\:ription as a membrane state might not really be valid), or it 
might wrap around Si /'il2 x Si a certain number of times (in which case the membrane 
description does make scnse at least if the radii are large). Tbe former states might be 
called twisted KK states, and should include the non-abelian gauge bosons discussed in 
Section 2. Tbe Jatter stales will be called twisted wrapping modes. Tbe twisted states 
carry no momentum in lhe orbifold direction. Both the momentum in in the Si direction 
and the wrapping number ïi are conserved. 

States of these twisted sectors have masses - as measured in the M-theory - given by 

-2 
2 m -2 2 2M =-2- + n RIORIl· (4.13)

Ril 

Just as in the untwisted sector, one has to project out the twisted states that are not 
invariant under the orbifold group action. 

Again, the 1E2-invariant twisted states should have a natural interpretation in the 
corresponding string thcories. In the Type I theory, the twisted states of the M-theory 
have masses 

in2Rf2 ~ 
(4.14 ) MI =-:\2+ R2· 

I I 

At generic points of our moduli space, the twisted states carry non-trivial representations 
of SO( 16) x S0(16). The twisted wrapping modes of the membrane correspond to the 
KK modes of the open Type I string. Tbe twisted KK modes of the M-theory are non
perturbative string states of the Type I theory, with masses ex RI/ÀI; they are charged 
under the gauge group, and should be identified with the charged heterotic soJiton strings 
of the Type I theory. 

In the Type IA theory. we obtain the following mass formula: 

-2 
2 m -2 2 

M IA =Al +n RIA· (4.15) 
IA 
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While the twisted wrappping modes of the M-theory correspond to the perturbative 
winding modes of the Type IA open string, the twisted KK modes show up in the Type IA 
theory as additional non-perturbative black-hole states, charged under SO( 16) x SO( 16). 

In the Es x Es heterotic theory, 

-2 
2 In -2 2

ME =-2- + n Rf·- . 	 (4.16 ) 
• 	 R ., E. 

Both sectors .are perturhative heterotic string states in non-trivial representations of 
SO( 16) x SO( [6). In thc SO( 32) heterotic theory, the corresponding masses are 

-./) 

2 _ 	 -2 2 n
M" -In R" + J' (4.17)

Rh 

which is of course in aC\;ord with T-duaJity. 
One can go on and analyze spectra of other p-branes. Let us only notice here that 

the space-time orbifold singularities of the M-theory on R9 x SI /Z2 X SI are intriguing 
M-Iheoretical analogs of Dirichlct-branes of string theory. 
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Superunification underwent a major paradigm shift in 1984 when eleven-dimensional 
supergravity was knocked off its pedestal by ten-dimensional superstrings. This last year 
has witnessed a new shift of equal proportions: perturbative ten-dimensional superstrings 
have in their turn been superseded by a new nonperturbative theory called M theory, 
which describes supermembranes and superfivebranes, which subsumes all live consistent 
string theories and whose low energy limit is, ironically, eleven-dimensional supergravity. 
In particular, six-dimensional string/string duality follows from membrane/fivebrane 
duality by compactifying M theory on SI/Z2 X K3 (heterotic/heterotic duality) or 

T 4SI x K3 (Type IIAjheterotic duality) or SI jZ2 X (heteroticjType IIA duality) or 
SI x T4 (Type HA/Type IIA duality). 

1. Ten to Eleven: It Is Not Too Late 

The maximum space-time dimension in whieh one can formulate a consistent super
symmetrie theory is eleven. a For this reason in the early 1980's many physicists 
looked to D = 11 supergravity,2 in the hope that it might provide that superunifica
tion3 they were alliooking for. Then in 1984, superunification underwent a major 
paradigm shift: eleven-dimensional supergravity was knocked off its pedestal by 
ten-dimensional superstrings,4 and eleven dimensions feH out of favor. This last 
year, however, has witnessed a new shift of equal proportions: perturbative ten
dimensional superstrings have in their turn been superseded by a new nonperturba
tive theory called M theory, whieh describes (amongst other things) supersymmetric 
extended objects with two spatial dimensions (supermembranes) , and five spatial 

'Research supported in part by NSF Grant PHY-9411543. 
E-mail: duff@phys.tamu.edu 
aThe field-theoretic reason is based on the prejudice that there be no massless particles with spins 
greater than two.1 However, as discussed in Sec. 5, D :::: 11 emerges naturally as the maximum 
dimension admitting super p-branes in Minkowski signature. 
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dimensions (superjivebranes), which subsumes all five consistent string theories and 
whose low energy limit is, ironically, eleven-dimensional supergravity. 

The reason for this reversal of fortune of eleven dimensions is due, in large part, 
to the 1995 paper by Witten.5 One of the biggest problems with D = 10 string 
theory4 is that there are jive consistent string theories: Type I SO(32), heterotic 
80(32), heterotic Es x Es, Type HA and Type HB. As a candidate for a unique 
theory of everything, this is clearly an embarrassment of riches. Witten put forward 
a convincing case that this distinction is just au artifact of perturbation theory and 
that nonperturbatively these five theories are, in fact, just different corners of a 
deeper theory. Moreover, this deeper theory, subsequently dubbed M theory, has 
D = 11 supergravity as its low energy limit! Thus the five string theories and 
D = 11 supergravity represent six different special pointsb in the moduli space of 
M theory. The small parameters of perturbative string theory are provided by (é), 
where <I> is the dilaton field, and (e"') where ai are the moduli fields which arise 
after compactification. What makes M theory at ouce intriguing and yet difficult to 
analyze is that in D = 11 there is neither dilaton nor moduli and hence the theory 
is intrinsically nonperturbative. Consequently, the ultimate meaning of M theory 
is still unclear, and Witten has suggested that in the meantime, M should stand 
for "magic," "mystery" or "membrane," according to taste. 

The relation between the membrane and the fivebrane in D = 11 is analogous to 
the rel ation between electric and magnetic charges in D = 4. In fact, this is more 
than an analogy: electric/magnetic duality in D = 4 string theory6,7 follows as a 
consequence of string/string duality in D = 6.8 The main purpose of this paper is to 
show how D = 6 string/string duality9-14,5 follows, in its turn, as a consequence of 
membranejfivebrane duality in D = 11. In particular, heterotic/heterotic duality, 
Type HAjheterotic duality, heterotic/Type HA duality and Type UA/Type UA 
duality follow from membrane/fivebrane duality by compactifying M theory on 
SI;Z2 x K3,15 SI x K3,16 SI / Z2 X T 4 and SI x T 4 , respectively. 

First, however, I want to pose the question: "8hould we have been surprised by 
the eleven-dimensional origin of string theory?" 

2. Type II A&M Theory 

The importance of eleven dimensions is no doubt surprising from the point of view 
of perturbative string theory; from the point of view of membrane theory, however, 
there were already tautalizing hints in this direction: 

(i) K3 compactification 

The four-dimensional compact manifold K3 plays a ubiquitous roie in much of 
present day M theory. It was first introduced as a compactifying manifold in 198318 

bSome authors take the phrase M theory to refer merely to this sixth corner of the moduli space. 
With this definition, of course, M theory is no more fundamental than the other five corners. For 
us, M theory means the whole kit and caboodle. 
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when it was realized that the number of unbroken supersymmetries surviving com
pactification in a Kaluza-Klein theory depends on the holonomy group of the extra 
dimensions. By virtue of its SU(2) holonomy, K3 preserves precisely half of the 
supersymmetry. This means, in particular, that an N = 2 theory on I{3 has the 
same number of supersymmetries as an N = 1 theory on T 4

, aresult which was 
subsequently to prove of vital importance for string/string duality. In 1986, it was 
pointed out19 that D = 11 supergravity on R 10-n X K3 x Tn-3 18 and the D = 10 

heterotic string on R 10-n X Tn 20 not only have the same supersymmetry but also 
the same moduli spaces of vacua, namely 

M = SO(16 + n,n) (2.1)
SO(16 + n) x SO(n) 

It took almost a decade for this "coincidence" to be explained but we now know 
that AI theory R 10-n X K3 x Tn-3 is dual to the heterotic string on RI0-n X Tn. 

(ii) Superstrings in D = 10 from supermembranes in D =11 

Eleven dimensions received a big shot in the arm in 198ï when the D = 11 super
membrane was discovered. 21 The bosonic sector of its d = 3 world volume Green
Schwarz action is given by 

S3 = T3!d3~[_~ye:y,ijOiXMOjXNGMN(X) + ~ye:y 

- l· k M NP]- ,tt) OiX OjX OkX CMNP(X) , (2.2)
3. 

where T3 is the membrane tension, ç' (i = 1, 2r3) are the world volume coordinates, 
,ij is the world volume metric and X M (Ç) are the space-time coordinates (M = 
0,1, ... ,10). Kappa symmetry21 then demands that the background metric GM N 

and background three-form potential CM N P obey the classical field equations of 
D = 11 supergravity,2 whose bosonic action is 

Iu = ~ !dllxJ-G [Re - _1_,K4 2 
] - -2\!C3 AK4 A K 4 , (2.3)

2Ku 2 . 4. 1 Kll 

where K4 = dC3 is the four-form field strength. In particular, 1\4 obeys the field 
equation 

T." 1 T," 2d *n4 = --n4 (2.4)
2 

and the Bianchi identity 
d1\4 = o. (2.5) 

It was then pointed out22 that in an RIO x SI topology the weakly coupled 
(d = 2,D = 10) Type HA superstring follows by wrapping the (d = 3,D = 11) 
supermembrane around the circle in the limit that its radius R shrinks to zero. 
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In particular, the Green-Schwarz action of the string follows in this way from the 
Green-Schwarz action of the membrane. It was necessary to take this R ...... 0 limit 
in order to send to infinity the masses of the (at the time) unwanted Kaluza-Klein 
modes which had no place in weakly coupled Type HA theory. The D = 10 dilaton, 
which governs the strength of the string coupling, is just a component of the D = 11 
metric. 

A critique of superstring orthodoxy circa 1987. and its failure to accommodate 
the eleven-dimensional supermembrane, may be found in Ref. 23. 

(iii) U -duality (when it was still non-U) 

Based on considerations of this D = 11 supermembrane, which on further compact i
fication treats the dilaton and moduli fields on the same footing, it was conjectured26 

in 1990 that discrete subgroups of all the old noncompact global symmetries of com
pactified supergravity24,25 (e.g. SL(2, R), 0(6,6), E 7 ) should be promoted to duality 
symmetries of the supermembrane. Via the above wrapping around SI, therefore, 
they should also be inherited by the Type HA string.26 

(iv) D = 11 membrane/fivebrane duality 

In 1991, the supermembrane was recovered as an elementary solution of D = 11 
supergravity which preserves half of the space--time supersymmetry.27 Making the 
three/eight split X M =-(xl", ym) where f.l = 0,1,2 and m =3, ... ,10, the metric is 
given by 

2ds 2 = (1 + kJ/yB)-2/3dxl"dxl" + (1 + k3/y6)1/3(dy2 + y2dO j ) (2.6) 

and the four-form field strength by 

kj == *K4 = 6k3E7 , (2.1) 

where the constant k3 is given by 

2 
T3k3 = 2",11 (2.8)Oj 

Here Ej is the volume form on S7 and 0 7 is the volume. The mass per unit area of 
the membrane M3 is equal to its tension: 

M3 = T3 · (2.9) 

This elementary solution is a singular solution of the supergravity equations coupled 
to a supermembrane source and carries a Noether "electric" charge 

1 
Q = M2 {(*K4 + C3 1\ K 4 ) = J2"'l1T3. (2.10) 

V ":;"'11 } S7 

Hence the solution saturates the Bogomol'nyi bound J2"'uM3 ~ Q. This is a 
consequence of the preservation of half the supersymmetries which is also intimately 
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linked with the world volume kappa symmetry. The zero modes of this solution 
belong to a (d = 3, n = 8) supermultiplet consisting of eight scalars and eight 
spinors (<ti, \ I), with I = 1, ... ,8, which correspond to the eight Goldstone bosons 
and their superpartners associated with breaking of the eight translations transverse 
to the membrane world volume. 

In 1992, the superfivebrane was discovered as a soliton solution of D = 11 super
gravity also preserving half the space-time supersymmetry.28 Making the six/five 
split X M = (x/1, ym) where /.1 = 0, 1,2,3,4,5 and m = 6, ... ,10, the metric is 
given by 

ds2 = (1 + k6/y3)-1/3dr/1dx/1 + (1 + k6/y3)2/3(dy2 + y2dn42) (2.11) 

and the four-index field-strength by 

K4 = 3k6f4, (2.12) 

where the fiwbrane tensiOIl t 6 is related to the constant k6 by 

2 
k _ 2Kll T6 

6 -
(2.13)3n

4 

Here f4 is the volume form on S4 and n4 is the volume. The mass per unit five-
volume of the fivebrane M6 is equal to its tension: 

M6 =t6 . (2.14) 

This solitonic solution is a nonsingular solution of the source-free equations and 
carries a topological "magnetic" charge 

p= 1 r (2.15)V2 ll JS4 K4 = v2KllT6 .
K

Hence the solution saturates the Bogomol'nyi bound V2KuM6 2: P. Once 
again, this is a consequence of the preservation of half the supersymmetries. The 
covariant action for this D = 11 superfivehrane is still unknown (see Refs. 29 and 30 
for recent progress) but consideration of the soliton zero modes31 ,14,32 means that 
the gauged fixed action must he described by the same chiral antisymmetric tensor 
multiplet (B- /1'" À I, q}/J]) as that of the Type UA fivebrane. 33 ,34 Note that in ad
dit ion to the five scalars corresponding to the five translational Goldstone bosons, 
there is also a two-form B- /11' whose three-form field strength is anti-self-dual and 
which describes three degrees of freedom. 

The electric and magnetic charges obey a Dirac quantization rule35,36 

QP=21Tn, n = integer. (2.16) 

Or, in terms of the tensions,37,1l 

2Kll 
2T3T-

6 = 21rn. (2.17) 

http:supersymmetry.28
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This naturally suggests a D == 11 membrane/fivebrane duality. Note that this 
reduces the three dimensionful parameters T3 , 6 KU 

recently shown16 that they are not independent. To see this, we note from (2.2) 

that C3 has period 21T IT., so that 

, 
1\4 is quantized according to 

J 21Tn 
n = 1\4 = integer. (2.18)T ' 

3 

Consistency of such C3 periods with the space-time action, (2.3), gives the relationC 

T and to two. Moreover, it was 

(21T )2 
(2.19)E 2Z.Ku 2T3

3 

From (2.17), this mayalso be written as 

T
21T T 

6 
2 EZ. (2.20)

3 

Thus the ten sion of the singly charged fivebrane is given by 

- 1 2
T6 = -T3 • (2.21 ) 

21T 

(v) Bidden eleventh dimension 

We have seen how the D = 10 Type UA string follows from D = 11. Is it possible 
to go the other way and discover an eleventh dimension hiding in D = lü? In 
1993, it was recognized40 that by dualizing a vector into a scalar on the gauge-fixed 
d :::: 3 world volume of the Type UA supermembrane, one increases the number 
of world volume scalars (i.e. transverse dimensions) from 7 to 8 and hence obtains 
thc corresponding world volume action of the D = 11 supermembrane. Thus the 
D = 10 Type UA theory contains a hidden D == 11 Lorentz invariance! This device 
was subsequently used41 ,42 to demonstrate the equivalence of the actions of the 
D = 10 Type HA membrane and the Dirichlet twobrane. 43 

(vi) U-duality 

Of the conjectured Cremmer-Julia symmetries referred to in (iii) above, the case for 
a target space 0(6,6; Z) (T -duality) in perturbative string theory had already been 
made, of course.44 8tronger evidence for an 8L(2, Z) (S-duality) in string theory was 
subsequently provided in Refs. 6 and 7 where it was pointed out that it corresponds 
to a nonperturbative electric/magnetic symmetry. 

In 1994, stronger evidence for the combination of S and Tinto a discrete 
duality of Type U strings, such as E7 (Z) in D = 4, was provided in Ref. 13, where 

CThis corrects a factor of two errors in Ref. 16 and brings us into agreement with a subsequent 
D-brane derivation38 of (2.21)_ lam grateful to Shanta De Alwis39 for pointing out the souree of 
the error. 
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it was dubbed U -duality. Moreover, the BPS spectrum necessary for this U-duality 
was given an explanation in terms of the wrapping of either the D = 11 membrane 
or D = 11 fivebrane around the extra dimensions. This paper also conjectured a 
nonperturbative SL(2, Z) of the Type IIB string in D = 10. 

(vii) Black holes 

In 1995, it was conjectured32 that the D = 10 Type IIA superstring should be 
identified with the D = 11 supermembrane compactified on SI, even for large R. 
The D = 11 Kaluza-Klein modes (which, as discussed in (ii) above, had no place in 
the perturbative Type HA theory) were interpreted as charged extreme black holes 
of the Type nA theory. 

(viii) D = 11 membrone/fivebrone duality and anomalies 

Membrane/fivebrane duality interchanges the roles of field equations and Bianchi 
identities. From (2.4), the fivebrane Bianchi identity reads 

-' - 1 dR -"2I\.4 T.' 2
7 - . (2.22) 

However, it was recognized in 1995 that such a Bianchi identity will in general 
require gravitational Chern-Simons corrections arising from a sigma-model anomaly 
on the fivebrane world volume16 

-:.- 1 2 211"
dR 7 = --K4 + -:;-Xs , (2.23)

2 T6 

where the eight-form polynomial i's, quartic in the gravitational curvature R, de
scribes the Lorentz d = 6 world volume anomaly of the D = 11 fivebrane. Although 
the covariant fivebrane action is unknown, we know that the gauge-fixed theory is 
described by the chiral antisymmetric tensor multiplet (B;:.n >/ , qPJ]), and it is a 
straightforward matter to read off the anomaly polynomial from the literature. For 
example see Ref. 45. We find 

- 1 [1 2 2 1 trR 4] 
S (2.24)X =(211")4 -768(trR) + 192 . 

Thus membrane/fivebrane duality predicts a space-time correct ion to the D = 11 
supermembrane action16 

J 1 [1 2 2 1 4] III (Lorentz) = T3 C3 1\ (211")4 - 768 (tr R ) + 192 tr R . (2.25)

Such a correction was also derived in a somewhat different way in Ref. 17. This 
prediction is intrinsically M theoretic, with no counterpart in ordinary D = 11 
supergravity. However, by simultaneous dimensional reduction22 of (d = 3, D = 11) 
to (d = 2, D = 10) on SI, it translates into a corresponding prediction for the 
Type nA string: 
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lto(Lorentz) = Tz JEz 1\ (2~)4 [ - 7~8 (tr RZ)z + 1~2 tr ~] , (2.26) 

where Ez is the string two-form and Tz = 1/27ra' is the string tension. 
As a consistency check we can compare this prediction with previous results 

found by explicit string one-Ioop calculations. These have been done in two ways: 
either by computing directly in D = 10 the Type HA anomaly polynomial46 

following,47 or by compactifying to D = 2 on an eight-manifold M and computing 
the Ez one-point function. 4s We in deed find agreement. Thus using D = 11 mem
brane/fivebrane duality we have correctly reproduced the corrections to the Ez field 
equations of the D = 10 Type HA string (a mixture of tree-Ievel and string one-Ioop 
effects) starting from the Chern-Simons corrections to the Bianchi identities of the 
D = 11 superfivebrane (a purely tree-level effect). It would be interesting to know, 
on the membrane side, what calculation in D = 11 M theory, when reduced on 
SI, corresponds to this one-Ioop Type HA string amplitude calculation in D = 10. 

Understanding this may weIl throw a good deal of light on the mystery of what M 
theory really is! 

(ix) Heterotic string from fivebrane wrapped around K3 

In 1995 it was shown that, when wrapped around K3 with its 19 self-dual and 3 
anti-self-dual two-forms, the d = 6 world volume fields of the D = 11 fivebrane (or 
Type nA fivebrane) (B- I'V' À[, <p[IJ]) reduce to the d = 2 world sheet fields of the 
heterotic string in D = 7 (or D =6).49,50 The two-form yields (19,3) left and right 
moving bosons, the spinors yield (0,8) fermions and the scalars yield (5,5) which 
add up to the correct world sheet degrees of freedom of the heterotic string.49,50 

A consistency check is provided16 by the derivation of the Yang-Mills and 
Lorentz Chern-Simons corrections to the Bianchi identity of the heterotic string 
starting from the fivebrane Bianchi identity given in (viii). Making the seven/four 
split X M = (xl', ym) where J.l = 0, ... ,6 and m = 7,8,9,10, the original set of 
D = 11 fields may be decomposed in a basis of harmonie p-forms on K3. In par
ticular, we expand C3 as 

1",,[ [
C3 (X) =C3 (x) + -r ~ Cl (x)wz(y), (2.27)

2 3 

where w1, I = 1, ... ,22 are an integral basis of bz harmonie two-forms on K3. 
Following Ref. 12, let us define the dual string three-form H3 by 

TzH3 = T6 { K7. (2.28)JK3 

The dual string Lorentz anomaly polynomial, X4 , is given by 

- {- 1 1 Z 
X 4 (2.29)= JK3 X s = (27r)2 192 tr R Pl(K3), 
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where PI (K3) is the Pontryagin number of K3 

Pl(K3)=-~ r trR6=-48. (2.30)
8rr JK3 

We may now integrate (2.23) over K3, using (2.21) to find 

dH3 = - :' [KiKf dIJ + tr 2R ], (2.31) 

where I{~ = dC{ and where dIJ is the intersection matrix on K3, given by 

dIJ = r w~ /\ wf 
J

(2.32)
K3 

which has bt = 3 positive and bi = 19 negative eigenvalues. Thus we see that this 
form of the Bianchi identity corresponds to a D = Î toroidal compactification of a 

2o heterotic string at a generic point on the Narain lattice. Thus we have reproduced 
the D = Î Bianchi identity of the heterotic string, starting from the D = 11 
fivebrane. 

For use in Sec. 3, we note that if we replace K3 by T 4 in the above derivation, 
the two-form now yields (3,3) left and right moving bosons, the spinors now yield 
(8,8) fermions and the scalars again yield (5,5) which add up to the correct world 
sheet degrees of freedom of the Type UA string. In this case, the Bianchi identity 
becomes dH3 = 0 as it should be. 

(x) N =1 in D = 4 

Also in 1995 it was noted51 53- ,55,54,56,64 that N = 1 heterotic strings can be dual 

to D = 11 supergravity compactified on seven-dimensional spaces of G2 holonomy 
which also yield N = 1 in D = 4.57

(xi) N onperturbative effects 

Also in 1995 it was shown58 that membranes and fivebranes of the Type HA theory, 
obtained by compactification on SI, yield e- 1 9s/ effects, where g5 is the string 
coupling. 

(xii) SL(2, Z) 

Also in 1995, strong evidence was provided for identifying the Type IIB string on 
R9 x SI with M theory on R9 x T 2 .38,64 In particular, the conjectured SL(2, Z) of 
the Type HB theory discussed in (vi) above is just the modular group of the M 
theory torus.d 

dTwo alternative explanations of this SL(2, Z) had previously been given: (a) identifying it 
with the S-duality16 of the d = 4 Born-Infeld world volume theory of the self-dual Type UB 
superthreebrane,65 and (b) using the four-dimensional heteroticjType UA/Type UB triality66 by 
noting that this SL(2, Z), while nonperturbative for the Type UB string, is perturbative for the 
heterotic string. 

http:lattice.2o
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(xiii) Es X Es heterotic string 

Also in 1995 (that annus mirabilis!), strong evidence was provided for identifyillg 
the E8 x Es heterotic stringe on RIO with .M theory on RIO x SI/Z2 .67 

This completes our summary of ]\;[ theory before JU theory was cool. The 
phmse M theory (though, as I hope to have shown. not the physics of J\f theory) 
first made its appearance in October 1995.38,67 This was also the mondt that it 
was proposed43 that the Type 11 p-branes carrying Ramond~Ramond charges can 
be given an exact conformal field theory description via open strings with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. thus heralding the era of D-bmnes. Since then. evidence in 
favor of lIJ theory and D-branes has been appearing daily on the internet. including 
applications to black holes.62 length scales shorter than the string scalé? and even 
phenomenology.60.61 We refer the reader to the review by Schwarz63 for these more 
recent developments in M theory, to the review by Polchinski69 for developments 
in D-branes and to the paper by Aharony, Sonnenschein and Yankielowicz7o for 
the connection between the two (since D-branes are intrinsically ten-dimensional 
and M theory is eleven-dimensional. this is not at all obvious). Here, we wish to 
focus on aspecific application of 1\f theory, namely the derivation of string/string 
dualities. 

3. String/String Duality from M Theory 

Let us con si der M theory, with its fundamental membrane and solitonic fivebrane. 
on R6 x MI X M4 where 1\f1 is a one-dimensional compact space of radius Rand J14 
is a four-dimensional compact sp ace of volume F. We may obtain a fundamental 
string on R6 by wrapping the membrane around MI and reducing on i:f4 . Let us 
denote fundamental string sigma-model metrics in D = 10 and D = 6 by C 10 and 
C6 . Then from the corresponding Einstein Lagrangians 

..j-CllRll = R- 3 ..j-ClORlO = V 
R..j-C6 R 6 , (3.1) 

= 1015we may read off the strength of the string couplings in D 

R3
À102 = (3.2) 

and D = 6 
À 2 R

6 =- (3.3)
V 

Similarly we may obtain a solitonic string on R6 by wrapping the fivebrane around 
M4 and reducing on MI' Let us denote the solitonic string sigma-model metrics in 
D= 7 and D = 6 by eh and c6 . Then from the corresponding Einstein Lagrangians 

r-;::;- -3/2 r-;: - R r-;:
V -CllRll = V Y -C7 R 7 = V V-C6 R 6 , (3.4) 

elt is ironie that, having hammered the final nail in the eoffin of D = 11 supergravity by telling 
us that it ean never yield a chiral theory when eompaetified on a manifold,68 Witten pulls it out 
again by telling us that it does yield a ehiral theory when eompactified on something that is not 
a manifold! 
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715we may read off the strength of the string couplings in D = 

V 3 2j~ = / (3.5) 

and D = 6 
-2 V 

(3.6)..\6 = R' 

Thus we see that the fundament al and solitonic strings are related by a strong/weak 
coupling: 

-2 2
..\6 = 1/..\6 . (3.7) 

We shall be interested in MI = SI (in which ca.'le from (ii) of Sec. 2 the funda
mental string will be Type HA) or MI = SI / Z2 (in which case from (xiii) of Sec. 2 
the fundamental string will be heterotic Es x Es). Similarly, we will be interested 
in M4 = T4 (in which case from (ix) of Sec. 2 the solitonic string will be Type HA) 
or M4 = K3 (in which case from (ix) of Sec. 2 the solitonic string will be 
heterotic). Thus, there are four possible scenarios which are summarized in Table 1. 
(N+, N_) denotes the D = 6 space-time supersymmetries. In each case, the fun
damental string will be weakly coupled as we shrink the size of the wrapping space 
M 1 and the dual string will be weakly coupled as we shrink the size of the wrapping 

space M4' 

Table 1. String/string duaJities. 

(N+,N_l MI M4 Fundamental string Dual string 

(1,0) SI/Z2 K3 heterotic heterotic 

(1,1) 51 K3 Type HA heterotic 

(1,1) SI/Z2 T4 heterotic Type HA 

(2,2) SI T 4 Type HA Type HA 

In fact, there is in general a topological obstruction to wrapping the fivebrane 
around M4 provided by (2.18) because the fivebrane cannot wrap around a four
manifold that has n i= O.f This is because the anti-self-dllal three-form field strength 
T on the world volume of the fivebrane Obeys4I,17 

dT=K4 (3.8) 

and the existence of a solution for T therefore requires that K4 must be cohomolog
ically trivia!. For M theory on R6 x SI/Z2 X T 4 this is no problem. For M theory 

f Actually, as recently shown in Ref. 71, the object which must ha\" mtegral periods is not T3K4/21r 
but rather T3K4/21r - PI /4 where PI is the first Pontryagin cJass. This wil! not affect our conclu
sions, however. 
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on R 6 x SI jZ2 x K3, with instanton number k in one E8 and 24 - k in the other, 
however, the flux of K4 over K3 iS15 

n = 12 - k. (3.9) 

Consequently, the M theoretic explanation of heteroticjheterotic duaHty requires 
E8 x E8 with the symmetrie embedding k = 12. This has some far-reaching im
plications. For example, the duality exchanges gauge fields that can be seen in 
perturbation theory with gauge fields of a nonperturbative origin.15 

The dilaton cÏ>, the string u-model metric GM N and three-form field strength Îl 
of the dual string are related to those of the fundamental string, <.P, G M N and H 
by the replacementsll ,12 

~

<.P-<.P=-<.P, GMN-GMN=e- G MN , H - Îl = e-~ * H. (3.10) 

In the case of heteroticjType HA duality and Type HA/heterotie duality, this 
operation takes us from one string to the other, but in the case of heterotic/heterotic 
duality and Type UA/Type HA duality, this operation is a discrete symmetry of the 
theory. This Type HA/Type HA duality is discussed in Ref. 78 and we recognize this 
symmetry as subgroup of the SO(5, 5; Z) U_duality26,13,79 of the D = 6 Type UA 

string. 
Vacua with (N+,N_) = (1,0) in D = 6 have been the subject of much interest 

lately. In addition to DMW vacua16 discussed above, obtained fr0m M theory on 
SI/Z2 x K3, there are also the GP vacua72- 74 obtained from the SO(32) theory on 
K3 and the MV vacua85,86 obtained from F theory75 on Calabi-Yau. Indeed, all 
three categories are related by duality.80,85,83,97,84,76,86,81 In particular, the DMW 

heterotic strong/weak coupling duality gets mapped to a T-duality of the Type I 
version of the SO(32) theory, and the nonperturbative gauge symmetries of the 
DMW model arise from small Spin(32)/Z2 instantons in the heterotic version of the 
SO(32) theory.76 Because heteroticjheterotic duality interchanges world sheet and 
space-time loop expansions - or because it acts by duality on H - the duality 
exchanges the tree level Chern-Simons contributions to the Bianchi identity 

1 2 2dH = 0:'(271")2 X 4 , (3.11)X 4 = 4(271")2 [tr R - L:ava tr Fa ] 

with the one-Ioop Green-Schwarz corrections to the field equations 

rdÎl = 0:'(271")2X4 , X- - _1_[ R2 _ ~ - F. 2] (3.12)4 - 4(271")2 tr ..... a Va tr a . 

Here Fa. is the field strength of the o:th component of the gauge group, tr denotes 
the trace in the fundamental representation, and Va, Va. are constants. In fact, the 
Green-Schwarz anomaly cancellation mechanism in six dimensions requires that the 
anomaly eight-form 18 factorize as a product of four-forms, 

18 = X 4"X"4' (3.13) 

http:theory.76
http:origin.15
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and a six-dimcnsional string-string duality with tht> general features summarized 
above would exchange the two factors. 12 Moreover , supersymmetry relates the co
efficients va' Vu to the gauge field kinetic energy. In the Einstein metric GC M N = 
e-<'P 12G M N, the exact dilaton dependence of the kinetic encrgy of thc gauge field 
FuMN, iS96 

- (21f)3 'cFc~ ( -4>/2 ;ï 4>12) F F M N L gauge - ---Vlxc~o l'oe + toe tr aMN ü • (3.14 ) 
. 8a' 

So whenever one of the Va is negative, there is a value of the dilaton for which the 
coupling constant of the corresponding gauge group diverges. This is believed to 
signal a phase transition associated with the appearance of tensionless strings.88- 90 

This does not happen for the symmetrie embedding discussed above since the per
turbative gauge fields have v" > 0 and Va = 0 and the nonperturbative gauge 
fields have Va = 0 and Va > O. Another kind of heterotic/heterotic duality may 
arise, however, in vacua where one may Higgs away that subset of gauge fields with 
negative 1Ja , and be left with gauge fields with Va = Va > O. This happens for 
the nonsymmetric embedding k = 14 and the appearance of nonperturbative gauge 
fields is not required. 80- 82,85,86 Despite appearances, it is known from F theory that 
the k = 12 and k = 14 models are actually equivalent.s5 ,s6 

Vacua with (N+,N_) = (2,0) arising from Type IIB on /\3 also have an Af 
87theoretic description, in terms of compactification on T 5 /Z2 . ,17 

4. Four Dimensions 

It is interesting to consider further toroidal compactification to four dimensions, 
replacing R 6 by R4 

X T 2 • Starting with a /\3 vacuum in which the E8 x Es gauge 
symmetry is completely Higgsed, the toroidal compactification to four dimensions 
gives an N = 2 theory with the usual three vector multiplets 5, Tand U related 
to the four-dimensional heterotic string coupling constant and the area and shape 
of the T 2 . When reduced to four dimensions, the six-dimensional string-string 
duality (3.10) becomes8 an operation that exchanges 5 and T, so in the case of 
heterotic/heterotic duality we have a discrete S - Tinterchange symmetry. This 
self-duality of heterotic string vacua does not rule out the the possibility that in 
D = 4 they are also dual to Type nA strings compactified on Calabi-Yau manifolds. 
In fact, as discussed in Ref. 93 when the gauge group is completely Higgsed, obvious 
candidates are provided by Calabi-Yau manifolds with hodge numbers hll = 3 and 
h21 = 243, since these have the same massless field content. Moreover, these mani
folds do indeed exhibit the 5 - Tinterchange symmetry.92,91,94 Since the heterotic 

string on T 2 x K3 also has R to 1/R symmetries that exchange Tand U, one might 
expect a complete S - T - U triality symmetry, as discussed in ReI. 66. In all known 
modeis, however, the T - U interchange symmetry is spoiled by nonperturbative 
effects.95,98 

An interesting aspect of the Calabi-Yau manifolds X appearing in the duality 
between heterotic strings on /\3 x T 2 and Type IIA strings on X, is that they 

http:factors.12
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can always be written in the form of a K3 fibration. 92 Once again, this llbiqllity 
of K3 is presumably a consequence of the interpretatioll of the heterotic string 
as the K3 wrapping of a fivebrane. Consequently, if X admits two different 1{3 
fibrations, this would provide an alternative explanation for heterotic dual pairs 
in four dimensions83 ,85,86 and this is indeed the case for the Calabi-Yau manifolds 
discussed above. 

5. Eleven to Twelve: Is It Still Too Early? 

The M theoretic origin of the Type HB string given in (xii) of Sec. 2 spems to re
quire going down to nine dimensions and then back up to ten. An obvious question, 
therefore, is whether Type HB admits a more direct higher-dimension~l explana
tion, like Type HA. Already in 1987 it was suggested99 that the (l,l)-signature 
world sheet of the Type HB string, moving in a (9, l)-signature space-time, may 
be descended from a supersymmetric extended object with a (2, 2)-signature world 
volume, moving in a (1O,2)-signature spac('-time. This idea becomes even more 
appealing if one imagines that the SL(2, Z) of the Type IIB theory13 might corre
spond to the modular group of a T 2 compactification from D = 12 to D = 10 just 
as the SL(2, Z) of S-duality corresponds to the modular group of a T 2 compactifi
cation from D = 6 to D = 4.8 In view of our claims that D = 11 is the maximum 
space-time dimension admitting a consistent supersymmetric theory, however, this 
twelve-dimensional idea requires some explanation. So let us begin by recalling the 
D = 11 argument. 

As a p-brane moves through space-time, its trajectory is described by the func
tions X M (0 where X Mare the space-time coordinates (M = 0, 1, ... , D - 1) and 
e are the world volume coordinates (i = 0, 1, ... ,d - 1). It is often convenient to 
make the so-called "static gauge choice" by making the D = d + (D - d) split 

X M (0 = (X'"(Ç), ym(Ç)) , (5.1 ) 

where J.L = 0,1. ... ,d - 1 and m = d, ... ,.[J - 1. and then setting 

X'"(ç) = e. (5.2) 

Thus the only physical world volume degrees of freedom are given hy the (D - d) 
ym(ç), so the nu mb er of on-shell bosonic degrees of freedom is 

NB=D-d. (5.3) 

To describe the super p-brane we augment the D bosonic coordinates X M (Ç) with 
anticommuting fermionic coordinates (Ja (Ç). Depending on D, this spinor could be 
Dirac, Weyl, Majorana or Majorana-Weyl. The fermionic K-symmetry means that 
half of the spinor degrees of freedom are redundant and may be eliminated by a 
physical gauge choice. The net result is that the theory exhibits a d-dimensional 
world volume supersymmetrylOO where the number of fermionic generators is exactly 

http:fibration.92
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half of the generators in the original space-time supersymmetry. This partial break
ing of supersymmetry is a key idea. Let 1\;/ be the number of real components of the 
minimal spinor and ]V the number of supersymmetries in D space-time dimensions 
and let mand 11 be the corresponding quantities in d world volume dimensions. 
Sinee h~-symmetry always halves the number of ferm ion ic degrees of freedom and 
(for d > 2) going on-shell halves it again, the number of on-shell ferm ion ic degrees 
of freedom is 

1 1 
N F = 2mn = 4MN . (5.4) 

World volume supersymmetry demands NB = N F and hen cc 

1 1 
D-d= -mn= -MN (5.5) 2 4 . 

We note in partieular that Dmax = 11 sin ce M = 32 for D = 11 and we find the 
sllpermembrane with d = 3. For D :2: 12, M :2: 64 and hence (5.5) cannot be 
satisfied. Actually, the above argument is strictly valid only for p-branes whose 
world volume degrees of freedom are described by scalar sllpermllltiplets. There 
are also p-branes with vector and/or antisymmetric tensor sllpermllltipiets on the 
world volllme.33,34,40 but repeating the argument still yields Dmax = 11 where we 
find a superfivebrane with d = 6. 14 

The upper bound of D = 11 is thus a consequence of the jump from M = 32 to 
M = 64 in going from D = 11 to D = 12. However, this jump can be avoided if one 
is willing to pay the price of changing the signature to (10,2) where it is possibie to 
define a spinor which is both Majorana and Weyl. A naive application of the above 
Bose-Fermi matching argument then yields Dmax = 12 where we find an extended 

99 object with d = 4 but with (2,2) signature. The chiral nature of this object then 
naturally suggests a connection with the Type IIB string in D = 10, although the 
T2 com pactification wouid have to be of an unusual kind in order to preserve the 
chirality. Moreover, the chiral (N+,N_) = (1,0) supersymmetry algebra in (10,2) 
involves the anticommutator101 

r M + r M{Qo:, Q,6} = N o:,6PM N N PQRS a/3Z+ M N PQRS . (5.6) 

The absence of translations casts doubt on the naive application of the Bose-Fermi 
matching argument, and the appearance of the seIf-dual six-form charge Z is sug
gestive of a sixbrane, rather than a threebrane. 

Despite all the objections one might raise to a world with two time dimensions, 
and despite the above problems of interpretation, the idea of a (2,2) object moving 
in a (10,2) space-time has recently been revived in the context of F theory,75 which 
involves Type IIB compactification where the axion and dilaton from the RR sector 
are allowed to vary on the internal manifold. Given a manifold M that has the 

http:signature.99
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structure of a fiber bundie whose fiber is T 2 and whose base is some manifold 
B, then 

F on M == Type IIB on B . (5.7) 

The utility of F theory is beyond dispute and it has certainly enhanced our under
standing of string dualities, but should the twelve-dimensions of F theory be taken 
seriously? And if so, should the F theory be regarded as more fundamental than M 
theory'! Given that there seems to be no supersymmetric field theory with 80(10,2) 
Lorentz invariance,102 and given that the on-shell states carry only ten-dimensional 
moment a, 75 the more conservative interpretation is that the twelfth dimension is 
merely a mathematical artifact and that the F theory should simply be interpreted 
as a clever way of compactifying the IIB string.103 Time wil! tell. 

6. 	Conclusion 

The overriding problem in superunification in the eoming years will be to take the 
mystery out of M theory, while keeping the magie and the membranes. 
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We suggest and motivate a precisc equivalence between uncompactified I 14imensional M theory and the 
N= x limit of tbe supersymmetric matrix quantum mechanics describing DO branes. The evidence for tbe 
conjecture eonsiSIS of sevcral correspondences betwecn tbe two theories. As a consequence of supersymmetry 
tbe simple matrix model is rich enough to describe tbc properties of tbe entire Fock space of massless weil 
separated particles of tbe supergravtty tbeory. In one particular kinematic situation tbc leading large disrance 
interaction of tbese particles is exactly describcd by supergravity. The model appears IQ be • nonperturbati ve 
realization of tbe holographic pnnclple. The membrane states requircd by M tbcory are containcd as excita
tions of me matn~ model. The membrane world volume is a noncommutative geometry embedded in a 
noncommutative spacetime. [SOSS6-2821(97J03308-0] 

PACS number(s): 1l.25.Sq. 11.30.Pb 

I. INTRODUCTION 

M !heory [I] is !he strongly coupled limit of type-IIA 
string !heory. In !he limit of intinite coupling. it becomes an 
II-dimensional !heory in a background-intinite flat space. In 
this paper M !heory will a1ways refer to !his decompactitied 
limit. We know very liule about this !heory except for !he 
following two facts. At low energy and large distances. it is 
described by II-dimensional supergravity. It is a1so known 
to possess membrane degrees of freedom wi!h membrane 
tension II/~ where lp is !he II-dimensional Planck length. It 
seems extremely unlikely !hat M !heory is any kind of con
ventional quanlUm tield !heory. The degrees of freedom de
scribing !he short distance behavior are simply unknown. 
The purpose of !his paper tS to put forward a conjecture 
about these degrees of freedom and about !he Hamiltonian 
goveming them. 

The con jecture grew out of a number of disparate facts 
about M theory. D branes [2]. matrix descriptions of !heir 
dynamies [3]. supermembranes [4.5.6], !he holographic prin
ciple [7). and short di Stance phenomena in string !heory 
[8.9]. Simply stated !he conjecture is this. M !heory, in !he 
light cone frame, is exactly described by !he large N limit of 
a partlcular supersymmetrie matrix quantum mechanics. The 
system is lhe same one that has been used previously used 10 

study the small di stance behavior of DO branes [9]. 
Townsend [10] was the tirstto point out !hat!he supermatrix 
formulauon of membrane lheory suggesled !hat membranes 
eould be viewed as composites of DO branes. Our work is a 
preeise realization of his suggestion. 

In what follows we will present Dur conjecture and some 
evidenee for it. We begin by reviewing !he description of 
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string !heory in !he intinite momentum frame. We !hen 
present our conjecture for !he full set of degrees of freedom 
of M !heory and !he Hamiltonian which govems !hem. Our 
strongest evidence for !he conjecture is a demonstration !hat 
our model contains !he excitations which are widely believed 
to exist in M !heory. supergravitons and large metastable 
classical membranes. These are discussed in Secs. III and V. 
The way in which !hese excitations arise is somewhat mi
raculous. and we con si der !his to be !he core evidence for our 
conjecture. In Sec. IV we present a calculation of supergravi
ton scauering in a very special kinematic region and argue 
!hat our model reproduces !he expected result of low energy 
supergravity. The calculation depends on a supersymmetrie 
nonrenormalization !heorem whose validity we will discuss 
!here. In Sec. VI we argue !hat our model may satisfy !he 
holographic principle. This raises crucial issues about Lor
enll invariance which are discussed !here. 

We emphasize !hat !here are many unanswered questions 
about our proposed version of M !heory. None!heless, !hese 
ideas seem of sufticient interest to warrant presenting !hem 
here. If our conjecture is correct. this would be the tirst non
perturbative formulation of a quantum !heory which includes 
gravity. 

11. INFINITE MOMENTUM FRAME 
AND THE HOLOGRAPHIC PRINCIPI.E 

The intinite momentum frame [11] is !he old name for !he 
misnamed light cone frame. Thus far this is !he only frame in 
which it has proved possible to formulate string theory in 
Hamiltonian fonn. The description of M theory which we 
will give in !his paper is also in the intinite momentum 
frame. We will begin by reviewing some of the features of 
!he intinite momentum frame formulation of relauvistic 
quantum mechanies. For a comprehensive review we refer 
!he reader to [11]. We begin by ehoosing a partleular spatial 
direction xii ealled the longitudinal direcuon. The nine
dimensional space transverse to xl I is labeled x' or x- Time 
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will be indicated by t. Now consider a system of panicles 
wuh momenta (p: .p~ I) where a labels the panicle. The 
syslem is boosled a10ng Ihe X"UIS unlil aU 10ngiludinaJ 
momenta are much larger than any scaJe in the problem. 
Further 10ngilUdinal boosling jusl rescales all longiludinal 
momenta in fixed proportlon. Quanturn field Iheory in such a 
hmlling reference frame has a number of properties which 
w.U be relevanl la us. 

11 is convenient 10 begin by assuming Ihat the xli direc· 
Iion is compact wilh a radius R. The compaclificalion serves 
as an infrared cutoff. AccordingJy. the longitudinal momen· 
lum of any syslem or subsystem of quanta is quantized in 
unils of JIR. In the infinile momenlUm frame. all systems are 
composed of constituent quanta or panons. The panons all 
carry striclly posilive values of 10ngilUdinai momenturn. 11 is 
panicularly importanI to understand what happens la quanta 
of negalive or vanishing Pil' The answer is that as the infi· 
nite momentum limil is approached. the frequency of these 
quanla. relalive la the Lorentz·time-dilated molion of the 
boosled system. becomes intinite and the zero and negative 
momentum quanta may be inlegrated out. The process of 
mtegraling out such fasl modes may inHuence or even deter
mine the Hamillonian of the remaining modes. In facto Ihe 
situalion is slighlly more complicated in certain cases for the 
zero momentum degrees of freedom. In certain silUalions 
such as spontaneous symmetry breaking. these 10ngitudinaUy 
homogeneous modes detine backgrounds whose moduli may 
appear in the Hamiltonian of the other modes. In any case 
the zero and negative momentum modes do not appear as 
mdependent dynamical degrees of freedom. 

Thus we may assume all systems have longitudinal ma· 
menturn given by an integer mulliple of I/R, 

Pll=NIR. (2.1) 

with N slricdy posilive. At the end of a calculalion we must 
lel Rand NI R tend 10 mtinity to gel to the uncompactitied 
intinile momentum limit. 

The main reason for the simplifying features of the inti· 
nite momentum frame is the existence of a transverse Gal· 
ilean symmetry which leads to a naive nonrelalivislic form 
for Ihe equalions. The role of nonrelalivistic mass is played 
by the longitudinal momentum P.l' The Galilean transfor· 
mali ons lake the farm 

(2.2)Pt-Pj+PIIV 1 • 

As an example of the Galilean stJUClure of the equations. 
the energy of a free massless panicle is 

PL 
2 

(2.3)E=~. 

For the II·dimensional supersymrnetnc theory we wiU 
consider. the Galilean mvariance is eXlended to the super
Galilean group which indudes 32 real supergenerators. The 
supergenerators divide into two groups of 16, each trans· 
fonning as spinars under the nine·dimensional transverse ra· 
lalion group. We denOIe them by Q•. and q., and Ihey obey 
anticommutation relations 

[Q •. Qp]. = ".pH. 

[q. ·qs]. = JA.p,,· 

[Q •.q,]= y~.p, 12.41 

The Lorentz generalors which do not preserve the infinue 
momentum frame mix up the two kmds of generators. 

Lel us now recaU same of Ihe fealures of slring theory .n 
Ihe intinite momentum or light cone frame [12]. We wiU 
continue 10 caU the longitudinal direcllon x I' even though .n 
this case Ihe theory has only ten space·t.me directions. The 
Iransverse space is of course eighl dimensional. Ta descnbe 
a free string of longuudinal momentum Pil' a periodie pa· 
rameler u which runs from 0 to p" is introduced. Ta regu· 
late the world sheet theory. a cutoff /ju = € is introduced. 
This divides the parameter space .nto N = P •• 1€ segments. 
each carrying longitudinal momenturn •. We may think of 
each segment as a parton. but unlike the partons of quanturn 
field theory. these objects always carry p" = €. For a multi
partide system of total longitudinal momentum p" (lOtall. 
we introduce a total parameter space of overaU kngth 
p,,(lOtal). which we aUow to be divided into separate 
pieces. each describing a string. The world sheet regulator is 
implemented by requiring each string to be composed of an 
integer number of partons·of momenturn €. [nteractions are 
described by splitting and joining processes in which the 
number of panons is stricdy conserved. The regulated theory 
is thus seen to be a special case Of Galilean quantum me· 
chanics of N partons with interactions which bind them into 
long chains and aUow particular kinds of rearrangements. 

The introduction of a minimum unit of momentum € can 
be given an interpretation as an infrared eutoff. In panieular. 
we may assume that the x" coordinate .s periodie with 
length R=€-'. Evidendy, the physicallimit €-O. R-x .s 
a limit in which the number of partons N tends to infinity. 

It is weU known [7] that in this large N limit the partons 
become infinitely dense in the transverse space and that this 
leads to extremely strong interactions. This circumstance. to
gether with the Bekenslein bound on entropy, has led to the 
holographic speculation that the transverse density of par
tons is strictly bounded to about one per transverse Planck 
area. [n other words. the panons form a kind of incompress· 
ible Huid. This leads to the unusual consequence that the 
transverse area occupied by a system of longitudinal momen· 
turn Pil cannot be smaller than p" I € 10 Planck units. 

The general arguments for the holographic behavior of 
systems followed from considerations inval ving the 
Bekenstein- . t Hooft bound on the entropy of a spalial region 
[13] and were not specific to string theory. (f the arguments 
are correct. they should also apply to ll-dimensional theo· 
ries which indude gravitation. Thus we should expect that in 
M theory the radius of a particIe such as the graviton w.ll 
grow with p •• according to 

PII)119 119 
p= ( -;- Ip=(p"R) lp. (2.5) 

where lp is the II·dimensional Planck length. In what 1'01
lows we will see quantitative evidence for exactly this be
havior. 

http:space�t.me
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AI first sighl the holographic growth of particles appears 
10 contradicl Ihe boosl invariance of particIe interactions. 
Consider the silualion of IwO low energy particles moving 
pasl one anOlher with some large transverse separation. Iel us 
say of order a meIer. Obviously these particles have negli
glble interactions. Now booSI the system along Ihe longilu
dinal direclion until the size of each particIe exceeds their 
separation. They now overlap as they pass each other. BUI 
longiludinal boosl invariance requires thaI the scanering am
plitude be still essenlially zero. This would seem 10 require 
eXlremely special and unnalural cancellalions. We will see 
below Ihal one key 10 this behavior is the very special 
Bogomol"ni-Prasad-Sommerfield (BPS) propeny of the par
IOns describing M theory. However. we are far from having 
a complele understanding of the longitudinal boosl invari
ance of our syslem. Indeed. we view il as the key dynamical 
puzzle which musI be unraveled in understanding the dy
namics of M Iheory. 

111. M THEORY AND DO BRANES 

M Iheory wilh a compactified longiludinal coordinale 
xii is by definition a type-IIA string theory. The correspon
dences belween Ihe IwO theories include [I] the following. 

(I) The compactification radius R is relaled 10 the string 
coupling consIanI by 

R=g>J3/ p =g/,. (3.1) 

where /, is the string length scale: 

/,=g-1/3/ . p (3.2) 

(2) The Rarnond-Ramond (RR) phOlon of IIA Iheory is 
Ihe Kaluza-Klein (KK) pholon whieh arises upon compacti
fication of II-dirnensional supergravily. 

(3) No perturbative string stales carry RR charge. In olher 
words. all perturbative slring Slales carry vanishmg mornen
lum along Ihe Xii direction. The only objecIs in the theory 
which do carry RR pholon charge are Ihe DO branes of 
Polchinski. DO branes are poinl particles which carry a 
single uni I of RR charge. Equivalenlly. Ihey carry longiludi
nal rnomenlum 

DO P b,.n.,,= I/R. (3.3)11 

The DO branes carry Ihe quanlum numbers of Ihe firsl mas
sive KK modes of Ihe basic II-dimensional supergravily 
multiple!. including 44 gravitons. 84 componenlS of a Ihree
form. and 128 gravitmos. We will refer 101hese particles as 
supergravllons. As II-dimensional objeclS. Ihese are all 
massless. As a consequence. Ihey are BPS saturaled stales in 
Ihe len-dimenslOnal (IOD) Iheory. Their IOD mass IS I/R. 

(4) Supergravilons carrying Kaluza-Klein mornenlum 
PII=N/R also eXISl. bUl are nol described as elementary 
DO branes. As shown in [3]. Ihen proper descnpllOn is as 
bound composites of N DO branes. 

These properties make Ihe DO branes candidale panon, 
for an mfifille momenturn limit descnption of M Iheory. We 
expecl Ihal If. as m quantum field Iheory. the degrees of 
freedom wilh vanl>hing and negative p" decouple. Ihen M 
theory m Ihe mfinlle momenlum frame should be a Iheory 

whose only degrees of freedom are DO branes. Anti-DO 
branes carry negalive Kaluza-Klein momenta. and strings 
carry vanishing Pil' The decoupling of anti-DO branes is 
particularly fortunale because brane-antibrane dynamrcs is 
something aboul whieh we know very liule [14]. The BPS 
property of zero branes ameliorales the conflicl belween in
finilely growing panon wave funclions and low energy local
ity. which we nOled al the end of Ihe lasl section. We will see 
some partial evidence for !bis in a nontrivial scauering com
putation below. We wil! also discuss below the important 
point thaI a model containing only DO branes aClually con
tains large classical supermembrane excitalions. Since Ihe 
convenlional story of Ihe M -theoreuc origin of strings de
piets them as membranes wrapped around the compaclified 
II th dimension. we have some reason 10 believe Ihal slrings 
have nol really been lefl oul of the syslem. 

All of these circumSlances lead us 10 propose Ihal M 
theory in the infinile momenlum frame is a Iheory m which 
the only dynamical degrees of freedom or panons are DO 
branes. Furthermore. il is clear in this case Ihal all syslems 
are built OUI of the composites of partons. each of which 
cames the minimaI Pil' We nole. however. thaI our syslem 
does have a sel of degrees of freedom which go beyond Ihe 
panon coordinales. Indeed. as first advocaled in [3]. Ihe 
DO brane coordinales of N partons have 10 be promoled 10 
matrices. AI distance scales larger than the II-dimensional 
Planck scale. these degrees of freedom become very massive 
and largely decouple. 1 bUI their virtual effecIS are responsible 
for all parton inleraclions. These degrees of freedom are BPS 
stales and are relaled 10 the panon coordinales by gauge 
Iransformations. Furthermore. when Ihe partons are close 10
gether. they become low frequency modes. Thus Ihey cannOl 
be omiued in any discussion of the dynamies of DO branes. 

IV. DO BRANE MECHANICS 

If Ihe infinile momenlum limil of M Iheory is Ihe Iheory 
of DO branes. decoupled from the olher string Iheory degrees 
of freedom. whal is Ihe precise form of Ihe quanlum mechan
ies of the syslem' Fortunalely Ihere IS a very good candidale 
which has been eXlensively sludied in anolher conlext in 
which DO branes decouple from strings [9]. 

As emphasized al the end of Ihe last seclion. open strings 
which connecl DO branes do not exactly decouple. In facl. 
the very short smngs which connect the branes when Ihe) 
are practicallyon lap of each other Inlroduce a ne" kind of 
coordinale space in which the nine spatîal coordinate, of Jo 

system of N DO branes become filne N x N malrices X., /, 
[3]. The matrices X are accompanied by 16 fermionic super
panners 8" .•. which Iransfarm as spinors under Ihe 50(91 
group of transverse rotations. The matnce~ ma) be thought 
of as Ihe spatial components of ten-dimensional super Yang
Mills (SYM) fields after dimensional reduction \ll zero space 
dîrections. These Yang-Mills field~ dl!~cribe the open ';'lnog:'" 

whlch are altached to the DO branes. The Yang-Mil" quan· 
turn mechanics has UI N) symmetry and is de,cribed Iin 

'indeed. we will propo ..e (hal thi, decollplmg: ." pr(":I..eI~ \\ hat 
det1nes the regime In whlCh the cla'~It:al noiion 11f 1.11'I<101.:e make ... 
sense 
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units with I, = I ) by the Lagranglan 

I .. . 
L=-2 {trX'X'+28T8+~ tr{X'.XJ f-28Ty,[8.X']}.g 

14.1) 

Here we have used conventions in which the fermionic vari
ab les are 16-eomponent nine-dimensional spi nors. 

In [9] this Lagrangian was used to study the short distance 
properties of DO branes in weakly coup led string theory. The 
I I D Planck length emerged as a natural dynamical length 
"ale in that work. indicating that the system (4.1) describes 
some M-theoretie physics. In [9]. Eq. 14.1) was studied as a 
low velocity effective theory appropriate tO the heavy DO 
branes of weakly coup led string theory. Here we propose Eq. 
(4.1) as the most general intinite momenturn frame Lagrang
ian. with at most two derivatives. which is invariant under 
the gauge symmetry and the super-Galilean group' [15]. It 
would be consistent with our assumption that matrix DO 
branes are the only degrees of freedom of M theory to write 
a Lagrangian with higher powers of tirst derivatives. We do 
not know if any such Lagrangians exist which preserve the 
full symmetry of the intinite momentum frame. What is at 
issue here is II-dimensional Lorentz invarianee. In typical 
intinite momentum frame field theories. the naive classical 
Lagrangian for the positive longitudinal momentum modes is 
renormalized by the decoupled intinite frequency modes. 
The criterion which determines the intinite momenturn frame 
Lagrangian is invarianee under longitudinal boom and null 
plane rotating Lorentz transformations (the infamous angular 
conditions). Apart from simplicity. our main reason for sug
gesting the Lagrangian (4.1) is that we have found some 
partial evidence that the large N limit of the quantum theory 
it defines is indeed Lorentz invariant. A possible line of ar
gument systematicaUy leading to Eq. (4.1) is discussed in 
Sec. IX. 

FoUowing [9]. Iet us rewrite the action in units in which 
the liD Planck length is l. Using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), the 
change of units is easily made and one tinds 

L=tr(.!... D Y'D y'_lR[yi yJ]2_8TD a2R f I ". ,u 

- ROTYi[ O'Y']). (4.2) 

where Y=Xlg 113 We have a1so changed the units of time to 
lID Planck units. We have restored the gauge field 
IJ,-D,=J,+iA) to this expression (previously we were in 
the A = 0 gauge) in order to emphasize that the supersym
metric (SUSY) transformation laws (here € and €' are !Wo 
Independent 16-component anticommuting SUSY param
eters) 

2The gauge invanance is in fact necessary to supenranslation in
varianee. Tbe supergenerators close on gauge transfonnations and 
only satisfy the supertranslation algebra on the gauge~invariant sub
space. 

<5X'= -2ET y'lJ. I·U) 

<50= HD,X'y,+ Y_ + HX'.xJ]Y'J}€+€'. 14.41 

<5A = - 2€T IJ (·UI 

Involve a gauge transformation. As aresult. the SUSY alge
bra c10ses on the gauge generators and only takes on the 
form 12.4) when applied to gauge-invariant states. 

The Hamiltonian has the form 

0,0, I 'T )
(H=Rtr -2--:ï[Y'.YJ]-+1J y,[O.Y'] . (46) 

where 0 is the canonical conjugate to Y. Note that in the 
limit R-x. all finite energy states of this Hamtltonian have 
intinite energy. We wiU be interested only in states whose 
energy vanishes Iike \IN in the large N hmit. so that this 
factor becomes the inverse power of longitudinal momentum 
which we expect for the eigenstates of a longitudinal-boost
invariant system. Thus. in the correct infinite momentum 
frame limit. the only relevant asymptotic states of the Hamtl
tonian should be those whose energy is of order \IN. We 
wiU exhibit a c1ass of such states below. the supergraviton 
scaltering states. The difticult thing will be to prove that their 
S-matrix elements depend only on ratios of longitudinal mo
menta. so that they are longitudinally boost invariant. 

To understand how this system represents ordinary par
ticles. we note that when the Y' s become large the commu
tator term in H becomes very costly in energy. Therefore for 
large distanees the finite energy configurations Iie on the flat 
directions along which the commutators vanish. In this sys
tem with 16 supercharges.J these c1assical zero energy states 
are in fact exact supersymmetric states of the system. In 
contrast to field theory. the continuous parameters which de
scribe these states [the Higgs vacuum expectation values 
(VEV's) in the language of SYM theory] are not vacuum 
superselection parameters. but rather collective coordinates. 
We must compute their quantum wave functions rather than 
freeze them at c1assical values. They are. however. the slow
est modes in the system. so that we can integrate out the 
other degrees of freedom to get an effective SUSY quantum 
mechanies of these modes alone. We will study some aspects 
of this effective dynamics below. 

Along the Hat directions the Y' are simultaneously diago
nalizabie. The diagonal matrix elements are the coordinates 
of the DO branes. When the Y are small. the cost in energy 
for a noncommuting configuration is not large. Thus for 
small di stances there is no interpretation of the configuration 
space in terms of ordinary positions. Classica! geometry and 
distance are only sensible concepts in this system in regions 
far out along one of the Hat directions. We will refer to this 
as the long distance regime. In the short distance regime. we 
have a noncommutative geometry. Nevertheless. the full 
Hamiltonian (4.6) has the usual Galilean symmetry. To see 
thls we define the center of mass of the system by 

1The 16 supercharges which anucommute 10 the longitudinal mo
mentum act only on the center of mass of the <;y<;tem and play no 

roie in particIe Interactions. 
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I 
Y(c.m')="ij trY. (4.7) 

A transverse translation is detined by adding a multiple of 
tbe identity to Y. This has no effect on tbe commutator term 
in L because !he identity commutes witb all Y. Similarly 
rotational IDvariance is manifest. 

The ceoter-of-mass momentum is given by 

N 
P(c.m.l=trn=ïi Y(c.m.). (4.8) 

Using p,,=NIR gives tbe usual connection between 
transverse velocity and transverse momenturn: 

I 
- P(c.m.)=Y(c.m.). (4.9) 
Pil 

A Galilean boost is detined by adding a multiple of tbe 
identity to Y. We leave it to tbe reader to show tbat this has 
no effect on tbe equations of motion. This establishes tbe 
Galilean invarianee of H. The super-Galilean invariance is 
also completely unbroken. The alen reader may be some
what unimpressed by some of tbese invariances. since tbey 
appear to be propentes of tbe center-of-mass coordinate. 
which decouples from tbe rest of tbe dynamics. Their real 
signiticance will appear below when we show !hat our sys
tem possesses multiparticle asymptotic states. on which tbese 
generators act in tbe usual way as a sum of single-partiele 
operators. 

V. A CONJECTURE 

Our conjecture is tbus tbat M theory formulated in tbe 
intinite momentum frame is exactly equivalent to tbe 
N~ x limit of the supersymmetric quantum mechanics de
scribed by the Hamiltonian (4.6). The cakulation of any 
physical quantity in M tbeory can be reduced to a calculation 
in matnx quantum mechanlcs followed by an extrapolation 
to large N. In what follows we will offer evidence for tbis 
surprismg con)ecture. 

Let us begin by examining the single-partiele spectrum of 
the theory. For N = I the states witb P_ = 0 are just tbose of 
a single DO brane at rest. The states form a representation of 
the algebra of the 16 (fs with 28 components. These states 
have exactly the quantum numbers of the 256 states of tbe 
supergravUon. For nonlero P_ tbe energy of tbe object is 

R _ P: 
(5.1)E= ï P: =2p,,' 

For states with N> I. we must study the U(N)-invariant 
Schrödinger equation arising from Eq. (46). H can easily 
be separated in terms of center-of-mass and relative motions. 
Detine 

Y{c.m.) 
Y= -N--1+ Y,,,. (5.2) 

where I is tbe unit matnx and Y"" is a traceless matrix in tbe 
adjoint of SUlN) representing relative motion. The Hamil
tonian !hen has !he form 

H=H,.m +H"". (5.3) 

witb 

P(c.m.)l 
(5.4)H,m = 2p" 

The Hamiltonian for tbe relative motion is tbe dimen
sional reduction of tbe supersymmetric lOD Yang-Mills 
Hamiltonian. Altbough a direct proof based on the Schrö
dinger equation has not yet been given. duality between UA 
strings and M tbeory requires the relative SchrOOinger equa
tion to have normalizable threshold bound states with zero 
energy (3]. The bound system must have exactly tbe quan
turn numbers of tbe 256 states of tbe supergraviton. For these 
states tbe complete energy is given by Eq. (SA). Funher
more. these states are BPS saturated. No other normalizable 
bound states can occur. Thus We find that the spectrum of 
stabie single-partiele excitations of Eq. (4.6) 'is exactly the 
supergraviton spectrum with the correct dispersion relation 
to describe massless II-dimensional partieles in the intinite 
momentum frame. 

Next let us turn to the spectrum of widely separated par
lieles. That a simple quantum mechanical Hamiltonian like 
Eq. (4.6) should be able to descnbe arbitrarily many well
separated partieles is not at all evident and would cenainly 
be impossible without the special propenies implied by su
persymmetry. Begin by considering commuting block diag
onal matrices of the form 

Y; 0 (5.5)(:' 
o 

Y; 

0 

).
o 

where Y~ are NQxNQmatrices and N,+N1 +···+N,,=N. 
For the moment suppose all other elements of the Y's are 
constrained to vanish identically. In tbis case the SchrOOinger 
equation obviously separates ioto n uncoupled SchrOOinger 
equations for the individual block degrees of freedom. Each 
equation is identical to tbe original SchrOOinger equation for 
the system of N Q DO branes. Thus the spectrum of this trun
cated system inell1des collections of noninteracting super
gravitons. 

Now lel us suppose the supergravitons are very distant 
from one another. In other words. for each pair the relative 
distance. defined by 

ItrYa trY 11 
\5.61Ru.p= Nu N 

h 

is asymptotically large In this case the commutator terms in 
Eq. (4.6) cause the off-diagonal blocks In the Y's to have 
very large potenual energy propoOlonal to R; p' This effecl 
can also be thought of as the Higgs effecl giving ma" 10 lhe 
broken generators ("W bosons' ) of U( N) when Ihe symme
try IS broken 10 U(N,)XU(N,IXl!(N,,· Thus one 
might na1vely expecl Ihe off-diagonal modes 10 leave the 
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spectrum of very wldely separated supergravitans unmodi
lied. Hawever. thtS IS nat carreet in a genene sttuatian. The 
off-diaganal modes be have like harmonie aseillatars with 
frequeney of order R" b' and their zero point energy will 
generally give nse tO a potential energy of \Imilar magni
tude. This effect would eenainly preclude an Interpretation 
of the matnx model In terms of well-separated independent 
panicles. 

Supersymmetry IS the ingredient whleh reseues us. In a 
well-knawn way. ,he fermlonie panners of the off-diagonal 
boson ie modes .,actly cancel the potentJaI due ta the 
bosons. leaving e,actly ftat directions. We know this from 
the nonrenormalizatlon theorems for supersymmetne quan
turn meehames wlth 16 supergenerators (15]. The effeetive 
Lagrangian for the eolleetive eoordinates along the Rat direc
tions must be supersymmetric. and the result of [15) guaran
tees that up 10 terms inval ving at most two derivatives the 
Lagrangian for these coordinates must be the dimensional 
reduetion of U( I)" SYM theary. where n is the number of 
bIocks (i.e .. the number of supergravitans). This is Just the 
Lagrangian far free motion of these panicles. Funhermare. 
sinee we are doing quanturn mechanies and the analague of 
the Yang-Mills caupling is the dimensional quantity I:. the 
eoeftieient of the quadratic term is uneorrected from its value 
in the original Lagrangian. 

There are residual vinual effects at order p" from these 
heavy states whlch are the souree of panon interactians. Nate 
that the off-diaganal mades are manifestly nonlocal. The ap
parent locahty of low energy physies tn this model must 
emerge from a complex interplay between SUSY and the 
faet that the frequencies af the nonlocal degrees of freedom 
beeome large when pankies are separated. We have anly a 
Iimited understanding of this erocial issue. but in the next 
section we will provide same evidenee that local physies is 
reprodueed tn the law energy. long distanee limit. 

The center of mass of a block of size N la 
) is defined by 

Eq. (5.2). It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian far an 
asymptotic multipanlcle state. when wriuen in terms of 
center-of-mass transverse momenta. is just 

RpIa,' plal' 
Ha,yrnp-':::~ -N(al =L (ä). (5.7) 

<J a Pil 

Note that the disperSIon relation for the asymplOtk panicle 
states has the fully II-dimensional Lorentz-invariant farm. 
This is essentially due to the BPS nature af the asymptotic 
states. For large relative separations. the supersymmetrie 
quanturn state. correspandmg 10 the supersymmetrie classical 
ftat direction in whieh the gauge symmetry is "braken" inta 
n blocks. will be preelsely the product of the threshold 
bound-state wave functions of eaeh block subsystem. Eaeh 
individual block IS a BPS state. lts dispersion relation fol
lows from the SUSY algebra and is relativistieaJly invariant 
even when (e.g .. for finite N) the full system is not. 

We also nOle that the statistics of multisupergraviton 
states comes out correetly beeause of the residual block per
mutation gauge symmetry of the matrix model. When some 
subset of the blocks are in identieal states. the origmal gauge 
symmetry Instructs us to mod out by the pennutatlOn group. 
pieking up mmus signs depending on whether the states are 

eonstroeted from an odd or even number uf Gra"mann vari
ables. The spin statistics connection is the con\Cntlonalone. 

Thus the large N matrix model contatn' the Fod 'pace of 
asymptatic statcs of II-dimensional supergravlty. and the 
free propagation of pamcles is described in a manner lOnst,
tent with II-dimensional Lorentz Invananee. The lield 
theory Fock space IS. ho wever. embedded tn a 'y,tem whteh. 
as we shall see. has no ultraviolet divergenees. Pantcic ,ta
tistics is embedded in a continuous gauge symmetry. We hnd 
the emergenee of field theory as an approxlmalton to an el
egant finüe structure anc of the most attractJ\e feature .... of {he 
matrix model approach to M theory. 

VI. LONG RANGE SUPERGRAVITON INTERACTIONS 

The first uncanceled interactions in the matrix model oe· 
cur in the effecüve action at order \,.l where y iç, the velOCltv 
of the supergravitans (9]. These i'nteraetions are calculated 
by thinking of the matrix model as SYM theary and (omput
ing Feynman diagrams. At one loop one finds an mdueed 
quanic term in the velocities whieh eorresponds to an in
dueed ~. term. The preeise term far two DO hranes is 
given by 

A[v(l ) - ."(2) ]" 
i6.11R.lr' 

where r IS the distanee between the DO branes .nd A is a 
coefficient of order I. whieh ean be extraeted from the re
sults of [9]. This is the longest range term which govems the 
interaction between the DO branes as r tends to Intinity. 
Thus the effeetive Lagrangian goveming the law <nerg)'. 
long distance behavior of the pair is 

,'(1)2 \"(2)' ["(I)-"i2)]' 
L=' 2R + 2R -A' R)r' i6.21 

The calculation IS easily generalized to the case of two 
well-separated groups of NI and N, branes forming bound 
states. Keeping anly the leading terms for large tV 'i planar 
graphsl. we find 

N I,'( 1)2 N,.'·(2)2 ["i I ) - \121]" 
L = -----:rR = -----:rR- AN1tV, R-'r' 

16.31 

Ta understand the significanee of Eq. (6.3). it is hrst us<
ful to translate it into an effective Hamiltonian. Ta le.ding 
order in inverse powers of r. we find 

p(I)2 P (2)2 P (I) P (2)'"
H f=-~--+~-~-+A ~-~----

" 2p,,(\) 2pII(2) p,,(l) Pll(21) 

Xp,,(1 )p,,(2) 
16-11 

r'R 

From Eq. (6.4) we ean eompute a scattenng amplitude m 
the Bom approximalton. Strietly speaking. the scaltcnng am
plitude is defined as a IOD amplitude in Ihe compaL'tified 
theory. However. it contains information about [hè' 1I D am
plitude in (he special klOematic situation where nu longHu
dinal momentum is exchanged. The relatIOn bet",een the 
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100 amplitude and 110 amplitude at vanishing I1PII is 
simpie. They ate essentially the same thing except for a fac
tor of R. which is needed 10 relate the 10- and 11
dimensional phase space volumes. The relation between am
plitudes isAll=RA IO • Thus from Eq. (6.4) we find the lID 
amplitude 

IP_II) p_(2)1'Pll(I)Pll(2)
Alp,;m- Pll(2) j r' . (6.5) 

The expression in Eq. 16.5) is notewonhy for several rea
sans. First of all. the factor r- 7 is the 110 Green function (in 
space) after integration over xli. In other words. it is the 
scalar Feynman propagalOr for vanishlng longitudinal mo
mentum transfer. Somehow the simple matrix Hamiltonian 
"knows" about massless propagation in IlOspacetime. The 
remaming momentum-dependent factors ate exactly what is 
needed 10 make Eq. (6.5) identicallO the single (super) 
gravilon exchange diagram' in I ID. Even the coefficient is 
correct. This is dosely related to aresuIt reponed in [9] 
where il was shown Ihal the annulus diagram goveming the 
scallering of IwO DO branes has exaclly Ihe same form al 
very sm all and very latge distances. which can be understood 
by noling that only BPS states contribute to Ihis process on 
the annulus. This plus the usual relations between couplings 
and scales in type· UA string theory and M theory guatantees 
that we obtain the correct normalization of II-dimensional 
gravilon scanering in supergravity (SUGRA). In the weak 
couphng limil. very long distance behavior is govemed by 
single supergravilOn exchange. while !he ultrashon di stances 
ate govemed by the matrix model. In [9] the exact equiva
lence between the leading interactions compuled in these 
very different manners was recognized. but its meaning was 
not deat. Now we see that il is an imponant consistency 
criterion morder for the matrix model to descnbe the infinite 
momenturn hmit of M theory. 

Lel us nexl consider possible corrections 10 the effective 
aclion coming from higher loops. In paniculat. higher loops 
can polentially correct the quanic lerm in velocities. Since 
our interesl lies in Ihe latge N limil. we may consider Ihe 
leadmg (planat) correclions. Ooing ordinary latge N count· 
ing. one finds Ihal Ihe .". lerm may be correcled by a faclOr 
which" a funclton ofthe ratio Nlr'. Such a renormalization 
by Ic NI,') could be dangerous. We can con"der several 
cases which differ in the behavior of I as NI,,' tends to 
infinity In Ihe tirsllWO. the function lends to zero or infinity. 
The meaning of Ihis would be thaI the coupling 10 gravity is 
driven ellher to zero or infinity in the infinite momentum 
hmit. Eilher behav.or is intolerable Anolher possibilily is 
Ihat Ihe funclton f lends to a constanl nol equal 10 I. In this 

-lln [41the amplitude wa~ çomputed for DO brane~ .... hlch ha\e 

momenla onhogonaJ 10 [heiT polanza(ion~ Uhl"; "a~ not ... tal~d ex
pll':lIly there. bUI wa!. implicil In (he choll'e of boundaI) ..rate I The 
"pm dependence of (he amplitude is delermmed by (he ~upersym
me In\..' .... ompielion of (he t,.J'r ~ amplitude. whJch we ha"e nol com
puted In pnnclple. thh gi\es another ched. of II-dlmen~lonal Lor
entz In\;.lrlance. We ~u"pect thai the full an~wer follows h~ 

applym~ the exphnt ..upersymme(ne~ of (he light cone gauge 10 the 
amphlUde "e ha\e computed 

case !he gravitanonal coupling con stam is renormalized by a 
constant factor. This is nOl supposed to OCcur in M theory. 
Indeed. supersymmetry is believed 10 proteet the gravita· 
tional coupling from any corrections. The only other possi
bility is thaI f - I. The simplesl way in whieh this can hap
pen is if lhere ate no corrections al all other than the one· 
loop lerm. which we have diseussed. 

We believe that there IS a nonrenormalization !heorem for 
this term which can be proven in the context of SUSY quan
turn mechanies with 16 generators. The closest Ihing we 
have been able 10 find in the Iiterature is a nonrenormaliza
tion theorem for the F<," lerm in the aClion of len
dimensional string theory' which has been proved by Tseyt
lin [16]. In the quantum-mechanical context. we beheve thaI 
it is true and Ihallhe seattering of two supergravilOns at latge 
transverse di stance and zero longiludinal momenturn IS ex
aetly given in the matrix model by low energy 110 super
gravity penurbation theory. Oine [17] has construcled the 
outlines of an atgument which demonstrates the validily of 
the nonrenormalization !heorem. 

We have considered amplitudes in which vanishing lon
gitudinal momenturn is exchanged. Amplitudes with non va
nishing exchange of Pil ate more complicated. They corre
spond 10 processes in 100 in which RR chatge is exchanged. 
Such collisions involve reatrangements of the DO branes in 
which the colli sion transfers DO branes from one group 10 

!he other. We ate studying such processes. bUI we have no 
definitive results as yel. 

We have thus presented same evidence !hat the dynamics 
of the matrix model respects I I -dimensional Lorentz invari
ance. If !his is correct. !hen !he model reduces exactly la 
supergravity al low energies. It is deat. however. that it is 
much better behaved in !he ultraviolet !han a field theory. AI 
shon distances. as shown extensively in [9]. restoration of 
the full matrix chatacter of the variables CUlS off all ultra via· 
let divergences. The correspondenee Iimil by which M 
theory reduces to supergravity indicates thaI we ate on the 
righttrack. 

VII. SIZE OF A SUPERGRAVITON 

As we have pointed out in Sec. Il. the holographic prin
ciple requires the transverse size of a system la grow with 
the number of constituenl panons. It is therefore of interest 
to estimate the size of the Ihreshold bound stale describing a 
supergravilOn of longitudinal momenturn NIR. AccordlOg 10 

the holographic principle. Ihe radius should grow like NI" in 
110 Planck units. We will use a mean field approximation in 
which we study Ihe wave function of one panon in Ihe field 
of Nothers. We therefore consider the effecti"e Lagrangian 
(6.31 for the case NI ~ I. N,~N. The acl.on "mphlies for 
NOP I since In thl"i ca"ie the N-particle system I' much 
heavier than (he single-panicle sy"item. Therefore v.e ma~ 'iet 
its veloclly In lero. The Lagrang.an beeomes 

,-. -. .~

\" 
17.11 L'=2R-N~. 

5We thank C Bachas. for pomtlng out thls theorem 10 u... 

http:Lagrang.an
http:behav.or
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"here r refers 10 Ihe relauve ';(lOrdinate belween Ihe IWO 
'y'tems. We can remove all ,v and R dependence from Ihe 
acllon S = f L Idt by 'caling: 

\-N I,""\ 

17.2) 
.v~" 

'-T" 

The characteristic length. tIme. and veloeily (u = .,.) "ales 
are 

y~NIt9. 

Nè/9 
t-- (7.3)R . 

r 
v-"..-N- IIQ R., 

That Ihe size of Ihe bound slale wave function seales Iike 
N'/9 is an indication of Ihe incompressibility of the system 
when it achieves a density of order one degree of freedom 
per Planck area. This is in accordance with the holographic 
principle. 

This mean field picture of Ihe bound state. or any other 
description of it as a simp Ie cluster. makes the problem of 
longitudinal boost invariance mentioned earlier very con
crete. Suppose we consider the scattering of Iwo bound states 
wilh N, and N~ constituents. respectively. NI-N~-N. The 
mean field picture strongly suggesls that scattering will show 
a charaeteristic feature at an impact parameter corresponding 
!O the bound-state size - N I"'. But this is not consistent wtth 
longitudinal boosts which take NI - aN I • N 2~ aN2' Boost 
invarianee requires physics to depend only on the ratio 
NI/N~ or. said another way. only on the ratio of the bound
state sizes. This strongly suggests that a kind of scale invari
ance must be present in the dynamics that is c1early absent in 
the simple picture discussed above. In the string case Ihe 
scale-invariant wor/d sheet dynamics is crucial for longitudi
nal boost invariance. 

The possibility that panons m'ght farm subclusters within 
the bound stale was ignored in mean field discussion. A pre
Iiminary discussion of a hierarchical clustering model with 
many length scales is presented in Appendix A. Note also 
th at wave functions of threshold bound states are power law 
behaved. 

U nderstanding Ihe dynamics of these Oound states weil 
enough to check longitudinal boost invariance reliably is an 
important subject for future research. 

VIII. MEMBRANES 

In order to be the strong coupling theory of HA string 
theory. M theory must have membranes in its spectrum. AI
though in Ihe decompactified limit there are no truly stabie 
tintte energy membranes. very-long-Iived large c1assieal 
membranes must exist. In thlS seCtIon we will show how 
these membranes are deserihed in the matrix model. aresuIt 

b
fira found in (5]. Townsend (IOj tiN pointed out Ihe con
nection belween the mam, descnption of DO brane dynam
'cs and the matrix description of membranes. and speculated 
that a membrane mighl he regarded as a collecti ....e e:u:itall(Jn 

of DO branes. Our conJecture 'upplies a precISe ,eahzatlOn 
of Townsend' s idea. 

The formulation we WIII use (0 describe this connectIon I~ 
• vers ion of the methods ,ntroduced in [5.18.19]. 

Begin with a pair of unnary operators U. V satisfymg the 
relations 

UV=e:""VU. 

U V = I. 

V'= I. (811 

These operators can be represented on an ,v-dimension.1 Hil
bert space as cJoek and shift operaro". They farm a baSIS for 
all operators in the space. Any matnx Z can be wnnen In lhe 
form 

Z~ L Z'mU"Vm 18.21 
"111""1 

U aod V may he thought of as exponeotials of canonical 
variables pand q: 

U=e'"

V:::::e'''. (8.31 

where p.q satisfy the commUlalion relations 

.., rri 
[q.pl=~ (g .11 

From Eq. (8.2) we see that only periodic functlons of f! 
and q are allowed. Thus the space defined by these vanables 
IS a torus. In fact, there is an illuminaüng interpretarion of 
these coordinates in terms of the quanturn mechanics of par
ticJes on a torus in a strong background magnetic field. Thc 
coordinates of the particJe are p.q. [f the field is strong 
enough. the existence of a large gap makes il useful Iü trun
cate the space of slates !O the fimte dimensional subspace of 
lowest Landau levels. On thlS subspace the commutation re
lation (8.4) is satisfied. The lowest Landau wave packets 
form minimum uncertalDty packets which oecupy ao area 
- IIN on the torus. These wave packets are analogous IJ) lhe 
"Planekian cells" whieh make up quantum phase space. Thc 
p.q space is sometimes called the noncommuting 10ruS. thc 
quantum torus. or the fuzzy torus. [n fac!. for large cnough 
N we can choose other bases of N -dimensional Hilbert space 
whieh correspond !O the la west Landau levels of a charged 
particIe propagating on an arbitrary Riemann surface 
wrapped by a constant magnetic field. For example. in r5 J. de 
Wit et al. construct the finite dimeosional Hilbert 'pace ot 

flWe are grateful 10 M. Green for poinlÎng out [hlS paper (0 tI'.. 

when a preliminary vers Ion ot this work was presented al (he Sanc.1 
Barbara Snings "96 conference 
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lowest Landau levels on a sphere. This connection between 
finite matrix models and two-dimenslonal surfaces is the ba
sis for the fact that the large N matnx model contains mem
branes. For finite N. the model consists of maps of quantum 
Riemann surfaces into a noncommuting transverse super
space: i.e .. it is a model of a noncommuting membrane em
bedded in a noncommutative space. 7 

In the limit of large N. the quantum torus behaves more 
and more Iike classical phase space. The following corre
spondences connect the two. 

I I) The quantum operators Z defined in Eq. (8.2) are re
placed by their c1assical counterparts. Equation (8.2) be
comes the c1assical Fourier decomposition of a funclion on 
phase space. 

(2) The operalion of taking the trace ofan operator goes 
over to N times the integrol over the torus: 

trZ-Nf Z(p.q )dp dq. (8.5) 

(3) The operation of commuling twO operators is replaced 
by IIN times the classica! Poisson brackets: 

I 
[Z.W]-;V [aqZ apw-aqw apz]. (8.6) 

We may now use the above correspondence to fonnally 
rewrite the matrix model Lagrangian. We begin by represent
ing the matrices Y' and (J as operatOr funclions Y'(p.q) and 
(Jlp.q). Now apply the correspondences to the two tenns in 
Eq. 14.2). This gives 

Pil f ' I fL~ 2" dp dq Y'lp.q)-- p,-; dp dq 

x [d,Y'dpYJ - iiqYJapY')' + fennionic tenns (8.7) 

and a Hamiltonian 

H~ -,1- f dp dq Il,,(p.q)-+' - 1 f dp dq
-Pil Pil 

X [a,Y'apYJ - a,YJapY']' + fennionic tenns. (8.8) 

Equation 18.8) is exaclly the standard Hamiltonian for!he 
II D supennembrane in the lighl cone frame. The construc
lion shows us how tO build configurations in the malrix 
model which represent large classical membranes. To do so 
we start with a classical embedding of a loroidal membrane 
described by periodic functions Y' lp. q ). The Fourier expan
sIOn of these functions provides uS with a sel of coefficiems 
Y~". Using Eq. 18.21. we Ihen replace the c1assical Y's by 
operator funclions of U. V The resulting matrices represent 
Ihe large classical membranes. 

!!\jOle thaI it i... cJear In thl' contexl thaI membrane topology is not 

conserved hy the dynamlC .... Indeed, for fixed N a given malnx cao 
he thoughl of a.. ~ configuralion of many different membrane~ of 
different IOpolog)'. 11 ,... onJ~ In (he large N limit thai slabJe topo~ 
logical strul:ture ma~ l!merge In ...ome ~Iluallons. 

If the matrix model membranes described above are 10 

correspond 10 M -Iheory membranes. thelr tensions musl 
agree. Testing this involves keeping track of Ihe numerical 
faclors of order I in the above discussion. We present this 
calculation in Appendix B where we show that the matrix 
model membrane tension exactly agrees with the M -theory 
membrane tension. This has also been verified by Berkooz 
and Douglas [20) using a different teehnique. 

We do not expect statie finite energy membranes to exist 
in the uneompactified limit. Nevertheless. Iet us consider the 
conditions for such a static solution. The matrix model equa
tions of motion for statie eonfigurations is 

[Y'.[ yl. Y'J] ~O. 18.9) 

It IS interesting to consider a particular limiting case of an 
infinite membrane stretched out in the 8.9 plane for whieh a 
fonnal solution of Eq. (8.9) ean be found. We firsl rescale 
pand q: 

p~ vNp. 

Q~/Nq. 

[Q.Pl~2Tri. (8.10) 

In !he N ~ x limit. the P. Q space beeomes an infinite 
plane. Now consider the configuration 

y8~R8P. 

y9~R9Q. 18.11) 

with all other Y' ~ O. Here R, is the length of the correspond
ing direction. whieh shouid of course be taken to infinity. 
Sinee [Y'. y9 

) is a c number. Eg. 18.9) is satisfied. Thus we 
find the necessary macroscopic membranes require by M 
theory. This stretched membrane has the requisite "wrap
ping number" on the infinite plane. On a general manifold 
one mighl expeet the matrix model verSIOO of the wrapping 
number of a membrane on a two-eycle 10 be 

I 
W~;V Trw'J(X'(p,q))[X'.XJ). 18.121 

where w is the two-fonn associated with the eycle. This ex
pression approaches the classical winding number as we lake 
the limit in which Poisson brackets replace commutator;. 

Another indieation thai we have fouod the right represen
tation of the membrane comes from studying (he supersym
metry Iransformation properties of our eonfiguralion' The 
supermembrane should preserve half of (he <;uper.;;ymmetries 
of the model. The SUSY transformatIon of the fennionic 
coordinates is 

1\1111s tesult was deri,,'cd in collahorauon wnh Selberg. along "",uh 
a number of other observation~ about super.,~mmetry In [he matn:\. 
model. which will appear in a future pubheation 

http:Trw'J(X'(p,q))[X'.XJ
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o/J~ lP' y, +[X'.XI]Y'I)€+ E'. (8,131 

FOT Dur statie m~mbrane contlguratlon. P':::::: O. and [he com. 
mutator " proportional (0 the unH matrix.: ....0 we can choo,e 
f' to make thi'\ \-anauon ... am~h. The unbrokc:n 'upergenera· 
tors are IJn~ar (omblnation, of the IMF q land Q". 

h IS Imere,rmg ro (ontemplate a kmd of duality and 
(omplemenrarit~ bet"'een membranes and DO brane,. Ac
cording to the ,tandard light cone quantization of mem
branes. the longltudinal momentum p" " un,formly distrib
uted over the area of the p.q parameter 'pace. This is 
analogous to the umfonn d,'\tflbution of P 11 along [he CT aXls 

in smng theory. As we have seen. the p.q 'pace is a non
commuting space with a basic IOdivIslble quantum of area. 
The longitudinal momenturn of such a unrt cell is 1/,'11 of the 
tota!. In other words. the unit phase 'pace cells that result 
from the noncommutative structure of p.q space are the 
DO branes wuh which we began. The DO branes and mem
branes are dual to one another. Each can be found in the 
theory of the other, 

The two klOds of branes also have a kind of compiemen
tánty. As we have seen. the contigurations of the matrix 
model which have classical interpretations 10 terms of DO 
branes are those for which the Y's commute. On the other 
hand. the contigurauons of a membrane whlch have a c1as
sical Jnterpretation are the extended membranes of large c1as
sical area. The area element is the Poisson bracket which in 
the matrix model is the commutator. Thus the very classical 
membranes are highly nonciassical configurations of DO 
branes. 

In the paper of de Wir. Luscher. and Nicolai [6]. a pathol
ogy of membrane theory was reported. Ir was found that the 
spectrum of the membrane Hamlltonian is continuous. The 
reason for this is the existence of the unhfted Rat directions 
along which the commutators vanish. Previously. it had been 
hoped that membranes would behave like strings and have 
discrete level structure and perhaps be the basis for a pertur
bation theory which would generalize string perturbation 
theory, In lhe present context thlS apparent pathology is ex
acUy what we want. M theory has no smalI coupling analo
gous to the srong sphtring amplitude. The bifurcation ol' 
membranes when the geometry degenerates is expected to be 
an order-I process. The matrix model. If it is ra descnbe all 
of M theory. must mextricably contain this process. In facr. 
we have seen how Important It is thar supersymmetry mam
tains the Rat directions. A model of a SIngle noncommutative 
membrane actually contams an entire fock space of particles 
in flat II-dimenslonal space-time. 

Another pathology of conventlonal membrane theories 
which we expect to be avolded m M theory is the nonrenor
maJilab.hty of the membrane world volume field theory. For 
nnue N. It is dear thaI ultraviolet divergences on the world 
volume are absent because [he noncommutative nature of the 
space defines a smallest volume cell. just like a Planck cell in 
quantum-mechanical phase space (but we should emphasize 
here that thlS is a classical rather than quantum-mechanical 
effect in the matnx model). The formal continuum limit 
whlch gives the membrane Ham.ltonian IS dearly valid l'or 
describing {he dasslcal motion of a cenain set of metaslabie 
~emiclassical "tales of the matrix model. ft ç;hould not be 
expected to capwrc the quanturn mcchaOics of the full large 

,'11 limit. In particular. it is clear Ihal the asymptotll: super
graviton states would look extremely singular and have no 
real meaning In a cominuum membrane formall~m. Vv"..: .Jre! 
not claiming here to have a proof that the large .v limit ol ,he 
matrix quantum mechanics eXlsts. but onlv (hat the l~ ... ue" 
lnvolved in the existence of this limit are ~O[ ~onnectt:u to 
the renormalizability of the world volume tield theur,. of the 
membrane. 

There is one last point wonh making about membranes, It 
iOvolves evidence for 110 Lorentz invarianee of the matn' 
model. We have considered in ,ome detail the Galilean In
v'arianee of the intinite momenturn frame and found ,hat ,t " 
satisfied. But there is more to the Lorentz group. In panicu
lar. there are generators J' which in the light cone formalism 
rotate the lightlike surface of initial conditions. The condi
tions for invarianee under these transformations are the no· 
rorious angular conditions. We must also impose longnudi· 
nal boost invarianee. The angular condition, are what make, 
Lorentz invariance sa subtIe in light cooe "tring theorv. hl .... 
clearly important to determine i(the matrix ';odel ,;t"liö 
the angular conditions in the large ,'11 limit. In the full quan
turn theory the answer is not yet clear. but at the level of the 
classical equations of mation the answer is yes. The rele\'ant 
caleulations were done by de Wir. Marquard. and :'<icolal 
[21]. The analysis is too complicated to repeat here. but "e 
can describe the main points. 

The equations for classical membranes can be gi\en in 
covariam form in terms of a Nambu-Goro-type action. In the 
covariam form the generators of the fuU Lorentz group are 
straightforward to write down. In passing to the light cone 
frame. the expressions for the nontri vial generators be\:ome 
more complicated. but they are quite detinite, In fact. they 
can be expressed in terms of the Y(p.q) and their eonanical 
conjugates fI(p.q). FinaUy. us lOg the correspondenee be
tween functions of p.q and matrices. we are led to matnx 
expressions for the generators. The expressions. of course. 
have factor-ordering ambiguities. but these. at least formaUy. 
vanish as ,'11- x, In faet. according to [21]. the violauon of 
the angular conditions goes to zero as 1/,'11', :-.Ieedless to say. 
a quantum vers ion of this result would be very strong evi· 
dence for our conjecrure. 

We cannot refrain from pointing out that the quantum 
version of the arguments of [21] is apt to be highly non
trivial. In particular. the classical argument works for every 
dimension in which the classical supermembrane ex"ts. 
while. by analogy with perturbative string theory. we only 
expeet the quanturn Lorentz group to be recovered 10 II 
dimensions. Further. the longitudinal boost operator of [21] 
IS ralher trivial and operates only on a set of zero mode 
coordinates. which we have not included in our matrix 
model. InSlead. we «pecl the long,tudinal boost generator ra 
involve resealing ,'11 in the large ,'11 limit and. thus. to relale 
the Hilbert spaces of different SUSY quantum-mechanical 
modeis. We have already remarked in the previous sè\:tion 
that. as antieipated in [7]. longitudinal boost invariance is the 
key problem in our model. We expeet it to be related to a 
generalization of the conformal invarianee of penurbative 
string theory. 

IX. TOW....RDS DERIVAnON AND CO!\oIP....cnFlc.-\nol" 

In this section we wauld like la present a hne of argument 
which may lead ra a proof of the conjecrured equl\'alence 
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between the matrix model and M theory. It relies on a 
~tringy extension of the conjectured nonrenormalization 
theorem combined with the possibility that all veloeities in 
the large N cluster go to zero as N - x. 

Imagme that R stays fixed as N-x. Optimistically. one 
might imagine that finite R errors are as small as in penur
bative II D supergravity. meaning that they are suppressed 
b} powers of k"R or even exp(-k"R) where kIl is Ihe 
center-of-mass longitudinal momenlum transfer. 50 for k" 
- 111 p we could imagine R fixed at a macroscopic scale and 
have very tiny errors. The mean field estimates discussed in 
Sec. VII give the veloeity v-N- I19R. which. with R fixed. 
can be made arbitrarily small at large N. Although it is likely 
that the structure of the large N cluster is more complicated 
than the mean field descriplion. it is possible that this general 
propen} of vanishing veloeities at large N continues to hold. 
In panicular. in Appendix A we present arguments that the 
veloeitie, of the coordinales along some of the classical Hal 
directions of the potential are smalI. We suspect that this can 
be generalized 10 all of the Hat directions. If that is the case, 
then the only high vel oei ties would be those assoeiated with 
the "care" wave function of Appendix A. The current argu
ment assumes that the amplitude for the care piece of the 
wave function vamshes in the large N lImit. 

Non-Abelian field strength is the correct generalization of 
\elOClt) for membrane-type field configurations like those 
discussed in Sec. VIII. For classical configurations at least 
these field strengths are order JIN and so are also small. 

We have previously conjectured that the v4 terms in the 
quanlum-mechanical effective action are not renormalized 
beyond one loop. For computing the I I -dimensional super
gravit) amplilude. we needed this result in the matrix quan
tum mechanics. but is pos sibIe that this result holds in the 
fulJ string penurbauon theory. For example, the excited open 
"ring states can be represented as additional non-BPS fields 
in the quantum mechamcs. These do not conlribute to the 
one loop v· term because they are not BPS. Perhaps they do 
not contribute to higher loops for relaled reasans. 

If these two propenies hold. then Ibe conjecture follows. 
The 'cattering of large N clusters of DO branes can clearly 
be computed at small Ei (small R) using quantum mechanics. 
But these processes. by assumption, only mvolve low veloei
lIe, Independent of g and sa only depend on the v· terms in 
the effectl\e act ion whlcb. by the stringy extension of Ihe 
nonrenormaJization theorem. would nOl receive g correc
Hon .... So [he same quantum·mechanical answers would be 
\ alld at large 11 Oarge R). 

Th" would prove the conjecture. 
From this point of \iew. we have identified a subset of 

,tnng theory praee"es (Iarge-N DO brane scattering) which 
are unchanged by 'tringy loop corrections and 50 are com
putable at strong coupling. 

Ir (hl, line of argument j, correct. ir gives us an unam
hlguou ... pre\criptlOn for compactificaIÎon.'-We take the quan
lum mechaOlC> whlCh describes O-brane mouon at weak 
... tnng coupling in Ihe compaclltled "pace and then follow il 
1(1 "'Irong couphng. Thl ... approach 10 compactlficarîon re
yUIfI.~'" U~ LO add extra degree\ of freedom in the compactified 
Iheor~ \\'e" 111 dl ...cul.,l., an altemauve approach in the next 
,ecllOn 

For 10rOIdai ....ompacllhcallons. lt is clear at weak coupling 

that one needs 10 keep the strings which wrap any number of 
times around each cirele. These unexcited wrapped string 
states are BPS states, and so they do contribute to the v· 
term and hence muSI be kept. In facto these are the states 
which. in the annulus diagram, correCI the power law in 
graviton scaltering to its lower dimensional value and are 
crucial in implementing the various T dualities. 

Ta be specific let us discuss the case of one coordinale 
X· compactified on a cirele on radius R•. Here we should 
keep the extra string winding states around X·. An efficient 
way 10 keep track of them is to T dualize the X· cirele. Thls 
convens DO branes to DI branes and winding modes to 

momentum modes. The collection of N DI branes is de
scribed by a (I + I )-dimensional SU(N) super Yang-Mills 
quantum field theory with coupling g~y,,=R'/(R.I~) on a 
space of T-dual radius RSYM = 1~/(RR.). The dimensionless 
effective coupling of the super Yang-Mills theory is then 
g~YMR~YM=(lpIR.)3, which is independent of R. For 
p-dimensional tori we get systems of Dp branes described 
by (p + I )-dimensional SU(N) super Yang-Mi lis theory. Re
lated issues have also recently been discussed in [22]. 

For more general compactifications the rule would be to 
keep every BPS state which contributes to the v 4 term at 
large N. We are currently investigating such compactifica
tions. ineluding ones with less supersymmetry. 

The line of argument presenled in this section raises a 
number of questions. Is it permissible to hold R finite or to 
let it grow very slowly with N? Are there nonpenurbative 
corrections 10 the v 4 term' Large N probably prohibits in
stanton corrections in the quantum mechanics, but perhaps 
not in the full string theory. This mighl be related to Ihe 
effect of various wrapped branes in compactified theories. 

Does the veloeity stay low' A key problem here is that in 
the mean field Iheory cloud the 0 branes are moving very 
slowly. If two 0 branes encounter each other. their relalive 
veloeity is much less than the typical veloeity in a bound pair 
(v-R). II seems that the capture cross section to go into Ihe 
pair bound state should be very large. Why is there na 
clumping into pairs' One factor which might come into play 
is the following. If the veloeity is very low, the de Broglie 
wavelength of the panicles might be comparabie to the 
whole cluster (this is true in the mean field), and so Ihere 
could be delicate phase correlations across the whole 
cluster-same kind of macroscopie quantum coherence. 
Whenever a pair is trying to farm. another 0 brane might get 
between them and disrupt them. This extra coherent com
plexity might help explain the Lorentz invariance puzzle. 

x. ANOTHER APPROACH TO COMPACTIFICATION 

The conjecture which we ha\'e presenled refers 10 an ex~ 
act formulation of M theory in uncompacufied 11
dimensional space-time. Ir is tempung to imagine thai we 
can regain the compactified versions of the theory "' panicu
lar collections of states in the large N limit of the malrix 
model. There is ample ground for suspicion that this ma~ not 
be the case and thaI degrees of freedom that "'e ha\e thrown 
away in the uncompacufied theory may be required for com
pacufication. Indeed. in IMF field theory the only general 
melhod for discussing theones with modulI space" of \ aeua 
is implementabie only when the vacua are \·isible 10 the c1,,
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"cal approximation. Then we can shift the lields and do IMF 
quanllzation of the ,hifted theory. Different vacua eorre· 
'pond to different IMF HamlltoOlans for the same degrees of 
freedom. The proposal of Ihe pre' 10US section IS somewhal 
10 the spirit of IMF held theory. Different Hamlltonians and. 
indeed. different 'ets of degree, of freedom are required 10 

descobe each eompaetilied vacuum. 
We have begun a preliminary investigation of the alterna· 

tive hypolhesis. Ihal different compactiticallons are al ready 
presen! 10 the model we have ddined. This means that there 
musI be colleCllons of 'IaIe' "hieh. in Ihe large N limit. have 
5 malrices which complelely decouple from each olher. Note 
Ihal Ihe large .v Iimil is crue lal 10 Ihe po"lble exislence of 
weh superselection seclOrs. The tinile .v quanlum mechanics 
cannOI possibly have superselection rules. Thus Ihe only way 
in which we could describe compactifications for finile N 
would be la add degrees of freedom or change Ihe Hamil· 
lonian. We caution Ihe reader Ihal Ihe approach we will de· 
seribe below is very preliminary and highly conjectura!. 

This approach la compaclification is based on Ihe idea 
Ihal Ihere is a sense In which our syslem detines a single 
"noneommuting membrane." Consider compaetifieation of 
a membrane on a circle. Then there are membrane configu· 
rations in whieh Ihe embedding coordinales do nOllransform 
as scalars under large diffeomorphisms of the membrane vol· 
urne. bUI ralher are shifled by large diffeomorphisms of Ihe 
largel space. These are winding slales. A possible approach 
10 identifying Ihe subsel of slates appropriale 10 a particular 
compactificalion is la firsl find Ihe winding slales and Ihen 
find all stales which have nomovlal sca(lering from Ihem in 
Ihe large N limit. In facl. our Iimited study below seems 10 

indicate Ihal all relevanI Slales. ineluding compacllfied super· 
gravilons. can be moughl of as matrix model analogues of 
membrane winding slates. 

Lel us consider compactificalion of Ihe ninlh Iransverse 
direclion on a circle of radius 2 rrR9' A winding membrane 
is a configuration which satisfies 

X9(q.p + 2 rrl=X9 
( q.p)+ 2 rrR9' (10.1) 

and Ihe winding seClor is defined by a palh inlegral over 
configurations satisfying Ihis boundary condition. A matrix 
analogue of Ihis is 

e - r.VqXge,Nq =X<) + 21TR q . ( 10.2) 

11 is easy la see (by lalGng Ihe Iracel Ihal Ihis condition 
cannot be satisfied for fini Ie N. However. if we lake me large 
.V limit in such a way Ihat q - 0"1 N ® 1." x". wilh 0" an angle 
variabIe. Ihen Ihls equation can be satisfied. wuh 

2 rrR 9 iI 9 
X·=--.--211"x",+x (O"). (10.3) 

I dO" 

where.<" is an MxM-malrix-valued function of Ihe angle 
variabie. The other transverse bosonie coordi"ales and all of 
the fis are M X M -malrix·valued functions of 0". These equa
tions should be Ihoughl of as Iimils of finile malrices. Thus 
2rrR9P=(2rrR.,lililliJO' can be Ihought of as Ihe Iimil of 
Ihe finile malrices diag( - 2rrPR.,. .2rrPR,). wilh 0' Ihe 
obvious tridiagonal matrix in this representation_ The total 
longuudinal momenlum of sueh a contiguralion is (2 P 

+ IIMIR. and Ihe ratio MI P is an effewvely COOllnUOU5 pa· 
rameler characlerizing Ihe ,Iales in Ihe large .V Iimll. We Jre 
not sure of Ihe meaning of Ihis parameIer. 

To gel a feeling for Ihe physical meanlOg of Ih" prop",a!. 
we examlOe Ihe exlreme limils of large and ,mali R, Far 
large RQ I{ IS conveniem to work In (he basis ""~ere P i-; 
diagona!. 11' we lake all of Ihe coordinal" X' independenlof 
0". Ihen our winding membrane approaches a periodie array 
of (2P + I I colleclions of DO brane'. each wilh longlludi nat 
momenturn MIR. We can find a ,olullon of the BPS condi· 
lion by puuing each colleclion inlo Ihe M zero·brane thre,h· 
old bound·'lale wave funclion. For large R., eonfigurnlions 
of Ihe X' which depend on 0' have very high frequeney and 
can be integraled out. Thu,. in Ihis Iimll. Ihe BPS 'Iale In Ihi, 
winding ,eclor is approximalely a periodic array of ,uper· 
gravitons. We idemify Ihis wilh Ihe compaclified ,upergr.-i
Ion sIaIe. This slale will have Ihe righl long range gr.v ila· 
tional interactions (at \cales larger than R4' in (he eight 
uncompactified dimenslons. Ta obIaIO Ihe correcl decomp.c· 
tilied limil. il would appear Ihal we must rescale R. Ihe ra· 
dius of Ihe longiludinal direction by R - 12 P"'- 1 IR. as we 
lake Pand M la infinily Wilh Ihis rescallOg. all Irace of Ihe 
parameIer MIP seems la disappear 10 Ihe decompawticalion 
limit. 

For small R•. our analysis is much le>5 compieIe. How
ever. slring dualily suggesls an approximation to Ihe syslem 
in which we keep only configurations with M = I .nd 
P - x. In Ihis case Ihe if dependence of X 9 is pure gauge 
and Ihe X' all commule wilh each olher. The malox model 
HamillOnt.n becomes Ihe Hamiltonian of the Green-Schwarz 
lype·nA slring: 

" 1 ax)' aIJ
H- dO"(X)'+ - ~RTY9-:-' IIOAI 

dif dO"f 
As in previous sections. we wiIl construct multiwound 

membrane slates by makJng large block diagonal malnces, 
each block of which is Ihe previous single-partiele Cl)Oslruc· 
tion. Lesl such slructures appear overly baroque. we remind 
Ihe reader Ihal we are trying la make explicil conSlruwons 
of Ihe wave functions of a slrongly inleracling syslem wuh 
an infinile number of degrees of freedom. For large R., Il is 
fairly e1ear Ihal me correcl asymplollc properties of muilipar· 
tiele slales will be guaranteed by Ihe BPS condition lassum
ing Ihal everylhing works as conjeclured in Ihe uncompacli· 
fied Iheory), 

If our ansalZ is correcl for small R,. il should be pO"Ible 
la justify Ihe neglect of flucluations of Ihe malrix varJables 
away from Ihe special foons we have laken imo acCOunt. as 
weil as 10 show thaI Ihe correcl slring inleraction, I for mul· 
tislring configurations detined by Ihe son of block dlagonal 
construction we have used above) are obtained from the ma
trix model interactions. In this conneetion it is useful la nate 
Ihat in laking Ihe limil from tinile malrices. Ihere is no mean· 
ing ta the separation of configuratlon<; mto winding "'ectars 
which we have defined in Ihe formal large N limit. In par
ticular. X" should be allowed 10 flucluale. BUI we have ,een 
Ihal shifls of X" by funclions of if are pure gauge. '" Ihal dil 
ftuctuauons around the configurations which we have kept 
give rise lO higher denvative world "heet inreraclIons_ Smee 
(he P- x limit is the world sheet continuum hml[, we 
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should be able to argue that mese tenns are irrelevant opera
tors in that limit. We have less understanding about how the 
sum over world sheet topologies comes out of our fonnal
ism. but it is tempting to think mat it is in some way con
nected with the usual topological expansion of large Nma
trix modeIs. In the Appendix we show that in II dimensions. 
dimensional analysis guarantees me dominanee of planar 
graphs in cenain calculations. Perhaps. in ten dimensions. 
the small dimensionless parameter. R.II p must be scaled 
with a power of N in order to oblain the limit of me matrix 
model which gives UA s!nng meory. 

These ideas can be extended to compactitication On mul
tidimensional tori. A wrapping contiguration of a toroidal 
membrane can be characterized by describing me cycles on 
the target torus on which me a and b cyeles of me membrane 
are mapped. This parametrization is redundant because of me 
SL( 2.z) modular invariance which exchanges the two mem
brane cyeles. We propose that the analogue of mese wrap
ping states. for ad-torus detined by modding out Rd by me 
shifts X' - X' + 21rR~, is detined by me conditions 

e -HJ'X:m.n,e'u:::::: X; .... nl + 27TR~na. (I0.5) 

e11rIPX;m.nle . 2lt/P~ X: .m nJ + 21TR~ma, (10.6)

where n and mare d-vectors of integers. The solutions to 
these conditions are 

X: .m nl = [2pR~nap+ R~ma(T]® lMY!tI + x: . ( m nl u). 
(IO.?) 

where the x' are periodic M x M -matrix-valued functions of 
cr. The fennionic and noncompact coordinates are also 
matrix-valued functions of cr. 

In order to dlScuss more complicated compactitications. 
we would have to introduce wordinates and tind a group of 
large diffeomorphlsms assoclated with one and two cyeles 
around which membranes can wrap. Then we would search 
for embeddings of thlS group into the large N gauge group. 
Presumably. different coordinate systems would correspond 
to unitarily equivalent embeddings. We can even begin to get 
a glimpse of how ordinary Riemannian geometry would 
emerge from the matrix system. If we take a large manifold 
which breaks sufticient supersymrnetries. me effective action 
lor supergravitons propagating on such a manifold would be 
obtained. as before. by integrating over the off-diagonal ma
lnces. Now. however. the nonrenonnalization theorem 
would fail and the kinetie term for the gravitons would con
tain ametric. The obvlOus conJeclUre is that this is the usu al 
Riemannian metnc on the manifold in question. If this is the 
case. our prescnption for eompactitieation in the noncommu
lati ve geometry of the ma!nx model would reduce to ordi
nary geometry In the large radius limit. 

A question whlch anses is whelher Ihe information about 
one and two cyeles IS sufficlent to characterize different 
compactification,. We suspect that the answer to this is no. 
The moduli of the space, thaI arise in string-theoretie com
pactification, are all a"oclaled with the homology of the 
'pace. but In general higher dimensional eyeles le.g .. three 
eyele, In Calabl-Yau lhreefolds' are neeessary 10 a complete 
descnptlon of the moduli 'pace. Perhaps in order to eaplUre 
thls information we wllI have 10 find the correct descriplion, 

of tive branes in me matrix model. If me Iheory really con
tains low energy SUGRA. men it will conlam solitonic tive 
branes. but it seems to us mat the correct prescription is to 
define tive branes as the D branes of membrane theory. We 
do not yet understand how to introduce this concept JO Ihe 
matrix model. 

Finally. we would Iike 10 comment on the relation be
tween the compactitication schemes of this and me prevlOUS 
sections. For a single circle. if we take P to intinity and 
substitute me fonnula (I0.3) into the matrix model Hamil
tonian (as weil as the prescription mat all other coordinates 
and supercoordinates are functions of cr). then we find the 
Hamiltonian of (I + 1 )-dimensionally reduced 10 0 SYM 
theory in A 0 = 0 gauge. with x 9 playing the role of the spatial 
component of me vector potential. Thus the prescription of 
me previous section appears to be a panicular rule for how 
the large N limit should be taken in the winding contigura
tions we have studied here. P is taken 10 intinity fim. and 
men M is taken to intinity. The relation between the two 
approaches is reminiscent of me Eguchi-Kawai (23] reduc
tion of large N gauge meory. !t is clear once again that much 
of me physics of me matrix model is buried 10 the subtieties 
of me large N limit. For multidimensional tori. the relation
ship between me fonnalisms of mis and me pr.evious section 
is more obscure. 

XI. CONCLUSIONS 

Although the evidence we have given for the conJectured 
exact equivaIence between the large N limit of supersymmet
ric matrix quantum mechanics and uncompactified 11
dimensional M meory is not detinitive. it is quite substantial. 
The evidence includes the following. 

(I) The matrix model has exacl invariance under the 
super-Galilean group of me intinite momentum frame de
scription of 110 Lorentz-invariant theones. 

(2) Assuming me conventional dualny bet ween M theory 
and nA string meory. the matrix model has norrnalizable 
marginally bound states for any value of N. These states 
have exactly me quantum numbers of the 110 supergravilOn 
multiple!. Thus Ihe spectrum of single-panicle states i~ ex
aetly that of M theory. 

(3, As a consequence of supersymmelne nonrenormaliza
lion theorems. asymptOlic states of any number of noninter
aeting supergravitons exis!. These well-separated panicles 
propagate in a Lorentz-invariam manner 10 II dimensIOns. 
They have the statistics propenies of the supergravit}" 
Fock space. 

14. The matrix model exactly reproduces the correCI long 
range interactions between supergravllOns Implied by II D 
supergravity. for zero longitudinal momentum exchange. 
This one-loop result could easily be rUlOed by hIgher loop 
effects proponional 10 four powers of 'eloen} . We believe 
that a highly nontnvtal supersymmeu) theorem prO(ects us 
againsl all higher loop corrections of thlS kind. 

15. By examining the pieces of lhe bound-stale ",ave 
funclion In which (wo clu"ler~ of particle\ are weil "ieparated 
from eaeh other. a kind of mean field approximation. we fiod 
Ihal the longest range pan of the wave funetlon grov., wuh 
N exactly as required by the holographlC prinCIple In par
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licular. the transverse denSity never e~ceeds one panon per 
Planck area. 

(6) The matrix model describes large c1assical membranes 
aS required by M theory. The membrane world volume is a 
noncommutalive space with a fundamental unit of area 
analogous 10 the Planck area in phase space. These basic 
quanta of area are the onginal DO branes from which the 
matrix model was denved. The tensIOn of this matrix model 
membrane is prectsely the same as that of the M -theory 
membrane. 

(7) At the classicallevel the matnx model realizes the full 
I1 D Lorentz invarianee in the large N limit. 

Of course. many unanswered que'tlOns remain. Locality 
IS extremely puzzling in this system. Longitudinal boost in
variance. aS we have stressed earlier. is very mysterious. Re
solving this issue. perhaps by understanding the intricate dy
namics it seems to require. will be crueial in deciding 
whether or not this conjeeture IS correct. 

One way of understanding Lorentz mvariance would be to 
search for a covariant vers ion of the matrix model in which 
the idea of noncommutative geometry is extended to all of 
the membrane coordinates. An obvious idea is to consider 
funclions of angular momenturn operators and try to exploit 
the connection between spin networks and three-dimensional 
diffeomorphisms. Alternalively. one could systematically 
study quantum corrections to the angular conditions. 

It is likely that more tests of the conjecture can be per
formed. [n panicular. it should be possible to examine the 
large distance behavior of amplitudes with nonvanishing lon
gitudinal momentum transfer and to compare them with su
pergravity perturbation theory. 

[t will be important to to try to make precise the line of 
argument outlined in Sec. IX that may lead to a proof of the 
conjecture. The approaches to compactification discussed in 
Secs. [X and X should be explored further. 

[f the conjecture is correct. it would provide us with the 
first well-defined nonperturbative formulation of a quantum 
theory which includes gravitation. In principle. with a suffi
ciently large and fast computer any scanering amplitude 
could be computed in the finite N matrix model with arbi
trary precision. Numencal extrapolation to infinite N is in 
principle. if not in practice. possible. The situation is much 
like that in QCD where the only known definition of the 
theory is in terms of a conjectured limit of lanice gauge 
theory. Although the practical utility of the lanice theory 
may be questioned. it is almast certain that an extrapolation 
to the continu urn limit exists. The existence of the lanice 
gauge Hanultonian forrnulation ensures that the theory is 
unitary and gauge invariant. 

One can envision the matrix model formulation of M 
theory playing a similar role. It wouId. among other things. 
ensure that the rules of quantum mechanies are consistent 
with gravitation. Given that the clasSlcal long distance equa
tions of II D supergravny have black hole solutions. a 
Hamiltonian formulauon of M theory wou Id. at last. lay to 
rest the claim that black holes lead to a violation of quantum 
coherence 
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APPENDIX A 

[n this appendix we will report on a preliminary investi
gation of the threshold bound-state wave function of N zero 
braoes in the large N limit. In general. we may expect a finite 
probability for the N brane bound state to consist of p clus
ters of N, , ....Np branes separated by large distances along 
one of the ftat directions of the potentiaL We will try to take 
such configurations into account by writing a recursion rela
tion relating the N cluster to a k and N - k cluster. This 
relation automatically incorporates multiple clusters since 
the pairs into which the original cluster is broken up will 
themselves contain configurations in which they are split up 
into funher clusters. There may. however. be multiple cluster 
configurations which cannot be so easily identified as two 
such superclusters. We wil! ignore these for now. in order to 
get a first handle on the structure of the wave function. 

The configuration of a pair of widely separated clusters 
has a single col!ective coordinate whose Lagrangian we have 
already wrinen in our investigation of supergraviton scatter
ing. The Lagrangian is 

I k(N-kl , kiN-kl • 
L = ï --N- v- + ------;r--- v . (All 

where r is the distance between the clusters and v IS their 
relative velocity. By sealing. we can write the solution of this 
quantum-meehanical problem as <P{r! keN - k]l'i9/,v'''}, 
where <P is the threshold bound-state wave function of the 
Lagrangian 

1 , Vol 

ï v~+-;r. (A2l 

This solution is valid when r$> lp. 
We are now motivated to write (he recursion relation 
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I .v-I 

'i's='i"~'+,PL Av.,'i','i',_, 
- k= J 

'2l9 . 

I rik[N-k]) I -,T,.,W,. (A3) 
X eb, N Jn e 

Here we have chosen a gauge in order [0 make a block
dlagonal 'plitung of our matrices. 'i' I is the exact normaliled 
thre,hold bound-state wave function for j zero branes. Wl 

are the off-dlagonal k X N - kmatrices which generate lOter· 
action, between the two clusters. P is the gauge-invanam 
project Ion operator which rotates our gauge choice among aU 
gauge·equivalent configurations. The A N .k are nonnaJization 
faclO". whlCh 10 pnnciple we would auemptto find by solv
mg (he SchroolOger equation. "'.~! is the "core" wave 
funClion. which describes configurations in which aU of the 
lero branes are at a distance less than or equal to lp from 
each other. We wiU describe same of its properties below. In 
thlS regime. the emire concept of di stance breaks down. since 
the noncommutmg pans of the coordinates are as large as the 
commutmg oDes. 

The mteresting thmg which is made clear by thi, ansatl IS 

that the threshold bound state contains a host of ,"temal 
dlstanee scales. whlch becomes a cominuum as N ~ x. Thls 
suggem a mechamsm for obtaining scale-invariant behavIOr 
for large N. as we must if we are 10 recover longnudinal 
boo~t 1O\'anance. Note thaI the typicaJ di stance of cluster 
separauon IS largest as N goes [0 mfinity when one of the 
cluster> ha, only a finite number of panons. These are the 
configuralions which give the N l/9 behavior discussed 10 the 
tex!. whlch saturate, the Bekenstein bound. By the uncer
taim) principle. the,e contigurations have iniemal frequen
Cles of the bound state - N-~!9 Although these go [0 lero as 
.v merea,es. they are stiU intinitely higher than the energies 
of supergravi[On motions and interactions. which are of order 
1/,\' As tn perturbative string theory. we expeet that thb 
."OClalion of the large di stance part of the wave funclion 
w uh mod" of very high frequency wiU be crucial [0 a com
plete understandmg of the apparent locality of lov. energy 
physlC,"" 

As "e penetrate further in to the bound state. we encoun
ter du"ers of larger and larger numbers of branes. If we look 
for ,eparated clusters carrying finite fraclions of the tOlal 
longnudtnal momentum. the typical separation faUs as N in
crea\e~_ FlOally. we encounter the core qr:~. I • which we ex
peet to dom mate the ultimate short di stance and high energy 
nehaVior of the theory in noncompact II-dimensional 'pace
time. 

11 1'" thl'" rare connguratlon lo which [he conventional 
methods of large N matrix modeis. which have so tar made 
na appearance in our discu>Slon. apply. Consider ti"t gauge
insanam Green"s function, of operators like TrX;1 . where 
I , ... (lne of the coordinate directions. We can construçt il 

penurbauon expanstOn of these Green's funclions by con
'enuonal functlonal integral method,. When the time sepa
rallon'" of operator... are all short compared 10 the I 1
dlmcn ... lonal Planrk time. [he lenns in this expansion are weil 
l'1ehO\ed. Wc can try to resum them into a large N senes. The 
penurhall\C expan"on parameter Ithe analogue of g~" if we 
thtn~ of the theory as dimensionaUy reduced Yang-MiUs 

theoryl is R311~E3 Thus the planar Green's funcltons are 
funclions of R)N!I~E3 

The perturbative expansion. of course. diverges term by 
term as E-0. If we imagine thaI. as suggested by our dis
cUsSton above. these Green's funcuons should be thought of 
as measunng properties of the core wave funclton of the 
system. there is no physical origin for such an mfrared di
vergence. Ir. as in higher dimensions. the infrared cutoff IS 

found already in the leading order of the IIN expanston. then ,n
it mu" be of order w,.-RI,,'N !Slote that this IS much 
larger than any frequency encountered in our exploralton of 
the pans of the wave funclion with clusters separated along a 
flat dlfection. 

Now let us apply this result to the computallon of the 
infrared-dlvergent expectalion values of "ngle gauge· 
invariant operators in the core of the bound-state wave func
ttOn. The idea is to evaluate the graphical expansIOn of ,uch 
an expression with an infrared cutoff and then msert the 
above estimate for the cutoff to obtain the correct large N 
scaling of the object. The combinalion of conventional large 
N scaling and dimensional analysis then implies that planar 
graphs dominate even though we are not taking the .. gauge 
coupling" R J I" 6. to zero as we approach the large N limn. 
DimenslOnal analysis controls the otherwise unknown be· 
havior of the higher order corrections in this limu. The re· 
sults are 

I . 
( IA41_ trX2~ ) ....... f\,2U:'


N .' . 

"
, 

IV
I 

tr{X' .XI]" ) - N"w. IA51 

I _ 
! IV trIO(y,X'.II]I") _N"ln. IA61 

( 'iJI trX~1 i _Nw '. IA71 

In the nrst of these expressions. X refers to any component 
of (he transverse coordinates. In the second the commutator 
refers to any pair of the components. The final expressIOn. 
whose lo"est order perturbative formula has an ultrasIOIet 
divergence. is best derived by combining Eqs. IA51 aad IA61 
and the Schrodinger equalion which says that the threshold 
bound state has lero binding energ). Note that these expres· 
Slons are independent of R. the compacliticauon radius of 
the I Ith dlmension. This follow, from a cancellatIon beo 
tween the R dependence of the infrared cUlOf/'. that of the 
effective coupling and that of the scaling faclOr. whlCh re· 
lates the 'anables X to conventlonaUl' nonnallud Yang· 
MIUs fields 

The tir"i( of (hese equalÎons sa~s thaI the I) plcal l"lgen

\"alue of aO\· one coordinate matrix IS of order .1\/1.1. much 
larger than ;he N 119 extension along the flat directIOn, The 
,eeonct tells us that this spectral weight lies mostl, along the 
non flat dlrecllOns. In conjunction. the two equalIon.;; can be 
read a~ a kmd of "uncertainty prinCiple of noncommutallve 
geometry." The typical sile of matrices is controlled hl' the 
si ze of their commutator. The final equation tit, mcely wIlh 
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Dur e't,mate of the eUloff frequency. The typicaJ velocity is 
,ueh th at Ihe transil IIme of a typICai dlStance' is Ihe inverse 
of Ihe culotT frequeney II is clear ,hat Ihe high velocilies 
encountered in the core of the "'ave function could Invalidate 
our auempt to derive the matrix model by extrapolating from 
weakly coupled string thenry. We must hope that the overall 
amplitude for this part of Ihe wave function vanishes in the 
large ,v limit. relatise 10 the parts in which zero branes are 
-,eparaled along tbr dÎrections. 

It " ,mportant to redhle Ihal Ihese eslimates do not apply 
along the ftat direcllons. but In the bulk of Ihe ,v' dimen
'Jonal I.:ontiguration "'pace. In these directions, it does nOl 

make <eme to mulliply logether the "sizes" along different 
eoordmate directions to make an area slOce the different co
ordinales do nOl commute. Thus there is no contradiction 
between the growth of Ihe wave funclion In nonftat direc
lIons and our argument Ihat the size of the bound state in 
eonvenllonal geometric tenns saturates the Bekenstein 
bound. 

APPENDIX B 

[n this appendix we compute the matrix model membrane 
tension and show that it exactly agrees with the M -theory 
membrane tension. The useful summary in [2.t) gives the 
tension of a Op brane Tp in UA string theory or M theory as 

(21T)JI:! I . I I-pil'!. 

T =---121T)-P"(--,) !BI) 
p g, 21Ta 

where g, is the fundamental string coupling and 1/21Ta' is 
the fundamental string tension. 

The membrane tension Tl is defined so that the mass }vt 

of a stretched membrane of area A IS given by .\1= T1A. 
The mass squared for a light cone membrane with no trans
verse momentum described by the map "\"(0",.0"2). i 
= I. .. ,9, can be wriuen 

". dO", J2' dO',
,\12=(21T)·Tj - -- ~ (X',A'}2.

Jo 217' 0 211' i<j 

(B2) 

where the Poisson brackets of two funclions 
A(O', ,0'1).B(O""0'2) are defined by 

aA aB aB aA 
(A.B} .. -----. (B3) 

au, aO'l au, a0'2 

The coefficients in Eq. (B2) are set by demanding that 
_\1' fonhe map X'=IO',/21T)L, X9=(0"2/21T)L is given by 
_\12=(T L2)2 2

To understand the relalion to the matrix model, we write, 
as in Sec. VIII, the map X' as a Fourier series: 

X'(u,.Uz)= ~ x~I,.~el("IO'I+n.:!O'.:!I. (B4) 
"I·n ;! 

91n the space of eigenvalues. which in Ihis noncommutative region 
IS not [0 be confused with the c1assical geometrical di stance be
tween DO branes. 

Then the corresponding matrices X' Jre g,sen b} 

X'::;:- L r~.n,cn V'" 18:'1 
'1 1 ": '

v.here the matrices C. Vare dements of SL'LVI. have 'pec
lrum specl U) = specl VI ~ {I.w.w',. .w' -'}. and obe, 
UV~wVU. v.here w=e.xp(2m/,v). In a spee,he ba".s. C 
.::::: diag( l.w.w~ ..... w·.... - I ) and V IS a cyclic forward ,hlfr. 

The scale of Eq. (B5) is ti,ed Slnce 'peclU, ancl 
'\pee( V) go over as .V - x (0 the unit (Irek exp( UT!. :"iote 
,hat ,t" is real and so X' " Hermitian. 

The dynamics of the ma"i, model " gosemed b} the 
Lagrangian 

~Trl ~ X'X'+C~ [X'.XI)' 1 'B61 
- r ,<; 

The nonnalizations here are ti,ed by Ihe rcquirement thaI 
Eq. (86) descnbe DO-brane dynamics. The tirst lerm. for 
diagonal matrices descnblOg DO-brane mOl ion. is just Ihe 
nonrelativistic k.inetic energy (m ol"2) ~,~ co Il.',~ ">!nee (he
O-brane mass mo= To. The rest energy of the 'i)'st\!m '" ju">{ 
Nmo. which in the M-theory interpretallon IS JUS! p". and 
so 

p,,~NTo· (871 

The coefficient C is fixed by requiring that the ,mali Huc
tuations around diagonal matrices descnbe hannonic oscilla
tors whose frequencies are precisely the masse' of the 
stretched strings connecting the 0 branes. ThlS ensures th at 
Eq. (86) reproJuces long range graviton IOteractlons (or
rectly. Expanding Eq. IB6) to quadratic order we find that 
C~(I/21Ta')2 

The energy of a matrix membrane configuration w'th zero 
transverse momentum is given by the commutator term in 
Eq. (B6). We can evaluate this commutator in a sem,dassical 
manner at large N as in Sec. VIII by introducing angular 
operators q with spectrum the interval iO.2rr) and p 
~(21TINj)alaq wim the spectrum the discretized imersal 
(O,21T) so that [p.q)=21TiIN. The matrices U.v beeome 
U=e'P, V=e'q By the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorfftheorem. 
we see UV=wVU. The fonnalli in this algebra is gisen b} 
"=2rrIN. Semiclassically. we have 

[X.Y]-i"{,Y.Y}. 

"J2~ dp dq IB81Tr- J0 0 21T'" 

So we get 

12rr)2 J"' dO' J" dO", ,
Tr[X',Xj)2_- -N ~ ,-: {X'"t'}

o _1T 0 .,..1T 

(89) 

This commutator can al50 be evalu3led for a gÎ\"en tinite 
N matrix configuralion explicitly with results that'agree "ith 
Eq. (B9) as N-x. 

http:X'(u,.Uz
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:"10" we can perfonn the check. The value of tbe matrix 
model Hamiltonian on a configuration wim no transverse 
momentum IS 

To · I I ,(
_ 

--2lT)' 
H= 

J" dCT, J" dCT, "" ' 1 1-,-, -,- J ~ {X.X'}-. 
_ 'Tra' N 0 _'TT 0 _ 17" 1<, 

(BID) 

The conjecture interprets the matrix model Hamihonian H as 
the ,"finite momentum frame energy \P;,+}vf~-P" 
= _ VI' /2p 11 So me mamx membrane mass squared IS 

.VI~,,=2PIIH. Using Eq. (B7). we find 

, '( -,-,I.' I dUI "" ,'VI;;'''~ To du, 121')-
'Tra 

'f'· -,- f" 0- ~ {X.X'}
.. 0 _TT 0 _'TT 1<) 

(BIl) 
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Abstract 

N 2 supersymmetric gauge theories in four dimensions are studied by formulating them as::0 

the quantum field theories derived from configurations of fourbranes. fivebranes. and sixbranes 
in Type HA superstrings. and then reinterpreting those configurations in M-theory. This approach 
leads 10 explicit solutions for the Coulomb branch of a large family of four-dimensional N =2 
field theories with zero or negative beta function. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.Y. 

1. Introduction 

Many interesting results about field theory and string theory have been obtained by 
studying the quantum field theories that appear on the world-volume of string theory 
and M-theory branes. One particular construct ion that was considered recently in 2 + I 
dimensions [I ) and has been further explored in [2) and applied to N = I models in 
four dimensions in [3) will be used in the present paper to understand the Coulomb 
branch of some N = 2 models in four dimensions. Tbe aim is to obtain for a wide cJass 
of four-dimensional gauge theories with N =2 supersymmetry the sort of description 
obtained in [4] for models with SU(2) gauge group. 

The construction in [IJ involved branes of Type IIB superstring theory - to be more 
precise the Dirichlet threebranes and the solitonic and Dirichlet fivebranes. One consid
ers. tor example. NS fivebranes with threebranes suspended between them (Fig. I). Tbe 
fivebranes. being infinite in all six of their world-volume directions. are considered to be 
very heavy and are treated classically. The interest focuses on the quantum field theory 

on the world-volume of the threebranes. Being finite in one of their four dimensions. 

I Research supponed in pan by NSF Gram PHY-9513835. 
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v 

x 6 

Fig. I. Parallel fivebranes (venical lines) with threebranes suspended between them (horizontal lines), as 
considered in ReL 11 I. 

the threebranes are macroscopically 2 + 1 dimensionaL The quantum field theory on this 
effective 2 + I -dimensional world has eight conserved supercharges, corresponding to 
N =4 supersymmetry in three dimensions or N =2 in four dimensions. Many properties 
of such a model can be effectively determined using the description via branes. 

To make a somewhat similar analysis of 3 + l-dimensional theories, one must replace 
the threebranes by fourbranes, suspended between fivebranes (and, as it turns out, also in 
the presence of sixbranes). Since the fourbrane is infinite in four dimensions (and finite 
in the fifth), the field theory on such a fourbrane is 3 + l-dimensional macroscopicaJly. 

Type IIB superstring theory has no fourbranes, so we wiJl consider Type IIA instead. 
Type HA superstring theory has Dirichlet fourbranes, solitonic fivebranes, and Dirichlet 
sixbranes. Because there is only one brane of each dimension, it wiJl hopefuJly cause 
no confusion if we frequently drop the adjectives "Dirichlet" and "solitonic" and refer 
to the branes merely as fourbranes, fivebranes. and sixbranes. 

One of the main techniques in [I] was to use SL(2, Z) duality of Type IIB super
strings 10 predict a mirror symmetry of the 2 + l-dimensional modeIs. For Type UA 
there is no SL(2. Z) self-duality. The strong coupling limit of Type UA superstrings in 
ten dimensions is instead determined by an equivalence to eleven-dimensional M-theory; 
this equivalence will be used in the present paper to obtain solutions of four-dimensional 
field theories. As we wiJl see, a number of facts about M-theory fit together neatly to 
make this possible. 

In Section 2, we explain the basic techniques and solve models that are eonstrueted 
from configurations of Type UA fourbranes and fivebranes on RIO. In Section 3, we 
incorporate sixbranes. In Section 4, we analyze models obtained by considering Type 
UA fourbranes and fivebranes on R9 x SI. 2 Many novel features will arise, inc\uding 
a geometrie interpretation of the gauge theory beta function in Section 2 and a natural 
family of conformally invariant theories in Section 4. As we will see, each new step 
involves some essential new subtieties. though formally the brane diagrams are analogous 
(and related by T-duality) to those in [I]. 

" Compactification of such a brane system on a circle has been considered in 121 in the Type IIB context. 
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(a) 

v 

aD a, a~ a, 
x 6 

(b) 

v ••• 
------_.. _

x6 

Fig. 2. (al A chain of four fivebranes joined by fourbranes. (b) If one compactifies Ihe xb direclion 10 a 
circle. one can consider a periodic array of fivebranes and fourbranes. The lefl and righl ends of Ihis figure 
are 10 be idenlified. 

2. Models with fourbranes and fivebranes 

In this section we consider fourbranes suspended bet ween fivebranes in Type UA 
7 8 9superstring theory on RIO. Our fivebranes will be located at x = x = x =0 and 

in the c1assical approximation - at some fixed values of x6 . The world-volume of the 
fivebrane is parametrized by the values of the remaining coordinates xo, xl , ... ,x5 . 

In addition. we introduce fourbranes whose world-volumes are parametrized by 
6 x6xo , xl , x2 , x 3 , and x . However, our fourbranes will not be infinite in the direc

tion. They will terminate on fivebranes. (Occasionally we will consider a semi-infinite 
fourbrane that terminates on a fivebrane at one end, and extends to x6 =00 or -00 at 
the other end.) A typical picture is thus that of fig. 2a. As in [I], we will examine this 
picture first from the fivebrane point of view and then from the fourbrane point of view. 

It will be convenient to introduce a complex variabie v =x4 + ix5 . Classically, every 
fourbrane is located at a definite value of v. The same is therefore also true for its 
possible endpoints on a fivebrane. 

2. J. Theory 011 fivebrane 

A fact that was important in [I] is that on the world-volume of a Type IIB fivebrane 
there propagates a U( I ) gauge field. A system of k parallel but non-coincident fivebranes 
can be interpreted as a system with U( k) gauge symmelry spontaneously broken 10 

U( 1 ) *. Points at which Type IIB threebranes end on fivebranes carry magnetic charge 
in this spontaneously broken gauge theory. 
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Even though one draws similar brane pictures in the Type UA case, the interpretation 
is rather different. Type HA fivebranes do not carry gauge fields, but rat her self-dual an
tisymmetric tensors. When parallel fivebranes become coincident, one gets not enhanced 
gauge symmetry but astrange critical point with tensionless strings [5], concerning 
which too little is known for it to be useful in the present paper. 

However, the endpoints of a fourbrane on a fivebrane do behave as charges in an 
appropriate sense. A fivebrane on which fourbranes end does not really have a definite 
value of x6 as the classical brane picture suggests. The fourbrane ending on a fivebrane 
creates a "dimple" in the fivebrane. What one would Iike to call the x6 value of the 

6fivebrane is really the x value measured at v =00, far from the disturbances created by 
the fourbranes. 

To see whether this makes sen se, note that x6 is determined as a function of L' by 
minimizing the total fivebrane world-volume. For large L' the equation for x6 reduces to 
a Laplace equation, 

\72x6 =o. (2.1 ) 

Here \72 is the Laplacian on the fivebrane world-volume. x6 is a function only of the 
directions normal to the fourbrane ends, that is only of L· and Ï'. Since the Green's 
function of the Laplacian in two dimensions is a logarithm, the large L' behavior of x6 

is determined by (2.1) to be 

x6 =k In lvi + constant (2.2) 

for some k. Thus, in general, there is no well-defined large v Iimitof x6 
. This contrasts 

with the situation considered in [ I] where (because of considering threebranes instead of 
fourbranes) x6 obeys a three-dimensional Laplace equation, whose solution approaches 
a constant at infinity. The Iimiting value x6 (oc) is then the "x6 value of the fivebrane" 
which appears in the classical brane diagram and was used in [1] to parametrize the 
configurations. 

Going back to the Type HA case, for a fivebrane with a single fourbrane ending 
on it from, say, the left, k in (2.2) is an absolute constant that depends only on the 
fourbrane and fivebrane tensions (and hen ce thè Type UA string coupling constant). 
However. a fourbrane ending on a fivebrane on its right pulls in the opposite direction 
and contributes to k with the opposite sign from a tivebrane ending on the left. If ai, 

= I, ... , qL and bj, j =1, ... ,qR are the v values of fourbranes that end on a given 
fivebrane on its left and on its right, respectively, then the asymptotic form of x6 is 

qL qR 

6 
x =kL In Iv - ail - kL In Iv - bjl + constant. (2.3 ) 

1=1 pI 

We see that x6 has a well-defined limiting value for v ..... 00 if and only if qL =qR, that 
is if there are equal forces on the fivebrane from both left and right. 

For any finite chain of fivebranes with fourbranes ending on them, as in Fig. 2a, it 
is impossible to obey this condition, assuming that there are no semi-infinite fourbranes 

i 
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that go off to x 6 =oe or x 6 =-ex::. At least the fivebranes at the ends of the chain are 
subject to unbalanced forces. The "balanced" case, a chain of fivebranes each connected 
by the same number of fourbranes, as in Fig. 2b, is most natural if one compactifies the 
x6 direction to a circle, so that all fourbranes are finite in extent. It is very special and 

will be the subject of Section 4. 
Another important question is affected by a related infrared divergence. For this, we 

consider the motion of fourbranes. When the fourbranes move, the disturbances they 
produce on the fivebranes move also, producing a contribution to the fourbrane kinetic 
energy. We consider a situation in which the ai and bj vary as a function of the first four 
coordinates xl-'-, J1- =0, ... ,3 (which are the "space-time" coordinates of the effective 

four-dimensional field theories studied in this paper). The fivebrane kinetic energy has 
a term Jd4Xd2L'L~a,.,x6a"'x6. 6 With x as in (2.3), this becomes 

k2 J 2 (~a.a, )d'Xd + C~aJ ~ i(a.bj C~ bJ)" (2.4 

The L' integral converges if and only if 

a,., (L ai - Lbj) =0, (2.5) 
/ ) . 

sa that 

La; - Lbj = qa, (2.6) 

where qa is a constant characteristic of the ath fivebrane. WhiJe the qa are constants 
that we will eventually interpret in terms of "bare masses," the remaining a's and b's 
are free to vary; they are indeed "order parameters" which depend on the choice of 
quantum vacuum of the four-dimensional field theory. 

The above discussion of the large v behavior of x6 and its kinetic energy is actually 
only half of the story. From the point of view of the four-dimensional N = 2 super

symmetry of our brane configurations, x6 is the real part of a complex field that is in 

a vector multiplet. The imaginary part of this superfield is a scalar field that propagates 
on the fivebranc. If Type HA superstring theory on RIO is reinterpreted as M-theory on 
RIO X SI, the scalar in question is the position of the fivebrane in the eleventh dimen
sion . We have labeIed the ten dimensions of Type HA as xO, x 9

I , ... , x , so we will call 
the eleventh dimension x lO lO

. In generalizing (2.3) to include x , we will use M-theory 
units (which differ by a Weyl rescaling from Type HA units used in (2.3». Also, we 
understand x iO to be a periodic variabie with period 21TR. 

With lhis understood, the generalization of (2.3) to include x lO is 

q/ qR 

6 + ix lO 
x =RL In(L' - ai) - RL In(v - bj ) + constant. (2.7) 

~I ~I 
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The fact that x6 + ix JO varies holomorphically with v is required by supersymmetry. The 
imaginary part of this equation states that x JO jumps by ±27TR when one circles around 
one of the ai or bj in the complex v plane. In other words, the endpoints of fourbranes 
on a fivebrane behave as vortices in the fivebrane effective theory (an overall constant 
in (2.7) was fixed by requiring that the vOrtex number is one). This is analogous, and 
related by T-duality, to the fact that the endpoint of a threebrane on a fivebrane looks 
like a magnetic monopole, with magnetic charge one, in the tivebrane theory; this fact 
was extensively used in [1]. The interpretation of brane boundaries as charges on other 
branes was originally described in [5]. 

In tenns of s = (x6 + ixJo)jR, the last fonnula reads 

qt qR 

S = L In(v - ai) - L In(l} - bj ) + constant. (2.8)

i=J j=J 

2.2. Four-dimensional interpretation 

Now we want to discuss what the physics on this configuration of branes looks like 
to a four-dimensional observer. 

We consider a situation, shown in Fig. 2a in a special case, with 11 + 1 tivebranes, 
labeled by Cl' =0, ... ,11. Also, for Cl' =1, .. . ,11, we include ka fourbranes between the 
(Cl' - I ) th and «th tivebranes. 

It might seem that the gauge group would be n:=J U(ka ), with each U(ka } factor 
comi ng from the corresponding set of ka parallel fourbranes. However, (2.6) means 
precisely th at the U( 1) factors are "frozen out." To be more precise, in (2.6), ~i ai 
is the scalar part of the U ( J) vector multiplet in one factor U(ka), and L, bj is the 
scalar part of the U( I) muJtiplet in the "next" gauge group factor U(ka + J ). Eq. (2.6) 
means that the difference ~i ai - Lj bj is "frozen," and therefore, by supersymmetry, 
an entire U( J) vector supennultipJet is actuallY missing from the spectrum. Since such 
freezing occurs at each point in the chain, including the endpoints (the tivebranes with 
fourbranes ending only on one side), the U( I) 's are all frozen out and the gauge group 

is actually n:=J SU(ka ). 

What is the hypennultiplet spectrum in this theory? By reasoning exactly as in [J], 
massless hypennultiplets arise (in the c1assical approximation of the brane diagram) 
precisely wh en fourbranes end on a fivebrane from opposite sides at the same point in 
spacc-time. Such a hypennultiplet is charged precisely under the gauge group factors 
coming from fourbranes that adjoin the given tivebrane. So the hypennultiplets trans
fonn, in an obvious notation, as (kJ,k2) \B (k2,k) \B ... \B (kn-J,kn). The constants 
qa in (2.6) detennine the bare masses ma of the (ka, ka + J) hypermultiplets. so in fact 
arbitrary bare masses are possible. The bare masses are actually 

ma = kJ Lai.a - -kJ Laj.a+J. (2.9) 
a a+J . 

I j 
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where a"a, i =1" , . , ka are the positions in the v plane of the fourbranes between the 
(a - l)th and ath fivebrane. In other words, ma is the difference between the average 
position in the v plane of the fourbranes to the left and right of the ath fivebrane. ma 
is not simply a multiple of qa, but the qa for a =1, ... , n determine the ma. 

Now, we come to the question of what is the coupling constant of the SU ( ka) gauge 
group. Naively, if x~ is the x6 value of the ath fivebrane, then the gauge coupling ga 

of SU( ka) should be given by 

6 6X - X _a a 1 
(2.10)g~ = À 

where À is the string coupling constant. 
We have here a problem, though. What precisely is meant by the objects x~? As we 

have seen above, these must be understood as functions of u which in general diverge 
for v -+ oe. Therefore, we must interpret ga as a function of v: 

X~(V) - X~_I (u) 
-,--= (2.11 ) 
g;; (L') À 

We inlerpret u as setting a mass scale, and ga (L') as the effective coupling of the SU(ka) 

theory at mass lvi. Then l/g~(u) generally, according to (2.3), diverges logarithmically 
for L' ...... oe. But that is familiar in four-dimensional gauge theories: the inverse gauge 
coupling of an asymptotically free theory diverges logarithmically at high energies. 
We thus interpret this divergence as reftecting the one loop beta function of the four
dimensional theory. 

It is natural to include x lO along with x6 , and thereby to get a formula for the effective 
theta angle eu of the SU( ka) gauge theory, which is determined by the separation in 
the x lO direction bet ween the (a - 1 )th and ath fivebranes. Set 

e +_ 47ri 
= a (2.12)

Ta 27r g~' 

Then in lerms of s = (x6 + jxlO)/R (with distances now measured in M-theory units) 
we have 

-ÏT,,(v) =sa(u) - Sa-I (L}). (2.13 ) 

(A multiplicative constant on the right-hand side has been set to one by requiring that 
under x~o --+ x~o + 27rR, the theta angle changes by ±27r.) BUl according to (2.8), al 
large t' one has sn(L') =(ka - ka+d Inu, so 

-;T,,(C) ~ (2ka - ka-I - ka+ l ) lnu. (2.14 ) 

The standard asymptotic freedom formula is -iT =bo In u, where -bo is the coefficient 
of the one-Ioop beta function. So (2.14) amounts 10 the statement that the one-Ioop 
heta function for the SU( ka) factor of the gauge group is 
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bo.a =-2ka + ka-I + ka+l' (2.15 ) 

This is in agreement with a standard field theory computation for this model. In facto 
for N =2 supersymmetric QCD with gauge group SU(Ne) and NI flavors. one usually 
has bo =-(2Ne - NI)' In the case at hand. Ne =ka. and the (ka-I.ka) EB (ka.ka+d 
hypermultiplets make the same contribution to the SU (ka) beta function as ka- I + ka+I 

flavors. so the effective value of NI is ka-I + ka+l' 

2.3. lnterpretation via M-theory 

By now we have identified a certain c1ass of models that can he constructed with 
fivebranes and fourbranes only. The remaining question is of course how to analyze 
these modeis. For this we will use M-theory. 

First of all. the reason that one may effectively go to M-theory is that according 
to (2.10). a rescaling of the Type UA string coupling constant. if accompanied by a 
rescaling of the separations of the fivebranes in the x6 direction. does not affect the field 
theory coupling constant and so is irrelevant. One might be concemed that (2.10) isjust 
a classical formula. But in facto we have identified in the brane diagram all marginal and 
relevant operators (the coupling constants and hypermultiplet bare masses) of the low 
energy N =2 field theory. so any additional parameters (such as the string coupling 
constant) really are irrelevant. Therefore we may go to the regime of large À. 

What will make this useful is really the following. A fourbrane ending on a fivebrane 
has no known explicit conformal field theory description. The end of the fourbrane is a 
kind of singularity that is hard to understand in detail. That is part of the limitation of 
describing this system via Type UA superstrings. But in M-theory everything we need 
can be explicitly understood using only the low energy limit of the theory. The Type UA 
fivebrane on RIO is simply an M-theory fivebrane on RIO x SI. whose world-volume. 
roughly. is located at a point in SI and spans a six-manifold in RIO. A Type HA fourbrane 
is an M-theory fivebrane that is wrapped over the SI (so that. roughly. its world-volume 
projects to a five-manifold in RIO). Thus. the fourbrane anti fivebrane come from the 
same basic object in M-theory. The Type UA singularity where the fourbrane appears 
to end on a fivebrane is. as we will see. completely eliminated by going to M-theory. 

The Type UA configuration of parallel fivebranes joined by fourbranes can actually 
be reinterpreted in M-theory as a configuration of a single fivebrane with a more 
complicated world history. The fivebrane world-volume he described as follows. (I) It 

3sweeps out arbitrary values of the first four coordinates xO. Xl •••• ,x . It is located at 
7 8 9 4 x lOx = x = x =O. (2) In the remaining four coordinates x .xS ,X6 , and - which 

parametrize a four-manifold Q ':::' R3 X SI - the fivebrane world-volume spans a two
dimensional surface .I. (3) If one forgets x lO and projects to a Type UA description 
in terms of branes on RIO, then one gets back, in the limit of small R, the classical 
configuration of fourbranes and fivebranes that we started with. (4) Finally, N = 2 
supersymmetry means that if we give Q the complex structure in which v = x4 + ix5 

6 + ixlOand s =x are hólomorphic, then .I is a complex Riemann surface in Q. This 
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makes R4 x ~ a supersymmetric cyc1e in the sense of [6] and so ensures space-time 
supersymmetry. 

In the approximation of the Type UA brane diagrams, ~ has different components 
that are described locally by saying that s is constant (the fivebranes) or that v is 
constant (the fourbranes). But the singularity th at appears in the Type HA limit where 
the different components meet can perfectly weil be absent upon going to M-theory: and 
that will be so generically, as we will see. Thus, for generic values of the parameters, 
~ will be a smooth complex Riemann surface in Q. 

This smoothness is finally the reason that going to M-theory leads to a solution of the 
problem. For large ,.\, all di stances characteristic of the Riemann surface ~ are large and 
it will turn out that there are generically no singularities. So obtaining and analyzing the 
solution will require only a knowledge of the low energy long wavelength approximation 

to M-theory and its fivebranes. 

Low energy effective actio1l 
We will now work out the low energy four-dimensional physics that will result from 

such an M-theory configuration. The discussion is analogous to, but more elementary 
than. a situation considered in [7] where an N = 2 theory in four dimensions was 
related to a brane of the general form R4 x ~. 

Vector multiplets will appear in four dimensions because on the world-volume ;,f an 
M-theory fivebrane there is a chiral anti symmetrie tc~'ior field {3, that is, a two-form {3 

whose three-form field strength T is self-dual. Consider in general a fivebrane whose 
world-volume is R4 x 1', where l' is a compact Riemann surface of genus g. According to 
[8], in the effective four-dimensional description, the zero-modes of the antisymmetric 
tensor give g abelian gauge fields on R4

• The coupling constants and theta parameters 
of the g abelian gauge fields are described hy a rank g abelian variety which is simply 
the Jacobian 1(1'). 

These conc1usions are reached as follows. Let 

T = F A A + *F A *,1, (2.16) 

where F is a two-form on R4 
, A is a one-form on 1', and * is the Hodge star. This T is 

self-dual, and the equation of motion dT =0 gives MaxwelJ's equations dF =d * F =0 
along with the equations dA = d * A = 0 for A. So A is a harmonie one-form, and every 
choice of a harmonie one-form A gives a way of embedding solutions of MaxwelJ's 
equations on R4 as solutions of the equations tor the self-dual three-form T. If 1 has 
genus g. then the space of self-dual (or anti-self-dual) A's is g dimensional, giving 8 
positive helicity photon states (and 8 of negative helicity) on Rt. The low energy theory 
thus has gauge group U( I )g. The terms quadratic in F in the effective action for the 
gauge fields are obtained by inserting (2.16) in the fivebrane kinetic energy fR4 "i ITI2;x 

the Jacobian of 1 enters by determining the integrals of wedge products of A's and 
*;1's. 
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In our problem of n + 1 paralIel Type HA fivebranes joined by fourbranes, the M
theory fivebrane is R4 x ~, where ~ is not compact. So the above discussion does not 
immediately apply. However, I could be compactified by adding n + I points. Indeed, 
for a single fivebrane, I would be a copy of C (the v plane), which is Cpl with a point 
deleted. So if there are no fourbranes, we have just n + 1 disjoint copies of Cpl with 
a point omined from each. Inc1uding a fourbrane means cuning holes out of adjoining 
fivebranes and connecting them with a tube. This produces (if all ka are positive) 
a connected Riemann surface I which can be compactified by adding n + 1 points. 
Note that the deleted points are "at infinity"; the metric on I that is obtained from its 
embedding in Q is complete and looks "near each puncture" like the flat complex plane 
with the puncture being the point "at infinity." 

The reason that non-compactness potentially modifies the discussion of the low energy 
effective action is that in (2.16), one must ask for A to be square-integrable, in the 
metric on I which comes from its embedding in Q, as weIl as harmonic. Since the 
punctures are "at infinity," square-integrability implies that A has vanishing periods 
on a contour that surrounds any puncture. (A harmonie one-form A' that has a non
vanishing period on such a contour would look near u =oe like A' = dv/L', leading to 
f A' /\ *A' = f du /\ ávJlul2 = 00.) Hence A extends over the compactification 1 of I. 
Since moreover the equation for a one-form on 1 to be self-dual is conformally invariant 
and depends only on the complex structure of 1, the square-integrable harmonie one
forms on }; are the same as the harmonie one-forms on 1. So finaIly, in our problem, 
the low energy effective action of the vector fields is determined by the Jacobian of 1. 

It is thus of some interest to determine the genus of 1. We construct 1 beginning 
with n + 1 disjoint copies of Cpl, of total Euler characteristic 2(n + I). Then we glue 
in a total of I:::I ka tubes between adjacent Cpl 's. Each time such a tube is glued in, 
the Euler characteristic is reduced by two, so the final value is 2(11 + 1) - 2 I::=I ka. 

This equals 2 - 2g, where g is the genus of 1. So we get g =I:~I (ka - 1). This 
is the expected dimension of the Coulomb branch for the gauge group TI::I SU (ka). 

In particular, this confirms that the U( 1) 's are "missing"; for the gauge group to be 

TI:=I U( ka). the genus would have to be I:~I ka. 

So far we have emphasized the effective action for the four-dimensional gauge fields. 
Of course, the rest of the effective action is determined from this via supersymmetry. For 
instanee, the scalars in the low energy effective action simply determine the embedding 
of R4 x .I in space-time, or more succinctly the embedding of .I in Q; and their 
kinetic energy is obtained by evaJuating the kinetic energy for motion of the fivebrane 
in space-time. 

The integrable system 
In genera\, the low energy effective action for an N = 2 system in four dimensions is 

determined by an integrable Hamiltonian system in the complex sense. The expectation 
values of the scalar fields in the vector multiplets are the commuting Hamiltonians; 
the orbits generated by the commuting Hamiltonian flows are the complex tori which 
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detennine the kinetic energy of the massless four-dimensional vectors. This structure 
was noticed in special cases [9-11] and deduced from the generalities of low energy 
supersymmetric effective field theory [12]. 

A construction of many complex integrable systems is as follows. Let X be a two
dimensional complex symplectic manifold. Let I be a complex curve in X. Let W be 
the defonnation space of pairs (I', C'), where I' is a curve in X to which I can be 
defonned and C' is a line bundie on I' of specified degree. Then W is an integrable 
system; it has a complex symplectic structure which is such that any functions that 
depend only on the choice of I' (and not of C') are Poisson-commuting. The Hamil
tonian flows generated by these Poisson-commuting functions are the linear motions on 
the space of C"s, that is, on the Jacobian of I'. 

This integrable system was described in [13], as a generalization of a gauge theory 
construction by Hitchin [14]; a prototype for the case of non-compact I is the exten
sion of Hitchin's construction to Riemann surfaces with punctures in [15]. The same 
integrable system has appeared in the description of certain BPS states for Type HA 
superstrings on K3 [16]. 

In general, fix a hyper-Kähler metric on the complex symplectic manifold X (of 
complex dimension two) and consider M-theory on R7 x X. Consider a fivebrane of 
the fonn R4 x I, where R4 is a fixed linear subspace of R7 (obtained by setting three 
Iinear combinations of the seven coordinates to constants) and I is a complex curve 

R4in X. Then the effective N = 2 theory on is controlled by the integrable system 
described in the last paragraph, with the given X and I. This follows from the fact that 
the scalar fields in the four-dimensional theory parametrize the choice of a curve I' to 
which I can be defonned (preserving its behavior at infinity) while the Jacobian of I' 
determines the couplings of the vector fields. 

The case of immediate interest is the case that X =Q and I is related to the brane 
diagram with which we started the present section. The merit of this case (relative to 
an arbitrary pair (X, I» is that because of the Type HA interpretation, we know a 
gauge theory whose solution is given by this special case of the integrable model. Some 
generalizations that involve different choices of X are in Sections 3 and 4. 

BPS states 

The spectrum of massive BPS states in models constructed this way can be analyzed 
roughlyas in Ref. [7]. by using the fact that M-theory twobranes can end on fivebranes 
[5,17]. BPS states can be obtained by considering suitable twobranes in R7 x X. To 
ensure the BPS property, the twobrane world volume should be a product R x D, where 
R is a straight line in R4 C R7 (representing "the world line of the massive particIe in 
space-time") and De X is a complex Riemann surface with a non-empty boundary C 
thai lies on I. By adjusting D to minimize the area of D (keeping fixed the holomogy 
c1ass of C C I), one gets a twobrane world-volume whose quantization gives a BPS 
state. 
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2.4. Solution of the models 

We now come to the real payoff, which is the solution of the modeIs. 
The models are to be described in terms of an equation F(s,v) =0, defining a 

complex curve in Q. 
Since s is not single-valued, we introduce 

t =exp( -s) =exp( _(x6 + ix lO
) / R) ( 2.17) 

and look for an equation F (t, v) =O. 
Now if F (t, v) is regarded as a function of t for fixed v, then the roots of F are the 

positions of the fivebranes (at the given value of v). The degree of F as a polynomial 
in t is therefore the number of fivebranes. To begin with, we wiII consider a model with 
only two fivebranes. F wiII therefore be quadratic in t. 

Classically, if one regards F(t,v) as a function of v for fixed t, with a value of t 
that is "in between" the two fivebranes, then the roots of F (t, v) are the values of v at 
which there are fourbranes. We wiII set the number of fourbranes suspended bet ween 
the two fivebranes equal to k, so F(t,v) should be of degree kin v. (lf t is "outside" 
the c1assical position of the fivebranes, the polynomial F( t, v) still vanishes for kvalues 
of L'; these roots will occur at large v and are related to the "bending" of the fivebranes 
for large v.) 

So such a model will be govemed by a curve of the form 

A(v)t2 + B(v)t + C(v) =0, (2.18) 

with A, B, and C being polynomials in v of degree k. We set F =At2 + Bt + C. 
At a zero of C (v), one of the roots of (2.18) (regarded as an equation for t) goes 

to t =O. According to (2.17), t =0 is x6 =00. Having a root of the equation which 
goes to x6 =00 at a fixed limiting value of v (where C(v) vanishes) means that there 
is a semi-infinite fourbrane to the "right" of all of the fivebranes. 

Likewise, at a zero of A(v), a root of F goes to t = +00, that is to say, to x6 = -00. 

This corresponds to a semi-infinite fourbrane on the "Ieft." 
Since there are k fourbranes between the two fivebranes, these theories will be SU(k) 

gauge theories. As in [I], a semi-infinite fourbrane, because of its infinite extent in x6 , 

has an infinite kinetic energy (relative to the fourbranes that extend a finite distance in 
x6 ) and can be considered to be frozen in place at a definite value of v. The effect of 
a semi-infinite fourbrane is to add one hypermultiplet in the fundamental representation 
of SU(k). 

We first explore the "pure gauge theory" without hypermultiplets. For this we want 
no zeroes of A or C, so A and C must be constants and the curve becomes after a 
rescaling of t 

t2 + B(v)t+ I =0. (2.19) 

In terms of t = t + B/2, this reads 
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? =B~)2 _ 1. (2.20) 

By rescaling and shifting u, one can put B in the fonn 

B( u) =uk + U2uk-2 + U3uk-3 + ... + Uk. (2.21 ) 

(2.20) is our first success; it is a standard fonn of the curve that governs the SU ( k) 

theory without hypennultiplets [18,19]. 
We chose F(t, u) to be of degree k in u so that, for a value of ( that corresponds 

to being "between" the fivebranes, there would be k roots for u. Clearly, however, the 
equation F (t, u) =0 has k roots for v for any non-zero t (we recall that ( =0 is "at 
infinity" in the original variables ). What is the interpretation of these roots for very 
large or very small v, to the left or right of the fivebranes? For t very large, the roots 
for v are approximately at 

t ';:' C. vk , (2.22) 

and for t very small they are approximately at 

t ';:' c' . v- k ; (2.23 ) 

here c, c' are constants. The forrilUlas t ';:' v±k are actually special cases of (2.8); they 
represent the "bending" of the fivebranes as a result of being pulled on by fourbranes. 
The fonnulas (2.22) and (2.23) show that for x6 -+ ±oo, the roots of F, as a function 
of L' for fixed t, are at very large lvi. These roots do not correspond, intuitively, to 
positions of fourbranes but are points "near infinity" on the bent fivebranes. 

We can straightforwardly incorporate hypennuItiplet flavors in this discussion. For 
this, we merely incorporate zeroes of A or C. For example, to include Nf flavors we 
can take A = land C(v) = fI1;='1 (u - mj) where the mi' being the zeroes of C, are 
the positions of the semi-infinite fourbranes or in other words the hypennuItiplet bare 
masses, and f is a complex constant. Eq. (2.20) becomes 

Nt 
? = B(v)2 _ fIT (v - mj). (2.24 ) 

4 j=1 

We set now 

B(v) = e(L·n + U2Vn-2 + U3Vn-3 + ... + u n ) (2.25 ) 

with e and the Ui being constants. We have shifted v by a constant to remove the vn


tenno This is again equivalent to the standard solution [20,21] of the SU(k) theory with 
Nf flavors. As long as Nf '" 2k, one can rescale tand v to set e =f =I. Of course, 
shifting v by a constant to eliminate the vk- I tenn in B will shift the m) by a constant. 
This is again a familiar part of the solution of the modeIs. 

Of special interest is the case Nf = 2k where the beta function vanishes. In this 
case, by rescaling tand v, it is possible to remove only one combination of e and f. 

I 
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The remaining combination is a modulus of the theory, a coupling constant. This is as 
expected: four-dimensional quantum Yang-MiJls theory has a dimensionless coupling 
constant when and only when the beta function vanishes. 

The coupJing constant for NI = 2k is coded into the behavior of the fivebrane 
for z, ( -+ 00. This behavior, indeed, is a "constant of the motion" for finite energy 
disturbances of the fivebrane configuration and hence can be interpreted as a coupling 
constant in the four-dimensional quantum field theory. The behavior at infinity for 

NI =2k is 

( ~ À±uk 
, (2.26) 

where À± are the two roots of the quadratic equation 

/ +ey + j=O. (2.27) 

This foJlows from the fact that the asymptotic behavior of the equation is 

(2 + e{L,k + ... )( + j{v2k + ... ) =O. (2.28) 

y can be identified as t / uk. The fact that the two fivebranes are paraJlel at infinity - on 
both branches ( ~ uk for u -+ 00 - means that the di stance between them has a limit at 
infinity, which determines the gauge coupling constant. 

A rescaling of ( or u rescales À± by a common factor, leaving fixed the function 
W = -4À+À_/{À+ - À_)2 which is also invariant under exchange of the À's. This 
function can be constructed as a product of cross ratios of the four distinguished points 
0,00. À+ and À_ on the y plane. Let M0.4;2 be the moduli space of the foJlowing 
objects: a smooth Riemann surface of genus zero with four distinct marked points, two 
of which (O and (0) are distinguished and ordered, while the others (À+ and À_) are 
unordered. The choice of a value of w (not equal to zero or infinity) is the choice of a 
point in M0.4;2. The point w =I is a Z2 orbifold point in M0.4;2' 

In the conventional description of this theory. one introduces a coupling parameter T 

appropriate near one component of "infinity" in M0.4;2 - near w -+ 0 (which corresponds 
for instance to À+ -+ 0 at fixed À_), where the SU ( k) gauge theory is weakly coupled. 3 

In [20], the solution (2.24) is expressed in terms of 27TiTT. Near w =0 one has w =e ; 

the inverse function T{W) is many-valued. The fact that the theory depends only on w 

and not on T is from the standpoint of weak coupling interpreted as the statement that 
the theory is invariant under a discrete group of duality transformations. This group is 
r =?TI (.MO.4;2)' It can be shown that r is isomorphic to the index three subgroup of 
SL(2,Z) consisting of integral unimodular matrices 

(; ~) (2.29)

with beven; this group is usuaJly caJled ro(2). 

'The other possible degeneration is w - 00 (A+ - A_). This is in M-theory the limit of coincident 
tivebranes. and a weakly coupled description in four dimensions is not obvious. 
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The case of a positive beta function 
What happens wh en the SU(k) gauge theory has positive beta function, that is for 

NI> 2k? The fivebrane configuration (2.24) still describes something, but what? The 
first main point to note is that for NI > 2k, the two fivebranes are parallel near infinity; 
both branches of (2.24) behave for large vast '" vNrl2 . 1 interpret this to mean that 
the four-dimensional theory induced from the branes is conformalIy invariant at short 
distances and flows in the infrared to the SU(k) theory with NI flavors. 

What conformalIy invariant theory is this? A key is that for N I ~ 2k + 2, there are 
additional terms th at can be added to (2.24) without changing the asymptotic behavior 
at infinity (and cannot be absorbed in redefining tand v). Such terms reaIIy should be 
inc1uded because they represent different vacua of the same quantum system. 

There are two rather different cases to consider. If Nf =2k' is even, the general curve 
with the given behavior at infinity is 

2k' 

j2 =	~e'(L'k' + ... )2 - fII(v - mi). (2.30) 
4 ~I 

This describes the SU(k') theory with 2k' f1avors, a theory that is conformal1y invariant 
in the ultraviolet and which by suitably adjusting the parameters can reduce in an 
appropriate limit (taking e' to zero while rescaling v and some of the other parameters) 
to the solution (2.24) for the SU(k) theory with NI > 2k flavors. The SU(k') theory 
with 2k' flavors has of course a conventional Lagrangian description, valid when the 
coupling is weak. 

The other case is NI =2k' + I, with k' ~ k. The most general curve with the same 
asymptotic behavior as (2.24) is then 

2k'+1 
'""1_1, k' 2 IIt -	 4e (u + ... ) - f (v - mi). (2.31 ) 

i=1 

There is no notion of weak coupling here; the asymptotic behavior of the fivebranes is 
T= À±V"'+1/2 with À_ = -À+ so that w has the fixed value I. (We recall that this is 
thc Z2 orbifold point on MO.4:2.) (2.31) describes a strongly coupled fixed point with 
no obvious Lagrangian description and no dimensionless "coupling constant," roughly 
along the lines of the fixed point analyzed in [22]. By specializing some parameters, it 
can flow in the infrared to the SU(k) theory with 2k' + 1 flavors for any k < k'. 

Also, the SU(k' + I) theory with 2k' + 2 flavors can flow in the infrared to thc fixed 
point just described. This is done starting with (2.24) by taking one mass to infinity 
while shifting and adjusting the ot her variables in an appropriate fashion. 

In thc rest of this paper, we concentrate on models of zero or negative beta function. 
Along just the above lines, models of positive beta function can be derived from con
ventional fixed points like the one underlying (2.30) or unconventional ones like the 
onc underlying( 2.31); the conventional and unconventional fixed points are Iinked by 
renormalization group f1ows. 
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2.5. Generalization 

Now we wiI\ con sider a more general model, with a chain of 11 + 1 fivebranes labeled 
from 0 to n, the (a - I ) th and ath fivebranes, for a =I, ... ,n, being connected by ka 

fourbranes. We assume that there .are no semi-infinite fourbranes at either end. 4 

The gauge group is thus TI~I SU(ka)' and the coefficient in the one-loop beta 
function of SU ( ka) is 

bO•a =-2ka + ka+1 + ka-I' (2.32 ) 

(We understand here ko =kn+1 =0.) We will assume bo.a ~ 0 for all a. Otherwise, as 
in the example just treated, the model is not really a TIa SU(ka) gauge theory at short 
distances but should be interpreted in terms of a different ultraviolet fixed point. Note 

that 2::=1 bo.a < 0 (in fact 2:::1 bO.a = -kl - kn ), so it is impossible in a model of 
this type for all beta functions to vanish. (Models with vanishing beta function can be 
obtained by inc1uding semi-infinite fourbranes at the ends of the chain, as above, or by 
other generalizations made in sections three and four.) 

If the position ta (v) of the ath fivebrane, for a = 0, ... ,n, behaves for large IJ as 

la (V) rv havGa (2.33 ) 

with ao ~ al ~ a2 ... ~ an and constants ha, then from our analysis of the relation of 
the bet a function to "bending" of fivebranes, we have 

aa - aa-I = -bo.a , for a =1, ... , n. (2.34) 

The fivebrane world-volume wiI\ be described by a curve F(v, t) = 0, for some 
polynomial F. F will be of degree n + 1 in t so that for each v there are n + 1 roots 
I a (L') (al ready introduced in (2.33», representing the v-dependent positions of the 
fivebranes. F thus has the general form 

F(t, v) = tn+ 1 + II (v)tn + !2(v)tn- 1 + ... + In(v)t + I. (2.35 ) 

As in the special case considered in Section 2.4, the coefficients of tn+ land tO are 
non-zero constants to ensure the absence of semi-infinite fourbranes; those coefficients 
have been set to I by sealing F and t. Altematively, we can factor F in terms of its 
roots: 

n 

F= II(t-ta(v». (2.36) 
a=O 

The fact that the tO term in (2.35) is independent of v implies that 

4 By analogy wilh the SU(k) theory with Nt hypennultiplets trealed in Ihe lasl subseclion. semi-infinile 
fourbranes would be incorporaled by taking the coefficienl~ of ,..+1 and i' in the polynomial P(t. L') introduced 
below 10 be polynomials in L' of posilive degree. This gives solutions of models Ihal are actually special cases 
of models Ihal will be lreated in Seclion 3. 
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n 

Laa =0, (2.37) 
a=O 

and this, together with the n equations (2.34), determines the aa for a =0, ... , n. The 
solution is in fact 

aa = ka+1 - ka ( 2.38) 

with again ko =kn+1 =O. 
If the degree of a polynomial I (v) is denoted by [f1, then the factorization (2.36) 

and asymptotic behavior (2.33) imply that 

[fll =ao, [12] =ao+al, [13] =ao+al +a2, (2.39) 

Together with (2.38), this implies simply 

[la] = ka , for a = I, ... , n . (2.40) 

If wc rename la as pk"(V), where the subscript now equals the degree of a polynomial, 
then the polynomial F(t, v) takes the form 

F(r,v) =rn 1 n 1+ +Pk,(L')rn+Pk,(V)t - +",+pk.,(v)r+ I. (2.41 ) 

The curve F(t,v) =0 thus describes the solution of the model with gauge group 
TI:=I SU ( ka) and hypermultiplets in the representation I:::i (ka, ka+ 1 ). The fact that 
the coefficient of ti, for I :( j:( n, is a polynomial of degree ki in /' has a dear intuitive 
interpretation: the zeroes of Pk" (v) are the positions of the ka fourbranes that stretch 
between the ath and (a + I )th fivebrane. 

The polynomial Pk" has the form 

([,) -c- a.OL-.,k" +ca.l'-'"k,,-I +c [,k"-2+ ... +co.Á,,· (2.42)P1.... 0.2 

The leading coefficients ca,o determine the asymptotic positions of the fivebranes for 
l' ~ oe, or more precisely the constants ha in (2.33). In fact by comparing the 
faclorizalion F(t, L') =TIa (t - ra (L') ) = na (1 - har'" + 0(1,,,-1 » 10 lhe series (2.41) 
onc can express the ha in lerms of lhe CO.a . 

Thc ha dctermine lhe constant lerms in the asymptotic freedom formula 

-ira = -bo.a In I' + conslant (2.43 ) 

for lhe large I' behavior of the inverses of lhe effective gauge couplings. Thus, the ca,o's 
should be identified wilh the gauge coupling conslants. Of course, one combinalion of the 
C".o 's can bc eliminated by rescaling the v's; this can be interpreted as a renormalization 
group transformation via which (as the beta funclion coefficients hO,a are nol all zero) 
onc coupling constant can be eliminated. 

In particular, the Ca.O are constanis that paramelrize the choice of a quantum system, 
not order parameters that determine the choice of a vacuum in a fixed quantum system. 
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Fig. 3. A system of fourbranes. fivebranes. and sixbranes. The t· direction runs venically and the x6 direction 
runs horizontally. Fivebranes and fourbranes are depicted as venical and horizontal lines. and sixbranes are 
depicted by the symbol ®. This is meant to indicate that the sixbranes are "perpendicular" to the figure and 
occupy definite values of l' and x6 . 

The Ca. I are likewise constantst according to (2.5); they determine the hypermultiplet 
bare masses. (One of the Ca.1 can be removed by adding a constant to v; in fact there 
are n Ca.I·S and only n - 1 hypermultiplet bare masses.) The Ca.s for s =2....• ka are 
the order parameters on the Coulomb branch of the SU(ka) factor of the gauge group. 

3. Models witb sixbranes 

3. J. Pre/imillaries 

The goal in the present section is to incorporate sixbranes in the models of the 
previous section. The sixbranes wiU enter just like the D fivebranes in [I] and for some 
purposes can be analyzed quite similarly. 

Thus we consider again the familiar chain of n+ 1 fivebranes. labeled from 0 to n. with 
ka fourbranes stretched bet ween the (a - 1) th and ath fivebranes. for a =I..... n. But 
now we place da sixbranes bet ween the (a - 1) th and ath fivebranes. for a =I....• n. 

A special case is sketched in Fig. 3. In the coordinates introduced at the beginning 
4 5 6of section two. each sixbrane is located at definite values of x • x • and x and has a 

world-volume that is parametrized by arbitrary values of xo. xl •...• x3 and x7 • x8 • and 
9x . 

Given what was said in section two and in [I]. the interpretation of the resulting 
model as a four-dimensional gauge theory is dear. The gauge group is TI:"I SU(ka ). 

Thc hypcrmultiplets consist of the (ka. ka + l ) hypermultiplets that were present without 
thc sixbranes. plus additional hypermuItiplets that become massless whenever a fourbrane 
meets a sixbrane. As in [I]. these additional hypermultiplets transform in da copies 
of the fundamental representation of SU(ka ). for each a. The bare masses of these 
hypermultiplets are determined by the positions of the sixbranes in v =x4 + ix5. As in 
[ I ]. the positions of the sixbranes in x6 decouple from many aspects of the low energy 
four-dimensional physics. 

One difference from section two is that (even without semi-infinite fourbranes) there 
are many models with vanishing beta function. In facto for each choice of ka such that 
the models considered· in section two had aU beta functions zero or negative. there is 
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upon inclusion of sixbranes a unique choice of the da for which the beta functions all 
vanish, namely 

da =2ka - ka+ J - ka- (3.1 ) J 

(where we understand that ko = kn+ J =0). By solving all these modeIs, we will get 
a much larger c1ass of solved N =2 models with zero beta function than has existed 

hitherto. For each such model, one expects to find a non-penurbative duality group 
generalizing the duality group SL( 2, Z) of four-dimensional N =4 super Yang-Mills 
theory. From the solutions we will get, the duality groups turn out to be as follows. 

Let M O.n .,.3;2 be the moduli space of objects of the following kind: a smooth Riemann 
surface of genus zero with n + 3 marked points, two of which are distinguished and 
ordered while the other n + 1 are unordered. Then the duality group of a model with 

11 + I fivebranes is the fundamental group 11"J (MO.n+3:2). One can think roughly of the 
genus-zero Riemann surface in the definition of MO.n+3:2 as being parametrized hy the 
variabIe t of section two, with the marked points being 0, 00, and the positions of the 

11 + I fivebranes. 
In contrast to section two, we would gain nothing essentially new by incorporating 

semi-infinite fourbranes at the two ends of the chain. This gives hypennultiplets in the 
fundamental representation of the groups SU( kJ) and SU( kn ) that are supported at the 
ends of the chain; we will anyway generate an arbitrary number of such hypennultiplets 
via sixbranes. Another generalization that would give nothing essentially new would be 
to incJude fourbranes that conneCl fivebranes to sixbranes. Using a mechanism considered 
in [I J, one can by moving the sixbranes in the x6 direction reduce to the case that all 
fourbranes end on fivebranes. One could also add sixbranes to the left or to the right 
of all fivebranes. In fact, we will see how this generalization can be incorporated in the 
formulas. In the absence of fourhranes ending on them, sixbranes that are to the left or 
right of everything else simply decouple from the low energy four-dimensional physics. 

Another generalization is to consider fourbranes that end on sixbranes at both ends. 
As in [I], such a fourbrane supports a four-dimensional hypennultiplet. not a vector 
multiplet, and configurations containing such fourbranes must be included to describe 
Higgs hranches (and mixed Coulomb-Higgs branches) of these theories. We will briefty 
discuss the Higgs branches in Section 3.5. 

3.2. IIIferpretatio1l in M-theory 

Since our basic technique is to interpret Type HA brane configurations in M-theory, 
wc need to know how to interpret the Type HA sixbrane in M-theory. This was firsl 
done in [23]. 

Consider M-theory on RJO x SJ. This is equivalent to Type HA on RIO, with the U( I) 
gauge symmetry of Type HA being associated in M-theory with the rotations of the 
SJ. States that have momentum in the Si direction are electrically charged with respect 
10 this U( I) gauge field and are interpreted in Type HA as Dirichlet zerobranes. The 
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sixbrane is the electric-magnetic dual of the zerobrane, so it is magnetically charged 
with respect to this same U( I). 

The basic object that is magnetically charged with respect to this U( I) is the "Kaluza
Klein monopole" or Taub-NUT space. This is derived from a hyper-Kähler solution of 
the four-dimensional Einstein equations. The metric is asymptotically flat, and the space
time looks near infinity like a non-trivial Si bundie over R3. The Kaluza-Klein magnetic 
charge is given by the twisting of the Si bundie, which is incorporated in the formula 
given below by the appearance of the Dirac monopole potential. 

Using conventions of [24] adapted to the notation of the present paper, if we define a 
5 6 lOthree-vector r =(x4

, x , x ) R, and set r = IfJ and T =x / R, then the Taub-NUT metric 

IS 

-1 
2 I I I I I I _ - 2

ds =- -+- dtz+- -+- (dT+w·dr). (3.2)
( ) ( )4 r R2 4 r R2 

Here (ij is the Dirac monopoJe potential (which one can identify locally as a one-form 
obeying ~ x (ij = ~(I/r». 

To construct a sixbrane on RIO x Si, we simply take the product of the metric (3.2) 
7with a flat metric on R 7 (the coordinates on R 7 being xO, ... ,x' and x , ... , x9). We 

will be interested in the case of many parallel sixbranes, which is described by the 
multi-Taub-NUT metric [25]: 

, V ~ V-I _ , 
dr ="4dr- + 4(dT+W.dF)-, (3.3 ) 

where now 

d I 
(3.4)V = I + L Ir _ xul 

,,=1 

and "Ç7 x w ="Ç7V. This describes a configuration of d parallel sixbranes, whose positions 
are the x". 

The reason that by going to el even dimensions we will get some simplification in the 
sludy of sixbranes is that, in contrast to the ten-dimensional low energy field theory in 
which the sixbrane core is singular, in M-theory the sixbrane configuration is described 
hy the multi-Taub-NUT metric (3.4), which is complete and smooth (as long as the x" 
are distinct). This elimination of the sixbrane singularity was in fact emphasized in [23]. 
In going from M-theory to Type HA, one reduces from eleven to ten dimensions hy 
dividing hy the action of the vector field a/aT. This produces singularities at d points at 
which iJ/aT vanishes; those d points are interpreted in Type HA as positions of sixbranes. 
In general in physics. appearance of singularities in a long wavelength description means 
that to understand the behavior of a system one needs more information. The fact that the 
sixbrane singularity is eliminated in going to M-theory means that, if the radius R of the 

http:4(dT+W.dF
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x lO circle is big,5 the M-theory can be treated via low energy supergravity. This is just 
analogous to what happened in Section 2; the singularity of Type HA fourbranes ending 
on fivebranes was eliminated upon going to M-theory, as a result of which low energy 
supergravity was an adequate approximation. The net effect is that unlike either long 
wavelength ten-dimensionaI field theory or conformaI field theory, the long wavelength 
eleven-dimensional field theory is an adequate approximation for the problem. 

In this paper we will really not use the hyper-Kähler metric of the multi-Taub-NUT 
space, but only the structure (or more exactly one of the structures) as a complex 
manifold. If as before we set v =x4 + ix5 

, then in one of its complex structures the 
multi-Taub-NUT space can be described by the equation 

d 

yz =II(v- ea ) (3.5) 
a=1 

in a space C3 with three comple){ coordinates y, z, and v. Here ea are the positions of 
the sixbranes projected to the complex v plane. Note that (3.5) admits the C* action 

y ...... ÀY, z ...... À-I Z, (3.6) 

which is the complexification of the U(I) symmetry of (3.3) that is generated by 
a/h. For the special case that there are no fivebranes, this C* corresponds to the 
transformation 1 ...... Àt where 1 =exp (_(x6 + ix lO ) / R). Hence very roughly, for large 
y with fixed or small Z, y corresponds to 1 and for large z with fixed or small y. z 
corresponds to 1-1. (As there is a symmetry exchanging y and z. their roles could be 
reversed in these assertions.) 

In Section 3.6. we will use the approach of [24] to show that the multi-Taub-NUT 
space is equivalent as a complex manifold to (3.5). The formulas in Section 3.6 can 
also be used to make the asymptotic identification of y and z with tand r I more 
pree i se. For now, we note the following facts, which may orient the reader. When all ea 

are coincident at. say, v =0, (3.5) reduces to the An-I singularity yz =vno A system 
of paraIIel and coincident sixbranes in Type HA generates a Ven) gauge symmetry; the 
An-I singularity is the mechanism by which such enhanced gauge symmetry appears 
in the M-theory description. In general. (3.5) describes the unfolding of the An-I 

singularity. 
The complex structure (3.5) does not uniquely fix the hyper-Kähler metric. not even 

the hehavior of the metric at infinity. The same complex manifold (3.5) admits a family 
of "asymptotically locally Euclidean" (ALE) metrics. which look at infinity like C2/Zn . 

(They are given hy the same formula (3.3), but with a somewhat different choice of 
V.) The metrics (3.3) are not ALE but are "asymptotically locally flat" (ALF). 

Even if one asks for ALF behavior at infinity. the hyper-Kähler metric involves 
parameters that do not appear in (3.5). The hyper-Kähler metric (3.3) depends on the 

~ w~ recall that we can assume this radius to be big sin ce it corresponds to an '"irrelevant" parameter in the 
field theory. 
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Fig. 4. A specilic configuration of k fourbranes (horizontal lines). two fivebranes (vertical lines) and 
d sixbranes (depicled by Ihe symbol ®) thaI gives a representation of ./11 = 2 supersymmetrie QCD in 
four dimensions, with gauge group SU( k) and d hypermultiplet lIavors in the fundamental representation. 

positions ia of the sixbranes, while in (3.5) one sees only the projections e(1 of those 
positions to the L' plane. From the point of view of the complex structure that is exhibited 
in (3.5), the x6 component of the sixbrane positions is coded in the Kähler c1ass of the 
metric (3.3). 

In studying the Coulomb branch of N =2 modeis, we will really need only the com
plex structure (3.5); the x6 positions of sixbranes will be irrelevant. This is analogous 
to the fact that in studying the Coulomb branch of N =4 models in three dimensions by 
methods of [ I], the x6 positions of Dirichlet fivebranes are irrelevant. As that example 
suggests. the x6 positions are relevant for understanding the Higgs branches of these 
modeis. 

In one respect, the description (3.5) of the complex structure is misleading. Whenever 
e" = eh for some a and h, the complex manifold (3.5) gets a singularity. The hyper
Kähler metric, however, becomes singular only if two sixbranes have equal positions in 
x() and not only in v. When two sixbranes have the same position in L' but not in x 6 , 

the singular complex manifold (3.5) must be replaced by a smooth one that is obtained 
hy blowing up the singularities, replacing each Al singularity by a configuration of k 
curves of genus zero. This subtlety wiJl be important when. and only when, we briefly 
examine the Higgs branches of these modeis. 

3.3. N =2 supersymmetrie QCD revisited 

Now we want to solve for the Coulomb branch of a model that is conslruclcd in 
lerms of Type HA via a configuration of fourbranes, fivebranes, and sixbranes. The only 
change from Section 2 is thal 10 incorporale sixbranes we musl replace Q =R' X SI, i~ 
which the M-lheory fivebranc propagaled in Section 2, by th~ mulli-Taub-NUT space Q 
lhal was jusl inlroduced. Wc wrile the defining equation of Q as 

y: =P(L'). (3.7 ) 
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wilh P( L') ;;;. Il~~, (c - ea). Type HA fourbranes and fivebranes are described as hefore 

by a complex curve 2 in Q. 2 will be described by an equalion F (y. L') = O. NOle 
lhal we can assume lhal F is independent of ~, because ~ could be eliminaled via 

~ =pee) Iy· 
For our first attempl to understand the combined system of fourbranes, fivebranes, 

and sixbranes, we consider the example in Fig. 4 of two parallel fivebranes connecled 
by k fourbranes, with d sixbranes bet ween them. We assume that there are no semi

infinile fourbranes extending to the left or right of the figure. This configuration should 

correspond to Af = 2 supersymmetric QCD, that is to an SU(k) gauge theory with d 

hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation of SU(k). 

As in Section 2, the fact that there are two fivebranes means th at the equation 
F(y,L') = 0, regarded as an equation in y for fixed L', has generically two roots. Thus. 

F is quadratic in y and has the general form 

A(L')l + B(u)y + C(u) = O. (3.8 ) 

By clearing denominators and dividing by common factors, we can assume that A. B. 
and Care relalively prime polynomials. 

Now we must interpret the statement that there are no semi-infinite fourbranes. This 
means, as in Section 2, that it is impossible for y or z (which correspond roughly to 
, and ,-I in the notation of Section 2) to go to infinity at a finite value of {'. The 
requirement that y never diverges at finite e means that - if A, B, and C are understood 
to have no common factors - A ({') is a constant, which we can take to equal I. So the 

defining equation of 2 reduces to 

y2 + B(dy + CC!') =O. (3.9) 

Now lel us express lhis in lerms of ~ = P(e)/)'. We gel 

C( l')~2 + B(v)P(v)z + PCl,)2 =O. ( 3.10) 

.:: will diverge al zeroes of C unless both BP and p 2 are divisible by C. Such divergence 
would represenl the existence of a semi-infinile fourbrane. 

In particular. lhe absence of semi-infinile fourbranes implies lhat p 2 is divisible by 

C. So any zero of C is a zero of P. lhal is, il is one of the e". Moreover, in the generic 
case lhal lhe e" are distinct, each el! can appear as a rool of C with multiplicity al most 
two. Thus. we can label the e" in such a way that e" is a root of C with multiplicity 2 
for {/ ~ iu. of multiplicity 1 for io < a ~ i" and of multiplicity 0 for a > i ,. We then 
have 

141 fl 

C=fIJ(I'-e,,)2 IJ (c-eh) (3.11 ) 
tI=) "=/0- 1 

with some non-zero complex constant f. The requirement that BP should be divisible 

by C now implies that the e" of a ~ io are roots of B. so 
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B(c) =B(c) IJ (l' - eaj (3.12) 

a~IO 

for some polynomial B. 
Eq. (3.8) now reduces 10 

i, 

y2 + B( c) IJ (L' - ea ).\' + f IJ (c - ea)~ IJ (l' - eh) = O. (3.13 )
lI~i() a~i() I>=io-' 

In terms of .v =yl Ila~io (L' - ea ), this is 

I, 
y2+B(v)Y+f IJ (c-ea ) =0. (3.14) 

a=ln+1 

If B Ct,) is a polynomial of degree k, this is (for i, - io ~ 2k; olherwise as at the end 
of Section 2 one encounters a new ultraviolet fixed point) the familiar solution of the 
SU(k) gauge theory with i, - io flavors in the fundamental representation, written in 
the same form in which it appeared in Section 2. The ea with a ~ io or a > i, have 

decoupled from the gauge theory. 
This suggests the following interpretation: the sixbranes with a ~ io are to the left of 

all fivebranes. the sixbranes with io + I ~ a ~ i, are het ween the two fivebranes, and 
thc sixhranes with a > i I are to the right of all fivebranes. If 50 then (in the ahsence 
of fourbranes ending. on the sixbranes) the sixbranes with a ~ io or a > i, would he 
decoupled from the four-dimensional gauge theory, and the number of hypermultiplet 
copies of thc fundamental representation of SU ( k) would be i, - io, as we have just 
seen. We will now justify that interpretation. 

Interpretation of io alld i, 
The manifold Q defined hy yz = P( c) maps to the complex 1" plane. hy forgetting \" 

and z. Let Q,. be the fiber of this map for a given value of c. For generic I', the fiher is 
a copy of C·. Indeed, whenever P( 1") "* 0, the fiber Q" defined by 

y:: =P( l'). ( 3.15) 

is a copy of C' (the complex y pla~e with y =0 deleted). This copy of C' is actually 
an orhil of thc C' action (3.6) on Q. 

We rccall from Section 3.2 that if z or y is large with the ot her tixed, then thc 
asymptotic relation bet ween z, y, and , =exp ( - (x6 + ix'o) / R) is y ':: , or z -= ,-1. 

T -+ 0 means large x6, which we call "being on the right"; t -+ oe means x6 
-+ -ex:" 

which we call "being on the left." Thus z much larger than y or vice versa corresponds 
to heing on the right or on the left in x6 . 

The surface ~ is detined hy an equation F(y.l') =0 where F is quadratic in y; it 
intersects each Q,. in two points. (Q,. is nOl complete, hUl we have chosen F so that no 
root goes to v =oe or :: =oe for 1" such that P (c) "* 0.) These are the two points with 
li"ehranes, for the given value of L'. 
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Now consider the special fibers with F(L') =O. This means that for some a, L' is equal 
10 e", the position in the L' plane of the ath sixbrane. The fiber F; is for such c defined 
by 

y.:: =0, (3.16) 

and is a union of two components C- and C,' with, respectively, .:: =0 and y =O. The 
lotal number of intersection points of 2 with F; is still 2, but some intersections lie 
on C, and some lie on Ci. Without passing through any singularity, we can go to the 
case that the intersections on C, are at large y and th ase on Ci are at large z. Hence, 
fivebranes that correspond to intersections with C,. are to the left of the ath sixbrane 
(y is much bigger than z sa they are at a smaller value of x6 ) and fivebranes that 
correspond to intersections with Ci are to the right of the ath sixbrane (they are at a 
larger value of x6 ). 

The intersection points on C,. are the zeroes of (3.13) which as l' -+ ea do not go 
10 v =O. The intersection points on C,' are likewise the zeroes of that polynomial that 
do vanish as L" -+ e". The number of such intersections with C,' is two if a ~ io, one if 
io + 1 ~ a ~ i I, and zero otherwise. This confirms that the number of sixbranes to the 

leflof bath fivebranes is io, the number which are to the left of one and to the right of 
the other is i1 - io, and the number which are to the right of bath is i I. 

3.4. Generalization 

We will now use similar methads 10 solve for the Coulomb branch of a more general 
model with n -+ 1 fivebranes, joined in a similar way by fourbranes and with sixbranes 
bet ween them. 

The curve ~ will now be defined by the vanishing of a polynomial F( y, L') that is of 

degree n + I in y: 

y"- I + AI ( c) y" + A2 (c) y,,-I + ... + A,,+ I (L') = O. (3.17) 

The Aa ( l") are polynomials in L·. We assumc that there are no semi-infinite fourbranes 
anJ therefore have set thc cocfficicnt of .'",,+1 to I. Subslituting y =P(c)/.::, we get 

A,,_I.::,,-I +A"P.::"+A"_IP2z"-1 + ... +pn+ 1=0. (3.18 ) 

Hcncc absence of semi-infinite fourbrancs impJies that Atl'Pn+ I-tl' is divisible by A,,+ 1 

for all ex with 0 ~ ex ~ n. (In this assertion we understand Ao =J.) In partieular, P"+ 1 

is divisible by A,,-,-I. 

It follows that all zeroes of A"... I are zeroes of P, and oceur (if the ea are distinct) 
wilh multiplicily al mOSlIl + I. As in the example considered before, zeroes of P that 
occur as zeroes of A"... 1 with multiplicity 0 or n + I make no essential contribution 
(Ihey correspond 10 sixbranes that are to the left or the right of everything else and 
can be omitted). So we will assume that all zeroes of P occur as zeroes of An+1 
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wilh some multiplicity bet ween 1 and n. There are therefore integers io. ij •.. ~. in with 
io =0::::; i l ::::; i2 ::::; ... ::::; in-I::::; in =n such that if for 1 ::::; s ::::; n 

I. 

Js = IT (v-eo) ( 3.19) 
u=if_I+1 

then 

n 
I sAn+ 1 =fIT J:+ - (3.20) 

.1"=1 

with f a constant. By an argument along the lines given at tbe end of Section 3.3. 
we can interpret ia as the number of sixbranes to the left of the ath fivebrane. $0 

da = ia - ia-I is the number of sixbranes between the (a - l) th and ath fivebranes. 
The number of hypermultiplets in the fundamental representation of the ath factor of 
the gauge group will hence be da . 

Tbe requirement that Aapn+l-a is divisible by An+1 is then equivalent to the statement 

a-I 

Aa =ga(v) IT J:-s (3.21 ) 
s=1 

wilh some polynomial ga (V). We interpret ga (v) as containing the order parameters for 
the ath factor of the gauge group. $0 if ga (v) is of degree ka, then the gauge group is 

n 

G =IT SU(ka ). (3.22) 
a=1 

The hypermultiplet spectrum consists of the usual (ka. k..+ I) representations plus da 

copies of the fundamental representation of SU ( ka). 
The curve describing the solution of this theory should thus be 

.v"+ 1 + gl (v)yn + g2(V)JI (v)yn-I + g3(V)JI(V)2h(v)yn-2 

a-I n 

+ ... + ga(V) II J:- s • yn+l-a + ... + fIT J~+I-s =o. (3.23 ) 
.1=1 .1"=1 

This of course reduces in the absence of sixbranes 10 the solution found in (2.41); 
it likewise gives back the standard solution of N = 2 supersymmetric QCD when there 
arc precisely two fivebranes. As a further check. Iet us examine the condition on the da 

and the ka under which the beta function vanishes. Note that the coefficient of yn is of 
degree l,L •. All fivebranes wiJl be parallel at large v. and the beta function will vanish. if 
thc coefficient' of yn+ I-ni is of order Vnlk. for m =I•...• 11 + I. Tbose conditions can be 

evaluated 10 give k2 + dl =2kJ, k3 + kl + d2 =2k2. and so on - the standard conditions 
for vanishing beta function of the gauge theory. 

In this case of vanishing beta function. Iet the polynomials ga(v) be of the form 
g" (1') = haVk.. + O( vkn -

I
). Tben the asymptotic behavior of the roots of (3.23) (re
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Fig. 5. A configuration represenling a mixed Coulomb-Higgs branch. Here as before fivebranes are shown as 
venical solid lines and fourbranes as horizontal solid lines. But in contrast to Figs. ;I. and 4. sixbranes are 
depicted (as in Ref. I I I ) as venical dashed lines. This makes it easier to visualize the hypermultiplet moduli 
of fourbranes that end on parallel sixbranes. Such a modulus appears whenever there is a fourbrane suspended 
hetween IWO sixbranes as in Ihis example. 

garded as an equation for y) is y rv À;ck
" where the Ài are the roots of the polynomial 

equation 

x,,+J + hJxn + h2Xn- J+ ... + hnx + f =O. (3.24 ) 

On the x plane, there are n + 3 distinguished points, namely 0, oe, and the Ài. The 

ÀI are of course defined only up to permutation and (as one could rescale y and x) 

up to multiplication by a common complex scalar. A choice of the ÀI' modulo those 
equivalences, determines the asymplOtic distances bet ween fivebranes and hence the 
hare gauge coupling constants. The same choice also determines a point in thc moduli 
space M o.,,+ :1:2 that was introduced in Section 3.1. In any description by a Lagrangian 
field theory with coupling parameters Ti, the fundamental group 17'J (Mo.,,+ ~:è) would 
he interpretcd as the group of discrete duality symmetries. 

3.5. Higgs branches 

In this suosection, we will sketch how the transition to a Higgs branch (or a mixed 
Higgs-Coulomh branch) can be described from the present point of view. 

Wc recall that the transition to a Higgs branch is a process in which the genus of ~ 
drops oy one (or more) and a transition is made to a ncw branch of vacua in which 
there are massless hypermultiplets. In terms of Type HA brane diagrams, massless 
hypcrmultiplets result (as in [IJ) from fourbranes suspended bet ween fivebranes, a 
configuration shown in Fig. 5. 

For a transition 10 a Higgs branch to occur, it is necessary for two hypermultiplet bare 
l11asses to oecol11e equal. From the present point of view, this means that the positions 
or two sixbranes in L' become equal. lt is not necessary for the two sixbranes to have 

6equal positions in x . In fact, Ihe semiclassical brane diagram of Fig. 5 cannot he drawn 
i I' the .r6 val ues of the six branes are equal. 

Thc hyperl11ultiplet bare masses are the roots of P (L') =fIa (v - ea ), We therefore 
want 10 considcr thc case that two ea are coincident at, say, the origin. The ot her ea will 
play 00 l11atcrial role. and we may as weil take the case of only two sixbranes. So we 
take pee) =1,2. Thc equation v=: =p.(l') is in this case 
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, 
xy =L'-, (3.25 ) 

and describes a manifold Qo which has a singularity at the point P with coordinates 

x =y =:: = O. 
We recaJl, however, from the discussion in Section 3.2 that in case two sixbranes 

coincide in L' but not_in x6 , such a singularity should be blown up. Thus, the muIti
Taub-NUT manifold Q does not coincide with Qo, but is a smooth surface obtained by 
blowing up the singularity in Qo. In the blow-up, P is replaced by a smooth curve C 
of genus zero. _ 

Now we consider a curve I in Q (or Qo) representing a point on the Coulomb 
branch of one of the models considered in this section. Let g be the generic genus of 
~. Nothing essential wiJl be lost if we consider the case of supersymmetric QCD - two 
fivebranes; gauge group SU(n). So I is defined by a curve of the form 

y2 + By + fv 2 =O. (3.26 ) 

Nothing of interest wiJl happen unless I passes through the singular point y = :: = /) =O. 
That is so if and only if B vanishes at L' = 0 (if B is non-zero at L' = 0 then either 
y is non-zero for v -> 0, or y '" L,2 for v -> 0 and z is non-vanishing at L' =0), so 
genericaJly B =bL' + O( c2 ) with a non-zero constant b. 

So near P, I looks Iike 

y2 + buy + fu 2 == O. (3.27) 

This curve has a singularity at y =L' == O. In facto the quadratic polynomial y2+bL'Y+ fl'2 
has a factorization as (y + yv)(y + y'u). GenericaJly, the two factors correspond, near 
P, to two branches of ~ that meet "transversely" at P, giving the singularity. The genus 
of ~ drops by one when this singularity appears. So I now has genus g - I. 

We actuaJly want to consider the case in which the two sixbranes are not coincident 
in xc" so we must consider the c~rve defined by (3.26) not in the singular manifold 
Qo hut in its smooth resolution Q. This curve has two components. One is a smooth 
curve ~' of genus g - land the other is a copy of the genus-zero curve C in ij that is 
ohtained hy the hlowup of P. I' is smooth (generically) because af ter the hlowup the 
two branches y + yL' =0 and v + y'v =0 of ~ no longer meet. A copy of C is present 
~ecause the polynomial y2 + By + L,2 vanishes on Pand hence (wh.!n pulled back to 
Q) on C. 

At this point. hy adding a constant to B, we could deform the two-component curve 
~' + C (which is singular where I' and C meet) back to a smooth irreducible curve 
of genus g that does not pass through P or C. Instead, we want to make the transition 
to thc Higgs branch. 

Wc rccalJ that in the present paper. the curve I is really an ingredient in the description 
R7of a Ilvebrane in el even dimensions. The fivebrane propagates in x Q. R7 has 

coordinates xO.xl .... ,xJ and x 7,x8,x9. The fivebrane world-volume is of the form 
R'; x ~. where ~ is a curve in ij and R4 is a subspace of R7 defined by (for instance) 

7 8 9x =.t = x = 0, 
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The transition to the Higgs branch can be described as follows. When ~ degenerates 
to a curve th at is a union of two branches };' and C, the fivebrane degenerates to two 
branches R4 x };' and R4 xC. At this point, it is possible for the two branches to move 
independently in R7 4 . R x C can move to R4 x C, where R4 is a different copy of R~ 

embedded in R 7 
. For unbroken supersymmetry, R4 should be parallel to R4 , so it is 

defined in R7 by (x7 ,x8 .x9 ) =w for some constant w. 
The four-dimensional field theory derived from a fivebrane on R4 x C has no massless 

vector muitipIets, as C has genus zero. It has one massless hypermultiplet. whose 
components are wand Jc /3, where /3 is the chiral two-form on the fivebrane world
volume. 

A motion of R4 x X' in the x7 8 9• x , x directions, analogous to the above, is "ot 
natural because };' is non-compact and such a motion would entail infinite action per 
unit volume on R4

• The alIowed motions of R4 x };' are the motions of X' in ij that 
determine the order parameters on the Coulomb branch and that we have been studying 
throughout this paper. The four-dimensional field theory derived from a fivebrane on 
Rol x };' has g - I massless vector multiplets, because };' is a curve of genus g - I. and 
one hypermultiplet. The combined system of fivebranes on R'~ x X' and on Rol x C has 
g - I massless vector multiplets and one hypermultiplet. 

There is no way to deform };' to a curve of genus g. It is only ~' + C that can be so 
deformed. So once C has moved to w=0, there is no way to regain the gth massless 
vector multiplet except by first moving C back to w=O. The transition to the Higgs 
branch has been made. 

3.6. Metric and complex structure 

Finally, using the techniques of [24]. we will briefly describe how to exhibit the 
complex structure (3.5) of the ALF manifold (3.3). In that paper. the formula (3.3) 
for the ALF hyper-Kähler metric is obtained in the following way. 

Let H be a copy of R4 with the flat hyper-Kähler metric. Let M = HJ X H. with 
coordinates q". a = I, .... d. and w. Consider the action on M of an abelian group G. 
locally isomorphie to Rm. for which the hyper-Kähler moment map is 

I 
J..l.u = r " + y, ( 3.28) 2

where r = q"iq" and y = (w - w) /2. Notation is as explained in [24]. G is a product 
of d factors; the ath factor, for a = I, ...• d, acts on qu by a one-parameter group of 
rotations that preserve the hyper-Kähler metrie. on w by translations. and trivialIy on 
the other variables. The manifold defined as J..l. -I (e) / G. with an arbitrary constant e, 
carries a natural hyper-Kähler metrie, which is shown in [24] to coincide with (3.3). 
The choice of e determines the positions ia of the sixbranes in (3.3). 

To exhibit the structure of this hyper-Kähler manifold as a complex manifold, one 
may proeeed as follows. In any one of its complex struetures, H can be identified as 
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c2. One can pick coordinates so that each qa consists of a pair of complex variables 
Ya, Za, and w consists of a pair v, v', such that the action of G is 

Ya ..... eifluYa, Za iO
-t e- • Za, 

d 

v --+ v, L-' ..... v' - L(ja, (3.29) 
a=1 

where the (ja are real parameters. 
Once a complex structure is picked, the moment map J1. breaks up as a complex 

moment map J1.e and a real moment map J1.R. A convenient way to exhibit the complex 
structure of the ALF manifold is the following. Instead of setting J1. to a constant 
value and dividing by G, one can set J1.e to a constant value and divide by Ge, the 
complexification of G (whose action is given by the formulas (3.29) with the (ju now 
complex-valued).6 The advantage of this procedure is that the complex structure is 
manifest. 

The components of J1.e are 

J1.e.u =}"aZa - V. (3.30) 

Setting the J.Le.a to constants, which we will call -ea, means therefore taking 

Ya<:u =L" - e". (3.31 ) 

Dividing by Ge is accomplished most simply by working with the Ge-invariant functions 
of }"u, ~" v, and l,l. In other words, the Ge-invariants can be regarded as functions on 
the quotient Q= J1.ë 1 ( -ea) / Ge. 

The basic invariants are y = ei'.' TI:!:I Ya, <: = e-W
' TI::I Za, and L'. The relation that 

they obey is, in view of (3.31), 

J 

y:.:=II(v-ea ), (3.32 ) 
,,=1 

which is the formula by which we have defined the complex manifold Q. This exhibits 
the complex structure of the ALF manifold, for generic sixbrane positions ea. 

ft The quotienl should be taken in Ihe sense of geometric invarianI Iheory. This leads 10 Ihe facl, exploiled in 
Seclion 3.5, Ihal when two sixbranes coincide in I' bul nOl in x6 , lhe ALF manifold (3.3) is equivalenl a~ a 

complex manifold not 10 .\'Z = TIn(I' - e,,) bUI to Ihe smooth resolution Q of thaI singular surface. We will 
treat the invarianI theory in a simplified way which misses the precise behavior for en = eb. The ca1culalion 
we do presenlly with invariants really proves nOl that th,.: ALF ~ifold is isomorphic to Q, bul only thaI il 
ha~ a holomorphic and generically one-to-one map to Q. When Q is smooth (a~ il is for generic e,,), lhe 
addilional fact lhat lhe ALF manifold is hyper-Kähler implies that it mUSI coincide with Q. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Aperiodie chain of fourbranes and fivebranes wrapped around a eirele in the xh direction. The 
two ends of the chain are to be identified. (b) A generalization of the configuration in (a). in whieh one 
ha~ periodicity in Xh only modulo a translation in l'. This generalization is needed to incorporate arbitrary 
hypermultiplet bare masses 

4. EIliptic models 

4. J. Descriptiol/ of the models 

6In this section we compactify thc x direction to a circle. of radius L, and consider a 
l:hain of n fivehranes arranged around this circle. as in Fig. 6. 7 Let k" be the number 

of fourbranes stretching between the (a - I )th and ath fivebrane. and let da be the 
number of sixbranes localized at points between the (a - I )th and ath fivebrane. The 
heta function of the SU ( k,,) factor in the gauge group is then 

bo." =-2k" T k,,_1 + k"+1 + da . (4.1 ) 

Sinl:c Lu /Ju." =L" da , and the d" are all non-negative, the only case in which all 
beta functions are zero or negative is that case that all bo." = d" =O. Then writing 
0= La ka( -2k" + k,,_1 + k,,+I) = - L"(k,, - ka-I )2, we sec that this occurs if and 
onl~ if all k" are equal to a fixed integer k. The present section will be devoted to 
analyzing this case. 

Thc gauge group is G = U( 1) x SU(k)". Only the occurrence of a U( 1) factor 
rcquircs spcl:ial comment. The condition (2.6) "freezes out" the difference between the 

~ In (hc con(cx( of three-dimensional models with N = -4 supcrsymmetry. configurations of fivebranes arranged 
around a ,.rek werc studied in I:! I. 
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u(I) factors in the gauge group supported on alternate sides of any given fivcbrane. 

In Sections 2 and 3, we considered a finite chain of fivebranes with U( 1) 's potentially 

supported only in the "interior" of the chain, and this condition sufficed to eliminate 
all U( 1 ) 's. In the present case of n fivebranes arranged around a circJe with fourbranes 
connecting each neighboring pair, (2.6) eliminates n - 1 of the U( 1)'s, leaving a single 
( diagonal) U ( I) factor in the gauge group. 

Hypermultiplets arise from fourbranes th at meet a single fivebrane at the same point 

in space from opposite sides. If the symbol ka represents the fundamental representation 

of the ath SU( k) factor in G, then the hypermultiplets transform as EB~=I ka ®ka + I. Note 
that all of these hypermultiplets are neutral under the U ( I ), so th at all beta functions 

vanish incJuding that of the U( I ). The U( I ), while present, is th us completely decoupled 

in the model. The curve .I th at we will eventually construct will have the property that 
its Jacobian determines the coupling constant of the U( 1) factor as weil as the structure 
of the SU(k)n Coulomb branch. 

A special case that merits some special discussion is the case n =I. In that case the 
gauge group consists just of a single SU(k) (times the decoupled U ( I » and the k ® k 
hypermultiplet consists of a copy of the adjoint representation of SU( k) plus a neutral 
singlet. This in fact corresponds to the J.I = 4 theory with gauge group U (k); however, 

we will study it eventually in the presence of a hypermultiplet bare mass that breaks 

J.I =4 to J.I =2. Precisely this model has been solved in [12], and we will recover the 

description in that paper. 

H.\permultiplet bare masses 
Before turning to M-theory, we will analyze, in terms of Type UA, the hypermultiplet 

bare masses. 

Let ai.a, i = I..... k be the L' values of the fourbranes bet ween the (a - I )th and ath 
fivebranes. According to (2.9). the bare mass ma of the ka ® ka+1 hypermultiplet is 

"'. = ~ ( ~a,. -~a,._,) . (4.2)

This formula seems to imply that the ma are not all independent. but are restricted 
by La lil" =O. However, that restriction can be avoided if one chooses correctly the 
space-time in which the branes propagate. 

So far, we have described the positions of the fourbranes and fivebranes in terms of 
xl> and 1" = x4 + ix5

• Since we are now compactifying the x6 direction to a circJe, this 
part of the space-time is so far T =Si X C. where Si is the circJe parametrized by x6

and C is the I' plane. 
We can however replace Si x C by a certain C bundIe over Si. In other words. we 

begin with xl> and I' regarded as coordinates on R3 =R x C. and instead of dividing 
6simply by x ~ x6 + 2rrL for some L. we divide by the combined operation 

X
Ó 

-.. xl> + 2rrL. L' -> L' + In, (4.3 ) 
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for an arbitrary complex constant m. Starting with the flat metric on R'. this gives a C 
bundIe over Si with a flat metrie; we eall this spaee Tm. Now when one goes all the way 
around the x6 circ\e, one comes back with a shifted value of v, as suggested in Fig. 6b. 
The result is that the fonnula La ma =0 which one would get on R x C is replaced on 
Tm by 

Lma =m. (4.4 ) 
a 

Thus arbitrary hypennuItiplet bare masses are possible, with a judicious choice of the 
space-time. 

4.2. Interpretation in M-theory 

Now we want to study these models via M-theory. 

Going to M-theory means first of alI incJuding another circle, parametrized by a vari
able x lO with x lO ~ x I0 +27TR. Now because in the present section we are compactifying 

6also the x direction to a eircJe, we have really two circ\es. The metrie structure. how
6ever. need not be a simple product Si x Si. Dividing x -> x6 +27TL can be accompanied 

by a shift of x lO , the combined operation being 

6 lO 
-> xlO + ORx -+ x6 + 27TL, x ( 4.5) 

with some angle (J. We also stiJl divide by x lO 
-> x lO + 27TR, as in uncompactified Type 

BA. In the familiar complex structure in which s =x6 +ix lO is holomorphic, the quotient 
of the s plane by these equivalences is a complex Riemann surface E of genus-one which 
- by varying Land (J for ~xed R (that is fixed ten-dimensional Type UA string coupling 
constant) - can have an arbitrary complex structure. E also has a flat metrie with an 
area that (if we let R vary) is arbitrary; this, however, will be less important, since we 
are mainly studying properties that are controlled by the holomorphic data. 

The interpretation of this generalization for our problem of gauge theory on branes 
is as follows. The ath fivebrane has, in the M-theory description, a position x~o in the 
x lO direction, as weJl as a position x~ in the x6 direction. The theta angle (Ja of the ath 
SU ( k) factor in the gauge group is 

_ x!,O - x lO 
rr _ a-I(J (4.6)

R 

Ir Illctrically x" _.rIO space were a product Si x Si (or in ot her words if (J =0 in (4.5)) 
Ihcn (4.6) would imply thaI La (J" =O. Instead, via (4.5), we arrange thaI when one 
gocs around a circJe in the x6 direetion, one comes back with a shifted valued of x lO ; 

as arcsuIt one has 

L 0" =(J. (4.7) 
a 

In a Type UA description, one would not see the x lO coordinate. The fact that x lO 

6shifts by (J under x -+ x6 + 27TL would be expressed by saying that the holonomy 
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x lO positions of a fivebrane would be coded in the value of a certain scalar field that 
propagates on the fi vebrane. 

Dua/it)' group 
In general, E is a (smooth) genus-one Riemann surface with an arbitrary complex 

structure, and the fivebranes are at 11 arbitrary points PI • ... ,Pn on E. By varying in an 
arbitrary fashion the complex structure of E and the choice of the PiT, the bare couplings 
and theta angles of G' = TI!=I SU ( k) can be varied in arbitrarily. (The coupling and 
theta angle of the U( I) factor in the full gauge group G =U( I) x G' is then determined 
in terms of those.) The duality group of these modeIs can thus be described as follows. 
Let M I.n be the moduli space of smooth Riemann surfaces of genus one with 11 distinct, 
unordered marked points. The duality group is then 17'1 (Ml.n). For 11 = I, 17'1 (MI.I) 

is the same as SL( 2, Z), and this becomes the usual duality group of N =4 super 
Yang-Mills theory. For n > I. 17'1 (M I.n) is a sort of hybrid of SL( 2, Z) and the duality 
group found in Section 3. 

Incorporati01l of v 

around the x 6 circ1e of the Ramond-Ramond U( 1) gauge field of Type HA is e'tI. The 

We now want to consider also the position of the fivebranes in L' = x4 + ixs. An 
important special case is that in which the fivebranes propagate in X = E x C. where 
C is the complex v plane. However, from the discussion of (4.3), it is c1ear that in 
general we should consider not a product E x C but a C :'undle over E. In generaI. we 
start with R x S' x C (with respective coordinates x6

• x JO 
, and 1') and dividc by the 

combined symmetry 

x6 
-+ -X6 + 217'L • 

lO lO + (J ,x -+ x 

L' -+ L' + m. (4.8) 

Thc quotient is a complex manifold that we will call X",; it can be regarded as a C 
bundIe over E. From the discussion at the Type HA level, it is c1ear that the parameter 
lil must be identified with the sum of the hypermultiplet bare masses. 

The complex manifold X", will actually not enter ac; an abstract complex manifold; 8 

the map X", -+ E (by forgeuing C) will be an important part of the structure. As a 
C bundIe over E, X", is an "affine bundIe"; this means that the fibers are all copies 
of C bUL there is no way to globally define an "origin" in C, in a fashion that varies 
hoJomorphically. Such affine bundIes over E, with the associated complex line bundIe 
(in which one ignores shifts of the fibers) being trivial, are c1assified by the sheaf 
cohomoJogy group Hl (E, OE). which is one dimensionaJ; the one complex parameter 
that enters is what we have called m. If Xm is viewed just as a complex manifold with 

~ As such il is isomorphic 10 C' x C·. 
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map to E. m could be set to I (given that it is non-zero) by rescaIing 1-'. but we prefer 
not to do th at since the fivebrane effective action is not invariant under rescaling of L', 

The complex manifold X", appeared in [12]. where the SU(k) theory with massive 
adjoint hypermultiplet - in other words. the n =1 case of the series of models considered 
here - was described in terms of an appropriate curve in Xm , rather as we will do below. 
Actually, in what follows we will consider curves in X", that "go to infinity" at certain 
points, corresponding to the positions of fivebranes. In [12], a "twist" of X", was made 
10 keep the curve from going to infinity. 

4.3. Solution of the models 

What remains is to describe the solution of the modeIs. First we consider the special 
case that the sum of the hypermultiplet bare masses is zero, 

Lma=O. (4.9) 
a 

so that the model will be described by a curve I in X =E x C. There are n fivebranes 
at points PI. P2 •... ,pn in E; and to use a classical Type HA language (which we 
will presently reformulate in a way more suitable in M-theory) each pair of adjacent 
fivebranes is connected by k fourbranes. 

First of all. the elliptic curve E can be described by a Weierstrass equation. Zy2 = 
34x - g2xZ 2 - g, Z3 in homogeneous coordinates x, y. z; g2 and g, are complex constants. 

Usually we work in coordinates with z =land write simply 

)'2 =4x' - g2x - g3. (4.10) 

E admits an everywhere non-zero holomorphic differential 

dx 
W=-. ( 4.11) 

Y 

To incorporate the c1assical idea that there are k fourbranes between each pair of 
fivebranes. we proceed as follows. X maps to E by forgetting C; under this map, the 
curve ~. C X maps to E. Via the map I ...... E. I can be interpreted as a k-fold cover 
of E. the k branches being the positions of the fourbranes in C. In other words, I is 
defined by an equation F ( x, y. 1-') =O. where F is of degree k in v: 

F( X. y.l') = kI'k - fl (x. Y)L· - 1 + h(x. y)l-'n-2 =F ... + (-I )kfdx. y). ( 4.12) 

The f unctions f, (x, y) are meromorphic functions on E (and hence are rational functions 
of x and y) obeying certain additional conditions that will be described. 

Thc idea here is that for generic x and y. the equation F(x.y,v) has kroots for 
l". which are the posi tions of the fourbranes in the L' plane. Call those roots Vi (x, y). 

Unless the f, are all constants, there will be points on E at which some of the fi have 
polcs. At such a point, at least one of the Vi(X,y) diverges. 
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We would like to interpret the poles in terms of positions of fivebranes. Let us first 
explain why such an interpretation exists. An M-theory fivebrane located at l' =Vo would 
be interpreted in Type UA as a fourbrane at v =Voo A Type UA fivebrane located at 
some point pEE also corresponds to a fivebrane in Type UA. The equation for such 
a fivebrane is, say, s =So where s is alocal coordinate on E near pand s =So at p. 
The combined Type HA fourbrane-fivebrane system can be described ;n M-theory by a 
fivebrane with the world-volume 

( c - uo) (s - so) =O. ( 4.13) 

The space of solutions of this equation has two branches, v =Vo and s =So; these are 
interpreted in Type HA as the fourbrane and fivebrane, respectively. There is a singularity 
where the two branches meet. Now without changing the asymptotic behavior of the 
curve described in (4.13) - in fact, while changing only the microscopie details - one 
could add a constant to the equation, getting 

(c - !-'o)( s - so) =E. (4.14 ) 

The singularity has disappeared; what in Type HA is a fourbrane and a fivebrane appears 
in this description as a single, smooth, irreducible object. On the ot her hand, if we solve 
(4.14) for L' we get 

E 
l'=VO+--· ( 4.15) 

s - So 

We see that a fivebrane corresponds to a simple (first order) pole in l'. 

Poles of the fj will lead to singularities of the Vj. It is now possible to determine 
what kind of singularities we should all ow in the J;. At a point p" at which a fivehrane 
is located, one of the !-'j should have a simple pole, analogous to th at in (4.15). and the 
others should be regular. The Vj will behave in this way if and only if the fj have simple 
poles at PtT. So the functions /1, ... ,ft have simp Ie poles at the points PI, ... ,Pil alld 
1/0 other sillgularities. 

This then almost completes the description of the solution of the modeIs: they are 
descrihed by curves F(x,)',v) =0 in Ex C, where F is as in (4.12) and the allowed 
functions /, are characterized by the property just stated. What remains is to determine 
which parameters in the fj are hypennultiplet bare masses and which on es are order 
parameters descrihing the choice of a quantum vacuum. 

First let us count all parameters. By the Riemann-Roch theorem, the space of mero
morphic functions on E with simple poles allowed at PI •... ,Pil is n dimensional. As 
we have k such functio'1S, there are kn parameters in all. Of these. n - I should be 
hypermultiplet bare masses (because of (4.9) there are only n - 1 hypermultiplet bare 
masses). leaving n( k - 1) + I order parameters. The gauge group G =U ( I) x SU(k) 11 

has rank n( k - I) + I. so n( k - I) + 1 is the dimension of the Coulomb branch. and 
hence is the correct number of order parameters. It remains then to determine which 
1/ - I parameters are the hypermultiplet bare masses. 
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Let us note the following interpretation of the function I,: in view of the factorization 
F( TIk

X.y, L') = ,=, (L' - L'j(X,y», one has 

k 

Idx,y) =	I>,(x,y). ( 4.16) 
,=, 

The generic behavior is that near any one of the p", all of the l'j except one remain 

finite, and the remaining one, say L', (x, y), has a simple pole. So according to (4.16) 

the singular behavior of v, is the same as the singular behavior of I,. In ot her words, 

the singular part of I, determines the behavior of l' near infinity. Since hypermultiplet 
bare masses are always coded in the behavior of the curve l' at infinity - as we saw in 
(2.5), that is why the bare masses are constant - the hypermultiplet bare masses must 
)e coded in the singular part of I,. 

The singular part of I, depends only on n - I complex parameters. In fact, I, itself 
depends on 11 complex parameters, but as one is free to add a constant to 11 without 
affecting its singular behavior, the singular part of I, depends on 11 - I parameters. 

Thus, fixing the hypermultiplet bare masses completely fixes the singular part of I,. 
The additive constant in I, and the parameters in I;, j > I are the order parameters 
specifying a choice of quantum vacuum. Actually, the additive constant in 11 is the 

order parameter on the Coulomb branch of the U( I) factor in the gauge group; this 
constant can be shifted by adding a constant to L' and so does not affect the Jacobian of 
1', in agreement with the fact th at the U( 1) is decoupled. The order parameters of the 

SU( k)" theory are the nek - I) coefficients in h.!J,···, In. 
To be more complete, one would like to know which functions of the singular part 

of 11 arc the hypermultiplet bare masses ma. One approach to this question is to think 
abf"'! the integrable system that controls the structure of the Coulomb branch. We recall 
irom Section 2.3 that a point in the ph ase space of this integrable system is given by 

the choice of a curve l' C Ex C with fixed behavior at infinity together with the choice 

of a I ine bundIe on the compactification of 1:. As in Section 17 of the second paper in 
[4]. the cohomology c1ass of the complex symplectic form on the phase space should 
vary Iinearly with the masses. How to implement this condition for integrable systems 
of thc kind considcrcd here is explained in Section 2 of [ 12]. The result is as follows: 

thc hypermultiplet bare masses are the residues of the differential form f3 =11 (x, y) w. 

Sincc thc sum of the residues of a meromorphic differential form vanishes, this claim 
is in accord with (4.9) . 

.J.4. Extel/siol/ to arbitrary masses 

What remain~ is to eliminate the restrietion (4.9) and solve the models with arbitrary 
hypermultiplet bare masses. For this, as we have discussed in Section 4.2, il is necessary 
10 consider curves l' not in X = E x C, but in an affine bundie over E that we have 

callcd XIII' 
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Xm differs from the trivial product bundie X =Ex C -> E by twisting by an element 
of Hl (E. OE). That cohomology group vanishes if a point is deleted from E. We can 
pick that point to be the point Poe with x = y = 00 in the Weierstrass model (4.10). 
To preserve the symmetry among the points Pu at which there are fivebranes. we take 
Poe to be distinct from al1 of the PU' Because Xm coincides with X away from the fiber 
over Poe. we can describe the curve I away from Poe by the same equation as before. 
F(x.y.v) =0 with 

k 	 2F(x.y.v) =v - II(X.y)Vk
-

1 + !2(x.y)vk
- ~ .•• + (_l)k/k(x.y). ( 4.17) 

Away from x =y =00. the functions li (x. y) are subject to the same conditions as 
before - no singularities except simple poles at the points PU' 

Previously. we required that the roots Vi(X.y) were finite at x =y =00 (since there 
are no fivebranes there) and hence that the li were finite at x =y =00. For describing 
a curve on X"" that is not the right condition. The trivialization of the affine bundie Xm 

over E minus the point at infinity breaks down at x =y =00. A good coordinate near 
infinity is not v but 

_ (m)y (4.18 )v =v + 2k ;. 

(lnstead of y / x one could use any other function with a simple pole at x =y =ex:. For 
the moment one should think of the m/2k on the right-hand side (4.18) as an arbitrary 
constant.) It is not v but v that should be finite at x = y =ex:. 

Thus the restrictions on the li that are needed to solve the model with arbitrary 
hypermultiplet bare masses can be stated as fol1ows: 
( I) The functions ft (x. y) are meromorphic functions on E with no singularities 

except simple poles at the Pu. u =I....• n. and poles (of order i ) at x = y = 00. 

(2) 	The singular part of the function F(v.x.y) near x =y =00 disappears if this 
function is expressed in terms of v instead of v. 

The hypermultiplet bare masses ma are the residues of the differential form f3 = I1 w 

at the points PtT. Since the sum of the residues of f3 will vanish. f3 has a pole at 
x =y =ex: with residue - La ma. We can now relate this expression to the parameter 
m in (4.18). Since condition (2) above implies that the singular behavior of I1 is 
I1 =-my/2x+ ...• and since the differential form (dx/y)(y/2x) has a pole at infinity 
with rcsidue 1. the residuc of {3 is in fact -m. so we get 

m= Lma. 	 ( 4.19) 
a 

This relation between the coefficient m by which Xm is twisted and the hypermultiplet 
bare masses ma was anticipated in (4.4). 

Just as in the case m =0 that we considered first. the order parameters on the Coulomb 
branch are the parameters not fix~ by specifying the singular part of /1. 

In [12]. the solution of this model for the special case n = I was expressed in an 
equivalent but slightly different way. Since - to adapt the discussion to the present 
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language - there was only one fivebrane, the fivebrane was placed at Poc without any 
1055 of symmetry. In pi ace of conditions (I) and (2). the requirements on the f, were 
the folJowing: 
(\') The functions f;(x,y) are meromorphic functions on E with no singularities 

except a pole of order at most i at x =y =oe. 
(2') After the change of variables (4.18). the singularity of the function F( x, y, L') at 

x =y =oe is only a simple pole. 
These conditions were used as the starting point for fairly detailed ca1culations of the 

properties of the model. 
For the general case of n fivebranes, if we choose one of the fivebrane locations. say 

PI, to equal Poc, then (I) and (2) can be replaced by the following conditions: 
(I") The functions fï(x,y) are meromorphic functions on E whose possible singulari

ties are simple poles at P2, ... ,Pn and a pole of order i at x =y =oe. 
(2") After the change of variables (4.18), the singularity of the function F(x,v,t) at 

x =y =oe is only a simple pole. 
These conditions are equivalent to (1) and (2), up to a translation on E that moves 

PI to infinity and a change of variables L' -+ [' + a( x, y) for some function a. 
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Abstract 


We show that the large N limit of certain conformal field theories 
in various dimensions include in their Hilbert space a sector describing 
supergravity on the product of Anti-deSitter spacetimes, spheres and 
other compact manifolds. This is shown by taking some branes in the 
fuU M/string theory and then taking a low energy limit where the field 
theory on the brane decouples from the bulk. We observe that, in this 
limit, we can still trust the near horizon geometry for large N. The 
enhanced supersymmetries of the near horizon geometry correspond 
to the extra supersymmetry generators present in the superconformal 
group (as opposed to just the super-Poincare group). The't Hooft 
limit of 3+1 }/ =4 super-Yang-Mills at the conformal point is shown 
to contain strings: they are IIB strings. We conjecture that compactifi
cations of M/string theory on various Anti-deSitter spacetimes is dual 
to various conformal field theories. This leads to a new proposal for 
a definition of M-theory which could be extended to include five non
compact dimensioDS. 

General Idea 

In the las! few years it bas been extremely fruitful to derive quantum field 
theories by taking various limits of string or M-theory. In some cases this 
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is done by eonsidering the theory at geometrie singularities and in others 
by eonsidering a eonfiguration eontaining branes and then taking a limit 
where the dynamies on the brane decouples from the bulk. In this paper we 
consider theories that are obtained by decoupling theories on branes from 
gravity. We focus on conformal invariant field theories but a similar analysis 
could be done for non-conformal field theories. The cases considered indude 
N parallel 03 branes in IIB string theory and various others. We take the 
limit where the field theory on the brane decouples from the bulk. At the 
same time we look at the near horizon geometry and we argue that the su
pergravity solution can be trusted as long as N is large. N is kept fixed 
as we take the limit. The approach is similar to that used in [1] to study 
the NS fivebrane theory [2] at finite temperature. The supergravity solution 
typically reduces to p + 2 dimensional Anti-deSitter space (AdS,+2) times 
spheres (for 03 branes we have AdSs x 55). The curvature of the sphere and 
the AdS space in Planck units is a (positive) power of I/N. Therefore the 
solutions can be trusted as long as N is large. Finite temperature configu
rations in the decoupled field theory correspond to black hole configurations 
in AdS spacetimes. These blad holes will Hawking radiate into the AdS 
spacetime. We condude that excitations of the AdS spacetime are inc1uded 
in the Hilbert space of the corresponding eonformal field theories. A theory 
in AdS spacetime is not completely weU defined since there is a horizon and 
it is also necessary to give some boundary conditions at infinity. However, 
local properti~s and local processes can be calculated in supergravity when 
N is large if the proper energies involved are much bigger than the energy 
seale set by the cosmological constadt (and smaller than the Planck scale). 
We will eonjecture that the fuIl quantum Mjstring-theory on AdS space, 
plus suitable boundary conditions is dual to the corresponding brane the
ory. We are not going to specify the boundary conditions in AdS, we leave 
this interesting problem for the future. The AdSx (spheres) description will 
become useful for large N, where we can isolate some loca1 processes from 
the question of boundary conditions. The supersymmetries of both theories 
agree, both are given by the superconformal group. The superconformal 
group has twice the amount of supersymmetries of the corresponding super
Poincare group [3,4]. This enhancement of supersymmetry near the horizon 
of extremal black holes was observed in [5,6] precisely by showing that the 
near throat geometry reduces to AdSx(spheres). AdS spaces (and branes 
in them) were extensively considered in the literature [7-13], including the 
connection with the superconformal group. 

In section 2 we study N = 4 d=4 U(N) super-Yang-Mills as a first exa.m
ple, we discuss several issues which are present in all other cases. In section 
3 we analyze the theories describing M-theory five-branes and M-theory two
branes. In section 4 we consider theories with lower supersymmetry which 
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are related to a black string in six dimensions made with Dl and D5 branes. 
In section 5 we study theories with even less supersymmetry involving black 
strings in five dimensions and finally we mention the theories related to ex
tremal Reissner-Nordström black holes in four spacetime dimensions (these 
last cases will be more speculative and contain some unresolved puzzles). 
FinaUy in section 6 we make same comments on the relation to matrix the
ory. 

2 	 D'3 Branes or N 4 U(N) Super-Yang-Mills 
in d = 3 + 1 

We start with type IIB string theory with string coupling g, which will 
remain fixed. Consider N parallel 03 branes separated by some distanees 
which we denote by r. For low energies the theory on the 03 brane decouples 
from the bulk. It is more convenient to take the energies fixed and take 

rei ~O, U == cr = fixed. 	 (2.1) 

The second condition is saying that we keep the maas of the stretched strings 
fixed. As we take the decoupling limit we bring the branes together but the 
the Higgs expectation values corresponding to this separation remains fixed. 
The resulting theory on the brane is four dimensional N = 4 U(N) SYM. 
Let' us consider the theory at the superconformal point, where r = O. The 
conformal group is 80(2,4). We also have an 50(6) '" 5U(4) R-symmetry 
that rotates the six scalar fields into each other2. The superconformal group 
includes twice the number of supersymmetries of the super-Poincare group: 
the commutator of special conformal transformations with Poincare super
symmetry generators gives the new supersymmetry generators. The precise 
superconformal algebra was computed in [3]. All this is valid for any N. 

Now we consider the supergravity solution carrying 03 brane charge [14] 

ds2 = f-1/2dx~ + fl/2(dr2 + r2dn~) , 

/2 (2.2)- 1 4rrgN0f - + A , 
r 

where XII denotes the four coordinates along the worldvolume of the three
brane and dn~ is the metric on the unit five-sphere3. The self dual five-form 
field strength is nonzero and has a flux on the. five-sphere. Now we define 
the new variabIe U == ;ir and we rewrite the metric in terms of U. Then we 

2The ;epresentation inc1udes objec:ts in the spinor representatioDS, so we should be 
talking about SU(4), we will not make this, or similar distinctioDS in what follows. 

3We choose conventioDS where 9 -. 1/9 under S-duality. 
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take the ci -+ 0 limit. Notice that U remains fixed. In this limit we can 
neglect the 1 in the harmonie function (2.2). The metric becomes 

2
d 2 _ I [U 2 ~dU2 ]s - a ../4ii9NdX II + v 47rgN U2 + J47rgNdn~ . (2.3) 

This metric describes five dimensional Anti-deSitter (AdSs) times a five
sphere4 

• We see that there is an overall al factor. The metric remains 
constant in cl units. The radius of the five-sphere is R~Phjal = ..;;r:;rgN, and 
is the same as the "radius" of AdSs (as defined in the appendix). In ten 
dimensiona! Planck units they are both proportiona! to Nl/4. The radius 
is quantized because the flux of the 5-form field strength on the 5 sphere is 
quantized. We can trust the supergravity solution when 

gN» 1 . (2.4) 

When N is large we have approximately ten dimensional flat space in the 
neighborhood of any points. Note that in the large N limit the flux of the 5 
form field strength per unit Planck (or string) 5-volume becomes small. 

Now consider a near extrema! blad 03 brane sol ut ion in the decoupling 
limit (2.1). We keep the energy density on the brane worldvolume theory 
(I-') fixed. We find the metric 

ds2 = al { k [-(1 - U~ jU4}dt2 + dxl]
47rg 

dU2 } (2.5)+J47rgN rr?" + J47rgNdn~rr4 Jrr"\ 

27
u3 = _7r4g21-'

3 

We see that Uo remains finite when we take the a' -+ 0 limit. The situation 
is similar to that encountered in [1]. Naively the whole metric is becoming 
of zero size since we have a power of al in front of the metric, and we might 
incorrectly conc1ude that we should only consider the zero modes of all fields. 
However, energies that are finite from the point of view of the gauge theory, 
lead to proper energies (measured with respect to proper time) that remain 
finite is in al units (or Planck units, since 9 is fixed). More concretely, an 
excitation that has energy w (fixed in the limit) from the point of view of 

1 w{gN4r)l'4
the gauge theory, will have proper energy Eproper = -;ra: 0 . This 
a!so means that the corresponding proper wavelengths remain fixed. In 

4See the appendix"for a brief description of AdS spacetimes. 
~In writing (2.4) we assumed that 9 ~ I, if 9 > 1 then the condition is Nlg> 1. In 

other words we need large N. not large g. 
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other words, the spacetime act ion on this background has the farm S '" 
~ f d10xJGR + ... , so we can cancel the factor of cl in the metric and the 
Newton constant, leaving a theory with a finite Planck length in the limit. 
Therefore we should consider fields that propagate on tbe AdS background. 
Since the Hawking temperature is finite, there is a flux of energy from the 
black hole to tbe AdS spacetime. Since N = 4 d=4 U(N) SYM is a unitary 
theory we conclude that, for large N, it includes in its Hilbert space the states 
of type lIB supergravity on (AdSs x SS)N, wbere subscript indicates the fact 
that the "radii" in Planck units are proportional to N 1/ 4 . In particular the 
theory contains gravitons propagating on (AdSs x SS)N. Wben we consider 
supergravity on AdSs x Ss, we are faced witb global issues like the presence 
of a horizon and the boundary conditions at infinity. It is interesting to 
note that the solution is nonsingular (15]. The gauge theory sbould provide 
us with aspecific choice of boundary conditions. It would be interesting to 
determine them. 

We have started with a quantum tbeory and we have seen that it includes 
gravity so it is natural to tbink that this correspondence goes beyond the 
supergravity approximation. We are led to the conjecture that Type IIB 
string theory on (AdSs x SS)N plus some appropriate boundary conditions 
(and possibly also some boundary degrees of freedom) is dual to N =4 d=3+1 
UrN) super- Yang-Mills. The SYM coupling is given by the (complex) IIB 
string coupling, more precisely -:-l- + ib = 2~ (_gl + i f;) where X is the 

gYM 
value of the RR scalar. 

The supersymmetry group of AdSs x Ss, is known to be the same as the 
superconformal group in 3+1 spacetime dimensions (3], so the supersymme
tries of both theories are the same. This is a new form of "duality": a large N 
field theory is related to a string theory on some background, notice that the 
correspondence is non-perturbative in 9 and the SL(2, Z) symmetry of type 
IIB would fellow as a consequence of the SL(2, Z) symmetry of SYM6. It is 
also a strong-weak coupling correspondence in the following sense. When the 
effective coupling gN becOInes large we cannot trust perturbative calcula
tions in the Yang-Mills theory but we can trust calculations in supergravity 
on (AdSs x SS)N. This is suggesting that the N = 4 Yang-Mills master 
field is the anti-deSitter supergravity solution (similar ideas were suggested 
in (17]). Since N measures the size of tbe geometry in Planck units, we see 
that quantum effects in AdSs x SS have the interpretation of 1/N effects in 
the gauge theory. So Hawking radiation is a l/N effect. It would be inter
esting to understand more precisely what the horizon means from the gauge 
theory point of view. IIB supergravity on AdSs-x SS was studied in (7,9]. 

The.above conjecture becomes nontrivial for large N and gives a way to 
answer' some large N questions in the SYM theory. For example, suppose 

6This is similar in spirit to (16) but here N is not interpreted as momentum: 
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that we break U(N) ~ U(N - 1) x U(l) by Higgsing. This corresponds to 
putting a three brane at some point on the 5-sphere and some value of U, 
with world volume directions along the original four dimensions (xII)' We 
could now ask what the low energy effective action for the light U(l) fields 
is. For large N (2.4) it is the action of a D3 brane in AdSs x Ss. More 
concretely, the bosonic part of the action becomes the Born-Infeld action on 
the AdS background 

S= __I_!rfxh- 1 

(21T")3 g 

.[J-Det(TJaP + hoaUopU + U2 hgij Oo(}iOp(}j + 21T"~FaP) - 1] 

h = 41T"gN 
U4 ' 

(2.6) 

with a,{3 = 0,1,2,3, i,j = 1, .. ,5; and gij is the metric ofthe unit five
sphere. As any low energy action, (2.6) is valid when the energies are low 
compared to the mass of the massive states that we are integrating out. 
In this case the mass of the massive states is proportional to U (with no 
factors of N). The low energy condition translates into oU/U U and 
oOt << U, etc.. So the nonlinear terms in the action (2.6) will be important 
only when gN is large. It seems that the form of this action is completely 
determined by superconformal invariance, by using the braken and unbroken 
supersymmetries, in the same sense that the Born Infeld action in flat space 
is given by the fulI Poincare supersymmetry [18]. It would be very interesting 
to check this explicitly. We will show this for a particular term in the action. 
We set (}i = const and F =0, 50 that we only have U left. Then we will show 
that the action is completely determined by broken conformal invariance. 
This can be seen as follows. Using Lorentz invarianee and sealing symmetry 
(dimensional analysis) one can show that the action must have the form 

S = ! rJP+ 1xUP+l!(oQuaoU/U4
) , (2.7) 

where ! is an arbitrary function. Now we consider infinitesimal special 
conformal transformations 

il4 
tSxa = 2 fPXpXa - fa(X + U2)/2 ,

(2.8) 

tsu == U'(x') - U(x) = -faXaU, 

where fa is an infinitesimal parameter. For the moment R is an arbitrary 
constant. We williater identify it with the "radius" of AdS, it will turn out 

« 
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that R4 '" gN. In the limit of small R we recover the more familiar form of 
the conformal transformations (U is a weight one field). Usually conformal 
transformations do not involve the variabie U in the transformations of x. 
For constant U the extra term in (2.8) is a translation in x, but we will take 
U to be a slowly varying function of x and we will determine Ïl !rom other 
facts that we know. Demanding that (2.7) is invariant under (2.8) we find 
that the function f in (2.7) obeys the equation 

f(z) + const =2 (z + ~4) !,(z) (2.9) 

which is solved by f = b[ V1+ .R4z-a). Now we can determine the constants 
a, b, R from supersymmetry. We need to use three facts. The first is that 
there is no force (no vacuum energy) for a constant U. This implies a = 
1. The second is that the 8U2 term (F2 term) in the U(l) act ion is not 
renormalized. The third is that the only contribution to the (8U)4 term 
(an F4 term) comes !rom a one loop diagram (19). This determines all 
the coefficients to be those expected from (2.6) inc1uding the fact that R;4 = 
4rrgN. It seems very plausibie that using all 32 supersymmetries we could fix 
the action (2.6) completely. This would be saying that (2.6) is a consequence 
of the symmetries and thus not aprediction7• However we CaD make very 
nontrivial predictions (though we were not able to check them). For example, 
if we take 9 to be small (but N large) we can predict that the Yang-Mills 
theory contains strings. More precisely, in the limit 9 -+ 0, gN = fixed » 1 
('t Hooft limit) we find !ree strings in the spectrum, they are IIB strings 
moving in (AdSs x SS)gN.8 The sense in which these strings are present is 
rather subtle since there is no energy scale in the Yang-Mills to set their 
tension. In fact one should translate the mass of a string state !rom the AdS 
description to the Yang-Milts description. This translation will involve the 
position U at which the string is sitting. This sets the scale for its mas5. 

As an example, consider again the D-brane probe (Higgsed configuration) 
which we described above. From the type IIB description we expect open 
strings ending on the 03 brane probe. From the point of view of the gauge 
theory these open strings have energies E = (41r9~)174 VNapen where Nopen 
is the integer charaterizing the massive open string level. In this example we 

7Notice that the action (2.6) includes a term proportional to vO similar to that calcu
lated in [20). Conformal symmetry explains the agreement that they would have found if 
they had done the calculation for 3+1 SYM as opposed to O+l. 

Sin fact, Polyakov (21) recently proposed that the string theory describing bosonic Yang
Mills has a new dimension corresponding to the Liouville mode !p, and that the metric at 
!p =0 js';ero due to a "zig-zag" symmetry. In our case we see that the physical distanees 
along the directions of the brane contract to zero as U -+ O. The details are different, 
since we are considering the N =4 theory. 
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see that a' disappears when we translate the energies and is replaced by U, 
w hich is the energy scale of the Higgs field that is breaking the symmetry. 

Now we turn to the question of the physical interpretation of U. U has 
dimensions of mass. It seems natural to interpret motion in U as moving 
in energy scales, going to the IR for small U and to the UV for large U. 
For example, consider a D3 brane sitting at some position U. Due to the 
conformal symmetry, all physics at energy scales w in this theory is the same 
as physics at energies w' = ÀW, with the brane sitting at U' = ÀU. 

Now let us turn to another question. We could separate a group of D3 
branes from the point were they were all sitting originally. Fortunately, for 
the extremal case we can find a supergravity solution describing this system. 
All we have to do is the replacement 

N N-M M 
U" ~ U" + IÜ - Wï" ' (2.10)

where W = rja' is the separation. lt is a vector because we have to specify 
a point on SS also. The resulting metric is 

d2 
s -- a '[U2 1 

(N - M If.r:;1
1/2 d2XII 


V4ir9 + 4 ) 


+ 1 
.j4rrg rr? N - M + _ MU" 1/2 

dÜ2 1. (2.11) 
u- ( IU - WI" ) 

For large U » IWI we find basically the solution for (AdSs x SS)N which 
is interpreted as saying that for large energies we do not see the fact that 
the conformal syrometry was broken, while for small U « IWI we find 
just (AdSs x S5)N_M, which is associated to the CFT of the unbroken 
U(N - M) piece. Furthermore, if we consider the region IÜ - WI « IWI we 
find (AdSs x SS)M, which is described by the CFT of the U(M) piece. 

We could in principle separate all the branes from each other. For large 
values of U we would still have (AdSs x SS)N, but for small values of U we 
would not be able to trust the supergravity solution, but we naively get N 
copies of (AdSs x S5h which should correspond to the U(l)N. 

Now we discuss the issue of compactification. We want to consider the 
YM theory compactified on a torus of radii R;, Xi '" Xi + 2rrR;, which stay 
fuced as we take the a' ~ 0 limit. Compactifying the theory breaks conformal 
invariance and leav~ only the Poincare supersymmetries. However one cau 
still find the supèrgravity solutions and follow the above procedure, going 
near the horizon, etc. The AdS piece will contain some identmcations. So 
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we will be able to trust the supergravity solution as long as the physical 
lpngth of these compact circles stays big in a' units. This implies that we 
can trust the supergravity solution as long as we stay far from the horizon 
(at U = 0) 

U» (gN)I/4 
(2.12) 

for all i. This is a larger bound than the naive expectation (1/ R;). If we 
were considering near extremal black holes we would require that Uo in (2.5) 
satisfies (2.12), which is, of course, the same condition on the temperature 
gotten in [22]. 

The relation of the three-brane supergravity solution and the Yang-Mills 
theory has been studied in [23-26]. All the calculations have been done for 
near extremal D3 branes fall into the category described above. In particular 
the absorption cross section of the dilaton and the graviton have been shown 
to agree with what one would calculate in the YM theory [24,25]. It has been 
shown in [26J that some of these agreements are due to non-renormalization 
theorems for .N = 4 YM. The black hole entropy was compared to the 
perturbative YM calculation and it agrees up to a numerical factor [23]. This 
is not in disagreement with the correspondence we were suggesting, It is 
expected that large gN effects change this numerical factor, this problem 
remains unsolved. 

Finally notice that the group 80(2,4) x 80(6) suggests a twelve dimen
sional realization in a theory with two times [27]. 

3 	 Other Cases with 16 -+ 32 Supersymmetries, 
M5 and M2 Brane Theories 

Basically all that we have said for the D3 brane carries over for the other 
conformal field theories describing coïncident M-theory fivebranes and M
theory twobranes. We describe below the limits that should be taken in 
each of the two cases. Similar remarks can be made about the entropies [28], 
and the determination of the probe actions using superconformal invariance. 
Eleven dimensional supergravity on the corresponding Ad8 spaces was stud
ied in [8,10,11,15]. 

3.1 M5 Brane 

The de;coupling limit is obtained by taking the 11 dimensional Planck length 
to zero. lp -+ 0, keeping the worldvolume energies fixed and taking the 
separations U2 ;: r/l: = fixed [29]. This last condition ensures tbat the 
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llIembranes stretching between fivebranes give rise to strings with fini te ten
sion. 

The metric is9 

ds2 = f-l/3dx~ + f2/3(dr 2 + r2dn~) , 
(3.1)rrNl3 

/=l+--P 
r 3 ' 

We also have a flux of the four-form field strength on the four-sphere (which 
is quantized). Again, in the limit we obtain 

2 
ds2 = l2( U2 dx2 + 4(rrN)2/3 dU + (-rrN)2/3dn2] (3 2) 

p (rrN)l/3 11 U2 4 , . 

where now the "radii" of the sphere and the Ad57 space are Rsph = 
RAdS /2 = lp( -rr N) 1/3. Again, the "radii" are fixed in Planck units as we 
take lp -+ 0, and supergravity can be applied if N » 1. 

Reasoning as above we conclude that this theory contains seven dimen
siona! Anti-deSitter times a four-sphere, which for large N looks locally like 
eleven dimensional Minkowski space. 

This gives us a method to calculate properties of the large N limit of 
the six dimensiona! (0,2) conformal field theory [30J. The superconforma! 
group again coincides with the algebra of the supersymmetries preserved by 
Ad57 x 5 4 . The bosonic symmetries are 50(2,6) x 50(5) [4]. We can do 
brane probe calculations, thermodynamic calculations [28], etc. 

The conjecture is now that the (0,2) confonnal field theory is dual to 
M-theory on (AdS7 x 5 4 )N , the sub index indicates the dependenee of the 
"radius" with N. 

3.2 M2 Brane 

We now take the limit lp -+ 0 keeping U l / 2 == r /l:/2 = fixed. This com
bination has to remain fixed beeause the scalar field describing the motion 
of the twobrane has sealing dimension 1/2. Alternatively we could have de
rived this conformal field theory by taking fust the field theory limit of D2 
branes in string theory as in [31-33], and then taking the strong coupling 
limit of that theory to get to the eonformal point as in [34-36]. The fact 
that the theories obtained in this fashion are the same can be seen as follows. 
The D2 brane gauge theory can be obtained as the limit a' -+ 0, keeping 
9~M '" 9/a' = fixed. This is the same as the limit of M-theory two branes 

in the limit lp -+ 0 with R u /l:/2 
'" gYM = fixed. This is a theory where 

9In our conventions the relation of the Planck length to the 11 dimensional Newton 
constant is Ct.) = 1611"7 l:. 
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one of the Higgs fields is compact. Taldng RU -+ 00 we see that we get 
the theory of coincident M2 branes, in which the SO(8) R-symmetry has an 
obvious origin. 

The metric is 

ds2 = /-2/3clxn + /1/3(dr2 + T2dn~) , 

25"fr2N16 (3.3) 
/=1+ "P,

T 

and there is a nonzero flux of the dual of the four-form field strength on 
the seven-sphere. In the decoupling limit we obtOOn AdS4 x S7, and the 
supersymmetries work out correctly. The bosonic generators are given by 
80(2,3) x 80(8). In this case the "radii" of the sphere and AdS4 are 
Rsph =2RAds = lp (25 "fr2N) 1/6. 

The entropy of the near extremal solution agrees with the expectation 
from dimensional analysis for a conformal theory in 2+1 dimensions [28], 
but the N dependenee or the numerical coefficients are not understood. 

Actually for the case of the two brane the conformal symmetry was used 
to determine the 1)4 term in the probe action [37], we are further saying that 
conformal invariance determines it to all orders in the velo city of the probe. 
Furthermore the duality we have proposed with M-theory on AdS4 x S7 
determines the precise numerical coefficient. 

When M-theory is involved the dimensionalities of the groups are sug
gestive of a thirteen dimensional realization [38J. 

4 	 Theories with 8 -t 16 Supersymmetries, the 
Dl+DS System 

T4Now we consider IIB string theory compactified on M4 (where M4 = 
or K3) to six spacetime dimensions. As a fust example let us start with 
a D-fivebrane with four dimensions wrapping on M4 giving a string in six 
dimensions. Consider a system with Q5 fivebranes and Q1 D-strings, where 
the D-string is parallel to the string in six dimensions arising from the five
brane. This system is described at low energies by a 1+1 dimensional (4,4) 
superconformal field theory. So we take the limit 

r 	 V4 9
1) =a' -+ 0 , a =fixed , - (2"fr)4a'> =fixed , 96 = ...(ii == fixed 

(4.1) 

wh~re V4 is the volume of M 4 . All other moduli of M4 remain fixed. This 
is jÜst a low energy limit, we keep all dimensionless moduli fixed. As a six 
dimensional theory, rm on M4 contains strings. They transform under the 
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U-duality group and they carry charges given by a vector ql. In genera! 
we can consider a configuration where q2 = TflJqlqJ :F 0 (the metric is the 
U-duality group invariant), and then take the limit (4.1). 

This theory has a branch which we will call the Higgs branch and one 
which we call the Coulomb branch. On the Higgs branch the 1+1 dimen
sional vector multipiets have zero expectation value and the Coulomb branch 
is the other one. Notice that the expectation values of the vector multipiets 
in the Coulomb branch remain fixed as we take the limit a' -t O. 

The Higgs branch is a SCFT with (4,4) supersymmetry. This is the the
ory considered in [39]. The above limit includes also a piece of the Coulomb 
branch, since we can separate the branes by a distance such that the mass 
of stretched strings remains finite. 

Now we consider the supergravity solution corresponding to D1+D5 
branes [40] 

2 ds = 1~1/2151/2dx~ + 1;/2Ii/2 2 (dr + r2dn~) , 
(4.2)

ft = ( 1 + -;;;:2' 90.'Q1) 15 = ( 90.'QS)1 + ---;r , 

where dx~ = 2 -dt + 2 dx and x is the coordinate along the D-string. Some 
of the moduli of M 4 vary over the solution and attain a fixed value at the 
horizon which depends only on the charges and some others are constant 
throughout the solution. The three-form RR-field strength is also nonzero. 

In the decoupling limit (4.1) we can neglect the l's in Ii in (4.2) and the 
metric becomes 

2 2 
2 , [U 2 r;:\;:\dU ~ 0 2

ds =0. 96v'7JïQ5dxlI+96VQ1QSU2 +96VQ1Qsd 3 ] . (4.3) 

The compact manifold M 4(Q) that results in the limit is determined as 
follows. Some of its moduli are at their fixed point value which depends only 
on the charges and not on the asymptotic value of those moduli at infinity 
(the notation M 4 (Q) indicates the charge dependence of the moduli) [4lj1°. 
The other moduli, that were constant in the black hole solution, have their 
original values. For example, the volume of M 4 has the fixed point value 
Vfized = Qt/Qs, while the sbc dimensional string coupling 96 bas the original 
value. Notice that there is an overall factor of a' in (4.3) which can be 
removed by canceling it with the factor of 0.' in the Newton constant as 
explained above. We can trust the supergravity solution if Ql, Qs are large, 
96Qi » 1. Notice that we are talking about a six dimensional supergravity 

lOThe fuced values of the moduli are determined by the condition that they minimize 
the tension of the corresponding string (carrying charges q/) in six dimensions [41]. This 
is parallel to the discussion in four dimensions (42). 
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solution since the volume of M4 is a constant in Planck units (we keep 
the QlIQ5 ratio fuced). The metric (4.3) describes three dimensional Ad83 
times a 3-sphere. The supersymmetries work out correctly, starting from the 
8 Poincare supersymmetries we enhance then to 16 supersymmetries. The 
bosonic component is 80(2,2) x 80(4). In conformal field theory language 
80(2,2) is just the 8L(2, R) x 8L(2, R) part of the conformal group and 
SO(4) "-' 8U(2)L x 8U(2)R are the R-symmetries of the CFT [43J. 

SO the conjecture is that the 1 +1 dimensional GFT describing the Higgs 
branch of the Dl +D5 system on M4 is dual to type IIB string theory on 
(AdS3 x S3)QIQS X M 4(Q) . The subscript indicates that the radius of 
the three sphere is R~ph = cigsJ7Jïll5. The compact fourmanifold M 4 (Q) 
is at same particular point in moduli space determined as follows. The 
various moduli of M 4 are divided as tensors and hypers according to the (4,4) 
supersymmetry on the brane. Each hypermultiplet contains four moduli and 
each tensor contains a modulus and an anti-self-dual B-field. (There are five 
tensors of this type for T 4 and 21 for K3). The scalars in the tensors have 
fixed point values at the horizon of the black hole, and those values are the 
ones entering in the definition of M4(Q) (Q indicates the dependence on the 
charges). The hypers will have the same expectation value everywhere. It is 
necessary for this conjecture to work that the 1+1 dimensional (4,4) theory is 
indendent of the tensor moduli appearing in its original definition as a limit 
of the brane configurations, since M4 (Q) does not dep end on those moduli. 
A non renomalization theorem like [44,45] would explain this. We also need 
that the Higgs branch decouples from the Coulomb branch as in [46,47]. 

Finite temperature configurations in the 1+1 conformal field theory can 
be considered. They correspond to near extremal black holes in AdS3 . The 
metric is the same as that of the BTZ 2+1 dimensional black hole [481, 
except that the angle of the BTZ description is not periadie. This angle 
corresponds to the spatial direct ion x of the 1 + 1 dimensional CFT and it 
becomes periodic if we compactify the theoryll [49-51] 12. All calculations 
done for the lD+5D system [39, 53, 54) are evidence for this conjecture. 
In all these cases [541 the nontrivial part of the greybody factors comes 
from the AdS part of the spacetime. lndeed, it was noticed in [55] that 
the greybody factors for the BTZ black hole were the same as the ones 
for the five-dimensional black hole in the dilute gas approximation. The 

11 I thank G. Horowitz ror many discussioDS on this correspondenee and for pointiog out 
ref. (49) to me. Some of the remarks the remarks below arose in conversatioDS with him. 

12The ideas in [49-51) could be used to show the relation between the AdS region and 
black holes in M-theory on a light like circle. However the statement io [49-51] that the 
AdS3 x S3 spacetime is U-dual to the rull black hole solution (which is asymptotic to 
Minkowski space) should be taken with caution because in those cases the spacetime has 
identificatioDS on circ1es that are becomiog null. This changes dramatica1ly the physics. 
For examples of these changes see (32,52). 
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dilute gas condition ro, r n « rlrS [53] is automatically satisfied in the limit 
(4.1) for finite temperature configurations (and finite chemical potential for 
the momentum along i:). It was also noticed that the equations have an 
SL(2, R) x SL(2, R) symmetry [56], these are the isometries of AdS3, and 
part of the conform al symmetry of the 1 +1 dimensional field theory. It 
would be interesting to understand what is the gravitational counterpart of 
the fulI conformal symmetry group in 1 +1 dimensions. 

5 Theories with 4 -+ 8 Supersymmetries 

The theories of this type will be related to black strings in five dimensions 
and Reissner-Nordström black holes in four dimensions. This part will be 
more sketchy, since there are several details of the conformal field theories 
involved which I do not completely understand, most notably the dependence 
on the various moduli of the compactification. 

5.1 Black String in Five Dimensions 

One can think about this case as arising from M-theory on M 6 where M 6 

is a CY manifold, K3 x T 2 or T 6 . We wrap fivebraoes on a four-cycle 
P4 = pAUA in M 6 with nonzero triple self intersection number, see [57]. We 
are left with a one dimensional object in five spacetime dimensions. Now we 
take the following limit 

u2lp -+ 0 (21rlv == V61l; =fixed == ril! = fixed , (5.1) 

where lp is the eleven dimensional Plaock length. In this limit the theory will 
reduce to a conformal field theory in two dimensions. It is a (0,4) CFT and 
it was discussed in some detail in a region of the moduli space in [57]. More 
generally we should think that the five dimensional theory has some strings 
characterized by charges pA, forming a multiplet of the U-duality group and 
we are taking a configuration where the triple self intersection number p3 

is nonzero (in the case M6 = y>6, p3 == D == DABCpApBpC is the cubic E6 

invariant). 
We now take the corresponding limit of the bId hole solution. We will 

just present the near horizon geometry, obtained after taking the limit. Near 
the horizon all the vector moduli are at their fixed point values [58]. So the 
near horizon geometry cao be calculated by considering the solution with 
constant moduli. We get 

2 l/3 dU2 
2 U v 2 2 V2/3 ( )]

ds = l~ Dl/3 (-dt + dx ) + v2/ 3 4 U2 + dn~ . (5.2)
[ 
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In this limit M 6 has its vector moduli equal to their fixed point values which 
dep end only on the charge while its hyper moduli are what they were at infin
ity. The overall size of MS in Planck units is a hypermultiplet, so it remains 
constant as we take the limit (5.1). We get a product of three dimensional 
Ad83 spacetime with a two-sphere, Ad83 x 82

. Defining the five dimensional 
Planck length by l~p = l~/v we find that the "radii" of the two sphere and the 
Ad83 are R,ph = RAdS12 = lSpD 1/3. In this case the superconformal group 
contains as a bosonic subgroup 50(2,2) x 80(3). So the R-symmetries are 
just 5U(2)R, associated to the 4 rightmoving supersymmetries. 

In this case we conjecture that this (0,4) conformal field theory is dual, 
for large pA, to M-theory on Ad53 x 82 x M:. The hypermultiplet moduli of M: are the same as the ones entering the definition of the (0,4) theory. The 
vector moduli depend only on the charges and their values are those that the 
black string has at the horizon. A necessary condition for this conjecture to 
work is that the (0,4) theory should be independent of the original values of 
the vector moduli (at least for large pl· It is not c1ear to me whether this is 
true. 

Using this conjecture we would get for large N a compactification of M 
theory which has five extended dimensions. 

5.2 Extremal 3+1 Dimensional Reissner-Nordström 

This section is more sketchy and contains an unresolved puzzle, so the reader 
wiJl not miss much if he skips it. 

We start with IIB string theory compactified on M6, where M 6 is a 
Calabi-Yau manifold or K3 x T2 or rs. We consider a configuration of D3 
branes that leads to a black hole with nonzero horizon area. Consider the 
limit 

6 Vs r 
a'~O (211") V == -3 = fixed U == cl =fixed . (5.3)

a' 

The string coupling is arbitrary. In this limit the system reduces to quantum 
mechanics on the moduli space of the three-brane configuration. 

Taking the limit (5.3) of the supergravity solution we find 

U2 dU2 
]ds2 = a' [--dil +g~N2_ + g~N2d!l~ (5.4)

g~N2 U2 

where N is proportional to the number of D3 branes. We find a two 
dimensional Ad82 space times a two-sphere, both with the same radius 
R = l4pN, where l~p = g2a'Iv. The bosonic symmetries of Ad52 x 8 2 

are 80(2,1) x 80(3). This superconformal symmetry seems related to the 
symmetries of the chiral conformal field theory that was proposed in [59] to 
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describe the Reissner-Nordström blad: holes. Here we find a puzzle, since in 
the limit (5.3) we got a qua.ntum mecha.nica.1 system a.nd not a 1+1 dimen
siona.1 conformal field theory. In the limit (5.3) the energy gap (mentioned 
in [59,60]) becomes very large 13 . So it looks like talcing a large N limit at 
the same time will be crucia.l in this case. These problems might be related 
to the large ground state entropy of the system. 

If this is understood it might lead to a proposa.l for a non perturbative 
definition of M/string theory (as a large N limit) when there are four non
compact dimensions. 

It is interesting to consider the mot ion of probes on the Ad~ background. 
This corresponds to going into the "Coulomb" bra.nch of the qua.ntum me
cha.nics. Dimensiona.1 a.nalysis says that the action has the form (2.7) with 

p = O. Expa.nding f to first order we find S '" J dtg;. "" f dtv2/r3, which 
is the dependence on r that we expect from supergravity when we are close 
to the horizon. A similar a.na.lysis for Reissner-Nordström blad: holes in five 
dimensions would give a term proportional to 1/r4 [17]. It will be interest
ing to check the coefficient (note that this is the only term a.110wed by the 
symmetries, as opposed to [17]). 

6 Discussion, Relation to Matrix Theory 

By deriving various field theories from string tneory and considering their 
large N limit we have shown that they conta.in in their Hilbert space excita
tions describing supergravity on various spacetimes. We further conjectured 
that the field theories are dua.l to the fuU qua.ntum M/string theory on var
ious spacetimes. In principle, we ca.n use this dua.1ity to give a definition of 
M/string theory on fiat spacetime as (a region of) the large N limit of the 
field theories. Notice that this is a non-perturbative proposa.l for defining 
sueh theories, sinee the corresponding field theories ca.n, in principle, be de
fined non-perturbatively. We are oo1y scratching the surface and there are 
ma.ny things to be worked out. In [61] it has been proposed that the large 
N limit of DO brane quantum mechanics would describe eleven dimensional 
M-theory. The large N limits discussed above, also provide a definition of 
M-theory. An obvious differenee with the matrix model of [61] is that here 
N is not interpreted as the momentum a.1ong a compact direction. In our 
case, N is related to the curvature a.nd the size of the space where the the
ory is defined. In both cases, in the large N limit we expect to get fiat, 
non-compact spaces. The matrix model [61} gives us a preseription to build 
asymptotie states, we have not shown here how to construct graviton states, 

131 thank A. Strominger for pointing this out to me. 

http:conta.in
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and this is a very interesting problem. On the other hand, with the present 
proposa! it is more dear that we recover supergravity in the large N limit. 

This approach leads to proposals involving five (and maybe in some fu
ture four) non-compact dimensions. The five dimensional proposal involves 
considering the 1+1 dimensional field theory associated to a black string in 
five dimensions. These theories need to be studied in much more detail than 
we have done here. 

rt seems that this correspondence between the large N limit of field 
theories and supergravity can be extended to non-conformal field theories. 
An example was considered in [1], where the theory of NS fivebranes was 
studied in the 9 ~ 0 limit. A natural interpretation for the throat region is 
that it is a region in the Hilbert space of a six dimensional "string" theory14. 
And the fact that contains gravity in the large N limit is just a common 
feature of the large N limit of various field theories. The large Nmaster 
field seems to be the anti-deSitter supergravity solutions [17]. 

When we study non extremal black holes in AdS spacetimes we are no 
longer restricted to low energies, as we were in the discussion in higber 
dimensions [44,54]. The restriction came from matching the AdS region to 
the Minkowski region. So the five dimensional results [53,54] can be used 
to describe arbitrary non-extremal black holes in three dimensional Anti
deSitter spacetimes. This might lead us to understand better where the 
degrees of freedom of black boles really are, as weU as tbe meaning of tbe 
region behind tbe borizon. The question of the boundary conditions is very 
interesting and tbe conformal field tbeories should provide us witb some 
definite boundary conditions and will probably explain us how to interpret 
physically spacetimes with borizons. It would be interesting to find the 
connection with the description of 2+1 dimensional black boles proposed by 
Carlip [63]. 

In [8, 13J super-singleton representations of AdS were studied and it was 
proposed that they would describe the dynamics of a brane "at the end of 
the world". It was a.lso found that in maximally supersymmetric cases it 
reduces to a free field [8]. It is tempting therefore to identify tbe singleton 
with the center of mass degree of freedom of the branes [6,13]. A recent 
paper suggested that super-singletons would describe all the dynamics of 
AdS [51]. The claim of the present paper is tbat all the dynamics of AdS 
re duces to previously known conformal field theories. 

It seems natural to study conformal field theories in Euclidean space and 
relate them to deSitter spacetimes. 

Also it would be nice if these results could be extended to four-dimen
siona! gauge theories with less supersymmetry. 

14This possibility was also raised by (62), though it is a bit disturbing to find a constant 
energy ftux to the UV (that is how we are interpréting the radial dimension). 
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Appendix 

D = p + 2-dimensional anti-deSitter spacetimes can be obtained by taking 
the hyperboloid 

X 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 R2 
- -1 - X20 + 1 + ... + p + p+l -- - , (A.l) 

embedded in a flat D+1 dimensional spacetime with the metric 
11 = Diag(-1, -1, 1,'" ,1). We will ca.ll R the "radius" of Ad8 spacetime. 
The symmetry group 80(2, D -1) = 80(2,p+ 1) is obvious in this descrip
tion. In order to make contact with the previously presented form of the 
metric let us define the coordinates 

u = 	(X- 1 + XP+l) 
XaRxa=-U a=O,I,'" ,p (A.2) 

R2x2U 
V = (X- 1 - Xp+l) = R2 + U . 

The induced metric on the hyperboloid (A.l) becomes 

2 
2 dU22 U 2 

R2 dx 	 (A.3)ds = + R U2 . 

This is the form of the metric used in the text. We could also define Ü = 
U/R2 sa that metric (A.3) has an overall factor of R2, waking it clear that R 
is the overall scale of the metric. The region outside the horizon corresponds 
to U> 0, which is only a part of (A.I). It would be interesting to understand 
what the other regions in the Ad8 spacetime correspond to. For further 
discussion see [65]. 
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